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PREFACE
IN The Sovereignty of the British Dominions I examined
as it stood in 1929 the position of the British Dominions
internationally and constitutionally under the terms
of the Imperial Conference Resolutions of 1926, and
indicated the matters in which they still fell short of
full external and internal sovereign authority. The
questions involved in their constitutional aspect were
shortly afterwards made the subject of investigation
by ~xperts at the Conference of 1929, and their
deliberations were accorded, with minor changes,
approval by the Imperial Conference of 1930. The
Statute of Westminster, drafted to give effect to the
changes in the constitution of the Empire held
desirable, was approved by all the Dominion Parliaments and enacted on December 11, 1931, by the
Parliament of the United Kingdom. In th~ mm:e year,
without ostentation and without any co'rilmu'nication
to that Parliament, vital changes were effectedin the
mode of conducting the foreign affairs of the Irish Free
State, which established the external sovereignty of
that State on an assured footing by the total elimination ·of the British Government as an intermediary
between the State Government and the King.
These two events render it desirable to attempt to
'
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set out the main features of the Constitutional Law
of the Dominions, using that term in the widest sense.
The changes of 1931 have rather complicated than
simplified the structure of the Empire; they have no
doubt relaxed the bonds of imperial unity so far as
form is concerned, but a remarkable step to cou1lteract
any disadvantages of this tendency has been taken by
the determination of the Ottawa Conference on August
20, 1932, to establish the doctrine that inter-imperial
preferences are matters outside the sphere of the operation of most favoured nation clauses in treaties with
foreign powers. This involves, it must be noted, a
renewed affirmation of the doctrine of the Imperial
Conference of 1926, which refused to admit that interimperial relations could be governed by the terms of
the Covenant of the League of Nations or of treaties
concluded under the auspices of the League. Economic
ties, it is clear, to be effective, must rest on the basis
that the Empire is in a sense a unity, though one of
a new kind; a Commonwealth rather than a confeder~
tion.
I have endeavoured to set out the present position
of imperial relations as they are in fact, not as they
were prior to 1931 or as they may become. For that
reason I have refrained from criticism of earlier views.
Progress has been so rapid that it would be unfair to
deal with the opinions expressed by many eminent
foreign authorities on the nature of the Empire, since
they were necessarily based on a·state of affairs which
has passed away.
Of constitutional details I have endeavoured to
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select those of most importance for the present day,
and this consideration has guided me in the choice of
topics affecting the federal constitutions, which of late
have shown developments of great interest.
For much help in the preparation of this work I am
indebt@d to my wife.
This work was completed on August 22 in order to
include the record of the constitutional aspect of the
Ottawa Conference. So rapid has been the process of
printing, thanks to the skill of Messrs. R. & R. Clark,
that there is little to add. The British Government has
fulfilled its duty of dealing with the legal position of
Dominion forces when visiting this country by introducing the Visiting Forces (British Commonwealth)
Bill, which shows the mode in which such a problem
as that of the treatment of deserters should be handled.
The latest of the abortive conferences with Mr. De
Valera has failed to end a tariff war of grave consequence to both countries, but the memoranda published
o~ October 29 reveal the British Government appealing
with some inconsistency to international law in support
of its claim that the financial settlements of 1923 and
1926 required no ratification. Mr. De Valera on the other
hand relies on a fundamental constitutional doctrine,
the rule that an engagement by a minister is subject
to the approval of Parliament, and denies that the
action of the Free State Parliament in respect of the
agreements amounts to a confirmation of either. It
is clear that a grave ·error was committed when the
final financial settlement with the Free State was not
cast into treaty form and formally approved by both
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Parliaments, and it may be hoped that a dispute on
which so much can be pleaded on both sides may soon
be settled in a prudent spirit of reconciliation.
The Ottawa Agreements have elicited iri the Dominions a mixed response. In Australia and New Zealand they have been denounced as endangering the
protective policy of these countries, and have been
defended by Mr. Lyons and Mr. Forbes on the score
that in principle nothing is changed. In Canada Mr.
Mackenzie King has disapproved the scale of concessions to the United Kingdom and deprecated the spirit
of hard bargaining involved, while General Smuts has
deplored the failure to attain greater concessions for·
the Union. Mr. Scullin has emphasised thE? constitutional obje'Ction to any effort to bind future Parliaments, and unquestionably, in view of the brief duration of the Commonwealth Parliament, the period of
five years is open to criticism of a much more serious
kind than that pressed by Sir Herbert Samuel in the
case of the United Kingdom. It must be noted that the
impression appears to be general that a new Parliame~t
will be free to refuse to continue the agreements in
operation if they are deemed to run counter to national
interests. If this is the case, the distinction be~ween
them and international obligations becomes very
marked, and it is significant that no provision is made
in them for settlement of differences of view by any
form of arbitral tribunal. The discussions, however,
have made it clear that too much stress must not be
laid on the compacts as preventing the disruption of
an Empire whose bonds are now dangerously weak.
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Australia and New Zealand are bound by overwhelming considerations of national safety to the closest relations with the United Kingdom, and it is clear that
the operation of the agreement with Canada will put a
considerable strain on the good temper of either party.
In special the boon of access to the Tariff Board appears
likely to prove of little value to the British exporter.
To Messrs. Macmillan & Co. I tender most sincere
thanks for undertaking the publication of this work, as
of its predecessor.

A. BERRIEDALE KEITH
Tm<J

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH,
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THE SOVEREIGNTY OF THE DOMINIONS
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CHAPTER I
THE DEVELOPMENT OF DOMINION AUTONOMY

THE· war of ·1914-dSwas.responsible.for t}le .. definite
raising in. an acute . form . of.the status. oJ. the British
self-governing .Dominions··. both . as regards the United
Kingdom ll,ndthe other states.of the.. world. It is true
that the questions which came t9 be raised by the war
would in due course have demanded solution, but the
time for such aption might long have been postponed
if the Dominions had not been compelled to realise
their essential implication in world affairs and their
complete dependence in many vital matters on .the
United Kingdom. The regime. of responsible .government,.which had been recommended by Lord Durham
and which had been put into effective operation by
Lnrd Elgin in Canada. in .1847, was one .essentially
adapted to times of peace, for under such conditions
it was possible for the Dominions to achieve almost
complete internal autonomy without raising fundamental issues between them and the United Kingdom.
Lord Durham's proposals seemed to offer a solution to
the difficult question of the relation of an overseas
European population to the mother country; sclfgovernment was speedily extended to the other provinces of British North America and to Newfoundland;
in 1855-56 it became operative.in New South Wales,
Tasmania, and South Australia, and in New Zealand;
3
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was granted to Queensland O.I1

separ~:ttionf:r:qm

New

_2~ $outh Wales in 1859,, to Western Aus~ralia in J~!;)(),

!UJ,d to tl:le . Cape of Good Hope and . Natalin...l872
a,nd 1893 resp()ptively. In the South African cases the
grant involved a new principle, for the population was
predominantly non-European, and the interests of
the natives were by the grant inevitably placed in the
hands of the local European minorities. Despite the
difficulties arising from this cause, responsible government was held to be the one mode by which the conquered republics in South Africa could be attached to
the Empire, and the Transvaal.~:tnd the Orange River
Colony received this form .of government in .19.06-:-7.
Nor was there any reluctance on the part of the United
Kingdom to strengthen the autonomous units which
it had brought into being. Though federation would
manifestly strengthen them in any dealings with the
United Kingdom, the British Government was in large
measure responsible for the federation . of.Canada in
1867, for that of Australiain 1900, and the Union of
South Africa in.1909.
In the grant of. responsible government as ppnq.eived
"J$y Lord Durham.·there· was involved no idea...qf.. . the
~-urrender of the sole sovereignty. of the. United .King4om. He contemplated. no inroad O!l the. pararo.ount
~-uthority of the Imperial Parliament.and . theJ:rnpe:rial
Goverrp:nent; his desire was that they should confine
their action to matters truly imperial, and, having
created local administrations, leave them to deal unfettered with all matters of local concern. He saw that
the struggle in Canada was largely waged over issues
of patronage and expenditure on local objects in which
the Imperial Crown had no special interest, and he
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proposed that all such questions should be dealt with
by local ministries framed on the British model which
would thus express the will of the electorate from time
to time. But he would have reserved . from colonial
ministries matters of the. utmost importa;J+<:)~., ip.cluding
control of their land policy, of.their. tritde:relllotions with
the E~pire and foreign countries, including issues of
coinage and shipping, of their constitutions, of their
foreign relations and defence. The Imperial Government
was early persuaded that land policy could not be reserved without destroying the local autonomy which it
proposed to grant. But in other matters it shared the
views of Lord Durham, which in fact did notrun widely
counter to colonial opinion. Even the protagonists of
the colonial claims · in the American .revolutionary
movement had been prepared to admit the right of
the . British Parliament .. to .regulate trade as a matter
of gener!ll interest and convenience, and many of them
had defended the navigation laws as an integral part
of the imperial commercial system. 1
It was not long, however, before the .idefl, qfQomm·ercial control had to be modified.in. essentials. The
abandonment of the British system of protection with
preference for the colonies evoked demands, which
could not in fairness be resisted, for ·the repeal. of the
navigation .litwsin.l849, and·.··in.·l859 .the. Colonial
S~cretary was ..fain to .admit the absolute .right of
Gfl,nada to raise her tari:ff .against .B.:ritish imports.
Though the general control of shipping was retained, the
colonies were permitted to regulate their own registered
shipping in 1854, and in 1869 to deal with their coasting
trade. Moreover, the retention of supreme authority
1

Keith, Constitutional History of the First British Empire, pp. 377 ff •
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over other forms of shipping was approved by a Colonial
Merchant Shipping Conference of 1907. With abandonment of control of commerce went control over customs
regulations and the postal services. Still more striking
was the surrender of any control over immigration restriction; the idea that any British subject, or ~t least
any European British subject, should be entitled to free
entry into any part of the British Dominions was
surrendered by 1901. In the field of copyright a longer
battle was waged/ but by 1911 the right of every
Dominion to complete self-determination was conceded. Even control over constitutional change was
relaxed; while the constitution of Canada of 1867 made
no provision for alteration save by the Imperial Parliament, that of the Commonwealth of Australia assigned
to the Commonwealth Parliament. and the electorate
at a referendum almost unrestricted power of change.
The decision to withdraw imperial forces from all parts
of the colonies where there were no specially imperial
issues to be safeguarded, leaving the colonies to secure
their own internal defence, was taken in 1866-70, and
the colonies were left free to control their own locany
raised troops. Even when, as in South Africa until
1921, imperial forces had to be retained, the local
governments exercised supreme authority over the
forces which they raised. More difficulty was presented
by naval defence, which demanded action beyond
territorial limits and therefore was held normally to
belong to the imperial power, while this argument was
reinforced by the paramount importance of uniformity
in naval organisation and training. Even, however, on
this score the British Government yielded: the Colonial
1

•
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Conference of 1907 saw the beginning of agreement to
the creation of local squadrons under colonial control,
and this policy was fully adopted at the Naval and
· Military Conference of 1909 and the Imperial Conference of 1911. 1
In the :field of foreign affairs progress was not less
marked •• From the :first the necessity of consulting and
if possible securing colonial concurrence in any decision
affecting specially the colonies was frankly conceded.
Immediately on the grant of self-government to NewfoundlandMr . LahouGlw:re assured the government that
no agreement affecting the treatyrightsof France would
be arrived at without consultation. For a time the British
Government exercised unfettered authority in the conclusion of cqn:JJne:rd~L,tJ:eJl~titls.Jor the whole of the
Empire. But soon this practice ceased; :first the colonies
were given the option of separate adherence to such
treaties; then there was obtained the right of separate
withdrawal, and in 1895 there was finally recognised
the right of every colony to have special commercial
treaties negotiated for it, subject to concurrence by the
British Government in the action and to certain safeguards for the interests of other parts of the Empire.
Political treaties of a general character long remained
outside the purview of the colonies, .but at . the Imperial
Con.ference .of 19 U the issue was .raised in con.n.ection
with.the Declaration of·London, and a promise given
that the Dominions should be consulted in future so far
as practicable regarding such treaties as might be
framed at The Hague Conferences or otherwise. Yet it
was of the utmost significance as a sign of the reluctance of the premier Dominion to enter this field that
1

Keith, Tke Sovereignty of the British Dominions, chap. vi.
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Ch~pter ,§i~lf,jJJm~;QfJ~, ,jp.sisted

on negating any . right of
the Dominions to be ·consulted. 9AlS§Ues ofJoreign
policy in general as opposed to those affecting directly
the Dominions. Consultation would, inhisview,involve
responsibility on the Dominions, and Canada was not
yet prepared to accept such responsibility. His ideal,
it was clear, was the highest measure of self-determination for the Dominion, and a resolute opposition to any
tendency to engage Canada in the external affairs of
the United Kingdom and to impose upon her burdens
which would divert her energies from the prime task of
perfecting her internal organisation. 1
Nor was the view of Canada isolated. Mr. Fisher
for
)\-.;
Australia might desire that the Commonwealth should
be placed in direct communication with the For13ign
Secretary, but his view was isolated. The wider sphere
of foreign relations had no interest for the Union, New
Zealand, or Newfoundland, which proved to be content
with the autonomy they possessed. It is significant that
§£P.~E~L.;;§.Q~gf1 rebuked with point and asperity the
, ef!ort of the Nationalist press in the Union to claim that
'!Vi the Dominions could claim to stand neutral in.British
wars, and the suggestion received no sympathy !rom
the other Premiers present at the Conference.
Questions of external relations, however, were destined to destroy the attitude of satisfaction with the
status quo evinced by the Conference of 1911. The
Canadian Government had concluded an arrangement
for reciprocity with the United States. That its operation might serve to weaken or even ,destroy the ties
between Canada and the Empire was suggested by
American comments, and the fear ultimately secured

_·
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,..•..,the defeat of the ministry and bro:qght.J\:U;,R .. B.ord.en Chapter
I.
/<,""~·...iuto ..power.~;~,l".ti>JtO,.'Ii~lf~'~~~fll\l<;..,..r.,
Mr. Borden.i]).augurated a newideal ot. i:mP€l!'!al relations, that of Dominion sovereignty .ooupled
with· co-operation with the. United Kingdo:m ..em the
feoting of equality, replacing the narrower ai:m. 0£ Sir
Wilfrid.Laurier to secure local autono:my~:q,dto remain
aloof from implication in world affairs. For the moment
Mr. Borden accepted as the only practicable policy, in
view of the urgent menace of German naval strength,
the plan of a monetary contribution to the British
navy in lieu of seeking to create a Canadian navy, but
he coupled this proposal with a demand for a voice in
the determination of imperial policy, for which purpose
the British Government offered to enter into full discussions with a minister of the Dominion Government
to be stationed in London. Liberal hostility induced the
Senate to reject his proposal of pecuniary aid, and the
advent of war for a time rather emphasised the dependence of the Dominions on the United Kingdom.
Though they approved ex post facto the British decision
to share in the war, they recognised that they would
in any case have been involved in it, and they found it
necessary to place their forces, naval and military
alike, under the supreme command of the British
commanders-in-chief, war forbidding the possibility of
the exercise of independent authority .
. T~e J?ominions, however, ':ere soon to reassert their "'
diStmctlve character and their autonomy, nor was the ·
British Government reluctant to assure their position.
In the e:x:pedient of the War Cabinet it fou]).d a means
of associating the representatives of the Dominions
with British statesmen in deciding on the direction of
the war and the issues of peace, and it concurred with
'
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the Dominions in declaring .at the War Conference of
that. a Co11stitutionaLConference. should be :Q.eld
after the close of hostilities to recast the constitution
ofthe Empire on the basis of the maintenance oLthe
autonomy of the Dominions .. Even during the course
of hostilities 1 Sir R. ,Borden was able to secure for
Canada virtual control of her own division,· and with
the aid of Mr. Hughes and General Smuts he secured
from the British Government and the allied powers
acceptance of the right of the Dominions to distinct
representation at the Peace Conference of 1919, and the
vital concession of separate membership of the. League
of Nations with its implication of international s.tatus.
This success was followed by insistence on the withholding of the formal British ratification of the peace
treaties until Dominion concurrence had been secured,
and in 1920 Sir R. Borden's efforts were crowned by
the concession by the British Government of the right
of the Dominion to have a Minister Plenipotentiary
accredited to the President of the United States in
order to represent at Washington those interests which
were distinctively Canadian.
The Imperial Conference of 1921 seemed indeed to
arrest development. Sir :R. Borden had been compelled
to resign office on the score ofill-health, and Mr. Hughes
for Australia contended with effect that the Dominions
had achieved all the power they could desire, and had
no more worlds to conquer. This view prevailed and
constitution-making was declared to be unnecessary,
despite the objections raised by General Smuts. The
position of that statesman is easily explained by the
circum.~tances of the Union of South Africa. During the

I. ,~1~17
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eace conference 1 the. British Government had rejected Chapter
~{l~mand of a .delegation repr(jsenting thttJ2Jl~9A of I.
t~~~,;~X~~;9;§~~~t,~,~g."~4~~,. QJ:~~(~""JJc~~¥J:~.,Qgi9nY who de-"*
:rp,anded the restoration of .their independence as logic-'
ally the sequel to the declarations of the allies as to
.~
~Jl~".;t~g,ht.,gf"'":uQ;ti9P:~l·§~Jt~.g.(jp(jp:gi11a,tion. On his return
! '
to Africa after the peace conference -General Smuts had
preached the doctrine that the Dominions had won by
the treaty of Versailles and membership of the League
the position of fully sovereign states connected with
the United Kingdom only through the possession of a
common sovereign. The legal structure of the Empire
clearly was inconsistent with this view, and it was
natural, therefore, that in 1921 the voice of General
Smuts should be raised in favour of a new definition
of imperial relations. What then he failed to bring
about was, however, not long to be delayed, and it was
furthered in the highest degree by the creationin.I921~,922 of. the Irish Free State. The mode of bringing the
<:state into·heing was. unique: the Articles.ofAgreement
{,:or a .Treaty. of December 6,.1921, were ll1ade between
~einbers of the British Government and .pei"sons who
Pl.l:t'POI"ted to act. as the Government oLireland, but
w4o 4a,d prior to the treaty .no legal stat1ls. of. a:oy.kind,
and in fact were simply British.sub.jects.in rebellion
ag:J,inst. the Crown. 2 A State whose origin was so striking
was not likely to assent to the adequacy of legal forms
which owed their existence to conditions long since
obsolete. The model of Canada had been chosen a,s that
to CI.etermine the powers ()f th(j. new St11,t(j~.Q.a,11:J,da, re.,

w"keith, ()P· cit. pp. ~?Qcc33,
Contrast Rynne, Die viilkerrechtliche Stellung Irlands, pp. 44 ff., who
claims State rank for Ireland. But see H. Walter, Die Stellung der
Dominien im Verjassungssystem des britischen Reiches, pp. 16-18.
' "2
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£rained from crea~ing the legation at Washington which
had been conceded in 1920, but the Free State insisted
on .exercising the right to accredit a Minister in 1924,
and challenged the existing theory of imperial relations by claiming that the Articles of 1921 formed an
international treaty of the type which under ~rticle 18
of the Covenant of the League of Nations must, in
order to be valid, be registered with the League Secretariat. This contention the British Government denied,
but Canada .also proved. to be dissatisfied with the
international status of the Dominions. Mr. Mackenzie
.!F~$L. admitted that the power of t:he" R.Ing'~'oii::the
advice of the British ministry to declare war and make
peace enabled him on that advice to conclude the
treaty of Lausanne and to ratify it so that Canada was
bound by it. But he insisted that, as Canadian plenipotentiaries had not been invited to aid in the conclusion
of the treaty, Canada was under no obligation actively
to maintain the binding force of the compact if its
terms should be violated by Turkey. Canada alsowas
dissatisfied with the status of the Governor-General as
the result of the claim of Lord Byng in 1926 to exercise
a wider discretion in the ma.tter of granting .a dissolution thall. was in practice. assumed· by the ·King in the
. If· United Kingdom. The claims of Canada, the Irish.Free
· · State, and the Unioll. thus converged in a demf1p.qfor
reconsideration of the constitutional law o£ the Empire,
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pared to define the position and mutual relation of the
group of self-governing communities composed of Great
1 Keith, 'speeches and Doc~ments on the British Dominions, 19182 Ibid. pp. 161-70 .
1931, pp. 322ff.
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cOmmunities within the British Empire, equahnstatus,
in.no .way subordinate one to ..another in. any aspect of
their .domestic or external affairs, though united by a
comri10n allegiance to the Crown, and freely associated
as members of the British Commonwealth of Nations".
This vitai declaration wa.s, . however, not intended to
ignorefacts .. ''];he principles of equality and.similarity
appropriate to s.tatus do. not . :universally .. e~te..o,g toict~'
function'', and questions of diplomacy and defence in
special required flexible machinery which could from
time to time be adapted .to the .changing circumsti!.Ilces
ofthe world.
The Conference of 1926, while.it adopted this.vital
doctrine of equality in status, cottld only indicate the
matters on which action would be requisite in order to
bring legalforms into accord with it. It recognised that
expert advice would be requisite before action could be
ken, a:g,<J.~.~,,gQ,~i~;Jn:'l.~"~t.&~l~&?JLt§,j,W,,ttl'~~.~~""'~'9lf..,. HP

lf!~"'~!,lj;.",It.i~t~p;r.~t~d,~~,,m,~~!il~tt~·.~·t:4e,.widelilt·sPi:rit,

. regarding. the more cautious s{tgges.tions of.the.Conf~re:floe o£.1926. Some misgiving was created by its
findings in Canada, Australia, and New Zealand, but
the Imperial Conference of 1930in substance approved
its views, and the Imperial Government undertook to
secure the legislation necessary to give effect to the
Conference resolutions when these had been approved
by the Dominion Parliaments. This preliminary. was
duly accomplished, and the Statute of Westminster was
finally assented to by the King. on December ll, 1931. 2
1

Keith, Speeches and Documents on the British Dominions, 19182 Ibid. pp. 231-307.
1931, pp. 173-205.
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CHAPTER II
INTERNAL SOVEREIGNTY AND THE STATUTE OF
WESTMINSTER
Chapter
II.

THE Statute is not a ..revolutionary.measure.It represents the outcome of a long process of development
under which the Dominions had achieved almost full
autonomy as regards internal affairs, and its irnportance lies l1lainly in the fact that.,~~
wbat.,had.,:h.e£o:re ,;r,e~teq_, ®·~Ji4p,:¥"~Ati@.,. .The system of
responsible government in the colonies rested essentially on a division in exercise of the authority of the
Crown. The executive, legislative, and judicial functions
of the Crown were exercised in part on the ad vice and
authority of colonial ministries, legislatures, and judges,
in part .on the authority of the Imperial Government,
the Imperial Parliament, and the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council. The whole system of the evolution of responsible government lay in the transfer of
effective authority from the latter to the former
instrumentalities. The vital step in the creation of
responsible government was the decision of the British
Government to transfer executive authority from the
Governor, chosen by it and irresponsible to the cqlonial
legislature, to ministers, who should on the British
system represeJ:\t the will of the majority of the lower
house of :the legislature. As a logical consequence, the
14
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control over the passing of colonial legislation, hitherto Chapter
II.
freely exercised by disallowance of colonial acts, or refusal to assent to reserved bills of colonial legislatures,
was relaxed in all matters not of vital imperial concern.
Contemporaneously the appointment of judges was left
in the hands of colonial ministries, and their removal
made subject to the resolutions of colonial legislatures.
The British Government thus ceased to have any control over judicial appointments, but supervision of
judicial decisions was still preserved through the
medium of the appeal permitted to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. No effort was made to
limit by law the measure of the Governor's obligation
to accept ministerial advice. Australian proposals in
1853-55 to limit the matters in which coloniaL legislation might be disallowed by the Crown were negatived,
and the whole procedure was governed by a flexible
practice which, with the passage of years, essentially
freed the colonies from external control. In the same
way the exercise of the supreme powers of the Imperial
Parliament was restricted by practice to cases where
legi~lation was desired by the colonies.
This conventional limitation of imperial control
nevertheless left in being a mass of legal restrictions
which might be deemed to fetter the Dominions. To
claimants of national sovereignty like Mr. Cosgrave, I
!(General Hertzog, or. Mr. J\IIackenzi~. !ing, these. restfic-(l
l 'tions presented an incon~~'ii~~r~nomaT.Y:~~9J.1~vyas, :'
c

i!Bt~i~f~
even yet th~. ~stablishme:nt of complete ~~~~l in
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sense .of. independence . .of imperiaLinter;v:ention is
~ot:wholl;y~oniplete. But the ess.e:ntia-Le~E}me:P,:ts,qfslJOh
'"eovereignty.have bee.;n, .a.ttl;ti:ned.
· (1) The position of the Gover:n()r .. G-e.;neral of the
Dominions served originally as the essential means of
control of the local executive by the Crown. When
responsible government was!!'lttccorded, his ·f11nctions
assumed a clear dualism. In the main he acted as the
constitutional head of the government, advised by
ministers as is the Crown in the United Kingdom. But
he had also to play the part of intermediary between
the local and the imperial authorities, and he owed his
appointment to the Imperial Government, by whose
advise he could be removed from office. The combination of functions had, and has, supporters in the
Dominions, but the. Conference of 1926, no doubt
moved in part by the constitutional dispute in Canada
in that year between Lord Byng and Mr. Mackenzie
King over the issue of the grant of a dissolution,
adopted a resolution which declared that the position
of the Governor-General towards the administration
was analogous to that of the King towards the government of the United Kingdom, and as a corollary it was
compelled to recognise that it was inconsistent to combine this constitutional function with the duties of a
representative of the British Government, in any case
at least where the Dominion Government objected to
such a combination of functions. This was followed by
the restriction of the Governor-General of the Union of
South Africa, the Irish Free State, and Canada to local
functions only, but the appointment of the GovernorGeneral to represent the King still remained under the
control of the British Government, though the practice
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had long prevailed to consult the Dominion concerned
before any appointment, and the first GovernorGeneral of the Irish Free State had been virtually
selected by the Irish Government. The ConfeJ:en9~o£
1930, however, reviewed this .issue, and arrived .at the
conclusion that the appointment was a matter between
the King·and the Dominion Government, which1llight
or might not use the British Government as a channel
of communication with the King in regard to the
matter. The decision was followed by the appointment
by the King, on the formal ad vice of the Prime Minister
of the Commonwealth, of Sir Isaac Isaacs, the Chief
Justice, to be GovernoJ:7General. The appointment was
admittedly not advised by the British Government,
nor was it wholly approved in Australia, where the
opposition expressed dissent. The issue of the legality
of any appointment made otherwise than on the advice
of the Imperial Government was sharply contested in
the Commonwealth, 1 but doubtless without sufficient
ground. The Constitution does not require specifically
that a British minister should recommend the appointmeut, and the King clearly can act on the advice of an
Australian minister if he thinks fit. There arose, i!lg~13.d,
,/'~ t~chnical difficulty in the fact that under the prerogative Letters Patent creating the office. of GovernorGeneral the appointment was required to be made
under the signet, and this was controlled by a Secretary of State. The necessity of using this form rendered
the co-operation of the Secretary of State for Dominion
Affairs necessary, but his accord was really formal, and
there is no legal difficulty in amending the Letters

L Mr. Latham, December .5, 1930, in House of Representatives. But
see Keith, Journ. Oomp. Leg. xiii. 259, 260.
c
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Patent to abolish the use of the signet and the formal
intervention of any British minister. In effect, therefore, the Governor-GeneraL is the free choice of the
Dominion Government, suhj eot only to the concurrence
of the King, who on the principles of ministerial
responsibility is hound to accept the advice of the
ministry if persisted in. In this way the selection of
Lord Besshorough as the Governor-General of Canada
on February 9, 1931, was made on the sole responsibility
of the Dominion Government.
It follows inevitably that the power of securing the
removal of a Governor-General before the expiry of
the normal term of office (five years) rests with the
Dominion Government, a fact of course which differentiates his position vitally from that of the King in
the United Kingdom, and is in some measure inconsistent with the parallel drawn between the offices by
the Conference of 1926. The right, however, of the
ministry to advise removal and the practical necessity
of the King to act on such advice were asserted in July
1932 by the Governor-General of the Irish Free State
when protesting against the studied discourtesy shown
to him as the King's representative by the ministry of
the Free State. The position is of the highest importance, for it reveals the fact that the Dominions
enjoy now virtually unfettered freedom in selecting
and removing the head of the executive, subject only
to such moderating influence as might be exercised by
the King, by whom appointment and removal must
formally he approved. In neither case need the Imperial Government now he consulted, nor need it he
accorded any right to intervene.
(2) The change in the position of the Governor-
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General resolved on by the Conference of 1926 raised
immediately the issue of the exercise of the power
vested formally in him regarding the reservation of
bills for the signification of the royal pleasure. The
right to reserve bills was obviously a valuable instrument in. the control of Dominion legislation. The
Governor-General had no doubt the power to refuse
assent, but such refusal was obviously a drastic
measure which would be gravely resented and would
render relations between the ministry and the GovernorGeneral difficult. By reserving a bill, on the other hand,
the decision as to final assent was left to the Crown on
the advice of the British Government. In practice, that
Government, if it had good reason to suggest objections
to a bill, would ask that these alterations should be
made, and agreement would be reached before assent
was given. The control exercised, therefore, had been
reduced from a dictatorial attitude to one of representations, but the existence of the power was obviously a
restriction on Dominion sovereignty, and as such it
was examined by the Imperial Conference of 1926. Its
opinion was guarded; it enunciated the doctrine that
it was the right of the Government of each Dominion
to advise the Crown in all matters relating to its own
affairs, and that consequently it would not be in
accordance with constitutional practice for advice to
be tendered to the Crown by the British Government
in any matter appertaining to the affairs of a Dominion
against the view of the Dominion Government. But
this view was not made applicable to provisions embodied in constitutions or in specific statutes expressly
providing for reservation. The omission is significant;
the Conference was not prepared to assert that the
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British Government was not entitled to advise on its
own responsibility on such vital matters as constitutional changes or Merchant Shipping bills.
The Conference of 1929. took a further step. towards
Dominion. sovereignty. It recognised that it was not
proper for the Crown to issue any instructions to the
Governor-General as to reservation of bills, which,
therefore, he must reserve, if at all, only on ministerial
advice or on some other constitutional ground. It held
further that, if a bill were reserved in this way, the
decision as to its fate must be in accordance with the
views of the Dominion Government, not of the British
Government. Even as regards bills reserved under
constitutional or ot}ler statutory provisions the rule
of the wishes of the Dominion Government should prevail, though this view was qualified by the use of the
words "in general". The Conference of 1930 accepted
the recommendations of 1929, and the doctrine that
the British Government should not exercise its judgement as to reserved bills, if any, is definitely established.
On the legal side of the question the position is not
yet quite satisfactory. Assent to a reserved bill inust
be expressed by Order in Council, and an Order in
Council is still passed only on the formal request of a
. minister of the Crown in the United Kingdom. The
omission of reservation from all constitutions and
statutes is therefore desirable, and, as the Conference
of 1929 pointed out, can be effected by local or imperial
legislation. The latter 1 has already been invoked to
render needless reservations under the Merchant Shiping Act, 1894, and the Colonial Courts of Admiralty
Act, 1890.
1
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Virtually, it appears, the Dominion Parliaments have
received or can take effective relief from the inability
to complete legislation of any kind in the Dominion.
Pending such action, certain definite restrictions remain
i1l the case of the Commonwealth, New Zealand, and
the Unio"tl; Canada and the Irish Free State, on the
other hand, are free from any compulsory reservation.
The Commonwealth and the Union alike are permitted
by their constitutions to limit the matters in which
appeal may be permitted to the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council, but such bills must be reserved.
The South Africa Act, 1909, provides in Section 64
that any bill repealing or amending that section, ol
any of the provisions of Chapter IV. of the Act dealing
with the House of Assembly, and any bill abolishing
the provincial councils or abridging their powers shall
be reserved. It was also specially promised by the
British Government when the Act was passed that
special care would be taken to secure that in fact the
Governor-General should reserve any bill restricting
the Cape Native franchise, the intention then being
that" assent to such a measure might not be automatic.
But this promise must be regarded as superseded by
the Conferences of 1926-30. In New Zealand, under the
Constitution Act, 1852, any bill altering the GovernorGeneral's salary or the small sum secured for native
purposes must be reserved. In none of these cases, it
will be seen, is any essential imperial interest involved,
and their disappearance would simplify the legal
position and remove a needless formality.
(3) While reservation of bills was, at the time when
the Conference of 1926 met, an essential element of the
Dominion constitutions, the power of disallowance,
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though provided for in all cases save the most recent
constitution, that of the Irish Free State, had long been
a dead letter. No Canadian Act had been disallowed
since 1873, and then virtually on Sir John Macdonald's
suggestion; no New Zealand Act since 1867; and disallowance had never taken place in the ca.se of the
Commonwealth or the Union. It was easy, therefore, to
contemplate the formal removal of provision for disallowance from the constitutions, by local or imperial
legislation, but for a set of cases arising under the
Colonial Stock Act, 1900. Under that Act power is given
to the British Treasury to make regulations for the
admission of colonial securities to the rank of trustee
investments in the United Kingdom, and one of the
conditions imposed by the Treasury was that any
Dominion Government desiring recognition of a new
issue must place on record a formal expression of its
opinion that any Dominion legislation which appeared
to the British Government to alter any of the provisions
affecting the stock to the injury of the stockholder, or
to involve a departure from the original contract in
regard to the stock, would properly be disallo~ed. 1
The Conference of 1929 frankly recognised that, where
any stock had been admitted to trustee rank in reliance
on such a declaration, the power of disallowance in
respect of such legislation must remain and it could
properly be disallowed, and this opinion was not merely
accepted by the Conference of 1930, but was expressly
approved by the Prime Minister of Canada in the
Dominion House of Commons on June 30, 1931. It is
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1 Canadian provincial loans and those of the Irish Free State cannot
he given trustee rank because no power to disallow rests with the British
Government.
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of course obvious that the situation is anomalous and
objectionable in theory; it is a direct derogation from
Dominion sovereignty and it renders it difficult to
abolish the power of disallowance in general, since it
would necessitate the formal preservation of the right
in this special case. Moreover, the protection to the
stockholder is more apparent than real, and it would
be satisfactory if the position could be regularised by
agreement to abandon the power of disallowance in
return for an agreement in any case of dispute for
reference to an Inter-Imperial Tribunal and punctual
compliance with the award of that body.
(4) With none of the preceding matters-save to a
limited extent the issue of reservation-was it found
possible or desirable to deal in the Sta.tute _ofWestmin,ster. But. that measure by.Section. 3 declares and
enacts that . the ..Parliament· of a. Dominion..has full
power.to make lawshaving extra,territorial operation.
The section applies only to Canada, the Union, and
the Irish Free State, unless it is adopted by the Parliaments of the Commonwealth, New Zealand, or Newfoundland, and the same rule applies to the other
sections of the Statute conferring extensions of power.
But any limitation of authority which now remains is
voluntarily accepted, and so far as the Imperial Parliamentis concerned the full sovereignty of the Dominions
is now recognised. The same doctrine has in effect been
laid down as applicable apart from the Statute to Dominion legislation by the Privy Council, 1 thus removing
grave doubts based. on earlier decisions of that tribunal.
The effect of the Statute and the decision mean that
1 Croft v. Dunphy (1932), 48 T.L.R. 652, where the question of the
retrospective effect of the Statute is left open.
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in interpreting any measure of a Dominion the same
principles can be applied regarding extra~territorial
operation as would be applied in construing an Act of
the Imperial Parliament, and it is not to be held that
in the case of a Dominion there should be held to be
implicit the rule that its legislation cannot h~ve effect
save as to matters done within its territorial ~imits.
The exact sphere of authority thus conferred or recognised remains open to doubt and will be discussed
later. But the issue of sovereignty is now clear.
(5) Of far greater importance is the provision of
Section 2 of the Statute under which "the Colonial
Laws Validity Act, 1865, shall not apply to any law
made after the commencement of .this Act by the
Parliament of a Domi:n.ion". This provision is repeated
and emphasised bythe further enactment: "No law and
no provision of any law made after the commencement
of this Act by the Parliament of a Dominion shall be
void or inoperative on the ground that it is repugnant
to the law of England or to the provisions of any
existing or future Act of Parliament of the United
Kingdom, or to any order, rule, or regulation made
under any such Act, and the powers of the Parliament
of a Dominion shall include the power to repeal or
amend any such Act, order, rule, or regulation in so far
as the same is part of the law of the Dominion".
The enactment. u11guestionably extends wig~ly the
sph~re. of . opemtio!l ..Of PominionJegir:?lati:ve. power, so
iarr"Bis..,tfieoTyis concerned. The. ColoniaLLaws,"li:alidity
Act, 186.5, ·was.itself.a.notewoa;thy: ex:tensioa;;of"cQlonial
legislative,.authQ.rity.,It was passed to make clear the
exact force of the vague ru~e imposed from the beginning of colonial legislation on legislatures that their
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English law. Difficulties in the application of this
doctrine were raised by the perverse decisions of Mr .
.Justice :Boothby 1 of South Australia, and finally it was
decided by the British Government to solve the problem by !fiaking it clear that repugnance of colonial
legislation was to be confined to repugnance to statutory enactments, including orders, rules, and regulations made under such measures, which were explicitly
or by necessary intendment applicable to the colonies.
Colonial legislatures were· thus rendered free to enact
measures. :wl:ri<:<h .Qq:n.tmYel1e9c tl:w mi:p.gipl(ls . pf .the
common law of Engllll19cPI'Pf sta,t1.lii<:>ry1awwhensuch
statutory law had merely been introduced into the
colony on its foundation as part of the inheritance of
English law, for it was the accepted doctrine that on
the settlement of a colony English law, including
statutes of general application, became the law of the
colony. The. legislation· with which coloniallegislatures
could. no.t.freely.dealwas . thuslirnitedto. . meas:l.lrr.es.express1y:enacted for the. colonies,. inGluaing such.acts .as
those providing for the treatment of fugitive offenders,
for extradition, for foreign enlistment and other international issues, including prize jurisdiction and
admiralty jurisdiction. There were obviously strong
reasons for removing such questions from colonial competence. They dealt with matters in which the Imperial
Government had necessarily a controlling influence,
and the use of imperial legislation was imperative.
for 11niformity and effectiveness. But clearly with the
development of Dominion status the restriction had
1 Keith, Responsible Government in the Dominions (1912), i. 400-408;
iii. 1343-5.
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become out of place and the maintenance of subordina2:._ tion illogical. But a mere repeal of the Colonial Laws
Validity Act was out of the question. Not merely was
the Act still to remain in force except as regards the
six Dominions, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa, the Irish Free State, and Newfoundland, but
the mere repeal of the Act would almost inevitably
have revived the doctrine that legislation must not
contravene the common law. It was necessary therefore to make the position absolutely clear and also to
remove a possible misunderstanding that might arise.
It was pointed out by the British Go.vernment that,
while British Acts were no longer to bind the Dominions as part of Dominion law, the British Parliament must still retain the right to legislate in respect
of matters taking place in the Dominions and affecting
British subjects when present therein to the same extent as it could legislate regarding events taking place
in foreig.p. countries, and effect was given to this principle by the addition of the final words of the clause.
The essential difference between the old system and the
new lies in the fact that such British legislation as is
contemplated as still possible would be enforceable
only in British Courts and not, as under the old system,
in the Courts of the Dominions.
It will be noted that the rule laid down applies only
to any Act existing when the Statute was passed or
enacted in future; it does not apply to the Statute
itself, which cannot be varied by Dominion legislation.
It was partly to meet the objections felt by the Australian Government to this position that Sections 2-6
of the Act were made subject to adoption by the
Commonwealth, New Zealand, and Newfoundland; but
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they apply absolutely to the other Dominions. As,
however, they confer privileges, that fact cannot be
said to be a derogation from Dominion sovereignty,
though unquestionably that is better preserved by
the procedure adopted in the case of the Commonwealth.
(6) The removal of the rule of repugnancy and of any
territorial limitation serves one purpose of great importance from a practical point of view. Prior to the
enactment the position of British merchant shipping
was regulated essentially by imperial legislation, the
Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, and its important amending Act of 1906. Under this system the legislative power
of the Dominions was normally exercised only in respect of shipping therein registered and their coasting
trade, while other shipping, British and foreign, was
regulated by imperial measures. The reasons of convenience which supported this plan of action were
cogent, so cogent that the Colonial Merchant~hipping
Conference of 1907 approved the principle as in itself
desirable. But it was strongly felt in the Dominions
that this restriction was a derogation from sovereignty;
shortly before the Conference of 1926 a decision of the
High Court of the Commonwealth 1 emphasised the inabilityof the Commonwealth to impose its legislation on
ships registered in New Zealand and trading in Commonwealth ports. The issue was dealt with by the Conference of 1929, and it was decided that full freedom
of legislation must be accorded to the Dominions, the
necessary security against confusion in shipping laws
being secured by an agreement between the several parts
of the Empire which would assure concerted action
l

Union Steamship Co. v. The Commonwealth (1925), 36 C.L.R. 130•
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towards the alteration of shipping laws. The Statute
therefore was assented to immediately after such an
agreement had been duly signed for the United Kingdom and the Dominions on December 10, 1931. It,
represents an attempt to secure that the Dominions
shall accept British standards as adequate for ships
registered in the United Kingdom when trading to the
Dominions unless engaged in the Dominion coasting
trade or in Dominion fisheries. It definitely provides
that no part of the British Commonwealth shall deny
to ships registered in any other part equal treatment
to that meted out to its own ships or to foreign shipping,
but this is not to prevent the levy of customs duties on
ships built outside that part, or the grant of financial
aid to shipping registered therein, or the regulation of
its fisheries. In principle, legislation by any part is not
to have extra-territorial application to ships registered
in any other part without the consent of that part,
but this rule again does not apply to regulation of the
coasting trade, the sea fisheries, 1 or the fishing industry,
and each part may apply its own standards as to safety
of ships, their crews, and passengers to any ships trading to their ports, except in so far as the snip complies
with regulations which that part deems equivalent to
its own. The question of discipline is left chaotic; so far
as the question is not covered by the ship's articles it
is to be governed by the laws of the part in which the
ship is registered, but this need not apply if the ship is
engaged in the coasting trade of another part, or trades
from a part of the Commonwealth where the principal
1 Canada, by Act of 1929, c. 42, has taken wide power to restrict her
fisheries to British ships registered in Canada and owned by Canadians,
i.e. British subjects resident in Canada, or bqdies incorporated therein.
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place of business of her owners is situated but where
she is not registered, and does not trade to the part
where she is registered. It is clear that there may be
considerable evasion of any control in this way. Shipping enquiries are to be conducted on a basis eliminating
the former authority of the British Courts. On principle, no. enquiry into a casualty is to be made save in
the part where the ship is registered, but this does not
apply when the casualty takes place on or near the
coasts of another part of the Commonwealth, or while
the ship is engaged in the coasting trade of such a part.
The constitution of courts of enquiry and their procedure are to be similar to those provided for in Part VI.
of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, and the Shipping
Casualties and Appeals and Rehearings Rules, 1923,
with the elimination of the former British control.
Thus a rehearing can no longer be ordered by any administration save that of the part where the enquiry is
held, and the appeal from its finding is restricted to a
Dominion Court similar in constitution and jurisdiction to a Divisional Court of Admiralty in England; the
cancellation or suspension of any certificate of competency or service granted to an officer by another part
of the Commonwealth shall have effect only as regards
the part in which the enquiry is held, though the other
part may adopt it. Under the former system the
Divisional Court in England could give a decision
which would have effect in all parts of the Commonwealth.
Of great importance is the effort to secure that there
shall remain operative a distinctively British shipping
entered on a general registry. Hence it is agreed that
no part of the Commonwealth shall register a ship
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therein with the intent that it shall be entitled to the
recognition accorded to British ships unless it is owned
wholly by persons who are (a) recognised by law
throughout the Commonwealth as having the status
of natural- born British subjects, or (b) naturalised
under the law of some part of the Commonwealth, or
(c) made denizens, or by corporate bodies established
under the law of some part of the Commonwealth and
having their principal place of business in the Commonwealth. Vessels so owned and registered will possess a common status, and a central registry will . be
maintained in England where particulars of all registered ships shall be kept, and periodically circulated
to each part. Each part of the Commonwealth will determine the national flag to be borne by its registered
shipping and will penalise the use by such ships of any
flag or the assumption without due warrant of colours
proper to a man-of-war. There will be common standards for certificates of officers, and inter-imperial
recognition.
It is important to note that the obligation imposed
by the agreement is modified. It is not in the nature of
an agreement, violation of which gives a right of remonstrance and to demand redress if the terms are not
carried out in full. The obligation on the governments
is merely to propose legislation to give effect to the
principles enumerated, and, if the legislature f'ails to
accept the proposals, the government of the part concerned is not affected to the extent that it can be held
to have failed to implement the agreement. The point
is of crucial importance in the matter of sovereignty.
While it is true that a conventional limitation on the
exercise of power is no derogation from sovereignty in
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the strict sense of the term, 1 the position of the
Dominion Parliaments is left very strong. They can, if
they think fit, use their newly granted freedom from
the application of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, to
legislate at pleasure regarding any and every ship
which trades to their shores and so physically falls
within tE.e orbit of their jurisdiction. Any principles
adopted are now a matter resting on their wills alone,
and this marks the most important extension of power
under the Statute. The Merchant Shipping Act, 1894,
and its amendments can now freely be dealt with by
the Dominion Parliaments as a result of their power
under Section 2 of the Statute to repeal Imperial Acts.
The Statute adds (Section 5) an immediate release
without Dominion action from the rules laid down
in Sections 735 and 736 of the Merchant Shipping Act,
1894, under which the bills of Dominion Parliaments
dealing with their registered shipping and the coasting
trade had in effect to be reserved for the approval of
the British Government. Such measures will in future
become operative immediately, and in addition the
Dominions will be legally free from the restriction
that they must accord to British ships engaged in the
coasting trade equal treatment whether locally registered or registered in some other part of the Empire,
though the moral restriction of the agreement will
remam.
It is clear that indiscriminate action under the new
powers may be fatal to the welfare of British shipping
wherever registered, and Canadian authorities have
1 Keith, Journ. Oomp. Leg. :xiii. 30; Permanent Court's judgement
in the European Commission of the Danube case, Publications, Series B,
No. 14, p. 36.
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already pressed for the adoption of the system that any
deviations from existing law shall only be made after
joint consultation and the attainment of common accord. One point of great importance has to be borne
in mind. At present under the existing law, which will
remain until altered by the Dominions, the enforcement of the Act takes place throughout the Empire,
and is carried out by British Consuls and Naval Courts.
Dominion legislation cannot impose duties on these
authorities, so that co-operation will be necessary, if
there are not to be serious defects in regard to the
enforcement of regulations affecting ships registered
in one part of the Commonwealth which trade in
other parts and evade the jurisdiction of the part of
registry.
While the parts of the Commonwealth signatory of
the agreement do not include the territories dependent
on the United Kingdom, it is clear under Article 27
that these parts are to share in the system, for they
remain under the supreme legislative control of the
Imperial Parliament.
(7) The abolition of territorial limitations and·the
doctrine of repugnancy again explains the removal of
all restrictions on the powers of the Dominions to deal
with Admiralty jurisdiction. The Colonial Courts of
Admiralty Act, 1890, which conferred on colonial
courts the jurisdiction exercised by the High Court in
England, as then existing, required the approval of the
King in Council for rules made by colonial courts of
Admiralty, and the reservation or insertion of a suspending clause in colonial measures dealing with
Admiralty jurisdiction. The limits of English Admiralty
jurisdiction as existing in 1890 were extended in im-
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portant particulars in 1920, but the PrivyCouncil 1 held
that the limits of 1890 still remained applicable to the
Dominion courts, and left it uncertain whether these
·limits could be extended by Dominion legislation or by
imperial legislation only. It was clear that the doubt
could not be left unsolved, and the Statute, by authorising the ·repeal of Imperial Acts by the Dominions,
enables any Dominion to legislate as it pleases. Moreover, by Section 6 it removes the necessity of reservation or the insertion of a suspending clause in Domini~n
legislation and the requirement of the approval of the
King in Council for rules made py Dominion Courts.
The sovereignty of the Dominions is thus asserted in
a matter of the highest importance, and of international interest, for Admiralty jurisdiction affects
vitally foreign as well as British shipping wherever
registered.
In the field of Admiralty jurisdiction as of shipping
generally there is clearly the utmost desirability of
securing uniformity of action in change of law. Just as
the Dominions have been urged to make effective the
International Conventions reached in 1929-30 on the
subject of Safety of Life at Sea and Loadlines, as
Canada · did in 1931, so they are invited to accept
the Brussels Conventions on the Limitation of Shipowners' Liability and on Maritime Mortgages and
Liens. It is plain that, if each part of the Empire
acts in isolation, there must be serious discrepancy
of results arrived at in shipping cases, and it is to
be hoped that Dominion autonomy in legislation may
evoke a hearty desire to co-operate with the other
1 The Yuri Maru, The Woron, [1927] A.C. 906; Keith, The Sovereignty of the British Dominions, pp. 239-42.
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maritime nations in erecting a common law for the
seas.
(8} The Colonial Laws Validity Act, 1865, in pursuance of its general tendency to recognise the rights
of colonial legislatures, expressly provided (Section 5)
that "every representative legislature shall, in respect
to the colony under its jurisdiction, have: and be
deemed at all times to have had, full power to make
laws respecting the constitution, powers, and procedure of such legislature, provided that such laws
shall have been passed in such manner and form as
may from time to time be required by any Act of
Parliament, Letters Patent, Order in Council, or
colonial law for the time being in force in the said
colony". The constituent power thus recognised is
under Section 2 of the Statute no longer applicable to
any law made by a Dominion Parliament, but any such
Parliament may repeal any Imperial Act applicable
to it. The result of this enactment might have been
chaotic if it had stood absolutely, and it was from the
first recognised that it could not be applied literally
to the federations. The provinces of Canada feared ·lest
they should be placed in the position that the British
North America Acts, 1867 to 1930, could be altered by
the Dominion Parliament alone, whereas prior to the
Statute that Parliament had virtually no constituent
powers, all alteration depending on Imperial Acts. The
Statute, therefore, by Section 7 provides that nothing
in it shall be deemed to apply to the repeal, amendment, or alteration of the British North America Acts.
Moreover, to make assurance doubly sure, it is made
clear that neither the federal nor the provincial legislatures are enabled by the Statute to legislat~ on
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matters not under the constitution in their power
already. In like manner Section 8 safeguards the position of the Constitution of the Commonwealth, and
Section 9 (I) expressly forbids the Commonwealth to
make laws on any matter within the authority of the
States and not within the authority of the Commonwealth. The constitution of New Zealand is also safeguarded by Section 8, though in that case no federal
issue arose. But the extent of power of change is at
present disputed, and it was preferred to leave the
matter without change. There is no safeguard for
the constitutions of the Union or Newfoundland or
the Irish Free State inserted in the Statute.
So far therefore as positive law is concerned, the chief
derogation from sovereignty takes.place.in the case
of ..Canada,. and theJackof .abilityto. amend. the constitution by local action depends on the inability of
the Canadian federation and provinces to agree on a
mode of change. In this sense the limitation is self. .
imposed and therefore not a serious derogation from
sovereignty. In the case of the Commonwealth power
of cliange is vested locally, and the same remark applies
to the other Dominions. It is another question how
far this power extends to a termination of the bond of
unity with the other parts of the Empire, and this will
be considered later (Chapter IV.).
-¥ (9) Erom,the ..o.utse.t it.has. ..he.eu . the. . prac.tice. . for . the
King. in.Council to .act ?IS. the..:tiP.&l..~uthO:l:it~.iu m~~ters
~f ..justice., in the. col9mes, .The power which originally
rested on the prerogative,. thatia ..on.~~QJ:J..la.w.,..was
fua.de..statuto;q~..uude:c. the..Jwiici~~C.ommitt€Je..A-cts. of
isaa.. a.Il£i .•. ~4. under _which the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council was created with th~ duty of
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advising the King in Council as to the decision to be
taken on appeals from the colonies. From this right to
admit appeals from colonial courts exceptions can be
made only by imperial legislation; no such exception
has been made in the case of Canada, and it has been
ruled definitively that local legislation cannot take
away the right. 1 I-ll the case of the Commonwealtl:I. the
right has been limited to require the assent of the High
Court to an appeal being brought in any matter involving a question of the rights of the Commonwealth
and a State or States, or of two or more States inter se,
and the Parliament has been authorised to limit further
the appeal, by reserved bill. In the Union right to limit
is similarly given, but not in the case of New Zealand
or Newfoundland. In the Irish Free State the question
whether there is any power to abolish the appeal
depends .on the interpretation of . the . . treaty ..o£,lJeQ~:Ill
ber 6,.1921; it is not now dependent on imperial legislation. Under the .general power.of alteration of Imp.erial
Acts given by Section 2 of the Statuteit is. cle~I: ..tbat
the limitation of. Dominion. sovereignty in th.is :regard
is now reduced to negligible limits. Even Canada, which
cannot amen.d its constitution, could abolish the appeal,
though provincial objections preclude any early probability of such action, and in any case it could be really
effective only by combined action by the provinces and
the Dominion. 2 The appeal, therefore, canno lo11g~~pe
deemed to derogate from Dominion sovereignty.
(10) Since the advent of self-government the King
has ceased to exercise on the advice of the British
Government the prerogative of mercy to persons con2

1 See below, Chapter XI.
Keith, JoU,n. Comp. Leg. xiii. 251, 252; xiv. 108.
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victed of crimes in colonial courts. The power has been
delegated to the Governors-General and has normally
been exercised by them on the advice of ministers. It
is true that under a practice of long standing instructions are given to the Governor-General to use a personal discretion where the grant or withholding of
a pardon might affect the interests of other parts of
the Empire, but this instruction 1 has for many years
remained a dead letter. In view of the local selection
of Governors-General, it is clear that the responsibility
for pardons now has passed into the hands of the local
ministry, subject to the usual principles of responsible
government affecting the relations of the GovernorGeneral with the ministry. The Dominion Parliaments,
of course, possess unfettered authority to limit or
regul11te as they think fit the exercise of this as of any
other prerogative of the Crown applicable to Dominion
conditions.
(ll) A different issue is presented by the question
of honours, the grant of which is an essential prerogative of the Crown. In part it has been avoided by the
relu~tance of certain Dominions, including Cana,da, the
Union of South Africa, and the Irish Free State, to
put forward recommendations for the bestowal of these
marks of distinction, but the issue is still under discussion. The essential limitation on Dominion action
is simple. It is due to the fact that in the past and at
present honours have been granted which have imperial validity, for the royal prerogative to grant such
distinctions has not been limited in the Dominions by
any statute. Under these circumstances the British
Government, by constitutional usage, must have a voice,
1

Still renewed in Canada in f93I.
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and hence the rule that honours are bestowed on residents in the Dominions on the recommendation of the
Dominion Governments and on the advice of the British
Government. There is no derogation from sovereignty
in this. On the other hand, it is open to the Dominion
Parliaments to legislate to create local honours which
might be bestowed on the request of ministers; nor
would it be illegitimate for the Dominion ministry to
advise the King to create by the prerogative a local
order which he then could award on local advice
solely. The Statute of Westminster by its grant of the
widest legislative power enables the Dominion Parliaments if they please to negate the use or recognition
of titles in their territories. Thus it is clearly open to
Canada, if she so desires, to carry out the request long
since vainly made to the British Parliament to legislate so as to bring to an end the validity of hereditary
titles granted to certain Canadian residents on the
death of the original holders. But the essential fact is
that no element of subordination now exists. in this
matter.
(12) The.Statute, as has been seen, remo:v:ea.ior,the
future .the essential . . restrictions. onw.thevalidity...of
Dominion Jegislt:tti 0n. But,·· as was forcibly. argued in
\~he Irish Parliament during the discussion oftheterms
pf the Statute, the me:re fact that the Imperit:tl Parlia~ent can remove. restriction~ implie§ tll,at. it. Cl:l,A .11t
lwill reirnpo§~. tl!~m, There is in fact a fundam~ntal
difficulty which afforded no logical mode of solution.
It was long ago felt by Bacon when he commented on
the Act of Henry VII. to forbid the punishment by
Act of Parliament of any person who assisted a King
de facto and reckoned it more just than legal. "For a
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supreme and absolute power cannot conclude itself, Chapter
II.
neither can that which is in nature revocable be made
:fixed; no more than if a man should appoint or declare
by his will that, if he made any later will, it should
be void. And for the case of the Act of Parliament,
there is a notable precedent of it in King Henry the
Eighth's time, who, doubting he might die in the minority of his son, provided an Act to pass, that no statute
made during the minority of a King should bind him
or his successors, except it were confirmed by the King
under his Great Seal at his full age. But the first Act
that passed in King Edward the Sixth's time was an.
Act of repeal of that former Act; at which time nevertheless the King was minor. But things that do not
bind may satisfy for the time." In the case of Ireland
in 1782 the mere repeal of the Statute of George I.
declaring the legislative subordination of Ireland to
the British Parliament was held insufficient by a section
of Irish opinion, and the process of relaxation of
supremacy was completed, as it was held, by the Act
of 1783, which explicitly renounced the right to legislate for Ireland. 1 The assumption, however, of the Irish
patriots was that the British Parliament never had had
the right to legislate for Ireland and that this was an
assumed power. No such possibility existed in the case
of the Dominions, for the power to legislate for them
was evidenced by their existence and their constitutions, and even in the case of the Irish Free State the
Act of 1922 which confirmed the constitution of t.he
State expressly reserved the right of legislation in such
cases, as it was l-egitimate to legislate for the Dominions.
It was impossible, therefore, to follow the Irish pre1

Keith, Oonst. Hist. of the First British Empire, p. 381,
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cedent, and any attempt to do so would have been
strongly objected to by the majority of the Dominions,
including Canada, the Commonwealth, New Zealand,
and Newfoundland.
Th.e only.m~thod, th~refo:t.'~~. ofde11ling.with.the.issue
was a·constitutionalconvention, and.this.was.e:Jepressed
both in the preamble to the Statute and as a clause
~n the Statute itself. No doubt. the .claus.e . . .m;;~.y.,J:>e
f1 egarded as invalid,, sinceitpu:rpo:rtE;;j~() :P,a:rp.per
. . .,. ....the
,.ction of future Padi~Hne:o.ta by providing. that " No
~ct of Parliament of the 1Jnited,.Ki:ng9,<;>:ql..p~ssed after
t he. commencement ()f ~}li~ .Act shall . e~tend,.. ~,..he
<l~emed , t<;> e:xt.e,I,l;~.'· · ~?.. }t. . ;Ro:ullnion,J;l~L;p.ar,t...Qf ,.tb,~.Jaw
of--· that ·Dominio:n,., 1l.:9:~~.f:l~ )t i~. ,~x,pressly, . 9:~sl~r..cd. -in
that Act that that Dominion has requested, and consented to, the enactment thereof". Unquestionably in
strict law, if a subsequent Act of Parliament applied
nominatim to any Dominion, the omission of the
requisite statement of concurrence would be unavailing to prevent it applying to the Dominion. But that
is irrelevant. Constitutional conventions.. ar:e.. a . vital
part of the con,stitutions. of the United· Kin:gdom •.,i:I,nd
the . Dominions .alike, . and the possibility of violation
of the· principle laid down may be regarded as negligible. Moreover, the statutory enactment has a certain
limited value as a rule for the construction of statutes,
excluding efforts to show that statutes should be understood to have application to the Dominions.
The power given to the Dominions in the section is
vaguely expressed, and very properly the Commonwealth Government demanded that the power to be
:given should be exercised not by the Government of
the Commonwealth alone, but by the Government and
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the Parliament. It is true that it is hardly probable Chapter
that any Dominion Government would act in the II.
matter without the assent of its Parliament, but the
power to act remains, and it is clear that, whatever
the views of the Parliament, an Impe:tial.Aqt .might
be made .to.apply.to a Dominion onthe.r.e.quel'\t.. o;£ .the
Go.:ver;r:p:ne:nt ..of thg. . day. It must, however, be noted
that there is no compulsion on the British Parliament
to act on a mere request from a Government, and that
in all probability no Act would be passed save with
the assent of the Dominion Parliament.· Moreover, any
Act so passed can, of course, be varied or repealed by
the Dominion Parliament in virtue of the powers
granted by Section 2 of the Statute. It cannot, however, be said that this is a complete protection to a
Dominion against unwise action by a Government, for
the process of legislation is often difficult and lengthy,
and, even if the lower house of the Parliament were opposed to the work of a Government, it might be unable
to secure repeal through the opposition of the upper
ho11se. In view of this fact, the action of the Commonweaith in safeguarding the powers of the Parliament
appears to be definitely more satisfactory than the
acceptance by the other Dominions of the right of
the Government to act. The wording of the clause is
curious in demanding both a request and a consent to
imperial legislation, but it is clearly not proposed that
there should be two stages of the procedure; legislation is to be based on prior intimation of Dominion
desire, and not to be brought forward without such
intimation.
The. necessity of the reteJ:ttiQ:n pf the . . power is clear
in.. the. case ... of Ga:na.da~ . whose,.oons.titu.tion~canAQ;t.,llet.'
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~,.;Q,gmj;oio:t+ ,.AGt, . . l11ld it is convenient in
other cases also. It might be resorted to for legislation
on such vital topics as allegiance or prize law, but the
attitude of such Dominions as the Union and the Irish
Free State negatives any early likelihood of the employment of imperial legislation in any such case, its place
being taken by legislation in each part of the Commonwealth. The difficulties of securing effective unity of
legislation in such cases is obvious, but on the other
hand, this mode of action has the advantage of stressing the distinct sovereignty of the Dominions. There
mere existence of the power, no doubt, is of importance as a factor in the judgement to be formed on the
character of inter-imperial relations, an issue to be considered below (Chapter IV.).
(13) The essential purpose of the Statute is to deal
with the position of the six Dominions, Newfoundland
being treated for internal purposes exactly on the same
footing as the other Dominions. The relations between
the United Kingdom and the States of Australia and
the provinces of Canada are in the main untouched by
the Act, nor do the other concessions as to the position
of the representative of the Crown, and, in the case of
the States, the power of reservation and disallowance
apply to them. It would have been impossible for the
Imperial Conferences to take account of these issues, for
at them the States were not represented, and still less
the provinces, which never enter into direct relations
with the British Government. But the Statute, as has
been seen, is careful to secure the States and the provinces alike against any interference with their position
as the result of the Statute. Moreover, unexpectedly at
the request of Canada, a concession was made to the

a.ltered,,hy,
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provinces by relieving them, in the case of legislation
within the ambit of their powers, from the fetters of
the Colonial Laws Validity Act, 1865, though practi. caHy the issue is of minor consequence, for imperial
legislation on the matters within provincial competence
is minimal in quantity. In the case of the States a
further issue was raised regarding the effect of the rule
that no imperial legislation should apply to a Dominion
unless the Dominion had requested and consented to
the Act. It was feared that this provision might be
read to interfere with the Fight of the Imperial Parliament to legislate on matters within the power of the
States without the assent of the Commonwealth
Government and Parliament, such as the questions
covered by the Fugitive Offenders Act, 1881, and
the Territorial Waters Jurisdiction Act, 1878. It is
therefore provided by the Statute, Section 9 (2), that
"Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to require the
concurrence of the Parliament or Government of the
Commonwealth of Australia in any law made by the
Parliament of the United Kingdom with respect to any
matter within the authority of the States of Australia,
not being a matter within the authority of the ParliamentorGovernmentof the Commonwealth of Australia,
in any case where it would have been in accordance
with the constitutional practice existing before the
commencement of this Act that the Parliament of the
United Kingdom should make that law without such
concurrence". The failure to ascribe extra-territorial
power to the States is' important, for, as they control
criminal law, the extension of power-if it does not
already exist-would be of special value; but in the
case of the provinces the withholding of such authority
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is essential, for the whole plan of the Canadian constitution rests on the restriction of the provinces to legislation of a local character, and an alteration of this
fact would have meant a serious change in the framework of the constitution, for which no request had been
expressed bythe Dominion or the provinces themselves.

CHAPTER III
THE EXTERNAL SOVEREIGNTY OF THE DOMINIONS

IN..the field ofexternal...relations the Empire continued
to present a .ma,rked appearance . of.unity.lo.ng after
the development.. of.an . almo.st complete .auto.nomy. in
local affairs. The distinctive character of lack of the
treaty power was early recognised in the colonies. A
Royal Commission on Federation in Victoria in 1870
adumbrated a scheme under which the colonies might
be accorded distinct rank as separate states under the
British Crown by the concession of the treaty power,
and if possible with recognition by the European
powers of their neutrality. In Canada in 1882, 1889,
1892, and at other times the suggestion that the power
should be conceded was mooted but never pressed by
any government. Though Canada in special attained
the power to negotiate treaties of commerce for her
own interests, either with the aid of British diplomats
as in the case of the treaty with France secured by Sir
C. Tupper in 1893, or without such aid as in the case
of the treaty of 1907, the treaties arrived at were not
merely signed also by British representatives, but the
Canadian representatives were formally exactly in the
position of British representatives; they were granted
full powers to sign by the King on the advice of the
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, and the treaty
45
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was ratified by the King on like advice. The full
powers and the instruments of ratification were signed
by the sovereign on the authority of sign manual warrants countersigned by the Foreign Secretary, so that
the responsibility of British ministers was complete.
The firs.t breach in.this.un.i:ty. :was..o.ccasione.dJ:lefore
the war by .the neGt?~~i~ie~ pf ~YYQ 99U:fert?n..Ge:;; . o:o,. commercial issues, thE~>t q:n. Radiotelegrapb..y.in . lQ~~ . and
that on the Safety of Life at Sea in 1913-14. These
were diplomatic conferences at which a formal treaty
was to be evolved, and it was desired that the great
Dominions should be recognised as distinct members
of the organisations in question. Hence for the first
time separate full powers were issued; the British
delegates had full powers in the old general form, without mention of any territory for which they were to act;
the Dominion plenipotentiaries were to act in respect
e~ch of a special Dominion. But .• the unity o£ .the
issue of the full powers and of ratification Q:p, the final
r~~ponsibility of the British ministry .te:maiD.ed.
The l?eace·.0onferenee ,:resu1te<iJ:.in ,the. adE~>ptatiQ.;g. of
the procedure to the signature and ratification of the
treaties of peace, the British delegates being. given full
powers···without limitation, the. Dominion delegE~>tes
powers for the Dmn@ons. It must ,benoted. .t.4at~i:l' R.
Borq¢g ~ 4.a..P.. deE>i;q~d .thE~>t .the :B.r:itill>h delegates should
be restricted in the area for. whiqh :they. signed .to the
· parts of the Empire not separately represented, namely,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the Union, and
India, but this proposal was not acted upon by the
British Government. At the same time during the
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Peace Conference the Dominions were not merely
granted distinct representation on the same scale as
that accorded to the minor powers, but they were permitted to share in the deliberations of the British
delegation and to act upon it on the system of rotation,
thus preserving unity with. distinction .of parts within
the Empire. In the same .w:a;y:: .the . League . of. . Nations
CoYenant .accorded to the British Empire membership
of the League with a permanent seat on the Council,
but it also · permitted .the Dominiont? . ~nd ,Jndia. to
become members,. and it. w~s .• foxm&lly:,pl~.Qe.d on.record
that the Dominions were to·· be regarded ... as ..eligible for
membership of the Council in the. same. . way ~s .other
members of the League. At the time no doubt the
prospect of such election of a Dominion may have
seemed remote, but the increase in the number of
members of the Council facilitated the election of
Canada to a three years' term in 1927, and in 1930
the Irish Free State succeeded to the vacancy arising
_,~.":c•from the expiry of the Canadian tenure of membership.
· ~.,,, '"'It.is.clear..that. .the.J:lorninious.•.thus.. .obt&m~d.Jor. all

,· \Le.ague.purposes a..definit.©.Jl,Q§j.ti.o!J:,.f!§,~J.R:t;~~·~t~~.ruatters

~t.Jeast, States ..<J'f•·k~t~rJ,l~tiPMl.~w. The fact was
emphasised by the procedure followed from the first
by the Dominions. Their delegates to the League
Assembly, as later their representatives on the Council,
were accredited not by the King on the advice of the
British Government, but by the Governor-General of
each Dominion on the advice of the Dominion Government. Nor did the representatives of the Dominions
accept any obligation even to consult the British representatives; from the :first they felt entitled to vote
against proposals accepted by the British Government,
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and Canada 1 endeavoured resolutely if not with entire
success to reduce to the minimum the obligation, imposed by Article 10 of the Covenant, for members of
the League to respect and preserve as against external
aggression the territorial integrity and existing political
1 independence of all members of the League. Canada in
like manner sharply refused to concur in any action of
the League tending to assume control of the distribution of raw materials among the members of that body.
Similarly the election of Canada to a seat on the Council in 1927 was probably helped by the interest expressed by the Canadian representative in the Assembly
on September 12, 1927, in the question of minority
rights, and his repudiation of the negative attitude of
the British Government towards arbitration and the
optional clause of the Statute of the Court of International Justice. It is significant also that the conventions arranged under the Labour section of the treaties
of peace have been ratified not by the King but by
Order in Council of the Dominion Governments. It is
clearly impossible to deny that these facts are inconsistent with the denial of a certain international
personality to the Dominions.
Me>re di:fficu:ltyattach~s to-the . . questio:tl.of. the. position of.the Dominions in mattersno.t..controlled by the
League and governed by League.ptoG~.~lure. Under the
auspices of the League important international conferences have been regularly held, and on these occasions the Dominions have been duly represented for
purposes of signature by plenipotentiaries holding .full
powers from the King, and ratification has been expressed in the usual form by the King. This follows
1

Keith, Hist. of Peace Conference, vi. 349, 350.
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the precedent of the Peace Conference of 1919. The
necessity of such a form of procedure was stressed by
the Union of South Africa in 1921, when the United
States Government did not send any special invitations
to the Dominions to be represented at the.. Di§:;trmalp,!')P.tCpnf~r~n.oe to.. be.. held. ~;~,.t .:W~§hi,:n,.gt.P!h. 'J'Jl!').Je~ult
of General Smuts' protests was that the formal signature was carried out on the model of the Peace Conference and ratification was expressed in like manner.
But the Conference raised one point of great significance. It was made clear that in matters of the type of
disarmament, while the Dominions might be separately represented, there must ultimately be unanimity
in signature or ratification. Clearly other powers could
not deal with parts only of the Empire in questions of
this type, however easy it might be in commercial
matters to permit the making of compacts affecting
only certain parts of the Empire.
In 192.3 Canada carried matters . S()llle:Whatf1l:rther
by securing the.signature by a Canadian rep;re§entative
alone of the .. Halibut Fishery . treaty. witb· the .Pnited
States. Though originally it was thought by the Senate
of the United States that the treaty was intended to
(;tpply to the whole of the Empire, this view was later
.:/·~e9ognised to he inaccurate, and.the .Senate...approved
/"··t;he . ratifi.oati9B pf,. tll.e . ~r~~ty... The Impe:rial09nference
qf1923 app;roved the. pro.ced:m::e . .adopted by>enunci,
a'ting the. doctrine that, .whe:re op.e. part ouly. .of. the
·Empire . . .was . c()ncerued, ..§ignat1l&e . ~ho.'!lld ..be. by .. a
r~presentative .of thatpa;rt, .and. that :t:atification should
be expressed on the request of that part.
A more serious issue remained, that of the power of
the British Crown to conclude and ratify treaties, by
E
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the instrumentality of British representatives only,
which might affect the Dominions. A crucial instance
was the conclusion in 1923 and ratification of the treaty
of Lausanne, for Canada, which had not been invited
to be separately represented at the Conference of
Lausanne, declined to hold that it was bound by the
treaty arrived at in the same sense as it was bound by
treaties concluded through its own spokesmen. Mr.
Mackenzie King admitted that the signature and ratification had effect and applied to Canada, thus terminating the war, but he maintained that Canada
remained free to decide, in the event of any effort being
made by Turkey to disregard the treaty, to what extent
Canada should render aid. This incident called prominently attention to the necessity that any Dominion
should take part in the negotiation of any treaty by
which obligations were to be imposed upon it, 1 and the
Imperial Conference of 1926 definitely disposed of the
issue. The suggestion of Sir R. Borden in 1919 was
revived. The Crown in future was to appoint plenipotentiaries in such a manner as to make it clear what
parts of the Empire would be bound by their signature
and by ratification, so that a treaty would no longer
be capable of interpretation as binding parts of the
Empire which were not represented at the signature
thereof. The Dominions might of course entrust their
interests to the British plenipotentiaries, but in that
case the latter would be empowered to sign expressly
/ ·;:for the Dominions concerned.
)\,,,~It will··be ·see;n. that this procedliUl.er,,.~hl.ol!.J:t!:!<§...p~en
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1 Canada in the I'm Alone Case (1929), Can. Bar Review, vii. 407-10,
admitted the binding force of the treaty of January 23, 1924, with the
United States, though it was not signed for Canada. But the Imperial
Conference of 1923 had approved the doctrine. ·
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tigidly.f1.cfb,E)J'~d . . to ..sinca..t.heCouf~r~p£~, . ~mph.asis~~. in Chapter

~he highest . degree . . the.separ.ate ..charact.er.....of.. .the,.llo,-

l,ninions;and.gives.t.h:emin. e:G:ect.tb,e. . statllf?..of .di&tinct
· · States oLll);t;e:ruatio:ua,t.Jd.i;!,.JV, It is, however, true that,
under the procedure then contemplated and followed
in general, the full powers and the instruments of
ratification are still issued with the King's signature
affixed on the strength of a warrant countersigned by
the British Foreign Secretary. No doubt this formal
intervention was a matter of substantial formal importance, and interposed objection to conceding the
claim of a distinct sovereignty for the Dominions. But
the further step was taken in 1931 by the Irish Free
State of freeing itself from the necessity of the intervention of a British Minister, direct access to the King
being secured, and the employment of British seals
being eliminated. The Minister for External Affairs
visited the King on March 19, 1931, and secured approval of a new procedure. The official explanation of
the action taken stressed the fact that misunderstanding of the status of the Free State arose abroad from
the fact that advice in external affairs to the Crown
continued to be tendered through the Secretary of
State for Dominion Affairs, and that the full powers
and instruments of ratification were sealed by the
Great Seal of the Realm, a purely British seal. It was
accordingly arranged that advice should be communicated direct by the Irish Government to the King, and
that documents issued on that advice should be sealed
with the special Seal of Ireland, to be struck, kept, and
controlled in the Irish Free State. The vital importance
of this arrangement 1 was well understood in Ireland,
1
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where it was hailed as marking the definite emergence
.of a Kingdom of Ireland as a distinct international
unit, though no information on the question was given
to the British Parliament, which remained long wholly
unaware of the vital character of the change to which
the Government had assented. What has been done by
the Irish Free State can of course be done by every
Dominion, and it is hardly possible to dcnythat the
power to make treaties entirely uncontrolled by the
British Government in any direct manner accords to
the Dominions the right to claim international status
as distinct states. Even when the Great Seal of the
Realm is still used, the use is obviously now subject
definitely to Dominion control, and it would be unreasonable to regard its employment as any proof of
inferiority of status.
A similar conclusion can be drawn from the development of the system of Dominion representation in
foreign countries. In the original proposal accepted for
Canada in 1920 stress was laid on the unity of the
British Empire, and it was contemplated that the
Canadian Minister at Washington would act as "head
of the British Embassy during the absence of the
Ambassador. When this proposal was made actual in
the case of the Irish Free State in 1924, the latter suggestion was dropped; it would have been strongly objected to by the other Dominimis, nor would it have
been acceptable to the Free State, which had no desire
to be identified with the British Government. It was
then made clear that the Irish Minister would take
charge of all affairs relating only to the Irish Free State,
but matters which were of imperial concern or affected
other Dominions in common with the Irish Free State
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would continue to be handled by the British Embassy.
A further recognition of the autonomy of the Free
State and its ·equality with the United Kingdom is
shown by the terms of the proposal for Irish representation made to Germany in 1929. The Irish envoy
is not restricted to matters relating only to the Irish
Free State, but will deal with any matters relating to
it. "The arrangements proposed would not denote any
departure from the principle of the diplomatic unity
of the British Empire, that is to say, the principle of
consultative co-operation amongst all His Majesty's
representatives, as amongst His Majesty's Governments themselves, in matters of common concern. The
method of dealing with matters which may arise concerning more than one of His Majesty's Governments
would, therefore, be settled by consultation between
the representatives of His Majesty's Governments concerned." The same year saw an illustration of the procedure in the taking up by Canada through her Minister
at Washington of the issue of the sinking of the vessel
I'm Alone by United States officers.
It~is·elear that the position.of Dominionl\iinif:!t~r§to
foreign powers is independent of control by theJ3ritish
Government or the British . :repl'esentative to the
power concerned in any case. Formally indeed that fact
has been obscured by the practice which has existed
under which the letter of credence has been signed by
the King on the advice of a British Minister, and
treaty-making by envoys has been controlled by instruments issued on such formal advice. In the case of the
Free State all dubiety has been removed by the elimination of any British intervention. No British seal is now
used to seal the envelope containing the letter of credence
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signed by the sovereign, a special Irish seal having been
prepared in lieu. While, therefore, it may be convenient for the initial approval by a foreign power of
the creation of a Dominion legation to be secured
through action by the British Government~ all further
action lies entirely with the Dominion Government
concerned if it so desires. The matter is even simpler in
the case of the reception of foreign envoys; they are accredited to the King, but necessarily from the first they
have presented their credentials to the representative
of the King at the capital of the Dominion concerned.
The Irish Free State has carried progress into the
sphere of the exequaturs of consuls. It was agreed by
the Imperial Conference of 1926 that such exequaturs
for foreign consuls should be countersigned, not by the
Foreign Secretary, but by a Dominion Minister, and
now the Irish Signet Seal, a new production, is used
for the sealing of such exequaturs, eliminating any
trace of British intervention.
There is other evidence of· the distinct character
internationally. of the Dominions. In. -1924, ..,the. .British
Labour Government, .without consultation .. witlt the
Dominions, recognised the Soviet Government of . the
U.S.S.R. and accepted a diplomatic agent from that
Government. It is clear that the British Government
intended to act for the whole of the Empire, as was
recognised in August 1924 by the Prime Minister of the
Commonwealth, who had been assured that there would
be no repetition of action without consultation. ~~
Qanada .the. view taken. by Mr.. Mackenzie...King.,was
tP,at recognition by. Canada..:w:as.also .ne.c~ii!~r;y.;.,,it, was
~ecorded in March 24, and a trade delegation was then
received. Similarly, when in May 1927 the British
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terminated relations with Russia, and the

t~~i:=:~o::e·:n~~:::.~::i~:;~

lVhen again in 1929 the British Labour Government
~enewecl relations with the U.S.S.R., the Dominions
remained aloof, and Canada would not accept the suggestion of the reception of any trade delegation. Instead it was made clear that the British action did not
in any way affect the attitude of Canada, and it is
significant that the Russian Government adopted the
same position, suggesting that, following on British
recognition of the resumption of relations, further
arrangements should be made with the Dominions. 1
So in 1931 recognition of the Spanish Republic was
decided upon by the common agreement of the Do,,.,};:tlinions and the United Kingdom.
rA; . , .~h.~.....di~tiP.9t ..cl&a,J:~t.§'J.: .•,,~~~.·~I%·;.. lJ:<:!mi~i9~"'~'"·~g!;}in
·' ·~e~~.(:tled. in their right. to appoiP-t ooP.sn~~. ()f. th(:lir. own,
41'i\.•:th~ :Irish.: Free SttJ;t.e,,:h.lili§!·.;·d9~e·r~P- .t]!~. ,.9J;~>se,.•··()~ •.the
lt:t%ted;,:Sfta;rtes!'and· France. a,nd the...UJ+i()n,,.w,.,,t,b,e:•Case
d~M:oz;ambiqne~l'.h.esePftiGeJ:sar.e:UAde1-' their sole control, and it rests with their Governments to recall them.
Similarly it seems that during the period (1929-32) of
strained relations between the British Government and
the Vatican over the question of clerical intervention
in Maltese politics, it was recognised that, even if the
British Government decided to sever diplomatic relations with the Vatic~n, there would be no possibility
of that Government recalling the Irish Free State
Minister there, who would remain under Irish control.
It has indeed been suggested with plausibility that the
British Government may have weighed this considera~

Keith, Journ. Oomp. Leg. xii. 98, 99.
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tion among others in determining against the policy of
terminating relations, though it is on many grounds
unlikely that in any event so serious a step would have
been taken. Sufficient effect was given to British disapproval by the decision to leave the legation in the
hands of a charge d'affaires pending a satisfactory
settlement of the issue.
In the face of this mass of evidence of distinctive
character, there may be cited as negativing .the claim
oLsovereignty.in e:x:ternaLmatters the fact that the
])ominions areprobably,as will be.seen below (Chapter
'IV.), not in a position to declare war.or make peace or
~dopt anattitude of neutrality as distinct members of
> :·~·~he Commonwealth. Accepting, however, this view, the
;iii ;facts . still show that Jar .manyimportant . pJ:u:pps.es, including the right of.legation an<i.of .treaty,..making, the
Dominions are distinct units. or. States f:r.om.the. point
of view ofinternati()n(:111aw. What may be added fairly
is that the character of inter-imperial relations is complex and that the type of State represented by the
Dominions does not conform absolutely to any type
hitherto recognised, but that is no adequate gro.und-for
·:·;denying international personality.or State character .
.~. :ift renders it easy, h()weyer, to 11P.fle;rstand.:P,gw:.~nY
Hifferent e:fforts have be.en made to.define in the normal
~erms of political. science. the character of the Empire
~rom the int.ernational sh.mdpoint. Irish opinioil would
~reat it as a pers()nll.lunion, 1 which.ls,clearlyinadequate.
But to call it a real union 2 necessitates the admission
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that it lacks essential features of that type of State.
Th.§ . t~rw:co1l£ede.r:a,ti.o:o,,(tS.tg,atc.nburul)i&mol.'.~ .p()ppJar, 1
and at least recognises that it is not a federation, as
suggested by the fact of the pre-eminence in law of the
British Parliament. But it lacks the normal sign of
such a body, a system of treaty relations inter se between the States making up the confederation. Others,
stressing the autonomy of the parts, reduce it to an
_..,f.ntente, or, on the analogy of the League of Nations, to
,[~;;a League of sovereign States of Britishrace. 2 Thefact
' remains that the. system ..of. a. Commonwealth it'!.t()O
yomplex to suit any ordinary phraseology; theFelations
})etween the parts·. of th~ . ~mpiJ:~.J:~§~.,q:gp.qn;v;.~ntions
<(lf a. constitutional charaoter, ..llot91l illternati().nal.law,
~nd the whole Empire and the several autonomous
parts have distinctive parts to play in the international
sphere. 3
;. 'i

'

1 Hatschek, V olkerrecht, p. 41 ; Berber, Die Rechtsbeziehungen der
britischen Dominien zum Mutterlande (1929), p. 99; Baty, Journ. Gomp.
Leg. xii. 163.
2 Lowenstein, Archiv des offentlichen Rechts, xii. 255 ff.
3 H. Walter, Die Stellung der Dominien im Verfassungssystem des
britiscnen Reiches im Jahre 1931, pp. 98, 99; Wheaton, International
Law (ed. Keith}; i. 129-33.
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THE CHARACTER OF INTER-IMPERIAL RELATIONS

Chapter

As against the evjd,ence.adduced in Chapter III. tending

IV.,.;2tp emph~si~ethe distip.ct character and ~OYGreignty. of
' ' the . Dom11110ns, . th~:r~.,,:r;p.JJ.J?t.J;>J~,.§,~t. q~:vt~~;p, . f~li?~l:1..Wh1Ch
tG.;s,ome;;.ex;teut,:m..odi£y,tth.~;t...M~~&.c.t.~r•..:,[he King often
appears to act distinctly and separately for each Dominion on the advice of the Dominion Government,
but there remain certain issues on which the Dominions
and the United Kingdom are in agreement to act
jointly.
(I) The United Kingdom and the Dominions recognise the same sovereign, and .the ·fact .is .. sol~J;.rl!lly
recorded in the preamble to .the Statute .ofWestrpinster
in accordance with, the decisiou of the.J:m.p.erial Confer:ence of l930:.''It .is meet and proper to set out by
way of preamble to this Act that, inasmuch as the
Crown is the symbol of the free association of the
members of the British Commonwealth of Nations,
and as they are united by a common allegiance to the
Crown, it would be in accord with the established constitutional position of all the members of the Commonwealth in relation to one another that any alteration
in the law touching the succession to the throne or the
royal style and titles shall hereafter require the assent
as well of the Parliaments of all the Dominions as of
58
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the Parliament of the United Kingdom". The declaration solemnly asserts that any change in the succession
must be made by common action, and it is inevitable
that the conclusion should thence be derived that the
union of the. p~:rts .qf the. Commonwealth. is one which
cannot be dissolved by u,nil~teralaction. This was the
/~~aense given to the proposed clause when it was accepted
t~,.by the Conference of 1929 b.;y".G.ene;t;a,l",,Sm.lbt.a5;!; .who
" · ·:-9-.~turally... insisted.. tha,t..,the,.5,nte.nt~Qu ;.,Qf ..,t.l;\~. P,l':e&mb.le
was . . to . ;negativ;eh.the..ide~.i.o.£.,.th,e...:righ.t.,. Q'l; . . ~ny. .part ·.of
the . . CQJAm<?l1W:~l1~th,tq. Ble¥el'·..~t~·~.,f:rgm. ~.t4e . ;x;,es.t.,...sa,ve
~.10 .tl+~. ,:J:'e§.JJ.lt,J>f.SJQ~Q·n ~~ent, . Obvious and indeed
unavoidable as this interpretation is, itw:;.~,sn.exe.S.sarily
rgpu,gia,tl'}g..by•Generl1l.Jle:r;t~gg,.wl1.en.h:ifil•. ~t,te,ntiqnwas
called to the fact that the agreement of 1929 seemed
deliberately to negate his favourite theory of the right
of secession. He obtained, therefore, from the Houses
of Parliament a rider to the resolutions accepting the
report of 1929 to · the effect tha,t !19CePtl1nQe of the
clause in questiqn d.id. not. ~:fieG.t. the. :righ,t ..o£ a,ny
:Qqminion. to. secede, .an.d.h,eanncmnced his .i ntention
of J3.ecuring from the Imperial Conferenee of 1930
formal endorsement qfth,is .dqctrine. The.reports ofthe
proceedings of the. Cq:pJI'}renee a,:re silent. Qn. .this head;
it would indeed have been utterly impossible for the
British Government or the Governments of any of the
Dominions without the prior approval of their Parliaments to homologate in any form the doctrine of the
right of secession, and a certain ludicrous side of
the contention was illustrated by the bon mot of the
Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs who assured
the press that no one doubted the right of a Dominion
1
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to secede any more than one could doubt the right of
a man to cut his own thr@at, The Conference, it seems
from General Hertzog's guarded and vague assertion
on his return from it to the Union, noted his contention;
it could hardly do less. What is obvious and is never
denied is that, if any Dominion should really decide to
sever itself from the Empire, it would not be held
proper by the other parts of the Empire to seek to
prevent it from doing so by the application of armed
force. This is a doctrine which was recognised as early
as 1920 by Mr. Bonar Law, and has often been admitted
since. Most recently it was made clear in the discussions
of the attitude of the Irish Free State in the matter of
the oath and the withholding of the land annuities and
other payments due to the British Government that,
· if the Free State should determine to declare .its.elf a
republic, the British Government wo1lld .uqtm:;tlq~ war
to prevent such a result. But that view, .of. course, . has
nothing to do withthe legal.aspe.ct.o£. .t4e.c~;,tf:!e.
FI"om the legal. point of.:view. the matter. is. .§imple
enough. The.. Dominions were created .. 11.& .. org11nised
governments under the Brici.sh Oro.wn, :;tud th!;}rfLis. no
provision · in their constitutions .. which . cont.e.mplates
that they have . the right. to eliminate. the Orowu, qr to
sever their connection with it. The. langllll>ge. . ot the
British North America Act, ,1867'., ..is..em.pha.tic; the Act
was passed to unite the provinces in a federal union
under the Crown of the United Kingdom. The Commonwealth of .L\:g,s.t:x;alia. ,Q.o:t~.stitutio.:t::t4ct,, J,90.0., is based, as
the preamble states, on the agreement of the people
of the colonies of Australia to unite in one indissoluble
federal Commonwealth under the Crown of the United
Kingdom. Xhe. . .SQnth..Africa. A:ct; ·cMlQ.9j••·iWias. •p~s~cl,.in
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order to unite the colonies inalegislativeunion11nder
the Crown of the . . Unit.ed.o.Ki:Qgclom. The Irish Free
State was created by an agreement which assigns to it
the same place in the Empire as is enjoyed by Canada,
and the Constit11tion Act, 1852, of New Zealand and
the Letters Patent of 1876 giving constitutional government to Newfo11ndland are clearly ineffective to confer
on these Dominions any PQ.JY~!,.!l.SL,~l!mi1i~~~j.lJ:§. gonn,e.g,tio.n..)Yi.t!l.. ~.~~-M£S>,)YR;1 ~E~f.P.from the absurdity of
these Dominions being thought capable of desiring
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even the King himself could not. with. dl:l€J. Jegard to tJ ~i! t~
his duty ass~nt to a merumre of a J)orrllnion Parliament/:
~
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ct ~;:j:!~n!~J;::~~;~~:':':~!:~"~:.:; .~:~::~ v~>-• L{·;·
? <the..p.ower. It-Js..mdeed not seriOusly
t() d~§l)llte I r j p
OP€lll.

·that to .e:ffect separation there would in law be nep€)ssary
~n imperiaL as. .well as a Domini()n :rpgasl:lr€J, and that
under the principle . euunciated .by the. Statute of
Westminster the concurrence of the. other Dominions
would also. he .requisite.
Jtj§ .•.Gl.eStt .tha.t• tbis. t;l€JJP.e1lt·of.indissol:u}JjJity confers
on. the .eonnecti()!l. ()f . p::J,;t'.tsL <:J,•..distinctiye .<:;ha:t:ll><!ter .· It
makes the relation very di:fferent from the mere personal union between the United Kingdom and Hanover,
where the connection could be and was broken as a
result of the different laws of descent of the Crowns of
the two territories, when Queen Victoria succeeded to
the throne in 1837. It is of interest that the compromise
offered in 1921 by Mr. De Valera, as a substitute for
full membership of the Empire on the part of Ireland,
nevertheless contemplated a measure of recognition of

1
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the King as head of the several parts of the territories
with which Ireland would be associated.
(2) Closely.con;ne.cted with.th.~ q;ge.§tio:o. ~.Q~.tp,epom
mon Crown is.that . of. .opm;n:wn. , ~ll~gi~~P~· +h~jssue
might rest, of course, on the old decision in Calvin's
Case, 1 after the union of the Crowns of England and
Scotland in the person of James I., that persons born
in Scotland after the union were natural-born English
subjects, despite the absolutely distinct character of
the two kingdoms. The same doctrine was applied
during the period of the union of the Crown of England
with the Electorate of Hanover. Even were each of the
Dominions to be regarded as an absolutely•'.distinct
Kingdom, the subjects of the King therein would on
that doctrine be subjects in the United Kingdom.
Historically, of course, the position is simpler. The
nationality of persons in the Dominions has rested on
the doctrines of the English common law which have'
been applied to the Dominions, whether aqquirea by
settlement or by conquest, as in the case of part of
Canada and the Union of South Africa. The growth
of the Dominions towards sovereignty has, however,
inevitably produced the tendency to distinguish by
legislation from among the wide class of British subjects specific types of Dominion nationals, a step first
taken by Canada, and since adopted by the Irish Free
State and the Union, and the ImperialConference of
1930 felt it necessary to consider the •issues thence
arising when it was determined to accord by the Statute
of Westminster power to the Dominions tp repeal even
the British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act, 1914,
1 Dicey and Keith, Conflict of Laws (5th ed:), p. 144; Isaacson v.
Durant (1886), 17 Q.B.D. 54.
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which deffues. what persons shall.be deemed natural~
born British subjects. The Act was int~nded to . have
imperial validity, and doubtless that was its tru,e effect,
so that prior to the Statute of Westminster it was
not possibl~ for any Dominion to vary this essential
definition.
The Conference emphasised the importance ofmain~
taining th~ existence of a common status to facilitate
intercourse arid the granting of mutual privileges, and
recommended that, if any changes were desired in the
existing requirements for the common status, provision\ ~hould be made for the maintenance of the
com:niorl. ,status, and the changes should only be intro~
duc'ed, in· accordance with the existing practice, after
ponsultation and agreement among the several mem<<:;~·h~rs
.,. ' of the Commonwealth. It. re.cqgni$~q, thl:J,~ it was
'·•. fq:r ea:ch. member. of the .Commonwealth ..to·.d.eine for
itsl:»£,.its.. o-w~.nationals,,·. bu:t .so>Ja,Jzias .possiblf}'those
nfttionals should be .persons ..possessing . . :tlw .Go:tnmon
s:t~tus, thougb-. it was. reqqgJ'lised tha,t lqcaLconditions
or other special circumstances might from time to
tim,e" necessitate divergencies from the .gene±~L.J?rin
ciple. The possession of the common status in virt11e
of the law for the time being in force in any part ()f the
Commonwealth should carry with it the recognition
of that status by the law of every other part of the
,"";Commonwealth. It•.must .he . . a,dm.itte~l. tba,t the. . princt/1 ci;ples thusenunciated are.not .easy.tounder.staP.dwith
l·· ·preqision. Th,e.. .. esse1ltiaL pointi ·in the. ,yie;w ,q£ J\1r.
M;cGilligan,$.sJ?~.a,king for .the Irish Free State, is that
th~'re is no Commonwealth nationality. ba,sed. up()n a

lr Keith, Speeches anrJ Doc·wme1tts on the British Domittioni~,·"'·1FJ18-
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single ... law; . . • thEm~. i~- ''no.t .. l;l;.... ..&ingl@ . QQ;mg'l~AW'~~lth
n~ottiotJ.ality l:!et all,,m:.e-veA l:!l <;il,l~!,n,~~t(~QJ;J;~):i~gr.,.The.,Jrish
Free. State .n~:t,ti()nal will he . that. . auP, . ¥lot:4ing el~:J~ l:lo. far
as his .. natioJaality ..is· . QQncemed. His .own natiqnality
l~w .will rule him, and his own State, through its.
repres.entatives abroad, will protect hi~. 'Xhe tte.aty
benefits of our treaties with other countries will accrue
· to ·him by virtue of his Irish nationality. Anq.· tb,e ·
recognition of his Irish nationality will be Commonwealth-wide and world-wide." In accordance with this.
doctrine, in the issue of passports to its citizens the
Irish Free State is careful to avoid describing them .a~
British subjects, with the result that up to 1930Britis:b.
consuls abroad were not in a position to take' measu,res
in their interests; the form later adopted describes tll~
bearer as "a citizen of the Irish Free State arid of
the. British Commonwealth of Nations", and. British·:
cqnsuls can recognise this as a sufficie!)st authority ~or
action.
\,,
.
Th~ essential fact, evidently, is that th~ Domirtions
and the United Kingdom have definitely agreed to
maintain. a common status, so that thete will be more'
than a mere formal union such as might exist between
two cou,ntries, both of which had the same sovereign,
but ~eitJa,er of which recognised that the subjects of the
King in the one shared a common status with. the sub':
jects of the King in the other.
(3) A further element of unity lies in. the deliberate
retention by the· Imperial Parliament of. ,its absolute
sovereignty, attested in the. enactment ,o£/1the Statu~e
of· Westminster which .no, Dominion -• caiJ.. ~Iter, an,d in
the· declaration by Section 4 of its · qwi~~nue,~ .rigllt to
legislate for any Dominionwithits.co!i.sell.~. l.I;his con,~~,

. ''
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stitutes a unique feature of the constitution and attests
an intimacy of relation which far exceeds that of a
mere personal union. The importance of the power of
legislation, however, is not confined to this aspect
alone. The fact that the doctrine of a common status
exists has also effects on the operation of British legislation. The ·British Parliament has defined .British
subjects, and over such subjects when in countries in
which the Crown exercises extra-territorial jurisdiction
it gives control to British diplomatic and consular
officers. Thus Irish citizens who fall within the definition of British subject in the British legislation are in
Egypt, China, Ethiopia, Muscat, Morocco, etc., subject
to the legislative and jurisdictional control of British
officials. 'It is obvious that the foreign powers which
have conceded such jurisdiction to the British Crown
neither could nor would be expected to recognise that
each Dominion had the right to exercise these rights
over its own nationals, nor would the Dominions be
prepared to undertake the burden of the necessary
action. The only alternative, therefore, would be to
leave Dominion nationals under local control, which
could not be contemplated so long as circumstances
were such as to render it necessary for the British
Government to insist on its extra-territorial rights:
Suppose, however, that in pursuance of the declared
intention of Mr. De Valera to secure the establishment
of an Irish .Republic, the Irish legislature used its undoubted power since the Statute of Westminster to
declare that Irish nationals were not British subjects,
in violation of the understanding reached at the Imperial Conference of 1930. It might be claimed that, as
Irish legislation under the same Statute has extraF
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territorial competency, the right of the British Government to exercise jurisdiction in such cases would fall to
the ground. The answer obviously is that the right of
the British Government depends on British legislation
which is extra-territorially operative, and that the
Statute by Section 2 gives the Irish legislature no right
to repeal British legislation save in so far as it is part
of the law of the Free State. It remains, therefore, for
the British Parliament to decide at its discretion what
persons it shall deem to be British subj~cts when outside the limits of the Dominions, and any restrictions
which it may decide upon must rest upon agreement
and British legislation, not on Dominion authority.
These considerations answer a problem discussed
during the conflict with Mr. De Valera over the proposed abolition of the oath taken by members of the
Irish legislature. It was then suggested that, if the Free
State declared itself a republic, Irish citizens would
automatically cease in the rest of the Empire to be
British subjects and would become aliens. It. is clear
that this is a misunderstanding. The bond of allegiance 1
for those Irish citizens who remained in the revf.llting
territory would doubtless by extra-legal action be
severed, but nothing save British legislation could
deprive Irish citizens not resident in Ireland of their
status as British subjects. This fact is one more reason
for holding that secession of any part of the Empire
would only be possible by the consent of the British .
Parliament expressed in legislation. That armed force
would not be used to prevent the secession of the Free
1 Allegiance, of course, depends in no way on the taking of the oath
under the Free State Constitution. See Keith, The Scotsman, June 14,
1932, accepted by Sir S. Cripps, Parl. Deb. cclxvii. 668, and Sir
T. Inskip at Stranraer, August 4, 1932.
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State is one thing, that British subjects should be
relieved of their allegiance when outside the State .is
another.
It must be remembered also that the theoretic paramount power of the King in Parliament in the United
Kingdom has at present a vital meaning for Canada,
which must resort to that authority for any change in
the federal pact. It is not inconceivable that at some
time or other the Commonwealth of Australia might
have to appeal to the same authority, especially if it
is desired to remove the federal character of the constitution. Nor is there any widespread feeling in favour
of the abolition of this paramount power in the
Dominions. It may be disliked by certain spokesmen
of French Canada, but it is highly approved by the
majority of opinion in Quebec; it has been commended
heartily by the present Prime Minister of the Dominion,
and is regarded as of the highest value by the AttorneyGeneral of the Commonwealth, 1 and never criticised in
,New Zealand or Newfoundland. Against these views
can only be set the opposition of the Union of South
Africa, largely Dutch in population and republican in
sentiment, and the revolutionary movement in the
Irish Free State, which aims at the unattainable ideal
of an Irish Republic to include Northern Ireland.
(4) Even more important is the question of the position of the Crown and of the limits of freedom of
action for the Dominions in external affairs. The view
of the Irish Free State is simple; the one aim, Mr.
McGilligan holds, of the Conferences of 1926-30 was
to uproot the British Government from the system of
the State, and in substitution for that there was
1

A1tstralia and the British Commonwealth, pp. 86-98.
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accepted the British monarch. "He is a King who
functions entirely, so far as Irish affairs are concerned,
at the will of the Irish Government," and "nobody has
dared to say that at present the constitutional relationship between this country and the King is such
that the King can deviate in the slightest way from
the advice tendered to him on any and every point by
the Government of this country". "The situation as
accepted is that of a constitutional monarchy in which
the monarch definitely obeys the will of the people,
and if he ceases to obey, he ceases to be constitutionally
monarch." This doctrine 1 he' reinforced by insisting
that for ten years there had been no instance of the
King rejecting any advice tendered. In the same spirit
during the King's long illness it was insisted by the
Free State that the question of appointing persons to
sign official documents for His Majesty should not have
been determined by the British Government without
consultation, and at its wish all Irish documents requiring the royal signature were signed only by the
royal members among those empowered. Further, since
1931 the Free State has discarded entirely the use of
the British Government as an intermediary between
them and the King, and documents are submitted to
the latter either through the High Commissioner in
London or by the Irish Minister for External Affairs,
the Private Secretary to the King arranging for interVIews.
The privileges gained by the Free State are of course
at the disposal of any other Dominion, and the normal
rule that the King in any matter affecting a Dominion
must act on the advice of that Dominion, whether
1

Keith, Speeck.es and Documents, pp. 247, 248.
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tendered direct or through the formal channel of the
Secretary of State for Dominion or Foreign Affairs, is
clearly enunciated by the Conference of 1926, and is not
in dispute. But there are exceptional cases which arise
normally in the sphere of external relations, though,
as we have seen, there might arise the possibility
of the King being advised to assent to a bill for the
secession of part of the Empire, if that measure were
reserved as beyond his competence by the GovernorGeneral; and in theory he might be advised by the
British Government to disallow a bill of this kind, if
locally assented to, as ultra vires. The reaLpra.ctical
problem is how. ·far ·can . the . King act separately . in
international affairs .without reaqhi11g... a point where
/'/such action would be inconsistent with the unity which
;~~,;, he symbolises. Could. he declare war for one .pa,rt of
. · the Empire without involving the. rest,. or,. pntti11g it
:more concretely, could he declare war for the. United
Kingdom and at the same time 9-eclare neutra,l,g11e or
tnore of his Dominions, acting on the advice of the
respective Governments?
Theright of a Dominion toremain neutral in a war
d:eclared by the King on the advice of British ministers
is asserted by General Hertzog/ though, it.is fair to
admit, he does not appear ever to have mastered
clearly what would be involved in neutrality, including
the closing of ports in the Union to British war vessels.
In this issue the position of the Irish Free State is
rendered difficult by the terms of the treaty of 1921.
Naturally it would incline to support the contention
of the Union, but the terms of that treaty require it
.?

,.•

1 Keith, The Sovereignty of the British Dominions, pp. 467-9. Contrast Latham, Australia and the British Commonwealth, p. 29.
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to afford to the Imperial forces certain harbour and
other facilities in time of peace, and-what is vital"in time of war or of strained relations with a foreign
power such harbour and other facilities as the British
Government may require" for the purpose of coastal
defence of Ireland (Article 7). As Mr. De Valera has
admitted, the carrying out of this absolute obligation
would render an effort of the Free State to declare its
neutrality, even if the King were willing to act, meaningless, for no foreign power would be ready to admit
the legal right to neutrality of a country which thus
afforded facilities to its enemy. The most serious argument against the idea of possible neutrality rests on
the common status of subjects of the King and on the
personal action of the King. War, it must be taken
for granted under the Kellogg Pact of 1928, as well as
under the League Covenant, would only be declared
by the Crown in a matter of the utmost importance
for the safety of the United Kingdom or some part of
the Empire, or of some territory whose protection was
deemed vital to self-defence, as explained by Sir A.
Chamberlain to Mr. Kellogg in connection with the
Pact. For the King acting in a vital issue of this sort
to dissociate himself at the same time from the action
in respect of a Dominion would demand an attitude of
mind which it would be difficult to expect or desire,
and, if the Dominion pressed the issue, it might be
necessary to accept its secession. It must be remembered that, if the British declaration were based on a
duty under Article 16 of the League Covenant or otherwise, the refusal of the Dominion to participate would
be gravely improper and the King could not properly
be asked to homologate it. Moreover, there are strong
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reasons which render the possibility of any Dominion
desiring to maintain neutrality minimal. The Dominions have never been under any obligation .to participate actively in a British war in which they Were
not themselves attacked or menaced with attack by
the enemy. A British declaration of war has indeed
most important effects as regards the position of enemy
aliens in their territories, and it imposes on them certain restriction,s on trade, with the enemy and treatment
of enemy shipping in their ports. But normally all that
a dissenting Dominion need desire would be passive
belligerency, such as has been the case in the past in
the minor British wars, such as that of 1919 with
Afghanistan.
It has, however, been argued that the reluctance of
one Dominion to agree to a declaration of war should
suffice to prevent the King declaring war at all. Action
should be based on common consent, and one negative
should prevail. The contention clearly cannot stand;
the United Kingdom is deeply implicated in European
politics and cannot possibly be bound to persuade,
e.g., the Union of South Africa that adion is inevitable.
It seems, therefore, that the parallel of Hanover and
the United Kingdom often adduced to prove the possibility of neutrality in a British war, as in the case of the
Hanoverian proclamation of neutrality in 1803, 1 is inapplicable to a Commonwealth whose subjects have a
common status, and the same conclusion is aided by
the fact that in the vital issue of disarmament or
limitation of armaments it has been held necessary
1 Cobbett, Weekly Register, 1803, iii. 859. In 1715 Hanover and
Sweden were at war, but not Great Britain: Chance," George I. and the
Northern War, p. 101.
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both by the British Government and by foreign powers
that there should be agreement on the part of all
members of the Empire. That was established at
Washington in 1921-22, and again at London in 1930,
in the treaties for naval limitation then reached, and it
has been assumed throughout the discussion at Geneva
on the reduction of armaments. The British Government made it clear, for instance, that it could not assent
to the principles proposed by President Hoover in 1932
without the assent of the rest of the Empire. In a
similar manner, when the proposal for the Kellogg Pact
was placed before the British Government, it immediately insisted that the issue was one in which it could
not act by itself. The same attitude was displayed as
regards the abortive Geneva Protocol of 1924, which
would have strengthened the operation of the aim of
the League Covenant to prevent war; even had the
Labour Government in the United Kingdom remained
in office, it could not have proceeded with the acceptance of the project which it inclined to favour in face
of Dominion dissent. In the same way the signature of
the Optional Clause of the Statute of the Permanent
Court of International Justice was not undertaken by
any part of the Commonwealth until it had been agreed
to by the whole of the parts, and the acceptance of the
General Act of 1928 for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes was delayed until after the general
approval of signature at the Imperial Conference of
1930; though the Union of South Africa reserved consideration of its special position, it took no exception
to action bv the other members of the Commonwealth.
There is no possibility of deciding in the abstract the
~
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limits within which unity is necessary. Clearly any conventions regulating the laws of war, as by forbidding
chemical warfare or regulating the use of submarines,
must be accepted by the whole of the Empire, or they
would. be worthless to other powers. On the other hand,
the Locarno Pacts were accepted by the British Government on the condition that the Dominions should incur
no obligations under them unless their Governments
• accepted such obligation, and no Government has so
accepted. It is clear that this is a substantial diminution of unity, but it is explicable by the doctrine of
passive belligerency. If the United Kingdom had to
proceed to warlike measures to safeguard France,
Belgium, or Germany from unjust attack, the Dominions would be placed in a position of war as against
the aggressor, but they would be clearly exempt from
any obligation to render aid to the parties attacked.
No other case of such importance of divided attitudes
has arisen. But it is worth noting that the United
Kingdom, the Commonwealth, and the Irish Free State
alone accepted the Convention of 1930 prepared under
League auspices to afford financial aid to the victims
of unjust aggression. The Canadian refusal is in entire
keeping with the view of the Dominion on the undesirability of extending in any way the rule of aid laid
down by Article I 0 of the League Covenant.
The extent of unity is therefore variable, and there
is no possible doubt that for many purposes it cannot
be invoked. For instance, it is plain that there may be
disputes between a foreign state and a Dominion in
which the United Kingdom has no part, and in respect
of which it would have no responsibility. Thus the
United Kingdom could not be asked to m~ke repara-
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tion for wrongs inflicted on the subjects of a foreign
power, for instance by illegal deportation from the
Union, or for riots against Japanese or Chinese such as
those of 1907 in Vancouver. The responsibility would
rest with the Dominion direct, a fact which is br~ught
into clear relief by the form of dealing directly with all
international issues by the Irish Free State. There is
no doubt whatever that, if such a dispute should fall
within the character of those justiciable under the
Statute of the Permanent Court, the case would be
dealt with by that Court as between the Dominion and
the foreign state. Similarly the League Council or
Assembly in the exercise of its conciliatory functions
would deal with a dispute between a Dominion and
foreign state without involving any British responsibility.
.
It must, however, be recognised that, though this
principle should be carried to its full logical conclusion
if theory were strictly followed, even here the unity of
the Empire in the view of foreign powers obtrudes
itself. On the theory of complete distinction, it would
follow that, if a part of the Empire were at variance
with a foreign state and the Council dealt with the
issue under Article 15 of the Covenant, any part of the
Empire other than that engaged in the dispute, which
was a member of the Council, would be entitled to vote
·in arriving at the recommendation of the Council. Such
a recommendation if unanimous binds the members of
the League not to go to war with any party to the
dispute which obeys the recommendation. But as early
as 1920, Mr. RowelP for Canada, in agreement with
Viscount Grey's view, expressly admitted that in such
1

Keith,. War Government of the British Dominions, p. 161.
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a case the vote of a part of the Empire could not be
counted; referring to a possible dispute between the
United States and the United Kingdom, he said:
"Ca!lada owes allegiance to the same sovereign as
Great Britain, and so long as ~he continues to do so,
she would be a party in the interest and disentitled to
a vote. If she disclaimed her interest and claimed the
right to vote, she should thereby proclaim her independence." Though these arguments were adduced
to meet the objections of the United States to the extra
voting power of the British Empire, there is no reason
to suppose that the argument would not prevail to-day
with foreign powers. This is demonstrated by their
attitude to the suggestion that, if a case in which a
Dominion was concerned came before the Permanent
he Drnn;n;on r>Alllrl ,-.l,;m +n ha~ra a J;,,riga a-nCourt·, t·--...L
y
pointed.to sit on the Court despite the presence thereon of a British judge. In theory clearly, if the dispute
is one in which the Dominion alone is claimant or defendant, there should be conceded the right to have
its own judge, but the feeling that the British judge
must virtually also serve as a Dominion judge is an impression which it is hard to eradicate from the minds
of foreign jurists, though no official settlement of the
question has yet been possible. 1 It may, however, be
doubted if the Empire view would convince the Court.
Moreover, from the Empire point of view one point is
of importance. If the British member of the Court were
reinforced by a Dominion member pro hac vice, and the
two differed in opinion, there is little doubt that there
would be strong feeling in the Dominion against the
'-'..L..l...L.L..l...L..L

.L.L

V'-J1.A...L'-A.

'-l..l.W.l...l...L.L

VV

.L..l.(AI l' V

(A!

U'-A

\.1 .

.

1 It was ruled irrelevant during the revision of the Statute, despite
the claim of Sir C. Hurst and Mr. Elihu Root's support, March 19, 1929.
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British judge, a contingency which it is desirable to
avoid .
. A further issue involving a measure of imperial
solidarity, contested as usual by the Irish Free State,
arises from the practice of the United Kingdom in its
commercial treaties to stipulate that the foreign power
shall give to products from the Dominions most favoured
nation treatment so long as the Dominions treat products from the foreign country in like manner. It is
also usual to include in such treaties clauses permitting
the Dominions to adhere to them and to withdraw
separately from them. These treaties are signed for the
United Kingdom and are not signed for the Dominions
in general. It is clear that this mode of action, which
is of long standing, implies the right of the Crown on
the advice of British ministers not to impose obligations
on the Dominions, but to secure for them advantages.
Even the Irish Free State has on occasion secured most
favoured nation treatment in this way, but the official
doctrine there is that in reality the grant of most
favoured nation treatment was the result of a fresh
treaty independent of the British treaty. 1 This attitude
is adopted in accordance with the view of Mr. McGilligan that the King, on the advice of British ministers,
could no more make treaties for the Free State than
could the Mikado of Japan or the King of Italy. This
goes beyond the views of the Imperial Conferences,
which have indeed stressed the impossibility of any
part of the Empire negotiating to impose obligations
on other parts, but have never negated the right to
1 So in 1931 quite distinct agreements were made with Brazil. But
the treaty with Hayti of April 7, 1932, still stipulates in.favour of the
Dominions. See Keith, Jo1trn. Oomp. Leg. xiv. llO, 111.
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secure optional benefits if desired. Strictly speaking,
it seems that any part, and not the United Kingdom
alone, could, if the foreign state agreed, stipulate fm:
advantages for the rest of the Empire in a treaty signed
for that part alone, though in practice it is natural that
it is the United Kingdom that normally so acts. The
Union 1 also appears to have objections to this procedure, but no formal dissent from it has yet been
expressed by the Imperial Conference, and its propriety
therefore so far cannot be denied,. It is obvious that
some at least of the Dominions do not object to this
mode of procedure in their interests.
In the same way the British Government in its
treaties normally stipulates for advantages for British
sub]·ects in general and for British shirming without
restriction to shipping .registered in the United Kingdom. The Union of South Africa, on the other hand, in
its treaty with Germany of 1928, stipulated for advantages for Union registered shipping. Mr. McGilligan
again would seem to deprecate this advantage for Irish
citizens who are also British nationals, but it seems to
be acceptable to the Dominions in general.
It may therefore fairly be concluded that a certain
amount of unity must be conceded to the Commonwealth, despite the distinct character which also must
be recognised as belonging to the parts. It is impossible
for the Empire to insist on acting in certain matters
as a unity, and also to demand that the parts are
to be regarded as absolutely distinct. Foreign powers
cannot be expected to concede any such claim, nor do
....__,

-L.a.

.._,

1 Thus in the Russian agreement of April 16, 1930, the Free State
and the Union are excluded from the right to adhere and to receive on
reciprocity most favoured nation treatment: Keith, Journ. Comp. Leg.
xii. 293, 294.
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the Dominions other than the Union and the Free State
manifest any real desire to establish it.
(5) The element of unity, however, appears most
clearly in the case of t.l1e r~la,tioll.s.inter s~ of.the parts
of the ]j1llpire, It is clear that :in the view of the British
Government, which succeeded in· securing virtual
homologation of its opinion by the Imperial Conference
of 1930, these relations are 110t.relations governed by
internationalla\V, but are co11stitutional in character.
In the case of a mere personal union of two countries,
each having the same King, there is no ground on which
the possibility of regulating these relations by international law could be denied. In fact the case of
Hanover proves definitely the contrary; as we have
seen, the neutrality of Hanover could be declared in a
British war just as that of the United Kingdom in a
·Hanoverian war. Agreements between the King of the
United Kingdom in that capacity and in his capacity
as King of Hanover could therefore only be regarded
as treaties of international law, despite suggestions by
Sir S. Cripps to the contrary. This view ofthe position
was naturally taken by the Irish Free State, and its
entry into the League of N~tions gave it the opportunity to press its view. Article 18 of the League
Covenant requires the registration of treaties or international engagements entered into by members of the
League with the Secretariat, and lays down that no
such treaty or engagement shall be binding until registration. Th_fl. BritiE!h Governmell,t never regarded the
treaty of 1921 with the ]'ree State as falling u11der this
Article, a11d did .not register it. O.n .Jgly 1L J.9~4, the
representative at Genev~ of the. Free State registered
the treaty of 1921, evpkingfrom the British Govern-
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ment the formal assertion that "since the Covenant of
the League ofNationt' <;arne into force His Majesty's
Government has consistently taken. the view. that.
neither it nor any conventions cqncluded under the
;;; auspices of the League are intended>to govern relations
"inter. se of various partsofthe British Commonwealth".
The Irish Free State rejoined denying the validity of
the British contention, but without adducing. reasons, 1
a,nd the Imperial Conference of 192.6 took. up .the matter
in connection with the question whether general treaties
concluded under League auspices ·applied to the relations inter se of parts of the Commonwealth. In fact
it had been felt necessary in certain cases, the treaties
being concluded between states by name, to provide
expressly in the treaty that it was not to apply between
parts of a state under one sovereign. It was now agreed
that treaties should be concluded in the name of the
King as the symbol of the special relationship between
the different parts of the Empire. 2 "The making of
the treaty in the name of the King as the symbol
of the special relationship between the different parts of
the Empire will render superfluous the inclusion of any
provisiGm that its terms must not be regarded as regulating inter se the rights and obligations of the various
territories on behalf of which it has been signed in the
name of the King. In this connection it must be borne
in mind that the question was discussed at the Arms
Traffic Conference in 1925, and that the legal committee
of that Conference laid it down that the principle to
which the foregoing sentence gives expression underlies
allinternational conventions." Now it is true that this
1

348.

Keith, Speeches and Documents on the British Dominions, pp. 347,
2 Ibid. p. 382.
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interpretation of the discussions at the Arms Traffic
IV.
Convention may be incorrect, for the doctrine there
enunciated may merely mean that the terms of a convention have no application as between the various
territories of a member of the League, i.e. between the
United Kingdom and the Crown Colonies and Protectorates; but that is irrelevant, for the Conference of
--:-~ 1926 accepted unanimously, and no D<:>mini<:>.u:f~rli~~
/'<\.tnent disst1ntt1d from,. t:he view that rt1lati()ns of .the
parts of the Commonwealth interse are not. relations
of international la~. No doubt the Free State later
repented of its admissions at .the .Conference. of .1926,
and it took the opportunity to raise the issue indirectly
in connection with the signature of the Optional Clause
of the Statute of the Permanent Court of International
Justice in 1929. 1 The British and the other Dominion
Governments accepted that clause which renders reference to the Court compulsory in certain circumstances
with the express exclusion of disputes with the Government of any other member of the League which is a
member of the British Commonwealth of Nations, "all
of which disputes shall be settled in such manner as
the parties have agreed or shall agree". The Inish Free
State acceptance was absolute on the sole condition of
reciprocity, and it was energetically denied that the
British reservation was valid within the terms of the
Statute, and the claim was made that the Irish Government would be able in any case under the Statute with
the British Government to apply to the Court in
defiance of the British reservation. It is clear that the
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In 1929 Mr. McGilligan admitted that the Kellogg Pact could not be
deemed to apply between the parts of the Empire.
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claim was untenable, for, whether or not the rules of
international law could be invoked as applicable to
inter-imperial relations, the British reservation could
not be overriden by the Court. A like divergence of
view was expressed by the British and Irish Governments regarding the acceptance of obligations to arbitrate under the General Act of 1928 for the Pacific
Settlement of International Disputes. It must be added
that in the case of the Optional Clause .the Union
Government expressed the view, not that the Permanent Court could not deaLwith inter-imperial disputes,
but that it was preferable that resort should not be
had to it for that purpose.
The British view must under all the circumstances
be held to be binding, and with it fall to the ground
many complex and delicate issues. Had the terms of
the Covenant applied as between the members of the
Commonwealth, it would have been possible to argue
that secession was forbidden by Article 10, which compels all members of the League to preserve· the territorial integrity and existing political independence of
members of the League. Delicate issues would also
arise in ·the case of disputes in which any member of
the Commonwealth was engaged and fell under League
disapproval, so that, for instance, the Council required
action against the defaulting member under Article 16
of the Covenant, and so forth. Consideration of the
gravity of the inconvenience of holding that the
Covenant applies between the members of the Commonwealth inter se doubtless outweighs the arguments
which might be based on the mere wording of the
Covenant. The Dominions on the whole have not
pressed the. point, partly, no doubt, because they do
G
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not cont(;lmplate with any satisfaction the possibility
IV.
of finding the i~s11.e o~ immi~ratio!l~;tnd .tFea~ment of
iJ1lJ1ligr~;tnts .J1ll:td~ 11·~ international q~es#on ~s between
thYl'll . 1:1ncl.Jndi~, .. f!tlS(). a m-emlJyJ: pf th~. 1,~~g)le. It is
true that ~wigr.ll'~ion has so far been held to be a
matter of domestic jurisdiction in which the League or
the Court is unable to interfere, 'Q:qjijt;,i~" ;;tls9J!l\:l1:1!. that
;!)nternational law. is .not s.tatic,. and .that. there .is no
· certainty that the classific1:1.ti9n ofimmig:r.:a,ti911 in this
manner will perl1lanentlyend11re. 1 Not less important 2
is the issu~ of inter-imperial preferences such as those
agreed on at Ottawa, for, if relations between the
Dominions and the United Kingdom were international,
foreign states could demand the advantage of them
under most favoured nation clauses in treaties.
(6) The same determination of the parts of the
Commonwealth to secure elimination of foreign intervention in any shape is seen in the decision of the
Conference of 1930 as to inter-imperial arbitration. It
is a signal fact that, while compulsory arbitration of
disputes with foreign states had been undertaken by
the whole Empire in 1929, it proved impossible to
secure agreement to any compulsion or even to the
establishment of a permanent body to deal with such
disputes, though it was obvious that the existence of
such a body was almost essential, if disputes were to
be de~lt with judicially. In lieu, arbitration ad lwc of a
voluntary character was decided upon, and all that
could be done was to make suggestions for the competence and composition of the Court to arbitrate. It
was agreed that only differences between Governments
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1

Wheaton, International Law (ed. Keith), i. 574.
.2 See below, Chapter XXI.
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could be referred to it and only such differences as were
justiciable, thus excluding the possibility of India
raising the immigration issue. Suits by individuals or
companies against Governments were thus excluded,
unless the rna tter came to a point in which a difference
arose between Governments. The tribunal was to be
selected for each dispute, and to consist of five members, none of whom might be selected from outside the
Commonwealth. One member of the tribunal was to be
selected by each party to the dispute from _some part
of the Commonwealth not involved in the dispute, the
choice being limited to persons who had held high
judicial office or were distinguished jurists; one member was to be selected by each party with freedom of
choice; and the four were to select at will their chairman. The tribunal, at the will of the parties, might be
assisted by assessors. Nothing was agreed upon as to
the principles to be applied by the tribunal, not even
the vital issue whether it was to be guided in the main
by international law doctrines or whether it was to seek
to arrange a settlement ex bono et aequo or as a mere
compromiSe.
The unsatisfactory character of the agreement of
1930 was revealed at once when the question was raised
in 1932 of the right of the Irish Free State without the
assent of the British Government to eliminate from
the Constitution the oath imposed under the treaty of
1921 on members of the legislature, and to withhold
payments of certain land annuities, pensions to members of the Royal Irish Constabulary, former civil
servants, etc. When the British Government finally
made it clear that it was prepared to arbitrate on the
lines of 1930, it was met by the absolute refusal of
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Mr. De Valera to accept arbitration unless a foreign
element was permissible. 1 There was a minor issue as
to the scope of the arbitration, namely, the number of
payments to which it might extend, and at one time
the British Government seems to have proposed to
limit arbitration to the annuities. But ultimately it
appears the offer of that Government was to accept
any tribunal so long as it was an Empire tribunal, even
if it did not comply precisely with the principles laid
down in 1930. The refusal of Mr. De Valera, therefore,
was based on this aspect essentially, and may be regarded as a revival of the claim of 1924, that the relations l;Jetween the Free State and the United Kingdom
are relations of international law, and therefore suitable for reference to a tribunal whose members may
include foreigners. The British insistence on refusing
this proposal rests in turn on the belief that it is vital
to maintain the doctrine that the relations of the parts
of the Commonwealth inter se are not relations of international law, since otherwise the Ottawa Conference
agreements for trade preferences would be rendered
nugatory by the operation of most favoured nation
treaties.
The chance of the necessity of authoritative settlement of inter-imperial disputes is naturally increased by
the prospects of trade arrangements between parts of
the Empire already achieved and contemplated. It is
clear, though the proposal was not accepted at Ottawa,
1 Mr. J. H. Thomas, House of Commons, June 17, 1932. On the
refusal of the State to accept an Empire tribunal, and the withholding
of payments, British duties were imposed on Irish Free State imports,
and were met with retaliatory duties, and the creation of an emergency
fund of £2,000,000 to foster Irish industry and wheat-growing to create
an economically independent State.
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that the insertion in future arrangements of an agreement to refer differences to an inter-imperial tribunal
would be a convenient and wise step, and would follow
the analogy of treaties between states which often provide for reference to the Permanent Court or other
tribunal of differences which arise. It is clear that in
practice inter-imperial disputes must be determined on
much the same principles as apply to international
disputes, for these, after all, rest in the main on the law
of contract, and for other issues, such as the treatment
of residents, the analogies of international relations 1
would have to be resorted to, the tribunal making such
changes as are held by it necessary to adapt the rules
prevailing between states under different sovereigns to
states owing allegiance to the same sovereign.
In certain cases, of course, the tribunal would be
able to apply the ordinary rules of international law
without qualification. Though normally international
treaties are, under the ruling of 1926, not to apply to
the relations inter se of parts of the Commonwealth, on
occasion they may deliberately be made so applicable,
as is now proposed to be the case with the Convention
as to Air Navigation, 2 and, when this is done, whatever
the form adopted, the tribunal would naturally treat
the issue as if the parts of the Empire were distinct
states.
1 Baty, Journ. Camp. Leg. xii. 163, holds that inter-imperial relations
are subject to international law; cf. Rynne, Die volkerrechtliche Stellung
Irlands, pp. 342 ff. SirS. Cripps' denial (Parl. Deb. cclxvii. 667) that one
sovereign can enter into relations with himself goes too far; the Elector
of Hanover could clearly make a treaty with the King of the United
Kingdom.
2 The Protocol of December 11, 1929, gives each Dominion a distinct
vote, in lieu of giving one vote to the whole Empire, on the understanding that the Convention applies between the parts of the Empire.
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PART II
THE GOVERNMENT OF THE DOMINIONS

CHAPTER V
THE SOURCES OF DOMINION CONSTITUTIONAL LAW

this head we have to consider (1) the statute Chapter
v.
law and the prerogative as the basis of the Dominion
constitutions; (2). the conventions which give life to
these constitutions; and (3) the mode of constitutional
change when conventions are insufficient to bring
harmony into the working of the state.
1
-~-~-tie
~,.,~~~"' ~..;,V.,.,Y.:-·.1iJJ..~;::;;~-~>ru~.;....i,,
+o .Jl.., f'lolonJ·al
I
.1'111..,
Ll.J..\or~~
! . ~· ·dJ·•oml·";Oll.0"'"'
- . ~
'"'~"
lO;o'~a:;l..-:.iJ~J:.;&,J,;,
, ~ .:-{1Q!l;fS}.mtJ.Q.e~!!Q.._7~2Yh~!tit. was chosen as a means of
distinguishing the parts of the Empire enjoying responsible government from the dependent Empire. It
then denoted the Dominion of Canada, the Commonwealth of Australia, the Dominion of New Zealand,
Newfoundland, and the South African Colonies which
in 1909 formed themselves into the Union of South
Africa. h..l92l;;;;;22-the.e,lrish,.E:r:e.e#Sta.~w~ed "to
t,ll,~"..li§t"... .I~:okW.g."io.. ,gfliqi~l...p;r:.e~~de;n,cJ,:)..,.,b.~f,u:e".,lj~~7~·
fgyudl11P..d".•t:bce..l.ea.§t"PAt!JJ.lR1!§••.Qi,,,~tkJJ,.~R.i.Q.B§.. Of
these Dominions there are two federations, Canada and
,t he Commonwealth; ~~i~,~-'"a
!~,,.~At¥.,"~h£~.§.¥,..s;~utati.1uliiQ.-!!~,.m~~..,~.~Jight
~P;t;J..GJ~~iQn,.tg .. Jed~J.'a,.l,. ae:u,timeat;:c.the other Dominions
are purely unitary states. The Canadian provinces and
the Australian States enjoy responsible government
within the federal limits, and the principles applicable
UNDER
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to the Dominions in general normally apply to them
also, whether in the sphere of executive government
or legislation or judicature.
~h~ .:J:?qw,~@qns~, ..ofc.GQJ!l:I:IE:l, ~rE:J ;p~;r;.ts. of th.~.. 12J:itish
E.mpire, 1 and according to the terminology of the Imperial Conference of 1926 Great Britain and the Dominions as autonomous units may be regarded as
forming within the Empire the group known as the
British Commonwealth of Nations. That term emphasises the existence of a number of parts of the
Empire which have equality of status, and has a certain
convenience. &t~it...~u.stJ~.~.~.w.~m"b~K~<i.,~lt~~- -!,irg.~t

Britail:Lis. .nPt.-ll.t.~:rm~ot~rt~.1h~.J~~l -:tmit,isutb..~.1JW.t~.d
I.fi:t1gCiom of Great .B;r;itai:u "~n"(l,.~,Q,~.th.~.~u".~~a.;p,d . as
determined by the Royal Proclamation of 1927 under
the Hoyal and Parliamentary Titles Act, 1927. Moreover, the United Kingdom is an imperial power, and
exercises final control over a vast area. Thus, when
the Statute of Westminster contemplates legislation by
the United Kingdom as part of the mode of changing
the succession to the throne, it expects that the United
Kingdom shall legislate for the whole of the dependent
Empire, for the change must affect the whole of the
Empire and not the self-governing parts alone. It is
necessary, therefore, on occasion to accept the identity
of the Empire and the Commonwealth as is the case
in the Irish Constitution, and in the Commonwealth
agreement of 1931 as to Merchant Shipping. For practiI They are technically colonies as defined in the Interpretation Act,
1889, subject to the fact that for certain purposes powers of Colonial
Governors must be deemed to apply to Governors of the States of
Australia, not of the Commonwealth. ll.J;j<;.l,..;r,: t\i,.. ~t;Q.Wte ,..;( ~f~i:astier,
!.~3!~,:~sa!mu;;::1Y.tiln-~~J~~~~sJ.~~s.
8!',.;RJ:,\J};",j~s;,liisb9IAf;lJ!..,<tre technically British possessions and part of the
British dominions (the doubl<J use of the term is inconvenient).
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cal purposes the importance is slight, but it is necessary to guard against the assumption of Mr. J. H.
Thomas that the United Kingdom is a Dominion, or
that of Sir Thomas Inskip that the Commonwealth
includes only the . Dominions, without the United
Kingdom. Even apart from the Dominions the United
Kingdom has imperial rank in international law; that

Chapter

~uli.i~.JklL.Emi?irg.. JY~.§•.•~aa~l:~e~J2~,.,U~J;~, ..:£III.,

~n~l.§!l1.9J~..tll~n....th¥"
. ..QI$J.~,,ha.'il"., al;)iaJr$,,.,R~.~:a,iiDR¥£i{)J.

No excuse, therefore, is necessary, as Mr. Latham has
observed, for the use of the term Imperial Government
or Parliament.
(I) A fundamental distinction is drawn in the common. law of England 1 between the legal position of
colonies acquired by settlement and those obtained by
conquest or cession. The rights of Englishmen, it was
held, must accompany them when they fared to settle
overseas, but otherwise when the case was one of a
conquered or ceded colony. When settlements were
made by Englishmen among savage peoples or in
empty lands, the common law of England and such
statutes as might be held to be of general character
must be applied to their legal relations; they could not
evade the sovereignty of the Crown by absence abroad,
but equally the Crown could have no greater power.
over them than if they had been in England, nor could
settlers be induced to go abroad if they were not
promised such rights. On the other hand, if territory
under a civilised system of law were conquered or
ceded, then it would be monstrous that such law should
be abrogated automatically by conquest. Yet conquest
gave the King absolute power over the conquered,
1

Keith, Constitutional History of the First British Empire, chap. i .
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subject to the moral restraint of the terms of cession
and the· international right of the ceding power to
claim their observance. What the King pleased to order
then was law, and, if the English settled in such colonies,
they must acquiesce in falling under the system continued or altered by the King. Applied to the form of
government, the principles yielded two clear doctrines.
{1) In the case of a settled colony the royal prerogative
extended only to the creation of'a constitution analogous as far as practicable to that of the mother country.
Legislation and taxation, therefore, could only be
passed by the aid of a legislature of which one-half at
least was elective. (2) In the case of a conquered or
ceded colony the King might lay down by his own
authority such form of government as he thought fit,
and the legislative and taxing power could be exercised
by him without the assent of a representative legislature. But by a vital addition it was held (3) that the
grant to a conquered or ceded colony of such a legislature deprived the King of his legislative and taxing
power, unless in the instrument of grant he had specifically reserved such power. Hence it was ruled by Lord
Mansfield that through inadvertence in creating first
representative government in 1764 in Grenada and then
imposing an export tax the King had mismanaged his
"powers, 1 so that the tax was invalid and the King
could not raise it unless he could persuade the legislature to concur.
Applying the doctrine of settled or conquered or
ceded colonies to the Dominions, it is clear that
Australia and New Zealand stand obviously on the
1 Campbell v. Hall (1774), 20 St. Tr. 239. See Keith, Jmtrn. Oomp.
Leg. :l!:iii. 126, 127; xiv. 118; Abeyesekera v. Jayatilake, [1932] A.C. 260.
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basis of settlement, and that despite its chequered
history Newfoundland can claim like rank. In the case
of Canada, the maritime provinces, the area once in the
hands of the Hudson's Bay Company, the western
provinces, and the lands recently discovered in the
extreme north may be deemed settled, but the old
Quebec area was acquired by cession. In South Africa
the Oape was ceded, the Transvaal and the Orange
Free State conqueredt, and Natal might be reckoned a
colony by conquest or cession. The Irish Free State
stands in a category by itself, unaffected by a distinction based on colonial conditions. But it must be admitted that the idea of settlement is vague, and in a
sense New Zealand was acquired by the cession of
authority of the native chiefs by tlie treaty of Waitangi in 1840, though such a cession cannot be equated
with a cession by a .recognised state of international
law.
On the principles laid down, as applied to these
areas, it might have been expected that wide use of the
prerogative would have been made, and that the constitutions would largely rest upon it. But in fact, save
in the case of Newfoundland, the prerogative has been
found inadequate, and the constitutions of all the
other Dominions, States, and provinces rest upon
statute. Newfoundland itself was for a considerable•
time subject to statutory enactments which aimed at
treating the island as a mere fishing base and denied it
regular civil institutions. These, however, were swept
away in 1832 in order to permit of regular government,
and a representative legislature was created. In 1855
responsible government was conceded, and now rests
on Letters Patent of 1876.
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In the case of Quebec the right to control by the
prerogative was sacrificed by the Royal Proclamation
of 1763 promising the grant of an Assembly, and, when
it was decided to undo this promise with its accompanying assurance of the substitution of English for
French law, Parliament had to intervene and to pass
the Quebec Act, 1774. Further change could be effected
only by the same means; the Constitutional Act, J791,
divided Quebec into Lower and ti{Jpper Canada, while
the Act of 1840 reunited them. The maritime provinces,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick separated from it in
1784, and Prince Edward ISland, were granted representative government by the prerogative; but when in
1867 federation was decided upon an Imperial Act was
necessary. Apart from the difficulty of concurrent
legislation, it was clear that even thus no federation
could be achieved, for no province could legislate to
have effect outside its own area o~ to set up institutions
with powers far exceeding its own mandate. The.federation itself created, under powers granted by Imperial
Acts of 1868 and 1871, the new provinces, Manitoba
in 1870 and Saskatchewan and Alberta in 1905, out of
lands once administered by the Hudson's Bay Company. In the west, Vancouver Island enjoyed from
1856 to 1866 representative government under the
}>rerogative; it was then merged with British Columbia,
which had been given a restricted form of administration by Imperial Act in 1858; the united province became in 1871 part of the federation.
Australia was first chosen to be a penal colony; hence
its administration was wholly autocratic. But settlement was unavoidable; by 1819 it was realised that to
legislate without a representative body wasimpossible,
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and, as such a body could not wisely be created, Parlia- Chapter
v.
ment in 1823 provided for Crown Colony rule. This
·intervention was necessarily followed by further Acts,
especially those of 1842 and 1850; under the latter New
South Wales, Tasmania, and Victoria were enabled to
frame constitutions; of these the first and last were
confirmed with alterations by Imperial Acts of 1855;
the second received sanction for its local Act in the
same year. In 1859, under Imperial Act, Queensland
was created by Order in Council with responsible
government. South Australia, which had never been,
like these colonies, an integral part of New South
Wales, was creat~d by imperial legislation of 1834; it
obtained responsible government under a local Act of
1855-56; while Western Australia, first created by
Imperial Act of 1829, was finally given responsible
government by Imperial Act of 1890. Federation of the
six colonies was effected in 1900 by Imperial Act.
:rs:~~z~.aland at first, from 1840, was treated as part
of New South Wales, but a series of Imperial Acts
resulted in 1852 in the grant of representative government, which i;u , l~§§;:-i?Jt . w.~.~ ..t:J:~:~:&~rfgrm.~d.,.,,iutQ, .;re§.R~bl.e.,,gQJ;;;;~J;~t;~Jlt.• The native question was one of
the causes why at first representative institutions were
withheld and therefore recourse was had to imperial
•
legislation.
In. the case of South Africa the prerogative to .provide constitutions for ceded colonies enabled the
Crown to provide for the government of the Cape,
ceded in 1814, and Natal, made a distinct colony in
1845. Representative government was accorded to the
former by local Ordinance authorised by Order in
Council in 1853, to the latter by an Imperial Charter of
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Justice in 1856. Responsible government was created
by local Acts of 1872 and 1893. On the conquered
colonies of the Transvaal and the Orange River, after
a period of complete control, responsible government
was conferred in 1906-7 under the prerogative. So
far Parliament had not been required to intervene, but
~!?.:~...:n:~~~lJ~t.Jgd\3!'~t~pp,_,,.!=iX2lf!3,.sl ... .t4.~.... lJ:PiR.~.J.,9t . ,~2-McP:l~Afti,~!J·"Wr'···ii!.U..,Act.

.

~!~.fit§t.!;l,,.Qnthe other hand, wascref:!,ted as
the result of an agreement styled Articles for a Treaty
of December 6, 1921, between the British Government
and a body acting as the Government of Ireland, but
without any actual legal status .. The treaty was
approved by Parliament and by a meeting of the members elected to the lower house of Southern Ireland
provided for by the Government of Ireland Act, 1920,
which as a whole had been rejected by the rebels.
Moreover, a constitution was framed by a like body
which stands as the Constitution of the Free State,
and which was also approved by an Imperial Act.
While, however, in the case of the Dominions it has
been frankly conceded that the constitutions rest
without exception on the basis of Imperial Acts, the
Irish view has always been that the Constitution was
valid apart from the Imperial Act, on the ground that
all power in Ireland came from the people of Ireland,
and not from any British grant, a doctrine not
naturally accepted in the United Kingdom.
In all these cases save that of the federation of
Canada ~h~JLQ.':':~:£~[~I!.t§~i,J;g~~B.~Ji:,~rli~m.~I\t~.,in9lud~s ·
~...!n&l;t§Y!(3.. Qf.P9'Y(3J: . .t9. m~k:~,.QOA§titqti9-U&l. .Qht\.p,g;~.s.
This power has been freely exercised, and the constitutions rest therefore on the basis of Imperial Acts
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freely amended in detail and often even in matters of
high importance, such as the constitution of the legislature and the relations of the two houses.
While the doctrine regarding the power of legislation
in settled colonies necessitated, as has been seen,
Parliamentary intervention to modify its operation,
it was always held that in matters of executive concern
the prerogative was adequate to provide for the conduct of government. In fact the Imperial Acts and the
earlier Acts of the colonies were specially framed to
avoid interfering with the exercise of the prerogative.
The creation of the federations and the Union, however, raised doubts as to the power of the Crown to
create executives by the prerogative for these artificial
aggregations. The doubt seems unfounded, but the
Acts all provide for the constitution of the executive,
and in other cases from time to time provisions on this
head have been inserted in local Acts. Yet in the great
majority of instances the office of Governor is still the
creation of the prerogative Letters Patent, and similar
Letters Patent have been issued for the federations
and the Union, though the office of Governor-General
there rests on statute. The relation between prerqgative
and statute. is now clear. Statute call regulate prerogam.~g,,.,i£,,,~Ji~.l,<tis",;fMJl~..,.,c,Q,¥~~~~}i<•·~~lJJ;~.,p,;r~

l'.Q&~~j.J¥jl!,~~~J~,e~~,g~,~'~Y,~tMJ',.¥,~~~,...~~.,_i,tJfb,~Fl
is not the case, prerogative may be relied upon and,
f3~ .•}XU£U .•. 1JJ~m •.i§.••~..JlilJ.~;Q.~,.,,,.~Q,g&tiYe

~~-lJ.~~~i1.it~'"' '

The character of the prerogative does not substantially vary in the Dominions. It is true that the
commo:q/law of the Union is Roman Dutch law and
A .A,.,G• .v•. De. Keyser's. Royal .Hotel, .[19.2()] _.<\.q.. §08.
H
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in Quebec the old French law, but the prerogatives of
the Crown are based on English common law, and as
such were introduced on the acquisition of these territories, superseding, in so far as they were inconsistent,
the former law. It is clear that it would be impossible
for the British Crown to accept by conquest prerogatives inconsistent with the principles of English law.
This rule, however, applies in strictness only to the
essential political prerogatives. The English prerogative inevitably includes certain minor matters which
may be negatived in their application to territories
under a different system of legislation. This consideration, however, is of minimal importance in its application to the Dominions. But, when powers of government exist under local law which are not inconsistent
with the British prerogative, they can be exercised on
behalf of the Crown.
The extent of the prerogative rights effective in the
Dominions is very large. The Crown enjoys exemption
from criminal or civil liability save in so far as it has
been waived by statute. 1 All land is vested in it as
ultimate owner, and all waste land is its absolute
property; 2 gold and silver mines belong to it; 3 escheats
of land, treasure trove, and the estates of persons dying
intestate without kin fall to it. 4 It enjoys priority for
its debts in bankruptcy and the windin"g up of com1 It rests with the Governor-General of Canada to allow a petition of
right to be brought: Lovibond v. Governor-General of Canada, [1930)
A.O. 717. For Western Australia seeR. v. McNeil, [1927] A.C. 380; for
South Australia, Laffer v. Gillen, [1927] A.C. 886.
2 A.-G. for Saskatchewan v. A.-G. for Canada, [1932] A.C. 28.
3 H~tdson Bay Co. v. A.-G. for Canada, [1929] A.O. 285.
4 A.-G.for Ontario v. Mercer (1883), 8 App. Cas. 767; A.-G.for Alberta
v. A.-G. for Canada, [1928] A.C. 475; bona vacantia of companies, R. v.
A.-G. for British Columbia, [1924] A:o. 213.
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panies;1 its ships are exempt from seizure in respect of
salvage claims or claims for damage done by collision.2
Local law may abandon 3 or diminish these claims, but,
failingthat, they can be asserted on behalf of the Crown
by the Government and the Courts will give effect to
them when pleaded. 4
(2) Neither statute nor prerogative, that is common
law, explain much that is vital in the government of
the Dominions. 12h~ig.QY~I!!!!l~JJ-oLL~~1~~§.~JltiaJl~.....~s

~~. . t~~.Jl~1~~..I~i~g!iQm""J:l~"~J,l:}l~ti.Q;n§*'..w'"",~Jt,¥,,,,g,gp,
~tit;q,ti9n

which are not law in the sense that any of
~hem can be directly enforced by legal action. From
the ...:firs.t. . . tb..e . . . l?.:rit!.§:lJ,.Qgyet:t;:u;;rl.enM..JY~§ mo.l'l.t,.!:e,Lug.taut
~9 . . P-~mP~:r. . . tP,~. . . . g:ro:w~4 . . . . Q~ . . ..+JP.mip,ion. . .AJ,JJt.on9cmJ~: . . by
~:ff()rts.

t9 .. tF~p;sm.~~.~ . ip;t() .. !~»:. th~. . g()P,S.~.itM~ic9n.~l,.;oJ;~o-

the.lJwted. EJ;p.gdow . In the colonies, of course,
there was a certain reluctance to adopt this point of
view. It was felt that the change from imperial control
to virtual self-government ought to have a counterpart
in law, and, if the constitutions of the colonies had
been framed entirely to meet their wishes, there would
have been some effort to embody in them the rules of
constitutional practice as law. But the British objec~iGe . of

1 Liquidators of Maritime Bank of Canada v. Receiver-General of New
Brunswick, [1892] A. C. 437- What is to be regarded as a representation
of the Crown is discussed in Metropolitan Meat Industry Board v. Sheedy
[1927] A.C. 899.
2 Young v. S.S. Scotia, [1903] A.C. 501. No suit can be brought in
England against a Dominion Government by treating it as a corporation:
Sloman v. Government of New Zealand (1876), 1 C.P.D. 563.
3 Commonwealth v. New South Wales (1923), 32 C.L.R. 200: $uit in
tort by Commonwealth against New South Wales authorised by Judiciary.
Act.
·
4 As to privilege against disclosure of documents, see Robinson v.
South Australia, [1931) A.C. 704; Keith, Journ. Cmnp. Leg. xiii. 261.
262; Rayner v. R., [1929) N.Z.L.R. 805.
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tions gradually came to be appreciated in the colonies,
and in most of the Dominions the legal provision to
compel responsible government is minimal. It is sig·
nificant that, even when the Commonwealth constitu·
tion was being adumbrated, some of its framers held
that federalism and responsible government were incompatible, and that even at so late a date the provision for responsible government was far from sufficient.
4R:Pli.~d ,.t9..DollliPion.po.:nditiqn.s~.:r:~$P9~~:QJ.~,gg.·KeJ:::p.-

=~~~!'.~~O::t.~:~t:

2_n statute~ , lB,ll.§.tB~~.¥.1£!;;!:9,i§,~9:..S?X\,t~~ .~£l:J,i9,~,.2l1~1il1iti,~~:rs · 'i
Ministers must be members of the legislature, and pos"
sess the confidence of the majority thereof, save that,
if such confidence is withheld, they may be permitted
to remain advisers pending the result of an appeal to
the political sovereign, the electorate. A ministry de·
pends on the leadership of the Prime Minister, who is
selected by the Crown as commanding the support of
the majority of the lower house and who recommends
his colleagues for office. On defeat in that house on any
important issue a ministry must resign unless it is
granted a dissolution. A ministry must observe solidarity of action and of responsibility to the lower house.
Of these and minor rules there is little expressed in
Dominion constitutions. l!!. Q~J1~4.~"gg!);;y;~».~i9~d .
qpon. The British North America Act, 1867, s. 11,
provides for the existence of a Privy Council to assist
the Governor-General, but its composition is not defined
by law, and in 1926 the Privy Council was actually for
a time composed of only one minister who had definitely been appointed to office, the other members being
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acting ministers only, a device adopted to prevent
them having to face the necessity of re-election, then
required in the Dominion on acceptance of ministerial
office. It was on the advice of this body that millions
of dollars were authorised to be spent without sanction
of Parliament, which was dissolved, and in fact the
electorate inflicted a crushing defeat on the then
ministry. Yet no action in law was possible to prevent
such expenditure being incurred, and the new Parliament had to acquiesce in what .had been thus done.
The provinces have gone little further; to the Executive
Councils, which their statutes set up, are assigned certain ministers, but there is nothing in law to secure
that they shall represent the majority in the legislatures or even be members thereof. Newfoundland was
granted responsible government entirely under the prerogative, and it rests wholly on convention. ~R.th.ecase
o£. ,.tll~""Q,Q~)¥~lth,.the political heads of departments are to be appointed by the Governor-General,
and are to be the K~~l\iinisters of State and members
pf the Executive Council; iL.not...a}:r@,a.d_¥.,mt:w.h~.tt:l of
~b.e ..,legisLature, . . tht::Y·cll1:U~~·· .b~o'!l'l<¥ .so.... :w:.~~!Jj!)....,.~4+~.e
~Q• . ..~;ft.ex,a,p:pp,m,Mm,~;;J,t.;,,fw,t•.~t4¥1*e. js.. nothing.in law
ib any of these cases to provide for the command by
the ministers of the majority of the lower house, nor
even to prevent the Governor-General swamping the
Council by his own nominees. T:Q(;{. Q:gi,QU,QQ:Q§titP.tion
of ..)..~,lQ9. ..£ollows the-.C~nm:uo.;p,;w,t)~lt:P..,.;m0d{:}l, .Moreover,
in the two federations and the Union, as also in the
States of Tasmania and Victoria, the Councils include
ex-ministers, appointment being deemed to be for life
as in the case of Privy Councillors in the United Kingdom, though again by convention only those members
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attend meetings of the Governor in Council who are
. II
d N
Z I d
.
r

f;;:.I;o~'::i:O~ti;:~~
~~~

i~:~~~~~=~~:

rble forbidding persons holding office under the Crown
other than political office to sit in Parliament.
In the Australian States convention in the main
governs, as was seen in 1907 when the Governor of
Queensland carried on the government for months with
a ministry which had never had a majority in the
legislature, and which spent money without sanction
of Parliament. New South Wales and Tasmania, as
well as Western Australia, are likewise content with
convention; it is significant that in 1925 the acting
Governor of Tasmania actually contemplated consulting
ex-ministers as members of the Executive Council,
and only desisted on the protests of the then ministry.
~~,~~$2.1!.~--~.<?...f.~"!.. ~Y\.tQ.Jgqgi;:~~.tha.t,.four..,out. of
iight ..minister~ .. J:P.:~~t .9.~ in . P.axliame.u.t.,,~gQ,,. tha.t ...no
1\li?-.i~.ter . ca11.ll.<Jlcl ()ffi9e Jo~g~,!. t}l~I1 :Pnr~~;,. mg_:g,t.h~t:l+n
l~§E! l!e, ..obtain a .§eat .in . .OP& m:. ,oth~:r....J,1.PY.Se. South
Australia demands membership of Parliament on appointment or within three months, and by a unique
provision enacts that no warrant of the Governor for
payment and no appointment or dismissal shall be
valid unless countersigned by the Chief Secretary, a most interesting legal affirmation of the doctrine of
counter-signature which has been established in the
United Kingdom by convention reinforced by the
action of the Courts based on that convention~
How in the abs.ep.c.e. . .qf.legislation.is . o~edie;u,c,e?.to..the
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p:dneip les. o.~ . .~>;~pq;g.~il?l>:... gqy.~:rp,mep,t .• ~lilGM!'©~ .jJ:J.. pki.ctiQ.e.? No doubt largely it rests on .tll,J~.~&ilit.ic£l,J?.~.J,lse
.QL.t~."pep,J#l¥,.~:Q.ich.c.ondemns. stt&ining.ot .a1,1tht.u:ity,

and, as in the case of Queensland in 1907-8 and Canada
in 1926, censures by the voice of the electorate the
action of any government which misuses its power.

:M:m:e.teo4n!c?!lly•.. th.e.Jli3,.Q~§.§itx"2I912~~iniug.~UflP4:.is. .a,
powe:rfPl. check. QA. disr.egaF~- o£. . the ..leg~l~tJJ;J:~;....~~ilJJre
to consult Parliament, whose annual meeting is provided for by law, would involve inability to collect much
of the revenue, and expenditure would be in the main
illegal, and, though there is difficulty in legal proceedings in such cases, might indirectly at last be dealt
with by the Courts. But it is also clearly the duty of
the Governor in the last resort to intervene to secure
the observation of the conventions of the constitution,
as will be shown later, just as it is his duty to intervene
in the far more difficult case, when a ministry supported by a majority in the legislature insists on defying the law, or desires to extend the life of the legislature and thus to deprive the electorate of its effective
control of its representatives.
In. tl.l~Jx!§:4.~k'.w.~·~~iiJrt.e.,..in view.of. tb,e ilan.gt::J:rso.:f:r:n.©xe
ponYention, a. "mo§.t.elfl>Po:r~t.c e-e;o:rt .ha~.1w~.,m~d~ . to
~.t©±eo.ty,p~,as . law.the .·~oil¥e.ntions..•o£,,.th~nco~tit.ut.iQ.n.
irhe constitution creates the EJ<::ecutive ·Council and
dr(O)Glf.\:res . its ... respousi})i!ity ..tq .:l/4~ :Q,;),.i,L,Ei;~:~~;u;u,... .the
lower house. The selection of the President of the
Council, i.e. the Prime Minister, is expressly given to
the Dail, excluding any discretion .on the p~;~,rt of the
Governor~General; the. P:r:e~ident §elects hi.~ 9.9ll~~g;tJ_es,
but .with the .approv:alof,tll~ .I1~il,,,,l'he ministry thus
chosen must retire from office if it ceases to command
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a 'majority of the Dail, holding their posts merely until
a new ministry is installed. The Dail fixes the date of
the conclusion of each session and of the reassembling
of Parliament. It is expressly forbidden to the GovernorGeneral to dissolve the Dail on the advice of a ministry
which does not command a majority of that body. This
provision, of course, is a complete violation of precedent, for the grant. of a dissolution to a defeated
ministry to try. the temper of the electorate a:nd allow
it to decide .is. a. procedure . accepted as proper . not
merely i:n the United. Kingdom .but .in every other
Dominion. It was the refusalo£ a, dist:lolutiq:ni:n a:nalogou& .circumstances< to .1\'IJ:,•.. Macl\:e~i§. .Kip.g,,,in . 1~~6
which . was. regarded...m. OanadrJ.. . a~ .•.~,:~. ,. . g:r.f!>.:Y~.. Rf!ta2h .of
constitutionl:11. prop;riet¥ . and. .,had..,a:nimR.ottaui.,.~ffect
on a redefinition of the functions o.L thtL.GmmrnorG.eneral. It must remain a matter. of doubt how these
provisions could i:n law. ,be e:nforced; very possibly the
Courts would feel entitled to use their powers to issue
'Y.!i~s of .mandamus o:r prohibition, put this must remain
conjectural, for no effort has been made to depart so
far from the letter of the law.
(3) The Colonial Laws Validity Act, 1865, granted,
as we have seen, to the colonies constituent power even
if it had not existed before. But the grant was accompanied by one essential condition: the bill to amend the
constitution must comply with such "manner and form
as may from time to time be required by any Act
of Parliament, Letters Patent, Order in Council or
colonial law for the time being in force in the said
colony". This condition imposed a vital limitation on
the powers of colonial Parliaments as opposed to those
of the Imperial P(1rliament. The latter cannot bind any
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successor; if it prescribed a mode of altering the constitution, that could be disregarded by its successor,
and the Courts would obey the later law. In the case of
the colonies, any law must conform to any conditions as
to manner and form required by the existing constitution. If it does so, then it is valid. But it is not necessary
that a formal alteration of the constitution should be
announced. If an Act by necessary intendment or mere
reference dearly is meant to alter the constitution, it
can effectively do so. Thus the Privy Council 1 overruled the High Court of Australia when it held that
Queensland could not without a deliberate alteration
of the constitution provide for the appointment of a
judge with seven years' tenure of office, life tenure being
the rule laid down in the constitution. Nor, of course,
is it any alteration of the constitution to impose income tax on judicial salaries, 2 even though the remuneration of judges under the constitution is not to
be. altered during their tenure of office, a necessary
safeguard for their impartiality.
The effect of the rule of 1865 has been most clearly
shown by the decision in 1932 of the case AttorneyGe'(l;eml of New 8onth Wales v. Trethowan. 3 The Parlia:rp.ent of the State by Act No. 28 of 1929 provided that
the Legislative Council should not be abolished save
after a referendum to the electors, and that the provision to this effect should be subject to the same rule.
To secure this end any bill to abolish the Council or
repeal the clause was not to be presented to the
Governor for assent until approved by the referendum.
McCawley v. The King, [1920] A.C. 691.
Cooper v. Commissioner of Income Tax for
C.L.R. 1304.
3 (1932), 48 T.L.R. 514; (1931), 44 C.L.R. 394.
1
2

Q~teensland

(1907), 4
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In 1930 the Labour Government of the State, determined to undo the work of its predecessor, passed two
bills, one to repeal the clause and one to abolish the
Council. The Supreme Court granted an injunction forbidding presentation of the bills for assent; this decision
was upheld by three judges out of five on appeal to
the High Court, and by the Privy Council. It is plain
indeed that the meaning of the proviso to the Act of
1865 was exactly to cover such an action as was intended by the Act of 1929, despite the ingenuity with
which the contrary view was argued.
The decision makes it clear that in the main the
'existing restrictions on change are effective. The conditions imposed on the Australian States by the Imperial Parliament under Acts from 1842 to 1862 were
complex; they were swept away in 1907, and the only
rules required by Parliament involve the reservation
of bills to alter the salary of the Governor or the constitution of the legislature or either house. But this
does not apply to bills to alter electoral districts, the
number of members, their qualifications, or electoral
procedure. In Victoria, South Australia, and Western
Australia the States have imposed on themselves the
requirement of absolute majorities on the second and
third readings. It must be noted that it might be very
difficult in a Court of law to prove that the necessary
majorities had not in fact been secured. 1 How wide
the power of change is is shown by the successful
abolition of the Legislative Council of Queensland 2 in
1921-22, for despite the necessary reservation ofthe
1 See Colonial Laws Validity Act, 1865, s. 6; Bickford Smith & Co. v.
Musgrove, 17 V.L.R. 296.
2 Taylor v. A.-G. for Queensland, 23 C.L.R. 457.
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measure it was duly assented to by the King on the
advice of the Colonial Secretary on the ground that it
was a local matter.
Jgg:w;.&.~!lJ.~£9- .~~§ ..g!Y.~!l :Q.y,;.thf!,. . . C.onstitutiwl- .&£t .of
I ~.9;?. j;l, limited power of. repeal, hut ()1l . tY,.e JY,:Qple .it
seems probable 1 that the limitation was removed implicitly by the general. ter)):li'J.QL . th~. Qglgp,iaL L;;tws
Validity Act, I865,.and thatjt . has.f.ullp.Q'!Y~:£,2fJthaP:ge.
But, until it exercises it, bills to alter the Governor's
salary or the sum secured for native affairs must be
reserved. The Statute of Westminster, 1931, expressly
leaves the matter in statu quo, and the issue whether it
is possible for the Parliament to abolish the Legislative
Council must remain undecided unless and until that
proposal is proceeded with. The Statute, however, has
no restriction as to Newfoundland, and, if the Parliament applies Section 2 of the Statute, it will become
possessed of full constituent powers, for the only restrictions on its authority are provisions contained in
Imperial Acts authorising the Crown to impose qualifications for membership of the Assembly, residential
qualifications for electors, simultaneous holding of
elections, and the recommendation of money votes by
lhe Governor. I:h~ .Qanadia:tl.J?.:t.Q.Y~ll9l2@·a;t:~.,g~¥~P,. . t;c.~e
Jl9m··•·tP:mQ.dif;¥'.,:the:i+,.(;q.n~;J;;;i,~~tj,p;J:;J,~, . sa,¥~··~·.J.:~ga,~¢!,~,the
fed!il,:Pal.,.,g;IJ;ig~,,ofcl.J~.J,l~al;l;t,.GQ.¥gr;nor.

\ The position of the Dominion of Canada is very
different from that of the provinces. Neither, of course,
can alter the distribution of powers or the federal
scheme. as laid down in the British North America
Acts, 1867-1930, by.t..~~~,..i§...d¥,uie,d,,th~.,.aJJxt.hority
1

355.

Keith, Responsible Government in the Dominions (ed. 1928), i. 354,
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Ch~ter t<:>9:~!:t.l.}Y~~h..a!lY.i~:p~~ta,:!}~ . E~!tPf.theJram~ ,Q;f,g,q:Ye~n-

_·

~J:J,t

... Even to appomt a deputy Speaker an Impenal

Act was requisite, and it cannot change the rules as to
the executive or the relations of the two houses or the
composition of the Senate; though it may provide as to
electoral qualifications for the Commons, it is bound
to provide for the number of seats so that Quebec
shall have sixty-five and the other provinces a proportionate number, based on population. It is natural
that the passing of time should have rendered the
position difficult. The fathers of federation believed
that the distribution of powers in the Act of 1867 would
be effective and sufficient; it is in fact inadequate and
inconvenient, but no authority exists to change it save
the Imperial Parliament, and the vital question, therefore, is, On what grounds can that Parliament act1
Formally its numerous changes in minor matters have
been carried out on addresses from the two houses of
the Dominion Parliament, but the real issue is what
amount of agreement as the basis of these addresses
would suffice for British action. Would the British
Parliament be justified in enacting a change in the
constitution desired by the Dominion Parliament but
strongly objected to by the province of Quebec or
some other province or provinces? It must be remempered that Canada. falls for pmotical purposes into four
¢lear groupings, t}l.jj ... maritime .. provinces, ..Quebec,
Ontario, and the western provinces, and that there is
often sharp cleavage qf i11tel'ests.
l:ri the extreme form it has been claimed apparently
by Mr. Ferguson, when Premier of Ontario, that no
change of importance can be made without provincial
consent; apparently any great province, possibly any
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province, by withholding assent could block change.

~hisvi~w is based on the idea that ~l!f.l~.Q&JP,LbgJlgjs
!the:.resl!!"t~~.Qf.;_,~""gf1fii!ilil&.Cit .Ot,,trJ1aty;. a t@W~JY:hiJili. ad-

\!nit~~dly,~~13.Qlt~±±.JJI3,12<!jn,jt_luul.~P2-t§§ inJ}e.. Gana!:!i~n
~~~la~11!Sl,... JYh.~:Q. ... 't.ltSJiP ...J;lo~~l~illL.»WJ:QY~~l ·the
agreement achieved with the maritime provinces in
1864. To this view it is objected that in fact the Quebec
agreement was never accepted by the legislatures of
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and that in fact in
certain matters the constitution prepared in 1864 was
modified under imperial auspices before enacted in
1867, while as regards the other provinces, especially
those created by the Dominion, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta, any idea of a compact is
absurd. The most effective answer to this contention
is the fact that in 1907, when an Imperial Act wa,s
passed to vary. the then. existing. state of. provincial
subsidies from. the federation, it wa,s based. on the
assent of all the provinces, for, while British Columbia
demanded better terms, its Premier did not refuse
finally to agree to the Act being passed. It is useless to
igl1ore the .importance of this.precedent, whether it was
wise to .create it or not) What is clear is that amendment by the Imperial Parliament would be a very
delicate matter, if it was opposed by any substantial
body of Dominion opinion and by one or more of the
provincial legislatures, and it is natural that repeated
efforts should have been made as in 1927 to enable
Canada to amend her own constitution without appeal
to the Imperial Parliament, a necessity which involves
of

/~

QJ;()QJJ.Jim!Jt~§l

'L'hec.the.Q:C::
ole(l.r}y reoognised. by the Privy Council in
the Aeronautic8 Oase, [1932] A. C. 54•. Contrast Ewart, Can. Bar Review,
ix. 726-8.
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a clear diminution of formal if not of real status. Any
such system itself would have to be authorised by
Imperial Act but then could operate independently of it.
It would involve safeguards for language and religious
questions, so that Quebec could negative any proposal
which in her opinion menaced the present safeguards;
it would necessitate also provisions by which changes
in other matters of legislative authority could be made
only when to the approval of the Dominion Parliament
by perhaps two-thirds majorities of either house was
added the assent of the majority of the provinces, including Ontario and Quebec. It is, however, clear that
the utmost difficulty lies in achieving agreement, and
$0 far provincial.d.iscussions. . with .the . Dominio:p, hfl,ve
succeeded only in displaying the profound divergencies
of view prevalent.
In the case of theDommonwe~lt"h, neither the Commonwealth nor the States alone can alter the federal
distribution of powers or the constitutional position in
general. The States, as has been seen, can amend their
own constitutions, and the Commonwealth has certain
powers, in a limited but not unimportant field. Thus
it was permitted after ten years to determine the mode
of contribution to State expenditure, a power which
has proved of the utmost importance in controlling
relations with the States. Similarly .the franchise has
been determined freely by the Commonwealth. But in
vital matters .tll.e propedure .is :r:no:re .el~"P.o:rate. The
measure must be passed by absolute majorities in both
houses, and then submitted to a referendum of the
electorate not earlier than two or later than six months
after its passage. If the two houses disagree, and one
passes it twice with an interval of three months in the
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same or a subsequent session, then the GovernorGeneral may submit the measure to the electors. This,
however, has been interpreted in practice to mean that
the power to submit is to be exercised on ministerial
advice, whieh means that normally the Senate cannot
force a reference t,o the eleetorate, since the ministry,
being responsible to the House of Representatives,
would refuse to advise submission, as was the case in
1914. The measure to become ripe for submission for
the royal assent must be approved by a majority of
electors and by a majority of States. Moreover, there
must be a majority in any State if any provision
altering the proportiona.l representation of the State
in either house of Parliament, or the minimum number
of members in the lower house, or the limits of the
State, or in any way affecting the provisions of the
constitution in relation thereto, is to be valid. The
proviso is rather vague, but it must clearly mean that
consent is necessary only as regards changes affecting
specific provisions in favour of the State.
The extent of the power of alteration is disputed.
But clearly it must include the right to vary the
clauses setting forth the powers of the Commonwealth
and the States. Can it abolish the States? There are
difficulties in holding that the abolition is within the
power to alter. It is pointed out that the Commonwealth
of Australia Constitution Act, 1900, was passed to
unite the colonies in an indissoluble federal Commonwealth, and that it is improper that the power of change
should extend to destroying the federal character of
the constitution. Section 106 of the constitution provides that the constitution of each State shall, subject
to the federal constitution, continue until altered by
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the Parliament of the State, and it is possible to argue
that this clause is not within the power of alteration
given by Section 128. The matter is clearly open to
dispute, but it is clear that any attempt at unification
would necessitate the concurrence of all the States in
the referendum, since a single rejection would render
the scheme impracticable of operation, so that, if
unification is ever to be accomplished, it would seem
that an Imperial Act will be necessary. The Statute of
Westminster expressly leaves the matter as at present,
negating the claim that was about to be made in
Australia that the Commonwealth Parliament could
annul the constitution at pleasure by repealing the
Imperial Act of 1900 in which it is embodied.
The Statute, however, left the Union unfettered, and
the position, therefore, is delicate. Under the South
Africa Act, 1909, and the Colonial Laws Validity Act,
1865, there were certain restrictions on the constituent
power of the Union Parliament, though of a simple
kind. In part these have expired by effiux of time, and
those essentially remaining are restricted to the .rule
that any alteration of Section 152 regulating the right
of change, or of Section 35 safeguarding the Cape native
franchise, or of Section 137 providing for the equality
of English and Dutch (now also Afrikaans) as languages, shall require the assent of the two houses of
Parliament in joint session, and on the third reading a
majority of two-thirds the total number of members of
both houses. It was naturally suggested that the cessation of application of the Colonial Laws Validity Act,
1865, meant that the Parliament could repeal these
rules by simple Act, and doubtless a strong legal
argument could be made out in this sense. But the two
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houses in 1931, when approving the proposed enactment of the Statute, expressly put on record the view
that neither of the Sections 35 or 137 could be repealed
or altered except under the condition specified. The
justification for this ruling is clear; 1 the Union was
based on a compact arrived at between the representatives of the colonies, and to violate it would be dishonourable, even assuming that it was legal. In the
face of the resolution it may be surmised that the
South African courts would succeed in finding a legal
ground for denying the validity of any measure which
ignored these resolutions. The reservation of certain
bills under Section 64 of the Act is now a mere formality, as explained above, and will doubtless formally be
removed from the Act in due course.
The case of the Irish Free State presents very
interesting considerations. Article 50 of the constitution provided for alteration by an Act of the Parliament in which the Senate has only a power of delay,
not of negating a bill passed by the Dail, followed by a
referendum of the electorate. To pass, a measure must
be voted on by a majority of voters on the register-so
that abstentions might defeat it-and be approved
.either by such a majority or by two-thirds of the votes
cast. It was, however, recognised that, as the constitution was experimental, this process might be unadvisable in the first instance, and therefore alteration
by ordinary legislation was permitted for the first eight
years. A safeguard, however, was provided, for any
such bill was made subject to the provisions of Article
47, which provided for a referendum if demanded by
three-fifths of the members of the Senate or a twentieth
1

Keith, Journ. Camp. Leg. xiii. 247, 248.
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of the voters on the register within ninety days after its
passage, provided that its suspension had ·been demanded either by two-fifths of the Dail or a majority
of members of the Senate. But this. rule was not to
apply to bills declared by both houses to be necessary
for the immediate preservation of the public peace,
health, or safety. The attempt to safeguard the rights
of the people proved to be illusory by reason of this
addition, for under it an Act, No.8 of 1928, was hastily
passed which repealed Article 47 and left the Parliament free to alter the constitution at will by simple
Act. A logical sequel of this decision was the passing
of an Act, No. 16 of 1929, which extended to sixteen
years the period of freedom of change, and it may be
doubted if there is any chance of the constitution ever
becoming rigid as was originally proposed.
There is, however, one essential condition affecting
change; Article 50 sanctions only amendments of the
constitution within the terms of the scheduled treaty
of 1921, and, what is still more important, the constitution itself owes its being to an enactment of the
Dail Eireann sitting as a Constituent Assembly. That
body by its Constitution of the Irish Free State (Saarstat Eireann) Act, 1922, expressly gave legal effect to
the terms of the treaty and provided that "if any provision of the said constitution, or of any amendment
thereof, or of any law made thereunder, is in any respect
repugnant to any of the provisions of the scheduled
treaty, it shall to the extent only of such repugnancy
be absolutely void and inoperative, and the Parliament
and the Executive Council of the Irish Free State shall
respectively pass such further legislation and do all
such other things as may be necessary to implement
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the scheduled treaty". These provisions raise a fundamental difficulty as regards the measure which was
passed in 1932 by the Dail with a view to eliminate
from the constitution Article 17 prescribing the form
of oath to be taken by members of the Parliament. It
was apparently felt that this would be impossible if the
restriction of amendment within the terms of the treaty
applied, and so the bill provided for the elimination
from Article 50 of reference to the treaty and the
repeal of the provision of the Act of 1922 cited above. 1
The issue, of course, then arises by what right the
Parliament can eliminate a condition imposed on its
activity. The Parliament of the Free State . owes its
existence in Irish eyes solely.· to the activity . of the
Cons:tit.nent.,'\§§l;lWPb?"; .t4<:tt.Assembly representing the
will of the people of Ireland deliberately limited the
constituent power of the Parliament, but its creation
now asserts that it is entitled. to act as a fully sovereign power and to disregard the essential conditions
of its operation. There seems from the standpoint of
English law no possibility of the courts upholding such
power, but the enactment is proposed, doubtless, in a
deliberate attempt to establish the sovereign character
of the Parliament and may be deemed a quasi-revolutionary suggestion. It is important to note that no
question of imperial control is involved. The Statute
of Westminster clearly gives the Irish Parliament right
to act without regard to the Imperial Act of 1922
establishing the Irish constitution; the point is the
Irish constitution itself, and no intelligible argument
on legal grounds to defend the proposal of Mr. De
1 Keith, Speeches and Documents on the British Dominions, p. 469;
Journ. Oomp. Leg. xiv. 107.
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Valera has been adduced. The objection that a treaty
should not be made part of mvnicipal law is clearly
irrelevant; the point is that it has been made part of
that law by a Constituent Assembly to which the Irish
Parliament on Irish theory owes its being, and by
which it was accorded only limited powers. The solution would rather have consisted in the creation of a
new Constituent Assembly representing the people to
revise their mandate to the legislature. Such action,
though extra-legal, would not have been subject to the
serious legal objections of the present procedure.

CHAPTER VI
BRITISH AND DOMINION NATIONALITY

(1) FROM early times the British doctrine as to nationality connected it essentially with birth on British
territory; which carried with it natural allegiance.
Other persons, such as the children of British subjects
born abroad, could obtain nationality as British subjects only by imperial legislation. But to meet the
needs of the colonies permission was finally granted for
local naturalisation under colonial Acts, such naturalisation having effect only within the limits of the
colony, the person so naturalised being an alien in any
other British territory. Naturalisation could also be
granted in the United Kingdom, first by special Act
and from 1844 by a general Act, and on the whole it
was held that persons so naturalised were British subjects throughout the Empire. The rather chaotic condition of matters as to naturalisation resulted in 1914
in the enactment of an agreed measure which had been
approved by the Imperial Conference of 1911, and
under which it was hoped that, while local naturalisation might have to be maintained, in the main it
would be superseded by an imperial naturalisation
to be granted in any part of the Empire to persons
complying with certain conditions. At the same
time the Act defined authoritatively who were to be
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deemed throughout the Empire natural-born British
subjects. 1
The status of a natural-born British subject is ascribed to every person born within the British dominions (not being the child of a foreign diplomat or
alien enemy in occupation of British territory) or on
a British ship wherever it is. Moreover, the child of a
British subject father is a natural-born British subject,
though born out of the British dominions, in certain
conditions. It is necessary that the father should be
alive at the time of the child's birth, and be either a
natural-born British subject born in the British dominions, or born in a place where the King has extraterritorial jurisdiction, or have been naturalised, or
have become a British subject by annexation of territory (as in the case of the South African Republics),
or have been in the service of the Crown at the time
of the child's birth. If none of these conditions is fulfilled by the father, the child's birth may be registered
within a year at a British consulate, and he will be
able to retain British nationality provided that within
a year after attaining age twenty-one he asserts his
retention of such nationality and where possible divests
himself of any foreign nationality which he may also
have.
Naturalisation can be acquired on proof of residence
for five years within the eight preceding years in the
British dominions, the last year having been spent in
the part of the Empire in which he applies for naturalisation, and of intention to reside in the British dominions. Service under the Crown may take the place
of past or proposed residence. Knowledge of English,
1

Dicey and Keith, Conflict of Laws (5th ed.); chap. iii.
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or in Canada French, or in the Union Dutch including
Afrikaans, is requisite, and good character, and the
power to grant is absolutely discretionary. A grant
may on certain conditions be revoked. Naturalisation
normally gives British status to the wife and may be
extended to include minor children.
British nationality is lost by naturalisation in a
foreign country, though this is impossible during war,
and any person who, though born in the British
dominions or on a British ship, also acquires under
foreign law another nationality on birth, or who
though born out of the British dominions is reckoned
a natural-born British subject, may make, when of full
age, a declaration of alienage and so cease to be a
British subject. Women marriedto British subjects are
British subjects, those married to aliens, aliens. But
if a man during the marriage changes his nationality
from British, his wife may declare her desire to retain
British nationality, and, if her alien husband is a subject of a state at war with the Crown, she may resume
British nationality. If a naturalised British subject has
his naturalisation revoked, the revocation may in certain cases be extended to the wife and children. As a
general rule, if the parent of a minor loses British
nationality by declaration of alienage or otherwise
(though not by the marriage of a woman to an alien),
any minor child, if it acquires foreign nationality by
the act of the parent, becomes an alien, but may resume
British nationality within one year after majority.
(2) Like rules of nationality are in force throughout
the Dominions, the terms of the Imperial Act having
been followed by those Dominions which have held it
desirable to make it absolutely clear that the provisions
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of the British Act are applicable to the Dominions.
The British Act was intended to provide a code automatically applying to the Empire, save as regards the
second part dealing with naturalisation which was
subject to Dominion acceptance, but this effect was
doubted in some Dominions, and in any case re-enactment was convenient and harmless. But in 1910 Canada
found it necessary to distinguish for immigration purposes between different classes of British subjects and
to create Canadian citizens for the purposes of that
Act. The provision, as subsequently amended,! provides that Canadian citizen means: (i.) a person born
in Canada who has not become an alien; (ii.) a British
subject who has Canadian domicile; and (iii.) a person
naturalised under the laws of Canada who has not become an alien or lost Canadian domicile. But the wife
or children of Canadian citizens who have never landed
in Canada do not acquire citizenship through the husband or father or mother. Domicile is attained by five
years' residence in Canada as a permanent home; it is
lost by voluntary residence outside Canada with intention to make a permanent home outside Canada; in
the case of naturalised persons or non-Canadians a
year's residence outside is presumptive proof of loss,
and five years' residence conclusive proof. The aim of
the measure was primarily to determine what classes
of persons were entitled to enter Canada despite the
immigration restrictions. It was felt that there must
be a time when it was impossible to deport persons who
had definitely settled in Canada, and the Act gives
effect to this view.
In 1921 a further step was found necessary. The
l

Revised Sta,tutea, 1927, c. 93.
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Dominion had decided to accept membership of the
organisation of the Permanent Court of International
Justice. It was entitled under the Statute of the Court
to suggest four candidates for election as judges, but
suggestions are limited to not more than two nationals.
If Canadians were reckoned as British nationals, only
two British subjects could be nominated as candidates;
moreover, as Article 10 (2) of the Statute provided that,
if two members were elected, both subjects of one
member of the League, the senior was alone to be
allowed to serve, there would be no chance of any
Dominion judge ever sitting. The Canadian Nationals
Act, 1921, therefore ascribes Canadian nationality to
any British subject who is a Canadian citizen, the wives
of such citizens, and children, born out of Canada,
whose fathers at the date of birth were Canadian
citizens or would have been so if the Act had then
existed. But Canadian nationality may be disclaimed
by any person who though born out of Canada is a
Canadian national, and by any person who though
born in Canada is also by birth or becomes during
minority a national of Great Britain or any selfgoverning Dominion. 1
· The Canadian model is followed by the Union of
South Africa, which in an Act, No. 40 of 1927, defined
Union nationals to include (i.) any person born in th~
Union who is not an alien or a prohibited immigrant;
(ii.) any British subject who has lawfully entered the
Union and has been there domiciled for two years,
1

Revised Statutes, 1927, c. 21. In 1931 Canada legislated to provide
that marriage of a woman would not deprive her of nationality where
she does not acquire her husband's natimi.ality; see Speeches and Dom~
ments on the British Dominions, 1918-1931, p. 216. The other parts of
the Empire will follow suit.
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while so domiciled; (iii.) any naturalised person under
the laws of the Union whose entry was legal, and who
has been three years domiciled in the Union, while so
domiciled, provided he does not become an alien; and
(iv.) any person, born out of the Union, whose father
at his birth was a Union national or would have been a
national if the Act had been then in force, and was not
in the service of an enemy state, provided that such
person would not be a prohibited immigrant. The wife
of a Union national has that status; if he loses that
status she may declare her retention of it. The wife of
a non-national normally loses her Union nationality.
Minor children lose nationality with a parent save in
the case of a widow's loss of nationality on remarriage,
but may recover it on attaining full age. A Union
national may declare his renunciation of Union
nationality as in the case of Canada.
In the Irish Free State the constitution contained a
curious and very ambiguous provision defining citizenship. It gives, by Article 3, citizenship to every person
domiciled within the Free State area when the constitution took effect, if he or either parent were born
in Ireland or he had been resident for seven years in
the Free State area. But any such person who is a
citizen of another state may elect not to accept Irish
~itizenship. Further provision was to be made by law,
and it is clear that the provision actually made is
wholly defective and decidedly ambiguous. But while
most of the persons included would be in any even.t
British subjects, it is clear that a certain number of
citizens, born of foreign fathers and Irish mothers, such
as Mr. De Valera, would be made citizens even if not
already British subjects.
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The Free State at the same time inaugurated a
change of system by providing that citizenship should
be the basis of political rights. This was not imitated
by Canada, and was only followed by the Union of
South Africa in 1931, when it vras found desirable to
extend the franchise on the basis of adult suffrage for
·
non-natives.
Canada and the Union have in addition passed legislation on the model of the Imperial Act regulating
British nationality in its relation to these Dominions,
and this has been done by the Commonwealth, New
Zealand, and Newfoundland, none of which have as yet
defined their nationals. 1
A certain importance attaches to the new definition
of nationals. It can obviously be made a sound basis of
extra-territorial legislation by the Dominions under the
powers granted by Section 3 of the Statute of Westminster. A further use is possible for international purposes. If the Dominions contract treaties securing
special advantages for their subjects, the distinction
of nationals could be employed as the criterion. The
British Government for its part, like the Governments
of the other Dominions, has shown no desire to narrow
the definition of British subjects in any way and still
in its commercial treaties secures privileges for all
British subjects. Nor does it desire to exclude from
political rights any class of British subject.
From the point of view of jurisdiction in private
jnternational law the new departure has importance.
It is probable that the English courts would recognise
1 Flournoy and Hudson, Nationality Laws, pp. 73-129. Persons
naturaJised in a Dominion, but not on the terms of the Imperial Act,
are not British subjects outside the Dominion: Markwald, Ex parte;
R. v. Francis, [1918] I K.B. 647; Markwald v. A.-G., [1920] I Ch. 348.
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that the courts of a Dominion h8,Ve jurisdiction over
nationals of that Dominion on the analogy of the
doctrine that foreign courts have jurisdiction over
nationals of those States. But in the case of Canada
there is difficulty in applying the doctrine, for it is not
easy to see why the courts, say of Alberta, should have
jurisdiction over a person domiciled in Ontario simply
because he might be a Canadian national.I
(3) The issue of nationality is closely connected with
that of the use of a distinctive national flag. The Union
Jack is the common flag of all British subjects, while
the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, has so far regulated
the use of flags at sea. The normal rule is that armed
vessels of oversea territories fly the British blue ensign
with the special arms or badge in the fly, and the
pendant, but the Dominion navies are authorised to
fly besides the Dominion flag at the jackstaff the white
ensign at the stern. Merchant ships belonging to British
subjects registered in an oversea territory fly the red
ensign without badge, unless, as has been done for
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the Union, this
is specially authorised by Admiralty warrant; they may
bear other flags with the badge so long as they do not
violate Section 73 (2) of the Act of 1894 by suggesting
error as to their status. It is now open to the Dominions
to regulate the matter as they deem wise under the
British Commonwealth Merchant Shipping Agreement
of 1931 above mentioned.
, For general purposes the adoption of a specific flag
was carried out in New Zealand by an Act of 1901,
while the Commonwealth adopted by regulation a :Bag
1

Keith, Zeitschrift fur auslr'indisches u. internationales Privatrecht,
1932, p. 308.
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for its military forces and its government offices. The
Irish Free State similarly has by executive order adopted
aquite distinctive flag , not, as in the case of the Commonwealth and New Zealand, one based on the Union
Jack. In Canada suggestions of a national flag have
been received with indifference or opposition for the
most part.l Newfoundland in 1931 definitely adopted
the Union Jack with badge as the national flag of the
Dominion.
In the Union the issue aroused bitter disagreement,
because it was felt that the proposal was instigated by
the republican element in South Africa. which desired
thus -to abolish the use of the Union Jack. The Labour
party on whose alliance the Government had then to
depend for its majority was divided in sentiment, and
the Senate, in the exercise of its power of delay, compelled the carrying over of the issue into a second
Parliamentary session. This gave time for reflection
and compromise, and an agreed solution was achieved
in Act No. 40 of 1927. A new flag was created which
may be open to heraldic censure but gratified republican
sentiment by including with the Union Jack the old
republican flags in miniature in the central of the three
stripes of the flag. This is the national flag, but the
Union Jack is also a flag of South Africa to denote the
association of the Union with the other members of
the Commonwealth. Both flags must be flown from the
Houses of Parliament, the principal government buildings in the capitals, at Union ports, and on government
offices abroad, while the Governor-General in Council
1 The Union Jack remains the national flag, but the red ensign with
Can adian arms is used on the H igh Commissioner's Office in London and
the Canadian legations in the United States, France, and Tokyo.
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may fix the manner in which the flags may be flown
on ships on the high seas. There has been some complaint on. the mode of carrying out the further power
granted to the Government to fix other places in the
Union where both flags shall be used, but in the main
there is justification for the King's telegram of October
27, 1927, expressing his heartfelt satisfaction at the
solution of the flag question, though not so much of
the spirit of toleration, conciliation, and good will then
evinced has managed to survive to control the actions
of the parties in the Union in the contentious issues
which confront them. Happily, throughout the discussions the issue did not arise of restriction on Union
legislative power, so that the matter was decided on
its merits, and the retention of the Union Jack for a
definite purpose was accepted by the Nationalists as
a fair way of meeting the concession of the South
African party of the right of the Union to have a flag
which would continue the memories of the days of the
independence of the Transvaal and the Free State.
(4) It is in keeping with the existence of national
sentiment in the Dominion that special provision
should be made as to the use of language. In Canada
in the British North America Act, 1867, s. 133,
provision is made that either English or French may
be used in the debates of the Parliament of the
Dominion and the legislature of Quebec; both languages
shall be used in the respective records and journals,
and either may be used by any person or in any pleading or process in any court of Canada established under
the Act and in any Quebec court. The Acts of the
federal Parliament and of Quebec shall be printed in
both languages. In the other provinces French is not,
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by the Act of 1867, given an official position. 1 On the
other hand, the utmost duplication prevails in the
federation, and complaints have been made at times of
efforts to enforce bi-lingualism on federal employees;
for example, on tho railways. At any rate there is no
doubt that French receives in the fullest measure the
recognition it is promised, and French ranks with
English as a qualification for naturalisation.
In the Union the South Africa Act, s. 137, provides
that both the English and Dutch languages shall be
official languages of the Union and shall be treated on a
footing of equality and possess and en joy equalfreedom,
rights, and privileges. All records, journals, and pro.ceedings of Parliament shall be kept in both languages,
and all bills, Acts, and notices of general public importance or interest issued by the Government of the
Union shall be in both languages. This enactment
has been literally followed, and greatly strengthened
by legislation of 1923, which imposes bi-lingualism on
public servants, with the result of rapidly strengthening the Dutch element in those services. As Dutch
proper is far removed from the patois of the Union, it
was wisely provided in 1925 that it should include
Afrikaans, and determined efforts are being made, as
a matter of Nationalist policy, to secure the elevation
of that speech to the rank of a written language of
culture. No doubt it is inevitable, but it cannot but be
deemed unfortunate that British South Africans should
have to spend so much time in endeavouring to acquire
a speech of so minor a value.
In the Irish Free State the Constitution by Article 4
1 See Taylor, Can. Bar Review, ix. 277-83, as to the language of the
courts of Saskatchewan.
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provides that the national language is the Irish language, but the English language shall be equally an
official language. Special provision may be made by
Parliament for districts or areas in which only one
language is in general use. This provision would have
been usefully included in the Union constitution in
view of the conditions of Natal and of many parts of the
northern provinces where only one speech is current.
It has been decided by the Irish Governments that
Irish must be made the dominant speech, and that
practice in the law courts will be denied to those unable to conduct a case in that language. It is therefore
unfortunate that the language itself is o~e largely in
the making for use in politics, in law, and in science,
and that nothing has been done to relieve it of the
reproach of having the worst of all systems of spelling.
Moreover, to encourage its employment imposes a
serious burden on Irish youth by compelling them to
spend on the recreation of the tongue time which much
more usefully might be spent in acquiring familiarity
with one or other of the great European speeches, not
to mention English, the speech of so large a section of
the Irish race as the Irish Americans. It seems on the
whole that it is delusive to suppose that nationality
must demand a distinct speech, but Ireland can hardly
be blamed for succumbing to a tendency which has
rejuvenated moribund tongues all over Europe.

CHAPTER VII
THE G-OVERNMENTS-THE CROWN AND ITS
REPRESENTATION

OF the work of government in the Dominions much is
inevitably assigned to local bodies and subordinate
officers of many kinds, but the supreme <:lirection is
vested in. the Grown. The functions of the Crown are
performed in part by the King personally, in part by
the Governor; in ·P<>th sa~es . th:e !3>dvic.e.of.th~.):ninistry
is thegoverning.factor; and the.ministerswho direct
the affairs of the state areai<:led by the civil service.
··.·•·•· · · ·· · · (I) As is expressly declared in the British North
/"'1\.~erica Act, 1867, s. 9, the Commonwealth Constitution, s. 61, the Irish Free State Constitution,
Article 51, and the South Africa Act, 19Q9, s. 8, the
executive government of . each tsrritory is. yested in
the King. But the Union alone expressly provides that
the government may be administered by the King
in person. In practice, of course, it is necessary that
the executive government should be exercised by
a local representative of the Crown, and thus the
activity of the King is restricted to a few definite
subjects, in the main connected with external affairs.
In internal affairs, in addition to the appointment of
the Governor-General, the King possesses, as has been
seen, the formal power to assent by Order in Council
129
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to reserved bills of ~the Dominions and to disallow
Acts. These matters as regards the Dominions are now
regulated by the decision. ot ..the. Irn.P~ri11LQop.:ference
of 1.9.SO. ·The advice of the Dominion ministries must
guide the King, despite the nec;el:J$ity ot the formal use
of procedure by Order in Council. There has already
been noted the assertion of General Smuts that, despite
the advice of a ministry in the Dominion, the King
could not constitutionally assent to a bill to sever the
connection of the Crown with the Dominion. 1 This contention may doubtless be accepted as correct; the
resolutions of the Imperial Conference do not touch
on such a contingency, and for a ministry to tender
such advice would be revolutionary and could properly
be met by the refusal of the Crown to misuse a power
which was never granted for that purpose.
In the case of the Australian .States . the position
remains that both reservation and disallowance remain
in the power of the Imperial Government to. control,
and that the King is still advised in these matters by
that Government, pending any possible extension of
the Dominion system to the States.
The King acts also on the final responsibility ofthe
Imperial. Government. in, regard. to hqnol;I.I$ f 0 r. residents in the Dominions, the .function of Dominion and
State ministries being confined to recommendations.
As pointed out above, this rests on the imperial character of such rewards.
ln .e:x:ternal issues the·· King.· acts in .the·. main. persona.lly. . The delegation of the royal prerogative to the
Governor-General has not been extended to the extent
of granting such a fundamental prerogative as that of
1

Keith, War Government o.f th.e British Dominions, p. 168.
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declaring war or neutrality or making peace, nor is
even the power of making commercial treaties con... ceded. In the case of war or neutrality it is easy to see
that the special character of such action which still is
performed for the whole Empire dominates the situation, but there is nothing essentially necessary in
the withholding of the power to conclude commercial
treaties and minor engagements. Again there is no
delegation of the power to accredit envoys to foreign
states, though the Governor-General is empowered to
receive foreign envoys appointed to the Dominion, a
....procedure inevitable of course on practical grounds. In
.· t]1ese matters of foreign rel~tiq11s.it.ha,~ b~\f1l.the prac·. . . for the. King to .a,gt....oil t.he. Jprffi~l aqyi9e. of a
:ijritish··.··ministf:r,· ·and i~lle~·;4\~,£ ,~a.+t9+·· .~y~t.~.a,]j,t.~ .still
are . . decided . on .the .. fillal ..authp:t:ity qt ..t.P.v J3ritish
Cabinet. In the minor matters of international intercourse the procedure adopted by most of the Dominions1 employs the formal assistance of a British
minister, though the real ad vice is that of the Dominion.
But, as has been seen, the Irish Free State has eliminated even the formal participation of any British
minister, and has with the permission of the King
secured the creation of its own seals for such purposes.
A point of great importance arises from the new
departure. Under the older form of action the British
Government was necessarily informed of the wishes of
the Dominion, so that the resolutions of the Imperial
Conferences of 1923 and 1926 enjoining such information were automatically complied with. Under the new
procedure, while the obligation of prior communication
of the intention to negotiate is unimpaired, it remains
1

For Canada's view in 1929 see Keith, Journ. Comp. Leg. xii. IOO.
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possible for a Dominion which uses the Irish Free State
procedure to submit to the King action which might
be injurious to British interests. It is clear that the
position of the King in these matters is of peculiar
delicacy. But it is obvious that it is incumbent on his
private secretary to secure that the British Government shall be informed by the Dominion of the proposed action, so that it may be in a position to offer
observations to that Dominion if it thinks it desirable.
If the Dominion, after discussion, persists in desiring
certain action, a grave position might arise, for it
would be very distasteful to the King to assent to
Dominion action in the face of the knowledge that the
British Government deprecated the proposed step. 1 It
is claimed by Mr. McGilligan that in st.ch a case the
King must act as desired by the Dominion, and it is
clear that, if he refused to do so, a crisis might arise.
On the other hand, the King's position in the United
Kingdom would be seriously affected by assent to action
aimed at imperial interests, such as an Irish Free State
treaty of commerce giving marked preferences to the
detriment of British goods to some foreign power. For
the King to refuse ratification in such a case on the
advice of British ministers would be a negation of the
doctrine of equality, and any action must be taken on
his own responsibility, which again runs counter to
the doctrine that royal action should, save in the most
abnormal conditions, be based on ministerial advice.
The proper mode of resolving such a conflict would
clearly be the advice of the Imperial Conference to the
disputants, but there is no way of compelling any
1 Keith, op. cit. xiii. 255; The Sovereignty of the British Dominions,
pp. xvii, xviii.
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Dominion to wait for or to accept such advice, and the
only conclusion possible is th.at normally assent would
be necessary, it being made clear that the King had
. finally acted merely on the advice of the Dominion. In
the highest issues of war or neutrality it has already
been said that the time has not yet come when the
right of a Dominion to insist on having its own way
in either issue has been conceded. To declare war or
make peace or assert neutrality separately from the
rest of the Empire would virtually be an act of secession, and the preamble to the Statute of Westminster
is a definite assertion by all the Dominions as well as
by the United Kingdom that that issue is not one to be
dealt with by isolated action.
The issue, of course, might arise in a minor form. A
Dominion might desire diplomatic representation in
some country where for special reasons division of
British representation was undesirable. In such a case
the British Government might use its influence with
the foreign power to make it difficult for the project
to be carried into effect, but it is clear from the resolutions of the Conference of 1930 that the British Government is prepared to further Dominion desires for
distinct representation when that is desired.
Certain other prerogatives of the Crown have never
been delegated, but are now obsolete, such as the
coinage prerogative, having regard to Dominion legislation covering the field. 1 The prerogative to annex
territory at one time reserved to the Crown, which
refused to exercise it in 1883 in respect of New Guinea
1

Until 1931, under imperial legislation, the Coinage Act, 1870, an
Ottawa branch of the Royal Mint was retained in Canada, but then was
discontinued, Dominion legislation superseding it. The Australian and
Union branches still exist.
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and disavowed an effort of Queensland to annex without authority, has been delegated to Canada 1 and has
been used to secure the annexation of the various
northern lands lately discovered, and now conceded by
Norway to be Canadian. It has been used to secure the
annexation of lands in the Antarctic region for the
benefit of Australia and New Zealand at the requestof these Dominions.
As we have seen, it does not rest with any Dominion
to deal in isolation with the succession to the throne
or the royal style and titles. So far the expense of the
Crown has been defrayed entirely by the United Kingdom. The new position of the Crown as regards the
Dominions has evoked the logical suggestion that part
of the cost should be defrayed from Dominion funds,
but it is unlikely that this suggestion will mature into
action at any early date.
(2) The actuaLcontroLof the functions. of executive
government normally rests with the Governor~General,
styled Governor in Newfoundland, and with the Governors of the Australian States and the LieutenantGovernors of the Canadian provinces. In the case of
the Governors-General and Governors the appointment
is made direct by the King, in that of the LieutenantGovernors by the Governor-General of Canada on the
advice of his ministers.
Prior to ) 922 tB-e ~electi9n. 9£ offic~rs 'Wa~ made by
the King on the .advice oL.the British .Q-pvernment~
which consulted the Government of the territory concerned, and allowed it to negative any proposed ap1 By Order in Council, July 31, 1880, Canada was given the territories
of the Crown in the north. It was relied on to secure the Sverdrup group
in 1930; Canadian Annual Review, 1930-31, pp. 364, 365.
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pointment. In that <year.the Irish ]'rf)e §ta,tf)j:Q§i§te(l
e-ffeotiyely. Qll sec11J'i:Qg th.e. §ele.ction.of it§. QWI! :p.qr:ninee,
Mr ... T •. Hea,ly, .&& .Qpyernq;r.-:.G.€lA€lfttJ, . .::.t....Pf~P·~cl€lAt Jqllowed .in the selection in J,928.oLMr...Ja.m~,..~eill.
Th€l Imperial Conference .of.l930. ..conoe<ieil.t1le. Dominion . right of. . choice, . .which . wa,s . follow€lcl· .py . the
appointn:lent qf .Sir Isaa,c Isa>ac& as GoYeJ'IlOr.. (}e:p.eral
of the Commonwealth despite. his great age and the
objections of the opposition, and by the selectiQIJ.. by
Canada with general. approvaL.o£ L.qr(l. ~lf~P~QJJ,gll [tS
Governor-Genera,l .. Qan.acta,.Jike the Union, which has
also secured its own way in the matter, is opposed to
the selection of local men, on the sound ground that
accusations of partisanship are inevitable, as was shown
in the Australian case. Where, as in the Union, racial
feeling runs high such a selection is specially open to
difficulty. In the provinces Canadians naturally are
regularly selected, but the office is of less consequence,
and even so instances have occurred in which it has
been necessary to remove Lieutenant-Governors before
the expiry of the normal term of office, :five years, on
the score of partisanship.
In Australia the States have repeatedly raised the
question of appointment of local men. No agreement
has ever been reached among the States or even consistently by any State Government. But there is obviously serious risk of partiality in local selections.
What might happen is shown by what has happened
when Governors have been absent and the government has been in the hands of local men acting in their
place. In 1920 the acting Governor of Queensland,
a Labour nominee, swamped unconstitutionally the
Legislative Council of Queensland in order to secure
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the passage of legislation of a confiscatory character.
In 1924 an acting Governor of Tasmania assented
quite illegally to a bill passed by one house only in flat
defiance of his duty to preserve the law. In 1932 a
grave conflict between the Commonwealth and the
State in New South Wales was avoided only by the
action of the Governor in dismissing the ministry when
it defied the law; such action would have been impossible for a local nominee if appointed by the Labour
Government in question. It is an additional objection
to local selection that the Governor in the States still
has imperial duties to perform in the shape of the
reservation of State bills under the royal instructions,
and still acts as an agent of the Imperial Government
in addition to his normal function as constitutional
head of the State.
Provision for the case of vacancy in the office of
Governor is regularly made; to avoid partisanship the
Chief Justice is normally selected, but not invariably;
in the case of the Commonwealth the senior Governor
of New South Wales or Victoria usually is appointed
to act. In case of temporary absence and for other purposes the power to appoint deputies is accorded now
usually by statute, and is freely exercised, especially
in the federations, for specific purposes. The salaries and
expense of the Governors-General and Governors are
defrayed from local funds; Canada is the most generous,
maintaining a semi-regal state and imitating the forms
of the British Court in some respects; at its request the
Governor-General has been received in Washington on
a ceremonial visit with the same respect as wou,ld be
accorded to the King himself.
The offi.c.e of Gqve:r:r1or- Genert~,Lis cous.tit.u,ted by

•
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/' ~etters Patent. under.t}J_e .G:re.at~~al,. a,ccon1pap.i~d.hy Ohapter

. Instructions under the .roya,l sigg manual.and signet,
while the actual appointment is wade by coJU_mit;sion
under the sign manual and sig:o,et . .The commission of
Sir Isaac Isaa,cswas countert;igned.by Mr. Scullin as the
formal mode of expressing the factthatthe appointment
was advised by that minister. In the case of the States
the instruments clearly are still necessary; in the case
of the Dominions the instructions are now obsolescent
and the procedure may he revise.d. But it is necessary
to make it clear that . the. 1Ci11g qel~gll.~es to the
Governor~General <the . preroga,tive in .so fa,r as .t]lat .is
proper for exercise in a Dominion. .This issue unquestionably has been affected by the progress of
Dominion autonomy. Formerly the extent of the delegation of the prerogative iR the case of the Dominions
had to be judged on the basis oL.their .s.tibordinate
fi~~ition; now. that equality of .status.hll.('! hceen M§erted,
it may be argued that prima facie every. royal prerogative has. by necessary inte)ldment. passed tq.the
Governor-General.. But, as we have seen, this is not
accepted law as regards the vital external prerogatives,
nor does it apply to" the prerogative of honour. In all
probability, however, without special delegation there
may be held to be implicit in the office of GovernorGeneral all such prerogatives as are necessary for the
government of the territory 9oncerned, leaving it for
convention to determine what prerogatives must thus
he deemed to have passed, and which the King still
will exercise in person. As has been seen, in certain cases
the King still acts, and no doubt the difficulty of determining what division should be made deters action.
This position has clearly dominated the attitude of
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the Canadian Government in 1931 when it obtained a
revision of the Letters Patent creating the office of
Governor-General and of the Royal Instructions. Its
action was in precise accord with the Imperial Conference resolution of 1930 regarding the position of
Governor-General, and what is noteworthy is the
limited amount of change desired. Letters Patent were
still issued under the Great Seal of the Realm, not
under the Dominion seal, necessitating the intervention
of a sign manual war.:rant, countersigned by a British
minister, though the warrant innovated by stating that
proceedings were being taken at the request of and on
the responsibility of the Prime Minister of Canada. No
Teference is now included as in the former instrument
to the possibility of instructions being given by the
King by Order in Council or through a Secretary of
State,! and leave of absence to the Governor-General
now is to be given through the Prime Minister of the
Dominion and not through a Secretary of State. In
essentials, however, the old form remains, and. there is
no attempt to increase the delegation of the prerogative. Indeed it is still enjoined that in the exercise of
the prerogative of mercy the Governor-General, in any
case where pardon or reprieve might affect the interests
of the Empire or any place outside Canadian jurisdiction, shall take these interests into his personal consideration in conjunction with the advice of ministers.
This retention of a quite obsolete rule is wholly unintelligible on principle, and most embarrassing to the
Governor-General if he attempted to act upon it. Yet
it has the latest ministerial sanction, and the comedy
1
Instructions can be given under the sign manual and signet, which
would involve formal British action,
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is evolved of the Governor-General being required by
ministers to disregard on his personal responsibility
their own advice on an issue of government. The point
is chiefly of value as a reminder of the fact that even
the Crown in the United Kingdom is not merely an
instrument in ministerial hands.
It remains, therefore, even under the latest model,
to determine by usage and legal decision what prerogatives can be exercised by the Governor-General or
·<'"Governor when they are not specially delegated. The
/
· that a···.Gpver]i};Qr . .~<is.,.not·a. ·"¥"ice:roy i§ !iJ§~~plished
.· ,Jq:r the pa,sf:}pf]Jff,Jtsgrav.e v ..f!y,lido~r thqugP,.(lepided
~,.,;r.ega:rds ..a,.•. Qxqw;;o..,Qqlq:I).y,. is .o i . ·general . .appliqa,tion,
a:lld . itsvalidity.is not. open . to. question .. What may be
debated is the extent to which.byconstitutiqnal1Jsage
and.the .resolutions of the. Impt)rial Confere!l(}e, (}QlJ_pled
with the Statute of Westmi]i};t'Ster, tlle·Cle!eg?.<~iq:n, . :rnay
bea§§J+medt9J+ave.de:vt11Qped. 'l'hus at one time it was
assumed to be certain that the Governor without special
delegation had no power to grant a charter of incorporation, but the Privy Council most unexpectedly ruled
that even the Lieutenant-Governors of Canada had a
delegation tacitly of this authority. 3 There is no evidence that the coinage prerogative passes to a Governor
and the issue in view of legislation is never likely to
arise. The Governor has no right to award honours,
and when he holds investitures it is by special authority
from the King. Far more important is his inability to
declare war, make peace, or declare neutrality, or concludp treaties or ratify them in cases where, as 1s

t~;;;:::p~:~::ii~~~y used to cover Governor-General.
3 Bonanza Greek Gold Mining Go. v. The King, (1916] I A. C. 566. At
pp. 586, 587 the doctrine of Musgrave v. Pulido is evidently reaffirmed.
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normal, compacts are made in the names of sovereigns.
Where, on the other hand, they are made in the name of
Governments, the Governor in Council is the normal
authority for ratification. Nor so far has the GovernorGeneral been authorised to accredit envoys to other
powers, though he in Council is the authority under
which delegates from the Dominion to the League
Council and Assembly perform their functions. The
position is clearly complex and unstable.
How far in time of war the minor royal prerogatives
can be assumed to pass to the Governor-General is
uncertain. In the Australian case, Joseph v. Colonial
Treasurer of New South Wales,! the issue was raised
whether action taken by the State under the Wheat
Pool scheme infringing private rights could be justified
under the war prerogative, which it was suggested was
being exercised by the State Government under delegation from the Governor-General of the Commonwealth.
The contention ultimately failed to convince the High
Court, which was clearly of opinion that, if the imperial war prerogative could be exercised in such a
way in Australia without special delegation from the
Crown, it could only be exercised by the GovernorGeneral and could not be delegated in such a way as to
, ·v alidate the action taken in the case before the Court.
/ ]\,.>definite opinion in. favour of.. ~he possession by the
Governor-General of Canada of some.measureofP.elegation can. be found in Sir R .. :Sorde.n's pontention 2 in
1917., that it rested w-ith the .Dmninio:n Go:ve.rnment
and not the British Government to decide as to the propriety of the requisitioning in the United Kingdom of
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Canadian registered shipping. This implies that, had
the shipping been physically present in Canada, it
could have been requisitioned under governmental
authority there at the discretion of the Dominion
· Government. Naturally the British Government relied
on the fact that the shipping was British though of
Canadian registry.
In certain matters the issue as to the extent of the
delegation necessarily implied has been evaded by the
grant in advance of authority to Governors-General as
in the case of war emergencies. So· also the constant
grant of the prerogative of pardon, maintained still in
the Canadian instruments of 1931, disposes of that
issue; in the case of the provinces the Supreme Court
of Canada 1 has ruled that, while the legislatures can
properly confer power to pardon offences against provincial legislation, as in fact they have done, the power
was not implicit in the office of Lieutenant-Governor
representing the Crown. So again delegation of the
power to keep the seal of the Dominion or other
territory disposes of an issue which otherwise, as a long
controversy in Canada shows, has elicited much variety
of judicial opinion. On the other hand, it is clear that
the appointment of King's Counsel is a necessary function of Governors-General, Governors, and LieutenantGovernors, falling under the power to appoint and
remove officers, which, though usually delegated, really
,~ecessarily appertains to the Governor. 2
'/ >/iJinsome respects it may be assnmed that since the
'Statute of. Westminster the powers of.GovernorsGeneral are. extended. Thu$, w]J.ile it. is clear law that a
2

1 A.-G. for Canada v. A.-G. for Ontario, 23 S.C.R. 458.
A.-G. for Dominion of Canada v. A.-G. for Ontario, [1898] A. C. 247.
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Dominion Government is capable of excluding an alien
from British territory 1 as a matter of common law, it
would appear that the Goveruor-General should now be
deemed to have the power to authorise an act of state
committed on a foreigner beyond the territorial limits
of the Dominion, though the issue permits of doubt.
·· The fact. that the,Gov:e:mor.,Heneral .or Governor is
:dot ll, Viceroy renders his positiou. from the legal .point
of view anomalous .. There is abundant authority that
at present even a Governor-General is liable in the
courts of the territory both civilly and criminally for
any acts done in his private or his public papacity if
these acts are illegal. In the United Kingdom he is
subject to liability on contract or tort, and, despite the
normal rule of the local character of criminal jurisdiction, two Imperial Acts 2 are definitely aimed at punishing crime or misdemeanour by colonial Governors. Moreover, a Governor might be brought under the terms of
the Imperial Act of 1861 punishing murder committed
overseas by any British subject. There are strong
reasons why this legal liability for official actions should
be wiped out, and that complete immunity in the
United Kingdom and in the territory alike should be
accorded just as it is enjoyed by the Crown. This might
no doubt be brought about by judicial legislative
decision, based on the new status of Governors-General
under the Imperial Conference resolutions of 1926-30,
but these do not apply to State Governors or provincial
Lieutenant- Governors, who also deserve protection.
The matter fortunately is not of high importance, and,
while the Imperial Acts clearly are not within the
1

M11sgrove v. Ohun Teeong Toy, [1891] A.C. 272.
2 11 & 12 Will. 3, c. 12 ; 42 Geo. 3, c. 85.
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power of the Dominions to repeal under Section 2 of
the Statute of Westminster, the effort to make use of
them to bring to justice a Governor of Natal for permitting the exercise of martial law and the execution
of natives :proved a fiasco. 1
In matters of contract for governmental purposes
the Governor is exempt from personal liability by
reason of the general rule that as a servant of the
Crown he cannot be supposed to bind himself. But on
the same ground he cannot permit the bringing of a
petition of right against the Crown, for he has no delegation of that power. Fortunately the necessity of
securing the royal authority is obsolete, as local legislation normally makes full provision for dealing with
alleged breach of contract by the G~vernment. But in
theory in any territory subject to the English common
law, where the ground is not so covered by statute as
to exclude the operation of the prerogative, it seems
clear that the King could authorise the bringing in the
local courts of a petition of right in respect of any
matter which under English law could justify the
bringing of such a petition. It is clear also that a claim
cannot be brought in the English courts in respect of
an obligation of the Crown in respect of some territory
outside the United Kingdom, such as the Irish Free
State. 2 By analogy, under Dominion legislation no claim
against the Crown in its imperial capacity could be
dealt with in a Dominion court in such a manner as to
impose a liability which could be recognised by the
Crown in the United Kingdom.
Keith, Responsible Government in the Dominions (ed. 1928), i. 97.
A.-G. v. Great Southern and'Western Ry. Co., [1925) A.C. 754; Dicey
and Keith, Conflict of Laws (5th ed.), p. 205.
1

2
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The liability of the Governor in tort is rendered of
minor importance in normal circumstances by the rule
that, when an official action is tortious, responsibility
for it lies neither on the Crown, which can do no wrong,
nor on the official superior of the tort-feasor, unless it
can be proved that he identified himself with the wrong
committed. Hence normally an official act regarded as
tortious would result in proceedings against a minister
or inferior officer,.not against the Governor personally.
In a certain number of cases Dominion and State
legislation has placed responsibility for torti on the
Government in substitution for the British practice
under which the Government pays the expenses and
damages, if any, awarded against an officer who acted
in execution of su,pposed official duty, but the liability
of the Crown in such cases is neither complete nor
wholly satisfactory to enforce.
·
(3) The prerogative power of the Crown though
exercised by the Governor is in the same position as
regards ministers as statutory authority. Statutes vary
greatly in the mode in which they distribute power.
Ministers individually may be authorised to do certain
things, or boards, or officers, and it is only more important issues that are ascribed to the Governor or the
Governor in Council. In some cases, as in those of the
Commonwealth of Australia, Tasmania, and the Union
of South Africa, the Governor-General or Governor in
statutes is defined to mean that officer acting with
the Executive Council. But in all cases alike the principle prevails that for official actions the Governor
must under normal circumstances act on the advice of
1 Robinson v. South Au8tralia State, [1929] A.C. 469; Commonwealth
v. New South Wales (1923), 32 C.L.R. 200.
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his ministry or of an individual minister, according as
the case demands. 1 The duty of acting, it must be
noted, is a legal duty, but one of imperfect obligation.
Even when a statute imposes on a Governor an express
obligation, as opposed to merely authorising action as
is the more normal course to take, it is clear that his
action cannot be enforced by mandamus by·the courts.
This was decided as regards the Governor of South
Australia 2 by the High Court of the Commonwealth
when an effort was made to secure the issue of a mandamus to the Governor to issue a writ for an election
of a Senator for the State. It was ruled that it had
never been held that mandamus lay to compel a
Governor to issue a writ for State elections, and that it
was impossible to make a precedent. The Governor
could not act without the aid of his ministry, and it
might not be willing to have the vacancy filled. The
same court 3 ruled that no mandamus lay to the
Governor in Council of Victoria to compel him to consider the claim of a convict to release under prison
regulations. There is clearly sound reason for these and
other rulings. It is not for the courts to seek to control
the highest form of executive authority, though in
certain cases, as in the United Kingdom, mandamus
may be issued to officials of inferior status to compel
them to. perform definite duties owed to individuals
as opposed to public functions.
1
So the Privy Council in the Irish Boundary Reference, Cmd. 2214.
That the Governor-General has no discretion where statutory power is
given to the Governor-General in Council is laid down in Schierhout v.
Union Govt., (1927] A.D. 94. See also Buckley v. Edwards, [1892] A.C.
387.
2 R. v. Governor of South Australia (1907), 4 C.L.R. 1497.
3
Horwitz v. Connor (1908), 6 C.L.R. 38.

L
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The rule of action on ministerial advice applies
equally to statutory duties imposed on Governors by
Imperial Acts, such as the functions imposed by the ·
Pacific Islanders' Protection Acts. So also while a prosecution of an alien for criminal acts done in territorial
waters requires under the Imperial Act of 1878 the
authority of the Governor, in granting it he would act
on ministerial advice; in fact the exercise of authority
seems to take place without special reference to that
Act, which may merely have reinforced the common
law.
The necessity of acting ,.on winisteri;:tl. advice does
i
not preclude, of COU,rS(3, the right to qiSCUS§ ~P-c~ ,~gyise.
It is essential that the Governor shall begiv:.en ,his..due
place; it is illegal to assume that he will assent, and
action based on the assumption so that his formal concurTence has not been given is invalid. 1 The ministry
advises either as individual members or, when the law
so requires and in important issues, as the Executive
Council. Normally matters are passed formally in
. Council where, except in Canada, the Governor is normally present in person, but any issue of importance
must be explained to the Governor in advance, and
similarly ministers must explain any issue on which
information may be requested. The . .Imperif1L0on.r:~en,cg_.pf .J926, . in. iP:5li.s.!~p.g pn, ~ll.e .pps.i~~oJ;l, 9£ · . the
G9~-!nors- General as parallel to that of the King,
str~ss~d. thenec_
essity, otwiWst(3rs .a:fiordi,ng -th~t officer
the same treatment ·a s regards consultation...and information as is accorded to.Jiis .Majesty...No doubt it is
difficult to insist on complete effectiveness of this rule,
but there are many instances of its observation on
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Mackay v. A.-G. for British Columbia, [1922] l A.C. 457.
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record, and there is no doubt of the right of the
Governor-General to demand strict observance of it.
It is significant that ill ~hyJfiFig,.:J,l;r:~.~~t~,tfi, "\VJJ.ere the
determination to exclude any royal intervention has
been •from the first dominant, the .. pra.ctice is to give
when.~x.e.r . Po§siple.,.l~ga,l. P?1Y~I~tcil2.~.. t9. .,~4~. Qqy~mor
G~nera.l in Council, but to the Executive CounciLitself, 1
a procedqre which e:ffectively eliminates the .GovernorGeneral fl'Qm a.ny. interference or. knowledge 9t qvrrent
affairs. It must be added that, if the practice of appointing partisans as Governors-General were adopted
in the Dominions, the result might be serious in
inducing ministries to withhold knowledge from the
representative of the Crown which would have been
gladly given to an impartial appointee.
If. after discussion the ·Dominion ·.ministry. declines
t' , odify its proposed line ofacti()n,. ther~ isJlofmally
nb option . for the· Governor . . but .to ·a.ssent, ...Jor . the
responsibility belongs.to minis.ters, not .tq.}l,i.m. But in
certain cases mere assent may be impossible, and in
the past there has existed a marked difference between
British and Dominion practice as regards the necessity
of taking ministerial advice. That a Governor should
act on ministerial advice has been admitted in the
Dominions, but with an important proviso: a, GPY~l'nor
ma.y reject advice if he can secur-e,in tl:te. ~Y:~Ilt qf the
resigna. tion of the ministry in consequence o.fhis action,
a new ministry which will accept responsibility ex post
facto for his rejection of advice./I'he doctrine of course
is fa,Il1iliar to English politicians, for it is the principle
announced by Sir R. Peel as binding on him when he
:J.' Even the power of pardoning offences under the Constitution
(Amen<:hne:nt No. 17) Act, 1931.
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took office under William IV. in the belief that Lord
Melbourne had been dismissed, though later research
has shown that this belief was an error. While in
England this view has almost died out, it was regularly
in use in the Dominions and States as regards dissolutions of Parliament. A ministry was not held to have an
automatic right to consult the electorate if it asked for
a dissolution out of normal course, on the score that it
had been defeated or that it was uncertain of being
able to carry on the administration effectively without
a fresh mandate. It was deemed to be the duty of the
Governor to determine, after careful investigation of
the position, whether he could not :find a new ministry
which would carry on the government without a dissolution.1
Though this doctrine was well established, and had
been applied three times in the first decade of the
Commonwealth itself, it happened that in the federation of Canada as opposed to the provinces it had not
been tested in practice. A crucial issue therefore arose
in 1926 when Lord Byng was asked by Mr~ Mackenzie
King for a d'u3soiutioll7at1rtime'When a debate was in
progress on the issue of a motion of . censure directed
against the Government· on the score of irregularities
in the customs administration. To Lord Byng the
situation presented itself in the light of an effort to
avoid a decision on the vote of censure, and he had
regard also to the fact that the normal dissolution ia
1925 had failed to give the Liberal party a clear lead,
so that it had to rely on the wavering support of the
Progressives. It seemed to him, therefore, just to give
the opposition the opportunity of dissolving Parlia1

Keith, Imperial Unity and the Dominions, pp; 85-112.
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ment and seeking a mandate. In his action he clearly Chapter
went beyond any relevant precedent ...Mr .. Ma,ckenzie VII.
King was prepared to regard his action as justifiable
if he could have secured a ministry able to carry on
without a dissolution, but naturally he could not see
how it could be fair to refuse to an undefeated Prime
Minister a dissolution, and to give it to a :P,Y1Y,J:>:r;ime ·"/
Minister who was unable to avoid. a hostile vote in the'
Commons ... Moreover, the Governor~General was com.pelled to assent to carrying on the government with
a Council composed of acting ministers with the excep_. tion of the Prime Minister himself, as the appointment
of the others as ministers would have vacated their
seats and left the party in a hopeless Parliamentary
minority. Very possibly the Governor-General thought
that a dissolution could be avoided; if so, he completely
miscalculated, and so unconstitutional wa,s .his fi,Otion
that the Liberals, by stressing .th!J iss:ue, succeeded in
effacing. the . painful effect of the disclosmes of maladministration in the customs, and in winning a
majority -which most competent judges held would. not
have been achieved had a dissolution been given
:·simply to Mr. Mackenzie King. The latter's exposition
/'~i5t·•·•>,yonstitutlonal. doctrine} was> justly · • admired in
Can~da, .and evoked only a feeble an<l, yya,siye.response
fromMr. Meighen, who had to arguethattheGovernorGeneral had only acted as the King would have done
in . lik:e·circumstances-~~.. !:9?:E:2~~~£!~.~~~~~~As noted a hove, the effect o£tlw ypi;:;0~e;wa,s.seen in
tht1fa.9t that the Imperial Conference o£1926 stressed
the osition of the Governor-General as the counterKeith, Speeches .and Documents on the JJriti8h Dominions, pp. 14915.9..
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part of the King; and to .ernpha.sis.e this tPQk. ;;t\Vay from
him the function .of ~gent pf ~he. J:3riti~h G:PY:~r!lJD.ent.
There is no doubt as to the meaning to be given to
this declaration, which, it must be remembered, has no
application to the Governors of the States or LieutenantGovernors of the Provinces. Assimilation. of .D.ominion
to.British usage in thematter ofgiss<:>lutio:g,s.was.clearly
pointed out, and British us~ge ha<l<been rather re1:zy:~rkably dernonstrat!jd in the g:ra!lt of a .dissol-ution
·' b).the King t() 1Y.{r, ;B;, MacDo!lalq . in 1924, despite the
opinion of Mr .. Asq-uith that on the defeat of the Labour
Qg;ye.r:rgnent an effq:rt sho'Qld bernade.to fi!ld a :minist:ry
ready to carry on and avoid a fresh dissolution of
Parliament so soon after the election of 1923. The
matter was early put to the test in the Commonwealth
of Australia, where precedent had asserted the right to
refuse a dissolution; though, on the other hand, in 1914
the Governor-General had followed the British practice
and had given a dissolution to a ministry which might
probably have been easily replaced without such
action. Mr .. Bru.geir:J.~f.~J. h,~~BK.~~feated by the revol1Y;Y
of a section of his followers, instigated by Mr. Hughes/
on the issue of the abandonment of the federal system
of conciliation and arbitration, asked for a dissolution
on the strength of the principle asserted .at the . Conference .of l92.6., . anq .w~s accordtldi:t ... The precedent
/~asdelibgrately followed, with special stress .on Lord
Byng'~ case and the opinions of the writer, by Sir Isaac
Isa~gsin . . 1~?~,~h~~ ()~ ~ .~~f~!'tt i,n.~1l!jJ()yYe:r. . house
Mr. Scullin advised a dissolution.
It is, of course, too much to say that the Governor
must grant a dissolution inevitably on a request from
his Government. It is ob.vious that only one dissolution
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can be asked for by the same ministry within a limited
period; if it fails to secure a majority at a dissolution,
it cannot imitate continental practice and endeavour
to secure a complacent legislature by a series of dissolutions. The King in a like case would clearly be
compelled to refuse dissolution and would then find a
new Government to support his action. But it may be
hoped that .neither in the Dominions nor the United
Kingdom will any Government venture to disregard
the result. of an election. If a ministry at an election
secures only a slight majority and after a substantial
period seeks again a dissolution, the issue would be
different and must be decided according to circumstance. 4P~?9lV-P~ ..cr!giQ,i.ty.,~~.!m:e~~QPig~gl~ 1 ~~R~9i~l1:Y in
the case of·such a Dominio!l as·N~wfoundland, where
constitutional usage is far from settled on normal lines.
What is clear is that it is always advantageous to grant
a dissolution where that will clear up issues. Thus in
1924 the Governor of Newfoundland gave a dissolution despite strong objections by the opposition to the
Premier, and this resulted in the effective assertion of
the will of the electorate in choosing a new Government,
thus terminating the confusion prevailing. In 1932
fresh trouble developed in that Dominion, accompanied
by rioting on such a scale as to compel the temporary
absence from the capital of the Premier, and it was
only on a dissolution that a clear decision was reached,
rejecting utterly Sir R. Squires as head of the Government.
"!'< While the States of Australia and .the Canadian
/ p~dvinces are not subject to therulelaid down in.1926,
it .is clear that practice there tends to be assimilated to
that in the Dominions, as in.the case of the dis&olution
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granted in 1932 to the acting Premier of Victm:i& on
the. defeat of the ·a dministration in the lower house. It
must, however, be remembered that the duration of
a State legislature is only three years, which renders
a premature dissolution objectionable, if it can be
possibly avoided. The same disadvantage does not
apply with equal force to the provinces where legislatures endure for five years, but the attitude of Sir
James Aikins in Manitoba in 1920 is a good example
of the importance attached to avoiding hasty dissolutions, but at the same time securing the consultation
of the people under conditions likely to assure a
definitive vote.
Dissolutions, of course, are not the only matters in
which the Governor may have difficulty in deciding
whether to act on the advice of ministers. The situation
becomes very difficult when a ministry is defeated a tan
election but holds offi.~e pending the decision of Parliament. Such a course is perfectly legitimate, but the
ministry is bound in fairness to perform only routine
tasks and not to fetter its successor. If it seeks to do
more, it may become the duty of the Governor to
refuse its advice, as did Lord Aberdeen in Canada in
1896 when he practically forced Sir C. Tupper's resignation by rejecting his advice as to appointments and
contracts after his defeat at the election was certain.
In this regard, however, modern practice points to
neutrality on the part of the Governor-General; after
the defeat of Sir J. Ward in 1911 the Governor-General
made no effort to press for the clearing up of the position, which was one of deadlock. In the difficult conditions of 1923-24 inN ewfoundland, and again in 1932,
the Governor refrained from any striking action, con-
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tenting himself with moderate pressure to bring about
the observance of constitutional principles. How far a
Governor-General should acquiesce in action by his
ministry which is high-handed and irregular was hotly
discussed in Australia during the Great "\Var/ when on
two occasions Mr. Hughes effected ministerial changes
in a drastic manner, but the Governor-General's acceptance of his action, though no doubt partly explained by
war conditions, pointed directly in the favour of the
principle laid down in 1926. The electorate can after
all normally be trusted to give due weight to any
irregularities of ministers when they appeal to them
at the next election, and in Australia that time is never
long delayed.
A case of great delicacy, however, arises when the
ministry with a majority in the Parliament desires to
extend the period of its existence. That such a step is
legal does not determine the issue. It represents a grave
intrusion on the rights of the electors, who chose their
representatives for a definite period, and who may have
since repented of their decision. After all, it is common
knowledge that many elections are decided on ehanee
issues and do not represent the permanent wishes of
the majority. It seems clear, therefore, that in these
circumstances a Governor is bound to weigh beside the
advice of the ministry the welfare of the territory and
their probable wishes. There is little precedent to guide;
the action taken in 1916 when the Governor of New
South Wales hesitated to agree to the extension of
Parliament for a year, and on that among other grounds
was recalled from his office, can be explained rather
than excused by the anxiety of the British Government
1

Keith, War Government of the British Dominions, pp. 209 ff.
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to help the ministry of the moment in its effort to cooperate with the federal Government in recruiting for
war purposes. It is significant that, though the Imperial
Parliament in 1916 extended at the request of Canada
the duration of Parliament for a year, the existence of
strong dissent in the country prevented any request
for an extension being brought forward in 1917. There
was also in 1932 in New Zealand strenuous opposition
because the Government in its efforts to economise
decided to extend the life of the existing Parliament by
one year. Yet clearly in such a case the GovernorGeneral could not wisely refuse to aid by assenting to
the bill.
Constitutional changes necessarily raise difficulties.
Can a Governor assent to action which alters the constitution if there is no very clear mandate from the
electorate? In.J sa2,.a. rlliing pf t;A~ .~~q:p;~ta:ry. pf.State
approved .the addition to . the...upper .house <of., New
Zealand of extra .. members to str~ngth~n.tll.e position
of the new Liberal Government in that house. Though
the upper house was hardly swamped, the precedent
was adduced successfully to secure a number of additions to the New South Wales upper house by Admiral
de Ohair and Sir P. Game. 1 Reluctance to go as far as
was desired by the State Premier, Mr. Lang, in both
these cases led to embittered attacks from the Premier's
party, while, on the other hand, the opposition held
that the Governor had neglected an obvious duty to
maintain the upper house as a serious legislative instrument. There can be no question of the excessive number of appointments, which rendered the upper house
more numerous than the lower. The added members,
1

Keith, Journ. Comp. Leg. xiii. 255-7.
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however, on each occasion proved disappointing to the
Labour party, for they showed no exact obedience to
the appointing power, and they did not give the Labour
administration the full support of their numbers. An
effort to secure the dismissal of the Governor on the
score of his refusal to act to the full extent was made
in Admiral de Chair's case, but the Colonial Secretary
negatived the suggestion on the ground that the Royal
Instructions expressly contemplated the possibility of
the Governor acting against the advice of his ministers.
The formal reason is of negligible importance; it is the
mere expression of a principle inherent in the position
of the Governor or Governor-General, but clearly the
refusal was sound. As the result of the election held in
1927 proved, the electorate was far from anxious to see
the uncontrolled predominance of the extremist views
uf Mr. Lang.
On the other hand, in Queensland in 1920 the upper
chamber was deliberately swamped by the acting
Governor under circumstances which made his action
definitely unconstitutional. He was a nominee of the
Labour Government and formerly· a Labour minister,
and his appointment as Lieutenant-Governor was
clearly improper, since necessarily he was a partisan.
But what made his action indefensible was the fact
that after a constitutional crisis an Act of 1908 decided
that in cases of dispute between the two houses the
question should be decided by referendum, and further
that the electorate by a great majority, on having
placed before it by referendum the issue of abolishing
the upper chamber, had decided for its retention, as a
real part of the State machinery. By swamping the
house it was rendered possible to carry legislation so
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confiscatory in character that the London market was
closed to Queensland borrowing, until later concessions were made and part of the wrong undone, and
this was followed by the agreement of the house to its
abolition. The whole of the advantage of an uppf3r
house was thus lost through the unconstitutional
neglect of duty by a political partisan.
More serious still is the . question< of. the positiqn of
t~ Governor. when he is. advised. to . act in such a
manner. as to violate the la,w....It there. .is doubt, of
course, regarding the legality of action, he is entitled
to demand a legal opinion, but .he may rely.on..it when
given, unless .it is .so qbviously w:rqn,g .a.s tq ren,der it
farcical, and few issues are so clear as to make l'lUCh an
event probable. The case of having to sanction the use
of martial law has often arisen, especially in Natal in
1906-8, and repeatedly in the Union, as in 1914 and
1922 in special. It is obviously difficult, if not impossible,
for a Governor to refuse action in such a case. For one
thing, martial law is not necessarily illegal; it may
amount merely to exercise of the common law right of
the Crown to suppress rebellion or disorder, and in any
case it would involve a grave responsibility to decline
to agree to what was represented to be essential in the
public safety. But it is instructive that Lord de Villiers,
when acting as Governor-General of the Union in 1914,
was unwilling to exercise any power beyond what was
legal, such as the imposition of a censorship of news or
the forbidding of the export of food-stuffs, or even the
mobilisation of the local forces, without summoning
Parliament to meet in thirty days as required by the
Defence Act, 1912.
Financial issues raise like questions, but it is seldom
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easy for the Governor to refuse assent to irregular Chapter
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expenditure, for he is normally assured of later legislation, just as in the case of martial law he is sure of an
Act of Indemnity in due course. It is, however, usual
for Governors before granting a dissolution to seek
assurances that supply has been granted sufficient to
tide over the period until Parliament meets, and the
fact that supply cannot be obtained is one reason for
h,t:;sitating to accept the advice to dissolve. The d11ngers
c,,~f action without supply -were...see:n i:n: :t.!tQ[when Lord
A· dhjlms!or<J: "··g;r3,ntecl a, .. diss.qlution .. to Mr .. .[>b,ilp in
Ql;l£;~nsl~gd and authorised .e:x:pendit'Qre without sanction of Parliame:nt; .the defeat of the ministry was
followed by great reluctance to secure supply and
~~+ th;re.ats •.. to •. Irl.()'Ve •th~ .C;r.qwn.·· ~or the :r~ll1()Y:l\tl•Qf .. t~~
G2~~:r~~i, t1!l:d the crisi~ was avoided only py~ chau'ge
of political alignment which ended in a coalition between Mr. Philp's party and the leader, Mr. Kidston,
of the victorious opposition, as against the more
extreme Labour members. Similarly i:niQ26· .Lord
Byng's actiQn ill. allo-wing, exp~nditurewithout sanction
was resented strongly in Liberal circles, and Parliamentary sanction was accorded with great reluctance.
Much more serious as a violation of law was the
episode of 1924 in Tasmania 1 when the acting Governor,
the Chief Justice, actually assented to an Appropriation
Bill which had been passed only by the lower house,
the upper house insisting on amendments which the
lower house would not adopt. The absolute illegality
of the course followed was patent, and it is most unfortunate that the acting Governor should have been
advised that he could constitutionally assent if so

'

1

Keith, Journ. Oomp. Leg. vi. 205, 206; xi. 127-9.
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advised by his law officer and asked to do so by
ministers. This precedent was shortly afterwards followed by a like assent by the newly arrived Governor
to the Land and Income Taxation Bill, from which the
upper house had deleted an important clause. It was
recognised at the time in Australia that the action
taken might have been successfully challenged in the
courts, but for various reasons nothing was done, but
the widespread disapproval expressed renders the precedent of minor importance. The Colonial Secretary,
however, cannot well be excused for his action, since
it was a direct encouragement wholly to violate the
constitution. It must be added that the acting Governor
failed further in his duty by not sending to the Colonial
Secretary the protest of the Legislative Council, and by
leaving the new Governor in ignorance of essential
information, facts which only later became public.
Fortunately very different views of his duty were
held in 1932 by Sir P. Game, Governor of New South
Wales. Under the arrangement for the taking over by
the Commonwealth of State debts certain payments
were due to the Commonwealth from the State, and
the Premier decided to withhold the sums due. Legisla.:.
tion by the Commonwealth followed which asserted
that the Commonwealth Government could secure for
itself certain revenues of the State in order to recoup
itself for the sums which it had to pay to bondholders
of New South Wales stock. Mr. Lang, after contesting
vainly in the courts the validity of the Commonwealth
legislation, endeavoured to defeat the levy of taxation
for the benefit of the Commonwealth by issuing orders
to State officers forbidding them to aid the Commonwealth in the matter of recovery, thus deliberately
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defying the Commonwealth law after its legality had
been asserted by the High Court. Mr. Lang was then
asked by the Governor to withdraw his illegal instructions, and on refusal was removed from office, and a
new Government appointed which was triumphantly
upheld by the electorate. It was clear that in addition
to•his duty to the law the Governor owed a clear duty
to the electorate to give them the decision whether or
not they would defy the Commonwealth and refuse to
pay their debts to holders of State stocks. No such
proposal had been before the electors at the election of
1930, when a great majority was given to Mr. Lang on
the strength of wild promises of prosperity under his
regime, and there was overwhelming evidence in the
results of the elections in the State for the Commonwealth Parliament at the dissolution at the close of
1931 that the opinion of the electorate was not in
favour of the Government's policy of repudiation.
Marked skill was displayed in the handling of the
situation by the Governor, who had refused to be
induced to act until the issue of illegality became quite
clear. Obviously so long ashe was not asked to acquiesce
in illegal action it would have been unconstitutional to
dismiss his ministry, and any such action might have
defeated its own purpose by rallying to the Government the votes of many electors who would object to
the Governor's intervention in the affairs of the State.
The precedent is of interest in its bearing on the
problem presented by the passage by the Dail Eireann
of a bill to eliminate not merely the oath required by
Article 3 of the constitution, but also the rule of the
constitution that the treaty of 1921 binds the Free
State and governs all the terms of the constitution.
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The assent of the Senate to the omission of the oath
was made conditional on negotiation with the British
Government, and the deletion of ·the supremacy of
the treaty was negatived. In these circumstances it is
normally assumed that the assent of the GovernorGeneral must automatically be given. But this conclusion is not wholly justifiable. In fact the Govern<frGeneral might properly withhold assent on the obvious
ground, already explained, that the bill purports to
violate the power entrusted by the constitution to the
legislature and therefore is null and void, and that its
nullity is so clear that assent would be improper. 1 The
issue is a delicate one, but clearly to accept a measure
contrary to the constitution which it is the duty of the
Governor-General to uphold is a grave step, which
certainly should not be asked of a Governor-General.
(4) In the States of Australia and. the provinces of
Cll;n~da the Governors and Lieutenant-Governors are
still able to act as agents ofthe British .and. the I)ominiQn (}py~mm.ents ... Moreover, in the case of New
Zealand and Newfoundland the same principle is
observed, as neither Government has shown any desire
to act on the resolution of the Imperial Conference of
1926. In none of these cases, however, is there much
important work to be done, save that the Governments of New Zealand and Newfoundland are thus
kept in effective touch with the views on foreign affairs
of the British Government. The Australian Governors
and the Governor of Newfoundland have also the duty
of reserving certain classes of bills. The Newfoundland
1 In such a case the King could doubtless advise his representative
through his Private Secretary. The removal of Mr. MeNeilHrom office
on October 3, 1932, secured Mr. De Valera control over the GovernorGeneral's assent.
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list of 1876 illustrates the subjects over which control
was long exercised: divorce; the grant of any sum
to the Governor; ·paper currency; differential duties;
matters contrary to treaty rights; interference with the
discipline oi imperial .forces; bills previously refused
assent or disallowed; and bills of an extraordinary
ooture and importance affecting the prerogative, or the
interests of British subjects not resident in the colony,
or British trade and shipping. But the assent might be
given if a suspending clause were inserted, or in case of
urgency. whe:ce no treaty right or repugnancy to English law was involved. The Australian States have a
similar list, emitting differential duties and interference
with imperial forces, and the rule of reservation is
~,y,bject to the possibility of obtaining prior authority
/t&.,.,assent. In the provinces the Gove:r;ppr~Qgneral does
. no.t'howissue instructions to t4e:Liegtenant-;QQ:vernors;
any control exercised over provincial legislation is
carried out through the power of disallowance mE)rely.
The decision that the Governor-General should be
merely therepresentative ofthe .King aJ:ld..Il.Qt a,:n agent
of the British Government had .a very important effect
in the case of South Africa. Previously the GovernorGeneral had been High Commissioner for South Africa,
in which capacity he controlled absolutely the administration of the colony of Basutoland, and the protectorates of Bechuanaland and Swaziland. But clearly the
union of offices in the hands of an officer who was no
longer in subordination to the Crown was illogical, and
accordingly the connection was terminated in 1930,
when the British representative in the Union was
given the function of controlling these territories, and
of exercising the limited authority which is reserved to
M
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the Crown in respect of the government of Southern
Rhodesia under its constitution. The separatipn was
inevitably a matter of some regret to the Union
Government, and was criticised by Lord Buxton, a
former Governor-General. But it was obvious that the
interests of the native territories were not necessarily
those of the Union, and, although the South Affica!ll
Act, 1909, contemplated the transfer of the control o!
these territories to the Union, clearly that could not
well take place without the assent of the natives. Their
view is notoriously and probably justifiably hostile, as
the Union policy of subordinating native to European,
welfare, however natural and in South African eyes
laudable, cannot be expected to appeal to the natives.
(5) The functions taken from the Governors-Genelfal
have been transferred to High Commissioners, of whom
the first was appointed to Canada in 1928, with duties
in part political, to keep the Can.adian Government in
personal contact with British policy and foreign affairs,
in part economic, to control the agencies employed to
keep the Board of Trade and British industry informed
of Canadian openings. He corresponds, therefore, in
some degree to the Ministers of foreign powers, accredited to the Dominion, but with greater insistence
on the commercial side of his work. In all respects he is
practically the counterpart of the High Commissioner
for the Dominion in London. The appointment has
been followed by a like appointment for the Union' in
1930, and on the selection of an Australian as GovernorGeneral it was in 1931 decided to create a High Commissionership for the United Kingdom in the Common.wealth and an acting appointment was made to th9t£
post.

•

CHAPTER VIII

'
THE GOVERNMENTS-MINISTERS, PARTIES, AND
CIVIL SERVICE

the representative of the Crown plays a vital if
.mainly formal part in the machinery of government,
the main burden of control rests .011.the ministry, }Vhich
shares it with the .civiL~PJ:.Yi((€l~ The existence of the
ministry is bound up indissolubly with thep~!'~Y§Y:Stem,
thr.ough which the lower. hoU,I)e. of r~xli~:ffi()!lv ~nQ.. :t1le
m.inistry are kept .in. vit,aJ .pp:~;wh.
(1) Dominion practice differs from the British usage
in that the ministry in the sense of Cabinet is normally
identical with the Executive Council. There are exceptions to this rule in the federations and the Union, but
elsewhere only in Victoria, and Tasmania, where exministers are nominally still members of the Council,
but not under summons. The Council itself. rests on
statute. in Canada and the province~), tgt) Commonwealth, and the Union; elsewhere it rests on the prerogatiye. Appointments to it are made by the GovernorGeneral, or Governor, or Lieutenant-Governor, but in
the more rigid constitutions, those of the Commonwealth, the Union, South Australia, and Victoria,
eg;rtain:· ministers . must .. he. in the Council. Western
~11stralia requires that one Executive QoU,n,0illqr: shall
be taken from the Legislative CoU,ncil, ~ndNew.ZeaJand
WHILE
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provides that ministers shall.be in. the .C.ouucil..l:o. the
few cases above noted only must ministers be or find
~eats in Parliament. The .position., .iu. . the.J¥~ . ..Ji'ree
Stl3.te is very different, ·for··~tf;4J:s :O.::lJ,lst. be.,m~bers
Qf the P4il,.or,lJ,s. reg~;rds.one,pf.th©ro~.the.S!il,:P.-1;1te. It is
true that the constitution contemplates the appointment of ministers not members of the Council and not
jointly responsible, but this venture proved unfortunate, and in 1927 was laid aside in practice, though it is
still possible in law. Ministries are established regula:rly•
by law, for legislation is necessary to. confer powers,
as. in Ontario in 1931 in respect of the Ministry of
Public Welfare; but this does not apply to ministers
who are merely to be m.ernbers of the Council wit4o11t
portfolio, of whom a fair amol.lnt.of.use .is. .made•..They
serve in some degree to make up ·for the lack ofUnderSecretaries. Rarely are there ministers not in the
Council, though this is normal in Newfoundland, and
in Canada such a position was once assigned to the
Solicitor-General.
Though. legal compulsion is ·often lacking, eqnvention urgently demands the presence in Parli!:!,ment ,of
ministers, and the most important must be in th.e•.lower
house; indeed the upper house may have not..a . . single
minister if the majority in the lower house.isLabour.
Occasions where ministers remain in office without
sea,ts in the legislature occur, as in Prince Edwa.rd
Island in 1930-31, when the Attorney-General had no
seat; but even so useful a minister as Mr. P. J. Glyn!l
in the Commonwealth had to resign when in 1919 h(;"l·;,.
failed to achieve re-election. It is possible.in .. the . case
of nominee upper.houses to appoint lJ,rejectedminist~r
to.that chamber, and occasionallyin.thelarge.:r.~ower"·
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houses, such. ~s Canada, a place can be found for a
defeated minister by the resignation of a loyal supporter, as was done when Mr. Mackenzie King was
defeated in.l925. But the inability to provide an
honour for a zealous friend renders this process far less
easy than in the United Kingdom.
The essential feature of .the ministry is the Prime
Minister, the person invited by the representative of
the Crown to form an administration when the office is
'V"acated by death, resignation, or, rarely, dismissal. In
his choice of a successor to a retiring .Prime Minister
the' Governor's discretion is often guided .by t4~ a,qvice
otthe outgoing .Premier. This is normally tendered,
cont:r;a,ry to the English r11le observed. by l\!Ir.. Gla{istone
th.at ..it.shoulq be givenq;ulyif.aske{l for.J3ut of course,
whether offered or asked for, itisin. no .wise bi;udi!lg.
On the other hand, the choice is normally limited by
the essential facts. It is seldom that more than one
leader of the majority party could succeed in forming
a Government. The Governor, however, can offer the
chance to whomever he thinks fit, and,if he can secure
celleagues, can formally appoint him .. The Premier's
resignation dissolves the ministry in the sense that
ministers merely hold office until they are either relieved by the appointment of others or are asked by
the new Premier to remain at their posts or to accept
other Qffices. In coming to a decision on this point the
Premier has normally no need to take into account the
issue of re-election, for the practice of requiring. .re.· .cjlection on accepting office when· in· Parliament. has
~e(ln almost entirely eliminated .from t4eJ)ominions,
whe:r;eit was abolished in C;;tnaciainl931, leaving it to
survive for the moment in Newfoundland and proh
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vinces like Saskatchewan, in both of which re-election
is not requisite on the first formation of a new ministry
after a general election. A strong protest was made by
Mr. Mackenzie King against the innovation, and the
desire was expressed that it should be restricted to the
formation of a ministry within nine months after an
t;~ection, as under the British Act of 1919, huLthe
domplete abolition . was . su~c~ssfully ..defended .c.on....th~
strength· of the .British .A.Gt qf l9.26 •. The real objection
is the possibility of ministerial office being awarded as
the price of political conversion to a man elected as
a supporter of the opposition. The argument which
carried the day was the inconvenience of having to
deny office to able men because they might risk defeat
on standing for re-election.
The Premier.has, of course, to secure the Governor's
approval of his selection, but that is practically formal,
though the Governor has the right to object onpersqnal
grounds to any unfit person, and no doubt this power
has been used in some cases to prevent unsuitable
selections. In the Labour Governments of Australia,
however, the selection of ministers is done by the
Parliamentary caucus, and this is extended even to
the Premier, though the form of selection by the
Governor remains. In these cases the Premier's right is
reduced to allocation of portfolios, if even so much is
conceded. To get rid of a minister who will not conform
with the Cabinet views is simple. The Governor could
be advised to remove him under his absolute right to
dismiss, but normally the more elegant and courteous
course is taken of resignation by the Premier, who is
then commissioned to form a new Government whence
the offender is omitted. This plan was used by General
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Botha against General Hertzog in 1912, and General
Hertzog similarly rid himself of Mr. Boydell in 1929
whenthey disagreed as to native policy. Normally, of
course, the dissident minister resigns, more or less
reluctantly.!
The degree of Cabinet unity varies. In theory it
should be complete, and. Canada .has had a long.series
of. strong ... J?rewiers,. whose. Pont;~;ql. Ql:tS Peen_ n_early
a~§plgte::-::~ir,~J:.9h.t~, . M~¥.9,qJrtf1l.g, . §ir. W" L~u;r:ier, S.ir. R.
lf.Q.tden,.andlast.not .least ..M;r,. J?.e!P,+ett.,whq§e ..Ol:tbinet
hl!iMl.J2ee:r;Lfmelyq!3:I.'~de4 . ~~. ~4qilJ~ .§J;!k§.et:Yient. Sir 0.
Mowat, the great protagonist of provincial rights, dominated Ontario for twenty-four years, and Mr. Ferguson
in that province and Mr. Taschereau in Quebec are
recent instances of imperious control, paralleled by Mr.
R. Seddon's rule in New Zealand which won him the
sobriquet of "King Dick". Generals Botha, Smuts, and
Hertzog have been masters in their own houses. In
Australia, Mr. Hughes dominated his Cabinet until
resentment secured in 1923 a coalition of forces against
him and deprived him of any following. Mr. Lang in
New South Wales and Mr. Theodore in Queensland
were clearly far superior in power to their associates.
But many Cabinets in the Dominions have been weak
and divided, and in Newfoundland, since Sir R. Bond
fell from power, conditions have been utterly unstable
and distinctly unsatisfactory, proving how important
is the control of an effective ministerial head. In the
Free State, Mr. Cosgrave's long rule .and the control
exercised by Mr. De YaJera are.undoubted.
1

For the case of Mr. Blair in Canada in 1904, see Skelton,.. A5'ir. JJ{iljrid
ff.; for the demand of Mr. Tarte's resignation in 1902,
see ibid. ii. 176-84, where the doctrine of solidarity is emphasised.
Lq,ud.~r. iL20~
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In the Free State, as we have seen, thf3.rule of law
provides that the Presid13nt of.thf3.QQJ1npilshallbe the
choice of the Dail, not. of tb,e. G-overnor~.General, who
merely confirms the choice, while the President c.an
choose his colleagues but must obtain the approval of
the Dail. On loss of the confidence of the Dail the
ministry must resign, holding office only until their
successors are appointed.
(2) The relation of the ministry to the lower house,
which is thus clearly emphasised in the Irish constitution, rests elsewhere on convention, a far more convenient course. A ministry must in the beginning have
a working control of the lower house, though it happens
occasionally that it can carry on with amazingly little
foundation. In 1913-14 the Commonwealth Government had a majority of one in the lower house and was
in a hopeless minority in the Senate. Where, as often,
the Government is a coalition or it rests on the grudging support of a critical though not opposition section,
its position is especially delicate. Mr. Mackenzie King's
ministry in · 1925~26 was grievously hampered by
having to rest on the aid of the Progressiyes. Mr. De
Valera's Government in 1932 was similarly dependent
on the votes of its Labour allies, and the first Government of General Hertzog similarly was sustained by a
qoalition with Labour. It follows that the rigidity of
the British rule of regarding any def13at. on .an issue of
importance as. fatal is .not accepted in tb,e .Don:tinions;
a Government will not be discredited if it announces
that it regards a matter as of consequence, and yet
overlooks .a ..defeat. The small size of the legislatures
and accidents of attendance necessitate reeognition
that incidents of this sort are inevitable.
)
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If the control of the house passes from the Govern- Chapter
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ment, through internal dissension or coalition of
opposition elements or other grounds, it can choose
between resignation or a dissolution, and normally the
latter course is preferred, for the former, as in the case
of Mr. Balfour's resignation in.1905, must be regarded
as an admission of failure. In 1924: the loss of a byeelection proved the final impetus to General Smuts to .
put his waning fortunes to a test which proved fatal.
Apart from loss of authority, a dissolution may be
induced by a change of policy which is deemed to
require popular endorsement. On that subject it must
be admitted that dissolutions have been generally
avoided. The federation of Canada was approved by
Canada and Nova Scotia without a dissolution, and in
both cases with the approval of the representative of
the Crown and of the British Government. It cannot
be said as regards Nova Scotia that the precedent is a
fortunate one, for the injury thus done to the province
has never ceased to cause bitterness. In the case of the
Union of South Africa all the colonies save Natal agreed
to union without reference to the electorate, but Natal
insisted on a referendum, It is noteworthy that despite
this fact the result of union has been so unsatisfactory
as to create a strong secession movement in that
province. The same thing must be recorded of Western
Australia; which likewise accepted federation by a
decisive majority at a referendum. The issue when the
people should be allowed a voice has never been settled.
A conspicuous course .of action without regard to
electoral pledges was that of Mr. Lang in New South
Wales when he advised repudiation of debt obligations
and a generally confiscatory policy which ran counter
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to his attitude when he asked for the mandate of the
electors. Nor were there lacking bitter complaints by
the Labour party of New Zealand against the policy of
the ministry in 1931-32 for which it was declared it
had received no possible mandate. To extend the life of
a legislature without a mandate is clearly a strong step
justified, if at all, only by war. To impose conscription
was held impossible in Australia; the device of a
referendum was resorted to in lieu of an election with
the inevitable result of failure in 1916 and 1917 alike.
In Canada the necessary measure was passed in anticipation of the election of 1917, thus giving the opportunity of popular disapproval. But it was accompanied
by the War Time Elections Act, which enfranchised
nearly half a million women and others interested in
securing aid for the forces overseas, and this was
denounced vigorously by Sir W. Laurier as the creation
of a special electorate for an election. The abolition of
the Queensland Council in 1921-22 certainly could not
be said to have been approved by the electorate. In
the case of the attempts to abolish that of New South
Wales the claim was made by Mr. Lang that the question had been before the electorate in the general
election. This raises the always difficult issue how far
the inclusion of one topic among many induces the
vote of the electorate, and the fair interpretation of
the mandate given-an issue much discussed in the
United Kingdom regarding the safeguarding measures
of the period 1925-29 and the protection legislation
of 1931-32.
'I'he question naturally is often raised of the propriety of referring to the people, otherwise than in the
confusion of a general election, issues on which there is
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widespread divergence of view, and which deeply affect
the popular interest. Tlie most important cases in
which this step has been taken affect questions of control and prohibition of the liquor traffic, an issue ~hich
always divides deeply popular opinion. In Canada the
question carne to a height during the war as a result in
part of the contemporaneous prohibition movement in
the United States, and for a period popular referenda
resulted in a regime of prohibition throughout the
Dominion, save in Quebec. After the war the tide flowed
in the opposite direction; by referendum after referendum the provinces affirmed their decision to prefer
state regulation, the more rigid rule being almost by
1931 extinguished throughout the country. In Australia,
on the other hand, referenda in the States on the issue
showed a resolute determination not to deprive the
populace of the pleasures of alcohol whether in moderation or otherwise. New Zealand likewise has had to
make prohibition a matter of local option, and in its
wider aspect of periodic referenda which have so far
failed, with increasing decision of late, to effect complete prohibition, though that was nearly achieved
under war conditions. The other topic which has been
thought specially fitted for such treatment is that of
religious education in the schools, and a certain success
has attended the effort thus to inculcate officially the
principles of Christianity into the children of Queensland. Still less use has been made of the initiative and
referendum, as will be seen later. The general tendency
of ministers in the Dominions as in the United Kingdom is to prefer to keep issues under normal Parliamentary control and to seek authority in the multifarious appeals made at a general election.
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The position of ministers on defeat at an election is
not more clearly defined than in the United Kingdom.
In the Dominions as in the United Kingdom the old
practice of holding office until ejected by a vote of no
confidence has given way normally in favour of resignation. All depends, of course, on what is not always easy
to decide, whether the opposition parties can form an
effective government. If there is doubt, it is quite
legitimate to wait and see. Thus in 1925 Mr. Mackenzie
King, though his party had no majority over the Conservatives and 'the Progressives, properly refused to
resign despite his personal defeat, but waited until the
opening vote showed a majority for the administration
of 125 to 115. Where the result is to defeat the ministry
and it resigns either before or after meeting the legislature, there is no absolute rule binding the representative of the Crown to send for the leader of the largest
of two or more opposition groups. He must be determined in his action by the paramount consideration
who is most likely to be able to form an administration
by some form of coalition or working agreement which
can carry on for a reasonable time the administration
of the territory.
(3) The essential basis of the working of responsible
government in the Dominions as in the United Kingdom is the existence of the party system, which has
been adopted on every hand. The party serves to
secure agreement on a course of action, the selection of
candidates for election, the education of the electorate
in the purposes of the party, for which purposes public
meetings, distribution of literature, and canvassing are
regularly employed, and the persuasion of voters to
cast their suffrages at the elections for the candidates
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selected by the party organisation. Without parties
there would clearly be no possibility of effective cohesion or the working of the machinery of legislation
or government, and in the national interest there is
always pressing need that parties shall not be too
many or degenerate into groups. Such a state of affairs
deprives the State of directing energy and force. It
leads to temporary arrangements between groups for
limited purposes, and dissipates the energy which
should be exhibited by Government. These considerations are fully realised in theory in the Dominions; in
practice they are subject to difficulties of exercise which
are only in part overcome.
From the United Kingdom the parties of Canada
borrowed their names, but little else. But it is impossible to exaggerate the importance in the history of
the Dominion of the tendency given by English practice
to consolidate members of the legislature into effective
sections. The vast distances, the racial, religious, and
linguistic differences among Canadians might easily
otherwise have resulted in the presence in Parliament
of a mass of groups with warring plans. The early days
of the united province of Canada, from 1841, were
marked by the difficulty of carrying on responsible
government with a mass of groups, the advanced
reformers of Upper Canada, the still more advanced
French Liberals of Lower Canada, the extreme Conservatives of Upper Canada, and the more moderate
reformers of Lower Canada, whose true character was
Conservative and who by 1856 had formed effective
connections with the Upper Canadian Conservatives,
now reconciled to realise that to be French was not to
be a rebel or Republican. The creation of the Dominion
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in 1867 with the addition of the maritime provinces
and later of the west fortunately did not upset the
system of the parties, though it added to their complexity, and confused their principles, so. that the
cynical Sir J. Macdonald could declare-perhaps with
remembrance of American conditions-that party is
merely a struggle for office. Certainly the lines of party
have one merit: they cut across province, race, religion,
and economic conditions; though the Roman Church
has at times been definitely a supporter of the Conservatives up to'1896, then of the Liberals, it showed in
1930 that it was sensible of the danger of being supposed to be definitely attached to any party and gave
the Conservatives 24 seats in Quebec itself. The Church,
of course, dominates Quebec, and its long zeal for Conservatism was due primarily to the fact that leading
French Liberals were accused with some truth of being
Liberals not merely in politics but in clerical matters.
Clerical influence was therefore freely used against the
Liberals, but the excesses of the movement brought
retribution in the fact that the Supreme Court of
Canada insisted on reversing the views of the Quebec
courts that a priest might threaten his flock with excommunication if they voted for Liberals and vacated
elections where such intimidation was proved. 1 The
Pope himself intervened to moderate such unseemly
misuse of spiritual power, and the worst symptoms
subsided, affording a curious contrast to the less statesmanlike attitude of the Curia in the case of Malta in
1929-32. But another factor in keeping Quebec Conservative was the great ability of Sir J. Macdonald's
ally, Sir George Cartier, a consummate master of elec1

Sir J. Willison, Sir .Wilfrid Laurier, chap. xi.
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ti(Jneering. The advent... of .Sir . Wilfrid Laurie.r .t.9 ..t]1e Chapter
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leadership of the . . LiberaL.party..inl891 provecLa.turning~ point in..its fortunes, for he was a .loyaL son of the
Church .and a. French Canadian, and when, despite
clerical intervention, his party won in 1896 the way
was clear for Quebec turning to Liberalism. The reaction in 1930, though not by any means complete,
was .largely evoked, it is believed, by the feeling of the
hierarchy in Quebec that the cause of French Canadianism was suffering in the rest of Canada from the belief
that it was too deeply engaged with the fortunes of one
political party, so that influence was exerted both in
Quebec and outside to induce Catholic voters to cast
their votes for the Conservatives.
On no vital issue are the parties now divided on
principle. Autonomy was in essence the.aim.of .Sir.J.
Macdonald, despite his effective appeals when necessary to British sentiment; Sir.W. Laurie}.' vvas pJ.'obably
:q,g more. an autonomist. than Sir . . . John, . and. Sir R.
:$orden was. responsible for the. most decisive acts. qf
Oanadiai1. al!tonomy, the demand for sepa:rate.sigllatu.re. of the peace treaties,. andJor .membership of the
League, though the Conservative leader won his place
largely because British feeling was excited against
Laurier in 1911 on the suggestion that his reciprocity
agreement with the United States would facilitate
merger in the United States. The presentLibe:ralleader
is· clearly as autonomist as . his ...Conse:r:v:ative · antagonist, Mr. Bennett, but the paradox.is that French
Canada, while absolutely determined on self-government, is extremely nervous about any relaxation of the
British North America Acts lest the religion and language which they so much admire should be weakened
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by exposure to interference by the British majority in
Canada as a whole. Again the Liberal party was at
first the champion of the provinces against the unifying
policy of Sir J. Macdonald, who had hoped to see a
united, not a federal Canada, but when in power Sir
W. Laurier denied full autonomy as regards religious
education to Saskatchewan and Alberta, and every
movement in these provinces to control this issue. has
been denounced by Liberals in Quebec. On fiscal poiicy
the Liberals were once devoted to free trade, but in
office they found it necessary to favour protection to
meet the views of their supporters in the east and to
buy off Ontario hostility. There remains, however, a
certain distinction on this head; the Liberals have
clearly a stronger hope for lower tariffs than their
rivals, for they are more in touch with the western
farmers' efforts to release themselves from the shackles
of the high prices exacted under protection by the
manufacturers of the east.
.
Party organisation in Canada should logically affect
only the federation, and parties in the provinces should
be based on different lines. But in fact they prevail
throughout the provinces, though in the west they have
had to yield in recent years to another movement. The
organisation, such as it is, rests on the British model
of local branches of central parties, the provinces forming an intermediate unit between constituency and
federation. American influence is seen in the practice
which has become recently 1 general in federation and
province alike of choosing the party leader by Convention, in lieu of election by the party caucus in the
legislatures. At these Conventions also the party policy
1

First adopted in Nova Scotia in 1930 by the Liberal party.
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is discussed and in some degree decided. But it must Chapter
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be remembered that British tradition is strong, and
that in very large measure policy, whether formally
approved or not at Conventions, is really the work of
the leaders of the party, though they endeavour to
keep themselves in touch with their followers and to
divine as well as may be how far and in what direction
they can safely lead them. The introduction of compulsory service during the war is an excellent example
of the mode in which a decision is reached by a ministry
after long preliminary consideration of the position and
its possibilities, and even so the party which had to
make it effective to effect a coalition with those
Liberals who put patriotism :first suffered severely
among the farmers for its attitude. Needless to say, in
the provinces local issues provide little possibility as
a· rule of effective grouping on a permanent basis, a
fact which has told in favour of the maintenance of
the traditional federal party grouping as the dominant
factor in party struggles.
While the parties are founded on a territorial basis
and are open to all voters, and the policies arrived at
at the annual Conventions or otherwise are based on
general considerations, the war produced the phenomenon of a party movement based on sectional interests. The United Farmers of Ontario, resting on the
support of Farmers' Clubs, from 1919 to 1923 governed
Ontario, but in the result failed to retain power. The
United Farmers of Alberta, however, won power in
1921 and have since retained it; the movement was
successful in 1923 in Manitoba, and a like movement
has produced a strong influence in Saskatchewan. The
kindred federal party, the Progressives, were at the
N
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election of 1921 the second strongest party, but their
policy was soon divided by doubts as to whether to
continue, as do the Farmers of Alberta, as a purely
sectional movement, or to extend their ranks by an
appeal to general interests. Hence since 1926 their
power in the federal sphere has been negligible. Much
in the same position is the Labour party, which is
frankly based on economic position considerations, and
has formally existed since 1921. It fails to appeal
strongly to workers in a land where opportunity exists
for rapid promotion from the ranks of labour and where
individualism is still strong. Nor has Labour the advantage, as have the Farmers' parties, of drawing on
a fairly solid mass of immigrant farmers without any
special reason to attach themselves to either of the
historical parties. Negligible is the Communist party
of 1922.
In Newfoundland party rests on no intelligible basis,
save the struggle for office. From time to time religious
feeling has weight, and efforts to secure federation with
Canada have caused deep cleavages of opinion. Otherwise parties have been fluid and disputes have centred
in discussions of the best way to develop the considerable resources of the territory, many of which have
been unwisely disposed of.
In Australia the traditional two-party system, borrowed from the United Kingdom and sometimes given
reality by divergence of view on free trade or land
policy, has been hopelessly confused since 1890 by the
appearance of a strong Labour party. It is based on
a definite organisation of Trade Councils and similar
bodies, and it presents features which differentiate it
markedly from the older parties, though the latter
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endeavour rather ineffectively to imitate its methods.
The essential feature is the rigidity of discipline. The
vote to be given on any issue is determined by caucus
of the members of the party in Parliament, and no
member may infringe the decision arrived at. What is
more unsatisfactory is the fact that the party policy,
whether in the Commonwealth or the States, is determined as far as possible by the central organisation in
the Commonwealth and the States respectively, and
members are held to be bound to give effect to it.
Strictly speaking, this should deprive members of any
real freedom, but in fact they do succeed in showing
some independence of outside authority, though this
varies with place, time, and individuals. Unquestionably the value of debate is thus rendered minimal; no
arguments can move Labour members, whose loyalty
. is assured by the fact that politics is their means of
livelihood and disobedience will mean loss of a seat
and of income.
The effect of the emergence of Labour has gradually
been to consolidate the old parties against it, but this
movement has been crossed by the development of the
Country party as a factor in the Commonwealth and
the States. Its existence is due to realisation of the
fact that neither Labour, which relies on the support
of the workers in the towns, nor the orthodox antiLabour party has any real interest in the primary
producers in the country, for the latter represents the
views of capital in the towns. The net result of this
intervention of a sectional party is on the whole to the
advantage of Labour through the splitting of antiLabour votes. But the sad confusion of Australian
finance under Labour auspices in 1930-32 has resulted
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in more effective coalition of the forces opposed to it,
as shown in the return of anti-Labour Governments in
the Commonwealth, New South Wales, and Victoria,
and the coalition of the same forces in South Australia.
On the other hand, Queensland has reverted to Labour
control, though with a comparatively small majority
in comparison to the pluralities which for many years
marked the Labour domination there.
New Zealand was long faithful to the Liberal party,
whose victory in 1891 gave them office to 1912. It then
yielded place on the minor issue of freehold against
leasehold tenure to the Reform party, while from
1915 to 1919 a National Government was formed. The
Reform party then resumed control until defeated in
1928; since then Mr. Forbes has found it necessary to
effect a coalition, which as against Labour aims at
rehabilitation of the national finance and retrench- .
ment. Labour has grown in strength; it is essentially
a sectional party, whose left wing is of very advanced
opm1ons.
In the Union of South Africa the division of parties
was based unquestionably in the main on the different
attitude adopted towards the Anglo-Boer war. Botha
and Smuts headed the predominantly Dutch South
African party, which aimed at achieving unity of feeling
and equality between British and Dutch; the British
Unionist party and the Dutch Nationalist party stood
for racial interests primarily. The death of Botha in
1919 weakened the "South African party, and its continued tenure of power was rendered possible only by
the merger in it in 1920 of the Unionist party· as ·
against the hostility of the Nationalists and Labour,
and an election of 1921 gave a substantial majority.
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But it was weakened because the Nationalists could
now assert that General Smuts had gone over to the
side of the British element and the Labour party could
reproach him with subservience to capitalism, and the
decline of the fortunes of the ministry led in 1924 to a
general election and the return of a Nationalist-Labour
coalition to power. The final cause for hostility on the
part of Labour had been given by the stern repression
of unrest on the Rand in 1922, and coalition was made
possible by the agreement of General Hertzog not to
take up the issue of secession. Moreover, the path of the
new Prime Minister was made more easy by the visit of
the Prince of W~les in 1925, which conciliated Dutch
feeling to some degree, and his success in securing the
declaration of Dominion equality at the Imperial Conference of 1926. The election of 1929 gave him an
'· absolute majority, relegating Labour, which had split
into two fragments, one hostile to the Government and
both weakly represented in Parliament, to a position
of complete dependence. The most unfortunate feature
of the situation is the strong racial character of the
party division, the marked Republicanism of a section
of the majority, and the systematic use of patronage
to flood the public service with Dutch as opposed to
British officers, a policy only in part justified by the
advantage of making good the initial discrepancy between the numbers of British and Dutch in that service.
Rigid insistence on bi-lingualism has necessarily told in
favour of the Dutch, to whom the advantage of learning
the greatest of world languages is infinitely greater
than it is for English speakers to study Afrikaans, a
debased form of Dutch, only now being created as
a language of literature. The latest of party develop-
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ments is the rise of a group in Natal who aim at seeession if the constitution cannot be remoulded on the
federal basis, while the leanings of General Hertzog
are to unification with the extinction even of the small
measure of individuality left to the provinces. Yet a
further element may be contemplated if South-West
Africa, now under mandate, fulfils the destiny·asserted
by General Hertzog and becomes a fifth province, for
the German population there has a solidarity of political
views which would not render it easy for any of the
existing parties to assimilate it.
In the Irish Free State parties have been determined from the first by the split over acceptance or
rejection of the treaty of 1921. The party for acceptance
triumphed by a small majority, and enjoyed until1932
unquestioned control, though it had for this purpose
to rely on the co-operation of independent members
and members representing farming interests. The election of 1932 saw the triumph of the opposition party of
Mr. De Valera, Fianna Fail, with the aid of Labour,
though the plurality is small. The vital difference between the two parties has lain in the desire of the
former Government to work with the United Kingdom
while asserting to the utmost the distinct personality
of the Free State, as opposed to the admitted desire of
Mr. De Valera to secure complete independence and a
republican constitution. Labour, it must be said, is
adverse to a republic, and the opposition now asserts
that the real power behind the throne is the Irish Republican Army, whose activities the late Government
sought to destroy by a measure of the utmost severity,
overriding in 1931 the constitutional guarantees for
civil trials of suspects. The policy of the Gov~rnment is
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to. develop to the utmost the industrial possibilities of
the State so as to render it as far as practicable self~
supporting and independent of British economies and
political relations.
Party involves expenditure, and few parties can
flourish without contributions frorn wealthy men and
firms, who must be repaid in the form of contracts and
privileges, honours if possible, and senatorships in
Canada. A striking example of the system is seen in the
statement that the Beauharnois Power Corporation
and its officers gave 700,000 dollars to the Liberal
party before an election in order to secure favours to
come in the matter of the development of power from
the St. Lawrence. Mr. Mackenzie King insisted that he
never knew the source of party contributions, and
asked for an investigation into the sources of party
funds, which was not conceded. In striking contrast is
the fact that the Progressives during their brief activity
raised funds by local subscriptions of small amount
-the method now vainly advocated by Liberals and
Conservatives in the United Kingdom though often
practised by Labour. In the case of Newfoundland
scandals on this head are innumerable. More refined
is the regular practice under which Parliaments con~
fer benefits on localities at the public expense to meet
the claims of loyal constituencies. In Australia, New
Zealand, and the Union also funds must be raised in
similar ways; the plan of protection throughout tlie
Dominions means that there are always industries
which can afford to expend large sums in providing the
parties which favour them with the necessary sinews
of war. The Labour parties, on the other hand, have to
rely on small cont:r:ibutions enforced from individual
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members and funds provided by Trade Unions and
like bodies. But they enjoy the enormous advantage of
almost unlimited unpaid service at elections. The chief
advantage enjoyed by their opponents is the power of
the press, a fact which explains, though it does not
justify, the illegal efforti of Mr. Lang to place an excise
on newspapers carefully calculated to secure that the
opposition newspapers would be shunned on the score
of cost by all workers.
Party serves the purpose of keeping members
amenable to the instructions of the Government. In no
place is the man who changes his politics after election
approved, and even alterations of outlook in a national
crisis such as the moves made in 1915-16 by Mr,
Hughes evoke an amazing and enduring bitterness of
spirit, comparable with the indignation felt in 1931
when the more moderate section of Labour in the
Commonwealth broke away from Mr. Scullin's feeble
guidance and formed a new party with the opposition on the score that it was essential to save
Australia from bankruptcy and repudiation of liabilities.
(4) While ministers in the Dominions do far more
detailed work than is requisite in the United Kingdom,
it remains essential that the chief work of the state
should fall on the civil service. The history of that
service has followed that of the British Civil Service,
though at a considerable interval of time. The principle
of official independence of political influence and loyal
obedience to changing ministries is now far more widely
recognised than in the past. The struggle has been
prolonged, especially in Canada under American inl

John Fairfax & Sons v. New South Wales (1927), 39 C.L.R. 139.
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fiuence, but even there much progress has. been made. 1 Chapter
VIII.
Under the system prevailing before 1908 patronage
.was political, officers were far too numerous, inefficiency
predominated, good work was discouraged through
political promotions. In 1908 the service at Ottawa
and in 1919 the service outside were brought under the
controf of an independent body of Civil Service Commissioners, and in 1923 a pensions scheme was started.
The Commission is independent of political control,
the me~bers being removable only by addresses from
both houses; they have wide powers of examination, .
and promotions are in theory in their hands, though a
voice is given to the deputy head of the department.
The system is not perfect; there is a tendency to restrict
too much entrance to those who go in in the lower
grades, thus excluding the profitable employment of
university candidates; promotion examinations reimposed in 1919 seem unwise; the promotion system, if
it avoids political pressure, works with dubious satisfaction and seems to obscure responsibility, but the
improvement on the old regime is enormous. The
problem of the employment of women has proved as
incapable of satisfactory solution as elsewhere, while
railway employees are placed under the control of the
Railway Commissioners and not under ordinary civil
service rules. One strong objection to leaving such
employees under civil service conditions is the insolubility of the problem of removal for inefficiency in
the case of civil servants. While the power to remove
exists amply, it is seldom taken advantage of save in
cases of flagrant misconduct, and in fact the Canadian
civil servant now enjoys much of the permanency which
1

R. M. Dawson, The Civil Service of Canada (1929).
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is the lot of the British civil servant despite the
theoretic tenure at the pleasure of the Crown, which
remains embodied in the law of the Dominion.
The question of political activity on the part of civil
servants has vexed Canada greatly; under the old
regime dismissals on this score after each general
election were wholesale and discreditable. Under the
new regime the principle is laid down emphatically that
any civil servant may record his vote, but must not
"engage in partisan work in connection with any such
election or contribute, receive or in any way deal with
any money for any party funds". The penalty for violation of this rule is dismissal at the pleasure of the
Governor in Council. Of the necessity and utility of the
rule there can be no doubt, nor would Canadian conditions permit any such relaxation as is sometimes
suggested in the United Kingdom in the case of minor
officers, such as country postmasters, lighthousekeepers, etc.
The example of the Dominion has gradually been
followed by the provinces; thus Saskatchewan placed
its servants in 1930 under an independent commission.
In Newfoundland, however, partisanship is rife, and
political influence predominates.
In the Commonwealth, on the other hand, from the
first measures were taken to safeguard the efficiency
and purity of the service. The service is controlled by
an independent Commission, which deals with most
issues affecting it, including promotions, and the
servants are given securities against removal for any
but substantial reasons and a legal right to claim pay
due. The same general features are accepted in the
States where the English rule of tenure at pleasure has
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been largely modified by statute. It is still retained in Chapter
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the Commonwealth for defence forces, and has been
held. applicable to police forces. There is, of course, no
absolute possibility of removing all political influence;
special posts may be created, the Commissions may be
influenced by a minister, temporary appointments may
be made outside normal rules, and special powers
vested in the Governor-General in Council or Governor
in Council are sometimes abused. But in the main the
civil service is adequately safeguarded. The chief defect
lies. in the failure to offer careers to university graduates, in the comparatively poor salaries, and the
rather unsatisfactory conditions for superannuation.
Special arrangements are applied normally on the
State railways, as employees in such cases are obviously
not properly subjected to rules which after all protect
.
inefficiency rather than promote competence.
Political activities on the part of civil servants are
regulated very ineffectively in Australia. Labour
ministries in effect desire that employees should work
in their interests, and have not hesitated to declare
their approval of such action. It is significant that in
1903, after a railway strike of much severity, Victoria
attempted to segregate railwaymen and civil services
into special constituencies, but abandoned the effort in .
1906. As there is adult suffrage, such action is practically useless, for the relatives of those affected could be
trusted to vote as they desired.
New Zealand also accepts the principle of a Commissioner to control appointments and promotions,
but excludes, as usual, the railwaymen, police, and
defence from his jurisdiction, making special arrangements for railwaymen, and providing superannuation
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funds. Political action has become of late a most serious
issue, and in the Finance Act, 1932, it was necessary to
provide, in regard to the civil service, the teachers, and
railway employees, that, if the appointing authority is
satisfied with respect to such a person that he has been
guilty of conduct calculated to incite, procure, or encourage grave acts of injustice, violence, lawlessness,
or disorder, or that by public statements, or statements
intended for publication in New Zealand or elsewhere, .
he has sought to bring the Government of New Zealand
into disrepute, or that in any other manner his conduct
has been gravely inimical to the peace, order, or good
government of New Zealand, it should be lawful for
the appointing authority, with the concurrence of the
Governor-General in Council, to terminate his employment without notice. The clause was vehemently
attacked in Parliament, but the circumstances seem to
have rendered necessary a distinct warning to employees of their obvious duty of loyalty to the Government which they serve.
In the Union, as required by the constitution., the
public service is controlled by a Commission of three
members, who, however, only hold office for five years.
They have wide powers in respect of appointment,
promotion, grievances, grading, etc. They are, however,
subject to the control of the Governor-General in
Council, and in the period since 1924 the policy of the
Government has been to insist on bi-lingualism in all
officers and in the preference of Dutch to British. It is
significant that so many dubious appointments have
been made of late that the Speaker has ruled that
questions in Parliament suggesting improper action
are not to be allowed-a rather frank confession of the
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truth of the feeling expressed in 1930 by the Bishop of Chapter
VIII.
Johannesburg that Englishmen are not wanted in the
public service. Employees of the railways, ports, and
harbours fall under the control of the Railway Administration, at the head of which is the minister aided
by a Board of three Commissioners, while the executive
power rests with a General Manager. The policy of this
regime has been to secure wide employment for Dutch
landless subjects, despite the fact that the work done
by them costs much more than like work performed
by natives. Needless to say, the political advantages to
the ministry of this· factor have not been ignored nor
have they passed without criticism, as the Act of 1909
requires administration on business principles, which
plainly are not being observed.
The Irish Free State appoints a Board of Civil Service
Commissioners, but it holds office at the pleasure of the
Executive Council, and while it normally decides on
appointments, the head of any ministry with the assent
of the ministry of finance may except posts from its
control. It can therefore be held that evasion of exclusion of political influence is possible, but the standard
of selection appears to have been high, nor does political
activity on the part of the civil service appear to have
been objectionable.
(5) The intimate relations of the Dominions with
the United Kingdom attach special importance to
Dominion representation in London. In 1879 an effort
was made by Canada to establish representation on
a basis comparable to diplomatic status; the British
Government compromised on the style of High Commissioner, but both Sir A. Galt and Sir C. Tupper in
that office were anxious to develop the political side of
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their activities as well as care of commercial business.
All the Dominions have since then established High
Commissionerships, and have employed the holders to
perform political functions. Their importance in this
regard has been enhanced by the decision taken after
the Imperial Conference of 1926 to eliminate the
Governor-General as a channel of communication in
the case of Canada, the Commonwealth, the Union,
and the Irish Free State. While communications pass
direct from minister to minister, it is easy also to use
the High Commissioner as a link. The importance of
the office has been recognised by the grant of precedence in 1931 immediately after Secretaries of State
(save when Dominion ministers are present), while the
Finance Act, 1925, relieves High Commissioners and
Agents-General and their staffs of liability to income
tax, and by administrative action High Commissioners
are accorded the same exemption from taxation in
general as is accorded to Ambassadors of foreign
powers. 1
A slightly different proposal was made by Mr.
Harcourt in 1912-the stationing in London of a Dominion minister, member of the Dominion Cabinet,
who would act as a means of keeping the British and
Dominion Governments in the closest touch on all
aspects of foreign and imperial policy. To some extent
effect was given to this idea in the position in 1914 of
Mr. Perley as representative of the Canadian Cabinet
in London. But the proposal has never been generally
adopted. In 1932, however, it was decided by the
Commonwealth Government not to fill up the vacancy
1 High Commissioners are stili denied ambassadorial exemption from
suit: Isaacs & Sons v. Cook, [1925] 2 K.B. 391.
·
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in the office of High Commissioner, but to station Mr.
Bruce as a liaison minister in London. Canada, however, in 1930 contented herself with appointing Mr.
Ferguson, formerly Premier of Ontario and one of the
chief architects of the Conservative triumph in the
election of 1930, to the High Commissionership. As the
post had been given to Mr. Massey by the Liberal
Government, strong exception was taken by Mr.
Mackenzie King to the new step, and he claimed that
the office of High Commissioner should be kept out of
politics. Mr. Bennett, however, insisted that the post
was quite different from the office of Minister to foreign
states, which should be regarded as non-political.
The Government required at London a person in the
closest touch politically with its views. It may be
added that doubtless the removal of Mr. Ferguson
from Ottawa was a considerable convenience to the
administration, which regarded with complacency the
efforts of the opposition to censure his excursions into
the political field.! The appointment recalls in some
degree the position occupied by Sir C. Tupper, who
from time to time was formally High Commissioner
and so far a civil servant, and at other times was a
minister in the Dominion Cabinet though present in
London. There are no doubt advantages in the mode of
action chosen by Canada and Australia, for the danger
of unwise assurances being given by the minister in
London rna y now be deemed to be a thing of the past.
The States of Australia are represented by AgentsGeneral, who combine in their limited sphere both
political and economic functions, but naturally under
the present conditions the Agents-General are mainly
1

Canadian Annual Review, 1930-31, pp. 81, 326, 327.
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concerned with commercial and :financial questions.
The same remark applies to the Agents-General of the
Canadian provinces, but they are not accredited to the
Dominions Secretary, and he maintains, in accordance
with the Canadian constitution, relations only with the
High Commissioner.

CHAPTER IX
THE LEGISLATURES-COMPOSITION AND RELATIONS
OF THE HOUSES

THE. bicaro-~:r:::tl§Yi3~el11. pr!jy11il§jJ:J:. tl:l(j :Qp:ru,iuip:p.s. In
the States, 'Queensland abandoned it ...iJ1 .19g2;in the
provinces of Canada it never existed for Ontario,
British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and Alberta, and has
been abolished by Prince Edward I~land-which has
oreated a composite house, one half of its members
elected ·on a higher franchise- by Manitoba, New
Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, 1 so that~~~~~x;~,~.,rQH}Y
~J1l:¥~~J;.~b0~~li~~- .
(1) The lower houses are normally styled Legislative Assemblies, but Houses of Assembly in South
Australia, Tasmania, Newfoundland, and the Union;
Il-Qll§~·Of>R.e.prese.nta.tive.$in . .theJJpw,I1lo~w:~.alth.; ..H~xus.e
o£,...,Q,q,~~~."'~'·· ~~··w04~~4~.,.p$•.,,;Q.epu.ties ··.·(Dail
Eireann) in the Irish Free· ~e. The upper house is
styled Senate in the federations, the Union, and the
Free State; Legislative Council elsewhere.
The franchise for . the ·1ower •hpuse. nprmMly approaches manhood and.··.·womanhood s)lftrage. It is
accorded to British subjects only, natural- born or
naturalised, and only after a period of residence in
the territory and a shorter period of residence in the
:registration districts. The usual disqualifications are
1

A.-G. for Nova Scotia v. Nova Scotia Legislative Council, [1928] A.C.
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merely for unsoundness of mind and conviction for
crime, where the sentence has not been undergone or a
pardon granted, but the details vary greatly. In Canada,
the federation and the provinces control their own
franchises, but the federation excludes from the vote
persons who are not permitted to vote at provincial
elections. These include North American Indians in
New Brunswick, British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and
Alberta; Chinese in Saskatchewan; British Indians,
Chinese, and Japanese in British Columbia. Women are
grant.ed the vote save forprovincial electionsin Quebec,
despite the fact that they exercise it in federal elections. Quebec cliJ?-gs to a small property qualification, ·
as in Nova Scotia. In the federation the number of
members is determined by the rule tb.a.~t.:~\\11b,@&.,,~l
4.~.¥e....6{i,,,,,.~J:ld.~. tb,e. . ,Q~*'·w·Ji!l;~¥i:Q:9,~&!,~:o~·'·''''p;,~"1;3,yJ;,,.,J;at;p:f>pr
tional . . . t.o....relativ~. ,.pqp,W,a.tiQ~. ,.,,!i\i$),•.•. ~,§,<;l,Y:~t.~i;q..x.9:,.,,:Q;x..• the
d~o~~:tJi~1..ol3~~tt~., . . . A,t, ..p:J;()~~;u~ rtlJ.K.·,M?.JJ§,~. ()~ .· yoil1Ill.?1ls .
h~~i··~G~.ta,J?i,~r···~~.; ... Quebect,.6.5.;·:.::&~v~S~~ti~~;:i'~;':.::t{~w
j3J;.tlnswiqk, II; Pri~oe .l);ft.w;.l;l,;~,.~§~~,q,Q,,,~ .......t.he PJJJJlber
~s ..preserved . by .• ~n ,.l:JJJ:I?.~fi~.l.".A.QP,·Rf . ,!.~.~~§.,g,xi.~g. ,~~ph
;/province as a minimum the same number of members
\~sit has Senators; Manitoba, I7; British Columbia, I4;
$askatchewan, 21; Alberta, I6; and the Yukon Terri-·
~ory, l. The,.:cW,e...Qi.J~i;p,gl~;;.Uaemb.e<Jt,:C<\¥1ili$titu,®pi~..p~e• ~:ils, and redistribution once was a mere matter of
gerrymandering; it is now more fairly carried qut by a
Commission representing both parties. The provinces
have in .the main single-member constituencies/ but
with certain exceptions.
1 Ontario, 112; Quebec, 90; Nova Scotia, 41 (at ne;x:t election, 38);
New Brunswick, 48; British Columbia, 48; Prince Edward Island, 30;
Manitoba, 55; Saskatchewan, 63; Alberta, 63.
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Newfoundland. now . enjoys•. woma.nhood . . s,-g;ff.p;tg(j.[t.t
a"g<;L . :t~~~,;k¥:rAY-e, and. the"l.'e were 40 members, six in
two-member constituencies, the rest in singl~-member
constituencies, but in i932 a redistribution reduced the
numberto 27.
The· Commonwea,lth....has ...aP.lllt...aJ+..ff:t:age, . .• excluding
only aboriginal natives of Australia, Asia, Africa, or the
Pacific islands, but not Maoris nor, since 1925, British
Indians, and if any of the excluded persons is entitled
under· State law to vote at State elections, he has the
federal franchise. The number of members is 7 5 for the
States, based on a periodical assignment according to
population 11nder the constitution; New South Wales
has now 28 members, Victoria 20, Queensland 10,
So1}.th Australia 7, Western Australia ·and Tasmania
5 apiece. One· member without vote represents the
Northern Territory. The States adopt single-member
constituencies as a rule. New South W al~s, under an
Act of 1929, has 90 such constituencies redistributed to give the country areas 42 seats, future delimitations to be carried out by a Commission. Vict oria
has 65, Queensland 62, Western Australia 50. Tas~
mania has 30 in groups of five, and South Australia
46, eight con:;;tituencies returning three members and
eleven two apiece. Queensland and Western Australia
disqualify aboriginal natives of Australia, Asia, Africa,
and the Pacific, but Queensland has ~xempted from
this British Indians .
. New Zealand has adult suffrage for white persons
and half-castes, with 76 single-member constituencies.
Maoris have four seats of their own, thus securing full
regard for their rights.
The Union of South Africa has now simplified its
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franchise for white persons by accor.ding in 1931 the
vote to all adult males and females, without property
qualifica~ions of :;Lny kind. This step was deliberately
intended to strengthen the Government of General
Hertzog by enfranchising women, especially Dutch
women, and the poor Dutch whites. No change is made
in the native and coloured franchise of the Qape, which
is not extended to women. The vote can only be obtained by ability to write name, address, and occupation, and by twelve months' occupation of property
worth £75 in the registration district or three months'
residence and earnings of £50 a year. By the new system
the old equality goes for ever, and a strong criticism
was made against the change based on the fact that
it contradicted the repea:ted declarations of Gen<:ral
Hertzog's policy. That policy, it was asserted, had
definitely p~omised to place coloured and 'Yhite on one
plane, with votes, and to exclude natives from the vote
in the ordinary way, substituting a limited representation by ele'cted white persons chosen by native constituencies; a system to be applied also in Natal and the
northern provinces, where the natives have no vote,
while in Natal the number qualified is nominal. The
Cape vote can be abolished or altered under the constitution 1 only by a two-thirds majority of the total
number of botp. houses at a joint s·ession of the houses,
and so far this condition has not been fulfilled. Even
coloured persons, it is now clear, are to be pli}ced in a
position of complete inferiority, f~r their votes will be
of no importance in comparison with white persons'
· votes. The number of seats is determined by population from time to time; the present House has 1481

R. v. Ndobe, [1931] A.D. 484.
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58 for the Cape, 55 for the Transvaal, 18 for the Chapter
IX.
Orange Free State, and 17 for Natal.
The Union Act of 1931 introduces for the first time

the demand that the vote shall be confined to Union
Nationals, thus imitating the Irish Free State rule
assigning it only to citizens. The Free State has 153
seats, divided over 30 constituencies of from three to
nine members. It is governed by the principle of one
member for not less than 20,000 voters, and redistribution is to take place at ten-year intervals.
Membership is normally permissible to any elector,
but it is usual to disqualify persons holding contracts
from the government, save as members· of limited
companies, and all kinds of civil servants as opposed
to ministers. Various other grounds exist from place to
place; conviction for crime is often a bar, and seats are
vacated by pankruptcy, absence without leave, loss of
nationality, conviction for crime, or for corrupt practices, etc. Naturalised persons sometimes need to have
been resident for two years at least. The Union requires
that members of the Parliament should be European
British subjects of five years' resiqenee, thus negating
the old right of natives or coloured persons to be elected
in the Cape. Newfoundland demands a small property
qualification. Judges and members of the defence forces
on full pay, and, in the Irish Free State, o~ the police, are
ineligible. Resignation is always permitted, at least if
the member's conduct is not under Parliamentaryinvestigation. In Canada the Dominion and the provinces
exclude members of the provincial or federal legislatures from election to the other, and in the Commonwealth there is a like exclusion between States and
Commonwealth.

.
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Payment of members is the universal practice;. the
maximum is £1000 for Canada and the Commonwealth
-now reduced in the latter as an economy measure.
The leader of the opposition is normally paid a salary.
The duration of the lower· house is five years in
Canada and the provinces, except Prince Edward
Island, where it is still four, as in Newfoundland~ The
Australian rule is three, but for the present Parliament
New Zealand has extended it to four. The Union has
five, as has the Irish Free State, the constitution
allowing a maximum of six.
Electoral procedure is based on the 'British model.
Writs are issued in the case of a general election by
the Qovernor, otherwise by the Speaker. Nomination,
polling, and counting of votes are carried out as in the
United Kingdom. Registration of.voters is largely compulsory. In the great majority of cases the simple rule
of awarding the seat to the candidate with the largest
number of votes prevails. It works niost unfairly everywhere from the numerical point of view, giving exaggerated majorities of members to parties, and occasi?nally allowing a party with a minority of votes to·
secure the control of the house. But in Canada, where
the evils of the position are not denied, and where in
Quebec they are often seen at their worst, sentiment
still pr~fers the old-fashioned manner of voting. It on
the whole is held to have given workable houses, and
no doubt this feeling has been helped by the normal
absence of more than two great parties. Yet the disproportion in the size of constituencies in the interests
of the country areas is carried too far, and it is hardly
satisfactory that, as in 1896, a minority of 11,000 votes
as compared with the Conservatives yet saw the
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Liberals with thir.ty more seats, or that in 1926 the Chapter
IX.
Liberals in Manitoba with 38,000 votes as against
83,000 captured seven seats to.none. Nevertheless it is·
argued successfully against proposals to adopt proportional .representation that it would be impossible
to expand the western constituencies to the necessary
extent to suit the system without making them utterly
unwieldy, and it is feared that the' new system would
bring into existence groups which would render the
task of administration even more difficult than it
necessarily must be in a federation. Mr. Mackenzie
King has championed the alternative vote, but in vain.
Manitoba has, however, proportional representation'
for Winnipeg as a ten- member constituency, and
Alberta has the system for two six-member oonstituencies with the pref~rential transferable vote for the
rest. Newfoundland naturally is old-fashioned.
In Australia preferential voting in single-member
constituencies has been adopted by the Commonwealth, by New South Wales, which has given up
proportional representation, Victoria, Queensland, and
Western Australia. The system of the Commonwealth
is to compel the voter to mark his preferences; if no
person has an absolute majority, the candidate lowest
in the list is discarded and his second preferences
distributed, and so on until one candidate has the
absolute majority. It is not a satisfactory system, and
Tasmania since 1909 has been faithful to proportional
representation proper with six five-member constituencies. The system works out with admirable mathematical accuracy and is popular. If it :makes weak
governments, that is inevitable, because the State is
more or less equally divided in political views between
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supporters and critics of labour views. New Zealand
has tried and dropped (1908-13) the second ballot, but
•c:tnnot be persuaded to .try even the preferential vote.
The Union contemplated the possibility of proportional
representation which was urged by the delegates of
the Transvaal, but finally dropped it, save for elections
of Senators and of members of the Executive Committees of the Prov'incial Councils. As the distribution
of seats is distinctly unsatisfactory and makes for
much inequality in favour of the Dutch districts, the
result is unjust to the South African party. The Irish
Free State, on the other hand, adheres to proportional
representation, which has served it in good stead. It
was by reason of it, in all probability, that the treaty
was accepted in 1922, and since then no party has
obtained an exaggerated majorit~y, giving the inde. pendents and the representatives of labour and farming the opportunity of checking the action of the •
government of the day.
Limitation of electoral expenditure has been attempted in several cases, and the need for it is doubtless often strong. In the Commonwealth a candidate is
limited to £250 for a Senate election and £100 for a
House of Representatives election. Moreover, every
association or other body which spends money to
influence elections must return that expenditure, and
newspapers must reveal what payments have been
_made for publicity. In Canada a seat costs from 2000 to
4000 dollars to the candidate, and the Conservatives
are said to have spent 100,000 dollars to secure the
defeatof Mr. Mackenzie King in one election.
Corrupt practices are penalised much as in the
United Kingdom, and the Courts now normally are
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entrusted with the decision of electoral petitions, from Chapter
IX.
which the Privy Council/ and in Australia the High
Court of the Commonwealth, 2 accept no appeals. But•
it remains J?OSs~ble for governments to bribe the electorate, especially at bye-elections, by promises of public
works to be performed, and Canada in special affords
much ocular demonstration of such works undertaken
with no higher object than to win the favour of the
electors at the cost of the public purse. In Newfoundland the ~mployment of funds on roads is one regular
mode of securing local favour.
(2) The· constitu.tiq:p,s. . .of.. . .the., . uppeJ:: . :Ao:tlSe§ .. ~:,;.e.,.. as
egc~r,ds the..fed.eratio:P,I:l..a:r:;vl.•t.P.e. .ll:p,io.P.., .~y.i~all~.;.$L.tl¥¥ted ·
~fJ;}l;,,.~.~~.:p,§;·~Q.¥.:I~ti2!\§ •.J?cf. J!?<l~ral ,ch&;t;a~.t.er; . . those of the
, ther houses are essentially the outcome of the early
distrust of extreme democracy which marked the
framing of colonial constitutions. Hence they have
been the mark of attack, to which the upper ch::t.mbers
of the Canadian provi:p,ces have SU(:lcmnbed save in the
case pf.Quebec, and . even in Australia Queensland is
now unic1:1meral. The ' other houses have resisted on- ·
slaughts either by reason of their elective character or
by a certain readiness to yield to the lower houses.
InCan~t9oa tlte .Senate, under an ImperialAet.of 1915,
consists"of ...9.6 ·members. The federal principle... ::~,pplies
itt ..so far as.the. provinces are groupe.d iptp .fo;qr. g:~;qup$,
Ontario, Quebec, the maritime provinces, and the
western provinces, each with 24 Senators. Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick have 10 apiece, Prince Edward
Island 4, and the great provinces of the west must be
content with 6 apiMe. Obviously this is far from an
1

Theberge v. Laudry (1876), 2 App. Cas. 1.02.
2
Holmes v. Angwin (1906), 4 C.L.R. 297.
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ideal division, and is explained only by historical
grounds. Selection is by nomination of the Dominion
•Government and appointment by the GovernorGeneral in the royal name. A Senator must be thirty
years of age, male or female, 1 own property worth
4000 dollars above all debts, hold land worth the same
amount, and be resident in the province. Seats are
vacated on loss of property or cessation of residence,
as well as i"n. the usual cases of bankruptcy, crime,
absence, or resignation. The powers of the S~nate are
not defined by law, save in so far as it is laid down that
any appropriation bill or taxing bill must originate in
the lower house. Nor is there any provision for deadlocks save the right of the Crown, which would be
exercised now on Canadian advice without hesitation,
to add either four or eight members in equal proportions frorri the four divisions of Canada in order to
overcome a deadlock, a provision never yet employed.
The Senate obyiQl::L§ly from the outset was not based
:.on true federal principles, for, ap:;~,rt from the lack of
'[equality of represen~:;ttion o£ th~ provinc~s,the mode
o£ . . appoii~ilil~IJ.t . s~cured th:;tt. the m~b~r§."'.selected
would he men. notJikely to champion. .pr,oyi:r:u~ial rights,
~nd the.Senate.lll1s m~Yel.' slwwnany spepi::tl~pti:v:ityin
this reg:;~,rd. It has failed also to carry out the idea that
it might be the home of elder statesmen whose calm
prudence would be a valuable aid to· the lower house.
As it has none of the authority in treaty matters and
appointments of the United States Senate, it has
attracted none of the younger politicians. Membership
is the reward of party services, n~rmally in old age; it
1 Edwards v . .A.-G. for Canada, [1930] A. C. 124. Women are eligible
for ail the other upper houses, save New Zealand.
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·may be given to generous benefactors of party funds, Ch~pter
IX.
or to business men whose presence there is expected
by some great corpora.tion to further their interests in
legislation. Appointments ~ are . . . pur.ely:, .. party:;.....Si:r ..J.
Macdonald once deviated from this rule,SirW". Laurier,
Sir R .... Borden,. and .Mr.. .Be:o,:u.et:t.;)4e.:ver.
The .purely .partisan character .of the Senate. has resulted.in. th.e.I']Jle . .thatit . acc.e.pts . .t.he. ,.legi§lation·.of.the
· par,t y..without. .serious.dissent.,.and that it attacks when
there is a change of regime the legislation sent up to it
with a vigour which dies away as the members, usually
old, die off and are. replaced by nominees of the new
governp1ent. Hence in 1913 the Senate destroyed the
proposal of Sir R. Borden to contribute 35 million
dollars in emergency to the British Navy as retribution
for the defeat o£ Sir W. Laurier in 1911. In due course
the majority became Conservative and the Liberals
suffered retribution. Not content with rejecting a
money bill as in 1913, the Senate set up the claim and
exercised it successfully to amend such bills. It rejected
in 1922 and 1924 the proposal to build branches of the
Canadian Na.tional Railway, which it doubtless correctly deemed a mere bait to the electorate, and in
1925 it drastically amended the bill making appropria~
tions to relieve the sufferers from the disaster affecting
the Home Bank, and the lower house had perforce to
acquiesce. Many other measures both financial and
general have since been examined criticallY. though
not' so drastically by the Senate. which delayed for a
long time the relief of the establishment of a divorce
court desired by Ottawa in lieu of divorce by Act of
Parliament, a proceeding in which the Senate 'had
taken upon itself the business of examining the justice
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of claims. It still must exercise this function for·
Quebec.
That the Sen~t(j is sa~isfa;¥tory no one claims, .but
to amend.its constitutio:nis.dpra.ctiGally .hopeless. An
Imperial Act could only be based on an agreed scheme,.
which has never been approached. Election by the
provincial legislatures, or nomination by their governments, or as regards a third by the leader of the federal
· opposition or by various interests, learned institutions, •
and so on, has· been mooted, but the chance of change
is negligible as matters stand.
In ..the .. c~s!;'l..of . if4y.,.Qpmmo!lwealtl\, . .th~ .ie.(],exal:.principle.,is,in. fo.rm.pre.s.erved. The Sen~:tte Go:P.si~t~:i.PJ.thirty
si~ . Senator.s . sittio,g . f9I.§i~.ye.ars, o.ne.hal£ retiring every
thre.e years, elected by the whole of each State as a
single electorate on the system of preferential voting,
each elector being compelled to vote for one more than
double the number of seats to be :filled, or for the whole
of the candidates if fewer, in order of preference. There
is no property qualification, and the rules as to the
electors and members are as for the House of Representatives. The powers of . the.. Senate .~+'!?. nQ~.IDa;Hy
equal. with the .lower house ..But it . may no.t o:r:iginate
any taxation or appropriation .meas;ureS,.;.it.way not
amend any bill imposing taxation or appropriating
moneys for the ordinary annual services. of the government, nor any bill so as to increase any propose(J. charge
on the p~ople. But it may suggest amendments to any
bill which it cannot amend, and its power of rejection
is unimpaired. Nor can it be affected by the tackling
of irrelevant matter; bills for the ordin~ry annual
app;opriation must not deal with anything else; taxation bills must contain no extraneous matter on pain
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of invalidity, and must deal with one subject of taxa- Chapter
tion only unless customs or excise duties are concerned? IX.
Hence the Senate has come to exercise the widest
powers in tariff matters, for it need not yield if its
suggestions are objected to, and matters are normally
settled by compromise. The Senate,. therefore, has
virtually power to amend. E'or. -deadloGks..b~t;.~~ the
' honses.there. is .the provi:;;iq:ri, ,.~h_a.:t.:it· a<bill is rejected
• twice, with an interval of three months intervening, •
by the Senate, the Governor-General may dissolve both
houses; if the bill is then rejected, the issue may be
laid before a joint session, at which it wil'! pass if it
se<;mres an absolute majority of the total numbers of
both houses. The procedure has once been used,inl914,
when the result ~as to inflict a crushing defeat on the
Government of Mr. Cook. In constitutional proceedings
(lither house in theory can secure a reference to the
people, but in practice only the lower house can exercise the power, as we have seen above.
~~ The~~-:n.at.!Lhas Q.QWI>!~.!~_ly.fl}ileg . tQ. ~.9~ ~§..__floc.P.J:()
t.~x.~o_:Lt1l@..fightr'Lof t.h~L§.tat~s, . :nor has it attracted
politicia:qs o£ any high order, Who pr~f~;r.. ~k!,y , Jp~~r
house , in.which.rep.utatiort.and o@G~ can bew.on. 'Ole
II!,o.de of election has turned out quite unsatisfaetorily;
the number of seats won corresponds very poorly as a
rule to the number of votes cast for the different parties,
so that there is a permanent possibility of strong discrepancies in the size of the government parcy i:ri the
houses. If the government has a majority in both, the
upper house is of little service; if it is in a minority,
•
there is constant
risk of serious friction, as ul).der
1 Of. Osborne v. Commonwealth (1911), 12 C.L.R. 321, which.suggests
the invalidity of Acts contravening section 55 .
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Mr. Scullin's Government when he contemplated seekIX.
ing a double dissolution to secure a majority if possible
in the Senate. In its early days Labour, by its superior
organisation, captured an undue proportion of seats,
but from 1919-22 it had but a solitary representative,
. and, even though things improved in 1922, it has never
· since been in a position in accordance with its strength
in voters. It has thus ·been possible for the Senate to •
• exercise a wise restraint on the measures of Labour;•
it improved in 1930 considerably the legislation as to
conciliatiol} and arbitration and opposed an effective
refusal to tlie more unsound of the Labour financial
proposals in Mr. Scullin's administration. Moreover,its
financial powers have secured the adoption of the
system of referring all projects involying expenditure
of over £25,000 to a Public Works Committee representing both houses, where the matters involved can
be properly sifted and the issue decided with proper
knowledge of the financial issues.
Despite doubts exp.ressed by Sir R. Baker and SirS.
Griffith, the Senate.has ~cquiesced in the constitutional
usage for the lower house to control the ministry,
though it is p~rh11ps not ~0() J1ll.1Ch .to Sll,y•. that.jt..h~s
succeeded . only.in.avoiding.difficulties .·.by ceasing"to
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!.b&JI.:uiPR,P!. §Q~~!LiM!~Rf;1:~,9r!i~P·i~.~ ,. ~h~.g~9t t4!lJt.it is
iot.a.federation, . .ml1tl~ . in. t}+~,q.o~tit:~Jotion . .o£ . t4¥.,§§).nl1te
:~:ernar:k.a.b.l~,,s:;,QJ;Il,l~,§§..i,Q~,.j;;.Q,.,th¥. ~A@!:1i!?l,~~.~~J, Under the
~onstitution the selection of Senators now lies with the
members of Assembly for the province in ioint session
with the Provincial Council, presided over by the
Administrator, voting being on the preferential system
with the single transferable vote. Sena.:t.orJ'L.AQ.l\i.,.pjp.ce
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forten.years .•.or until" the ne.:xt.di§§QJ-rttio~ . Q.i~ht.-; . S.e.Mte; Chapter
IX.
it may be dissolved simultaneously with the lower house
or within a hundred and twenty days thereafter, thus
giving a new government elected as the result of a
general election an opportunity to get rid of a hostile
Senate. The..number.q£ mGIDP!=J:t'S .. £or··e.a-Qp,. p;cqyin.c.e. is
eight, and· qualifications include....agG .t4i:r;py..at...le.ast,
residence for five years, and ownership of land to the
value of £500 at least. 'rhere are further eight Senators
nominated by the Governor-General in Council, of whom
four are to be selected on account of their thorough
acquaintance, by reason of official experience or otherwise, with the reasonable wants and wishes of the
coloured races in South Afiica. These Senators hold
office on the same terms as their elected colleagues, but
need not cotb.ply with the property holding. Moreover,
they can be changed on each advent to office of a new
government, a provision devised to secure that General
Hertzog should not be compelled to accept as Senators
men who shared the more enlightened views on native
policy of General Smuts.
The powers of the houses are in the main nominally
equal. :B,ut....the ... . Se:uatG.... may .. n.o.t . . .oJ:igina-te ..Qr. . . ..a;mGnd
mon.Gy,pj]J§, . nP:r ..any.pill . sQ..as..tqincre.aEJt)a.ny.p;rqposed
charge. On the other hand, the bill appropriatingmoney
for the ordinary annual services must not contain
other matter, a provision intended to leave intact the
right to reject a pill containing an unusual proposaL
In case of disagreement, however, the. GovernorGeneral may summon a joint session of the two houses
in the same session after two disagreements in the case
of money bills, and it may be carried by a simple
majority; if the bill is not a money bill, a joint session
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is possible only after the bill has twice been rejected
or unacceptably amended in two sessions. In either
event the power of the Senate is minimal, for with
40 members against 148, and with the certainty that
eight of the forty will be governmental nominees, the
chance of the lower house being defeated is never very
large. The only case where the Senate has more weight
is when the issue is the Cape native franchise or the
equality of official languages, for then a two-thirds
majority of the total members of both houses is
requisite to pass a constitutional amendment.
There is no doubt that the Senate has proved of no
great importance. It was notintenCl_ed to be more than
a house .ofreview, and in 'that capacity it serves fairly
well. But it does not attract talent, and it.s most useful
work was done when immediately after the defeat of
General Smuts it was able to oppose obstacles for the
time in the way of such legislation as the measure which
ultimately was passed as the means of excluding by
law persons of colour from skilled employment at
governmental discretion. Since the change in its position under the legislation of 1926 it has been .more in
accord with the lower house. 1 Plans to streugthe.n,.its
P~!'§Q:p.;t:lgl (},f:l opposed. to.its powers . ha:ve . .beeu...mooted.
None has won any generaL.acceptance.
(3) Of the non-federal houses Quebec preserves a
nominee house of 24, the members holding office for
life, and having the same qualificatjons in general as
in Canada. Its work is unobtrusive and it has escaped
serious attack or commendation. The Newfoundland
1 For the avoidance of seeking its concurrence in ratification of the
Kellogg Pact, 1928, and the German treaty of that year, see Keith,
Journ. Oomp. Leg. xi. 252, 253.
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Legislative Council has had a very different history
from the early days of its creation when it quarrelled
steadily with the lower house. It is nominee, and,
though formerly the Imperial Government controlled
the increase of its membership, that practice is now
obsolete. Its legal powers originally rested on the supposed analogy of the British House of Commons. In
1917 a quarrel over an Excess Profits Tax bill re~
suited in the enactment of a measure which places
it in precisely the same legal position as is occupied
by the House of Lords under the Parliament Act,
1911.

The Legislative Council of New Zealand now rests
on the basis of nomination, members holding office for
seven years, with the possibility of reappointment. It
is left to convention to regulate its powers; the lower
house claims that it is possessed of sole control over
money bills. In 1914 an elaborate measure was passed
to provide for the election of a house of 40 members by
proportional representation, with provision for solution
by joint session of disputes over bills other than money
bills, which were to be in the sole power of the lower
house, but the Act has never been made operative, and
it seems improbable that any such change is now
desired. The Council, which includes men of · ripe
experience like Sir F. Bell and Sir James Allen, acts
most usefully as a revising body; it has long since
ceased to contend with the lower house on matters of
principle as opposed to detail. It has recently shown
itself sensitive to the encroachments of the lower house
under the assertion of privilege by appointing a Committee to aid the Speaker of the Council in countering
such claims when unduly pressed.
p
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The weakness of New Zealand is not seen in the case
of Australia save as regards New South Wales. The
Council there was constituted on the basis of nomination, without limit of numbers, with the inevitable
result that of late years the practice of swamping has
been resorted to. The result has been to render the
Council larger than the lower house as opposed to the
proportion of a half once held wise. It is clearly impossible for such a body to resist the lower house,
though its legal powers are limited only by convention,! and it is clear that it must be replaced if possible
by a body based on election of some kind. Failing such
action, it must clearly follow the fate of the Queensland
Council abolished in 1922.
In the other States the upper houses rest on election.
The principle is to have an electorate of more restricted
character than the lower house, and to exact special
qualifications of members. Thus Victoria requires
ownership of freehold worth £50 a year from members,
and electors, if not graduates or professional men,
must own freehold rated at £10 or occupy leasehold
rated at £15 a year. There are 34 members elected, two
for each district, holding office for six years, one half
retiring every three years. South Australia requires age
thirty and three years' residence from members, while
electors must be at least occupiers as owners or tenants
of a dwelling-house, or own a £50 freehold, or be £20
leaseholders, etc. There are 20 members elected, four
for each district, for six years, half retiring every three
years. Tasmania demands age thirty from members,
and electors must be possessed of professional qualifica1 For a controversy in 1928 over amendments of money bills see Keith,
Joum. Comp. Leg. xi. 255,.256.
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tions, or be holders of freeholds of £10 a year or leaseholds of £30. The number of members is 18, for fifteen
districts, three retiring annually, and the term being
six years. West Australia also requires age thirty of
members, and electors must be £50 freeholders, or
leaseholders, or occupiers of £I 7 value, or Crown leaseholders of £10 value. The number is 30, elected for
ten districts, the term six years.
In all these cases the upper house is strongly entrenched and its power has normally been freely used.
Victoria was the scepe of two famous controversies in
1865-68 and 1877-79, when ·the Imperial Government
insisted on the right of the Council under the constitution to reject, though not to amend, money bills, and
censured efforts to evade this right by tacking or by
paying out money without sanction of law, or by submitting to judgement in the courts in claims for salaries
of civil servants, and paying on the strength of these
submissions. In 1903 a compromise was arrived at.
The Council made concessions as to franchise and
lowered the high qualification for members. In return
it was allowed to deal freely with clauses in bills imposing penalties, or enacting fees or appropriating such
fees, and to suggest amendments to money bills. More. over, a deadlock provision was made. The Governor
may, if a deadlock occurs, dissolve the Assembly on
that account, and then, if the Council still remains
recalcitrant, may dissolve both houses, but not in the
case of a constitutional change. This clumsy procedure
is no check on the Council, and it has ever since freely
exercised its discretion as regards rejection of unsound
financial proposals, as in 1925 when it refused to be
moved by threats of resignation from rejecting re-
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peatedly the unwise financial proposals expedients of
Mr. Allan's ministry.
South Australia in 1913 provided an ingenious rule
as to the powers of the Council. An appropriation bill
which, like every other money bill or money clause
in a bill may only be introduced in the Assembly,
must not contain proposals not relating to purposes
previously authorised, e.g. by inclusion in a previous
Appropriation Act, if it is to be exempt from criticism
by the Council. Otherwise, while the Council may not
amend a money bill or clause, it may suggest change
or additions, and it may send down a bill with a money
clause in erased type asking for insertion by the
Assembly, and the Assembly may comply with any
such request. But if a bill receives the Governor's
assent, it is valid, whether or not there has been
irregularity in its passage. For deadlocks it is provided
that if the Council rejects a bill, and after a general
election it again rejects the measure, the Governor
may either dissolve both houses or summon ten members to the Council, two for each division. This
machinery has not yet been put into ·operation, and
i~s elaboration secures the Council against any prospect
of being easily overridden.
In practice the Council has maintained a steady
control; the Act of 1913 represents a concession of
minimal importance made after two vain attempts in
1906 and 1910-11 to induce the Imperial Government
to introduce legislation to override the opposition of
the Council to reforms which would weaken its power
of control. The British Government naturally refused
to act, on the sound grounds that the request for
change had no sufficient majority to support them, and
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that the constitution had not in fact proved unworkable, so that interference could be justified on the only
possible ground, necessity. Hence the Council maintains still its unassailable position. It has refused to
render the franchise lower so as to change its complexion; it has refused to enact deadlock provisions
enabling the Assembly to override it by thrice passing
a bill, and it has even refused to allow the lower house
to reconstitute itself on the basis of proportional representation. It cannot be said that its action has been
seriously unpopular. The upper houses in the States
are calm business-like bodies, representing a certain
degree of property and they act as a wise check on the
more reckless proposals of the lower houses.
The same remark applies to the upper house of
Tasmania, where the constitution left undefined its
powers. On the score of its elective character the
Council exercised control over money bills, until in
1924-25 occurred the events already referred to when
an Appropriation bill and an Income Tax bill were
both assented to by the representative of the Crown
though the Council had passe! neither. The utter
illegality of this course has been pointed out, but the
crisis was solved by the adoption of a compromise
between the houses. An Appropriation bill may not
contain any clause not dealing with the ordinary
annual supply; if any other provision is contained in
it, it shall be void. Income Tax and Land Tax Rating
Acts shall contain no other provisions, or they shall be
void. Bills of these kinds the Council may not amend,
nor may it amend any other measure so as to increase
or impose any burden on the people or appropriate
revenue. But it may suggest amendments where it can-
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not make them. The Act is clearly, it may confidently
be asserted, without real legal value, for on the principle laid down by the Privy Council in the case of
McCawley v. The King 1 it appears that the Courts
could not refuse to give effect to measures which were
passed by the .two houses, merely because in so doing
they had disregarded these rules. They must therefore
be deemed to be constitutional principles which the
upper house is entitled to enforce, but which it is bound
to respect as based on an accord between it and the
Assembly. In all other matters the Council retains
its authority unimpaired. Moreover, with proportional
representation, it can hardly happen that the lower
house can be in such serious opposition to the upper
house as to justify drastic measures against the latter.
In Western Australia in 1921 the same rules as regards the relations of the two houses as are in force in
the Commonwealth were adopted, but the value of the
measure is open to the gravest doubt. In the case of
the Commonwealth the validity of the enactments was
secured by the doctrine of repugnance to imperial
legislation, and the •maintenance of the status quo as
regards the constitution seems to be secured by the
Statute of Westminster, though this is not wholly free
from doubt. The Western Australia Act, however, is a
local Act, and it can, on the principle of McCawley's
case, presumably be overridden by any subsequent Act,
at any rate expressly if not by mere implication, as may
well be the case. In fact the upper house is immune
from coercion by the lower, and it has continued to
1 [1920] A.C. 691. It is different in the Commonwealth, for the constitution rests on an Imperial Act and cannot be amended by ordinary
.legislation either expressly or tacitly.
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exercise a moderating influence on the lower house
when under Labour auspices that house has endeavoured to advance too far on the path to State
Socialism, which in Western Australia, as in Queensland, has been operated with singularly little profit to
the State and. much expense to the taxpayers through
the inability of the government effectively to manage
·
business undertakings.
(4) The Senate of the Irish Free State stands in a
category ofits own, for, while other Senates have real
powers, in the long run the Irish Senate can merely be
regarded as an advisory body whose advice must be
listened to in certain spheres, but need never be taken
if it appears unsound to the lower house. Its membership is confined to persons over thirty years of age, and
they are elected by the two houses together on the
principle of proportional representation, names being
first placed on a panel constituted according to Acts
of 1927-28. The scheme contemplates the number as
60, the tenure nine years, and a third retiring each
three years. But for the time being, as the result of the
changes since 1922, the actual tenure varies. Over
money bills the Senate has no power save of recommendation, which must be made within twenty-one
·days of receipt of the bill from the Dail. The Chairman
of the Dail decides what is a money bill, but two-fifths
of either house or a majority of the Senate may demand
reference to a Committee of Privilege, sitting under a
Supreme Court judge, which may decide the issue. In
the case of other bills the Senate may delay the
measure only; if it does not accept it either as sent up
or with amendments which the Dail agrees to within
eighteen months, the Dail may send it up again, and
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the Senate can only delay it for sixty days unless both
houses agree to prolong the period. Even this delay
may be cut down, for, if there is a dissolution, the Dail
may act immediately on reassembling, so that by a
special dissolution the period might be reduced to
negligible proportions. The procedure thus laid down
is that which Mr. De Valera resolved upon on the rejection of the bill to remove the oath from the constitution by the Senate in July 1932.
The actual power exerted by a house of this type
must be small. The value of it lies in the proposal of
useful amendments which the Dail often has the sense
to accept, and, since the advent to power of Mr. De
Valera, it has enabled the Free State to have a more
dispassionate discussion of the issues regarding AngloIrish relations than could be expected from the Dail
with its clash of contending personalities. That the
Senate has rendered useful services is not open to
doubt, but whether it is worth while havjng an upper
house with such restricted functions is a matter which
admits of more dispute .
•

CHAPTER X
THE LEGISLATURES-POWERS, PROCEDURE, AND
PRIVILEGES

As in the United Kingdom, though legislation is the
essential work of the legislature, it has the vital function of control of the ministry and thus of the executive
government of the country. Over the judiciary it has
the power of securing the removal of peccant judgeshappily its use is minimal; moreover, it can remedy the
defects of the law as revealed in judgements, or the
errors of judges in interpreting the laws, by legislative
enactment, altering the law or declaring its true
meanmg.
(1) As we have seen, the existence of the ministry
depends on the goodwill of the lower house of Parliament. This tradition has remained effective even in the
federations, despite the suggestion of experts that the
scheme was incompatible with the authority of an
elective Senate, as in the Commonwealth, and the
proposal of Mr. Piayfair that the ministry there should
be subject to the control of both houses-an idea which
reappeared at the Indian Round Table Conference. On
the other hand, the power of the ministry over the
lower house cannot be ignored. The ministry may feel
that it owes its position rather to the party in the
country than· to the legislators. They are sent to the
217
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house not to choose but to follow the leader of the
party. The ministry has the right to allocate Parliamentary time, to decide the order of measures to be
dealt with; it can in many ways help a loyal and punish
a negligent supporter; if he continues recalcitrant, the
party will reject him as its candidate at the next election, and the ministry can normally threaten malcontents with a dissolution, involving termination of
pay and the prospect of a new contest without party
funds to back him.
Formally there are, of course, sufficient opportunities
for members to challenge ministers. The British practice of an address from the throne, followed generally,
though not in the Irish Free State, affords opportunities of hostile amendments; finance measures are,
as in the United Kingdom, made the subject of discussions based, not on detail, but on principle; motions ·
for the adjournment can lead to debate, and on occasions of urgency a debate may be brought on with but
short notice to the ministry. Or formal motions of
no confidence may be proposed, in which case they
will normally be allocated an early date for debate.
Questions equally serve to harass ministers, and to
extract from them damaging admissions of irregularities in finance or treatment of personnel, or halting
explanations of imprudent speeches or suggestions that
governmental favours may be purchased by votes. But
normally the parties are too clearly defined to make
such demonstrations count much in influencing votes;
it is only when a party has begun to doubt the wisdom
of its leader, as was the case in 1929 with Mr. Bruce's
administration in the Commonwealth, that an adroit
amendment may detach doubters and precipitate the
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resignation of the ministry, or, as in that case, an unsuccessful appeal to the electorate for a mandate to
force through the threatened measure. The control of
. the Labour parties by the caucus system, and to some
extent of the parties in Parliament by forces outside,
add to the rarity of changes of political allegiance in
consequence of debate.
The actual choice of a ministry is not grante.d to. any
lower house, for; though the Dail elects the. President
of the Council, it accepts his nominees ...fo.r.. :the ..other
ministries . without insisting on voting.separately on
each P,.:'l,ID~ Pr9P.OSed .. But the Dail has the power of
preventing itself from being dissolved by a ministry
which it dislikes, for a dissolution can only be advised
by a ministry which commands the support of the
Dail, and it is dubious if the Governor-General could
properly dissolve if he knew that the Dail had in fact
objections to dissolution. In the crisis of 1927 it was
clear that Mr. Cosgrave was not prepared to ask for
a dissolution until he had made it clear that the Dail
still had for him a majority, however slight. In the
p;.9,ther Dominions no such power exists or is likely to
·.~.~xist, for.the analogy of the. British . Jts.age.i:usisted on
. in 1926 by the resolution of the .Imperial Conference
gives a ministry a· right . to. a dissolrttio:n ... ;:~#e;r.,, o:ue
d€feat.
How far ministers will submit to the house their
· proceedings depends on their control of the house and
ontheir ability to evade inconvenient demands of their
opponents. Most ministries naturally desire as little
comment as possible on the weak spots of their administration. Foreign issues seldom are made subjects
of debate, unless legislation is necessary to secure
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carrying out of treaties, when it is insisted that the
terms concluded must be accepted en bloc or rejected.
Efforts of members to suggest amendments are as futile
as in the United Kingdom, even in the case of the more
informal agreements with other Dominions. Virtually
in such cases the matter is not one of legislation so
much as of confidence in the work of the executive
which has had to reconcile its own desires with the
conflicting claims of the other party. Nevertheless such
issues may raise serious difficulties, a fact which has
resulted in the agreements between Canada and Australia and New Zealand of 1931-32 of ingenious provisions for allowing part to be abrogated without the
destruction of the whole.
(2) The legislative powers of the Dominions have
unquestionably been left by the Statute ·of Westminster in a somewhat complex position. The sweeping
effect of that Act in its fullest sense would have left
the Dominions with complete legislative power subject
.··'Only to such limitation as arose from their status, for
l the Act by Sections 3 and 2 sweeps away (1) the territoriallimitat,ion of Dominionlaws, . and.(2) the ±epugnancy of these ·laws to ImperiaL Acts . But this. wide
doctrine is immediately and drastically cut down by
Sections 7~9, which safeguard the. constitutions of
Canada, the Commonwealth, and New Zealand, and. by
Section 10, which renders the changes in Sections 2 and
3 dependent on adoption by the Commonwealth, New
Zealand, and Newfoundland. Moreover, the States of
Australia are unaffected by the Statute, and the provinces are given no extra-territorial power, though the
... . -Col()nial Laws V alid.ity Apt, 1§()5, ceases to apply. The
l '" only·· territories ·which thus . . have new constit1;1.1:mt
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powers are the.Union, .Newfoundland, and.the Irish
Fl'.ee ..State, .ibut . the latter .is hound by. the treaty of
192l, . so that, as has been seen, in this vital aspect of
legislative power the Statute has introduced but little
change. Further, the Union has limited definitely its
power by asserting that the terms of the Union Act
restricting the mode of alteration are binding as being
the outcome of the agreement of the provinces when
still colonies to unite.
(i.) The question then arises: Are there any forms
of legislation which may be regarded as prohibited by
the ess.ential s.tatus of the.Domiuionst The answer to
this enquiry is s.peculative, because it is not governed
by any authority, and the effect of the resolutions of
the Imperial Conferences, 1926-30, and the passing of
the Statute must be regarded differently from conflict.ing standpoints. It must, however, be remembered that
.)\.,the legislature includes the Governor-General, and that
as representative of the Crown. he cannot with propriety assent to anything which severs. from.the Crown
tlw Dominion. It seems, therefore, that, for this reason
among others., the Governor-General should not assent
to bills which would alter the succession to the throne,
and this is confirmed by the Statute of Westminster,
which makes it clear that any such bill should be based
on agreement between the United Kingdom and the
Dominions. If assent were given, the measure, it may
be held, would •not be a legitimate enactment but a
declaration of independence. In the same way one
s.hould probably treat an Act to declare war-as does
the Congres.s of the United States.--or to make peace,
if thes.e meas.ures were taken contrary to the action of
the United Kingdom. They would be, even if ass.ented
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to, extra-legal measures rather than exercises of the
legislative power under the constitution. The same consideration applies to a measure to ensure the observance of neutrality, for it would forbid British subjects
to give aid to the Crown contrary to their allegiance;
it would authorise the officers of the ports to treat
British vessels as belligerent and to refuse them entrance or limit their stay; it would prevent the supply
of provisions or munitions to such vessels for purposes
of the effective continuation of their attack on the
enemy, and so on indefinitely. Such a measure would
mean that the Dominion, however reluctantly, had
decided to break away from its connection with the
Crown. There are many steps short of these actions
which might well be compatible with the continuance
of allegiance. In all wars there have been mitigations
of the severity of the measures applied against the
enemy, and a Dominion legislature might easily think
it fit to legislate to undo the effect of the common law
in placing enemy subjects in a relation of non-intercourse and in forbidding trade with the enemy. The
Crown, by the prerogative in the United Kingdom, has
wide discretion, and the Dominion Parliament could
vest such discretion in the Governor-General though
none of the prerogative may have been delegated.
Beyond such instances as these there can be nothing
in the status of a Dominion to justify doubt of its
authority. The idea that there are other matters, connected with the prerogative, which are beyond Dominion competence, as, for instance, the view that the
right to pardon could not be taken away from the
Governor-General, is founded on older conceptions of
the relations of parts of the Empire.
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(ii.) In the case of the Irish Free State, however,
there are certain fundamental principles laid down as
to the liberties of the subject. These will be dealt with
below, but it is clear that a difficulty arises as to their
effective protection by the constitution, now that the
Statute of Westminster has enabled the Irish Parlia1llent to repeal the Imperial Act of 1922 approving the
I.rish Free State constitution. The constitution thus
:t.e-sts on its own foundations, and this is formed by an
Act of the Constituent ...Assembl;y· (>£ 1922. It may therefore be held that the constitution is a document
superior to the legislature which it creates, and that
the Courts can give effect to any doctrine therein laid
down by holding pro tanto invalid any enactment
which violates it. Fortunately in the main the Articles
are so expressed as to be capable of being overridden
by an ordinary law, and it must be remembered that
the constitution itself can be altered by an ordinary
Act for at least sixteen years from its taking effect. It
is .sufficient then to enact what is desired and to state
that it is a constitutional amendment so as to oust the
rule that the enactment must be read subject to the
constitution.
This view, it. may be suggested,. is contrary .to the
doctrineofthe Privy Council in McCawley.v. Xhe.King, 1
but that judgement deals with a case where the issue
was one of repugnancy to an Imperial Act, and it was
,.·held that the power to alter the.constitution given by
/'fl)le. Colonial Laws Validity Act, 18.65, was ab.solute
ttnd could be exercised by necessary intendment as
well as by express change. That principle cannot be
applied as necessarily or probably valid as regards a
1

[1920J·A.c...69I.
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constitution whose value lies in the fact that it was
enacted by an Assembly claiming to determine for the
people of Ireland the mode of exercise of legislative
power and the limits confining it.
(iii.) The rule of repugnancy, as noted above, still
applies to the Australian States, and, until formally
extended in its operation by the Parliaments of the
Commonwealth, New Zealand, and Newfoundland, was
left operative by the Statute of Westminster for these
territories. The essential doctrine of the Colonial Laws
Validity Act, 1865, reduces repugnancy to the case
where a Colonial Act is repugnant to an Imperial Act
or a rule under it which extends expressly or by necessary intendment to the colony. It has been suggested
in the Commonwealth 1 that the Act does not apply to
Dominion legislation enacted under the constitutions
passed subsequent to the date of the Act, and it was
actually held that an Order in Council as to appeals
under the Judicial Committee Act, 1844, was not
. superior in validity to the Commonwealth Judiciary
Act made under the powers of the constitution of 1900.
This view, however, is not that of the Privy Council,
nor can it even be said to represent the view of the
High Court. Sir A. Knox, C.J., and the four other
justices had no doubt in the important case of Union
Steamship Company of New Zealand v. The Commonwealth 2 that . . the Colonial ·Laws Validity Act was of
general application to the legislation of the Commonwealth.
There remains, however, the difficulty that repug1 Commonwealth v.Limerick Steamship Go. (1924),35 C.L.R. 69, 95, 96,
116. See also Commonwealth v. Kreglinger & Fernau, Ltd. 37 C.L.R. 393.
2 (1925), 36 C.L.R. 130•.
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nancy is not always easy to define. In the Union Steam- Chapter
X.
ship Co.'s Case the tendency of the majority of the
High Court was to extend rather than limit the doctrine
by making the decision rest on the broad ground that
the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, provided a code
which it was not possible for a Dominio:O: Parliament
to alter in detail, even if the two measures could to
some extent be made to work together. Mr. Latham 1
has stressed the similarity of this judgement to that
adopted in dealing with the powers of the Commonwealth and the States in regard to industrial arbitration. At one time it was deemed that both State and
Commonwealth awards might be upheld if they could
be worked; an employer ordered by the State to pay
one rate and by the Commonwealth to pay a smaller
rate could comply with both by paying the higher rate
as the greater included the less. 2 But in the dispute 3
between the New South Wales law providing for a
44-hour week and the Commonwealth award of a
48-hour week, the High Court adopted the v!ew that.
the Commonwealth award must be deemed to cover
the whole field and to require obedience to a 48-hour
week standard. The issue depends clearly on each
individual case, and does ·not admit of any simple
doctrine, but the more sound view probably is that the
repugnancy must be necessary and clear to invalidate
the terms of a Dominion or State Act. There are very
few cases where in the field of such legislation, apart
from constitutional problems in the federations and
the Union, the doctrine of repugnancy has been effect1
2
3

Australia and the British Commonwealth, chap. vi.
Whybrow's Case (1910), 10 C.L.R. 266.
Clyde Engineering Go., Ltd. v. Oowburn (1926), 37 C.L.R. 466.
Q
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ively pleaded. It has naturally often been invoked in
vain, as when it was claimed that the Commonwealth
could not levy land tax on leasehold lands,! because
the States had by Imperial Act power to regulate the
dealing with their lands; or that the New South Wales
Government could not deal with Garden Island, because
an Order in Council of 1899 had mentioned that
Garden Island had been dedicated in perpetuity for
defence purposes. 2 Or again an effort was made to
show that Commonwealth collision regulations were
incompatible with imperial regulations, 3 and Magna
Carta has, needless to say, vainly been invoked to
control the legislation of the Commonwealth on
iwmigration. 4
(iv.) The territorial limitation has caused considerable difficulty, for in the Commonwealth High Court it
has been interpreted rather strictly in accordance with
the doctrine apparently contained in the decision of
the Privy Council in Macleod v. Attorney-General of
New South Wales, 5 and it is not clear how far the latest
views of the Privy Council alter the trend of decisions
of the High Court. The decision in Macleod's Case referred to the power of the legislature of New South
Wales to provide for the punishment of bigamy committed outside the colony. The conviction was held
invalid, and of course it must be contrasted with the
decision in Earl Russell's Case 6 where effect was duly
1

A.-G. for Queensland v. A.-G.for the Commonwealth (1915), 20 C.L.R.

148.
2

Commonwealth of Australia v. New South Wales, [1929] A.C. 431.
Hume v. Palmer (1926), 38 C.L.R. 441.
4 Chia Gee v. Martin (1906), 3 C.L.R. 649. In 1918 it was asserted in
Quebec that only the Imperial Parliament could suspend the Habeas
Corpus Act: Blanshay, In re, 24 R. de J. 578.
5 [1891] A.C. 455.
6 [1901) A. C. 446.
3
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given by the House of Lords to the British Act of
1861 making bigamy committed outside England by a
British subject a criminal offence. The restriction thus
laid downwas met in. part in the preparation of the
Commonwealth constitution by giving powers which
clearly must be extra-territorial in effect: control of
lighthouses, etc.; of fisheries in Australian waters
beyond territorial limits; immigration and emigration;
influx of criminals; external affairs; and relations of the
Commonwealth with the islands of the Pacific. Moreover, by Section 5 of the Constitution Act the laws of
the Commonwealth were to be in force on all British
ships, save the King's ships of war, whose first port of
clearance and port of destination were in the Commonwealth.
None the less the High Court has not shown any inclination to extend unduly the ambit of power. The
Privy Council in Attorney-General of Canada v. Cain 1
in 1906 laid down a more generous doctrine that Canada
had all powers necessary to deal with deportation of
immigrants, including such measure of extra-territorial
restraint as might be requisite. This was followed by
the High Court in Robtelmes v. Brenan, 2 where it held
that the Commonwealth had power to expel the Pacific
islanders from Queensland; and during the war both
New Zealand 3 and the Commonwealth 4 were held by
their courts to have authority to legislate for their
troops overseas, though this power could have been
based on the specific power in this regard given by
the Imperial Army Act. 5 New Zealand, however, in
1
3

4

2 (1906), 4 C.L.R. 395.
[1906] .A.C. 542.
Semple v. O'Donovan, [1917] N.Z.L.R. 273.
5 Section 176 (11),
Sickerdick v. Ashton (1918), 25 C.L.R. 506.
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Lander's Case, 1 reaffirmed the doctrine of Macleod's Case
as regards bigamy committed outside New Zealand,
overruling the argument of Sir J. Salmond in favour
of a wider power, and the decision of the Chief Justice
in the Wellington Cooks' and Stewards' Union Case 2 in
favour of the power of New Zealand to regulate the
actions of employers and employees on a New Zealand
ship overseas. The High Court ruled in Wienholt's Case 3
that a Queensland Stamp Act could not, or at least
must not be construed, to apply to a deed which was
executed in England and had never when operative
been physically in Queensland. But it is not clear
whether this doctrine is more than a rule of construction rather than an absolute negation of power to legislate by apt words, and the same difficulty applied to
other judgements on taxation issues. Thus in the important 4 decision that the Commonwealth cannot tax
a dividend on shares situate in England under its
Income Tax law, the issue is not so much one of extraterritorial authority as the effect which in England is
to be given to an attempt to tax property which is truly
English; even if the Commonwealth has the fullest
power of a foreign state, is it right to give effect to it
in England? The problem is not solved by the Statute
of Westminster, for it does not touch on the effect in
England of Dominion legislation, but the effect in their
courts.
It has also been found that the rule can easily be
evaded. Thus, if it is not possible to forbid the break1

2 (1906), 26 N.Z.L.R. 394.
[1919] N.Z.L.R. 305.
(1915), 20 C.L.R. 540.
4 London and South American Investment Trust, Ltd. v. British Tobacco
Oo. (Australia), Ltd., [1927] I Ch. 107.
3
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ing of customs seals on stores on the high seas, still it is
an offence to enter Commonwealth waters with the
seals broken; 1 if it is not legal to punish bigamy committed outside Canada, still it is legitimate to punish
persons who leave Canada in order to commit that
offence abroad; 2 if persons not resident in the Dominion
are parties to contracts to be performed there, it is
legitimate to give judgements against them and execute
them, even if these judgements would be refused
execution in England as improperly obtained. 3
To these considerations falls now to be added the
strong view of the Privy Council in favour of the
validity of the Canadian decision 4 to punish offences
against Canadian customs legislation committed on
Canadian registered shipping with twelve miles of the
coast of the Dominion. On many grounds it might have
been possible to approve such legislation, including the
right of the Dominion under the Merchant Shipping
Act, 1894, s. 735, to regulate her registered shipping. But the Privy Council accepted the wide view
that the only question was one which would apply
equally to the United Kingdom, of the proper construction of a measure legitimately intended and in accord~
ance with the practice of many countries, including the
United Kingdom, 5 to make legislation against customs
1

P. & 0. Steam Navigation Co. v. Kingston, [1903] A.C. 471.
Bigamy Sections, Criminal Code, In re (1897), 27 S.C.R. 461. A like
control is used in Fishery Acts, e.g. c. 42 of 1929.
3 Ashbury v. Ellis, [1893] A.C. 339.
4 Dunphy v. Croft, [1930] 4 D.L.R. 159; in Privy Council, 48 T.L.R.
652 as Croft v. Dunphy. See also Trenholm v. McCarthy, [1930] 1 D.L.R.
674.
5 See Wheaton, International Law (ed. Keith}, i. 367. The Canadian
Supreme Court has exercised jurisdiction over an American vessel captured in "hot pursuit"; The Ship "North" v. The King (1906), 37 S.C.R.
385; Can. Bar Review, ix. 182-5.
2
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offences operative within that limit of area. Thus it
lays down clearly that in this matter and analogous
cases there is no implication in the status of a Dominion,
apart altogether from the Statute of Westminster, of
inferior power to the United Kingdom.
It must be remembered that in the case of the provinces the local limitation is inherent in the Canadian
constitution under Section 92 of the British North
America Act, 1867, and that it remains despite the
Statute of Westminster. The exact effect of the limitation is not easy to discern, but in respect of the power
to levy death duties it is decided by Brassard v. Smith 1
that, where the only ground of taxation is presence of
property in the province, as distinct from the presence
therein of the legatee, the property cannot be taxed.,
unless on the principles of private international law it
is there situate. So Quebec cannot levy a tax on shares
in a Quebec bank if they are duly registered at Halifax,
Nova Scotia, and transferable there, for the situs of a
share is where it can effectively be dealt with. So in a
famous case, that of the Alberta and Great Waterways
Railway Co., 2 it was ruled that Alberta could not confiscate by legislation funds in the Royal Bank at Edmonton because such ·action would mean depriving
certain lenders of money of the right to secure payment
from the bank at Montreal where their debt was situate,
and thus was beyond provincial jurisdiction.
(v.) Subject to these limitations, the plenary power
of the various Parliaments, including even provincial
legislatures, is as extensive as the Imperial Parliament
in its plenitude of power could convey. They are in no
1

[1925] A.C. 331. See Keith, Journ. Camp. Leg. xiii. 280.
2 [1913] A.C. 283 as Royal Bank of Canada v. R.
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sense delegates of the Imperial Parliament and they
therefore are not bound by the rule affecting subordinate legislative bodies that delegatus non potest delegare. 1
They have wide discretion to choose to what extent
their enactments are to depend for their operation on
declarations by the executive. Thus in the Welsbach
Light Company of A,ustralasia v. The Oommonwealth 2 it
was energetically contended that the Commonwealth
could not pass anAct penalising trading with the enemy
which allowed the Governor-General to prohibit any
act. It is clear that the attack could at most touch only
the validity of the view taken of what might constitute
such trading by the Governor-General, and that to
attempt to declare the Act invalid because of such. a
provision was impossible. So again it is for the Parliament to decide what measures it should enact for the
peace, order, and good government of the territory,
the words used in the constitutions to give authority
to the Parliaments. Vainly in Riel's Oase 3 was it
pleaded that it must not be assumed that the Dominion
of Canada was given authority to tamper with the law
of treason or diminish the safeguards provided for the
accused in such cases by English law. No doubt in the
High Court of Australia there have been dicta suggesting that it is the Court's opinion of what falls within a
power that is to determine the validity of legislation,
but that is clearly not the true doctrine. All that can
be claimed for the courts is that, if they find a Parliament with defined powers, like that of the Common1 Hodgev. The Queen (1883), 9 App. Cas. 117; Powell v. Apollo Candle
Co. (1885), 10 App. Cas. 282; Baxter v. Ah Way (1909), 8 C.L.R. 626;
Riel v. The Queen (1885), 10 App. Cas. 675, 678.
2 (1916), 22 C.L.R. 268.
3 (1885), 10 App. Cas. 675.
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wealth, dealing with a topic under the claim that it falls
within a power when it certainly does not, the opinion
of the court prevails. 1 It is not enough, as many
Canadian cases show, that the Parliament should claim
to be exercising a power, if in substance it does something else; for example, if it endeavours under cover
of enacting criminal law to arrogate to itself the power
of regulating the business of insurance. Nor again may
it impose taxation merely in order thus to compel
obedience to its efforts to control by licence that important occupation. 2
The limits of the power of legislatures to create
subordinate bodies with legislative authority are hard
to determine. The question has been raised in regard
to Manitoba legislation 3 to provide for the initiative
and referendum, and it was held that the Manitoba Act
attacked was invalid, because it was provided that, if
a petition for the repeal of an Act were initiated, and
under the procedure in such cases approved by the
legislature, the Act would stand repealed without the
assent or veto of the Lieutenant-Governor being obtained; still less, of course, would the Governor-General
have any power to disallow. This meant, in short, that
an Act could be repealed without the assent of the
Crown. As the province cannot alter its constitution
as regards the office of Lieutenant-Governor, the Act
was clearly an invalid effort to change his position
vitally. On the other hand, incidentally it has been
indicated by the Privy Council that Alberta legislation
1 Whybrow's Case (1910), 11 C.L.R. 311; Holman, Australian Constitution, pp. 8-10.
2 A.-G. for Canada v. A.-G. for Alberta, [1916] 1 A.C. 588; A.-G. for
Quebec v. A.-G. for Canada, [1932] A.C. 41.
3 In·it·iative and Referendum Act, In re, [1919] A.C. 935.
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for enactment of laws by the initiative is valid. 1 The
argument is that the legislature is intended to enact
what the people desire; if, therefore, a measure is prepared and approved by the electorate, it is proper that
it should be passed by the legislature without the right
to alter or reject. The objection that a legislature is
intended to discuss and clarify the views of the electorate may be met by two considerations. In the first
place, the bill prepared by initiative is discussed by
the legislature and may be rejected once; only then
does it go to a referendum, thus giving the electorate
the advantage of studying the legislature's opinions.
Secondly, an Act of 1923 enables the legislature to
decide several questions to be placed before the electors
at the referendum when the voting is preferential, thus
securing them a substantial measure of legislative
guidance. How much further this process could be
carried without finding the courts opposed, it is impossible to conjecture. A legislature for a Dominion,
it seems to be held, cannot properly extinguish itself,
so that presumably it cannot hand over all its powers
to another body, except by way of transforming itself
by a constitutional change, and in the case of the
Canadian. provinces the power of change exists.
It is of course entirely within the power of any
legislature to decide that issues shall be settled by
referendum, or to allow local option as regards the
application of liquor control. 2 A classical example of
the two systems is afforded by New Zealand, where the
referandum has been employed triennially to decide
the issue of prohibition or continuance or governmental
2

1 R. v. Nat Bell Liquors, Ltd., [1922] 2 A.C. 128.
Official Year Book of the Commonwealth, xxii. 1005-8.
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management for the whole Dominion, while a system
of local option is in operation. The referenda have so
far failed to give the majority desired for prohibition.
The legislatures are not delegates of the people any
more than of the Imperial Parliament, and accordingly
there are no legal limits on their power to legislate
without reference to the electors. This is illustrated
above all in the power to extend the life of Parliament,
the latest example of which, the action of New Zealand
in 1932, elicited the strongest protests, although the
decision was merely dictated by the extreme financial
difficulties of the time. But the danger to the electorate
of this exercise of sovereignty is clear, as has been
insisted upon above.
The plenitude of legislative power cannot, it is certain, be restrained by any principles of morality. Confiscatory Acts are valid if their intention is clear/ and
judges will no doubt follow the English rule of not
assuming that any Act is intended to take property
without compensation, unless it is clearly so expressed. 2
In the Commonwealth efforts have been made torestrict legislative authority on the plea that it infringes
the judicial sphere, but with little effect. It has been
the rule that to expropriate property from an enemy
subject 3 in pursuance of statutory regulations is not
a judicial act, and it seems clear that the Commonwealth can enact retrospective laws. If it cannot reverse
a judgement of the High Court, as that would perhaps
infringe judicial power, it can declare the law to be
1 Florence Mining Co. v. Cobalt Lake Mining Co. (1908), 18 O.L.R.
275; for change of wills, Hammond, In re (1921), 51 O.L.R. 149; Riddell,
Canadian Constitution, pp. 14-16.
2 Cf. North Oharterland Exploration Co. v. R., [1931] 1 Ch. 169.
3 Roche v. Kronheimer (1921), 29 C.L.R. 329.
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otherwise than the interpretation of the Court, though
it is doubtful if this could be done when litigation
depending on the meaning of a statute was pending so
as to oust the jurisdiction of the court. 1 The Irish Free
State affords an example of legislation to declare that
the Copyright Act, 1911, must be deemed to have been
in force in the State during a period when its existence
as law there was denied by the Supreme Court. At the
same time proceedings in respect of infringement of
copyright in that period were forbidden on the score of
Article 43 in the constitution which forbids Parliament
to declare acts to be infringements of the law which
were not so at the date of their commission. 2 But in
the Constitution (Amendment No. 17) Act, 1931, when
the question was one of punishing ex post facto offences
against the government of the day, the provisions of
Article 43 were deliberately overridden. Yet it is fairly
clear that its purpose was to apply not to civil rights
but to criminal law, and that its use in a civil issue
was unconstitutional.
Another limitation which is apparently suggested as
possible by the Privy Council in Croft v. Dunphy 3 is
the view that a Dominion is not conceded the right by
the Imperial Parliament to legislate contrary to international law. The issue was not decided in that case,
for the Council held that the terms of the customs
legislation impugned were in accordance with inter~
1 Kerr, Law of the Australian Constitution, p. 33. In Smith v. City of
London (1909), 20 O.L.R. 133, it was laid down that the province could
stop any litigation once begun and any future litigation on a stated
subject.
2 The Copyright (Preservation) Act, 1929, Sections 1 and 4; Performing Right Society, Ltd. v. Bray Urban Council, [1930] A.C. 377.
3 (1932), 48 T.L.R. 652.
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national law, even apart from the fact that the vessel
offending was registered in Nova Scotia and no foreign
element was thus involved. But the suggestion itself
is clearly untenable. An implied limitation of this sort
is really out of the question, for the simple reason that
international law is too ill defined to act as a criterion,
and that no case has yet been decided on the basis
suggested, whil~ the duty of the British courts to give
effect to British legislation despite objections on the
score of international law is unquestioned. 1 As in England, Dominion courts doubtless will not interpret a
statute as ignoring international law if possible, but
that is a rule of interpretation, not of limitation of
power. Precisely in like manner Dominion courts will
assume that their laws of descent on intestacy, though
absolute in terms, do not apply to persons domiciled
outside their jurisdiction.
(vi.) In addition to the legislation of the Parliaments, as in England, there is much legislative activity
by the executive under delegated powers. There has
not perhaps developed so strong a feeling against.that
form of action as has been displayed in the United
Kingdom, but there are many occasions in which it
is necessary for the courts to interpret exercises of
delegated authority and to limit action. In ~he United
Kingdom this issue has been in part evaded by enacting that rules shall be read as part of the Act under
which they are made, a provision which exempts them
from examination by the courts beyond the fact that
1 Mortensen v. Peters, 8 F. (.Just.) 93, 101. Treaties must be approved
by legislation to alter law: see Walkerv. Baird, [1892) A..C. 491; A.-G. for
New Brunswick v. C.P.R. Oo. (1925), 94 L.J.P.C. 142; Re Arrow River
Oo., [1932] 2 D.L.R. 216; Keith,.Journ. Comp. Le . xii. 106, 107.
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the rules must actually fall within the ambit of the
powers given by the Act. 1 This method has not been
adopted normally in the Dominions. But the courts
there are ready to admit the validity of delegated
powers where clearly within the terms of the authority
conferred. In Baxter v. Ah Way 2 the issue arose whether
the Governor-General in Council could validly issue a
proclamation under the Customs Act, 1901, prohibiting
the importation of opium in a condition fit for smoking.
The High Court 3 accepted the delegation as just, for
the Act is not restricted in terms so as to make operative the rule of limitation to articles eiusdem generis,
which was fatal to the attempt in England to use a
general power under the customs legislation to exclude
any articles thought suitable for exclusion by the
ministry. 4 Similarly the delegation to the GovernorGeneral of power to determine by proclamation the
issue of trading with the enemy has been held valid. 5
On the other hand, the Supreme Court of Canada 6 has
ruled that it is illegal for the Minister of Fisheries in
Canada to lay down as a condition for a licence to use
an otter trawl under the Act of 1929 that the vessel
must be built in the Dominion, for the Act specifies
merely that the vessels must be registered in Canada
and owned by Canadians or Canadian companies.
During the war period, of course, the power of delegated legislation was used very widely in the Dominions
1 Pari. Paper, Cmd. 4060 (1932). For the limits of this action, see The
King v. National Fish Go., Ltd., [1931] Ex. C.R. 75.
:a (1909), 8 C.L.R. 626.
3 It negatived the claim that Section 1 of the constitution gave sole
legislative power to the Parliament.
4 A.-G. v. Brown, [1920] 1 K.B. 773; [1921] 3 K.B. 29.
5 Welsbach Light Go. v. Commonwealth (1916), 22 C.L.R. 268.
6 R. v. National Fish Go., Ltd., [1931] Ex. C.R. 75.
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as in the United Kingdom, and no doubt the courts
accepted as valid much that would not otherwise be
permissible. Thus the Commonwealth 1 was held not
merely as a matter of defence, able to pass a measure
in wide terms allowing exercise of the power to make
War Precautions Regulations, but the action of the
Governor-General in fixing prices for commodities was
upheld. So in Canada it was ruled that an Order in
Council under the War Measures Act, 1914, properly
authorised a procedure to secure the fixing by government authority of the cost of news-print paper supplied
to publishers. 2
(3) The control of the Parliaments over finance rests
essentially, as has been seen, in the lower houses, for
the upper chambers, despite the fact that they have in
general wider powers than the House of Lords, nevertheless as a rule exercise them with moderation and
restraint. It was felt on all sides in 1913 that the refusal
of the Canadian Senate to homologate the policy of
granting 35 million dollars to strengthen the British
navy was an action rather of partisan bitterness than of
justifiable caution in the use of public funds.
In form the lower house has the fullest control of
supply; it decides the expenditure to be incurred, and
the means by which it is to be made good. The procedure follows the established British precedents in
principle. The house resolves itself into Committees of
Farey v. Burvett (1916), 21 C.L.R. 433.
Fort Frances Power and Pulp Co. v. Manitoba Free Press, [1923]
A.C. 695. For an invalid Ordinance as to capital territory of Australia,
see Federal Capital Commission v. Laristan Building, etc., Co. (1929),
42 C.L.R. 582. A general power under a mining law does not validate a
colour bar against native skilled workers: R. v. Hildick Smith, [1924]
T.P.D. 69.
1
2
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Supply and of Ways and Means on the British model.
Moreover, the British conventional rule, which rests at
Westminster on resolutions of the Commons, that no
money measure can be considered save on the recommendation of the Crown, is formally enacted as law in
the Dominion constitutions, as is the principle of the
annual session of Parliament. The smaller size of the
Dominion Parliaments, and the less complex character
of the operations which they control, enable the
members to exercise a more intelligent criticism over
the estimates, but it must not be assumed that this
is necessarily a wholly good thing. In fact the pressure of electors on members and that of members on
the Government are continuously exerted to enforce
expenditures of unwise and wasteful character on
various forms of public works, especially when an
election is near. A Canadian member has been able to
assure his electorate at a by-election that there is a
schedule of what will be done for the district if he is
returned, and that if he is not nothing will be expended; and the application of money for roads was
long a decisive factor in securing popularity and reelection in Newfoundland. Some efforts have had to be
made to counter this evil; thus in the Commonwealth
and in New South Wales, as has been seen, the fact that
the upper house must be consulted has led to the evolution of the system of setting up Committees on which
both houses have representation to which all proposals
for public works exceeding £25,000 or £20,000 must be
referred, so that the projects may be examined dis.,.
passionately and carefully with full investigation of
the estimates submitted by the departmental chiefs
and experts. The Union has the plan of establishing a
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separate and self-contained financial system for the
Railways, Ports, and Harbours with the intention that
they should be managed on business lines. The theory
is that these public utilities should be so controlled as to
bring in returns to meet the expenses of operation and
interest and sinking fund on debt. New construction of
railways cannot be provided for blindly by Parliament,
for the administration must lay before it an estimate
of the deficit on working, if any, which may be expected, and this must be made good from the Consolidated Revenue Fund as distinct from the Railways
and Harbours Fund, and Parliament must make good
to that fund any services which it requires it to undertake gratuitously or under cost. But, though Parliament thus cannot be blind to consequences, that does
not mean that it need refrain from action, and in fact,
as the Auditor-General pointed out in 1925, the new
policy of the employment at high wages of unskilled
white labour in lieu of natives contradicts the purpose
of the constitution that railways and harbours shall be
managed on business principles. The answer, of course,
is that national well-being must take precedence of
mere economy when the two clash.
Just as it is difficult for governments to control
expenditure, as New Zealand found when it had to
adopt the most drastic of Parliamentary methods to
force through economy in 1931-32, so it is difficult
to secure revenue, for taxation is as unpopular in the
Dominions as in the United Kingdom. But this is to
some extent countered by the fondness for the use of
customs duties as the mode of securing revenue, for
then there will always be an interested group of members who desire in the interests of manufacturers and

I
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employers to obtain higher protection for some business
of importance which it is desired to extend. No doubt
an individual group would have little weight, for its
selfish ends might be easily denounced, but there are
numbers of such groups, whose natural action is to
unite to secure tariffs by agreement that each party
shall support the others in their application to the
government. The process is carried out in. the most
complete form in the Commonwealth, where the power
of Senators to suggest increases of duties proposed by
the House results in the duties being finally fixed, in
the past, at ever-increasing amounts by agreements
arrived at privately between interested members. The
moderating influence, of course, in such cases consists
in the fact that, while the representatives of primary
producers dislike increases, they have the assistance of
members interested in such secondary industries as
require fairly cheap raw or semi-manufactured material
as a basis for their output. Not less important is the
pressure of manufacturers in Canada, where they have
succeeded since 1879 in forcing up duties steadily,
aided no doubt by the similar action taken in the
United States. New Zealand has had exactly the same
experience, and the Union of South Africa has more
recently developed the policy of fostering secondary
industries, a plan declared vital to the Free State by
Mr. Cosgrave's ministry but even more energetically
pressed by Mr. De Valera.
Obviously to meet these conditions some serious
consideration of tariff changes is essential if there is
not to be chaos. Hence in the Commonwealth a Tariff
Board Act of 1921-29 secures that all proposals for
new rates, or for bounties, or the application of the
R
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British preferential tariff to other Dominions or of the
intermediate tariff to foreign countries, which normally are exposed to the general tariff, and complaints
against undue charges by manufacturers under protection, shall be dealt with by a Board, now of four
members, whose advice is made available to Parliament; while by requiring that enquiries shall be held
in public and evidence given on oath the electorate is
afforded means of realising the effect of tariff changes.
The Board also makes enquiries on which may be based
the imposition of anti-dumping duties, a policy followed in all the Dominions. In Canada, from1926, an
Advisory Board on Tariff and Taxation was set up
under the Supply Act by Mr. Mackenzie King. In 1931
its members were deprived of their functions by Mr.
Bennett, and in lieu an Act was passed to establish
a Tariff Board, whose three members hold office for
ten years and are not eligible for election to the Commons for two years thereafter. The Liberals claimed
that tenure should be at pleasure, as the Board should
be in harmony with the government of the day, but
this was rejected as well as the proposal that all requests for tariff increases must be referred to it, and
that it should investigate the capitalisation, salaries
and wages, and hours of labour of companies applying
for increased rates of duty. The Board has the duty of
. recommending the rates to be levied to equate costs of
production as between Canadian and imported goods,
.and it serves an important part in maintaining the
excessive height of Canadian imposts on imports from
the United Kingdom. The Irish Free State by the
Tariff Commission Act, 1926, established an excellent
system. The Commission has three members who are
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nominated by the Ministers of Finance, Agriculture,
and Industry; each hold office for two years but may
be re-elected. They have the powers of a court as to
securing evidence and examining witnesses on oath.
To the Commission is referred any application for increase or change or abolition of tariffs, and the report
of the Commission is accorded the greatest weight by
the government and Parliament.
Control over the use of the funds approved by Parliament is ensured by the adoption of a system similar
to the British. Thus in the Commonwealth the duty of
the Treasury is to prepare estimates of requirements,
submit them to the Auditor-General, who, if satisfied,
certifies that appropriation has been made, and the
Governor-General then signs a warrant authorising the
Treasury to issue cheques on the public account in
the Commonwealth Bank into which receipts are paid.
The Auditor-General is an official independent of the
government, who can be removed only on addresses
from the two houses. As in the United Kingdom, it is
his business to scrutinise the expenditure carried out
through the Treasury department. He must satisfy
himself that expenditure is duly vouched, that it is
charged to the proper heads of the estimates, and that
it is duly authorised. So also he supervises the correctness of the collection and accounting for revenue,
trading accounts, and stores. He has the right to surcharge, but the Governor-General in Council may remit.
Areasonable discretion in charging excess expenditure
against other subdivisions in the estimates is given to
the Treasurer. Parliament, by means of a Public Accounts Committee, examines the accounts in the light
of the advice of the Auditor-General, but it may be
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feared that, as in the United Kingdom, these ex post
facto inquests are of minor importance as encouraging
economy, and that the most important work is that
of the Auditor-General, whose function, however, is
after all one of securing correctness of account and due
authority, but not of criticising financial methods, still
less objects.
All expenditure, of course, cannot be foreseen, and
it may be that sums must be paid before an Act is
passed. The Governor-General then issues a special
warrant, and on occasion enormous sums are thus
spent, as in Canada in 1926 when the grant of a dissolution to Mr. Meighen without supply having been
passed rendered it imperative to expend millions on
warrants only. The practice is far from rare, but in
some cases it has been mitigated by legislation which
permits expenditure either of sums up to a fixed amount
or sums based on the expenditure authorised for the
previous year pending Parliamentary sanction. Such
warrants, of course, diminish the power of the upper
house, for money spent cannot well be refused sanction, nor could it de facto be recovered in the majority
of cases. The Governor-General's position in these
matters is governed by the consideration that he
cannot, unless in a very fl_!tgrant case of illegality,
refuse to accept the assurance of ministers that funds
must be provided to carry on the administration. Of
course, if a Government like that of Mr. Lang in New
South Wales were :indifferent to law, and sought to
govern for any length of time without the support of
Parliament, refusal to issue warrants would bring its
activities to an end. Though this mode of expending
money by special warrant is available, it must not be
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supposed that the necessity of the sanction of Parliament can in law be evaded. It has been made clear by
the Privy Council 1 that money expended without due
sanction can be recovered from the recipient, that a
government has no right to pay out money without
a clear legal duty to do so, and that a government
cannot force the hands of Parliament by making a
contract and then allowing judgement of a petition of
right to be awarded against it, so that the administration becomes indebted to the person concerned. 2 Even
in such a case the funds to pay the debt must be appropriated by Parliament. It is not legal to pay off
such claims from funds actually in the Treasury; the
judgement implies a moral duty on the ministry to
secure the approval of Parliament, but Parliament is
not bound to implement an obligation undertaken by
a ministry which is dishonest, and those who contract
with ministers must bear in mind that they do so
subject to the necessary condition that they cannot
secure payment unless and until the legislature provides the funds. 3 No doubt ministers may act and
obtain an appropriation later on, for it seems a very
dubious suggestion of the High Court of the Commonwealth that a commitment by the executive not previously authorised by the Parliament cannot be put
right by a subsequent appropriation. 4
The Dominions have countered the same difficulties
as the United Kingdom in respect of the rule of the
lapse of appropriations not expended by the close of
1
2

3

4

Auckland Harbour Board v. R., [1924] A.C. 318.
Alcock v. Fergie, 4 W.W. & A'B. 285 (Victoria).
Commonwealth v. Colonial Combing, etc., Co. (1922), 31 C.L.R. 421.
Commonwealth v. Colonial Ammunition Go. (1924), 34 C.L.R. 198.
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the financial year, the date of which does not-normally
agree with the British. Hence the Commonwealth has
set up, in addition to the Consolidated Revenue Fund,
which is the normal fund to receive revenue and to
provide for expenditure, a Loans Fund and a Trusts
Fund into which may be paid unexpended balances of
grants or sums which are to be spent over several
years, and the plan has been also followed less systematically elsewhere. Its legality was duly contested in
the Australian courts, but without success. 1
The sources of revenue differ little from those
normally adopted by administrations, British and
foreign. Greater importance attaches to customs duties
and e:x:cise; the war compelled a wide use of income ta:x:
and of death duties; land taxation is of much importance, and entertainments yield considerable sums,
while excess profits are usually taxed. Licences, stamp
duties, and, in the Union, native taxes of various kinds,
are levied. From public services are realised considerable sums, especially from postal services and railways,
though these may now result in a deficit. Rents of
government property, especially mining property, are
an important item in the Union, and there are fines
and forfeitures. Interest on advances from the government to settlers is of consequence in Australia in
particular. Expenditure includes a heavy burden of
interest on loans, and is increased by the wide activities
of governments in providing such benefits as old age
pensions, and in public works of all kinds, including
railway and harbour development, on a generous scale.
(4) Procedure follows closely the British model, in
special the rule of three readings of bills with com1

State of New South Wales v. Commonwealth, 7 C.L.R. 179.
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mittee and report stages is imitated more or less closely,
and the standing orders follow in principle the rules of
the House of Commons; even in the Irish Free State
the divergences are not fundamental, and, while the
speech from the throne has been abandoned, some
substitute has been attempted in a declaration of
ministerial policy. The formal ceremonial, which is an
inheritance from the earliest days in Canada, has not
been relaxed; rather it has been preserved and developed in the laudable desire to impress on legislators
and the public alike the serious character of their
functions.
The Governor-Genera~ or Governor has the right to
summon, prorogue, and dissolve Parliament under the
Constitution Acts, though the Letters Patent even of
Canada in 1931 still give the power as if de novo. In
such action he must be governed by ministerial advice;
if he feels that a dissolution is essential, as inNew South
Wales in 1932, he must dismiss the ministry before he
acts, so that he can have a new ministry to advise him.
The Premier may advise and the Governor act, even
against the wishes of the Cabinet, as in the same State
in 1927. There too in 1911, when the Assembly refused
to adjourn, he had to prorogue, because he could fin,d
no ministry able to relieve his advisers of their task.
His power to dissolve is dependent in the Irish Free
State on the Executive Council possessing the confidence of the Dail; in that case he has no discretion.
He is bound also in law by the rule of annual sessions;
where, as in the Cape during the Boer war, this is violated, his action must ex post facto be validated. But,
though Parliament must meet, it need not be allowed
to do any business, though this is normally impracti'"
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cable in view of the need of supply. After a dubious
general election, as in Canada in 1925, an early meeting
of the legislature is clearly constitutional, and Mr.
Mackenzie King so advised.
In the Commonwealth, Victoria, South Australia,
Tasmania, and New Zealand, the Governor may return
a bill to Parliament with suggestions; this action is
done on ministerial advice in order to remedy oversights. The Union has the same rule.
The Speaker of the lower house is elected by its
members; in New Zealand the appointment requires
confirmation by the Governor-General. The President
or Speaker of the upper chall}ber is appointed by the
Governor-General where the house is nominated, but
in New Zealand elected subject to his confirmation; in
the elective houses he is elected, in Victoria subject to
confirmation by the Governor. Under an Act of 1927
the Chairman of the Dail was exempted from the
necessity of re-election to that body, but in 1932 Mr.
De Valera's party refused to agree to following the
British principle of re-election as Chairman. It has
been rejected in Canada and the Union on principle.
The Speaker, however, in office is expected to be impartial, but he is entitled to vote on party grounds, and
frequently in the small houses of the Dominions and
close party divisions his vote has been decisive. Normally the presiding officer of both houses votes only to
break a tie, but in Canada and Quebec and the Commonwealth the president of the upper house has an
ordinary vote; if the votes are equal, the result is to
negative the proposal under debate.
Minist~:p,s, . . itJilra,y-.,~~k,,i;g,~either. house in . . the Union
and . the . Irish Er.ee. State,. b.ut, .~hQP:gh Jh~ GQJ+Qef?sion
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has been mooted in Canada, it has not been conceded.
In the Free State it has been freely and very usefully
employed by Mr. Cosgrave and Mr. De Valera alike.
All members before they take their seats must swear
an oath of allegiance or make an equivalent declaration. The Irish Free State oath is unique in being one
of true faith and allegiance to the Irish Free State
constitution and also to the King and his successors
in virtue of the common citizenship of Ireland and
Great Britain and her adherence to and membership
of the British Commonwealth of Nations. Needless to
say, allegiance does not depend in the least on the
oath, and its value as a preventive of republican sentiments and aims is shown by the fact that Mr. Tielman
Roos and Mr. De Valera have both consented to swear
allegiance. It is not surprising that Irish opinion discounts its value completely, and had the issue been
approached more tactfully by Mr. De Valera, the conflict of 1932 need never have occurred.
Debate has gradually had to be closured with more
frequency than in earlier times. Sir W. Laurier dissolved in 1911 rather than use the closure to force the
bill to accept the reciprocity agreement with the United
States through the Commons, but in 1913 Mr. Borden
carried his Naval Aid Bill by this means, and in 1926
it was adopted to terminate on March 2 the debate on
the reply to the address from the throne which began
on January 11. In 1923 and 1925 the Commonwealth
had to legislate under stringent urgency conditions
involving the free use of the guillotine, and in 1931
New Zealand had to resort to most drastic restrictions
to pass her economic legislation. For ordinary purposes
time limits have generally been adopted. In Canada in
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1927 the rules were revised to give members no more

than forty minutes, save for the Prime Minister and
the Leader of the Opposition, the mover of the order
of the day and the member in reply, the mover of a
vote of no confidence and the member in reply. The
rules can usually be waived, and they do not prevent
much repetition and vague generalities of argument,
nor is the standard of debate high.
The drafting of governmental bills is provided for by
the appointment of professional draftsmen, but private
persons are, as in the United Kingdom, compelled as a
rule to rely on their own resources. In the Commonwealth, New South Wales, and South Australia a bill
may, by the consent of the house in which it originated,
be taken up by the other, or it may be continued in the
house of origin if it has not yet passed all its stages.
This excludes the case where there has been an election
of the upper chamber in the interim.
Private bills are, as in the United Kingdom, carefully
distinguished from public bills; they are defined to
include local no less than personal measures, and they
are subjected to consideration by committees which
take evidence for and against, and can awa~d costs to
or against the promoters and opposers of the measure.
Due provision is made for notice to parties interested,
and the right of opposition is accorded to those who
can properly be held to be directly affected and not
merely as members of the public. As in the British
Parliament, this procedure is of high value in protecting
public interests and saving public time.
In disputes between the houses the use of conferences between representatives is not rare in the Commonwealth, the States, and the Union. It has beenless
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used in Canada, but it was emploved
in I 928 over the
~
"
question of Old Age Pensions, not without utility. The
principle is recognised in the Irish Free State constitution.
The mode of enacting Acts is formally expressed to
be by the King with the advice and consent of the two
houses, thoug4 the Commonwealth omits "advice and
consent" as needless. In Newfoundland, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, South Australia, and Tasmania the Governor takes the place of
•
the King; inNew Zealand the General Assembly, which
includes the Governor-General, enacts. But in all cases
the effect is the same. Assent may be given in person,
or by commission, or at the Government Offices; in
most cases the Acts are signed by the representative
of the Crown. In the Union and Canada the Governor~
General is not bound to sign the English rather than
the French or Dutch or Afrikaans version. In this case
the signed copy decides which version prevails if there
be, discrepancy; there is no rule in Canada, but in
Quebec it has been laid down that harmony with the
context and, in the case of a consolidation, the language of the original can be taken into consideration.
In the Irish Free State the Governor-General may
sign either version, but in fact the Irish rendering is
made from the English original, as the members of the
Parliament are not yet as a Tule competent to debate
in the neo-Irish speech.
( 5} I~~~¥s.f,"~~r,~,~~~~~;~a,y~ . plllye.d.llco.n: 5i'' $iderable part. in Dominion .politicaLandJegal hi~tory.
/''\ . Save in the Commonwealth,it isnormaHortheSpeaker
still to ask.for them as in the .British. . Par]iament•. But
there is the essential difference that in the United
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Kingdom they rest on thy lex ~tconsuetudo Par.ZioarY/;enti,
whereas in the Dominio,ns they. de:p.end 9:tl e:x:p:ress
en~:totment. The early view in Canada no doubt ol.l:!im.ed
that the legislatures were in the same position ~:t.so the
· House of Commons .and the House of Lords, ~nd they
sought to impeach offenders by the British procedure.
But the Privy Council·has definitely.n,egat.ed . .~ny.such
claim, and, if. .a legisla.tureo has. :notJegaL provision for
privileges, it will find itself treated as having only
powers to preserve decorum and good order, 1 forbidden
to commit officials for refusing to appear before it, 2
or punish its own members by indefinite suspension
for insulting behaviour. Needless to say, in the great
majority of cases-New South Wales being the chief
exception-early steps were taken to secure by law the
same privileges as the House of Commons. This determination was long opposed in Canada by the federal
government, which denied to the legislatures the power
to treat themselves as analogues of the Pominion Parliament. But in Fielding v.Thomas 3 the Privy Council
definitely admitted the power of the legislature to legislate for the right to summon witnesses and punish for
contempt. The authority lies on the right of the provinces to alter their constitutions if they think fit. As
regards Australia, it has been laid down 4 that Victoria
can commit for contempt in the form of a libel, and
that, if the Assembly does not express the ground of
0 0

0

0

0

0

1 Doyle v. Falconer (1866), L.R. 1 P.O. 328; Willis v. Perry, 13 C.L.R.
592; ]Jarton v. Taylor (1886), II App. Cas. 197 .
• • ~ielley v. Garson (1842), 4 Moo. P.O. 63; Fenton v. Hampton .( 1858),
1/;v~~o. P.C. 347.

[18~6]A:(J: §2Qi •.&~u!?:~~"~... ,f:l;Mfl~rt.,.a4.,§w.:,~· ~oo. ·~··"' '""'"' /

0

0

Spea)crir of the Legislati,ve Assembly v. Gla.s.g,"f:'fr:''3 P.O: 560. Of. The
Case of the Sheriff of .Middlesex (1840), 11 A. & E. 273.
4

)
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contempt, it is not open to the judiciary to investigate
the issue, a view in harmony with English doctrine.
It· is. the ·practice . in. the . constitutions .o:r. the. Acts
conferring priyilegel'! to .a§§i@!~t~..'th~m i;Q.tho§eof the
!louse of Commons for the ti:nw "being, ~:~,n<:J. :rtCI ef!Qrt is
made to treat the upper chambers to the wider rights
of the Lords. But by the constitutions of Victoria and
South Australia as well as of Canada, the houses were
limited to the then existing privileges of the Commons.
That was altered in 1875 for the Dominion by Imperial
Act, so that the Dominion must now be content with
the measure of privilege claimed by the Commons from
time to time, as it cannot alter an Imperial Act on the
constitution. The -States, however, have power freely
to extend their powers even beyond the British.model,
nor is it incumbent on the Union, the Commonwealth,
or the provinces to restrict their powers by the model
of the Commons, still less is the Irish Free State concerned with that precedent.
Apart from general legislation, it is possible to deal
by a special Act with any special violation of the honour
of members. This was established in 1922-23 in Quebec
when a publication was made reflecting on the conduct
of two unnamed members of the legislature in connection with the failure of the police to discover the perpetrators of a murder. The person responsible, Mr. J. H.
Roberts, was ordered to be imprisoned for a year, and
the courts refused to intervene; nor was he released
until he had given satisfaction to the Assembly. The
Dominion Government, though applied to, refused to
disallow the Act, doubtless because it fell within the
power of the province.
The privileges which are claimed in the Irish Free
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State are those normal. Members. are ...exemp.t from
arrest 1 save for treason, felony, o:r breach of .the peace
'Y:ll.ile going to or returnin,g from Parliament, q:r in.its
precincts. They cannot be made liable outside the
house for their spoken words. Parliamentary debates
are privileged, as are publications authorised by the
houses. 2 Each house can by standing orders provide
for the maintenance of freedom of debate, for securing
the safety of its official documents and the private
papers of members, and for ensuring itself against
attempts to molest, interfere with, or corrupt members.
While little use has been made of this authority in the
Free State, in other cases detailed rules have been
enacted. In the Union the power to fine, which is
obsolete in the United Kingdom as regards the Commons, is taken, which is much more to the point than
the system of commitment to the end of the session, as
in the United Kingdom. In most cases, as in New
Zealand in 1931, it proves that an admonition administered by the Speaker after consideration by a
Committee would be the utmost penalty possible for an
attack on the action of members, and that it is often
better to leave such matters to the operation of public
opmwn.
Dominion history is not unfurnished with instances
of the violation by the public of the sanctity of the
1 Arrest is possible if there is no legislative protection; see Norton v.
Orick, 15 N.S.W.L.R. 172.
2 Legislation to protect papers is regular: that it is not effective outside the Dominion appears from Isaacs and Sons v. Cook, [1925] 2 K.B.
391 (alleged libel in report to Commonwealth Government by High
Commissioner in London may be published in England through circulation in Australian newspapers available at High Commissioner's Office).
The effect of the extra-territorial power given by the .Statute of Westminst.er, Section 3, is uncertain.
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Parliamentary buildings, though nothing has equalled
the events at Montreal when Lord Elgin's most significant vindication of the rule of responsible ..government was signalled by the burning of the chamber.
But in 1932 mob violence in St. John's forced the
Premier to leave both the houses of Parliament and
the capital until order was restored, and, in part owing
to the arrival of H.M.S. Dragon, business could be
resumed by the government.
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IT is a fundamental principle in every Dominion that
the judiciary should be enabled by reason of security
of tenure to exercise fearlessly its functions. The
essential function of the judges is to interpret the
statute law of the territory and to expound-incidentally no doubt to extend-its common law; English in
the Dominions in general, but French in Quebec, and
Roman Dutch in an attenuated and sublimated form
in the Union of South Afr]ca. True to English conceptions, there is normally no provision in Dominion
constitutions to define the nature of judicial power, but
there is an exception in the case of the Commonweal~P
of Australia, where a faint reflection is found of the
American doctrine of the separation of powers.
(1) The. ruk .of ju,<;liQi?-1 tenu,re. is in ..prmciple good
behaviour, with, as a mode of. removal, repr.esentations
from the two.hou,ses.of.tlw.legislature.totheCrown or
to its representative. in the territory.. Thus in ,C~p.l:£\111
judges of the superior courts may be removed by the
Governor-General on addresses from the two houses
under the British North America Act, 1867, _s..._j)9.
There is no age limit, so that resignation on incapacity
has been enforced by the ingenious device of providing
by Act for the cessation of salary on incapacity duly
256
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attested. Supreme Court judges by Canadian Act have
like tenure, but retire at age seventy-five. InNewfoundland . an . .address·fronL.the..Jtous~s. .to.the.G.overn.or..is the
pr~cribe.d.m!;:ltho.d;. in New South Wales, Queensland,
and Western Australia an address to the Crown, while
in Victoria, South Australia, and Tasmania an address
to the Governor is required. The divergence of form
mayilOW be deemed to be of no importance, tho.ughin
Mr. JustiGe ·:Boothby:s.case.in . Scwth. Au~tr;1'lJi~ .in ! 862
the. Btiti.sh law officers held that. the Crow:n.in.su9h. a
c~§.e ..should.b.e. advised b.y.the .I!riJly ..Co;q,:q,qil. !};Q.d.e.ould
n()~ ~8~ ,{;l:.JJtPm~tio~lly. It is clear that in these States
and in Newfoundland the procedure of Burke's Act, 1
namely, amotion by the Governor in Council subject
to approval by the King on the advice of the Privy
Council, is legally possible, but it may be dismissed
now as obsolete.
The Commonwealth. adds to .the. addresses from .the
houses the. requirement .of proved misbehaviour. or incap~city, but the Parliament is clearly the. only ..judge,
and t:he Union Qonstitutio;n omits the. q"Q.~lification
''prQYed'' as.. i;neopyenient. In both cases the final
authority is the Governor-General in Council. In New
Zealand the Crown can remove on address from the
houses, but the Governor-General in Council may suspend on address or provisionally if the legislature be
no:t in session. The Irish Free State provides fo.r removal o.n resolutions of .both. ho.uses for stat.ed misbe.h!};y;io,:q;r,pr in:c~J,p/:1cjty. It gives seventy-two as the
age of retirement as in New Zealand, while Queensland
and Ne,w South Wales fix age seventy. The Common1 22 Geo. III. c. 75; Montagu v. Lie1ttenant-Governor of Van Diemen's
Land, 6 Moo. P.O. 489.

s
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wealth cannot compel retirement, for salaries may not
be diminished during tenure of office, but it encourages
it by pensions, and Victoria, Tasmania, and Western
Australia act likewise.
It is clear that judicial independence is not destroyed
by the fact that, though the salary may not normally
be reduced while in office, income tax is levied. 1 But it
would be dangerous if the Governor-General in CoU:ncil,
who has the power to appoint, couldmake validappointments to the bench without securing Parliamentary
salary grants, for such nominees could not be deemed
independent. The Privy Council has therefore ruled
that the power to appoint officers in the Governor's
IJetters Patent does not give the right to add a judge for
whom no salary is provided. 2 In Queensland, unfortunately, the importance of security of tenure has been
sometimes ignored, and judges have been given only
a seven years' tenure, which is clearly legally possible
as a tacit amendment of the normal rule. 3 The High
Court of the Commonwealth, in an effort to safeguard
judicial status, had held that any such appointment
being contrary to the rule of the constitution should
be made by a formal alteration of the constitution and
not incidentally.
The Irish Free State constitution expressly enacts
the maxim of the independence of judges and enforces
it by forbidding them to hold other positions of emolument, while, as in the rest of the Dominions, it disqualifies them from .sitting in Parliament. In the
Dominions as in England they enjoy a wide measure
Cooper v. Commr. of Income Tax, Queensland, 4 C.L.R. 1304.
Buckley v. Edwards, [1892) A.C. 387; Cock v. A.-G. (1909), 28
N.Z.L.R. 405.
3 McCawley v. The King, [1920] A.C. 691.
1

2
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of immunity 1 for judicial actions, whether within or Chapter
XI.
without their powers.
In the ·Dominions as in England the employment of
judges.on.Royal Qqru.missio;ns has been cli.sc11ssecl with
sDmeJivelil1ess. The argument against the practice is
that a judge may thus be distracted from his true
dutie~? and embarrassed if later he come to be concerned
judicially with issues which have been before him as a
Commissioner. Objections have also been raised to the
11se of judges to enquire into matters raised in Parliament; in the famous Pacific scandals of 1873 the proposal to refer the allegations against the Conservative
leaders to three judges was denounced by Mr. Huntington as unconstitutional, and judges in difficult and
delicate cases of this kind are exposed to the abuse
which sometimes is lavished on their activities in the
delicate matter of hearing electoral petitions, though
experience has proved that they deal better with the
latter than do any other tribunals.
(2) The functions of the superior courts of the
Dominions are similar to those of the British courts,
and they include the important work of controlling
executive governmental authorities, especially in the
sphere of local government, by the use of the prerogative writ~ of mandamus, 2 certiorari, and prohibition.
The essential power of the High Court of Australia to
resort to the use of these writs has been asserted with
special reference to attempts to subtract from its control the operations of the Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and Arbitration. But the High Court has held
1 Scott v. StanBjield (1868), L.R. 3 Exch. 220; AnderBon v. Gorrie,
[1895] l Q.B. 668.
2 For the possibility of mandamus to a State officer, see The King v.
Registrar of TitleB for Victoria (1915), 20 C.L.R. 379.
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that the legislature cannot take from it the inherent
right to investigate whether the circumstances, which
have been alleged as the ground of the jurisdiction of
that court being put into operation, are such as to
justify that action. 1 No doubt there is some tendency
of late years to endeavour to lessen the power of the
superior courts to intervene, but the same tendency is
well known in the United Kingdom and arises from
reasons of equal weight in the Dominions.
The organisation of Dominion courts follows lines
similar to those of the English courts, apart from the
principle that in general from a superior court there is
but one appeal, instead of the appeal first to the Court
of Appeal and then to the House of Lords in England
in civil cases. The appellate court may or may not be
formally styled Court of Appeal or Appellate Division
or consist merely of a full bench of the Supreme Court.
The Irish Free State sets at the head of the judicial
system the Supreme Court of three judges, sul;>ordinate
to which is the High Court of six judges, who sit also
in the Central Criminal Court for specially serious
offences, while Circuit Courts perform in the circuits
much of the business of the High Court, subject to
appeal. The policy of decentralising the Supreme Court
was also adopted in 1921 by Queensland, when the
District Courts were abolished and Supreme Court
judges sent to exercise jurisdiction in their place.
In the Union of South Africa the organisation is
based on the old provincial system. There are Provincial
Divisions of the Supreme Court with in addition two
Local Divisions for the Cape, Eastern Districts, and
1 The 1'mmways' Case (No. 1) (1913), 18 C.L.R. 54. For the sphere of
certiorari, see 11iinister of Health v. R.; Yaffe, Ex parte, [1931] A. C. 494.
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Griqualand West, and for the Transvaal the ·witwatersrand Local Division at Johannesburg, with a
Native High Court in Natal. Above them all is the Appellate Division at Bloemfontein, with a Chief Justice
and four Judges of Appeal.
(3) In addition to jurisdiction derived from Dominion
legislation, the Supreme Courts of the Dominions and
States are by the Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act,
1890, given -subject to Dominion legislation-the
powers of admiralty jurisdiction which at that time
were possessed by the Admiralty Division of the High
Court of Justice in England. But the powers of such
courts were restricted as regards powers under the
Slave Trade Act, 1873, and the Naval Prize Act, 1864,
to such authority as in these measures is conferred on
Vice-.A.dmiralty Courts, and the courts have no power
to act in prize without special authorisation, for which
provision is made in the Prize Courts Act, 1894, and
subsequent legislation. Moreover, such powers only as
are granted by Order in Council may be exercised over
the Royal Navy, and no crime which may be tried in
England on indictment may be tried under the powers
given by the Act. The Dominion legislatures may
create inferior courts of admiralty with limited jurisdiction, but any Act either declaring a Supreme Court
a court of admiralty or creating inferior jurisdictions
must contain a suspending clause or be reserved, and
rules of court under the powers given by the Act must
be approved by the King in Council. The Statute of
Westminster, s. 6, takes away the necessity of reservation or a suspending clause and that of confirmation
of rules by Order in Council, while the restriction
of authority to the power of the English Admiralty
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Division in 1890 is now no longer binding under Section
2 of the Statute.
In Australia the State Supreme Courts have exercised admiralty jurisdiction, though their right to do
so has recently been questioned by Mr. Latham 1 on the
ground that the High Court in John Sharp & Sons v.
The Katherine Mackall 2 has laid it down that the
Commonwealth is a British possession under Section 2
of the Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act, 1890, so that
the High Court has admiralty jurisdiction under that
Act in view of the grant of such jurisdiction by the
Judiciary Act, 1903-20, s. 30 A. In that case the States'
position is questionable, but it seems impossible to
deny the validity of a jurisdiction so long exercised. The
States are still bound by the Colonial Laws Validity
Act, 1865, and their laws as to jurisdiction are subject
to the restrictions above mentioned.
Criminal jurisdiction in respect of crimes committed
within the jurisdiction of the Admiral in English law
when the accused are found in the Dominions is granted
under the Admiralty Offences (Colonial) Act, 1849.
This jurisdiction applies to British ships even in foreign
territorial waters, including navigable rivers, even in the
case of foreigners. 3 But in R. v. Keyn 4 it was ruled that
the Admiral's jurisdiction did not apply to foreigners
who committed an offence from a foreign ship on
Australia and the British Commonwealth, p. 108.
(1924), 34 C.L.R. 420.
3 R. v. Anderson (1868), L.R. 1 C.C.R. 161; R. v. Carr (1882), 10 Q.B.D.
76; Stephen, Hist. Grim. Law, ii. 4-8.
4 (1876), 2 Ex. D. 63. The extent of British jurisdiction is for the
Crown to declare in case of doubt: The Fagernes, [1927) P. 311. No doubt
·this would now be done in Dominion courts by a Dominion minister.
Canada claims H\ldson Bay as territorial waters; Wheaton, International
Law (ed. Keith), i. 365, 404. ,
1
2
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persons in a British ship in British territorial waters.
This decision, which is probably unsound, was rendered
innocuous by the Territorial \Vaters Jurisdiction Act,
1878, which is a declaratory Act, but by it, while
offences of this kind are within Dominion jurisdiction,
the consent of the Governor is required for prosecutions.
The power, however, to prosecute in such cases is
regularly assumed as part of the local law and exercised
without formal assent. By an Act of 1874 the local
penalty or the English penalty may be applied in respect of crimes punished under admiralty jurisdiction.
The Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, s. 686, confers a
general power to punish any British subject committing an offence on any British ship anywhere or on
any foreign ship to which he does not belong, and any
alien committing any offence on any British ship on
the high seas only. By Section 687 a rather wide power
is given against any master, seaman, or apprentice for
any offence committed ashore or afloat, if within three
months he has been a member of the crew of a British
ship. Section 4 78 of the same Act authorises Dominion
legislatures to make provision for enquiries into shipping
casualties when a vessel is registered in the Dominion
or the accident has happened in its vicinity or to a
British ship en route. From such enquiries and orders
of cancellation of certificates of officers an appeal lies
to the High Court in England, 1 and the Board of Trade
may order a rehearing, but these powers do not apply
if the vessel were registered in the Dominion and the
certificate is one granted there. But the Board may
order the return of any certificate or the reduction of
the period of its suspension. These powers are now
1

The Ckilston, [1920] P. 400. See S.R. & 0. 1923, No. 752, s. 19.
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subject to repeal by the Dominions under the Statute
of Westminster, and the principles laid down by the
British Commonwealth Agreement of 1931, noted
above, are applicable.
Further powers are also conferred on Dominion
courts under the Slave Trade Acts; the Pacific Islanders
Protection Acts, 1872 and 1875; the Foreign Enlistment Act, 1870; the Fugitive Offenders Act, 1881, as
regards crimes committed on the boundary of Dominions or on a sea voyage between them; the Army
Act; the Official Secrets Act, 1911; the Acts as to
treason, 1 and as to coinage offences; the Extradition
Act, 1870; the Geneva Convention Act, 1911; and the
Act of 1912 to enforce the quadripartite sealing convention of 1911. Ascertainment of law is provided for
by the British Law Ascertainment Act, 1859, and the
Foreign Law Ascertainment .A,ct, 1861, and foreign
evidence by the Foreign Tribunals Evidence Act, 1856.
Under the Statute of Westminster the Dominions, as
opposed to the States, have full power now to repeal
or alter these measures as they desire, so far as they
constitute part of the Dominion law.
It is open to the Crown by Commission under the
Great Seal to authorise the Admiralty to establish ViceAdmiralty Courts, even when Colonial Courts of
Admiralty exist, but in the Dominions and States such
courts can only exercise jurisdiction in prize, as to the
navy, the slave trade, foreign enlistment, the Pacific
Islanders Protection Acts, and issues involving treaties
or international law. 2 Dominion jurisdiction in prize
1 Local legislation is also normal; for the Irish Free State see the
Treasonable Offences Act, No. 18 of 1925.
2 In the local Admiralty Court at Victoria, British Columbia, in 1930,
four American vessels were condemned for illegal presence in Canadian

was conferred in certain cases during the war, but the
question of prize jurisdiction and the other matters
involved may now be dealt with by the Dominions
under the Statute of Westminster, though the Imperial
Conference of 1930 agreed that action on this head
should be deferred until agreement on principles was
reached. It is clearly desirable that there should be
uniformity throughout the Empire in this issue. The
settlement will no doubt carry with it the disposal of
all questions of the treatment of the sums raised from
condemnations of vessels and property as prize, an
issue which after the war was settled by agreement
between the British and Dominion Governments.
The new powers of the Dominions as to admiralty
jurisdiction will enable them to extend that jurisdiction according to their view as to what is fit. The
limits of the past situation have unquestionably been
inconvenient, especially in Canada, where the Exchequer Courti exercises the full jurisdiction usually
vested in the Supreme Courts of other territories. But it
is important that in this matter as in prize the extent
of jurisdiction should be assimilated as far as possible
to the British model.
f: (4) The... principle . that. . an.appeallies to the King in
Councilfromalljudgementsof colonial courts is.a,p old
One,~ The . prerogative right to. hear. . a ppeaJ§. wa,s.llla,de
waters, vainly claiming the benefit of the treaty of 1818, which was held
not to apply to the Pacific Coast: The JJ1ay v. R., [1931] S.C.R. 374;
'l'he Queen City v. R., ibid. 387 {on appeal).
1 With local judges in the provinces. This renders Imperial creation
of Vice.Admiralty Courts needless. For the disadvantage of limited
jurisdiction, see Bow, .Ma,cla,chlan & Co. v. Ship Oa,mosun, [1909] A.C.
597; The Y1tri .Ma,rn, The Woron, [1927] A.C. 906; Keith, .Tourn. Camp.
Le ·x. 254; xi. 262, 263. Piracy is triable in any Admiralty Court by the
l of nations: A.-G. of Hong-Konyv.Kwok-a-sing (1873), L.R. 5 P.C. 179.
2 Keit'A. Qgnstitutio.naLllistory.o}<lfirst..British ]!)rn:pire, pp.• 305-11.
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as was done in the case of the Common}~wealth of Australia and the Union of South Africa, as
;~fhas been seen above, un,tiLby the Statute oLWest;i:"Plil}ster power was given ge11erallyto abolish the appeal
·if de.sir~d. But the States of Australia have not this
authority.
The system of appeals 2 which has been set up is
simplified by the activity of the Privy Council Office
after the Colonial Conference of 1907, when the issue
was discussed. The general doctrine is now laid down
that appeals shall normally be contemplated only from
the highest court in each territory. From it, it shall lie
either (l) as of right when certain conditions are fulfilled, or (2) by special leave of the local court when in
its opinion the question involved is onewhieh, by reason
of its great general or public importance or otherwise,
ought to be submitted to tlie King in Council for
decision, or (3) by special leave obtained from the
Judicial Committee itself. The use of the special power
applies both to cases where the local court has not seen
fit to grant leave to appeal, and to appeals from inferior
courts, which are normally not permitted, but which it
is within the power of the Judicial Committee under
the Act of 1844 to admit. The condition for an appeal
of right. is normally that the matter in dispute is of the
value of £500 or upwards, or where the appeal involves
directly or indirectly some claim or question respecting
property or other civil right of the value of £500 or
upwards. The sum varies from the normal in certain
cases; it is £300 in New Brunswick, 4000 dollars in
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Ontario and Saskatchewan, £1000 in Alberta and
Manitoba, and 12,000 dollars in Quebec. In New
Zealand an appeal lies not merely from the Court of
Appeal but from the Supreme Court; in the latter case
it may be brought only by leave of that Court or by
special leave of the Privy Council. In the case of the
Union no appeal lies save from the Appellate Division,
and then only by special leave from the Privy CounciL
Appeals from the Hig1t Court of the Commonwealth lie
only by special leave, or in cases involving the constitutional rights of the Commonwealth and the States
inter se or of the States inter se on a certificate from the
High Court. From the Supreme Court of Canada appeal
lies only by special leave of the Privy Council, and so
with the Court of Exchequer in part of its jurisdiction.
In the Irish Free State appeal lies only from the
Supreme Court by special leave of the Council. It must
be added that as regards admiralty jurisdiction an
appeal lies of right under the Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act, 1890 (which the Dominions but not the States
can now repeal in this regard), from all such courts to
the Privy Council, and no local legislation could bar
this right of appeaU
The principles on which the Privy Council will grant
special leave are quite indeterminate. It will not do so
in electoral appeal cases, 2 on the score that there are
pressing reasons of convenience that such appeals
should not be allowed and that the reference of these
issues to courts is really a surrender of the right of the
legislature to determine such issues itself, and is there1 Richelieu and Ontario Navigation Co. v. Owners of lJ.B. Breton, [1907]
A.C. 112.
2 Theberge v. Laudry (1876), 2 App. Cas. 102; ,Strickland v. Grima,
[1930] A.C. 285.
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fore of a special character, to which the ordinary rules
of appeals should not apply. Moreover, if a cot.irt is
established to deal with land questions on the basis of
equity and good conscience, no appeal will lie. 1 It is
otherwise if the court is appointed generally to deal
with the land rights of natives in New Zealand, which
is a normal judicial function and performed on judicial
lines. But no appeal will be allowed from a Court
Martial under martial law, for such a body is clearly
not a judicial body in the proper sense. 2 Nor will leave
be granted in criminal cases under normal conditions,
but only when "it is shown t.hat by disregard of the
forms of legal process or by some violation of the principles of natural justice or otherwise, substantial and
grave injustice has been done". 3 From the Dominions
cases of this kind are of neg1igible consequence. Moreover, the importance of the rule of refusing leave is
emphasised by the fact that the Council has declined
to grant leave when the action impugned as criminal
was merely so under the terms of a provincial Act in
Canada, where the provinces are by the constitution
denied the power of enacting criminal law in the
normal sense of the term. 4 An appeal, however, has
been heard, though dismissed on the merits, fmm the
1 Moses v. Parker, [1896] A.C. 245, as against Wi Matua's Will, Inre,
(1908] A.C. 448.
2 Tilonlco v. A.-G. of Natal, [1907] A.C. 93, 461; Mgomini, Ex parte,
22 T.L.R. 413.
3 Di~let, In re (1887), 12 App. Cas. 459 (British Honduras); Deeming,
Ex parte, (1892] A.C, 422; Kops, Ex parte, (1894] A.C. 652 (New South
Wales);. TiJhingumuzi v. A.-G. of Natal, [1908] A.C. 248; Btulger:v. A.-G,
for New Zealand (1908), 97 L.T. 621. Sec also Arnold v. King E1nperor,
[1914] A.C. 644, and contrast Knowles v. B., [1930] .A.C. 3~6. '
4 Oh,ung Ol~;uok v. R., [1930] A.C. 244. Of. F'o'l(g, JiJx parte, l£1~9J 1
D.L;R. 223, on the nature of habeas corpus as civil: Keith, Journ. Oomp.
Leg~ xii. 105, 106.
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decision of a special court in Natal dealing with a
charge of treason; the nature of the defence, the issue
of the position of an alien resident in British territory
on its occupation by alien enemies, no doubt explains
the action taken. 1
The constitution of the. Pr:ivy Council for judicial
purposes has been determined by a series of Acts, each
enlarging the field of Dominion judges who may be
members. The net result is that the Council is composed ·Of· the Lord Chancellor .and ex.Lqrds Qha.ncellor,
the Lord President and ex Lords President; present
and past members of the Supreme Court in England,
and the seven Lords oLAppeal.in· Or<ilioory if Privy
Councillors are members, and also any judge or ex
judge of a superior court ~n the Dominions, States, or
provinces, provided he is a Privy Councillor. 2 The right
to appoint Privy Councillors still rests and must rest
with the King on the advice of the British Government,
which thus no doubt controls the composition of the
court. Moreover, no salaries are provided for Dominion
judges by the British Exchequer. Under an Act of 1915
the Council may sit in more than one division.
To the appeal many objections have been raised by
critics in the Dominions, but it is clear that on the
whole legal opinion there still favours the appeal,
though, no doubt, the consideration that it affords a
valuable source of profit to leading counsel has some
weight in this preference. The merits of the appeal
should not be denied. Unquestionably in the.opinion
of the :gtajor portion of Canadian lawyers it has served

'"''.Jage1 v. A.-G. of Natal, [1907] A.C. 326.
.

.l

....

.

e. IJUIJlher has reached ten. For Iu<;!iarutppl;lals .. t'YO jq¢g{)s are
ptuvided: by t.b.e. Appellate Jur~s.dic.tio!J Ac.t.J929.
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as a most valuable means of dealing with impartiality
with the contests which have raged round the interpretation of the Dominion constitution, especially questions affecting religion, language, or race. It cannot be
denied that it is difficult for Canadian judges to deal
with such acute problems dividing political parties
without the risk of being accused of partisanship by
one side or the other. Again the Council has laid down
a common basis of interpretation of the royal prerogative, a matter on which Canadian decisions once
showed much confusion of thought. It has also enforced
the similarity of interpretation of Acts adopted by the
Dominions from British Acts. Under its judgements the
courts of the Dominions should follow the interpretation put on such measures in England by the Court of
Appcal 1 or the House of Lords. 2 In view of the otherwise inevitable deviation between parts of the Empire
in construing the same statutes, this influence must
be admitted to be of value. In the past also it has
enforeed the true interpretation of Imperial Acts applying to the Dominions, and upheld the supremacy of
imperial legislation, but this function is now important
only as regards the States. More valuable is the work
done in interpreting the common law which lies at the
base of the legal system of all the Dominions, save
Quebec and the Union. When it is remembered that
the different States of the United States are free to
, 1 Trimble' v. Hill, 5 App. Cas. 342; cf. Fed. Oommr. of Taxation v.
Hipsleys, Ltd. (1926), 38 C.L.R. 219, 234; Stuart v. Bank of Montreal

(1909), 41 S.C.R. 516, 548.
2 Even if this differs from an earlier view of the Privy Council, e.g.
as to the degree of care in drawing cheques: Will v. Bank of 2flontreal,
[1931] 3 D.L.R. 526, which followed London Joint Stock Bank v. Macmillan, [1918] A.C. 777, against Colonial Bank v. Mar8hart, [1906] A.C.
559; see Robins v. National Tt·ust Oo., Ltd., [1927] A.C. 515.
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interpret their common law in very different ways, the Chapter
XL
advantage of a common interpretation is not negligible,
though, on the other hand, the Dominions are more
active in amendments of that law than the United
Kingdom has been in the past. Nor should there be
ignored the sentimental value attaching in, m:=J;ny minds
in the Dominions to t}le appeal t.o the K,ing as in some
wa,ya 1inkofEmpire, especially at t~~ time when such
links are being reduced almost to invisibility. The fact
that the :finding of the Judicial Committee is not
strictly speaking a judgement, but is promulgated as
an order of the King in Council, has an effect which is
not unimportant, however much it may be deemed
irrelevant from the purely logical standpoint.
The objections 1 are many andofveryvaryingweight.
The constitutional objections that the appeal is a sign
of Dominion dependence on the United Kingdom has
been deprived of value by the Statute of Westminster,
which puts inlegaLform therightof the Dorniniop.s to
choose their own :final Court.of.Appe:=J;l. The objection
to the personnel of the court means in essence that it
is in fact essentially constituted of British judges, since
no salaries are provided either imperially or locally for
the services of such Dominion members as there are.
That could be remedied by Dominion or British action
if it were the only issue involved. The objection that
the court may contain a Lord President is based on the
mistaken idea that the Lord President ever sits to hear
judicial appeals; the presence of the Lord Chancellor
is a different matter, but English legal tradition denies
that sitting on such an appeal the Chancellor can be
influenced by political grounds. It may be admitted
I

1

H. Hughes, Judicial Autonomy in the British Commonwealth (1931).
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that on one or two occasions that view may be overgenerous. That the judges are affected by patriotic 1
bias cannot be supported by any evidence, still less that
they are more subject to class bias than Dominion
judges or that they favour money as against poverty.
More substantial complaints are based on expense. It
is certain that the system gives a great advantage to
the wealthy litigant and the great company or corporation which can coerce an opponent into surrender
or compromise by the power to take him to the Privy
Council. Delay, again, is a very grave factor, though
the delay lies normally in the acts of the parties, one
or both of whom may desire to postpone a decision.
The absence of local knowledge unquestionably is a
disadvantage, both to the court and to counsel, while
it is often very expensive to send local counsel to
England, and even then they may find the court in..:
sufficiently in touch with the facts of Dominion life to
appreciate the Dominion point of view. A more serious
objection still is the fact that the court is apt to dispose
of issues on some ground which, however valid, does
not touch the heart of the matter, and thus leaves unsolved the very problem which it was the desire of the
parties to raise and have determined as guidance in
subsequent cases. It is sometimes objected that the
fact that only one decision is given without indication
of dissenting views is objectionable, but that is not
apparently the opinion of the Dominion Governments,
for a decision to allow the presentation of dissents
adopted by the Imperial Conference of 1911 was
1 This is alleged in the Irish Free State, but unproved, and it was not
exhibited in prize cases in the war of 1914-18. The same accusation has
been made of Irish Free State judges.
"
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promptly repudiated by the Governments on further
consideration. Nor is it of importance that the court
is not strictly bound by precedent. 1 It would, of course,
be deplorable if it were lightly to vary judgements, but
all that it has ever asserted is the right to reconsider
an early ruling in the light of much fuller knowledge
of the relevant circumstances, and the cast-iron rule
of the House of Lords as to precedent would be even
more inconvenient than it is, if it were not for the
remarkable ingenuity which their Lordships can show
when it comes to distinguishing subsequent cases from
earlier decisions. It is perhaps better in such cases
frankly to admit a change of view, as does the Supreme
Court of the United States, and even on the most vital
principle of the interpretation of the constitution the
High Court of the Commonwealth of Australia. Much
more serious is the fact not usually made a subject for
criticism that the principles on which appeals are admitted for consideration or leave refused on application are far from intelligible. As the judgements do not
give reasons for dismissing applications to appeal,. this
defect is less noted than otherwise it would be; worst
of all is the fact that appeals may be held admissible
by one division, and when the matter comes up f~r
discussion on the merits the issue may be reopened and
the appeal ruled inadmissible as in the Maltese case of
Parnis v. Agius, 2 where an appeal from a decision on
an electoral petition was held applicable by the Council,
but later ruled to be invalid.
1 Transferred Civil Servants (Ireland) Compensation, In re, [1929]
A.C. 242; Ridsdale v. Clifton (1877), 2 P.D. 276; Read v. Bishop of
Lincoln, [1892] A.C. 644.
2 99 L.J.P.C. 81; Strickland v. Grima, [1930] A.C. 285; Keith, Journ.
Comp. Leg. xii. 289.
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The most serious objection to the appeal is one which
has been stressed by Dominion critics, the implication,
on the one hand, that Dominion judges are not capable·
of dealing satisfactorilywith appeals, and the tendency,
on the other hand, to neglect in composing Dominion
courts the very best intellects of the bar. The general
opinion in the Dominions appears to be that the final
courts of appeal must be strengthened in composition
if they are to be regarded as satisfactory substitutes
for the Privy Council. The salaries offered in Canada
are clearly too low to attract men offirst-class ability,
unless they deliberately prefer judicial ease. When it
was objected by the United States that the Canadian
arbitrator in the case of the ship I'm Alone was not
a judge, it could conclusively be explained that Mr.
Lafleur had a reputation unequalled by any Canadian
judge for legal knowledge. In the contest regarding the
appeal from the Irish Free State it has effectively been
pointed out that the Supreme Court of the State is
exceptionally weak in numbers, three in all, and that
it would be very difficult seriously to assert that its
members could dispassionately be compared favourably with the galaxy of legal talent which can be
used to constitute a full division of the Privy Council
to hear an important constitutional case when :five
judges sit.
Various suggestions have been made to eliminate
the difficulty. L.g;r.Q,Haldane .. sugg.~ted ..the...cr.eation.of
a....single ... Impe:cial.Qq:g:t't . .of .Appeal. r.epresentiug, . . the
United Kingdow .and. th.e..Pomicioxts,. e:fff)cti;y;eJy,._,;with
the power to sit in divisions and the possibility of
a division sitting in succession in various Dominion
capitals. The proposaL.has . never aroused . any .great
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attention, either in the United Kingdom. where .the
intervention of Dominion judges in British appeals
arouses no enthusiasm, or .in. the.. 1)om.inw~.--~hich
seem content to let matters stand, unless and until
abolition is preferred. Canada meantime has encouraged the presence of her judges from time to time
on the Council, and a Canadian judge sat on the important reference as to the right of the British Govern,ment to appoint a member of the Boundary Tribunal
on the Irish boundary, in view of the refusal of the
Government of Northern Ireland to nominate a
member.
This power of reference is one of the semi-judicial
functions of the Council, which serves important ends.
The King may refer to it any matter at his discretion,
though, of course, the Council might point out that
the subject matter was not suited to such treatment. Under this power have been decided important
boundary issues 1 such as that between Ontario and
Manitoba, 2 and the contest between Canada and Newfoundland over Labrador. 3 The issue between the
Legislative Council and the Assembly of Queensland as
to the power of the former over money bills was thus
pronounced upon. 4 But the procedure is not available
when the issue is one which properly could be made the
subject of ordinary judicial proceedings, and the reference in the case of the question of the ownership of
land .in Southern Rhodesia 5 was made because the
1 So also the question of the composition of the Irish Boundary Tribunal in 1924. Cf. Pari. Paper, Cmd. 2214. Questions under the constitution of Northern Ireland can be referred to it under the Government
of Ireland Act, 1920, by the local Government.
2 Ontario Bess. Paper, 1885, No. 8.
a 43 T.L.R. 289.
4 Queensland Money Bills Case, Apr. 3, 1886.
s [1919] A.C. 211.
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issues involved were emphatically such as no court
could properly decide, involving inter alia the obligations of the Crown towards a chartered company when
the latter claimed to have a right to reimbursement 'of
expenditure on administration which had not b,een
defrayed from local revenue and to have acquired
property in all ungranted lands by conquest or otherwise. A reference will be refused also if the advice
given would not be effective, as when the. Colonial
Secretary in 1879 declined to refer to the Council the
issue of the right of the Dominion Government to dismiss the Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec on the score
that the Dominion Government would not be bound
by the advice.
The question has naturally been raised, 1 arising out
of the power of reference, whether disputes between
Governments might not be made the subject of disposal
bythe Privy Council. The issue became of serious consequence in 1914 when the illegal action of the Union
Government in deporting agitators from the Union
might have caused serious difficulty as between the
British and the Dominion Governments. It was pointed
out .that, if the agitators had been foreign subjects,
their Governments might have raised the issue of the
legality of their expulsion, and as between parts of the
Empire some mode of settlement of difficulties should
apply. The project has finally taken shape in the conception of an Inter-Imperial Tribunal of a voluntary
character to deal with justiciable disputes arising between the Governments, which has been described
1 Keith, Imperial Unity and the Dominions, pp. 165, 166; so as regards
the confiscatory legislation of Queensland in 1920; War Government of
the British Dominions, pp. 260, 261.
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above. The Privy Council, however, may remain for a
considerable period the arbitrator of Canadian constitutional issues, which might continue to be brought
to it, even if appeals on ordinary points of law were, as
they might well be, completely cut off.
"-(5) Th~. r.~l~:~,t_iQni'!".Pt . . . th~ ..~Ifl~ . §tl:l&x..~n!i th~...:P.rivy
CounciLha ve, unhappily, .proceeded. .QJ1 ~.YH.t'Ydiierent
basis from those between the Council and th~. oth!1r
Dominions. It was unquestionably the intention of the
British Government to secure the maintenance of the
appeal, and it thought that by making Canada the
model of Irish status the result was assuredly attained.
Accordingly, when all mention of appeal was carefully
omitted from the constitution as first presented, it was
insisted that the appeal must be preserved, and this
was duly done in the constitution. It was, however,
provided that the appeal would lie by special leave
only from the Supreme Court, and that the Parliament
might regulate appeals from the High Court to which
the interpretation of the constitution is confided, but
could not shut off the appeal in matters relating to the
validity of any law. The British Government in effect
permitted the exclusion of ordinary matters fro:rp. appeal but not the cutting off of constitutional appeals,
though the matter bas been strangely misunderstood.
At first the Privy Council showed a maTked reluctance
to hear appeals, insisting 1 that it was normally the intention of the constitution that Irish decisions should
be final, but in Lynam v. B~ttler, 2 an issue on the Irish
land law, not of constitutional importance, it gave for
no very clear reason leave to appeal. The Parliament
then legislated to declare that the law as set out by the
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Supreme Court was the correct view, so that the appeal
became useless and was dropped.
This was followed by the decision of the Council in
Wigg and Cochrane v. Attorney-General of the Irish Free
State 1 that under Article 10 of the treaty of 1921 British
civil servants who retired in consequence of the change
of government were entitled to better terms than were
conceded by the Irish Government which adapted English usage to their cases. The judgement was based on
statements of fact which in part proved erroneous, and
the whole issue was reconsidered by the Council with
the same result. 2 The arguments of the Council seem
clearly sound in law, but it is clear also that the Article
was not intended to have the legal effect which it
turned out to imply. It would have been reasonable
simply to legislate in both countries to give effect to
the real intention, but the British Government, to the
detriment of the unfortunate taxpayers, accepted the
liability to refund to the Irish Government the excess
payments due under the judgement, and the Free State,
on this basis, agreed to pay the sums on certain conditions as to future retirements, which were formally
accepted by both Governments and enacted by the two
Parliaments as supplements to the treaty of 1921.
Finally,.in 1930,.an acute position a:r:ose it). :thec~.se
of . the Perjorming,}J,ight Soc.iety. v., Erray .Urban •.D:istriGt
QQY/!1Gi~- 3 The Council allowed the performance of
music in which the Society claimed copyright under
the British Copyright Act, 1911. The Supreme Court
negated the claim on the score that the Copyright Act
[1927] A.C. 674.
[1929] A.O. 242; Keith, Journ. Comp. Leg. xi. 129-31, 256, 257.
3 [1930] A.C. 377; in Supreme Court, [1928] I.R. 506; Keith, Journ.
Oomp. Leg. xii. 287-9; xiv. 108, 109.
1

2
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ceased to apply to the Free State when it became a
Dominion under the treaty. This disclosed a .complete
lacuna in the Irish Law, revealing Ireland as failing to
give protection under a copyright system which internationally certainly bound her, 1 and the Parliament in
1929 declared that copyright had existed during the
period when the Supreme Court stated it was nonexistent, but that no remedy was to lie for infringement prior to 1929. The injustice of this enactment was
clear, and the only excuse for it was that under Article
43 of the constitution Parliament has no power to
declare acts to be infringements of law which were not
so at the date of their commission. Even if this section
refers to civil law, and not as probable to criminallaw, 2
it would of course have been simple to amend the
constitution so as to do justice. In fact, the Privy
Council on appeal held that the Supreme Court was
wrong and that copyright had always existed, but it
was precluded by the Act of Parliament from giving
any remedy save that it could exonerate the unfortunate society from payment of costs as ordered in the
Supreme Court. The episode was deplorable, for it could
have been prevented had the Supreme Court not made
a palpable blunder, inflicting a grave wrong on an
unpopular Society.
The result was a complete divergence of view between the Free State and the British Government.
But the Imperial Conference of 1930 could not dispose
1

In law the State is certainly bound by all British treaties up to
1921, though it has been contended that the State has a right to ask for
freedom, and no doubt in most cases this could be arranged. The State
was recognised as a distinct member of the Permanent Court. See Keith,
Journ. Oomp. Leg. xiv. llO, lll.
2 As in the United States; Kerr, Law of the Au.stralian Constitution,
p._33.
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of the issue by simply recommending the dropping of
the appeal, for a strong protest was made from the
Protestant minority in Southern Ireland, which stressed
its belief that the appeal was essential to preserve the
rights in religious matters accorded by the treaty. The
passing of the Statute ofWes.tminsterleaves.theJ:x:tatter
in stat:u quo; for the real question is whether the appeal
is so implied in the treaty that it cannot be abolished
without breach of that instrument. It may be, despite
the doubts of the Attorney-General, that, as Canada
could abolish the appeal from the Supreme Court, it is
open to the Free State so to act without violating the
treaty which is the governing power over her constitution under the Act of 1922 of the Constituent Assembly
giving to the Parliament legislative power. 1
In fact, however, the abolition of the appeal from
Canada, as in the case of the Commonwealth, is complicated by the existence of the federal system. 2 For
Canada to abolish the appeal from the Supreme Court
would be only a source of confusion if the appeal direct
from the provinces, which it did not create and which
it cannot control save in the matter of criminal law,
remained operative, for then, if one issue were decided
in one sense by the Supreme Court, nevertheless it
could still be decided in the opposite sense by the Privy
Council, and chaos would result, for the Supreme Court
could not he compelled to adopt the Council's view nor
the Council.that of the Supreme Court. Nor would the
action of the provinces, which also can abolish the
1 On June 20, 1932, the Privy Council refused leave to appeal against
a decision of the Supreme Court asserting the right of the State to reduce
the pay of the police as being officers transferred with statutory rights
from the British service.
2
Keith, Journ. Oomp. Leg. xiii. 251; xiv. 108.
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appeal, be effective unless all complied with the suggestion of abolition, and the dissent of Quebec would
again ruin the effect of action elsewhere. I:~t- the Common wealth a like difficulty presents itself 6utside the
constitutional sphere reserved to the High Court by
the constitution, and in that case the matter is even
more unfavourable to abolition, since the States have
not so far been accorded the power to abolish the doctrine of repugnancy by repealing the Colonial Laws
Validity Act in its application to them. In the case of
Ireland the matter is far more simple from the legal
point of view, and it is obvious that it would be far
more useful for the minority if the place of the present
appeal could be taken by an agreement by the State
to arbitrate before an Inter-Imperial Tribunal any
grievance of that minority which the British Government should think sufficiently important as to justify
the suggestion that a breach of the treaty of 1921 was
involved.
(6) The prerogative of mercy at one time formed the
subject of considerable friction between the British
and colonial Governments. But it was soon realised
that, if the theory of responsible government were not
to be rendered untenable, it must be admitted that a
local ministry was the proper authority to control the
prerogative. In the case of Canada the contest was
carried on by Mr. Blake, who succeeded in persuading
the Colonial Secretary that it would suffice if the
Governor-General were required to exercise discretion,
after hearing ministerial advice, in any case in which
the grant of a pardon or reprieve might directly affect
the interests of the Empire or of any place outside
Canada. In 1888 the resignation of the Government of
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Queensland on the refusal of the Governor to accept
the argument that the exercise of the prerogative
should be based on their advice, and the inability of the
Governor to find a ministry to take its place, showed
that the principle of independent discretion was untenable, and in 1892 the Colonial Secretary was finally
persuaded to a bandon the instruction that the Governor
should exercise a personal discretion by the argument
of the Gover~or of New Zealand, who pointed out that
in fact the Governor had no option but to act on advice,
and that the responsibility was one which ministers
should face. Hence for New Zealand and the Australian
colonies, now States, the Canadian principle was
adopted. It was accepted by the Commonwealth as
proper. But Newfoundland was left with the old rule
of discretion in the case of capital sentences enjoyed
.by the instructions, and it was only under Sir W.
Macgregor (1904-9) that in practice ministers began
to take any responsibility for the prerogative, which in
effect the Governor had been allowed to exercise-an
invidious position explained by the difficulties felt by
ministers in a tiny community in resisting appeals for
clemency for friends and supporters in politics.
In the case of the Union the question of the feeling
which might arise in cases involving natives resulted
in the adoption of the rule requiring in capital cases
personal discretion to be exercised after consideration
of the question in Executive Council. The GovernorGeneral must, however, if he reject the advice of the
majority of members, enter the grounds of his dissent
in the minutes. The procedure, it is clear, is incompatible with the modern view of responsible government, and no doubt in the Dominions and States the
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rule rna y be taken in effect to be that the ministry
controls, though the principle of 1878 is still retained
in the new instructions issued for Canada in 1931. One
omission, however, has been made: the British Government at one time discouraged the grant of pardons conditional on exile unless the crime was one of a p()litical
character unaccompanied by violence; but any limitation of this kind is obviously a matter for local views,
and it is now left to the Governor-General to act on
any advice the ministry tenders.
Advice in matters of pardon is normally given by
one minister, the Minister of Justice or AttorneyGeneral, but capital cases are brought before the
Cabinet in most cases. In accordance with British
practice, efforts have beenmade, not always successful,
to prevent Parliamentary discussion of the use of the
prerogative, on the broad ground that its exercise is
essentially a matter for executive discretion with full
knowledge ofall the facts and not for party recriminations in the legislature. It is, however, inevitable in
small communities that much pressure should be
exerted on members by constituents and by members
on ministries.
In the case of Canada it was originally the intention
of the British Government that the prerogative should
be restricted to the Governor-General, even in respect
of provincial cases of violation of regulations made by
the legislatures. But, since it was determined that the
legislatures could confer the pardoning power on the
Lieutenant-Governors, the exercise of the prerogative
in respect of these matters is manifestly inappropriate,
and the delegation of it disappeared in 1905. In the
case of Canada, the Commonwealth, and the States the
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division of authority manifestly should be that the
Governor-General should pardon for offences against
Commonwealth laws and the State Governors for
offences against State laws, including the criminal law.
In general the power has been delegated to pardon
persons condemned in the Dominions for offences committed outside them but triable therein by reaso~ of
the admiralty jurisdiction of their courts, and in any
case a pardon given would not be questioned in the
Dominion.
To grant an amnesty is clearly now a matter of
ministerial discretion, and it rests with Parliaments to
decide how far convictions of treason or other crime
are to be treated as disqualifications for office or
membership of Parliament. A generous treatment has
had to be accorded to persons convicted of high treason
in the Union whose offences have been remitted by
Union Act.
Apart from the right of pardon of actual offences, it
is always open to a Dominion government to refrain
from prosecution and to stay proceedings on nongovernmental prosecutions by en,tering a nolle prosequi,
which, as in England, bars further action and 1s a
matter entirely within ministerial discretion.

CHAPTER XII
THE FEDERATIONS-ORIGIN AND STRUCTURE
,,/,0-.''':.;J•

i

{

Canadian and Australian fedem.tions are.indebted Chapter
essentially to the United States·.fo:r,the. maiJ;l...;Watures XII.
of their constitutions. But the circumstances of their
'prigin have caused both of. them. to. devi~te . greatly
:from their model, and .that .i:n . .di:ffer.e.nt dir.ections.
(1) It was inevitable that the presenc.e.9f.the ..Pnited p;~.
States inirxm1ediate vicinity.t.o~~··i1P.d.,i:nq 0:ns.tant , f
t
contact . . . should have .• ·J;;luggestedr.,:f:t:Qp:~; the·•o,utset . . . the l
<,1~,~ilic~1t~~MJ.,.~i,j(kY.~¥~~~tign, But in the United States/
federation was brought about only by external pr~ssure; and for a prolonged period there were no rea~hs
sufficient to induce co-operation on the northern side
of the frontier. The British Government itself, by
dividing New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island
from Nova Scotia, and by severing Quebec into Upper
arid Lower Canada in l 791, seemed eager to rule by
division. Though Lord Durham. was. at one tim13 .attmct.ed by the. ideal .of. a .. feder::tL Canada,. practical
oonsiderations made him drop the. project, for which
the maritime provinces were unripe, and• concentrate
instead on the preliminary ..a £.turning. a rel1Jlite..g Qan~da
into a true . ]}p.glish PWV:ir19e. J~he time for that, however, was over, and it was the absolute impossibility
of continuing to carry on effective government in the
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province that afforded the dominant motive for

xn:t·
I . ·:federation. Canadian .politiqs,
. Glift~.;r; .JS.§S . J:~pictlY
-· ... . . a,poache~ a .. deadlock; <the... growing. disp:ro. po..r.t. . . .i. o..n. . . ·. •·. p£ .

rr.

fopulatwn made. the equal. number ofmemhers.Jore::wh
'part of the province .an. intolerable . . anomaly, while
change would menace the swamping of French na.tionality in Canada. The solution lay in a federation in
which French Canada could enjoy autonomy inlocal
matters, while no longer hampering national policies.
Skilled diplomacy secured the concurrence of the maritime provinces, which had themselves planned a measure of union, as was suggested by the homogeneity
of their population and their common interests. Th~
~.~.~se~ . 'Y:hi..CJh il19.1lc~.c.! ..tg~~e.. P.!2viqce~_ ~()_ ~?!leur in
federation and which str:~11gt1lenecl Q::.J,ga,_Q.a, in her desire
t(). a,t~a,!n.i.t..wer~.Yi:~,ried. ~he growth ,2f ,a great P_<?!Yer
on theso11t1lerr1 borde.r, animate(l, t.lliQ1lgQ()3,1l8_e§ P!lrtly
not connected with Canada, by feelings of something
approaching hostility to the British provinces, invited
attention to the defenceless position of the country. The
British Government felt that the defence of :th~ .provinces when disunited offered a burden impossible to
sustain, and pressed for adequate local action. Q;w_,.
'"'~!J~J.~t.!gn~,«;?t~~~~t,y"therefore impelled .men's mil1Cls to
some. form of union,. and unquestion~:tbly th<:J p:res<:Jnce
of Fenians on the border Op<:J:r:~:tted powerfully. in . l866
in inducing New Brunswick to acquiesce in federation.
\'2-\ A ..f}Jrt4er.P+R~~¥.~;,0}:':i?l§r.R,~~\•.~l~p..t.o.the.ll.o~:tility;4tt:t:iP.e
!InxPt~g,·'· §t~.~~s. :,J:he · recrproclty ,tJ;e~:t.ty .pt.,.,J,Si4••''h:OO>·
1
opened up an era of prosperity for Canada, and the
denunciation of the compact by the United States
menaced the province with commercial stagnation. It
became urgent, therefore, to obtain access to the

,I
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markets of the maritime provinces, and to abolish the
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.I companies and financiers interested in railway develop-

ment to secure the possibility qfj;he...op!.'}ning. up of
railway .o.owmP-!lioation . . .with ....the . .paa:ritim~. ..J?+P.Vi:nces
()!l t4e pne hand, a!ld the .we.st. o.n .the. pt~~¥:r: Qply thus
could it be hoped to secure sufficient additional traffic
to make the many lines already constructed or contracted for in Canada itself a paying proposition. Much
less im12m:t~nt.was . t4t=l.. re.al:isf:ttion. of E.loill© _:m~n gf. in- \
§!ght, such as ~~,8,!',2! ~~2~;th~.~[1t it was vital for Canada .
to secure the west before it should be occupied •by
American immigrants and the possibility of retaining
it under British control, despite the boundary treaty of
"~;:·-.1849, pass away. Ther.e.were othe;t; g:r()MAds )YAi~h. gquld
1
~,~('} ..Jlrge.dy.fq:r. >,f.(}d.e:ra.tiq;J;l, . lmt .. these ,..w:.ere , the .. .vital
rne.tte:r§r vr.ltic;lt oye:rcawe :reLgst~:qsyi:Q N~?:rtl+. Ame:rica,
aJJ_d, .il1dlJ.Ct?d the .British Government; which had. }(mg
hee:nindifferent, to accept the project with alacrity11nd
touseall,its influence to. bring it to. successful fruition.
Itt,.,~~~.;.£~~~"'9Jw~-:~.~~t.~l~~,B~~r.e were lacking..th.e essential arguments . to induce fede.ration. Four of the
colonies, New South Wales, Tasmania, Victoria, and
Queensland, had once formed a unit; they had prospered by division, and each soon acquired a distinctive
standpoint which it was reluctant to surrender. South
Australia has been from the first absolutely independent and free from the convict strain; Western Australia was equally distinct, though it later succumbed
to the fascination of cheap convict labour and was the
last in 1868 to surrender the privilege. Had they been
isolated communities without a common source of sup-
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port in the shape of the United Kingdom, they might
XII. easily have been driven to unite for protection; but, as
~twas, the well-meant . e:fforts.of. Lord. J};r;ey, iJl.~Jt,$.4,97'50
~o insert federal clauses inthe constitutic:na,tll.en,granted
Jil:S a preparation for self-government were bitterlr~>Oriti
··j,~ised. Gradually . . ;!Jw.....a&..Y~P.~.9.lf&dflrilltiPu.~Q~.g,i;!me
' "!!~~!?.!~,. ~~mngthenedy..of..cnmse.,..hy,the,GQ;mjgginto.being
<>.L~!J:.~~.9:~n:.9:<Ji.~u . fe.dru:ation ....ExtG.rn~Ls\~ng~r .. ~91Jnted
!or comparatively Jittl(j,,. tho.p.gh ...::l,§? .~~r.ly ..~it. l~lQ .J]J.e
Franco-German war had evoked in Victoria thoughts
of neutrality. The tension with Russia in 1877-78 and
1886 counted for something, still more the defeat of
China by Japan in 1894, but the more practjcal foreign
issue.was that of the exclusion of Chinese and Japanese
immigrants, and with that went the exclusion, of British
Indians~ :QeteP.Ce would be more effective, British experts reported, if there was federation, and the pious
belief prevailed that it might even be cheaper. Ect:>n.o.mic..ist?:Ue§Jqqp;tg<lm¥9A . l~rge;r~. Jt\VQ'\lldbe excellent to abolish all customs barriers aP,9.. te> Preate.within
the . new unitfre.edo.m. Qf.trade. wit:l:l. . p:ro.tecti(}p.,aga~st
the rest of the world. The substitution of o.pe. great
community for six weaker bodies would pripg. a. great
impetus to trade and commerce. Money could be borrowed more cheaply on federal security, and the Australians were prodigious borrowers. The war of railway
rates on the frontiers of the colonies by which each
sought to secure business for itself at the expense of its
neighbours would be ended. The disputes over the use
of the river Murray for irrigation and navigation would
become capable of solution. The diverg.ence.,..Q£.. legislation on a multitude of commercial and .industrial
topics would·. be··· ended with aJl. ,thaJi, ..•~(j)~J.)..:t:,i:@., .the
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interests of business. The problem of old .age pensions
could be solved .by a.fede:ration~ Enthusiasts promised
the regulation of trade disputes on a uniform basis in
place of conflicting decisions in each colony on issues
which were common to the whole of Australia. Others,
too sanguine, thought that the federation might dispose of the lands which the colonies had been unable
to develop and to take over the vast northern territory
whic"9- South Australia nominally owned. Lawyers suggested that the establishment of a federation would
facilitat~ the settlement of legal disputes without the
cost. o£ 'a reference home, and would bring about assimiJatio:rt, of the interpretation of laws in the several
jurisdictions.
But, ,.beside
this·longlist of arguments . o;£ . ~n ..eco.!/
'
j~'Ornic··character, the:re•was present . in.the. movement
~~gJ:.o;wi~, .~~~~...Qx:,;q~.ti~,;tn~Jity. It. alone. in .t~.. long
~un .really ·• prevailed . over .obstacles .. a,nd .. seemed..~b.e
~~t~bli.sh,l~XJ;e:nt of .the .fe.del'~tion. The British Go.¥ernm-ent was throughout sympathetic., but. the time had
pq,ssed when it could have exercised any decisive
influence on the course of events, as it undoubtedly
had done in the case of Canada. It served, however, a
useful purpose in securing the accession of Western
Australia to the federation, though it may be feared
that the State now regrets its decisioh. This sense of
national destiny had been injured by the refusal of the
British Government in 1883 to secure New Guinea f6r
Australia and to prevent the establishment of France
in the New Hebrides, and this had something to do
with the energy with which in some quarters stress was
laid on the necessity of the Australian colonies freeing
themselves from a position in which they could not
u
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successfully make representations to the United Kingxu. dom on issues of vital importance to them, but of
negligible interest to. a government which had no eyes
save for the spectacle of European affairs. This element
of critical hostility had no counterpart in the Canadian
,
J.J «-~/"
(/ rd maritime province attitude in 1864-67.
{,(/' t. 171 f./V..IIP., i' .
.
•
"'-~: .t., t'Y:1. ~ (2) So d1ffer~nt. were the. 01r~um~tances ~hat ·-t~e
_'J,_;,.,i;·-b(J2:/metho_ds o~ ach1evmg f~deratwn m~v1tably d1ffered m
;.() .. 1"19f;,.,,.~ssentm~s. \"' 'Ih,~,,Q~~a.t:um . was . produced
L w c.-.~'(t_ ·largely m secrecy .and was ..the work of a. number of
determined. indiy;ig11.als .who carried with. them the
people. . rather . th~~ ·were, guided ,by theic . .wishe~)'lihe
initi~~L§.t~..P" ~~~J:~ls~:u,.ffi,,l§§~... hy .a. coalition incldding
men who had never hitherto seriously desired federation, but who had realised that deadlock in Canada
was ·complete and could not be solved by ordinary
means. The statesmen of the maritime · provin~s,
whom they met at Charlottetown and invited to
Quebec, had no mandates from their legislatures or
peoples for federation. 'Ilu:;., ..Q.uS,>,l?,(}~G~.J:..C.§.Qlut.iQns. were
accepted by Canada alone; neither .in Nova Scoti~J,. rl()r
New Brunswick were they formally. agreed .to. Nova
Scotia was never allowed to express the views of the
people, the legislature assuming power to act without
a dissolution. In New Brunswick a dissolution gave a
majority to the opponents of federation, but the new
government mismanaged the position, and a .9hange of
opinion was achieved, which allowed New- Brunswick
to send her delegates to settle with those of Nova
Scotia and Canada the details of the constitution. That
instrument .was . thus finally. determined.. upoll,.at,. London, and. enacted.by .the .Imperial Parlia-ment ..in...}867,
in a form which was not in detaiLthat. approved. in
Chapter
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Ca;o,ada. Nova Scotia now had to be allowed an election
and it repudiated by its vote federation, but relief was
",Q.enied and it sullenly acquiesced. After that no chance
)*;1~f change remained. lliitish_,.Q.oJ,umhia,,,,i~"lihlld
:f?rince Edward Island in 1873 .ac.cepted federation .on
ijhe basis of the existing constitution; . the other:..:t:h;r;ee
p.;covinces;.,.,J\![anit@ba, . . . ,~];,~7~f'''and:v;~skato.l:l~~~;p, . . . •. fl:nd
.A,lbg:r:ta.(l90S),.·we:re.create<l,by.t~<DQ;mi;o,ion.cfrqm the
enormous areas under the administration of the Hudson's Bay, Company which passed to it in 1869-70.
Moreover, the federal Act itself created Ontario and
Quebec as distinct provinces out of Canada, and before
it took effect constitutions of the two provinces were
-"-:J settled upon by the Parliament of the united province.
'~'·'+Chere was, therefore, a minimum of free determi;uation
iin .the whole proceeding as far. as. the . people . were
concerned.
~Y~~,.A~l:lilJ~:federationwas the outcome
f::a.movement which· in its later stages,~,f~,...m,Q:re
~~~1;!;!:;~,;,;~9~~~~~E:~~!;.J;N() doubt it was due to
governmental action that al Confere;JJ,(le,.()f. fl.~lf:lgates
from··the ·colonies. in 1884 adumbrate(j, . ,a, .mtll:l!~\l;!ie to
secure a degree of co-operation which was passed illc
1885 as the Federal Council of AustralaE~ia AGt, and
which, though utterly defective, did something to accustom Australians to common action on a legal basis.
Ministers 11gain attended the Melbourne Confer.euce .of
1890, which led to the selection of delegatefl to frame
· ' t S dne in 1891 a draft constitution.J~~ij1\w~",that
rg !liate:cial,.,en,.er,gy.J~guished, .. a:o,d.the, . dr,ixi~g,,.p()wer
pas&!iJd, .tQ. .the people, .lil,ffi()l1g' whm:p.. ~J:;J,thusi~&ts .. promqt~df~derll,ti()I). lf\agges an<t ;kindr~d. }JqQj~s,.~nd the
Sydney Bulletin set aboutits task ofeducatingthe back,.i!tlii
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blocks to the necessity of a united Australia by the use
of arguments intelligible and striking, if often crude
··~;:·~nd misleading., It was..,.~~i~F.2£~2:!;"S9l:~&~~~-~hich
'drove·ministers. to meet~t .Ro:Q~J;:I;i.jn.. l.§,~,~~ .~~.~ .~p,~gree
to legislate for the selection, not by Parliament~.bu.t by
popular vote, of delegates to a Convention at.A.deLl.ide
inJ897. The work of this_Qggy~J:l~i()n igl897-98 proved
degisive. The constitution was referred as agreed upon
to the people; New South Wales failed to give the
necessary size of majority, but it was placated by concessions made by a Premiers' Conference, and-the bill
was. then passed in. 1900 by the British Parliament
virtually in the form in which it had been. ~pp:roved
in. Austral}~, .Western Australia deciding at the last
moment to refer the question of acceptance to the
/ ,people with a decisive result. The people, theref()re,
/ :~-~p_pli~Clj11J~rg€)_rp.easure the driving_p()}Y~~--~g_.~g}lieve
t_!!~_ g()~l; mor.ee>ye.r, it was "by .the -R~C>Pl~--~g_a.,t_ the
<:J()J:ly;~!t~E~()I?: 1 aJ~!31' the fullest _expo~i:tioiLP_Jj_ts. supP()!~~l.'~....~P:Cl critics, .. was deliberately .~gd cl~~i_~ively
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~7-tfvas essentially the chosen model. It shares with it the

t

~
J

7(;J'
characteristics of being set out in a written instrument,
-tj:-{) krJp providing for the supremacy of the constitution over

,..v'~" 1! ,.,1:.he governments and legislatures, in dividing power
•

between a central and local authorities, and in assigning to the courts the duty of defining the measur~' of
authority to be exercised by the federation and its
members. But in very.important matters.. both .. contstitutions . depart.irom tlw•.United . Stat,~& .model).a,ndjJ.l
certain . . Ip:atters ... the ,.Australian .constitution . ad'b,eres
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mBre closely. to the, United .St~tes ..precedent. than .does
the.. . .Canad:ian. The···· cause of· ··this is . . unquestioRed.
Canadian· .federation . gr.e:w:. .up..:under :tlw..sh.~;~.do:w: ..of..the
great. conflict between north and So"tlth iu Axngrica.
The danger to a federation of the undefined powers of
the States was manifest, and the fathers of federation
for that reason were determined not to repeat the error
made in the framing of the American .constitution.
Moreover, some . ofthem;including.·Si~·J"@hJ;hMa.c.do:u,ald,
we:re .a;t.J~.~!.l!.J.:t.,s:Y,p;p.qrte;J:s.of"uBionc, . and, while they perforce yielded to the necessity of a confederation as the
only means to please Quebec and to make up for the
lack of local institutions of government in the maritime
provinces, they were anxious to limit as closely as
possible the degree of autonomy of the parts. 1-B+·the
,pase of. Australia· no such motive was . .effective ..The
~olonieswere autonomous, and the effort to bring ,them
}nto federation meant serious surrender of authority.
·~ t was therefore necessary to omit from the federal
,,v"jpact all that savoured of undue centralisation.
· 1;, . Both constitutions differ from the United States constitutionin the greater detail which.t4eyco:u,tain. They
differ also in the vital fact that .they make.no.pr.ovision
fQ:r:Aihe.• xi,g4t§.,. Q,t.,.iJJlt?,.§;y,.bjec.ts. . . . They;. .•;w;ex.e.,p:r;~.p{!.:r;.~d····bY
men..who .were.J1Q.t..9>IJ:9>i¢l,pff&::r:h9>m~:r.±tJI;rY•.•dea,potism,
and did not see, as perhaps they should have seen, that
legislatures are capable of infringing the moral law.
T·:P,e fact that sanctity of contracts and due process of
law are required of American State legislation, and not
of the legislat~on of the provinces, explains the many
differences between the judicial interpretation of the
two systems. T~ly;, thee.~.~~~~g§g .the
it

.>"·

~~t~:ag~,,,gi,~rE1~1?J;,>~~'bl~,,,gQ;¥!(,;£;1J;Jn;~;t,;t~~,\)ilhij~.,;~,y,J,J:;£+ited
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Chapter Htatea,cons;tj,~tioJ:il,,.,,~f!ga;tes..it.
XII.

In the United States
ministers may not sit. in the legislature; in Canada and
Australia. they cannot in. effect be ministers unless..they
SQ.sit. Similarly the head of the federations is a representative of the Crown who acts as constitutional
monarch, as opposed to an elected President who actually governs and whose ministers are his instruments
and subordinates with whom at pleasure he can dispense. So also the head of the Government has in practice no veto on legislation as has the President, for it
is not he but ministers who govern, and Parliament is
in accord with their views. •j,e.Jy, tha.S~~~.>Qt"the
United..Stat.~s.;h,aQ.,:b,e,en.~itl.d.ep&J;l,d&~t,,.~t~tgf?. ;Q,~J;~ ,they
f~d~mn~SI..~_,~!l-1lth'i};¥:J.;);r;eoo:t:;v:~.aa"a.reault,a.wj,d,eJ;.J;n~asure
o!,:;J;1l.thorit~. . ;than .is,.aJlo,tt~d ••tq..•t41}~S,UJ.t.la§·~9£,,4.Y.§tJ:alia
alld stillmo:re .than.i£..gi;v.e n.to. •the...Call:adi~,;pl\Q¥inces.

It is significant that the Australian States can delegate
powers to the federal Parliament, implying a relation
foreign to the conceptions of the United States. Finally,
the scheme of judicature shows. essential. differences.
The States in America were not prepared to submit the
judgements of their State courts to alteration by any
federal court, and therefore on all State issues these
courts are supreme, and, if an issue of this kind falls
to be decided incidentally in a federal court, it normally
will follow State decisions. In both Canada and Australia one.aim of federation. was .t.o secure. unanimity
of decision on points of .law,. and. appeals.lie to ,,tl:le
Supreme Court and the High .Court. . respectively from
the . . local courts on purely localissues involving .. no
federal element. Again, the United States demands a
separation of jurisdictions, so that federal courts administer federal law and State courts State law. In the
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British federations, though in different ways, jurisdiction can be exercised in federal matters by State or
provincial courts.
From the Ganadian.cQ!l::ltit:o#Q1l.,t4<!t.q:f,i1hfl. .Qg:m;rp.qnwealth difter§ . .in fwmin . t.b.e. . ~p.q;r;.~~;g,~.,P,ffilif~19}J;lWF•.Fha t ,
~s . it. . Wiits. • 1l~G.el:l$~1.'Y t9 ..§~p~:p:J,t.('l...QiiL1l.<tq,~,1i1lt.Q.,PW'.QPro
vjnces, the British North America Act, 1S67, makes provision for the constitutions of Ontario and Quebec.
Moreover, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta were
given constitutions by Dominion Act. On the other
land,
the Commonwealth constitution leaves the States
,,
fO enjoy their own constitutions subject to the federal
~cheme. 'Ji..b.e..,,Q.~I1~~t~~J?F~~~;n~e~3 ~2"i~Y~~7 • ~~X7· power
to .amend their c~~~titiiti~n:~··d~~pi't~·· th~ grant by the
Act .o£1867 and federal legislation. S~.Qg.ndly, . . the. . appointment. of the head of the State rests. in Australia
with the. King, and .the States. are in direct relations
with the British Government; their Agents-General are
accredited to the Dominions Office. In Canada . the
Lieutenant.,.Governor. is appointed .by. the. Dominion
Government, which can remove him, though. the .p.ower
is not used for federal ends, as it might have been.
~ly, ·theAustralianSenliLte.isil1 ::;tmcture based.on
,--.the equality of the States and on election by the people,
·P:l't device now adopted by the United States. C1i;w.ada
~~,patt~" b:oUL the. fede:t:liLt P:t"itl.9iPle" PRtl:!.•.l;>~.,:~!+§.,.l1n
~q.:ual ~tr.e.<tt:t;nen,t..of. . .the. .§.~¥~a.l..• ;pJ.:P,¥~~~.,,~J1,\l,.J~y•···the
~thGd, o.f..~;Elp.o,iJl.tm~ll,t,,b.;y~t4~ .JlQm~niQ~,CJ~~~ent.

:[.~¥~£~1¥ 1.. the States in Australia, like those in the
United States, retain all the powers not expressly
denied to them and can exercise them concurrently
with the Commonwealth, though subordinate to Commonwealth legislation in such cases liLs are litlso within
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pommonwealth jurisdiction. In Canada th(:l.J'~~i<l11ary
jurisdiction rests with the Dominion, b11t j11dicial inl~~~r terpretation has greatly restricted .t heforce of this :rule.
h ,
.
..:1~-~ ll
' . .:n 1 A
'
'
;?'•· A!fJl'~f~"hl
·~,v.u y, t ·e,,.;pQM!!.eJk,~,.•~Q~;;,P~Q;¥-~C~.~p,t§~~§"gJ,;:y;§;n
· tq. .t:b:e,J:;).Qmi;J;l.~.G,Q¥13-r~:eiJa.it.j•.•~:.it.~~~~,,lgij,g.,;u~~.P- to
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p:r9t.~.Q,t,:0Pmi;uign.~t.et~!ilt.s~A;ho.ugh.i~~e.i§.:t\9~1f:l>l'gely
~~6)lance.

In the Commonwealth State Acts can be
disallowed only by the King, and there is no instance
on record in which disallowance has been expressed on
the wishes of the Commonwealth. Sixthly, .the Cagadian
federation authorises the creation of federal courts, but
assumes that, unless deprived of jurisdiction, the provincial courts are competent to deal with all federal
questions. The Commonwealth constitution provides
for the exercise oUederaljurisdiction by federal courts,
and for the assignment to State courts of federal jurisdiction.
) t~-1 ttJA#.i (4) The .inten.tio11'"~f,Sir . .J . . ..Mac.don&>ld,..w:AA.·as. far as
~ po§s~hlg. :tq. p:;dJJ,ce, ~#~~J!.~,~£cU.11~"~.~£~~~~g~§ . t9 ,that
st.~~ p1locaL..go¥&:J.lxx;u;m,t..a.utho.:rities.···This . explains·.the·.de-v
~
'7,;;:; lberatc. ,d.t1temcicination,,to . pre.¥e:.tlt . q,ppointm~nt..of ·the
r.t/""~·"'lr
f1..,···. ./"" .·./' ..~~~-.1 ],.r ieutenant~Gove'Fnors· by··t1re•••G:r0wn.r.Wh.,y,,w:Ailn-ld,.then
, :7· ...,.. ~ ~;the deemed to have a delegation of the royal preroga.•
. d b y t h e ·Governor~ G. enera.l . on
·/vi'J-•'11' t/i tlve,
wh'l
· 1 e, 1'f appomte
the advjce of his ministers, they would be servants of ,
the· federal go:vemm~nt. ~im~1~l~,t,4@.,:~~gi§la>jj~¥~ ;were ~}
tq. ..'Q.e. . .'ij;uder . .co;at;col;,~~l;t;,.,,:P,~;,-.,;~~1\~·~tQu.~~,. t?rU}:u¥.9.t....to .·
~~~~&:Y~tig:p.., QA.I)o~li.oJ::b.ci~tll:ueti~.~,.~,g:.~~~+~a.a,,..early
~etermined that, in exercising .the. power to disallow,
~heGovet1lor~General·was to~act·onD.ominion advice.
As the Crown was not to be really present as part of
the legislature, their ..c.ompetenc.e.~ .;w;,q;~J.lQ.,4·~iJ!:~l!l>····'•'9.e, ..
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G0vernment was eHtirely denied, ·and a;.epr.eseJJ.tatio.ns
from provincial g0ve:rnments need notbe..forwarded t0
L0ndon unless . it.ple!1S~§. ~9,¥ . lJHwi:nion.
But, while the Lieutenant-GovernC>:r and the legis<~''lature are thus in a sense placed under D0minion cC>nY .JrC>l, the-c.oJJJ:t~.m..~p.e.JJ.e.~~~~~,.pr.o~
~i:u~s,~,.;w~,~~t~:~~~~~~~.Q;k~t.i~lities.
1
The Domini0n s0ught to deny the p0wer 0f the legislatures to emp0wer the Lieutenant-G0vernms t0 create
Queen's C0unsel and award them precedence in the
c0urts; it denied that they c0uld pr0vide f0r alterati0n
0£ the seals of the pr0vince; they denied that they c0uld
auth0rise the remissi0n by the Lieutenant-G0vernms
0f fines and impris0nment imposed fm breach of provincial legislation. On all these points the courts held
them wrong. Again on the same view that the prerC>gative was n0t (unless by special enactment of the
British N mth America Act) applicable to the pmvinces,
the D0minion claimed that escheats 0£ land passed t0
it, but the Privy C0uncil in Attorney~ General for Ontario
v. Mercer 1 negated that view, and in Maritime. Bqf!k
of Oanaiia v. Rr:cr:iver-Gener.a] .of New BrV/4§Wi9~~ 'it
asserted that the primity of the Crown in bankruptcy
applied t0 the province. In the same way the Privy
C0uncil has established the most important doctrine
that the land in each province is so vested in the King
that, if Indian tribes are induced by the D0minion
Government, which has charge over them, t0 sttrrender
their claims in return for annuities, the land vests in
the province, not the Dominion, and the annuities cannot be recovered by the Dominion, unless, of course,
the Dominion has had the good sense to secure an
1

(1883), 8 App. Cas. 767.

2
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agreement from the province to pay for the rendition
to it of the beneficial control of former Indian reserves. 1
Inthe same way the legislatures have .bee:n allowt:ldl>y
the Privy Council 2 to assume such privileges as. they
deemed necessary, although Sir J. Macdonald contended that bodies of their limited scope and position
had no right to treat themselves as entitled to rights
belonging only to a true Parliament.
As a Dominion. officer the position of LieutenantGovernor is withheld from .provinciaL power .of constitutio-nal··ooange, but that does not mean that the
provinces cannot confer upon him new powers, such as
the right to appoint deputies. What it means is that the
provinces cannot legislate so that a bill can be passed
by the initiative or otherwise without being submitted
to him for the royal assent. 3
,. . ..:!:.l2! . .I?.~~it1~.1} . ,8.!. ~~~~,:b.~;~~,~~~.~~~£is~:x;~~.n.or. . ~:t~... ~epre
«>.sentative of the .Crown .was. thus. shpwp to .be .very
· ·r·'4i:fferent frow that of the .chief.officer·of alocalil1Stitu~cm, . and the Dominion...G.oveJ:nment· has .r.e frained
4,-om .any. effort . to. Jn.~ke, Jls!:l .of. him as a means of
controlling policy, savein·sofar asonoccasion advice
can be given to him as regards representations to be
made as to bills likely to inconvenience the central
authority. But such issues are normally dealt with
direct between ministers, federal and provincial. Nor,
¢1.espite their selection by the Dominion Government,
lave,, ,"~t~,};~!E.~!il;at;;,g;,2l.¥..~!k9J:SJ.,"'J1.0J.'mally a bused ... their
office . to effect political.aims. When they have been
suspected of such action, they have been removed by
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,j(· the federal ministry, as in theg{\§.~.~jlf,~,.~e~;~~~:.Je
""''§~.r:J!l~~,~~"~t;t:b&¥~~k~;.~!ld l\X;r;,..M.cl~.,~~i,~il3h
·~;.':JJ?~,!vi~~?~~" ~H . practicalc, pll;~p~se.s .. the
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·- Lieutenant~Governo;t .. is. now . . expe.cted . to.<act .. as a
constitutional .sov&eign, .. and in this .respect the
Dominion differs in reality very slightly from the
Commonwealth, where the Governors are . directly
appointed by the Crown.
X4~~o,;~z;iuc.~,s.,.,.l;l~we¥e:t~---a+.e.,.s;q,bj.~c,t".to.. ¢Lil3allo;wance 1(
9i.le~l&ti~.• }JrY: ·~h~.;p,o;~imq:u,.r-.:P.ut,th:i&,issn.e"'~hi<!h has

p
.•1. . a.·y..· .· e. a.·.·.· . ·.e.:on:. si.<1~16.~hle ..paFt•..m.-.·~'·. ·.c. . a.nad·.J.·.an···•.".~i. s. . t.• q.;r.•. Y.· .··.·.···. ··h.ao ~.flt;•
now dliiJ,IntshedJn J.mpm;:tance, .as .the,practi~~hlla&.l:wen

. •·

a.·
.. •.·.

l'e.~~~9:,mim~...p-;;.o_p,Q1',tiol!ls."Sir J. Macdonald and

1

1

/

c.

,

·

1

Conservatives in general were not reluctant to disallow
bills deemed to be unconstitutional as arrogating to
the provinces powers they did not possess, and Acts
have been disallowed because they conflicted with imperial interests as restricting immigration of orientals,
or with Dominion obligations, as was the case in 1908
with a British Columbia Act denying to Japanese the
privilege of entry given by Canadian Act. Mr.....Aylesworth, when Minister of Justice,.appro:ve<;l)n.J~Q9-10
the disallowance of Acts which extended wrongly, in
his opinion, the competence of provincial companies to
act outside the province, a view which was afterwards
proved erroneous by the decision of the Privy Council
in Bona'i;za Creek Gold Mining Co. v. The King. 1 ~,!!~,
uglil{e1.j.h_e Co11seryatives, th~ ~i1J~mlt~... n()rm!'t.UY declined to interfere with Aots merelY lJI:)yaut;e ~h~Y were
unjust or even confiscatory of priyate property without
due compensation. This was 1\:Ir. Aylesworth's attitude
in the famous Co halt case and the Hy:dro~Elec:tric~,P()1ll-

~. .,.._-a;.;? f,;;:{! ;. 1"'J::'l;R~ 'tr~)'n- ~t-.i""' ~fr,_.J,.
J:..;fC.

1 ~..,.,;pl ~~<v>' Jt... ~1' (i'fr2- ut .... J. f,. 7-z/~
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):nission case in 1909, .both instances wher~ th!91egislature took upon itself to dispose .of priv:ate .rights.in a
f:rtanne:r whioh rn~;tny. held..inequitahle. 1 MJ:•.. Uohe;ctyjn
the . . . .C.onse:uv:ati;ve.,,.,Q.o:v:.er:um.eut....:f+qm,. . . . l.9.l~. . . . W:i'J!~ , ,l~ss
opposed to dis?<Jl9W~P.P.~ on this ground, and a British
Columbia Act was disallowed in 1918 because it ran
counter to a contract in which the Dominion had a
share. But the Conservatives did not hesitate to denounce in 1923 the next case of disallowance on moral
grounds, that of a Nova Scotia Act determining as to
the disposition of certain property contrary to a ruling
of the Supreme Court of the Dominion. Perhaps too
much stress has been laid on this case, which was that
of a private member's bill which the local government
evidently was not particularly pleased to see passed, so
~hat its opposition to disallowance was no more than
iormal. Everything, however, points to the.co:ncl11sion
,that disallowance has now become an. i:nstr:umt:l.nt which
~ilLnot be used . to decide constitutionalissues between
;t he provinces and the Dominion.
~ The provinces, however, have no . controLover the
foreign policy .of the Dominion.. In this sense. they .ar.e
~bsolutely subordinate, as recent decisions of the Privy·
~ouncil have at last proved. '.Ch~.~~~ir¥~~£~~
.-,~~~,,~~~~·~ti~~'~&JI·~~~t,~~"~~;~~~i;tish
~;~J;~~:;;~~~~~~~J,$,~7., ...which gives to Canada the
power to legislate to implement the obliga,'tions of
Canada or any province under treaties of the ;Empire
with foreign countries. No doubt the section did not
c/template the time when Canada would make her
.\

t:i~

''J:.ll,y.·,pxoJ:Iil;)itioP, . .''J'AQY., fll;tl;l,lt,.uo;l;..,~tYil.>~;,,~§. ,.p,f.;kJ.~&~J.,.X:.~t!~J;y, ;gpo!l
!f}grf?,rw.e. . Mi.n-ing.. Cq,,,,y, ,J).obalt.I;g~!f•.l4kiJ.i1J.f!.Qo.

tl:l~ . . §P.YJlf!l~g.n . l:>c:>rJ.x:.::.

( L.QQ,Q}..J,a,,Q,Ji.JW.,.2!7"1iji•,2:Z,Q,...~,,lW~U.,,,J.
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own treaties~ but the Privy Council has had no trouble
in overriding so technical a point as that by basing
legislative power on the general legislative authority of
the Dominion. When a province legislates in accordance with its powers~ that legislation may .be overridden by a Dominion Act based on the treaty, as in the
case of British Columbian efforts to hamper the employment of Japanese, despite the right of equal treatment in such matters given to them by the Canadian
compact with Japan. 1 So the Manitoban legislation as
to game can be overridden by the Migratory Birds
Convention, 1916, with the United States when given
effect to by Dominion law. 2 l'h~.,iss~~\i&.y;i~Siil,., .fQ,I' .,Qon~:r;Ql,of. . aviation,$ . . Ca.nada .•being.·. a.·. ptl,r•ty ..t.<l;,the•...Air
\Navigation CoRventio:r,t. 9£ 19~9. ~nd its amendments,
~d.it.is. of importance.for radiote~egJ;.~;J;?Jt,y;. 4 ~.eover,
~t renders it possible for. the ·B®miThion, ,. byl~islation
~o .give effect to the St. Lawrence ..Trea,ty o£..19.32, to
override any objections of the provinces based on
ownership of the river-bed or otherwise. I~.j~,..S.!~.i!;~,of
coJ,t:rse, that this ·power . ;might... bA,..;Q,~~d...~Q.;.Qii.\~tJ.IJi*~ ··the
rjgb,ts.,Df. . the. . .•. prqyi;n.ces>··•JH.tt. ..Jt,.,m,~y;.,,..§.~~w~~.~~~r~med
~~~!l it :wi~l .:n,ot . .P.~kPli~~·elil~·M~~i§~l~.~·:"It,P,l=J.S long since
Been laid down by the Supreme Court of Canada, 5 and
accepted as just, that labour conventions arrived at
under League of Nations Labour Organisation auspices
shall be presented for approval or otherwise to the
1 ,Attorney-General for British Columbia v. A.-G. for Canada, [1924]
A.fjf203.
/;.The Ki~g v. Stuart, [1925] 1 D.L.~. I?·
3
Ew·u,Jatwn,.a:n,d,JQfimitrl)]..PJ.4.1l'fR.'!lf!t:Jt:.f,~~•.iHiff.cJJ•ffr;,..;J,n,~e,,.{1932]. A.C.
~qiy]f,, ...Tourn. C~P_· L~g... x.l···l··i.···.1.·2..2-.4.; .x.iv. 11.4, 115.
# ·.RaiJJo. Oommun~oat%on,~n . Ca~~~.,,,Jp.,;("'"(·~~AQir.~.,,
5 Legislative Jurisdiction over Hours of Labour Reference, In re, [1925]
S.C.R. 505.
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provincial legislatures, and that it is not desirable that
Canada should conclude treaties on her own responsibility on these topics, and then legislate to give them
effect. When, . .however, . a .t:t'E3~ty ..i,~;J...QQJ;;l9l\L4~d.,..th~ . l?i!:i:vy
Council has given·the viewthat the normaLmqde of
implementingits,te;nms ,is, legi~~ti,QJkPY ··:tJ+~,.;Qpx,u,inion,

even supposing that the subject-matter is within pro,yincial control; but such cases are probably not likely
'~~o arise, for the Dominion .should not be.dl.n:x;ious .to
;~:tp,ake .any inroag . on. the provincial..sphere if that: can
The avoided.
!/' ·:·"( 5). Th.~,.~t~t.,~.§,.JJ.f.~~:P.~~;t,;~,Jj~ ..~:nj oy the right of dire~t
.· ~ppomtment .of. . theu; Geverno:rrs.by....t.he .•Crown,. .their
laws aresubjeot . only.to the almost.,obs.olete ..oontr.ol of
A~':Jthe British Govemll1e.t:l.t. ~itl;l. whiohthey.oommuni. eate direct through their Governors or Agents~G~neral
iu.London; No question has ever arisen of the issue of
the prerogative being effective in the State as a source
of authority, but there has been a controversy of importance regarding th~ . ..e&t,e.J:l.t,,_;t,Q,,•.:w,hioh,.•;tb,~....St.~;tes
have any standing in issues of foreign &Jl;~ir§ ..The·Adelaide Convention deliberately decided not to accept the
suggestion that the Governor-General should be the
channel of correspondence with the Governors, so that
it was left to the British Government in 1902 to rule
that, where any representation was made by a foreign
government regarding matters affecting a State, the
British Government could p:toeeed to investigate the
issue through the Governor-GeneraL The ruling was
evoked by the complaint of the Dutch Government that
South Australia had failed to arrest the seamen of the
ship V ondel, 1 as the State was bound to do under the
1

Keith, Responsible Government in the Dominions (ed. 1912), i. 796-804.
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Anglo-Dutch treaty. The StsJ,e repelled the contention,
urging that it alone possessed the necessary power to
execute the treaty and should be approached direct,
'fhile the Commonwealth and Mr. Chamberlain. argued
that .~he .Co:rnmorrwe~lt4 Jm:. ~ll. ex:teJ;naJ ..issues must
ije . •treated.as. a . unit. The, n~aM~IX!,l~Xl~ill§.i:U..•~tiu,ciple
dn.uecided .in. the sense. •that, .whi.le..th~.J~riti~b,.,,Gpyern
ment can insist on acting through the Commonwealth
or with the advice of the Commonwealth on issues
raised by the States, e.g. of unfair treatment ofthei:r
citizens, the actual means of carrying out treaty obligations often rest with the States alone. The.po;we~ . ,o,t£4e
Commonwealth to deal with .ext.emfl>l f:l,,fflOI,iF~ .;pyJegislation. is .not held to .e:xtend .t1) .the enforcement of
treaties on subjeQts affecting..the·S~ates. Itis.noo€\ssa..ry,
thereforey··• to .secure StaOO·•legislatiou.for.. a.c.cepta:U!:'ieQf
co)l¥entions. falling in. their sphere,..or, . as in the case
of aviation, to induce the States to confer, as they can
do, under the constitution legislative 'power on the
Commonwealth. Similarly the recognition of Consuls is
a matter on which States and Commonwealth must
concur, and the Commonwealth can regulate suchl:&sues
as the landing of armed seamen from foreign men-of...war only with State concurrence.
, . On the other hand, the British Government has negatived effectively the claim. of the States to be inyited
to ..the Imperial Conference. But, as a result, issues
\Which affect the States can be dealt with only by correspondence, for the Commonwealth cannot bind the
States. The. State,iii. protested,. in....~ii,e.;ve:c;;~,J,. , Q~a~t?h.~g9:inst
the· passing without their consent oL the. Statute of
Westminster, and notonly ..wa.s. .a..c;laus.e.,p,:u,t,iu .to safeguard· · the~r interests\ but. the •. Qp~on:wealth;,.ga ye
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c~frr

,ssurance$ th~t • ..l>ef~;fe,.. ,it,l(OgislaJ. ed,.to,.;put•.the. .S.tatute
l!hto operation for the Commonwealth it. wo-gl9,,.ll,9ld a
Conference.with. .the.,.~t~tes...The States too still retain
the right to make recommendat1on8'£0i'honours, though
the Governor-General of the Commonwealth has been
consulted by the British Government before these
recommendations are dealt with.
; In..jJl<t.~J:;t;~,lilllc ..,aJh.i~ . ,tll.eJ;e.,,lu~.s,. "';b~en. •,,~ ..~gl4t)ict .....of
'· ;J~,.,; 1
. .
1 •
A·
1;
:t.. l,.
• •
'
~lt~~J.c.Q:P;J.J;~QJk,,~~'~Y,~t+:tfM&:}X#~~~,t,~.!~.,!§J;?.;!;,9],~'J;. 9:!.' .•:Q.ot
,,,,~,.ru~t~.i•.2.f. ~l!.n.,~.9.~~t:.~~iu]'l::Qt;}Jt~~··§~1'll-~~~-~ l>u.t th(j. i$sue
,..w,, •
.
.e
•
.•
+:n
. 'UTl,. :t . ~1~
• +l,. .f. th
•· f~~~e:rp.s~eo,._•. f»i~f·•:Impeih:.a~~~~···· ·Y!l'·~& •• ~~···~~;t;,1~f.~~~~·-''········ e
' Q.~2.~~.,iu ..t4e.,,.,Q,fii~9P.i'\·~~ltl+. ,.~~~,.~,b.~.••.Q,tg»;,~L,iP, . . t:he
$~
. . ·. ~@~/~;~,;~'.d. ·. i•. J.• r.~eP;t·-~lilR~~:r<t~~·
11~~ .lJ~~n r. uled
·-·
,
.... , ~lJ..q,. ~h.~jt
.
by the High Court that legislation by the Commonwealth Parliament may be expressly or by necessary
intendment made to bind the Crown in the States, and
that the State Parliament may in matters within its
sphere bind the Crown in the Commonwealth; thus a
Commonwealth customs duty binds a State Government and is not void as taxation of State property; 2 or
a State.regulation as to motors binds a defence officer,
though by appropriate legislation under the defence
power .the Commonwealth Parliament might exempt
such officers from State regulations. 3 TheJ::lxow:n. in the
$t.J:l..t~ ., .;is..,.li),Ub.j,ect. . ,tQn QQ.:JlU)J.QAl¥~a.Lth .•. :tegulJ:l.t.im;~ <of . . indgstria.t.\i~pu.t~~.~ . tP.oug4 . ,i£,.~~,Qp,p:~J:PR,~~.~§.l~4 . ~'Yard
was applied to State civil servants there might be no
means by which they could secure payment if the State
Parliament declined to make provision, for there is
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v. Sutton (1908), 5 C.L.R. 789.
"Pirrie v. McFarlane, 36 C.L.R. 170.
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grave doubt whether a court could issue a mandamus
to a Parliament, and E'!till more doubt if the Parliament
could be expected to obey. The courts have already
ntled that mandamus lies neither to the Governor,of
,..~ State nor to the Governor in Council.I
fi,~•. . &Ul:a:..Gm.:wll.,. ilJ,,,the...Qgm:tX1~:P.'Y~~Jt4>~XI:g.,..~Pc..~P,~ .§t~te
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. ~,§9,•. ¢liF?.ti.~±Gt . . th~~AJP,~•.•~~,ij.,§lJ:~. .• tlJ,~t . . 9:tl;~&~,.~~~·<'P.'tt~flY
~,n .pgn~rt~,ct, but.•. t~,l§o~yep..t~,g~.im?t.. its.wmin.;tO.~J,Inder
~he. constitution, as~whe:n..a .•. S~te..we~~l.,ittfliQ,t~.i:oojur.y
.~mt\l.fi,W~~hc::-v,;essel. 2

Powers under Imperial Acts must be exercised. by
the Governor-General or Governor of a State according
as they fall within the sphere given to the Common-'
wealth or not. Thus the Governor of a State is the
proper authority to act under the Fugitive Offenders·
Act, 1881, 3 for on that head the Commonwealth has
not authority, and the Governor would be the person
to sanction proceedings against foreigners under the
Territorial Waters Jurisdiction Act, 1878.
(6) I,n ..tb,e. ,jupjq~~.l...~!~!;l;~g~~~;ttj;§,,,~.t~.;t;~.{;}. .J¥.~e~~tions
to/:;;t:c:~
the distinction b.et'Yeen them COII:le~ •OJ,lt yltj~r~y. ~he t .'"' ["f.(tlV!Jft>.-';
Commonwealth ms1sts on attemptmg to d1stmgmsh i •j
·"
judicial from executive and legislative power, Vesting! ' JA)i v •:t.. ·'-'
the three in the courts, the Crown, and Parliament. The
result of this determination is inconvenient, for judicial
power by Section 71 of the constitution can be vested
only in courts, either federal courts created by the
Parliament or other courts, and in federal courts the

¥-"'
11

See p. 145, ante.
Commonwealth v. New South Wales, 32 Q,L.B. 2.0Q• .';I'h@.0r,q}YI;l,:i.s not
to be regarded as several juristic persqns; (Jp'iJJi!J10n'/l)e.q,lth v, Colonial
Combing, etc., Go. (1922), 31 C.L.R. 421, 439; Engineers' Case (1920), 28
C.L.R. 129, 152.
..,,,__,"'' .... ...
3 McKelvey v. Meagher (1906), 4 C.L.R. 265.
1

2
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justices must hold office subject to removal only on
address from both houses of Parliament on the ground
of proved misbehaviour or incapacity. It follows, therefore, that, if any body is given judicial power, and has
not such tenure of office, the grant is invalid. Thus the
Inter-State Commission Act, 1912, which gave that
body power to issue injunctions was ruled invalid,t
because the members had only a seven years' tenure of
office, so that the Commission was allowed to expire by
lapse of time and has not been reappointed. Similarly,
when the President of the Commonwealth Court of
Conciliation and Arbitration had a like tenure, it was
ruled that the Court could not enforce its own awards
by judicial remedies. 2 The issue was much discussed in
regard to the tribunal set up to aid the Federal Commissioner of Taxation in determining income tax. Was '
this a tribunal, so that its assessments were invalid,
because its members were not holding office by judicial
tenure~ In one form it was held to be such a tribunal
and so unable validly to make assessments, hut by
altering its functions to those of Board of Review it
was found possible in Shell Co. of Australia v. Federal
Oommissioner 3 to hold that it was not a court, and so
could make valid determinations. The Privy Council
held that a tribunal was not necessarily a court in the
strict sense because its decisions were :final; nor because
it heard witnesses on oath; nor because two contending
parties appeared before it whose rights it had to decide;
nor because it gave decisions affecting the rights of
1

New South Wales v. Commonwealth (1915), 20 C.L.R. 54.
Waterside Workers' Federation v . •J. Alexander, Ltd. (1918), 25
O.L.R. 434.
3 [1931] A.C. 275. Contrast British Imperial Oil Co. v. Federal Oommr.
of Taxation (1925), 35 C.L.R. 422.
'
2
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subjects; nor because its findings were subject to
appeal; nor because a matter had been referred to it by
another body. The Council ruled also that it was impossible to establish a real court unless the members
held by the true judicial tenure. The restriction can be
got rid. of only by a constitutional amendment, a fact
which illustrates effectively the difficulty of too great
rigidity in constitutions.
The constitution again has been invoked successfully
to negative the power of the High Court to give advisory judgements, on the score that this is not an
exercise of judicial authority. 1 There must be contrasted the greater freedom under the Canadian constitution where the Privy Council 2 has held that advisory judgements are possible, a view which is natural
seeing that the Council itself may be called upon by
the Crown to give such a judgement. The value of the
procedure is very great, for it enables a broad issue to
be determined without the chance of the judgement
resting on a technical or minor point. The question
of radiotelegraphy jurisdiction, for instance, was thus
decided on a reference by the Governor-General of
Canada of the issue to the court. No doubt sometimes
it is impossible to answer effectively too vague or
complex issues, but the total absence of the power in
Australia is inconvenient.
The.. British North America Act, lS§7, g~.Y.~ to
Canada by Section I 01 the power. to. esta.hlish a .g~:p~,ral
court,of.appeal for. Canada . and ..other ..cQJJ+t~.fo:r the
administration. o£ the laws of Oa:tla.~a .. It left otherwise
federal matters as well as provincial in the hands of the
2

1 Judiciary Act, In re (1921), 29 C.L.R. 257.
A.·G. for Ontario v. A.-G. for Canada, [1912] A.C. 571.
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courts in the provinces, to which were assigned by
XII. Section 92 (14) the control of civil and criminal courts
and civil procedure, while.eriminallaw and procedure
are assigned to the federation. Ca,n,aqa, h~s ~!'lt!:l:l;>lished
a court of appeaLin .the Supr.eme .Ccml't, an,d an Ex~
chequer Court which has jurisdiction in claims against
the Crown which might be brought by petition of right
in England/ in matters of patents and copyright, and
in admiralty. The..jud§ldiqtion , 0f.~h~t~tu.pl'~J1),e Qol,lrt is
subject to appeal by special leave to the. Privy Council
both in civil and in criminal.cases, for the effort of the
.f'.[~ y"'~ '~..{C,2Jladian Parliament . to ..ba.x ..the.,.appeaLin .th~. ~~:tter
(f fc-c: 'iJ# 1/
~1~~
. . f h 'L' •
hdl
;;~e, . In .Vle'W o ..t e.OW1€1.CtLQ;:ll.&,,to. "~JJ,£{ ,.,,,,.,, ~,.~J::~ l;tS oc~
2
,;:; ' \l~ ' .curred in Riel's Gase, has been pronounced invalid in
Nadan v. R. 3 The Council, however, does not in such
1 /•"'
'" r~ ·._.~ ? T
]Ct:tses grant leave to appeal. But in .civil ca,ses,.~p.ecially
~ .l £1-•;~~ ~~fthose affecting the conE\ti:tution, the.Co.uncil.,l&,the. final
J.;J1 v;' arhitra.to:t: .. Cases can also be taken direct f:co;m..,.the
•
, ~,11i~Y!
p:vovincial cou~ts to the Privy Co~ncil.eith,~rJ?y; ~p~.cial
1
;, :· .: a~4 •
~av~or as of n?ht, but the Council pref~J:E!~that,wheu
l rY'V
}?()ss1ble, the v1ews of the .. Sup:t:e:rne. Court shou~~. , be
~sc~rtained . befo:ce . it rJJ,l~s Jina.lly. on .constitutional
qu~§~~Qns. But this tendency must be read subject to
the fact that where an appeal is taken by the unsuccessfhl party in the provincial court to the Supreme Court,
and he is there defeated, it will be difficult to persuade
the Council to grant leave to appeal. It is otherwise if
the application for leave to appeal is made by the party
Chapter

1 No appeal lies from a refusal of the Governor-General to fiat a
peti · n of right: Lovibond v. Governor-General, [1930] A.C. 717. Such
tion is not a judgement.

8&tr•iJ:Q,,~ilfi!.,J~7§,
4

[1926] A.C•.482;
Initiative and Referendum Act, In re, [1919)

A.C. 935, 939.
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successful in the provincial court but unsuccessful
before the Supreme Court. 1
In the Commonwealth before the passiu.g,,,,,of _the
J udid;:t;ry Act, JJ~Q?,, j,urisdiction in federal as well as
State business was necessarily exercised by the State
courts. SinGe the passing_ of that, Act the Sta,t(Cl,qourts
aqt as grantees of federal jurisdictio11 by ~1\~ ;t>~;r,-lia
meutunder the co11stitl1_tiqp_. The grant of federal jurisdiction is wide and the chief exceptions from State
authority to act is in regard to matters arising directly
under any treaty; suits between two, States; suits between the Commonwealth and a State or a State and
the Commonwealth; and cases in which a writ of
mandamus or prohibition is asked for against a federal
official. Suits by a private person against a State may
be brought in a State court or the High Court, .and the
States may deal with suits by claimants against the
Commonwealth both in contract and tort. The position
of the Commonwealth is safeguarded by the right of
appeal from State decisions, and by the restriction of
the exercise of federal jurisdiction in its lower grades
to specially qualified magistrates.
There is, however, a further limitation to State power
in the fact that State Supreme Courts cannot exercise
jurisdiction in matters, other than trials of indictable
offences, involving any question arising as tothelimits
inter se of the constitutional poWel'S.,()f the .CommonWe,a,lth-and those of any State or States, ,,()r.. as , to, the
Qbnstitutional powers inter se of.anytwoormBreStates.
l:p any such question the issue stands automatically
transferred-. te the High Court -for ·decision. This pro1

Olergue v. Murray, [1903] A.O. 521. A similar rule applies to
Australia: Victorian Railways Oommrs. v. Brown, 3 O.L.R. 1132.
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vision marks in 1907 the termination of the conflict of
authority between the Privy Council and the High
Court, arising from the fact that appeals lay from
State courts to the Privy Council direct as well as to
the High Court. The High Court ruled that the States
could not tax official salaries of the Commonwealth as
this might interfere with a federal instrumentality; 1 the
Privy Council on appeal from the Supreme Court of
Victoria held that this view was unsound; 2 the High
Court 3 refused to follow the ruling of the Privy Council, in reliance on the fact that in the type of constitutional cases set out above, the constitution, Section 74,
excludes appeal to the Council unless on a certificate ,
of the High Court. If this certificate were refused, the
High Court held that its decision should be final, and
it refused to certify the case. 4 The way out lay in the
right given by the constitution to the Parliament to
define to what extent the federal jurisdiction of the
High Court should be independent of that of any State
oourt, a:qd t.he legislature provid<!4.J()~ t"h~ ..~-u,tqmatic
rf:)moval to the High Court of alL.cases .. of t)l~ . type
described .. There can be little doubt· that.,tha ·enactrllent was valid, and in any case. theissue became of no
practical consequence, as the Parliament proceeded to
permit the States to levy income tax at the normal
...~ates on federal salaries.
"~ The .result of.thisJegi§l~tjo:Q .hf!>s..been.that .th~ . High
' <v~.~:uu;t .ggpiite§. ~u §J.l9h . Q.oJJ.§titlltiqp,~b···i~~1!.¥s.... :without
P9§§il?i~.itY9f r.eteXJ:lAPe.t.Q . the .l?rivy.Qq:q;gpjl ..,It remains,
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Deakin v. Webb (1904), 1 C.L.R. 585.
Webb v. Outrim, [1907] A.C. 81.
3 Baxter v. Commissioners of Taxation (1907), 4 C.L.R. 1087.
4 The Privy Council refused to allow appeal. See Flint v. Webb, 4
C.L.R. 1178; [1908] A.C. 214.
1
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however, for that body to decide in each case whether
or not there is a conflict of rights between Commonwealth and States or State and State. Thus it has
ruled 1 that no such issue is involved in the question of
the interpretation of Section 92 of the constitution
providing for absolute freedom of trade between the
States, for, if the section applies to the States only, no
conflict arises, nor, even if it applies to the Commonwealth also, can there be any conflict as to rights interse.
The matters in which original jurisdiction is federal
are provided for by the constitution. They include
those mentioned above; any questions affecting consuls
or other foreign representatives; claims between residents of different States, or a State and a resident of
another State. Moreover, Parliament may confer jurisdiction in any matter arising under the constitution,
or as to its interpretation, or under laws of the Parliament, or as to admiralty jurisdiction, or as regards subject-matters claimed under the laws of more than one
State, and wide use has been made of this power. It
has also exercised the power to give rights of proceeding against the Commonwealth or the States in contract and tort2 on issues within the judicial power. This
limitation excludes, it may be noted, political issues
proper, but a State may secure a judgement 'as to its
boundary line as against another State. 3 Moreover, the
Parliament has power, which it has exercised, to facili~
tate the serving and execution of process by one court in
one State throughout other parts of the Commonwealth.
(7) The financial clauses were among those which
1 James:v. Cowan (1932), 48 T.L.R. 564. Cf. Nelson, Ex parte (No.2)
(1929), 42 C.L.R.l258, 262.
2 Commonwealth v. New South Wales (1923), 32 C.L.R. 200.
3 South Australia v. Victoria (1911), 12 C.L.R. 667.
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most vexed the framers of the constitutions, and nearly
prevented agreement. The difficulty was that, with the
grant of sole power of raising customs to the federation,
the local governments would be without the necessary
means of carrying out their functions, since direct taxation is always most difficult to raise in young communities. Hence it was necessary to provide for subsidies, in addition to taking over most of the debts of
the provinces which entered the federation in 1867.
They were at the same time granted by Section 107 of
the constitution their lands, mines, minerals, royalties,
etc.; other goverp.mental property was duly divided
between the federal and provincial governments. Terms
were arranged on the creation of the other units. British
Columbia surrendered certain lands intended to be
used to purchase the construction of the intercolonial
line to connect east and west, the surrender including,
according to the courts, water rights but not minerals; 1
and Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Alberta were not
granted their lands, which were instead reserved for
Dominion control in the interests of immigration and
of the whole of Canada. In 1906 provincial needs compelled a reconsideration of subsidies, which was effected
by Imperial Act in 1907, the Dominion hoping vainly
thus to have the issue settled for ever, despite the protests of British Columbia that the situation was still
unfair. The provinces continued to protest against their
absence of lands, and in 1930, after prolonged delays,
the issue was finally disposed of when the Dominion
surrendered control of the lands to Manitoba, Saskatchewan~ and Alberta, and of the railway belt to
British Columbia. The subsidies payable were at the
1

A.-G. of British Columbia v.A.-G. of Canada (1889), 14 .App. Cas. 295.
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same time revised, the agreements being confirmed by
Imperial Act. Saskatchewan, however, demanded as
part of the settlement a judicial decision as to her claim
to be entitled to compensation for the use made of the
lands by the Dominion during the time when they were
withheld, but this remarkable claim was naturally
found to be without legal foundation both in Cana,da
and by the Privy Council. 1
The constitution provided for internal freedom of
trade, and forbade the Dominion or the provinces to
tax the property of the other. This does not, however,
mean that Canada cannot raise custom duties on a
province's wine imports, 2 and the lands of the Dominion in any hands but the government itself are
certaill,ly not free from local rates or other imposts
ord · "'ed by the provinciallegislatures. 3
.A feeble . compromioo·:•determiB>ed .that for . the
Hl~J2;".~~~.~. ;¥;,¥~t~; . l?t. . . ~A~ . Q8.~~8R:'Y~~~F~·. .p~y; ,~@51v.t:l;l,tion
sho:uld . . giYJ-~,.hj.),ck . ~cQ. thl;LJ?tg.t~s. . .th:tt;~.;-,(11.la:tte:rs..of . . the
cp.§tflW§t,~!J.. .©e;Qj§,e J;~J?,®JJ,e,"cQll~ct.~.•,,At ~he •. close of
that period a system of payments of 25s. per capita to
the States was adopted. The war, however, completely
upset the balance of financial arrangements, and the
Parliament. discontinued the system i11.. 1927. Jn lieu,
under agreements with the States, the State debts were
ifrom July 1, 1929, t~:tken oYer by the .Commonwealth,
!elaborate arrangements being made as to the payment
of agreed sums by States and Commonwealth 4 as
1 A.-G. for Saskatchewan and A.-G. for Alberta v. A.-G . .for Canada,
[1932) A.C. 28.
2 A.-G. of British Columbia v. A.-G. of Canada, [1924] A.C. 222.
3 Halifax Corpn. v. Fairbanks' Estate, [1928] A.C .. ll7.
4 £7,584,912 a year for fifty-eight years as interest and 2s. 6d. per
cent as sinking fund.
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and sinking fund. I:n..future..loan.s. ,W.Qre· ··· t. . o. be
- · jcontro.ll~d PY.~. 19..l:&!l§...QQYJl;~l...:represe.nting the .Qom'$monwealth and the States, :which should have power
;to limit borrowing to such sums as should be practicable
to raise at reasonable rates. The agreements with the
States were accompanied by the alteration of the constitution, so as to provide that the Parliament of the
Commonwealth might make laws as to the carrying out
by the parties thereto of any agreement made between
the Commonwealth and the States. The .importance
~Lthis alteration, duly appr.oved by referendum. on
!November J?'., l~28, . .JV:a.S .l)l.a,de. p})yi<Yl1S in 1932. When
New South Wales persisted. in default in respeo.t of her
interest payments on her .debt. In.I931, at her first
default, Mr. Scullin arranged for payment py the Commonwealth and proceeded to sue. the . .State.,..but. the
matter was compromised, the State agreeing to pay. A
second default, however, followed, and the Commonwealth hesitated to pay, having been advised that the
legal liability was not clear. Moreover, it was held best
to expose Mr. Lang's default to the world, even at the
cost of weakening Australian credit. The .Commonwealth then passed twoAct~ in 193;2, the one to.accept
full liability and to give bondholders a right to sue the
Commonwealth, the other to provide for the enforcement of the agreement. The procedure under the new
Act permits on a certificate of default by the AuditorGeneral resolutions by Parliament authorising payment
to the Commonwealth in lieu of the State of specified
revenues, whereupon the States taxpayer would be discharged only by payment to the Commonwealth. At
the same time reference would be made to the High
Court to declare that the State :was in default, though
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action might be taken before the Court decided the
issue. 'rhe Act was held vaJid by. the I:Iigh Oou,:rt on an
injunction •against. action. being taken, .under it •. being
claimed by the State. The State, however, persisted in
default, including default on the internal as well as the
external debt, and it was calculated that by June 30
its defaults would total £7,200,000. Accordingly a
further Act was passed to make it clear that, once the
Auditor-General had certified, fresh sources of revenue
might be seized under resolutions of the houses. Moreover, the Financial Emergency (State Legislation) Act
was passed to counter the attempt of New South )Vales
to levy 10 per cent of the value of every mortgage in
the State. The Commonwealth Act was based on the
taxation power, and power as to insurance, banking,
corporations, and trading and financial corporations formed within the Commonwealth. Luckily. the
& d~m~.s~l·oof. . .l\-ll!···· ·Lang·:ena,rbled· +'th~.••.rni.ni~tl1Y·· .to,. . . p(tss
· legislation~.~usp~ndii:ttg, .the. ·~ets.,,,,anditl1~,.!ill~-9tiOP..~A. . ~he
iSt!l;.t~.~~.J&~.i J.•.;t::Q,i:lij.R!it~. .i:;~J,~.,t,R,,~,~g¥~~~€.l~~.·B~:t+t ..on
C~A&mt.&~Ming Mhe··P,b4g~.tiol1Sc·J?~;~~ .•st&t~. ··· · ·
The drastic character of the Commonwealth .action
is obvious, and Mr. Scullin, who did not defend repudiation, was perturbed by it, suggesting that it meant
unification which he would vote for if brought forward
directly. Irt.the,.Stilll~tli~~e<,c.t~ ...oi,.,at&t~,,~igl;l;t§.,)N:~i~;~. . .also
;r~,,;ff};r.,.Mf.f3.st~lwA;ua,ttaJi.a,~.•J3:u.t the emergency was
complete and the case convincing. If the State was
coerced, it was because it was deliberately endeavouring to destroy its obligations and to break the federal
bond. It could not be ignored that, if the State left its
debts unpaid, the other States must make good the
deficit, and thus would be reduced to impossible straits,
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which must end in wholesale repudiation and disorganisation.
The constitution proyid~ftfor freedom of t:ra<:l~ between the States, .an js~l.le. which. has caused .grave
difficulties ofinterpr~ta,tion. Might a State forbid the
export of meat in order to conserve meat resources for
use of the Imperial Government? 1 Could the issue be
evaded by the purchase compulsorily by the State of
the whole wheat output and its disposition of it at its
pleasure~ 'The latter doctrine· was a;sserted by th~ High
Court i~1 New. Soutk Wal~s. y,,.QqmiP'kouwealtk, 2· but anything short of that has been ruled by that court to be
inadequate. But the Privy Council in James v. Oowan 3
has destroyed this doctrine in the wide form which was
given to it by the High Court. Reversing a judgement of
that court, it has held that an effort by this meth'od in
the form of acquisition by the State of cert!'tin quantities of dried fruits to carry out a scheme forregulating
the sale in Australia is invalid. The seriousness of the
judgement is unquestionable, for it is plain that. the
method of controlling the industry so as to secure a
fair return to growers throughout the State, in li~u of
allowing unregulated private profits, is in the public
interest. Th~ Council would only admit that acquisition might be valid as a means of countering famine or
disease or for purposes of defence. When it was merely
as a device for forcing fruit off the Australian market,
i.e. preventing inter-State trade, it was invalid. In
other cases the operation of Section 92 is clearly less
open to objection. It has invalidated an effort of South
1 Foggitt Jones & Co., Ltd. v. New South Wales (1916), 21 C.L.R.
357; W. & A. McATthur, Ltd. v. Queensland (1920), 28 C.L.R. 530.
3 (1932), 48 T.L.R. 564.
2 (1915), 20 C.L.R. 54.
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Australia to tax consumers of oil import('ld fron1 outside
the State. 1
The Commonwealth is forbidden to discriminate in
any of its actions, and it has been ruled, therefore, that
any legislation which does not accord equality of treatment is void, though it is otherwise if the law produces
unequal results as the outcome of divergences in local
conditions. 2 The criterion of formal equality is clearly
the only one possible, for Parliament has no means
of knowing precisely local ·conditions as they will be
affected by its enactments.
(9) The formation of new provinces in Canada was
provided for by the process of allowing the admission
of British Columbia and Prince Edward Island on addresses fro:in the legislatures approved by the Queen
in Council; Newfoundland was placed in the same position.but }).as never agreed to federate, despite many
intrigues for that purpose. The award by the Privy
Council of Labrador 3 to Newfoundland with a much
larger area than had once been believed in 1927 has
strengthened the position of the island and rendered
inclusion in the Dominion less probable at any early
date. It is naturally feared that government from
Ottawa would neglect the interests of the territory, and
local autonomy is prized.
The British North America Act contemplated the
inclusion ofthe Hudson's Bay territory, and the NorthWest Territories, not included in the charter of the
Hudson's Bay Company, in the Dominion; the surrend~r of the charter was authorised by an Act of 1868,
1
2

3

Commonwealth v. South Australia (1926), 38 C.L.R. 408.
Cameron v. Deputy Federal Commr. of Taxation (1923), 32 C.L.R. 68.
43 T.L.R. 289.
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the lands granted by the Crown to the Dominion, and
Canada gave Manitoba ·a constitution of provincial
type in 1870. This was validated in 1871 by the Imperial Parliament, which also provided that a constitution thus given could not be altered by the Dominion,
save, with the assent of the province, as regards boundaries. The Act also authorised legislation by Canada
for the territories not converted into provinces, and for
the representation of new provinces in farliament, a
power extended in 1886 to the territories. Moreover,
by Order in Council of 1880 all British territory in
North America was assigned to Canada. In 1905 Saskatchewan and Alberta were given provincial rank. In
1912 much of the North-West Territories was assigned
to Manitoba, Ontario, and Quebec. What remains outside the provincial system is the Yukon, go0ferned by
the Gold Commissioner, aided by an electiye Council
of three, and the Territories, governed by ·~ Commissioner and six Councillors appointed by the Dominion
Government. Subordinate legislative powers are .exercised in both areas, but supreme legislative p'Ower
rests with the Dominion.
In Australia the earlier federation movement contemplated the inclusion of New Zealand in the federation, but that Dominion definitely rejected the suggestion on grounds of distance. The decision is clearly wise.
The question, therefore, which remains is the possibility
of constituting new States. For that there is abundant
legal power, but the consent of the State Parliament
is always needed. Proposals for the cutting up of·
Queensland into two or three States or the increase
generally of the number of States have been numerous
but unfruitful. But a State may surrender territory,
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whereupon the Commonwealth has full legislative
power, and this has happened in the case of the
Northern Territory. It was transferred under a South
Australian Act of 1908 in 1911 to the Commonwealth
for · development. In 1927 it was divided into North
and Central Australia, but reunited in 1931. Legislation
takes place by the Ordinances of the Governor-General
in Council. The Commonwealth has also power to legislate for the capital territory, 1 Canberra. Under an Act
of 1930, the area is administered by the Minister for
Home Affairs with the aid of other departments. Under
him is the Civil Administrator, and there is an Advisory Council of four officials and three inhabitants
elected for two years.
The Commonwealth has also by Section 122 of the
constitution legislative power over any territory placed
by the Crown under its control. This enables it to provide for the government of Papua, which is a British
colony, and under Letters Patent of 1902 has been subject'to the Commonwealth since 1906. It iB governed
under the Papua Act, 1905, as a Crown Colony by a
Lieutenant-Governor, with a nominated Executive
Council, and a" Legislative Council composed of the
.Executive Council and five members, nominated by
the Governor-General in Council. Norfolk Island, also
British territory, has been under the Commonwealth
since 1914 arid is under an Administrator; it can be
legislated for by the Governor-General in Council.2
1

42

Federal Capital Commission v. Laristan Building, etc. Co. (1929);

C.L~R. 582.
2 It is provided

by Letters Patent of 1931 to place under the Commonwealth Ashmore Island when legislation is passed by the Commonwealth.
The power to tra-nsfer Norfolk Island was based on the Australian Waste
Lands Act, 1855.
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New Guinea, on the other hand, for which the
Commonwealth holds a mandate from the r~eague ·Of
Nations, is apparently to be held subject to the legislation of the Commonwealth by reason of the Imperial
legislation to carry out the treaty of peace with Germany. It is not British territory and its court is not
a federal court. 1 Legislation is carried out by the
Governor-General in Council.
Nauru is governed under provisions enacted by the
Imperial, Commonwealth, and New Zealand Parliaments in 1919-20 to give validity to an agreement between the governments in 1919 for the exploitation of
the phosphate deposits, and the Commonwealth has at
present control of its affairs. The Administrator has
executive, legislative, and judicial authority, and an
Advisory Council of two Europeans selected by him
and two chiefs elected by the natives has been created.
An independent Commission exploits the deposits on
an agreed basis. Ileports on New Guinea and Nauru
are necessarily provided for the League of Nations.
1 Porter v. R.; Chin Man Yee, Ex parte (1926), 37 C.L.R. 432; Ed,ie
Greek Proprietary, Ltd. v. Symes (1929), 43 O.L.R. 53.

CHAPTER XIII
THE FEDERATIONS-THE DIVISION OF POWERS

IN th.e.fede:r:a-tio!lStheformal.allo.ca,tiou 0 ~ .ppw;ers .. by Chapter

the constitutions mayfairly be said to be of compara- XIII.
tively little importance as compared with the inter-.
pretation of these powers by the courts, on the one
hand for Ca!lt\~[1, t~~ ~r~Y.Y;22l1~?ih?~ p1Ie <Jther .for
Austr-a;mrlheli1g!l'~Co'urCTn notll-ca~es . the constitutions have been rnade to yield results hardly at first
sight to be.. expected.
.-?
~ (I) 'l'he .schemeo£ the .Britis4. . North. . Am@ric~.Act, / c~· A.
l&(;)'J,..has. been . ;p:rono1lnced ~g ;,2;~p~~~~~yly-.f~?p.;l-_ the ;
f,· t~ue.fe~~~a~~?~~lp:yr~?~~'~a.~~~:tte,~.().!lthe score that
it'<1oes"not: l:i:itiii..t:he UD.1tecfStat~s ~~nstitution, leave
the existing units with their powers, save in so far
they are expressly withdrawn or are given to the
~ederation exclusively. Whether this.criticismis .quite
!'us.fr.dep.ends.on the.assumptionthat ''federal'.' 4a.sthis
dpnnotation, and the. issue.is not of importance. The
e$sential fact is that the Act does undertake to divide
the powers of legislation and government necessary for
Canada between the federation and the provinces, and,
as it must be assumed that all the powers requisite are
imylicitly or explicitly contained therein, the distribu-

,1..A ••a. Jar<.C'()'Ifl,monweriltk
v. Colonial S;uqa,r;Jl~jin,in._g,:<?.,~. r;JJ~l~J.-4,f~ ..
->'·"'''·'
''•'·<' · ,_._. .,,,..,,, , '••' .,_,.,,,
_,,.··''

~3.J:,.'2a2';.''•·•··• ·

"'' '''~·--····"'"""""
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tion is careful to provide for such residuary authority
as is demanded. It therefore gives the provinces ex. ~,.,·· ¢lusive powers in. respect to . t}le topics enumerated in
:l'·····~.~~c.tion~ . .92, .. a-nd, .~u, qth~;~,:.. ";p.g;w-~~ 1,,,},§,;.;!!~~~;ij"¥·~(~~~9';.~]1e
lJ.ominion. But, as the heads of Section 92 cover, or
might be held to cover, many powers which are necessary for the peace, order, and good government of the
Dominion as a whole, these matters are set out in
Section 91, but not so as to restrict the general authority accorded to legislate on all matters not exclusively
assigned to the provinces.
The national.power~ ins:h1de. (i.) those necessary . for
the maintenance of the federal government; control of
the civil and other services; taxation; borrowing; the
public debt and property, of which much in the possession of the existing governments was assigned to the
federation. (ii.) It controls militia, naval and military
services, and defence. (iii.) It regulates naturalisation
and aliens and Indians and lands reserved for them.
(iv.) It has important economic powers, the regulation
of trade and commerce; navigation and shipping,
beacons, buoys, lighthouses, quarantine and• marine
hospitals; postal service; ferries between two provinces
or between Canada and any other place; currency and
coinage and paper money, banking, legal tender,
interest, bills of exchange and promissory notes;
patents, copyrights; bankruptcy and insolvency; and
weights and measures. Moreover, it controls sea-coast
and inland fisheries, and steamships, canals, telegraphs,
or other works connecting any province with another
province or extending beyond its limits, steamship
services from Canada overseas, and-a very important
power-works which, though actually situated in any
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province, are declared by the Parliament either before Chapter
XIII.
or after their construction to be for the general advantage of Canada or of two or more provinces. (v.) As
was natural in 1867, social interests were hardly provided for, but the federation was given control over
marriage and divorce in general, and over criminallaw
and procedure and penitentiaries, but not over the
constitution of criminal courts.
To-tb.&".pitlQliJ~Iil!;;,~,~h'~~g,p,~(l .. (i.) the necessary
means of maintenance of their organisation, control of
provincial officers, taxation (but only direct), borrowing, and management of lands; shop, saloon, tavern,
auctioneer, and other licences may be used to raise
revenue for provincial, local, or municipal purposes;
(ii.) municipal institutions, and hospitals, asylums, and
like bodies; (iii.) local works and undertakings save as
specially given to the Dominion; (iv.) property and
civil rights, and in special the solemnisation of marriage
and the incorporation of companies for provincial
objects; (v.) generally all matters of a local or private
nature in t.P-e province; and (vi.) the administration of
justice, including the constitution of courts, civil and
criminal, and civil procedure; the imposition of fine,
pe:q_alty br imprisonment for violations of provincial
enactments; and the maintenance of public and reformatory prisons. Further, the provinces have power
to legislate as to agriculture and immigration, but
subject to the paramount power of the federation in.
these circumstances. Uniformity of civillawin Ontario,
Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick might be established
by the federation with the assent of the legislatures,
but this power will never be used, though on many
matters concurrent legislation is not rare in all the
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provinces. How far the p:r;ovinces can. be assigned
delegated powers by the federatio.n is. still qg~te uncertain.1
As regards education, the provinces were given power
to legislate, but the legislation must not prejudicially
affect any right or privilege with respect to denominational schools which any class of persons had by law
at the union, a rule extended in the case of Manitoba
to law or practice. The privileges enjoyed by Homan
Catholics in Upper Canada were extended to dissentient
schools of Lower Canada. Moreover, where any system
of separate schools existed at union or was thereafter
created, an appeal was to lie to the Gover'nor-General
in Council from any act or decision of any provincial
authority affecting any Tight or privilege of the Protestant or Homan Catholic minority concerned. If any
legislation thought necessary on this appeal by the
Governor-General in Council were not executed, power
was given to the federal Parliament to remedy the
defect.
To.the federation was giv<,?n tlw power.to.imple;ment
treaties e11tered into. by the E111pire and bincling.<on
Canada, and to establish a fede:raLcourt o£,.appeaL.and
ot.Qe:r,Je<;l,li\riitl· .courts. But no power of constitntio:r,:tal
change was accorded to the federation, while a province is permitted to alter its constitution save as
1 ;,v regards the office of Lieutenant-Governor .
"' ~~ 7. i''':'r (2) It .was th.e.ple.asing.imp:r.essio.n oLtlJ,e.f:r.Ame:rs .o.f
c. .~-,
t~eq,e:J:'Atio.r:t,t4At ..theY,·A~4. ,9:Ji1~~~~&l.vP~,..cQ.~titu.tion. which
v t ";r::
r<',;."'·
u
·
.c ·
-~-·
• tl..
t
£ t h" h
C"
·", , ~;WW~li~·r;Ffbil~
,,.u~W.,,(},Ue&tJlOitlS:rln: ·.#e.• Qo.Ul' S, a ". a,Q... yY IC
1
J~ ~ ·{:aFplains the indifference shown to the creation of a
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Lord'8 Day Alliance of Canada v. A.·G. for Manitoba, [1925] A.C.

• 384; Keith, Journ. Camp. Leg. xiii. 124.
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federal judicature. In. fact.the. ffiYi§i9!L.O.LPC?.'Y~~~- :!.as Chapter
XIII.
s.oonfound.inadeq.uate,...a.ud.J:~P&~.~te.d.,e.tfQJ-'!i~{.»::~;r~. ro&de
1Jy;the . .federation to .oh~ck ..ol;;tiiD!>.ott4§<l?~PXi1*¥~·to
legislate on subjects believed to be denied to them.
!~;t,,in., du!it cour~.e .the ..~:r;i~jJQJ'!U;C.Jil.:~oxked out a pc.~~?
~,scheme '- ;which ha,s . Q.e1:A~VifE:~tJy ..enha~1ced the I} " i
51 1
~]l,qwm;s Qt tht1 p;rfn':i!lg~_§,.,_:zp,~,,J;V;~,l~~}~~~-4~.. ~~B- ?l?inion
tp.f some critics .given them too great authority and

r· ..

1

'weak~Ji.l;edcth~·~esiQJk-,Qf,;the,.~tate.

I

.A vital issue-has been the ques/tio;n.. o~, . thecfederal
p,owe:rr····as.to,.the.k.egulation, . o£..trad(;} . a:n.d.-.(19.~@I"ce. In
the normal sense of these terms it might have been
expected that the Dominion would be able to control
industry throughout the territory, but judicial interpretation has completely defeated this view. In Russell
v. The Queen 1 it was ruled that the federal Parliament
could enact the Canada Temperance Act, 1878, which
prohibits, save under restrictive limitations, the liquor
traffic in Canada. This was supported as part of the
general legislative power, but also as falling under the
trade~nd commerce powerandcriminallaw, as opposed
to the provincial control of property and civil rights.
B».t;,,itw..liJ,,adg§f..,¥.";!;lJlf;l;J.y1f(r,erp.~ the decision was given that
~ari:o could establish a local licensing.system in the
province, and: later it was ruled that the Canada Act
~~Wi!4z~i'.:tJ;l;~,J\:lc{Jar;r;j;;ay;~.oAct;,Whi~.,J:ml'~!itif'~·~.~~~~·'UP

a.,t.~At~~}. J,iQ.Jil;t;t~i~,,~~tt'if;I;Q;#i·:\~~~r0'M,~~~~u.,~~~~~1,1:~t~ll more
important was the decision against the validity of the
a tt~!IlPt of the Dominion tq CQJ;lttQLiP:iiurance 4 business
by the plan of requiring the taking out of a licence from
?;>(f.

(1882), 7 App. Cas. 829.
.1 2 (~!W~Af'~~e{)as.,
j~'Keith, Jewrn,. Qomp.. L:e~...y,:ii., .fll.~.8.
1

lJj",

,_- A.,G-J.Ql:.Q~~~..;g,~,;Q;,,,~.Jtlk~r!~J!l~JJ3}..l.A.C. 588; A.-G. for
Ontario v. Reciprocal Insurers, (1924] A.C. 328.
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the federation. It was definitely ruled that this would
not be permissible under the general power, nor the
commerce power, nor would the fact that penalties
were imposed bring it within the ambit of criminal law.
r:fll.~. ,DominiQP:,indeed,:p.~+.$~t~.§i,.ilil. . .i~ . ~~qJ:t~...to.e.Yj:!J.de
~h,i~.A~GifiW:U·1 :h,u~itxhas . .agaia been. laid down. 1 definitely

~.hat .•the·~I·n-au!'aN.·0th~t.::i~. .,jn;v:alid.in.. its, . a.t.te~pt.·. to

~equire.,.,Q~:qa,~,f;J, . ,.~&q.~panies, .and alien~., . and.. British

companies, and individuals immigratingint<J.Canada to
take.. oJ.Lt}icences, and that the Special War Revenue
Act which imposed taxation on persons insuring with
insurers who had no licences was also invalid, as it
depended on an invalid requirement of a licence. It
stands, therefore, as certain that the commerce power
has no reference to the right to regulate any business
not assigned to the Dominion by licensing, nor can the
rule be evaded by claiming that the power is really an
exercise of the right to enact criminal law, to regulate
aliens, or to control immigration. What.it ..is.llotJegal
to do directly cannot be..effeo.ted..i;n9:.i:r~2HY·. The same
principle has been applied in the case of the effort of
the Dominion to require licences to be taken out for
operating salmon ca.nneries in British Columbia. 2 The
power to deal with sea-coast and inland fisheries is
federal, but it does not mean an unlimited authority to
do anything connected with fish, such as the regulation
of canneries as a matter of business.
Ea:t.J;XJ.o:re.,.~iQ.J.L$~W~:·t:4~~.Jitlc~~~•..,m . .l,~.2~?~~~··ii:b.aJ~.,the
T'\
••
T-.1.
~~lD'
T
+' +'
A~t
~,QJU~mq;n,.,..M~~.,t.llstr~cr· ·. ~;W;.~.S,x~Ji!i¥.~!%J>i:J.g.f~,~~lQA-,,.,~....•.•.•~~i'l

~lid•.lhemeasure.~ad•·Pl'.oNed,,o£,great,¥fkl1h~·~J&d.jt,s
xiv.t£If~~~~~Qf,&,¥,;,\>.d;,;;,~~.(£1J.;,£~~~~,1h~~~~J.4..0. 41; Kerth, op. ctt.
2

3

A.-G. for Canada v. A.-G. for British Ool·urnbia, [1930] A.C. Ill.
Toronto·Electric Oornmrs:v. Snider,.[l925J.A.o.,,396.
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pnn0iples.•w.ere.sound, It forbade a strike or a lock-out
pending the investigfl,tion of any dispute by a Board, in
the sound belief that in many cases by such action
accord might be reached. In fact it worked well, and it
was unfortunate when it was challenged by the Toronto
Electric Light Commissioners that the Privy Council
refused to uphold it either under the general legislative
power as a measure serving the peace and good government/of Canada, or as an enactment under the commerce power, or as a measure of criminal law. Some
effort was made to repair the injury legislatively by
amending the Act to apply to all cases within federal
., ,power.
1
/\, . S,o..far.. the Priv;y Qo.11~cil'.s. decisionE.\ . telt .:il} f.~yop,r of
· the. prcr¥:inces,.J:nlt .there fl,re ca~?es. i:p, yy;.h,ip'Q,.the··.ge:neral
power and possibly even the commerce .pow.ex .may be
f1Q.f1gged. This was shown in the Fort Frances Power
& Pulp Co. v. Manitoba Free Press,! where it was
held that conditions arising out of the war were sufficient to authorise Dominion interference with proprietary rights and civil law regarding the cost of
news-print. But the limited effect of this case must not
qe ignored. A determined effort of the :Pominion to set
qp a system of.control of prices in gel:le:J:~l ~:p.Q..pfstqqks
4£ foodstuffs .to. protect the. public. from imposition was
<~e~rtecr""llJ5"'incom:retent.~ It.,did...notfaU >¥!~in .the
c~mmerce ·power,. nor within ..erimina1Ja;w;,,,,a.nd.....there
wtas no longer such an emergency as would have induced the Council to accept the view that they could
be justified by the general power to legislate for Canada

i~::J.~.~tl:~'Jlff.-..4.9/<~:.,,~ltlfl1 (!.nil· Combines .and ..F)air: ./2rir;e,~?, .4Gt,

19m; ·zn re,[l922Jl.thC.l91.
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or the defence power. But against . this un~quiv.ocal
declaration falls .to be set the recent upholding ,of the
Combines lnvestigatiq;p, Act ofthe Dolnini<:m. 1 It aims
at securing the punishment of persons who take part
in the operation of combines to the injury or restraint
of trade and commerce, and it was naturally feared
that it must share the fate meted out to the earlier
effort. But the Privy Councilu,pheld the .Act and the
auxiliary section of the Criminal Code as legitimate
measures of criminal law, and such penalties as were
not covered by this head were justified by the power of
taxation or the control of patents.
,··.~-\. 'J:his.Jiign olr.9~.diP.:~§§.,,tp :re,.qgg:qi§.e tll,a:t.the feder11 tion
,. 'has._.po.w.~§. J:!~,.~, )¥~.~-~- -qlf~-;1;~-~rt.~;r . w]J.,~n. ;n.~c~.a~.3;t)l,,t,g,,sJ;:c'Q.re
t,he public interest is al::;o ~~hib~t.ed..,i;q.,pp,~.,d~Pi.si9n as to
th©"~'~g1J.la.-tio;n,an4. GontreL;Qt~,o;ra.autics...iq,.,Can.::tda. 2
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h. . w:~.a".held.. :w:itho.ut,..hesitatioJl:~-:a.ga;i:n~lt.\_,th.e.'"prov:inces

~at the exclusive power tolegislate-on··t hewhole.tg.nic
belongs to the Dominion...l;npart, of course, tlus rests
on the fact that under Section 132 ofthe constitution
C::tnada has power to implement obligations .under
imperial treaties,_ .11nct this term. covers. thfi:l.Qqp_yention
ofOctober ..13,. l9l2,.. ;~;:ega:r:ding_ ~~:~t~Ln~y!g,~.~ign. But
reference was also made to the trade and commerce
power, to the control of postal service, and to defence.
More important still is the insistence in the judgement
that the process of interpretation of the constitution
must not be allowed to dim or whittle down the terms
of the original con~ract on which the constitution was
1

Proprietary Article's Trade Assocn. v. A.-G. for Canada, [1931] A.C.
310. · r a strong.assertion oL<J. .ge!l!')l;()Uil,.Y~~W-9Uh~,Q~J),~\),~~!}. 98~t~Pit1l~
~d,wq,rif,.$ Y~ - 4. , ·.G ..for-"Qwn,rl:.rf/J;~.[~~~QJ,,f\,,Q,~24 •
.4~~J~A•fl¥.'·~4."'Q.P.~tM.Att"QQJliV~tl-tion see Keith, W a.r Government
of the British Dominions, pp. 177, 178.
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I ''~ased.

S9 j:p, ...th.~ gas~ ()l ~~Cl,iq 0.Qut):ll1l+!-ivatiq:p,s in
~a11ada ~ t1l~ Privy c~'u~~ii~~j~~ted .~nti;~ii··~i.i~.~wer
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~"~egu,l.ation...h&r,..,tb.~ . ·"~Q.,¥~~s,,. ,J\~ying.nn. the.•geu.eral
po.wer to legislate .for the ...p(:l.~oe, . ..Q,rder.,. and .good
~mze.r;tlm.ent. .,,o.£,...tlle,·.:O.ominion;.··.a;n,q, ,st:Iie~i1ag., tl;l.l!l ..fact
that commuuioations between the provinc.es .a,nd other
pa:r:ts .of. the .. world . were . . e:x:pressly . ,JJ!aQ..e. ,,;r;ua;t.t.ers . . ·of
feder.l;J,t,coocern; Moreover, it was insisted that it was
impossible to hold, as the provinces contended, that,
even if transmission was federal, reception was provincial. The case is specially noteworthy because it was
not held to be within the terms of Section 132, the
International Radiotelegraph Convention, 1927, being
asserted not to be an Empire treaty in the sense of the
Air Convention of 1919, as it was signed separately for
Canada as a distinct unit, and not as associated with
the United Kingdom.
An issue of importance is raised by the,.,q;t;t~Ri:Q:n, , pf -¥
~~~l];,,l?,:JY. 1 , ,.for the power of Canada to incorporate
companies is obvious. If the company deals with
matters included in the list of special powers, then
obviously it will be possible for Canada to give it
authority which will override 2 so far as is necessary
provincial la'\v. But how·£ar is.a Dominion cq.p1pany
/'"::;~~ubject to provinciaL.control apart from.this. special
;!:'> ~ase1 It is clear that the province cannot so legislate as
to ·destroyor deny thestatusofa ..ooropany:.g;rantedby
theJ::)ominion; it cannot enact that it may not trade

u~::a;:~~c~:~~.s::::~t~:n:~:t::v::~::~:$:i~~::~t~:~e~~
oronto Oorpn. v. Bell Telephone Co., [1905] A.C. 52.
John Deere Plow Go;; Ltd., v, ·Wharton, [1915] A.C. 330; Great West
Saddlery Co. v. R., [1921] 2 A.C. 91.
/"l
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Chaptef"~;y. not issue. its capitaL .uuless ..regist.ered, .£or this
XIII ·

be to st.en1se.
·1· Jts
. ac t•1v:1•t•le.S .i;t,JLd j;q., deny: .)ts
.
~ssential.status.,.~gq,_.,S~R~9!tr.~~.- . l3ut. . .th.is . . must ,. n().t.,be

''~ould.

iQi~unde:r;stood.

The fact that a company is incorporated by the Dominion does not necessarily mean that it
can operate at all in a province; it may be paralysed by
the legislation against the liquor traffic or by the rules
as to the holding of land by companies. Moreover, i>t..a
province makes provisionJor the investigation.otthe
~ffairs of any company operating in the province in
~rder to discover ifany fraud is being committed_or if
~he regulations· are· -being disobeyed, such ~egjslation
~1ay well be valid, . nor does it trench on the field of
criminalla w. 2
On..the other hand, the power of the _ provi.nCes to
establish provincial companies has heenmuch ex:t.ended
in utility by the decision of the Privy Council in]3onq,')J~a
Orr;r;,k Gold Mining Co. v. The King 3 that.such a company, though it can only be incorporated for provi.ncial
purposes, can be given the capacity of a natural person
to accept, when outside the province, such privileges of
action as the law allows. This decision has put an end
to the e:fforts of the federal government to use the
power of disallowance to prevent the counter-e:fforts of
the provinces to charter companies with authority to
act outside the province.
The.•. taxll>tion.po.wex: .o£. the p:r:oyi;nces . :r;~is~w . ,iss;q.es,of
cq:rp.ple:x:ity. The limitation to direct taxation· is interpreted on the definition of Mill, in the simple sense
that that taxation is indirect which is levied on a person
fo·r···M·.a.n···.i.t.ob·.··a· v. A •. -G. for Canada, [1929] A.C. 260.
/J,YA.-G.
. Lymburn.,y:.,..MrJ,y}g,rJJ.-rf,..f1002<},A!•;6,,.3l8.
3

r.JJWUJ.,A..Q,.• <5J.i6.
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who normally passes it on to third parties. 1 The Privy
Council will not attempt an exact analysis, nor will it
take note of any special circumstances under which in
fact a tax normally indirect may operate as a direct
tax. Recent cases have decided that a tax levied on
dealings in sales of grain for future delivery in Manitoba, 2 of sales of fuel oil in British Columbia, 3 and on
the gross revenues of mines in Alberta, 4 are all really
indirect taxes and as such invalid. So also a tax levied
on timber cut in British Columbia 5 is so framed as to
operate as a tax on export, as opposed to consumption
locally, and as such is beyond the power of the province.
But a province may authorise a municipality to levy
a tax on lessees of Dominion property, 6 for that is a
direct tax.
Another difficulty arises in th~,~~"'~£:r,d~~.tJ:~;,c~iutie.s,.
as the provinces are restricted to legislation in the
province. But the result of the cases 7 is in effect that
the province can tax either because the property in
question is physically within the territory, or because
the recipient of a part thereof is within its control. In
the latter case it may make the tax payable by him
proportionate to the total value of the whole of the
property of the decedent. The situation of property of
course offers difficulty where the property is a claim,
for instance, on a bank, but the true criterion is that
1 Keith, Journ. Camp. Leg. x. 104, 105; Halifax Corpn. v. Fairbanks'
Estate, [1928] A. C. 117.
2 A.-G. for Manitoba v. A.-G. for Canada, (1925] A.C. 561.
3 A.-G. for British Columbia v. C.P.R. Co., [1927] A.C. 934.
4 R. v. Caledonian Collieries, [1928] A.C. 358.
5 A.-G. for British Columbia v. McDonald Murphy Lumber Co., [1930]
A.C. 357.
6 Halifax Corpn. v. Fairbanks' Estate, [1928] A.C. 117.
7 Keith, Journ. Camp. Leg. xiii. 280, 281.
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such a claim is located where it can most naturally be
enforced by legal action, and a share in a company has
its situs where it can be transferred. 1 The local limitation may be of importance, for it disables a province
to deal with a claim which in this sense is situate outside the province, so as to cancel a debt which in law
is regarded as not within its limits.
In many matters the province and the federation
have powers which can be ~xercised without actual
conflict, in which case action is possible by, either in
its own sphere. Situations present different aspects as
federal or provincial. The control over naturalisation
and aliens is given to the federation, but none the less
it is open to British Columbia to deny the franchise to
a naturalised Japanese subject. 2 Cases as to Chinese
are conflicting. On the one hand, the Privy Council has
held that they cannot be barred from working underground in mines, as that is a mere effort to prevent
them living in the country to which they have been
admitted by federal authority; yet it has held valid the
insertion of clauses forbidding their employment by
lessees of timber. 3 As regards Japanese aliens the position is governed by the treaty power, for that enables
Canada to override any provincial legislation denying
them the rights promised by treaty. 4 It is not, it is
clear, illegal to forbid the employment of white women
1 Cotton v. The King, [1914] A.C. 176; Alleyn v. Barthe, [1922] 1 A.C.
215; Brassard v. Smith, [1925] A.C. 371; Royal Trust Co. v. A.-G. for
Alberta, [1930] A.C. 144; Erie Beach Co. v. A.-G. for Ontario, [1930] A.C.
161.
2 Cunningham v. Tomey Homma, [1903] A.C. 151.
3 Union Colliery Co. v. Bryden, [1899] A.C. 580; Brooks-Bidlake v.
A.-G. for British Columbia, [1923] A.C. 450.
4 A.-G. of British Columbia v. A.-G. of Canada, [1924] A.C. 203.
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in Chinese restaurants, as is the law in Saskatchewan,
which is a simple safeguard for morality.!
:M:~uiag~i~ . l:!>. ;E~d~+al..§upj~,et~,:Q:y,t. .IJ-Pt .sol~:rnnisation,
and it has been ruled 2 that it is not open to the federation to enact a law which would render valid any
marriage though the provincial rules of celebration had
not been respected, but much doubt attends the efforts
of the provinces to include as part of solemnisation
such ma.tters as parental· consents and to declare invalid marriages which do not comply with this condition.3 Divorce is in a curious position. It has been
ruled that all the provinces save Ontario and Quebec
(and in practice Prince Edward Island) have courts
which before union had the necessary jurisdic_tion to
give divorces in accordance with the English law of
1857. Only the federation can extend causes, as has
been done by putting men and women on the same
footing, and only the federation could give Ontario
such a court, an action delayed until 1930, when also
divorce jurisdiction was extended, so that any province
where a husband was domiciled before he deserted his
wife may give a divorce, though the wife's domicile has
been changed by her husband's action in securing a
domicile elsewhere. 4
lll,thg,,,.~tt.~r ,qt.t4§., .9.'.qmin:~11F~·tiJ~;p,. .p.t.,j;q,~tic~. ·.the
provincial power of legislation as to courts must be
taken into conjunction with the federal power to
appoint the judges of the superior courts in the province, and colourable efforts to evade the power of the
1 Quang Wing v. R., 49 S.C.R. 440; Yee Clun v. City of Regina, [1925]
4 D.L.R. 1015.
2 Marriage Legislation in Canada, In re, [1912] A.C. 880.
3
Dicey and Keith, Conflict of Laws (5th ed.), pp. 736, 737.
4 Ibid. pp. 424, 431.
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federation in Ontario have failed. 1 What is more important is the question of the extent to which the
provinces can pass legislation which resembles criminal
law. It is clear that the issue is delicate, and an inconvenient position arises because the Privy Council is
unwilling to admit the possibility of appeals in criminal
matters and extends that term to cover penalties
imposed for violation of provincial statutes. It may
therefore be difficult to challenge the validity of a
provincial Act before the Privy Council on a conviction
for a violation of a statute whose validity may be
suspect, as in the case of the Produce Marketing Act
of British Columbia. 2
Most important of all have been th,<t. 9-!~,BR:Btw..,,g,:y,<fr
th.~..92Utn~Lg,J, .~9-,Rx~.t.i.pp,1 Jgr that has raised two most
ser:i()US causes of dispute, religiq:n . :;J;:n,d . .languarge:"The
issue was raised definitely in Manitoba in 1890 when
the legislature established unsectarian schools. Prior to
this there had been denominational schools paid for by
the parents. The new regime imposed taxation for the
unsectarian schools on all, and in City of Winnipeg v.
Barrett 3 it was ruled that the Act of 1890 was perfectly
valid, for the only right existing before it was for
parents to pay for denominational schools, if they
desired and this privilege remained, even though they
now had to provide for unsectarian schools. But it was
also held in Brophy v. Attorney-General of Manitoba 4
that the Governor-General in Council could be appealed to in equity as opposed to law, as the position
A.-G. for Ontario v. A.-G. for Canada, [1925] A.C. 750.
Chuck v. R ., [1930] A.C. 244; Keith, Journ. Camp. Leg. xii.
286, 287; xiii. 125, 126, 252. Against the validity see Lawson v. Interior
1'ree, Fruit, and Vegetable Committee, [1931] S.C.R. 357.
4 [1895] A.C. 202.
3 [1892] A.C. 445.
1

2 Ch~mg
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had been changed to the detriment of the minority. On
appeal, the Dominion Government, under clerical influence, ordered Manitoba to amend its legislation; on
its refusal to comply with the demand as unjustified, a
remedial bill was brought into the federal Parliament,
but the opposition of many of the Protestant supporters of the government and the e:ffiux of. the existence of the Parliament rendered its enactment impossible. It formed the chief subject of contention at
·the general election, in which, despite clerical efforts,
the Conservatives were routed. Sir W. Laurier succeeded by persuasion in an effort to secure a settlement
which permits denominational teaching out of the
ordinary class hours in the public schools. It is significant that in 1905 when he gave constitutions to
Saskatchewan and Alberta he imposed on them a
modified denominationalism which cost him the
allegiance of his able lieutenant, Sir C. Sifton, and has
left a legacy of trouble. The issue was revived in 1926
when the question of the transfer to the two provinces
of the school lands retained under federal control was
discussed, and the restrictions remain under the
surrender of 1930. Bitterness has also arisen from the
decision of Saskatchewan in 1930-31 to abolish the use
of religious emblems in the common schools and to
require that English alone be the medium of teaching,
an action denounced as an attack on the position of
French Canadians, but clearly within the legal power
of the province.
Very serious during the war period was the conflict
which arose in Ontario in this case on the language
issue. The Roman Catholic School Trustees insisted on
defying efforts made to secure the effective teaching of
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English, and in consequence the legislature authorised
the establishment of a Commission to supersede the
trustees. Great' bitterness developed; Quebec voted
funds t9 aid the dissentients; Sir W. Laurier mustered
the Liberalforces to denounce the action taken. But
the Privy Council decided 1 that the CoiY!-.mission was
illegal, as the Roman Catholics were entitled to control,
but that they must comply with the law, for French
b,ad no legal claim to be made a subject of instruction
or lJSe. as a medium unless in so far as legislation provided. In a later case 2 it ruled that the sums expended
by the Commission when in office could legally be made
a charge on the funds provided for education of Roman
Catholics. Since then the strife has moderated through
the relaxation by Ontario of her efforts to compel the
effective knowledge of English, on the one hand, and
the recognition by many Roman Catholic'S that, in the
interests of the French children themselves, knowledge
of English is worth acquiring. But an effort has been'
made to demand for Roman Catholics control of secondary e'd ucation and funds for that purpose. The Privy
Council has ruled 3 that no such legal right exists as it
did not exist in 1867, but it has suggested that an
appeal to the Governor-General in Council would lie.
Fortunately no action by that authority is likely in
view of the sad precedent of Manitoba. On the other
hand, it has transpired 4 that in Quebec the legislature
in 1903 classified Jews as Protestants, so that in 1924
the Jewish community was naturally demanding repreOttawa Separate Schools Trustees v. Ottawa Corpn., (1917] A.C. 76.
Ottawa Roman Catholic Separate Schools Tru,Qtees v. Quebec Bank,
[1920) A.C. 230. See also Trustees v. Mackell, [1917] A.C. 62.
3 Roman Catholic Separate Schools Trustees v. R., [1928] A.C. 363.
4 Hirsch v . Montreal frotestant School Commrs., [1928] A.C. 200.
1
2
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sentation on the Protestant Board for Montreal and
the appointment of Jewish teachers for pupils in the
schools. It was decided by the Privy Council that the
Jewish claim was illegal, that Jews could not be classed
as Protestants, and that the proper and legal course
was tlomakeseparate provision for the Jewish minority;
a step since taken.
The Dominion legislative power over topics specially
assigned to it does not carry with it rights of property
when the subject-matter of the exercise of that power
is vested otherwise in the provinces. Thus the Dominion control of fisheries is a power of legislative
regulation, and does not carry with it the implication
of ownership. Likewise the Dominion power over navigation does not enable it to claim property in the bed
of the St. Lawrence or in the waters of the river. 1 It
has proved impossible for the Supreme Court of Canada
to give effective answers to the questions propounded
to it regarding the extent of Dominion authority in
this regard, and this fact explains the difficulties which
attended the reaching of agreement with the United
States for the St. Lawrence treaty of 1932. Under the
decisions of the Privy Council in the issues of aeronautics 2 and radio control 3 it is doubtless believed that
it will be possible by the treaty power, aided by the
general power of legislation, to secure the full control
necessary to prevent provincial obstruction by Quebec,
while Ontario's co-operation has been won by the
agreement for Ontario to develop power from the
dam to be erected on the Canadian side of the river
as part of the scheme for the provision of an effective
1

Montreal Corpn. v. Montreal Harbour Commrs., [1926] A.C. 299.
2 [1932] A.C. 54.
3 (1932] A.C. 304.

z
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waterway for traffic from the Atlantic to the GreatL ak es.
... Throughout its. interpretation oLthe Dolr!inion constitution the. Privy •. CounciL has rigorously adhered. to
~ l. 3 JL I;, the rule th'at""'t'h~·"'Act'must"15e1ntErrpreted from· its own
•
~~:t:ms, .and has. rejeoted. any implications drawn from
American constitutional law. Thusitha~:~iusistedt.t4at
it will not forbid provincial taxation.ofbanks, because
a province might conceivably use the taxing power to
destroy the capacity of banks and thus hamper the
federal authority as to banking and the incorporation
of banks, although the Supreme Court of the United
States had protected banks under federal charter from
State legislation as being federal instrumentalities and
so to be safeguarded from State intrusion. Again it has
ruled 2 that federal officers are subject to provincial
taxation, despite the plausible contention that the
provinces might use their power to cripple federal
activities. In this regard Australian decisions long
prefer:t:ed the. Amerioan view.
Chapter
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'-.,existing. power. unless it. is exclusively.• vested i:n the
Qommomvealtl:t or. withqra'YnJr0rn..the State, subject
only to the rule that, if the Commonwealth has concurrent power and exercises it, the Commonwealth law
prevails (Section 109). It is necessary,. therefore, to
enumerate the.powers ofthe Commonwealtll,,.!i!in9,)J,:t}der
Se_ction 51 thirty.,nine heads .. o£ varyiugimportanve are
1

Bank of Toronto v. Lambe (1887), 12 App. Cas. 575.
Caron v. R., (19~4] A.C. 999; so Abbott v. City of St. John (1908),
40 S.C.R. 597, overruling Leprohon v. City of Ottawa, 2 Ont. A.R. 522.
2
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enumerated, while .further· powers. by Seotiou. 52 .are
e~olusi:v:elyvested.in.it. Its powers may be classed con-.
veniently as follows. (i.) It has the necessary powers
for the maintenance of government: matters relating to
the public service; taxation, but without discrimination
between States or parts of States; the borrowing of
money; the acquisition of lands, and matters incidental
are ascribed to it. (ii.) It controls···defence.and.the use
of-railways.for that end; external. a flairs; 1 andrelartions
with the islands. of the Pacific. {iii.) Citizenship is within its power; it regulates naturalisation and aliens;
immigration and emigration; the influx of criminals;
and people of any race for whom special laws are necessary. (iv.) It has extensive powers as to trade, commerce, and industry, though there are important reservations. It regulates trade and commerce with other
countries and among the States, but not intra-State
trade and commerce; navigation is included, and the
regulationoflighthouses, lightships, beacons, and buoys;
and astronomical and meteorological observations, as
well as postal, telegraphic, and telephonic communications. It controls all foreign corporations and financial
and trading corporations formed within Australia; currency, coinage, legal tender, and the issue of paper
money; insurance other than State insurance; banking other than State banking, bills of, exchange and
promissory notes; copyright, patents, and trade marks;
bankruptcy and insolvency; census and statistics;
bounties which must be uniform; the acquisition of
railways from the States with their consent and railit/
(/1 Latham, Australia and the British CommJnwea.lth, p. 55, hold$ that
this power covers the right to conclude treati~ .and override .State laws,
as in Canada; but this seems quite UUSJJ.PP9l'ted by authority.
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way construction in any State with its consent. Moreover, by a most important clause it may regulate conciliation and arbitration for the prevention and settlement of industrial disputes extending beyond the limits
of any one State. It can deal also with fisheries in Australian waters beyond territorial limits. (v.) For social
and health purposes it has power over marriage and
divorce with the custody and guardianship of infants;
old age pensions; and quarantine. (vi.) It can secure
the service of judicial process and execution thereof as
between the States and the Commonwealth, and the
recognition of the public acts and records and judicial
proceedings of the States. Finally, (vii.) it can legislate
on any issue referred to it by the States, and with their
consent on any matter which was formerly reserved to
the Imperial Parliament or the Federal Council of
Australasia.
The ~:x:oh1sive p()wers ()f the Cmnmonwealiih are
tho~edealil'lg \Vith.th~ .s~~t ?f ~()~~~BP?J~Ji~; ''\ifit~ the
Commoirweaith .. dep·a~tments ·(customs, ~x~is'e, 'posts,
etc., lighthouses, etc., quarantine, and defence), with
customs and excise, and coinage. The States may not
maintain naval or military forces save with Commonwealth consent, nor tax Commonwealth property; they
may not make anything save gold and siiver legal
tender. The Commonwealth itself may not establish
or prohibit any religion nor impose religious tests; it
may not by any regulation of trade, commerce, or
revenue give a preference to any State or part thereof,
and the States may not discriminate between British
subjects on the score of residence within or without
the State. The Commonwealth may not depnve the
residents of any State or the State of the reasonable
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trade among the States is enjoined, and inspection
laws,. if any, may not be used as sources of State revenue
and may be annulled by the Commonwealth Parliament. But States have the same control over liquor
brought into them as they have over liquor produced
therein. It was contemplated in the constitution that
an Inter-State Commission should be set up to deal
with such issues as the determination of rates on State
rail ways, but the Commission was held by the High
Court not to be capable of exercising judicial power,!
1.nd it has since 1919 been allowed to remain in abeyance.
(4) In the case of the Commonwealth th~,,,,;s::igh
,,. .,A.:)g.:qrt as .first constituted was dominated .by men who
f''''''ll{1d···§:twlie.d< deeply th.~.iAte:r;p:r;.~.t~tiq;o,
pi...tlJ.,e, ...lJ:oite<l ,...,_e
,·..... ••
.
S,ta.tes'"'"~;i,Q:O~titJ+tion, . . and•..•..w.hpse..,mi:od~. ".;tJ:u;~.w£,:n:~... led '
tll;em,.,.tQ.·,. .~terflret . ·.th.e.;wo:t·di:og:.o£·,t~ .,Qp:o~~itJJ,;ti9fl . . i:o
the ·•.ligl;tt.of..t4e ,p:ri:oqiple~"o~,Q,o:O~~Jl.2~io:o,la.i~•. P,o,w~.£or
that
instrument. bv. the .jmisnrud~~e,,o,f,.t~,,~lii,;B~e;me
:W,#'.i#~~;\\'f<'tW.x~~:;'.!'?•~!·W'""·c:'· ;·.:. ;; .•,,~.,?~·''"'~· · ·:~~·::;~,;.>':\::. ··f:'_{•-:•"i/'_' ';:'~.r,.~;>~_:"/·::;1\:·~ ,-~ ·~:i~.•;_;>1c,:,_. ·,.s;·,·::-,:./:-".~-'->'·'::c •.·.
C'g:u;~?J;i:;,Q;Ltk~.;,:Q;;nitx.~,.~~,t~Y.~~~ , 'rhe . . assumption that this
line of reasoning should be followed was perfectly
natural to those who knew under what auspices the
constitution had evolved, and the tendency in the
United Kingdom to regard the High Court's procedure
as unnatural is clearly far from just. Th~:t:tLi~..j:g,J~ct,
much truth in the view held by the High Court t.hat
the. ..Privy Council . was . imperfectly. famili\lr .. ·With
Amli:l:ri<)t),I.t qo11,stitutionallaw, ..and.th.at. i.;t;L ip.t~iJ:rp:r~ting
~he constitution it brought to . it.a. system ofits own
based · on the construction of unified conE?titutions
which was not really applicable to the framework of a
_i,<:•:;•:,•.; _(::· ,,-•- ::'_·

1

New South Wales v. Commonwealth (1915), 20 C.L.R. 54.
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federal constitution. The.Britiah.North.A.meri~~··in
faot, . . ;i:n.,th~.Big'b,. .Qp~;w~~,¥~~;w,,. Jaad.;p.q,p.J:?,.~;.~l}.·~R~t.fu.ed
qii,ite. .as,ca.,£edena.l,.,. (ilon~titution..,sh.ould. he,.or. at.least it
r;t;J,ll.St..:Q.e. take.;t;J.. . th~.t. ;(ig~ . .Ca;nadiao,. ,Q.Qnstitutio:P, .w.asnot
tmlY. f.ege~al,. a . .¥ie~.,fp;r;,,)¥J;u~4., ~~·J+~~.J:>ee:n seen, Lor9.
Hald~ne's .~~t~?~~~:y can<b.e cited. .
"~''"
Itwasine;vitahle .that~.;tGlding. .these. ;views, . th.e. High
··,Q.oart•should ·constantly oscillat~.p.~~-w.~en. . o.b.ed.ie:nce to

.

~he Jjteral m~~;~,wng. ot.the.. cons;tit;q,t~g:p,, ii!;nd.implic;;Jr.tions
~~riy~d ..f;r;p:m ...Aroe;cican. p:ractic.e. This. facto;n.-Q£ . .li4Jeral
<:>J:. . hr.9~de:r

..qqp.,strv.Pt}g~.a·PP·~~~:s. l{@;r;;w:.c9l~~ly;. .·~:t:t··the . two

lines. <:>~. jl;J..qgem..et.~:tt? giv:en.fl;si· ~.9,t4~,,e~t.ePttP£.its .aPPeHate
juri~qi9ti8~.l . Hn4~;§yctigp;,7~. .·8J.~;9re..Q.gp;§,t~.~~t~9R.J.t.~8m

a,IJj~<;lgf;lr9;¥QP~ gf~h¥ . §VI?E~PY~ Q.g~~~.s,,~{Jh~. §~~~e.s. On
the one hand it was ruled in R. v. Snow 1 that the general
terms were not intended to cover the case of an appeal
from an acquittal, in view of the regular English
doctrine that no appeal lies from the verdict of a jury
in such cases. On the other, the literal meaning
triumphed in so far as, contrary to English practice, an
appeal was held to lie from the findings of the courts
below in the case of habeas corpus proceedings discharging the accused. 2 This divergence, perplexing as
it is in so simple an issue, was far more serious when
the question arose of the application of American
doctrines. Of these two were of fundamental importance. 'I'.4~ . ..Aw.~:rio..f!.:p, .•.•(J.Qu1:ts.·..hl}d·l~td·. down.~ ··,that. .•. in
q.r:der..to•prevent the .States d.estr.e>:y;i:ragthe. opetatiq;n .of
t~¢le:r;.al.Ja~s.it.·.wl:lis..;t;l.eGessfl.+~ •.tQ.,,J:W,e•.~4~ta:t;~.¥,.S~A,t.e·la:w
1
2

(1915), 20 C.L.R. 315.
A.-G. for the Commonwealth v. Ah Sheung (1907), 4 C.L.R. 949.

.

·~.~~;;~a;,~;:::: ~::::~~:~,.;::t:::i;;~ O'Brien, Ex parte,

0
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hi£h might hamper the opera~ions Qf federaLinstruentalities was void,.l};u.~l~~~~~'~k~~~~<;l.~dLP4e
.#~44!;1¥,tj,Q~.,."'tJ!~"'i·~~~~,~~.~j,~~JiJJ.~~~~MO\~i~~~,,~,gf}~,Il;~t
·
·.211· Moreover, they .pro:teGted. the...St~tes
, y a generous .interpretation. oftheir. . res(:')rYed .powers,
that is the doctrine of Amendment lO of the Constitution that all matters not withdrawn from the States by
the .constitution relllain within their sole authority}
4~.9:tlt·~,,~JJ~tif@:~:Q:,,\fP~ti9.l1~~,.,t4i§.J'.~~.~l.~v4.-in . the
ae£isio,n,,,;t,}l,a,t.•..4Ja,Q,~.:if~~~j;i,,.,,Q,f.,.~d,~;tii!ilJ~iq:fiM~r~,..?ifitJi~. •.•ex~!P~!.tgm...~~~.~.¥;;.~!il;~~j~~.~"llY?·k•/jf,J;l,~~Ji~tJr:&·;~§•.•i~ . IJli.t!JJ~e..n v.

E~<i~~z:.!~the.Jtll'f:m,,,,g~"'t~~.•. ~~~.§~i.t~·~.o~··~~M~g. ~.reoeipt

~it:l:J~;B,J,,,£,;£..,~~~~·~J#..lJ%!:~i'(h.JJ.~~··lff?.,q~~. ~P,.,~~¢>~~il,>Ji?:·¥··.·,P,£.iP•(;Bme
has already be.en made to the dissent
from that doctrine of the Privy Council in Webb v.
Outrim, 5 in which case the Privy Council simply applied
the rules of English construction and very naturally
found nothing in the constitution to take away the
normal application of the taxing power of the State. It
held equally, contrary to the view of the High Court,
that, under the Order in Council dealing with appeals
from the Supreme Court of Victoria to the Council, an
appeal lay whether the issue were federal or not, and
that, as the Order in Council was made under the
authority o£ an Imperial Act of 1844, no Commonwealth legislation could override it. The conflict of
authority was terminated by the cutting off by a
Commonwealth Act of 1907 of any power of the
Supreme Courts of the States to deal with constitu. .
tio:n,al issues of the powers of the Commonwealth and
t~~1.:R,eference

J ,C!olkctor v' Day (1'670), U
1

Wall. 113.

~~~l~~~b:~~~~us~~~~~n;~b~i~~:~.;;.he p~r~~67] A.C. 8L
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States inter se. The doctrine of the High Court could
thus be employed without control. It was applied to
deny the validity of municipal rating of Commonwealth property, 1 or the levy of State stamp duty on a
transfer of property to the Commonwealth. 2 But, if the
Commonwealth thus profited, so did the States, for in
the Railway Servants' Case 3 it was ruled that awards of
the Federal Arbitration Court could not be made to
bind a State instrumentality, and it was also ruled that
the Board of Water Supply of Sydney was such an
instrumentality, 4 though it was denied that municipalities were. On the other hand the High Court set
bounds on the doctrines. It refused to hold .. that the
Commonwealth could not levy land .tax on leas~hold
estates in land of the .States, despite the argument
that in this way the Commonwealth could regulate
State land policy, though it had no legislative power
over State lands. 5 It denied also that the States were
precluded from taxing cheques drawn by private
customers on the Commonwealth Bank 6 or transfers of
land by the Commonwealth to private individuals. 7
\On the same lines it is easy to understand how .in The
fKing v, Sutton 8 it was easy for the Court to hold .that
~the .. Commonwealth could tax .wire. netting..imported
~:by New South Wales to sell. to .farmers. The A.me:dcan
doctrine protecting ins~rumentalities has no applic~~!on

l

1
2
3
4

Municipal Council of Sydney v. Commonwealth (1904), 1 C.L.R. 208.
Commonwealthv. New South Wales (1906), 3 C.L.R. 807.
(1906), 4 C.L.R. 488.
Federated Engine Drivers v. Broken Hill Proprietary (1911 ), 12 C.L.R.

398.
5

A.-G.for Q·ueenslandv.A.-G.forCommonwealth (1915),20 C.L.R.148.
Heiner v. Scott (1914), 19 C.L.R. 381.
/ Commonwealth v. State of New South Wales (1918), 25 C.L.R. 325.
s (1908), 5 c.L.B.J~.9.
6
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t.o...ocOmm~rcia.l ..ac.tixi.ti~~..JH~, .•o.;p;p.Q~efi. ,to, ·;gg,;v;~rn!Xlental
OGGJl.pations, and the argume!ltt:l;ll;l;t the .. Customs Act
did not specifically mention the Crown could be disposed of by the view that in a Commonwealth Act
the assumption is that it binds all save the Crown in the
Commonwealth.
The matter was more difficult in the case of the
importation of steel rails by New South Wales, 1 for railways management is a recognised governmental function in the States. Moreover, the State pleaded the
force of Section 114 which denies the power of the
Commonwealth or the States to tax the property of
the other. But the justices solved the difficulty in
diverse ways, either holding that a customs duty was
not a tax on property but on importation, or that "tax"
in Section 114 did not mean "impose customs duties",
since it applied also to the States which had no power so
to do. The Privy Council solved much more simply the
similar issue in Canada by holding that the unequivocal
power to tax by customs duties given to the federation
must not be whittled away by the protection of provincial property. QI1 th~ gt)lg;r:...l];~:p.Q, 1,.;t)l.(;},.7.~.glJ. . Q.q.p.rt 2
reiecii.ed,.e.:ff,g;rt.a ..Pt . tl+.~... Q.q~p.p,gil.~.~~~l:l,.,. to",:r~.p.latt>,.•.indu,stry i;p, .tl;!,f?..St.a.t.f;.~. . . PJr. . :p;;t.e~Il§..QJ;,.tl!,e.,,c;l,~;v-i!#.e-. .ci!Jled •. the
''l'Te~· . El'o.teotioJJ!~, ll.!lde;r; . wQ.io.h .jp.Q,u~t:r,;ie§., w:b.io.h respected certain conditions as to treatment of employees, in matters of hours of labour, wages, etc., were
to be granted protective tariffs on their output denied
to other employers. The power of regulating industry
had always been a State matter, and it was not possible that it should be taken away in this indirect
1

818.

A.-G. for New South Wales v. Collector of Customs (1908), 5 C.L.R.
2 R. v. Barger (1908), 6 C.L.R. 41.
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manner. Similarly in the Union Label Case 1 it was ruled
XIII. that the Trade Marks Act of the Commonwealth could
'not be used to authorise an association of workers to
register a worker's trade mark and to penalise the
fixing of it to goods not produced by that association
,.-another ingenious device to intervene in the State
rf\r~p~ere .. ~MLmo:re important . was....W.h,ybrow.:~. ..Oase,. 2 in
' )WhiClt·lt Wf1S ru1{3d th~tt ~~~ ~~a:rcl~ Qt :t}le .Com:monlwe~lth-Co.u:rt. o£JJouciliat~n-~~. A,;r,:hi~ratiqp. s;o:ukLnot
~~~;er:rLqg,,.t.heJ?Q§itiye J~JY§ gJ,,~;Ily St.~t~~:· ~8, . ?Pposed
'to · rr;,~re .~ward~. gf §t~t~¥- . ;w:~g~~·:·:~,R~~~~: :_ ~I' arl:bitral
auth.o:r-ities.
Ag~il.J#t...;t;4~:IDf1~·-of .o@ln-si&~llt..,,}~$,p:r.~.sl~Jl.9f3, . ,qply
op.e f1,llthp~ity . pql:j,lq.:q;p. tQt,:li.~M4Q.,p~. ~~,,Q.Jt~~··~·Wgh
Court in view of a difference of opinion between its
members certified a case as suitable for decision by the
Judicial Committee. The. Common:w.~alth. had.Jtnapted
~. ..ml:la§1~t.~ giyi:Q,gr.Qy~! .Q<:>,;m.m,i§sigp,s ..~:u.U . ;p():We:r,.to in}'§§tigate .;:tnY. issJJ.e•· .J:.ef~rri;o.g. t.o...th.e....pe~ce, .grc1er, .and
goo<f ggye:r1.1m911~ of+\Tis;trfl,lia. A commission had demanded information from the Colonial Sugar Refining
Co. as to its internal constitution and operations. It
denied the right, for such issues were State matters.
Of the High Court 3 two judges held that the federalla w
could be interpreted to apply to enquiries within the
powers only of the Parliament, but that, this being so,
the questions put were too wide; two that the enquiry
could extend to any subject, since the constitution
4 might be amended and thus the questions put were

Chapter

·.

/'-.~,,va:id~i~!~..!~~~!~Z~"~;!~~,f~~~~~uRt g~.,~w~:~:,~~~~t~~~?:.~~~~
/

, / (1908), 6 C.L.R. 469.
3
CJ9~0,?kiC1J . S'lf.D,Pifi,;.·Jl,.e:fip,.i'l}flA·•9Jg;, ~'

Q.L.Z,.,J82 •
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. n ~~~~,.~~~~~j?"~g..~~P,~.g. .~!M;,.4.~~..~,1¢.J:~Mg,,!~,. ~2!n21 o-

.
!?.&~t'.illtl.&~j(~J·1¥~!;J;,~.•.Ji?.fi).~.¥.:T;;~,}:¥.~f:·t'af~~~·¥itX~~.to
t£s.~§~!t-~~.J;Q\ .•.~~-~. ~~2B... •t.l,t:l,p . . t.~~~,,s.z.~t~t!~¥.~. E8 .• £~ •in
§t~~§. };JR"'Y\!,I:. 11HCl§l'..tbg 9~WI?#tu,t~.oJl.'"~t. w;~.•~\}1.\f~,;j§(t:ry

ciilfi~r

to..arlduce. some. prooi. tha.tt..b,e,;y.:,g~Q..ll~~t\.~l;!,de,<l.ove:r
tQ. ,tbJi! , ,Qg;rp,w,Qt\W.§Il<!tJt1,.~;n(l ..§JJ,Q)+.,.•pJip,Q,t~~~,,.~~.\1~!ng.

The Commonwealth might no doubt frame an Act so
as to authorise enquiries on any of the matters actually
placed under its control, but it had not done so, and
the court would not reconstruct the ACt as suggested
by the High Court to restrict its operation to matters
within itslpower. This doct:rin.e,.i;t;i&(llB:il,r, r~SSe:t'til.the "'""""'

/~~ •Q9JJAAil~~.¥~@.W.•·Qf,J.~tBt~l, . ,;iJ:l,#.~;p~;.@.t~t.i,oJ;J.,fl~· stPRQ,!?,y.<l, .· to(o'~·:,:~
~~~~,m;y~~~~w:f J;iy.~JfWJi¥~t~QJ;l,, .
.

1.

'i\

~.'Q.J~~<~JlJJJ.•II;mUtlaanYJl&C4.S.a~~·~'l!;!flli<:rtic~ y. 4de; {tJ:iltx,./J,,~fJxrJ,~#:A;~p..,Q.g~~,. ,f.!fd,..,; ...~t.,;tf.li¥'.~¥;J;§od
·~fkfM~!.~~gMl~~~·••lllli~~··~··~~W~r.,.p;cJJ,gti~p9, . . ~.y: . p}lo . . .J;']:ivy

r ·{

Q81ll'\,®:f?.;~!:P:9~-::P$:~~li"e:.:.a:<i!U.Se o£.LQ:rds. It .ruled. that

1

l~:~!~1£~~:~:£.t!~h:~=~~~xi~j~1~~~.;~~~;~il~:. j~~

~'t,~~~.•~.;t,..,W.\I!!:l .•,.tq .. b~. .gqyorP.o<l. by tll¥ ..pl~in.Ja-ot that
"S~~•ii:g,~g.f"~~~. ~J?.n§.~~tM~~9B:•·~~t.,lR~slg.J:.l:lo . l~'!.~,2l!he

22lt~JE.9"~~-S!:~li,~,,B!,!)o~!t\gf!p,. ]ho S\8}1cl::~~'~A~~lf~8J?Iff;p£. ,the

§~t,of'l: . Th~ .p.o;w;~1\s,g&a.n:t;.e.d,,tl'l,o~0tq;rJ;i.,.,;w;~:r~.!~Q~,tlllPj ()Ct

£~ffi!~~~~~:t~~~~~~F~a:~~~··:r~fi;,,ty~~t~rK;e;;
of the constitution, of the powers of the States was subject t.o the constitution.Jti£!J..<:?.~~£...J;,!1,~['*¥'\k'~~~j:i the

S.9;~~.9H~~~!~h;,.,t1i~~~~~a,~~~x~.¥~.~!'"r~~~l:~~d

lj±.. . ~. .Q~~'4,R~¥~ . ~J;i.,,AQ~.,.&fmlfl.wPG··· · ·~~i~•..tq .....t.b.e

e1J.glll.()<;lJ;irtK,~9Xlf§ ~1J.~.*~J!w,i!! . 2~·w~R,!'lw.fJ;Q¥&}fJliD$lll.P .,of

)Y~~~!,~,,~"R~E£~Ji,~.'"'~'~¥~~,.!},1J#l',~,. .J~,.,~,9;t:l&.:,Q9P,PI?nsling
t..-U~~§.P~.~!}~..J.?~. •
. .

./)

!;:;~tr;,~;.!Jit-l-: ;.~J:t}:~::a
f3.,,t;~ ~f/yL· rr·S'f-b 3.
.
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that ...the ... S:tat~s .co:u.ld. not.J)g,Jl.u.bj.ecte.<lto .Qqp::p;nonwea~t4 (;QJ;J,troL It would, of course, have been possible
to dispose of the case by distinguishing, as in America/
between trading and governmental activities of the
States, and to lay down that in the former the Com-:monwealth could control them, while being unable to
affect political sovereignty; but this was not the view
adopted by the majority of the court which constitutes
a definite assertion of the unlimited power of the
Commonwealth within the sphere granted to it.
It is significant that the issue arose out of the Commonwealth power to provide for conciliation and arbitration in regard to disputes extending beyond the
limits of a State. On no subject has the High Court
been more generous in ext~nding the ambit of Commonwealth powers. The provision was carried with
difficulty at the Convention session at Melbourne in
1898, and it was then pleaded that it would apply to
cases like those of shipping or shearers, where men were
mobile and where they were united in organisations
ex,tending beyond State limits, so that no State could
effectively deal with their conditions. But the High
Court in the Jumbunna Case 2 decided that the Court
of Conciliation and Arbitration could register a local
branch of a miners' union in Victoria as entitled to the
procedure of the court because miners in another State
made common cause with those in Victoria in desiring
fresh terms. Hence the State unions soon affiliated
themselves into federal groups, and thus every industry
of any consequence falls as a rule under federal and
State control as regards awards of conditions of labour.
1

South Carolina v. United States, 199 U.S. 437.
2
(1908), 6 C.L.R. 309.
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Moreover, the system has been ruled as applicable to
all sorts of employees, such as clerks or bank officials,
and the existence of what is merely a formal dispute
has been held sufficient to justify the action of the
Commonwealth Court. Even when a dispute has been
settled in every State but one, the court has been held
to have jurisdiction to make an award covering the
whole field. It is easy to see how under this system
there has arisen a constant possibility of divergence
between State and Commonwealth awards, from which
until the decision in 1920 the State Governments had
felt themselves sa£eguarded by the doctrines of the
High Court as to immunity of instrumentalities and
reserved powers. The most vital of the problems suggested is yet unsolved. 1 If under the authority conceded to it the Court should regulate the wages of State
employees, how could its awards be enforced if the
State Parliament would not vote the sums~ The result
appears to be that, while an award might impose an
obligation on the State, it is one of imperfect obligation which the inaction of the State Parliament might
defeat. But the theoretic inroad on sovereignty is extremely grave, and accounts for serious difficulties felt
by the States.
J· ':rluLiiD-14QIM~tf9@... qttft;y, . £~§~".i·~·.··.~~Pc~H~.~.sL.J;?.g,,,t~t:~. . .ftl]JP-

~J~9.JJ,~+1t••q,~9!§.igp,,pJ . . kAt(.7.Q.~Yfi,~.,/J,rJ.£t~?J{}/it:kfli~JlJ,q,,~.:,~•. Qcp~e 2
~··· ~hi!.lh"'~~.~:rted . inthe.sht~,rpe§t.te:rm.§ t4((.§,1J.,QQJ'WUttMon
· · ~~§tates. Ixl,lfb,u,Qt9~W:~•.•aa$.~~it had.. p!(.e1l.··.f11led

that, while the Commonwealth Court could make
awards freely, it could not violate State law ...Now in
-·~·-"·j,:....,..., •.•.,~.-~...,.~,;;'¢·;P~%it::.i<l.i"~.jji;&:,O;;;!Mii'~;.;i;_...~k:i:l1.~'';f~;~;!ii"J~:~~-~~~,,~,,\~··"'
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New South Wales legislation had been passed for a
'\~:;APWS we.ekand .for payment for that week at the
rate which would be payable under current awards for
any longer week thereby provided. It was claimed by
phe State that workers under federal awards enjoying
~ 48~hours week must be paid the.full sum for 44. hours'
~Q;rk:, but. the. Q()u.tt now re£U,sed to a.ccept this +'§~son
~g. It insisted that, as the power to make an award
was given by Commonwealth law, that award outweighed any State law, however clear. Thus the whole
of State industrial policy is dependent on the view
taken by the Commonwealth Court-not Parliamentas to the terms of awards, and the deliberate will of the
electorate on this issue was made liable to nullification
by a Court wholly irresponsible to it, and no,t necessarily in any touch with public feeling either in the
State or the Commonwealth as a whole. The judgement,
however, in its exaltation of the Commonwealth
authority, was entirely in accord with the earlier
rulings in Commonwealth v. Queensland 1 that the federal
Parliament could exempt federal loans from State income tax, and in Davoren v. Commissioner of Taxation 2
that State officers must pay federal income tax. Far
more important than these cases was the decision in
R. v. Brisbane Licensing Court 8 that the federal Act
forbidding the taking of State votes on the day of the
elections was valid, so that a liquor referendum taken
in Brisbane on the day of the polls was invalid. This
was clearly an extreme application of the supremacy
of Commonwealth law.
C.L.R. I.
3 (1920), 28 C.L.R. 23.
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.~:!m~~"'i!<'I;I!'M,,I\i~lJ. .. ·. '· :••·ff·..§,q.~''·'~~;.,p.,~;,:!<c~J;l~i~t~~·~·~,l~\~"'~'~:£,~~~ion
~..¥1~,~,~~.,~.~"~~~~~§ . .~¥1J1,liM~i~Jt,&. .,:lil~*~~~~,,~~1¥;~..,~g;},;,~~;qm~nts,
ij~§Rite,t}+~. QPA~yJ;ttign . pf~hcf<St?;ty:tg~~.i~Yi;.:;J,§.~9,YY~yign
~XJ.fl that . tP . dy:r;qg~~ff..f;r;P.m.it§.iwm~~itx th~:r;y,mJJ§t ..at
~~a§.t,.p,e...a,,,tS..tate.AGt .. The Court relied on the terms of
$ection 75 (3) giving jurisdiction to the Court where the
Commonwealth is a party. Indeed the State as sovereign
was discounted as an unfounded and mischievous idea.
In the same way it has been held that the power to
acquire property from States or persons carries with it
the Crown rights to minerals, so that they pass to the
Crown in the Commonwealth. 2 Moreover, it has been
ruled that the Commonwealth may grant aid to such
State undertakings as roads, 3 despite the suggestion
that this is a distinct contravention of the true federal
principle. In Canada similarly the Dominion has been
permitted to finance an Old Age Pensions scheme concurrently with the provinces, though such a social
activity is not prima facie in the federal sphere. The
decision in Pirrie v. McFarlane, 4 which holds that the
State law as to motor-cars applies to a federal military
officer, no doubt admits the right of the State to bind
the Crown in the Commonwealth, but its value is
greatly reduced by the fact that it equally recognises
the right of the Commonwealth by mere regulation
under the defence legislation to override a State Act.
On tb,e other hand, some limitation has been placed
on tZ:~!~~c~.:~:o:~erations of the Commonwealth
2
3

4

Commonwealth v. New South Wales (1923), 33 C.L.R. I.
Victoria.. v. Commonwealth (1926), 38 C.L.R. 399.
(1925), 36 C.L.R. 170.
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Court of Conciliation and Arbitration. It has been
ruled that its awards cannot be applied to persons who
are not members of a union and were not cited in the
case in which the award was made, a welcome recognition of the rule that persons should not be bound by
proceedings between other parties. 1 Much more important is the decision 2 invalidating the attell}pt of the
Labour Government in 1930 to hand over the work of
deciding disputes to Conciliation Committees, which
were to be able to act without even troubling to cite or
hear the parties concerned, on the strength of the fact
that there would be employers and employed of some
sort on the Committee. Nor can the Court have juris- ·
diction where there is no real dispute, even if the pretext of making demands on employers is adopted. 3 The
Court must consider substance, not form.
, On oth~r .heads .the .States. ha.Ye seep.,. ..th~.,.p.o.wers,
lqn~.~~~2P:ecl all(l disallowed;jt,. is· clear that.they:.cannot
i~eyy ~~pit)e· d.uties.:w:hethe:cj.as. .in,.Squ:t4.Austr.alia, 4 the
aim is the legitimate one of raising money by an oil tax
to pay for roads, or, as in New South Wales, 5 the desire
to hamper political opponents by imposing a ridiculous
impost on their newspapers. What is more important
to the States is the question of their ability to use their
general powers to protect themselves against the intrusion over the frontier of criminals or disease. In both
1 Amalgamated Clothing and Allied Trades Union v. D. E. Arnall &
Sons (1929), 43 C.L.R. 29.
2 Australian Railways Union v. Victoria Railway Oommrs. (1930),
44 C.L.R. 319.
.
3 Caledonian Collieries, Ltd., v. Australasian Goal and Shale Employees'
Federation, No.1 (1930), 42 C.L.R. 527.
4 Commonwealth v. South Australia (1926), 38 C.L.R. 408.
5 John Fairfax & Sons, Ltd., v. New Sout7! Wales (1927), 39 C.L.R·
139.
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respects there is much doubt. The decision in Benson's
Case 1 suggests that undesirables cannot be excluded if
Australians, and it is by no means clear how far the
power to exclude t~ck~infeste<t cattle extends. The Rig~
Court 2 has permitted New South W~les to protectherself in this regard from Queensland, but it is not wholly
certain if this decision can be relied upon, for on this
matter the''High Court is not the final authority, and,
as we have seen, the Privy Council 3 has given awider
extension to Section 92 of the constitution enjoining
freedom of trade between the States than the High
Court has been inclined to do. A similar doubt exists as
to the decision"' of the High Court recognising a measure
of authority in the State to regulate the operations of
agents engaged in inter-state trade. Moreover, a serious
infringement of State authority is involved in the
decision 5 that the Transport Workers' Act, 1928-29,
is authority for the Governor-General in Council 'to
authorise the giving of preference in the grant of
employment to members of the Waterside Workers'
Federation. The Court was much divided on _the issue,
for obviously it is a strong step to provide that under
a general power as to commerce and navigation a
domestic detail of this sort can properly be regulated
so as to give preference to one particular set of men to
the detriment of other workers.
~;u. .the . :w.a,r.the .defeuc,e p.pw~r, ~!'l?~.ll;~ .. ~p,.Qil;J;.!,;;t~lfl,, . regarrde.d:by·the..cou;r;ts . ll;~. . ~·,mqqi.~p.; . ~g,1iJJ§~i.fX"~ll·2+~~~t1ler
r:~,m.~JZ~J~l¥. . ~ptiPn~. ...:tia.Pnra.Ux. .P.8F1ling .1Y~~. , m.a.de ·by
1

16 C.L.R. 99.
Nelson, Ex par,te (1928), 42 C.L.R. 209.
3 James v. Cowan (1932), 48 T.L.R. 564, reversing 43 .C.L.R. 386;
"' ·Roughley v. New SQ'Itth Wales; Beavis, ljJx parte (1928), 42 C.L.~. 162.
5 Huddart Parker, Ltd.~. Commonwealth (1931), 44 C.L.R. 492.
2

ZA
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Chapter denying the power to enlist for service outside AusXIII. tral]a, 1 and it was held that the power sufficed to
justify detention on suspicion of disaffection, 2 and regulation of trading with the enemy, 3 as well as the fixing
of maximum prices of bread, 4 and of the date of the
termination of the war, 5 or the Treaty of Peace Act, 6
1919, approving the treaty with Germany, or soldier
resettlement. 7 In peace it has equally been held that
religious objections cannot be pleaded against the
power to enlist, 8 and that employers may be punished
if they penalise persons called on to serve.
Immigration 9 has been interpreted generously to
secure wide powers for the Commonwealth. But a person genuinely connected by birth and domicile with
Australia is not subject to control.I0 Deportation is also
within the powers of dealing with aliens, 11 and so the
Pacific Islanders, however long settled, could be· deported,t2 even though this involved extra -territorial
constraint, and the High Court has normally insisted
on construing narrowly the power to legislate with
() .r extra-territorial effect.

~~~f:;;)·~ ~5)_ kltdi~knotAsuhrpr1(.s1' ng) t hactLsoRcom-- plex a constitution
.>

0

\}.~~~ vf.1.

/!/{{' 1 '·1-/ •
( 1':~'1-/f\
·

8L~~Y~v~cw:ilac~ ~~~16),

19 18

1

2

25

50 6

2o'c.L.R. ~w9.

·

Welsbach Light Co. v. Commonwealth (1916), 22 C.L.R. 268.
Farey v. Burvett (1916), 21 C.L.R. 433.
5 Jerger v. Pearce (1920), 28 C.L.R. 588.
6 Roche v. Kronheimer (1921), 29 C.L.R. 329.
7 A.-G. for the Commonwealth v. Balding (1920), 27 C.L.R. 395.
8 Krygger v. Will·iams (1912), 15 C.L.R. 366.
9 Donohoe v. Wong Sau, 36 C.L.R. 404.
10 Potter v. Minahan (1908), 7 C.L.R. 277.
11 Also with British subjects in certain cases: see Walsh and Johnson's
Case, 37 C.L.R. 36. In 1932 the Immigration Act was amended to include
3
4

power to remove undesirable persons within five years after entrance,
as in the case of Canada.
1 2 Robtelmes v. Brenan (1906), 4 C.L.R. 395.
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should have elicited .±~t.~.d .g;flo;rt~ . .a.t. ,,a,we~4~!1At· Chapter
The early efforts wer~· doi':i;';!;X'bj1h~~f:iiiig''~h~t · ····XIII.
the Commonwealth ·needed . power.to .deaL with itl.terstate.trade a,l)..d .co:n:g:neroe, .with all kinds of corporations, with conditions oflabour of every sort, and with
monopolies, both by way of control and of operating
services as monopolies in the interests of the Commonwealth. Projects, however,.were ...rejected..in.l~ll, . and
in 1913 the effort . • to. se.QU,f.l<. th,~.if ..J?,ffl§.§,~g~•..}~Yen in
altered form and with the division of the projects
·"·;•under six measures, failed of acceptance. TJ!!.~··war
(<..,pfought a temporary qW,e/3.C.elJ.Cce.,·.·~P~cia~ly.~.ip, .;v~e:W .of
the .wide···±ntel'preta~i<m. of,£e~~al.po:Weit•.h¥··th€l,·,c.0wts,
bU,t il!l.·•. •l~.lc.9 •. ;i'!>£;Fel34··. .eff():r;:j;.,;yr;;a,s.:tllade·••tQ·••e.K.tend. ~ederal
Epq.;we.;r~g~. the..fam.ilii'!>rlinei3•>:Wit}l.a, .(ie~tel;y; negative
t~sult. The decision o£ the.JI:igh .Cour.t 1 that.afe<l,eral
a ward. could override State law elicited.a new orisis, and
in 1.926 Mr. Bruce had. tw() refer~l:t:l<la.. /3ulnnitte.d, ..t~J.e
ofl:e to increi'!>.~e the powers. of...tlw federation so .that
it might establish authorities to regulate terms of employment of labour in general, and that it might control trusts and monopolies, and the other to enable
legislation to be passed in the event of the actual or
probable interruption of any essential service. The
latter proposal evoked bitter opposition from Labour,
which preferred the power to force concessions by in.dustrial unrest and strikes in the port and shipping
industries. Mo:r:e<?Y¥:1.' ,. compulsory voting .uo~ iw,posed
irr1.t;.~.ted ,the electorate.,. whi94 ,r!f,j~c~~~lB«:>t~ ,gr2-£Q§.~ls.
The result was that Mr. Bruce devel~ped ·a very
different policy, that of evacuating the field of conciliatio~'and arbitration save as regards essentially Aus-

/1

Clyd.e.JJh~gine.er:i.na. Qo •., .,ff.rf:.:.,x, ..Qpw'4Yrrrt. (l9~p), ;J7. 911 ~ ~·
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tralian services such as shipping, but that was rejected
~II. in Parliament through the opposition of Mr. Hughes
and the defection of a group of followers, and in the
ensuing general election in 1929 Labour obtained
power only to bring the Commonwealth into the finanr%;(ial impas~e of 1931, and its ~je~tion from office. !~

Chapter

.

{1tQ~.~ ,~~~p,t;un~~i~-~~~4~·¥?,p:p i,tl> "·'"''constitutiGl*lilMis&u~·"hnt., no . .rHtJ;l":v: ~,snon,§,Q.:.t:.e1,./its
1-'~~~\''W\Ii"l"rf'~·i~IJI~itM,t:~i\:t~P!•:h;·I,,~·.·,•:)'Vi·J~'''·':·••·'":_J.··~~~~ltiC~iif,~~~t:\f->!~m~t.
~- fi;ngj;p,g~;,.;·~.~~·l:<~~\f,:t';:.;~;r.~;pQaSrlii!,£~t.,,:t;~~~~;Jld,a . . iA...!~.?O
. ix~.t@-P:J!~;!;,~~~i~~~~~9lJrgh, .
~r·•;.:g9_~i~i?~·.i§., . JJ;P.~~M~t~.9~.pfx,. ,:, .•J;;I~~qa,tiPP:. . . . g~~~xed
/

,. · •.)

. 8J;:,t;~h~m.). ~§,.,,Qp~g-~~~.,.:11~~~~--~·Jil,;¥.1.,,b,i§.t~i¥~!,,.,¥9A§idera-

~~2~~?-'~~~1~ g;x;,.f~~li9;~~\gtlJ?.~~l,~~,]R-,~~.!t:::~~~t~§~··P~rtly
~::y <g;~y~;:.. 4PHR'ii~··· gf,.,.i~§ ....;p~~~,ti,~pj.Jitx . . . . Th,f?· §iz.~ . . of
4-P.§tr&li.&-.. r~n<l~:r:i:i. .• i~ ...:uec~~~;r.y; .•~Q ··~~~,.•,Qf,,.,~g.~§~ty,
.Which is difficult to achieve with mere local machin~ry,
and, if the central Parliament were not to be rendered
unable to work, it would have to devolve so much
power as virtually to recreate the States thpugh presumably in greater numbers. Financial issues would be
extremely difficult to adjust, and members of Parliament would have the greatest difficulty in keeping in
touch with the large electorates inevitable. Nor is there
..,,•.JP.uch chance of real saving. 3.":~,J.:em.~,~,.~J~JJJJid~~;ilier

~~'"'li,~.llk«th*'''~·!t,l~i,~~,tRM~~·"9i"';tl1p,¥ti~;p,~,.~b~¥~dii!U-ti~,.~he

1a!~B.8,~~~,2.R.J?~t.;w~!(J:l,,,§~~~~~.,~~~sQ,~~~~~~-€l!~~~s~if,.l\l:9Y'!er
·
j a.b,Q.~.J..t.£tQtl-w.~;i,A,l;IA,Q:I4.A·~~~,u~.m~g~g~M.
·· ·•.
;~; ·
. . . ~1. · • ;~ • n; "h}e
.'t.o· •.x.eg:ulate
~~i&,·lt

is possible that the Commonwealth should
have the power to regulate company law on a uniform
system, while leaving the States to regulate, as in
Canada, the incidents of their operations. The States
again, to perform their functions of self-preservation,
might be given power to exclude undesirables and to
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regulate prices, which is now impossible under the rule Chapter
XIII.
of freedom of inter-state trade. Nor is it unreasonable
that the States should desire that in the process of constitutional change their Parliaments should be consulted at some stage, in lieu of leaving matters to the
fedel'aLParliament and the electorate. It is clear from
the negative results of the referenda that the electors
cannot be educated sufficiently to pronounce effective
judgements in favour of change by this method of
action. The position might . easily be improved.by.securing that projects . . should . . form .the -subject.of.State
government and Parliamentary GO:n~ide:ration, so. that.
as far as possible the electors should be asked to pronounce on proposals approved by the Commonwealth
and at least a majority of States. 1
lP.••··~~e.,..~p~e~•; .r~£9;t;.m,.~~"''~%ge;p.JJy, .:p,@<i~&~?ary.•. . ".Ihe

§~~1/.~~--~9±>:~J:Q~.~~~~-~r~~~e.&4iPJ?i);l.g,.the.fed.~i.L'atio;o. . qther
~~~i~g,~. .,~R-"c1•...Q.R!J~.§~8B ..~.~f!. ,.8J!Jk.~f,.•.~~~i,~.t::im~ .. ~.e.~\l:la-

tions may be issued under State 2 and federa!B power.
Nothing whatever is gained by conflicts on this score,

a~~'"';~"·'"§l!He.R~~f ..... .Q.~"'''§~.~~.~'''"~~~.~.«;?,¥i1f:X~3:1.~~2;m:,~,;.~~e;;~<rly

re. ,. ite. 4

·~·~~n.. . T1u;."Au~z:~i~~j!-,Gg.~§8i~~t~~··#:~~J§.)~,,.~g,r, g~tV~I'...

· ·

!3ugges-

t!RVJl,,§g!t.• I;):.J~~tlk Jp,?f<rl;,,"Q.wm{llt•kC:Oi·•·;;av,.,...l.l4.
2

R. v. Turner; Marine Board of Health, Ex parte, 39 C.L.R. 411.
Hurne v. Palmer, 38 C.L.R. 441.
4
•• ftiJ!t,l~ifW.•·4'#~~{;(f:~i'!!;l!"'!i;.4,·tl&e,Jj;t;iJ,.ji!f}caemmriiifli!IJ.~t/J,;pp •.. 1Ql-5. For the
limitation ofdommonwealth power see Owners of S.S. Kalibia v. Wilson
(1910), 11 C.L.R. 689; Newcastle and Hunter River S.S. Go. v. A.-G. for
the Commonwealth (1921), 29 C.L.R. 357.
3

CHAPTER XIV
THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA

.FROM the federations the Union differs in essentials,
for it is a unita.ry st::tt~ w#ll a very flexible constitution.
B-ut. its provinc~f!... :w.ere c;r~~t~d .:;ts. a . c.ompx.o:m,i§e_t?..!Jhe
fed.eralide.a.l, .and in South-\Vest Africa, its mandated
territory, it possesses what is expected to be the pre·'"~
,. cursor of a fifth province.
£2: J:.. ~u.e.t...., (I) Disintegration in South Africa had reached its
~~-ti,..g Jw::h:ight in 1858 when Sir~· Grey a~umbrated )lis ~anwus
"}
scheme for the restoratiOn of umty by federatlon, for
/
five republics and three British colonies divided the
territory with native races. The Imperial Government
regarded his suggestions as premature, and it was not
until after the annexation of the diamond fields in 1871
that Lord Carnarvon produced his scheme of federation,
which placed on the statute book the abortive Act. of
JS77. In the same year the premature annexation of
the Transvaal completed the ruin of a policy which the
grant of responsible government to the Cape in 1872
had rendered impracticable in any event. The conquest
of the Transvaal and the Orange Free State opened
up the way to renew the idea of federation which
Rhodes consistently favoured. For a time it seemed
that it might be imposed as a preliminary to responsible government, but t)le failure to secure the suspenChapter
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sion of the Cape constitution defeated any chance of
success on these lines. The creation of responsible
government in the two former republics seemed for a
moment to have hampered federation, but in fact by
giving the Transvaal control of its actions it enabled
its statesmen to force not merely federation but union
on the Cape and Natal. Moreo:ver,itensur,~q..t4flJ,t,"'th.~
union.§oorudcJle.,CJ;.eated. f~om .:P.elow, not.imposed frqpi
above as under ···Carnarvon's. scheme, ... a,n<l,. tb.at the
Dutch, shou~eihave a:n•eq:aaLsha:re.,in. its devising. Ltis
significant that LordSelborne's memorandum attaches
weight to the argument that a unite9: §o-utb. ,AJ;rica
would be free of British intervention, which it insisted
was inevitable as long as there were four units, whose
co-operation must largely be arranged, and whose
differences must be settled by an external authority.
Not fear oLforeign . hostility but desire for .national
autonomy was a,.goye'f:[},in.gJactorin the movement.
;From the economic point. of view. it .was CPntrolled
by.the. issiLe ·•of..oustPms.a,;nC!,. +ail:wa,y§, ..f~XE,. ~}?,.fi•.. cqa,stal
colonies desired to secure. protection for their own
nascent industries and agriculture, while the Transvaal with its mining industry desired cheap imports,
and for the traffic to the Rand there was keen competition between the rival Cape ports, Natal and Delagoa Bay.· It was the power of the Transvaal to transfer
her traffic to Delagoa Bay, and her need for friendly
relations with Mozambique in order to secure Portuguese labour for the mines, that dictated largely the
nature of events. But the influence of the Cape was
hampered by her financial straits. It was from 11< ;railway and customs con.fe:rence. called to meet on May
1908 that the. decision pro.ceedecl. to a,batld<>n .!l<ny
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attempt to deal with business on ordinary lines and to
xrv. ;~'111dvise the summoning of .~... NatiQJl~LQg,uy;ention .of
f\:~l~f()l()g~!li ..E~E!~~~~~~~i_y~~-~. . T~~~ •.R9~:Y. m,~.~ in . l9.()8-,-9 ... at
!:r:?,g!'Pl:l,n ~n~l. O~pe....l'P.wn;,jts report, .after criticism in
\the four Parliaments, was adjusted, and was. finally
enacted by the ImperialParliamentas the South Africa
Act, 1909, the Union.taking.effect on May 3J, 1910. In
the case of Natal alone was a referendum of the people
deemed necessary for acceptance. There was in fact
no real doubt elsewhere that the measure was accepted
by the majority of the representatives of public
opmmn.
Other considerations doubtless ·were adduced . . to
strepgthen the desire for .union;..such. as,.the necessity
of a more systematic native policy suggested by the
grave unrest in Natal and Zululand in 1906-8 which
had elicited aid from the other colonies, the desirability of unified defence arrangements, of improvements in judicial administration such as the creation
of one court of appeal, of assimilation of law on commercial issues, of co-operation in higher education and
\other matters, but these were in.cidentaL:rather. than
,..., 'fundamentaLcauses of.nnion.
(2) The decision fqr,up.ion,.not•federation,wa.s largely
-;;fif,·· i~p6800•·P¥><·.th~ ,XJ:~M~-¥:~-~~' ~~t~l was .•.frankly federal
';r ...J_ i~. ;~~;li..ttgx:~.~~;~.!~~ . ~.,g29.4. .~,~~t,p~.<~xm~~tJ!¥jQ~. fxCieralQ;-\"A, ~IQP.···~n .•the , Gap~.f~nd,, t.he Orai:lge R1ver O.olony.was
fatll:eJ' ~fr:aid qf,. .!}e,P,tt~l.i~tion......But considerations of
the similarity of conditions, the absence of essential
boundaries, the cost and legalism of federation illustrated by the vast amount of controversy over provincial rights in Canada, and tlw need of union o£ .Dutch
and British in one state prevailed over othe:r co:u~ideraChapter
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ti.G.ns. .ofloo&l.auto:nomy, . .To .the. federal spirit some. co:ncessio:nwas made.in . . the.mod~..pfp"l;,v:>ice..p.f. the ~~ll.~te,
while in practice, as in the federations, tl\.e,,QA..hipgt is
constructed with regard to the need of representing as
far as practicable the whole of the provinces. Most
important, however, was the decision to continue the
Pl~.¥1J:l£~~L~E~~~ under a form of government which,
while not to resemble too closely the former responsible government, should be something decidfMU.¥,:,.tt.J-,QI~.
iw,p,o.;t",tant".#P,.a;t;l,"JJb~I,t<,.,!&~.¥~J..,~~tltRt.:~~tJ&~,~-·,.Qn!i. factor in
determining the retention of the provinces was the
absence in the northern provinces of those local institutions on which powers might have been devolved
if the provinces as such had been abolished, and this
difficulty still remains to stabilise the claims of the
provinces for maintenance in some form.
The,iiii(~Jlf~,o£ •.t~,p,~tiyy.ypte afforded a motive for the
Cape to press for federation . as opposed . to . .union. A
cm:npromise, ·however, was reached. The proposal to
adopt a uniform franchise with no colour bar, but a
high qualification of civilisation, was rejected, but the
Cape franchise was entrenched by the rule that it could
be abolished only by a two-thirds majority, at a joint
session of the two houses, 1 of the total number of their
membership. On that basis the other provincial franchises were allowed to stand, the Transvaal and the
Orange Free State, with adultmaJe franchise, excluding
all natives, Natal virtually excluding all, but having
a property qualification as in the Cape. The•:pra:vincial
faot0r again was. given effect· to as regards Fepresentatio:n... b}! numbers, a n~cessary.concomitant:o£ .the retention. of the. different franchi~:~~&~.T];J,e. basis .was long
1

R. v. Ndobe, [1930] A.D. 484.
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debated, as number of voters would have been unjust
to the Cape. As it was, the criterion of adult male
population, Europeans only being accounted, was
adopted, but Natal and the Free State were given 17
members each at the cost of the Cape with provision
for revision by the census results. The present Parliament has 148 members, when by the growth of population, as is now the case, 150 members are requisite, the
basis of partition becomes the number of European
adults, the restriction to males having been abolished
in 1931 together with the extension to all such adults
o~;the vote without property qualifications.
1
r;T.h~"r,,fU.'£>Minces again received recognition in the
allocation of federal business. Pretoria was made the
ad.n1inistrative capital, Cape Town the seat of Parliament, and.. Blo~rofonteju...,th~.,.. h~ad~p,a,:rte:rs .of the
Sup;r;~m~JJourt,Appellate Division;a system which is
held to cost at least £60,000 a year and to be a cause
of much inefficiency and inconvenience . ~·
One suggestion of the Transvaal which would greatly
have affected the future of the Union was laid aside.
It desired the adoption of proportional representation
for elections to the Parliament, so that its principle of
"one vote, one value" might be given effect. This was
unacceptable to the Convention, and in lieu singlemember constituencies were adopted, delimited with
a margin of 15 per cent on eitherside of the quota by
Commissions. Proportional voting was retained only
for the election of the Senate, which now rests in the
hands of the members of the Assembly for the province
and the Provincial Council in joint session, and the
selection of the Provincial Executive Committees. The
result has been that large minorities are constantly
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under-represented, and that the pres6ht position cifthe Chdpter
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Government in Parliament by no means reflects its
·
actual votes; thus in 1929 the Nationalists with 144,907
votes captured 78 seats, the South African Party with
156,39,8 obtained only 52 seats in addition to, nine
members elected unopposed.
(3) ..~~,"'~~~~~J;B;k«4t,,:R¥gw.¥~£i!Jk~~~~~"'g;""~lj,ger
\icl;;:~tll'2,~~~4,~~-"~~;,~&f,~,~~"9-~t~R£i:Y¥,,~b,~;J;"~Q~~:J;r A,.t the
head of each province is a.n....~i~.~9.r.-.the title
denoting his, inferiority t.o a. Lieutenant-Governor,
though the terms of his appointment for five years
follow the Canadian model. He . is .selected by the
Governor-General in Council and can be removed only
before expiry of office on cause.assigned, which must be
communicated to Parliament. He administers with an
Executive Committee of four selected by proportional
representation by the single transferable, vote by the
Provincial Council after its election. 1\'l,!;.p;~,}:u:.t~...h.old
qffic.e...until the ne~t ell:i9t~Q.P. pf thEI,,CownciLand the
~ho.ice,of..th~;iJ::.§l,lQce~;>sors. They nee,<,l.pqp,'Qg,p:\eiU.bers
9£.the Council, in which. they may .,~;>it.I\J;lr8:~~Re;,l;]},Jmt,
l.lk:,e .t he Administrator, .may not yote, save ~s r:n~r:n})~rs.
They arc paid. 1 The authority of the Committee is
exercised by a majority vote if necessary, the Administrator having an . ordinary and. a casti.ug yote. It
extends to all matters on which the provinces have
legislative power. But in addition the Union government may impose other duties as its representative on
the Administrator, and on these he governs alone.
Control over finance is secured to the Union by the
fact that the Administrator must grant warrants for
all expenditure authorised by· Ordinance, and that
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accotiii are supervis >c y an Auditor chosen by
Uni
. .
.
,
o_ • I n emergency t h e Ad m1mstrator
may auth o 1se
expenditure without approval by the Council, but
subject to reference to it thereafter.
5u. /~ fA"tft,. -: 'I:h!i,~¥.il~.}vere given the same number of mem~·t'l't..<.rv•:>v-w-1" ;per_s as the provinces have in the Assembly, but with
,.c;;:yt~o.~ Bv< ... ;.&a,n mcrease to twenty-fivefor .the OrangeEree.Stat.eand
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chooses its own chairman and lays down its own rules
of procedure, subject to approval by the GovernorGeneral in Council, who also determines its remuneration. It is elected for three.years and. is.not.aubj!29t to
diise-1ution.
Tb.e.p,Q>Ye:ts,oi legislation. .otthe. .Gouncils.are limited
'.and.are in.every case purely subordinate, for the Union
can legislate on any . of the topics conceded.· to the
provinces, overriding the provincial ordinances. Nor
have the provinces any safeguard from destruction by

R~1U vv;j~ n:~io~~: :hef;:r:~ r~:~r:::~~~r!::~;~~:g;~~~ *
0

t~~-t .::t ~ • .t-.fr«.Kthe Union_..:ea.rlmm!:ln..t. ..mg,y_I'.ft!W.!1l at J;!leasur:e, thus
tV' . 11 1lf~ being able by simple Act to abolish the whole system.
(i< .; 't ·
J.he subjects assigned have been considerably varied
~~~"-', · 'iJv;c;,_ m detail. Initially the power to raise money by direct
.-t. 'fMb. taxation 1 was given without reserve, but the use of
this authority was found to be inconvenient and the
financial powers of the Councils were largely remodelled
in 1925. In the same way borrowing has beenrestricted
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1 De Waal v. North Bay Canning Co., [1921] A.D. 521 (tax on sale
of canned crayfish indirect and invalid); Clarke v. De Waal, [1922] A.D.
264; Johannesb7<rg Consol. Investment Co. v. Transvaal Prov. Adm.,
[1925] A.D. 477 (tax on financial companies); Inland Rev. Commr. v.
Royal Exchange Ass. Go.,,[l925] A.D. 223 (tax .~suran~nr:czwums).~ .
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to borrowhlg from the Union on its· own t.erms. The
essential powers are education,.but higher education is
under U:n.ion control; agricultll.re. sp,bjeet .to conditions
laid down by the Union Parliament; hospitals and
charitable institutions; municipal and local government; 1 local works and roads and bridges of purely
local character; markets and pounds; fish arid game
preservation; matters deemed by the Governor-General
in Council of a local and private nature; and subjects
on which Parliament by law confers power of legislation on the province. Of the latter many are enumerated
as possible subjects of transfer by agreement in the
Financial Relations Act, 1913. They include such
matters as township administration; licensing of
vehicles on provincial roads; control of horse-racing,
betting, and totalisators; regulation of hours of opening
and closing of shops and of shop assistants; administration of poor relief; control of cemeteries; control of
libraries, museums, public resorts; destruction of weeds
and vermin; the e:A."J)erimental cultivation of sugar, tea,
and vines; the registration of dogs outside municipal
areas; and the making of grants to agricultural societies.
The subjects of most importance in practice are education, which is the chief object of expenditure, hospital
and poor relief, roads and bridges, townships, game
and fish preservation, and betting.
The finances of the provinces as revised by the settlement of 1925-26 were fixed as follows: The Union pays
a subsidy based on the number of European pupils in
1 A health committee cannot be created under this power: Isipingo
Health Committee v. Jadwat, [1926] A.D. 113. But fre.sh authority was
given by the Union, and used by Ordinance No.4 of 1925. For power
to deal with the franchise see Abraham v. Durban Oorpn., [1927] A.D.
444.
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primary and secondary schools, with grants for training
of teachers and native education, and special subsidies
of £75,000 to Natal and the Free State. It also controls
licence fees for trades, professions, and occupations,
the power to license having been taken from Natal
municipalities, but gives the proceeds to the provinces
to which it pays also the sums levied as transfer duties
on land, liquor licences, and, in the Transvaal, native
pass fees. The provinces, in lieu of their former taxing
power, may raise by legislation hospital and education fees; dog licence fees; fees in respect of licences
as to game, fisl1, or flowers; wheel tax on vehicles and
motor licence tax; auction duties; entertainment and
amusements tax; betting taxes; person and income
taxes; taxes on companies other than mutual life
insurance companies; land taxes; taxes on licences
to import goods from outside the province for sale
therein, and minor receipts arising out of provincial
activities.
'L'he system has not worked well despite Union control. Not only rnay the Union legislate to annul pro:vinciallegislation as when the Transvaal Gold .:P;ro:fi.ts
Tax of 1918 1 was cancelled in l921,but eachQrdinance
must be assented to by the Governor-General, who. may
reserve it for consideration, in which caseit is void if
not assented to within a year, or may refuse assent. It
had been hoped that the administration would be
conducted on business lines, but this idea has been
disappointed. The Councils have been divided on purely
Union party lines, and both in the Cape and the Transvaal the result of proportional representation has been
1 Held valid in New _Modderfontein Gold Mining Oo. v. Transvaal
Prov. Adm., [1919] A.D. 367.
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to produce an even balance at times in the' Council, so
that the Administrator had had the determining voice,
and one Cape Administrator, Sir N. F. De Waal, was
for years virtuaJly sole representative of the administrative power. Moreover, the provinces have.failed to
develop their taxation resources., preferring .to rely on
the obligation, moral if not legal, of the Union to enable
them to meet .crises. A constant series of deficits has
been recorded, and the decision of General Hertzog in
favour of unification is not surprising. But it is opposed
by members of his own party who dislike unification,
and by the South African Party, which in this matter is
largely motived by the claims of Natal. Natatigqged
has pressed for· federal reconstruction. of the constitution, while, if this is not conceded, one section of the
population would prefer to leave the Union. General
Smuts has negatived either true federation or secession,
while insisting that due regard for provincial interests
may be expected from a government controlled by his
party, if and when that comes to pass. Administrative
difficulties arise also from the unsatisfactory character
of the delimitation of functions between the Union and
the provinces, nor is the distinction between the
different forms of education at all satisfactory. Unification even if politica!Jy practic~:tble-:--and the appeal of
the Orange Free State for Union intervention in 1932
to meet the financial situation strengthens the case for
it-has dangers and difficulties of a serious.kind .to face.
The northern provinces still lack the localip.stjtlJ.tions
to which the functions of the province could.he .handed
over, and above all there is the strongest objection to
levying rates on landed property, which should be the
chief course of revenue of such institutions.
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In addition to their own functions the Councils are
given the power to make recommendations of legislation on topics not within their control to Parliament,
and they may be used by the Union to take evidence
on private bills.
1 Tb-e. whole control .of..j:udicial ·.matter~,.ir;~ ...9,~p._ied. to
t4~·provinces, buttheymayimpose penalties, including
~ne or imprisonment for violation of ordinances on the
iuatters within their control. Th~Y:&lidi:ty. 1 of. provincial
q:~:dinances has, .oLco:urse,. repe::l,tE:Idly. come J>~;;foJ:e the
qogrt$ of-the Union, t4e superiqr CQP.,rts .being expressly
given jurisdiction in any .case where the v~;~,lidity of
ordinances comes··int.o question,·The most important
of the decisions have turned on points of power to tax
and have become of no present interest by reason of the
changes in power made by the Act of 1925. But it has
been laid down 2 that power to tax a trade by licence
includes power of regulation of the trade, and that
a Council may assign to a municipal boqy functions
which are appropriate to such a body but which it itself
does not possess, a but that it cannot delegate to a
municipality functions properly legislative in character.4 If it authorises a municipality to collect rates,
it is entitled to provide that the owner shall not by
contract place his obligation in this regard on the

J;_ Their distinction from.municipaL.byclaws.is ppinted out in llfiddell!urg Municipality y, Gertzen,,, {l91-!J A.J:). 544, discriminating Kruse v.
Johnson, [1898] 2 Q.B. 91; A.-G. v. London •Oounty Council, [1901]
I Ch. 78!.
2 R. v. Adam, [1914] C.P.D. 802; R. v. Maroon, [1914] E.D.L. 483.
For present limitations see Reloomtil v. Receiver ·of Revenue, (1927]
A.D. 401.
a Williams v. Johannesburg Municipality, [1915] T.P.D. 362; 11Iiddelburg Municipality v. Gertzim, [1914] A.D. 544.
4 Maserowitz v. Johannesburg Town Council, [1914] W.L.D. 139.
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lessee. 1 A poll tax on natives imposed by"the Transvaal has been ruled invalid, 2 but municipalities may
be empowered to discriminate as regards use of trams
by white or coloured persons or Asiatics, though by
Section 147 of the South Africa Act, 1909, the control
and administration of matters specially or differentially affecting Asiatics rests with the Governor-General
in Council. 3 Nor is it illegal for Natal to deprive
Asiatics of the municipal franchise, permission to take
this action being accorded by the Governor-General in
Council after the assumption of office by General Hertzog's administration."" A province cannot interfere with
judicial process, as, for instance,byempowering a magistrate to state a case on a municipalprosecution. 5 It
has been ruled also that it is not required by the South
Africa Act that members of the councils should, despite
the standing orders, take the oath of allegiance which
is required of Senators and members of the Assembly,
and a like claim to be exempt from such an oath has
been made by an Administrator of the Transvaal,
affording interesting precedents for the attitude
adopted by lVIr. De Valera in the Free State which
was applauded by republican members of Parliament
despite their oaths, though no approval of the attitude
of the Irish administration was given by the cautious
and diplomatic Prime Minister.
The officers ·of the provincial services were originally
supplied from. the.. existing colonial services, on .the
1 Marshall's Township Syndicate v. Johannesburg Consolidated Investments Go., [1920] A.C. 420.
2 Transvaal Province v. Letanka, [1922] A.D. 102.
3 George v. Pretoria 2Jiunicipality, [1916] T.P.D. 501.
4 Ordinance No.3 of 1925.
5 Gm·miston Municipality v. Angehrn, [HH3] T.P.D. 135.
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ipstitution of the Union, bu,t theExecutive Committee
have. now a certain power to appoint new.officers. The
service is subject to the rule of Section 137, which gives
absolute equality to English and Dutch as the languages of the Union, and this rule is in a measure one
of the grounds for dissatisfaction in Natal, for the
great majority of the population there is British and
Dutch, or Afrikaans, which has by a Union Act of 1925
been given rank as Dutch, is in little practical use outside the two districts transferred after the war from
the Transvaal.
The ..utte:cly . . depe..[lde.At •pp~it.iP,\.h ::9t..tboen:R~8Yi:q..ces .is
emphasised by the fact that the Union took ovei. all
lands with mineraL rights from .the. former. colonies and
all harbours and railways, as well as liability foi' the
colonial public debts. A certain guarantee to the provinces was contained in the enactment that the control
of harbours and railways should be administered on
business principles with due regard to agricultural and
industrial development within the Union and promotion by means of cheap transport of settlement of
an industrial and agricultural population in the inland
portions of all provinces of the Union, a clause designated by General Smuts as the Magna Charta of the
interior. The Union assumed, of course, the obligations
of all sorts resting by treaty or agreement on any of the
colonies and the obligation of securing the observance
of the agreement of 1909 between the Cape, Natal, and
the Transvaal, which gave 30 per cent of the Transvaal
traffic to Durban, 20 per cent to the Cape ports, ~nd
the balance to Delagoa Bay.
(4) The possibility or, in General Hertzog's view, the
certainty of the addition of .a fresh province to the
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Union in the shape of South-West Africa is a factor
which it is necessaryto consider in connection with
the proposal to abolish the provincial system. It would
seem impossible to expect that South-West Africa
would be willing to enter a unified South Africa, for it
has developed with great rapidity a regime of marked
autonomy:, especially having regard to the fact that it
is a mandated territory, over which the Union does not
in strictness possess sovereignty. General Smuts, of
course, was anxious to secure by the peace treaty incorporation of the territory in the Union, but. his own
suggestion of the mandatory system for Central Europe
recoiled upon him, and all. that he could secure was
the determination that the mandate, as confirmed by
the Council of the League of Nations, should be of the
most generous class in its grant of authority and should
permit administration and legislation over the territory as an integral part of the Union. The mandate contains the usual requirements that the mandatory shall
further the material and moral well-being of the in~
habitants, prohibit the slave trade and the supply of
intoxicants to the natives and their military training,
save for local defence and internal police, and may not
erect naval or military bases. It must regulate the arms
and ammunition traffic, and secure free exercise of. all
forms of worship and freedom of conscience, and must
permit the entry and residence of missionaries, nationals
of members of the League. An annual report must be
rendered to the League, and no change in the terms of
the mandate can be made, save with the consent of the
Council. Any dispute between the Union and any :member of the League as to the interpretation or application of the terms of the mandate must be settled in the
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last resort by the Permanent Court of International
Justice.
The position of the Union under the mandate has
been diseussed by the Permanent Mandates Commission of the League and the Council. The issue,has arisen
from the reference in the Union Act of 1919 establishing
a provisional administration to "state" lands, and to
the transfer by an Act of 1922 of the harbours and railways in full dominion to the Union, to be controlled
and managed by the milway administration as part of
the system of the Union. More concrete still was the
fact that in the treaty between the Union and Portugal
in 1925 regarding the Angola boundary the term
"sovereignty" was actually used of the position of the
Union as regards the territory. What was perhaps more
striking, and what formed the ground, in part, for this
use of the term, was the discussion by the Appellate
Division of the Supreme Court on appeal of the issue 1
whether the Union had such a measure of authority, or
in the technical language of Dutch law majestas, over
the territory as to justify a charge of treason against
one of the natives implicated in the Bondelzwart rising.
The judges all agreed that it had the right to punish
treason in such circumstances. Innes, O.J., held that
the Union was not a sovereign and independent state
in the full sense, but that majestas operating internally
might suffice to found the charge. His view clearly was
that, while full external sovereignty did not exist, internal sovereignty was present, and De Villiers and
Wessels, J.J., went further and held that sovereignty
resided independently in the Union, for it could not
reside either in the League of Nations, or the Principal
1

R. v. OMi&tian, [1924] A.D. 101. Cf. J ourn. Parl. Emp. xii. 442, 443.
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Allied and Associated Powers, or the British Empire.
Fortunately, after a rather meaningless exchange of
comments, the issue was simplified by the action of the
Union in modifying in 1930 by Act No. 9 the terms of
tl!e Act of 1922 affecting the mi1ways, without in the
least altering its effect. What is clear to all but theorists
is that the Union is determined to retain the territory
and that the mandate in no wise restricts its action,
though it has been rather severely criticised indirectly
in regard to the faulty administration which brought
about, and the unsatisfactmy measures by which the
administration repressed, the Bondelzwart rebellion.
The natural claim of Germany to the territory reasserted by the Chancellor on August 17, 1932, cannot,
of course, be denied, but the Union stresses the fact
that in 1923 the German Government was induced to
recognise that the future of South-West Africa was now
bound up with the Union of South Africa, and consented that all German subjects in the territory, unless
they expressly refused to do so, might be transformed
by the Union into British subjects, as was duly done in
1924 for the Union, though British legislation has not
yet accorded this status in the United Kingdom. Unquestionably this weakens the claim of Germany for
the restoration of control, and the desire of a section of
the German population for autonomy.
On the strength of this agreement thB Union gave
the territory by Act of 1925, amended in 1927 and
1931, a constitution of great generosity. The model is
obviously the provincial system, but free from certain
vital limitations of that scheme. 'l'he..administration is
entrusted to an ~}\:ecutive Committee, ccmsisting of the
A.~mlnistrator, appointed by the Goyerncn.·cG-vlle:ral in
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Council, and four. member.selected. . byg<:!-.Qb.As&embly
~pr its duration and. until successors are appointed. It
administers all matters on. which the Assembly may
legislate, the Administrator having the casting vote.
Proportional voting is prescribed, and members need
not be members of the Council, in which they may
speak but not vote unless members.
The Executive Committee is augmented by three
members selected by the Administrator, with the approval of the Governor-General in Council, to form an
Advisory Council; one of the three must be an official
chosen because of his knowledge of the reasonable
wants and wishes of the non-European peoples in the
territory. Its functions are to advise the Administrator
on issues of principle arising in regard to matters in
which he is required to act for the Union, and which
are not subject to the Assembly; of the question of
assent to or reservation of: Ordinances; and any other
matters referred to it by the Administrator.
TheLegislativeAssemblyis composed of six members
appointed by the Administrator with the GovernorGeneral's assent and twelve elective members. The
franchise is male adult suffrage, with twelve months
residence. The duration of the Assembly is now five
years, and, while English and Dutch, including Afrikaans, are the official languages, German may be used
by members. The powers granted are general, not as
in the case of the Provincial Councils narrowly restricted, but they are subject to exceptions. It is necessary to have the consent of the Governor-General
before legislation is passed on certain vital issues, including native affairs and taxation; mines and precious
stones; railways and harbours; postal and telegraph
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services; tariffs, customs and excise duties; currency
and banking; military organisation, and movements or
operations of the South Airican defence forces; entry
of immigrants; and control of the public services as well
as the constitution and jurisdiction of courts of justice.
The removal of this restriction was duly applied for
in 1932 by the local legislature, but requires legislation
by the Union to concede it. On the other hand, the
Government of the Union had power to comply with
the other request then made for the concession of authority over the establishment of a police force; civil aviation; primary or secondary education; establishment of
a land bank; and the disposal of government lands. There
is the usual rule that any appropriation or taxation
measure must be recommended by the Administrator,
and he may assent to a bill or reserve it or refer it back
to the Assembly for consideration. The GovernorGeneral may allow or disallow or continue consideration of an Ordinance, but a reserved measure is void
unless assent is given witltin a year.
The finance of the territory is controlled in large
measure by the Administrator, whose warrant is necessary for issues from the revenue fund, and who, with
the aid of the Advisory Council, submits the estimates
of expenditure to the Assembly. No issue may be made,
save of sums appropriated by Ordinance, except that
for two months after the end of a financial year the
Administrator may authorise payments on the basis of
the past year. If the Assembly fails to approve necessary expenditure or impose taxation requisite, the
Governor-General may legislate to impose taxation or
authorise expenditure by proclamation, thus preventing the Assembly misusing the power of the purse.
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Moreover, there is a fundamental principle laid down
in the Act (Section 44). Nothing in the powers of the
Assembly derogates from the full powers of administration and legislation conferred by the mandate and confirmed by the Treaty of Peace and South-West Africa
Mandate Act, 1919, and the Governor-General can
legislate by proclamation and of course the Union
Parliament by Act. The power to issue proclamations
may be delegated to the Administrator, but any such
proclamation and any Ordinance shall have effect only
so far as it is not in conflict with any proclamation of
the Governor-General or Union Act. There is therefore
no possible diminution of Union control in law, so that
the Union still has the full power to make effective her
obligations under the mandate which she is not ernpowered by the mandate to delate.
The Assembly may suggest legislation on topics on
which it may not legislate to the Union. Moreover, the
Assembly may make representations to the GovernorGeneral in Council who has the power to modify any
part of the Act exceptSections 26 and 44:, which remain
within the control of the Parliament. The Government
agreed in 1932 to place German on an official footing
of equality with English and Dutch or Afrikaans, but
General Smuts deprecated the policy of insisting that
officers should be trilingual as resulting in the transfer
of all authority into the hands of Germany, though the
population is not essentially German. The claim was
also made for the early grant of British nationality in
the territory and the Union to such settlers as had not
already attained it.
(5) It is obvious that in view of the comparatively
wide range of powers thus enjoyed by the territory
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some difficulty may be found in fitting it into a reformed scheme of Union Government, especially if the
idea of unification is pressed. Moreover, even assuming
the assent of Germany and the League of Nations
Council to annexation, the Union has further projects
of expansion, which may affect the proposal to unify.
It failed to secure the addition o£ Southern Rhodesia
despite the generous offers made by General Smuts who
desired in the difficult times of 1922 to strengthen his
supporters in the Union, for on a referendum that territory determined to remain autonomous under responsible government. General Hertzog has no doubts that
in the future Southern Rhodesia, with Northern Rhodesia in all probability, must form part of the Union,
and one of his ministers has already suggested that
British policy in central Africa should be made to harmonise with South Afrienn ideals regnrding the true
relations of the native and European raees. This Monroe
doctrine for South Africa was naturally repudiated by
the British Government, and Southern Rhodesia seems
by no means disposed to welcome merger in the .predom,inantly Duteh population of the Union with its
compulsory bilingualism in official life and its republican sentiments. The two areas, however, are connected
by many vital interests, and in 1930 a new customs
agreement replaced the customs union which formerly
made them economically one area. At Ottawa the
agreements made by South Africa expressly excluded
from the treatment accorded by the agreement of 1930
the parts of the Empire with which they were concluded.
The Union moreover hopes to secure the control of
Basutoland and the protectorates of Swaziland and
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Bechuanaland. It was indeed proposed, when the South
Africa Act, 1909, was passed, that these territories
should be handed over at no distant date, and terms
for their administration, to secure native interests,
were duly imposed in a schedule to the Act, and provision made that these conditions could not be varied
save by a reserved bill of the Union. With the new
doctrine of the powers of the Union reservation would
be meaningless, and the treatment of natives in the
Union has rendered the inhabitants of the territories
more and more disinclined to fall under Union rule, nor
does it seem that the British Government has any
moral right to abandon control of these areas without
the assent of the chiefs and people so far as they are
capable of expressing their views. The separation of
the offices of Governor-General and High Commissioner
in 1930 was obviously necessary when the Gove~nor
General became merely the head of the Union Government, since it would have been unwise to plaey him in
a position where the wishes of the Union Government
might have conflicted with his duty to the territories,
and the British Government now has clear and independent authority. 1
1 R. v. Crewe; Sekgome, Ex pm·te, [1910] 2 K.B. 576; Sobhuza 11. v.
Miller and the Swaziland Corporation, [1926] A.C. 518; Tshekedi Khama
v. Ratshosa, [1931] A.C. 784.

CHAPTER XV
THE RULE OF LAW AND THE RIGHTS OF THE
SUBJECT
TRUE to the British tradition the Dominion constitutions, even those of the federations and the Union,
ignore entirely the question of defining the rights to be
enjoyed by subjects. The Commonwealth constitution
limits both the Commonwealth and the States in
various spheres, but it essentially acts as a rule in the
sense of allocating the sphere of government to one or
the other, not in that of exempting the subje.ct from
control by either. The nearest approach to recognition
of the principle of a definition of rights is the declaration that the Commonwealth may not establish a religion nor interfere with the exercise of religion nor
impose a religious test for employment under the
Commonwealth. No attempt, however, was made to
extend this principle to the States, although in fact
they did not contravene any of these principles. The
federations and the Union again provide for internal
freedom of trade, and the Commonwealth forbids the
differential treatment of subjects on the score of
residence or non-residence by the States.
(I) The Irish Free State, however, insists on a full
exposition of civil rights. It grants (i.) liberty of the
person; trial by jury; and inviolability of the domicile;
379
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(ii.) freedom of conscience and the free profession"and
practice of religion; (iii.) freedom of expression of
opinion; (iv.) freedom to assemble peaceably and without arms; (v:) freedom to form associations for purposes not opposed to public morality, and (vi.) the
right to free elementary education; while (vii.) it
renders all the lands, mines, minerals, natural resources,
including air and water power, franchises and royalties
belonging to the State its inalienable property, subject
only to non-renewable leases for not more than ninetynine years. But these rights are inevitably subject to
the legisla.tion of the State, and the constitution may
be altered by simple Act, so that in fact the liberty of
the person, the inviolability of domicile, the freedom
to assemble and express opinions and form associations, have been most drastically limited, notably by
the Public Safety Act, 1927 1 (which ceased to operate in
1928), and by an Act to amend the Constitution which,
passed in 1931 to counter the danger arising from the
Irish Republican Army, was suspended in operation by
Mr. De Valera's government. Apart, however, from
legislation the terms used in the constitution are
significant. The right of personal liberty is inviolable
and no person shall be deprived of it except in accordance with law. The High Court or any judge must
examine on habeas corpus any violation of liberty.
But "nothing in this Article contained shall be invoked to prohibit, control, or interfere with any act
of the military forces of the Irish Free State during the
existence of a state of war or armed rebellion". Again
"the jurisdiction of military tribunals shall not be
1 A.-G. v. McBride, [1928] I.R. 451. For the very wide discretion
allowed, seeR. v. Hare Park Camp (M£l. Gov.), [1924] 2 I.R. 104.
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extended or exercised over the civil population save
in time of war or armed rebellion, and for acts committed in time of war or armed rebellion, and in
accordance with the regulations to be prescribed by
law. Such jurisdiction shall not be exercised in any
area in which all civil courts are open or capable of
being held, and no person shall be removed 1 from
one area to another for the purpose of creating such
jurisdiction.''
(2) The Irish doctrine implicit in these clauses coTI'esponds well with the traditional rules of martial law in
its application to theDorninions. Therewascontroversy
over the question whether it should be required, in
order to oust rnartiallawjurisdiction, that "all" courts
should be open, but the narrower view prevailed, which
is in accord with the spirit of the decision in Marais'
Case. 2 But the Irish Courts 3 have held fumly to the
view that it is for them to decide at what point they
will cease to exercise jurisdiction and allow martial law
courts to act; in 1923 hasty legislation was necessary in
the Free State because the courts declined to hold that
the country was any longer so disturbed as to oust their
jurisdiction and permit detention without due process
of law. Where the courts hold that a state of war exists
they will not intervene, nor is a martial law tribunal a
court from which appeallies. 1 It is merely a piece of
executive machin~ry for the combating of action
1

An injunction againstremovallies: O'Boyle v. A.-G., [1929] LR. 558.
[1902] A.C. 109.
R. v. Strickland, [1921] 2 I.R. 317, 333; R. v. Allen, [1921] 2 LR.
241; R. (O'Brien) v. Minister of Defence, [1924] 1 I.R. 32; R. (Childers)
v. Adjutant-General of the Provisional Forces, [1923] 1 l.R. 14, which
explains Egan v. 1Vfacready, [1921] 1 I.R. 265.
4 Glijjordand O'Sullivan, In re, [1921] 2 A.C. 570; Tilonko's Case,
[1907] A.C. 93, 461.
2
3
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against the State, with which when it is exerted to the
full the courts cannot attempt to interfere.
On the other hand, acts done by such tribunals have
no judicial effect. They therefore expose the persons
who took part in them to liability both civil 1 and
criminal if their deeds have exceeded the measures
necessary for the suppression of disorder. English
opinion wavers between the views that officers and
private persons will be held justified in respect of any
acts they reasonably do to combat insurrection or wide
disorder and that they can only be excused in respect
of necessary acts. The issue is never likely to be decided
fully, for the usual plan and the only safe procedure is
to obtain an act of indemnity. Not since 1867 when a
New Zealand Act of indemnity in respect of the suppression of the Maori rebellion was disallowed as too
wide in terms has any measure been refused assent by
the Crown. The Natal Act of 1906, which authorised
the courts to regard every act done by military or civil
officials in suppressing the native revolt as done in good
faith and legal, though private persons might be required to prove good faith, was permitted to stand. In
the Union martial law has been exerted with much
effect to deal with disorders on the Rand, in 1912 when
British forces were employed, in 1914 and 1922 when
the defence forces of the Union were compelled to act
with great vigour. In all these cases full legislative provision was made to cover the action taken. In 1919,
however, when Manitoba was the scene of a serious
outburst of unrest, the Dominion and the provincial
governments refrained from drastic action and the
1 Phillips v. Eyre (1870), L.R. 6 Q.B. l; Hebert v . •Wartin, [1931]
S.C.R. 145; Higgins v. Willis, [1921] 2 LR. 386.
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citizens of Winnipeg sueeeedeAl by self help in erushing
the strike, without bloodshed. As a result some rather
drastic accessions were made to the criminal code, and
the Senate has persistently refused to allow the clauses
to be deleted from the statute book as it believes that
the country should have effective safeguards especially
against alien agitators or even BTitish immigrants who
seek to excite disaffection to the established state of
government in the Dominion.
(3) Thus in the Dominions in general it has been
necessary by law to make inroads on the rights which
can be enjoyed by subjects, and to strengthen the
common law provision as against treason, sedition, and
like offences. The same causes which evoked the British
legislation of 1920 to confer emergency powers on the
executive have resulted in the enactment being copied
overseas, and in some cases even stronger terms have
been included. Much indignation was expressed in New
Zealand in 1932 because the ministry not merely
adopted the British Act but omitted the safeguarding
clauses against the right to impose compulsory work
on members of the public or to introduce any form of
military conscription .. How far matters have gone in
the :Free State has already been noted. The legislation
of 1931 set up military tribunals with power even to
increase penalties provided by law, and exempt from
appeal. It authorised the government to place a ban
on associations deemed to be hostile to it, and to make
membership a criminal offence; it placed in certain
cases the onus of establishing innocence on the accused,
and it gave power to secure the suppression of the
opposition press. No doubt these powers were not likely
to be seriously abused, but they resulted in refusals of
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the accused to recognise the courts and their rather
drastic punishment. Other legislation prote,cted juries
by preventing the making known of their names. As
has been said, the measures were denounced by Mr. De
Valera's Government and suspended in operation.
In South Africa the most recent limitations of freedom have been connected with the determination to
repress the growth of native unrest. The action taken
is the necessary concomitant of the legislation intended
to widen the European franchise and, in the words of a
Dutch pastor, to secure thus aid in keeping the natives
in their place of inferiority in state and church. An Act
of 1914 gave wide powers to magistrates to forbid public meetings, but in 1930 this was felt insufficient on the
ground that it did not authorise them to forbid a meeting
which, though lilmly to excite racial feeling, was not
expected to lead to deeds of violence, and that it did
not prevent an agitator from attending a meeting and
inflaming passions by his address. The Parliament
therefore gave power to the Minister of Justice to forbid the holding of any meeting in any defined area for a
defined period and to forbid any person from attending
that meeting, if he believes that hm!tility might be
engendered between the European and non-European
inhabitants. Moreover, the Governor-General in Council may prohibit the dissemination of publications likely
to engender such feeling, though an appeal to the
courts is given as to whether any publication would
naturally have such a result. The Minister may also
prohibit the presence of a person in any defined area
if he thinks his presence there may engender such
hostility. Contravention of the Act is a crime involving
t'he .P?ssibility of deportation in the case of persons
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born outside the Union. Necessary as the measure may
be from the point of view of maintaining racial
supremacy, it is impossible not to recognise the force
of the arguments brought against it by the opposition
as a deliberate effort to prevent the expression of
native or coloured opinion on issues vitally affecting
them. Whether such suppression is the wisest line of
policy is a matter on which only experience can render
an opinion of value. But the whole measure is one
more sign that growing social unrest throughout the
Dominions is increasing the difficulty of recognising as
widely as formerly the liberty of the subject. Freedom
of speech is alwttys regulated by the law of libel, and
in the case of attacks on the government the crime of
seditious libel 1 in one form or another is recognised in
all the jurisdictions. The Commonwealth of Australia
was compelled by the violence of the strikes in the
ports to :resort to drastic legislation, part of which involving the deportation of persons on the determination of a minister was ruled by the High Court to be
impossible of support in law. 2
It is of course a maxim of English law that all subjects are bound to assist the authorities in suppressing
disorder, and the same doctrine is found in Quebec
and the Union of South Africa. In the Irish Free State
a Volunteer Division of the State army has constituted
itself as a safeguard for the opposition. All the more is
1 The Montreal trials (R. v. lJJngda,hl et al.; R. v. Chalmers et al.) in
1931 (Oan. Bar Revie1v, ix. 756-61) show the risk from this source to
individual liberty.
2 Walsh and Johnson, Ex parte; Yates, In re (1925), 37 C.L.R. 26.
The Crimes Act, 1932, allows deportation of members of unlawful
associations, declared so by the High Court or a State Supreme Court,
their arrest without warrant, and disqualification from voting.

2,C
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it incumbent on officers of the Crown to render mutual
aid, and, while imperial military forces are normally
not now present in the Dominions, naval forces if
available are at the disposal of Dominion governments
to repress disorder beyond the power of local means to
subdue. In the 1932 riots in New Zealand local volunteers, naval ratings, and police co-operated to repress
senseless and destructive manifestations by strikers, and
at the Governor's request the Dragon was sent to Newfoundland to counter the rioting against Sir R. Squires.
In the case of the Commonwealth it is definitely
enacted that it shall protect the States against invasion,
and on the application of the domestic government of
the State, against domestic violence. The obligation is
clear in law, but it is one of imperfect obligation manifestly not being suited for legal enforcement, and in
point of fact the Commonwealth has asserted its right
to consider whether or not in fact the circumstances
demand intervention by armed force. In the case of
Canada the use of the military forces can be secured
from the Dominion through the application of the
province backed by its Attorney-General, but that the
provinces shall not rely unduly on this source of strength
and therefore neglect their duty of securing adequate
police forces the rule is enacted that the province must
undertake to pay the cost of the force employed.
(4) The subject is protected as in tl'le United Kingdom against illegal taxation by the action of the courts.
They have decided sometimes as in England that the
mere passing of resolutions by one house of Parliament
is no ground for raising money from the taxpayer, 1 so
1 Stevenson v. R. (l86G), 2 W.vV. & A'B.L. 143; contrast for the
Commonwealth Oolon·ial Hugar Refining Co. v. Irving, [1906] A.C. 360.
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that it has been necessary to provide by legislation for
the raising of customs duties before the legislation imposingthe whole tariff is finally adjusted. I tis no doubt
the case that, if the illegal legislation of Tasmania had
been placed before the courts, it would have been held
invalid so far as it imposed taxation. As regards the
right of the executive to raise money by attaching conditions of payment for licences to do acts which may
be performed only under licence, the Dominion courts 1
have ruled as in England that this is taxation without
Parliamentary authority, unless the power to license
definitely includes that to levy a sum for licensing. The
right of the subject to prevent expenditure without due
Parliamentary sanction is less easy to enforce, for. no
'individual 2 has a locus standi in the matter, but it is
clear that, while an injnnction against expenditure may
not be obtainable, yet the moneys illegally paid may
prove to be recoverable from the payee in a suitable
form of action. 3 The taxpayer is also protected by the
rule that no ministry can conclude a contract which
will bind Parliament to provide money; the implication
in any contract is that it is subject to Parliamentary
approval if it involves payments, 4 and in the Commonwealth it has even been held very drastically by the High
Court that it is not enough to validate a contract that
later on an appropriation is passed by the legislature."
1 Commonwealth v. Colonial Combing, etc. Go. (1922), 31 C.L.R. 421;
A.-G. v. Wilts United Dairies, Ltd. (1922), 91 L.T. K.B. 897; Brocklebank,
Ltd. v. R., [1925] 1 K.B. 52.
2 DaJ,rymple v. Colonial T1-easurer, [1910] T.P. 272.
3 Auckland Harbonr Board v. R., [1924] A.C. 318; Mackay v .A.-G.
for British Columbia, [1922] I A.O. 457.
4 Commercial Gable Go. v. Newfoundland Government, [1916] 2 A.C.
601; TroiYJ?8 in Gape Breton Reference, [1930] S.C.R. 554.
5 Commonwealth v. Colonial Ammunition Go. (1923), 34 U.L.R. 198;
cf. Kidman y. Commonwealth (1925), 37 C.L.R. 233.
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THE FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE DOMINIONS

have already seen that the Dominions-excluding
Newfoundland-are for many purposes sovereign international states, though of a special kind in view of:
the integral relations which they still retain with thej
United Kingdom. But for most purposes they are glad&
to avail themselves of the British services as the most'
effective and cheapest method of dealing with international affairs, and their own activity is minor in
character.
(I) Foreign relations in each Dominion are dealt
with by a special Department, the tendency being for
the Prime Minister to keep the issues in his own hands.
The reason for this is that the Prime Minister is specially charged with imperial relations as a member of the
Imperial Conference, and that it is on foreign affairs
that such relations are constant and pressing. The control exercised over the ministry by Parliament is perhaps less close than in domestic issues. The latter are
vital to members and with them they are familiar. But
foreign affairs are studied by only a handful o£ politicians, and the Commonwealth Parliament has shown
a most remarkable indifference to all such questions.
More interest exists in Canada, as a result of proximity
to the United States and greater touch with European
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currents of opinion; but in the other Dominions, save
the Irish Free State, external affairs bulk little in the
popular estimation. But, as in the United Kingdom,
since the treaties of peace were submitted for the approval of Parliament before ratification, the tendency
has been for every important treaty to be submitted
to the Dominion Parliaments for approval. There is no
absolute rule. In minor matters the executive government can act, if it does not impose any positive obligation affecting existing law. If any change of law is
necessary, the Dominion Parliament must be asked to
make that change before assent to ratification is expressed.1 In Canada the demand that Parliament should
be consulted on all treaties has been raised but not
seriously pressed. On the other hand, it has been insisted repeatedly that anything which might involve
the Dominion in risk of war must go before Parliament.
In the same way the doctrine is accepted by both sides
in Canada that a declaration of war ought, if not pre-ceded by Parliamentary approval, to mean that Parliament shall be summoned and its assent secured before
any active assistance is given to the Empire. The much
more drastic question whether there should be a referendum in the form of a general election on the subject
as proposed by Mr. Meighen has never been answered.
Clearly it would mean in practice that Canada could
not be expected to render any effective aid in war. The
Irish Free State constitution, which negates implication in active hostilities without the assent of Parliament except in case of invasion, is content to leave the
issue to Parliament without suggesting a referendum.
1 If legislation is not essential, only the lower house need assent:
Keith, Journ. Gomp. Leg. xi. 252, 253; xii. 295, 296.
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In thi£ condition of public indifference to any foreign
issues which do not immediately touch the interests of
the Dominion, it is inevitable that Dominion foreign
policy should be mainly negative, or should consist in
accepting the views of the British Government where
these do not mean involving the Dominions in any
responsibilities. The attitude of the Dominions at the
Imperial Conference of 1926 to the Locarno Pacts
illustrates admirably the real attitudei the govern~
ments applauded the step taken which engaged the
British Government in the obligation to defend the
frontier between France, Belgium, and Germany, but
exempted the Dominions from obligation unless they
deliberately accepted it, but not one Dominion actually
Cijd accept the obligation. Similarly the Dominions
adopted a purely negative attitude to the ingenious
plan of 1924 for strengthening the Covenant of the
League so as to avoid the possibility of war. One and
all feared that some obligation might be involved, and
the idea that the immigration issue might .be brought
into international discussion completed their determination to oppose. Even in the minor case of the grant
of financial assistance to any power unjustly attacked,
Canada would not dream of accepting, though Australia
and the Irish Free State were more generous. In the
great disarmament conferences at Washington in 1921
and at London in 1930, as well as in the efforts made at
Geneva on the same account, the Dominions have been
content to act formally in accordance with the British
lead; the attraction to save their. resources by allowing
.,armaments to be reduced to a nominal basis has irre~
sistibly led to acceptance of the view that the British
Government and public should bear the burden of
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safeguarding the commerce of the Empire and the
integrity of all British territory, though New Zealand
has generously contributed to the share of tlte Dominions in the Singapore base project, which of course
is virtually devised for the Dominions. In reparations
at The Hague in 1930 and at Lausanne in 1932 the
leadership has been British, and the Union alone was
able to refuse the offer of British concessions as to
repayment of war debt in 1931-32.
(2) Direct diplomatic representation achieved by
the Irish Free State in Washington in 1924 has been
extended by the Free State to Paris, to Berlin, and to
the Vatican City, while in 1931-32 arrangements were
made for appointing a Minister to Belgium, the office
to be combined with that of Minister to France. The
Dominion of Canada decided on a similar course in
1926, and proceeded to appoint Ministers to Paris and
Washington; this was followed by a like appointment
to Tokyo; the Union of South Africa has made appointments to The Hague, Rome, and Washington. In all
cases the points selected are deemed of special importance on political and economic grounds, and the extension ofrepresentation in all cases is dependent on the
decision whether the cost involved is likely to be repaid
by the results achieved. The foreign governments concerned have reciprocated: the United States in 1927
sent :Ministers to Ottawa and Dublin; France in 1928
despatched an envoy to Ottawa; Tokyo followed suit
in 1929, and in that and the following year the Netherlands, the United States, and Italy sent Ministers to
the Union; a Papal Nuncio reached Dublin in 1930, to
be followed later in the year by Ministers from France
and Germany.
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Consular representation bas been slower of development, the British consular service being sufficient for
most needs. Friction over the recognition of Irish Free
State passports, which did not state that the bearer
was anything save a citizen of the Free State-not
therefore necessarily a British subject-helped to bring
about in 1930 the creation by the Irish Free State of
a Consul-General to the United States, and in 1931
Consuls were placed under his control at New York and
Boston as ports of entry of immigrants. In 1932 an
appointment was made at Paris. The Union in 1930
marked its sense of the closeness of its relations with
Portuguese East Africa by the appointment of a
Consul-General there. In view of the Convention of
1928 regarding railway rates and the supply of native
labour, the interests of the territories are inextricably
interwoven.
In arranging diplomatic representation the normal
procedure is for the British Government to ascertain
that tlw foreign power concerned is willing to accept,
and is prepared in return to accredit an envoy, for
naturally it is a rather undignified position for a Dominion to be represented at a Court which regards it
of too small account to reciprocate representation. The
Minister is then accredited by the King by a letter of
credence, which is normally issued through the Foreign
Secretary, but in the Irish Free State is issued by the
Ministry of External Affairs. The Minister is then
received in the foreign state in the same manner as
Ministers from other countries. Conversely the letter of
credence from a foreign state is addressed to the King,
but is presented to the Governor-General as representing the King personally. Foreign Ministers receive in
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the Dominions the same immunities as are accorded in
the United Kingdom under English views of diplomatic privileges under international law. These, of
course, are denied to persons not recognised as diplomatic envoys, such as trade representatives of Russia;
so in the United Kingdom it required a special
agreement to accord diplomatic status to such representatives.
The relation between the British representative at a
foreign Court and Dominion representatives is parallel
to that of the British and Dominion Governments. The
latter are bound to consult one another in treaty
matters, and accordingly the representatives must keep
in touch, though on a basis of complete equality. It is
significant that when the incident of the sinking ofthe
vessel I'm Alone took place in 1929 both the British
Ambassador and the Canadian Minister took up the
matter with the United States, until it became clear
that Canada was essentially interested owing to the
vessel being Canadian, and then the Minister assumed
the burden of negotiation, the British Government
being duly informed, as the incident involves issues of
importance to all British subjects and shipping. It may
be noted, with regard to the many attacks made in
Canada in pre-war days on the slow progress of British
diplomacy, that the incident was still unsettled in
1932. 1 Canada is not the only Dominion to learn by
experience that diplomacy is not a matter in which any
power can expect to have its own way. There seems no
doubt that the system of free intercourse and consulta1 A fresh incident took place in 1931, the master of the Josephine K.
being killed by a shot from a United States cutter, allegedly in the
twelve-mile limit from the American coast, while engaged in liquor traffic.
Canada protested: Canadian Annual Review, 1930--31, pp. 362, 363.
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tion is far more calculated to enhance the value of
Dominion representation than would be an effort to
remain aloof. No Dominion can seriously compare as
yet with the United Kingdom as a great force in international politics.
Where the Dominions do not care to be represented,
they may use British diplomatic machinery. This can
be done through the Foreign Office or direct by requests to the legations and embassies. In the latter case
the British representative is now permitted, in accordance with the request of the Dominions at the Imperial
Conference of 1930, to act without prior authorisation
from the Foreign Secretary in' matters of routine
character and minor importance. In other issues, and
of course where the proposed action seems to affect
British interests, he must take the instructions of the
Foreign Office, to which he is responsible for due safeguarding of the primary duty of securing British
interests. But the legations and the consular service are
under clear instructions to assist as far as possible
Dominions in their political and economic interests.
{3) The most formal, if not necessarily the most important, part of the duties of Dominion representatives
abroad is to negotiate and conclude treaties. The mode
of procedure in these cases has already been indicated.
The normal course is to use Foreign Office machinery,
and to secure a full power to sign from the King under
the Great Seal of the Realm, but in the case of the
Free State the Irish seal is used. Ratification is expressed in like manner, either by the King with the use
of the Great Seal or by His Majesty with the use of
the Irish seal. But in either case the responsibility for
advising ratification is the same, and rests on the
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Dominion Government. That Government again is
formally responsible for the decision of the question
whether or not the matter is one which can be disposed
of withou~ requiring the formal assent of Parliament,
or whether it must be so approved. It is, of course, the
Dominion Government which must know whether
there is any legal obstacle to giving effect to the treaty
by executive action which necessitates legislation, or
whether the matter is so important that it must ask
Parliament for formal approval. It is interesting to note
that in the controversy over the financial issues between
Mr. De Valera and the British Government stress was
laid by the former on the view that Parliament had
never been asked to approve the payments made or
the agreements entered into in 1923 and 1926, and by
the latter on the undoubted fact of the discussion of
the agreements in Parliament and the upholding of the
action of the Government by the Dail Eireann.
Apart from the activity of the Dominion representatives at foreign courts, treaties have constantly to be
negotiated, signed, and ratified for the Dominions by
envoys specially appointed, the procedure in the issue
of the necessary instruments being as described above.
Thus the treaty between the Union and Germany was
signed at Pretoria on September 1, 1928, by a Union
minister under special authority, and on September 11
was signed there the Convention between the Union
and Portugal regarding relations with Mozambique. Or
the matter, if not too formal, may be arranged by an
exchange of notes between the Prime Minister and the
Consul-General, as in the case of the modus vivendi
between New Zealand and Japan of July 24, 1928, or
between the External Department of the Union and
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the Germa.n Consul-General in 1930 as to registration
of patents, etc. Frequently the business is managed
through the British Minister to the foreign power
specially instructed for 'the purpose, as in the c~se of
the extradition convention of January 20, 1932, with
Portugal.
There a:re, of course, much more important matters
in which the Dominions are concerned. They now are
parties to the great international treaties, and for that
purpose the procedure now adopted is the signature of
these treaties by delegates with special powers to act
for each Dominion. 1 The Imperial Conference of 1926
left open the question of the mode of procedure, suggesting that a single delegation representing the whole
of the Commonwealth might be preferred, but the
present system is clearly established and is not likely
to be departed from. It applies even to cases where the
Empire must act as a whole, as in the Treaty of London,
1930. There is nothing in such cases to show the fact
that unity of action is imperative. The whole matter
depends on considerations of necessity from the point
of view of foreign powers which clearly cannot in some
matters accept the dissociation of the Dominions from
the United Kingdom. In such cases ratification as well
as signature for the whole of the Empire is essential, a
fact which may delay ratification as in that case until
the last of the Dominions has found time to act and to
obtain Parliamentary approval for ratification. It is
not necessary even that ratification should be expressed in one instrument; in that case separate instru1 Tho legal character of such treaties as distinct from the old type of
British Empire treaties is noted in the decision on Radio Communication
in Canada, [1932] A.C. 304.
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ments were preferred, and the Irish Free State.will in
future use its own seal on ~uch documents. Similarly
the settlement reached. in 1932 as to the treatment of
the war reparations due fro:rp. Germany was signed
by the Dominion delegates, and their ratification was
to be accorded in the same manner as the British, if
the necessary conditions for bringing the ,Lausanne
treaty into operation could be fulfilled.
In all matters of negotiation it is an obligation imposed by the Imperial Conference on the United Kingdom and the Dominions alike to engage in consultation
in advance of action, so that no part of the Empire
may negotiate without letting the other parts know, so
that they may propose combined action or at least may
be able to make representations and to endeavour to
safeguard their interests. Thus, when in 1928 the Union
ga vc Germany a promise not to accord any preferences
to the United Kingdom or the Dominions without
extending them to Germany, the British Government
was informed in advance of the intention and was able
to point out the difficulties that might arise, but the
Union, as it was clearly entitled to do, persisted in the
course set, There is, of course, nothing to enforce the
obligation save the agreement at the Conferences, first
reached in 1923, re-asserted and strengthened in 1926,
and homologated in 1930, but these concurrences are
essentially of the type which places a moral obligation
of the highest quality on each of the Governments of
the Commonwealth. That the British Government has
ever failed in this respect since 1926 has not so far been
suggested by any Dominion.
In addition .to formal treaties negotiated under full
powers, it has long been recognised that the Dominions
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can, if they please, conclude more informal agreements
direct with foreign governments. In theory, as laid down
by the Imperial Conference of 1923, these should deal
with questions of technical or at least minor importance, but the most famous of all was the reciprocity agreement of 1911 between the United States
and Canada, which embodied a principle so important
as to bring about a Parliamentary impasse through the
obstruction of the opposition, and to lead to the downfall of the administration at the general election ensuing. Sir W. Laurier had been led on to this measure
by the suceess of his earlier informal negotiations with
Germany and Italy. Need for informal action was abrogated by the doctrine effectively asserted in 1923 that
a treaty affecting Canada could be signed for Canada
by a Canadian delegate without a British colleague,
and there arc obvious advantages in securing that
measures are embodied in treaties which involve
definite and well-understood obligations in lieu of mere
governmental accords, which suffice for a modus vivendi.
Indirectly, obligations can still be placed on Dominion
nationals by British action without Dominion concurrence. The right to exercise extra-territorial jurisdiction belongs to the King on the advice of the British
Government, and thus his renunciation on that advice
alone of such jurisdiction as regards Albania in 1926
and his similar action in 1923 and 1928 as regards the
Tangier Zone of Morocco deprived British subjects
resident i~ the Dominions or nationals thereof of the
rights formerly enjoyed in this regard, and placed them
under control of the Albanian courts and the l.\i:ixed
Court set up in Tangier. This position is on a par with
the fact that by declaring war with Afghanistan at any
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time the British Government could without Dominion
action place British subjects in the position of alien
enemies as regards that territory.
Benefits are still regularly provided for ·i n British
treaties, despite the Irish Free State doctrine that this
is unconstitutional without Dominion signature of the
treaty concerned. Thus in the treaty with Hayti of
April7, 1932, the right is taken in Article 10 to accede
to the treaty for any Dominion or India and to withdraw separately if accession has been notified. Article
l l stipulates further for most favoured nation treatment in Hayti for goods the produce or manufacture
of any Dominion, so long as that Dominion accords
such treatment to Haytian goods. Apparently also it
is still the intention that under the treaty British subjects? despite the fact that they are nationals of or
resident in a Dominion which has not accepted the
treaty, shall be entitled to the privileges provided in
it, as regards commerce and navigation, the carrying on
of business or profession or occupation, residence, nnd
the acquisition an'd disposal of property. It must be
doubted 2• whether this claim will remain possible to
maintain with the development of Dominion nationalities, and it has been negated in the Russian agreement
of 1930.
In the treaties of the Dominions and the United
Kingdom alike there is involved in the view of the
British Government that domestic arrangements between parts of the Empire are not matters which fall
within the scope of the most favoured nation clause in
1 Canada in the Halibut Treaty of 1923 and Germany in its Patents
Agreement of 1930 with the Union dealt with nationals and residents.
2 Keith, Journ. Cornp. Leg. xii. 293, 294.
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commercial treaties. The doctrine that such arrangexvr. ments must not be regarded by foreign States as
matters of which they can take cognisance was fought
out by Canada and Germany on the occasion of the
first preferential tariff of the Dominion. Germany retaliated on Canada for not treating Germany on the
same footing as the United Kingdom by placing
Canadian products under disability, and Canada forced
the retraction of this policy by her action in imposing
from 1903 surtaxes on German imports, which convineed Germany that a tariff war was unprofitable. It
cannot, however, be denied that the strength of this
doctrine has been impaired by the action of the Union
of South Africa in 1928 in promising Germany the
benefit of any future British preferences, though the
treaty was made terminable at short notice, and the
Union explained that she would denounce it if it were
shown at any time that the British Government were
willing to offer better terms. But the opposition suggested that the German negotiators had been too astute
for the Union ministry, and it was also deemed possible that the Union desired to conciliate Germany in
order to secure her acceptance of the loss of SouthWest Africa for good.
It is also now possible to argue that, as members of
the League and signatories of the Kellogg Pact, the
Dominions, being, as the British Government asserted
when signing the Optional Clause, "international units
individually in the fullest sense of the term", are so
clearly distinct States that the denial of the application
to their concessions to one another in economic matters
of the most favoured nation clause in treaties is impossible of acceptance. It is clear that this matter is
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vital, and that the Ottawa Conference, in determining
that it is impossible to make any concession on that
head, is acting in accordance with the necessities, of the
case. It was there agreed that no treaty obligations into
which they might enter in the future should be allowed
to interfere with any mutual preferences which the
Governments of the Commonwealth might decide to
accord, and that they would free themselves from existing treaties, if any, which might so interfere. They
would also take all steps necessary to implement the
preferences which may be granted. This arrangement
will involve not merely the disappearance of the principle of the treaty of 1928 between the Union and
Germany, but it will involve reconsideration of the
terms of other existing British treaties, and the further
obligation of securing commodity prices (e.g. of lumber)
against the rendering useless of the preference by
foreign dumping, as in the case of Russia, necessitated
the termination of the Russian agreement of 1930, and
the German treaty of 1924 may be affected.
For puTposes of business the Dominions have long
been in the habit of using Trade Commissioners; thus
the Union established one at Milan in 1921 and another
in the United States in 1925, precursors in a sense of
the later decision to have diplomatic representation in
these countries. The Commonwealth and New Zealand
prefer to rely on such representatives in lieu of appointing diplomatists.
In the Dominions foreign countries are regularly
represented for economic purposes by Consuls of various
ranks, from Consuls-General downwards. As has been
noted, the approval of such appointments rests now
with the Dominion Governments, and in the case of
2D
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the Commonwealth also with the governments of the
States to which they are assigned. Consuls are not
entitled to diplomatic immunities, but may receive
minor courtesies from local authorities. If desired to
act in a diplomatic function for any special occasion,
they are given by their governments the necessary full
powers to exchange with the Dominion representatives.
The Dominion Governments regularly issue passports to British subjects, whether natural born or
naturalised, resident in the Dominions. The protection
of British representatives abroad is regularly extended
to the bearers of such passports, even i£ the naturalisation is local only in legal effect as regards the Empire.
For foreign purposes this limitation is disregarded, and
British protection is extended. There is, of course, an
inevitable exception in the case of those persons who,
though naturalised in a Dominion by the local law,
remain subjects of the foreign power in whose territory
they are travelling. In such cases the British Government eannot demand, in thn absence of special treaty,
that the national connection accorded by naturalisation shall be accepted by the foreign power as prevailing over the original nationality. But difficulties
on this score have diminished of late, partly through
the disappearance of compulsory service in Germany,
which formerly used to refuse to recognise local naturalisation o£ German subjects who had failed to undergo
their military service.
(4) In the League of Nations the Dominions occupy
a place of absolute independence of the British Government, though as representing the Empire that Government has a permanent seat on the Council as well as
representation in the Assembly. The delegates of the
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Dominions to the League Assembly 1 are accredited by
the Governor-General in Council, and they are under
Dominion control absolutely, and the position of the
delegate of the Irish Free State to the Council is the
same.
Conventions signed under League auspices were for
a time considered as proper for ratification by the
Dominion Governments, but the resolution of the
Imperial Conference of 1926 urged that as a rule
treaties of this sort should be made in the form of
conventions between heads of States, and this form
exacts the formality of full powers issued by the King
and ratifications signed by the King, as in the case of
treaties negotiated apart from the procedure of the
League. But this rule does not apply to conventions
arrived at under the procedure of the Labour Organisation of the League provided for by the treaties of peace.
Draft Conventions there accepted by any Dominion
must be submitted to the authority competent to
approve. This means, of course, the obligation to ask
Parliament to consent to ratification, but in the case of
the federations it is clear that the duty is fulfilled if the
matter is brought before the provincial legislatures or
the State Parliaments if the matter falls within their
legislative sphere. Nor in any case is there any binding
obligation to press for approval. The Government does
not bind itself to make the matter one of party loyalty,
and an indifferent Government may rest assured that
no pressure will be put upon it by its Parliament. In
the Union it has been observed by supporters of the
Labour Organisation that the ratifications effected by
1 Canada has stationed an advisory officer at Geneva, and similar
action has been taken by the Irish Free State and the Union.
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the Union are far too few, but the Uniorr Government
maintained that it had done all that was wise, and
refused even to submit the Coal Hours Convention on
the score that it had been approved irregularly by the
Labour Organisation.
In the Labour Organisation the Dominions from the
first were accorded full rights as independent members,
an achievement o£ Sir R. Borden, who insisted that
there must be no derogation from the status of the
Dominions by reason of their connection with the
United Kingdom. Canada now ranks as one of the
eight leading industrial nations in the Organisation, but
unfortunately her activity is hardly on a par with the
place assigned to her, as she has been able to do very
little to ratify conventions. The reason, of course, is that
the issues discussed by the Organisation are matters
essentially appertaining to the provinces, with whose
rights the Dominion is most reluctant to interfere.
(5) The actual contribution of the Dominions to the
formulation of foreign policy in the League has been
probably in the main negative in character. They have
been, in the words of M. Rappard, rather observers
than actors in the discussions. But their activity must
not be underestimated. Canada, until 1923, led an
energetic campaign to have it made clear that the
obligations of the Dominion under Article 10, which
she would have desired to suppress, must ultimately
be determined by her Government, and that it could
not be bound by the request of the Council as to action
to vindicate the territorial integrity or sovereign independence of any member of the L'eague. The inter-'
pretative declaration reached in 1923 was approved
by 29 members, but 22 abstained in the desire not to
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. press their views unduly, and Persia rendered it purely
a gesture by definitely declining to agree. Canada
naturally would have none of the Draft Treaty of
MutualAssistance which rendered in her opinion the
position even worse than did Article 10, for it definitely
conferred on the Council and not on the members of
the League the duty of determining the aggressor.
Australia was equally hostile, insisting inter alia that
she had not yet brought her own armaments to the
stage of securing her protection from attack. The
Geneva Protocol of 1924 was the object of a chorus of
disapproval, Australia being specially anxious lest
Japan should under it be placed in a more advantageous
position to press the issue of exclusion. On the question
of submitting to the compulsory jurisdiction of the
Permanent Court there was less objection. Canada,
while rejecting the Protocol, intimated that on principle she favoured acceptance of the Optional Clause of
the Statute of the Court, and in 1925 the Irish Free
State expressed dissent from the negative attitude of
the United Kingdom. At the Imperial Conference of
1926, however, it was only possible to agree that no
part of the Empire should sign without prior consultation, and it was under the Labour Government of 1929
that the Clause was signed by the United Kingdom
and the Dominions, with reservations on the part of all
but the Irish Free State, which signed unconditionally. 1
The exception from acceptance of inter-imperial disputes on the ground of the special relationship of the
parts of the Empire was only adopted by the Union on
grounds of expediency, not of right, and Canada, while
making it, doubted if such a reservation was legitimate,
1

Keith, Journ. Comp. Leg. xii. 95, 96.
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and the Irish Free State negatived energetically the
right to make any limitation and asserted that the
Court was the suitable tribunal for such disputes. The
acceptance of the General Act of 1928 for the Pacific
Settlement of International Disputes was pressed on
the Dominions by the British Government, 1 and assent
to it was obtained in 1930-31 except in the case of the
Union, which has refused to sign, but the Irish Free
State, as in the case of the Optional Clause, refused to
agree to the British reservations; the other Dominions
found them necessary and agreed that inter-imperial
issues must be excluded. The Dominions also have very
reluctantly accepted the policy of promising to support
the amendments in the Covenant to make it more
harmonious with the Kellogg Pact, on the condition
that these amendments come into force only after disarmament has been arranged. It is significant that Mr.
te Water for the Union expressed its disfavour of the
principle of the extension of sanctions in the Covenant
of the League, and its disapproval of the conversion of
the functions of the Council from those of a mediatory
and conciliatory to those of an arbitral and judicial
authority. In the same way the Dominions took no
trouble in the case of the Kellogg Pact 2 to conceal their
refusal to be necessarily bound by the reservation as to
the right of self-defence in the case of the attack on
certain eastern territories which was made by the
British Government. The Irish Free State, of course,
explicitly refused to accept such reservations as in any
sense binding on the signatories.
Keith, Journ. Oomp. Leg. xiii. 254.
Ibid. xi. 251, 252. The Pact clearly does not apply between the
parts of the Empire, though it may safely be assumed with :M:r. IvicGilligan
that its principles would be applied.
1
2
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The attitude of the Dominions to security is coloured
essentially by the fact that Canada relies on the Monroe doctrine, and the Union on self-help for local purposes and the British fleet for security of trade, while
Australia and New Zealand regard themselves as in
essential alliance with the United Kingdom. As regards
the acceptance of further obligations to aid other members of the League, Canada has strong objections; it
has always been held that the obligations of Article 16
are onerous enough, and hence it is surprising that the
Dominion should have accepted the principle of agreeing to the amendments of the Covenant even conditionally. Canada too is far from being an admirer of
any compulsion to arbitration. As in her domestic
policy she has believed in investigation and report, so
that public opinion should operate to clarify the dispute, so in her negotiations with the United States and
in the treaty of 1909, under which the International
Joint Commission is constituted, the aim is rather to
secure a report in which both governments can concur
than any arbitral pronouncement. South Africa, again,
desires in any disarmament compact to prevent the
training of African natives for war. But, though this
would admirably meet Union needs, where an armed
native population would be a menace, France may be
excused if she feels that the power to use natives from
her African territories may be essential to counter the
plurality of German manhood.
In other issues the Dominions have taken a decided
stand. On Albania, South Africa and Canada succeeded
in 1920 in securing the assent of the League to admission against French and British doubts. The Union
consistently pressed for German membership of the
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League. All again were active in securing the reduction
of their contributions to its expense, originally on the
analogy of the Postal Convention fixed on the basis of
equality of status with the United Kingdom. The issue
of minorities was one of the grounds stressed by Mr.
Dandurand as interesting Canada, and in 1928-29 he
showed Canadian appreciation of the help given to
Canada's election to the Council in 1927 by pressing
for the fairer treatment of petitions from minorities,
greater publicity of procedure, and generally a more
sympathetic outlook.
In economic issues the Dominions have been narrowly national, as was inevitable from their history.
At the Assembly of 1920, as against the British Gov~~n
ment Mr. Rowell bitterly protested against. the .iuea
that the League could concern itself with the question
of the distribution of raw materials, though obviously
in a compmhensive survey of national relations such
questions are of grave moment. The idea of any dealing
by the League with immigration has always excited
fears in Australia, which Mr. Latham voiced in 1926
when the question of the Economic Conference was
mooted. The Conference wisely left migration alone,
but its attitude towards customs tariffs drew in 1928
from Mr. McLachlan the strong opinion that the issue
was outside the sphere in which the League could wisely
venture, a view which for the Irish Free State Mr.
Blythe naturally countered. But he condemned the
idea that tariffs all round should be reduced as unfair
to the Free State with her too low tariff, which she
must certainly increase, since industrialisation of the
State to a certain degree was essential for a more just
J:>alance of productive activity. Australia and the Free
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the idea of a tariff truce or the lowering of barriers, and
in 1930 repudiated the suggestion that the central and
south-eastern European states should be given a preference in the markets of western Europe as a means of
extricating themselves from the extreme economic depression in which they were placed. The failure of the
Dominions to realise as late as 1930 the ruinous tendency of the erection of tariff barriers is natural enough,
but it is significant of their almost complete detachment from the realities of the situation in Europe, and
Australia was soon to realise that her own position was
incapable of remedy by the mere process of rendering
it impracticable for foreign countries to send her exports, while expecting them to take her natural products in ever increasing amounts.
(6) The Dominions, it has been suggested above, cannot claim the right to make war independently of the
United Kingdom. The best .case that can be made out
for any such claim rests on their separate signature of
the Kellogg Pact renouncing war as an instrument of
international policy. But the value of the argument is
minimised by the fact that it was an occasion on which
the British Government successfully insisted that the
conclusion of the Pact must depend on its acceptance
by the whole of the Dominions. The argument that the
Domi11ions have not accepted the British interpretation
or reservation regarding the extent of the right of defence is interesting. It suggests that the Dominions
might be internationally bound not to take as justified
a war commenced on that plea by the United Kingdom, so that they would have the duty to be neutral in
the conflict. This, however, does not show that the
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Dominions have any power to make wat by themselves;
at most it gives some ground for the argument of the
possibility of neutrality. Against that argument must
be set the fact mentioned above that the Dominions
claim that their commercial relations intet se are not
subject to the rights of foreign countries under the
most favoured nation clause, and that they have
asserted at the Imperial Conference of 1926 that it is
recognised by the League that agreements intet se are
not governed by the League Covenant and that the
Covenant does not apply to their mutual relations.
The dissent of the Irish Free State has been expressed
in 1924, and in respect of the acceptance of the
Optional Clause in 1929 and of the General Act of 1928
in 1931, but the Free State has no conclusive right to
speak for the other Dominions. In fact she has expressly
excluded from her treaties giving most favoured nation
treatment any inter-imperial concessions. This, of
course, may be treated as an admission that but for the
omission by specific mention the concessions to other
Dominions would fall within the clause, but it is also
open to argue t,hat the exclusion is a matter of precaution, and in any case it is certainly a definite expression of the view that inter-imperial commercial
relations should stand in a quite different category from
international commercial relations.
As already pointed out, if a Dominion cannot be
neutral in international law, the declaration of war by
the United Kingdom without Dominion assent would
clearly be most unfortunate. The necessity of carrying
the Dominions with her in any policy is an obvious
duty of the United Kingdom, and aggressive war is so
little probable that the issue can hardly arise. If it did
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of the Covenant and the Pact, it is clear that it would
rest with each of the Dominions, if not attacked, to
regulate its conduct according to its own interest and
any agreement for imperial co-operation it might have
made. The automatic effects of belligerency, such as
severance of relationR with the enemy country, internment of enemy vessels and of enemy subjects, would
depend on Dominion decisions. No doubt by legislation
intercourse with the enemy could be facilitated as much
as the Dominion deemed desirable, even at the expense of friction with the United Kingdom and other
Dominions. In such a manner a Dominion might produce in effect the condition of peace between itself and
an enemy state, but it must be doubted whether it
("'i could make a valid peace without severance of the
~' ~perial bond. It.is infact in the last resort. clear that
' the King could not at one and the .sf;l,me time hl:l. head
of-a country waging war and of .one which made. peace
With .and thus rendered material assistance .. to the
enemy ofthe United Kingdom.
(7) The position of ~d.iffers.essentially
a,s .regards foreign . affairs from .that of. t.;he J)rdinary
Dominion, which is a member of the I~eaguc of Nations
and therefore in a very definite sense an individual unit
of international law. In the case of..thegreat...international Conferences it is not the practiceJorNewfoundlatld .to be given special representation; the British
representatives act for it as they do for Southern
Rhodesia, Malta, and the Crown Colonies and Protectorates. On the other hand, it must be remembered
that, while for other parts of the Empire the United
Kingdom makes the final decision in these issues of
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acceptance or not of treaty obligations, it only adheres·
for Newfoundland with the assent of that Dominion.
Nor in theory would, that Dominion be refused the
right to conclude a treaty through her own representative, who would sign the convention if the matter raised
were one of special concern to the Dominion, as, for
instance, would be a compact as to trade with the
United States. It must, however, be remembered that
the obligation to consult the Dominions on treaty
·matters involves the right of any of them to object to
separate action by Newfoundland and diminishes the
possibility of Canadian interests being prejudiced by
separate action by that Dominion.
'rhe Dominion is entitled to the regim\3 qLClii;i.Q;~±ssion
of British policy at the Imperial Conferences and .to
consultation on all issues of general concern, as in the
case of the Geneva Protocol of 1924, and the disarmament projects of the British Government. But in issues
of fundamental importance it is contented to adopt
British guidance-and indeed New Zealand. has.9ften
accepted a like doctrine without public dissa.tisfaction.
It. is not doubtful that a. British. declaration of. war
would at once apply to Newfoundland, and for the
purposes of the jurisdiction of the Permanent Court of
International Justice, as for representation in the
League of Nations Council and Assembly, Newfo'Wl.dl~JJ.d is dependent on the.action o£tlw British Government. It is not a unit which can.be .deemed responsible
internationally to a foreigJJ. power fo:r any actiQJ:l taken
by it contrary to treaty; for that the United Kingdom
still remains bound ~o answer, and, if necessary, to
accept the findings of the Court or the intervention
of the League of Nations. Its position thus in these
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'~:,''~~tters resembles t~at of 'Souther~ Rhqdesia,, but in
' V:li'tue of•membersh1pofthe Impel'lalGonferenoe,and
tb.e right to enjoy the benefit of its resolutions. as to
c;p.nsultation on in.ternational issues, it. differs in. essence
from that colony. 1
1 Southern Rhodesia was duly represented at the Ottawa Conference
and entered into trade agreements.
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THE DEFENCE OF THE DOMINIONS
l'> •

SINCE 1862 atleastit has been recogni1;1ed th::~,Hhe true
xvn. policy of the Empire is that ea,ch Dominion sho1.11d be
prepared to undertake all matters of local defence,
while external defence should largely be a matter for
the British fleet. But it has also been recognised that
even as regards naval defence the Dominions should
endeavour to relieve the British taxpayer of some
portion of the cost. This feeling has resulted in the
development, on the one.hand, of.the w~Htary.~J;gg air
defences of the Dominions in . practically complete
autonomy, and, on the other hand, of the gradual
evolution ·of naval defence based on the closest cooperation with the British fleet.
(1) Constitutionally, of course, the Crown is the head
of the various forces throughout the Empire, but the
practice or law is to grant to the Governor~General the
title ofCommander~in"Chief. In the Irish Free State
alone is the position of the King ignored, as it is as far
as possible in every form of governmental and judicial
activity. That does not, however, alter the fact that
the troops owe allegiance to the sovereign and that the
whole of the executive government is vested in the
Crown, though in effect the power is exercised quite
independently of the King or his representative in the
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Free State by the Executive Council or the Minister for
Defence.
Whatever the extent of the prerogative of the Crown
'in matters of defence in the Dominions, the matter now
rests on statute, which may be taken to have rendered
obsolete any prerogative powers. The keeping of a
standing army of any kind in the Dominions is no
doubt illegal unless approved by statute, and the
present forces are all so regulated. Such power of compulsion to serve as now exists in law depends entirely
on statute, and the courts are open to test the validity
of any effort to compel service. During the war of
1914-18 the extent of the power to provide for defence
was tested in the Dominions by persons who alleged on
one ground or another that the Dominions had no
power to compel men to serve overseas, but in Canada,!
in Australia, 2 and in New Zealand 3 alike the arguments
adduced were rejected.
(2) The military forces of Canada, together with the
air service and the naval force, were in 1922 placed
under a Minister ()f National Defence, whose chief
task since that date has been to reduce the forces of
the Dominion in accordance with the decision of the
Government that public policy was opposed to the
carrying out of the project of Sir R. Borden after
the war to increase largely the Dominion troops.
In law all male British subjects in Canada are liable
to service in the Militia from age eighteen to sixty, and
in the case of a levee en masse all the male inhabitants
capable of bearing arms are liable to service. Moreover,
1 Keith, War Government of the British Dominions, p. 84 (Grey's Gase
(1918), 57 S.C.R. 150).
2 Bickerdickv. A8hton (1916), 25 C.L.R. 506.
a Semple v. O'Donovan, [1917] N.Z.L.R. 273.
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there is given the power to complete a corps either for
tl'aining . or emergency by ballot, but these powers of
compulsion are not made use of, special legislation
being passed in 1917 to provide for compulsory service
overseas, though in law the Militia is liable for service
in Canada and beyond Canada for the defence of the
Dominion, and it was open to argue that this fully
covered the case of the war of 1914-18. In time of war,
and when under exercise, the troops are made subject
to the Imperial Army Act.
In practice the Militia is divided into an Active
Militia and a Reserve Militia. In both cases recruiting
is voluntary. The Active Militia is divided into a small
Permanent Militia (3400 strong), whose business includes the care of forts and the provision of schools
of instruction and instructors for the Non-Permanent
Militia. The term of enlistment is normally three years.
Non-Permanent Militia may be called out for training
for a period not exceeding thirty days in any year, but
at present four and a half days' training at headquarters
of 32,000 city corps suffices. The Reserve Militia is also
recruited voluntarily. There is an elaborate organisation and the Royal Military College at Kingston trains
cadets for commissions, and the trainees are also
eligible for commissions granted by the British Government in the imperial forces. The Air Force is also
organised as permanent and non-permanent and recruited voluntarily from men between eighteen and
forty-five years of age. In addition, semi-military
training on a voluntary basis of cadets is carried out
on a growjng scale.
The Minister is aided in his work by a Defence
Council over which he presides, while the VicecPresi-
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dent is the deputy of the Minister, and the members the
Chief of the General Staff and the Chief of the Naval
Staff, with the Adjutant-General, the QuartermasterGeneral, and the Director, Canadian Air Force, as
assistant members, and a Secretary.
(3) The Commonwealth of Australia has passed
through several stages of development of military
policy. The first period was spent in reorganising the
colonial forces on a national basis, then from I 909
began the period of compulsory training, supplementing the enactments of 1903 and 1904, which provided
for the liability to serve in Australia in war time of all
male inhabitants between eighteen and sixty. The new
system, which was due in large measure to the advice
of Lord Kitchener, extended the possible liability of
compulsory training in peace up to age twenty-six.
This was in process of development when war supervened, and brought about the creation for service overseas on a voluntary basis of tho Australian Imperinl
Force. Referenda for conscription were attempted in
1916 and 1917, but failed to secure approval. After the
end of the war, in 1921, a divisional organisation was
worked out with a minimum of permanent staff on the
basis of the units of the Australian Imperial Force. But
in 1922 financial and other considerations brought
about the reduction of the scheme to a nucleus force.
From November 1, 1929, the regime of modified compulsion ceased, and a voluntary basis was adopted,
the nucleus force of 48,000 Citizen Force and 16,000
Senior Cadets being reduced to 35,000 Militia Forces
and 7000 Senior Cadets. The organisation provides for
55 battalions in 14 brigades. Enlistment in the Militia
is open from age eighteen to forty, the period being
2E
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three years, which may be renewed up to age fortyeight; the training is annually sixteen days, of which
eight are continuous camp training. Senior Cadets from
sixteen to seventeen are attached to Militia units; from
fourteen they serve in school detachments. The Royal
Military College at Sydney provides for the training
of cadets as officers. Air administration is entrusted
to a Board, and provision is made for a training school
and two service landplane squadrons and one service
land amphibian flight.
The control of the defence forces as a whole is given,
as in Canada, to a Minister for Defence, who has a
Defence Committee to advise him, composed of the
Chiefs of the Naval, General, and Air Staffs, with a
:Financial Secretary and a Secretary, while Military
and Air Boards, each of three service members and
a finance member, carry out administration.
(4) New Zealand, like Australia, adopted under the
influence of Lord Kitchener the policy of compulsory
training for defence. The plan was supplemented in the
war period by compulsory service overseas, and on the
termination of the war the system of compulsion remained in law, though it was modified by many concessions in practice, partly dictated by considerations
of economy. The influence of the abandonment by
Australia of compulsion was indicated by the proposal
in 1930 to abandon compulsion and reconstruct on a
voluntary basis, but this project failed to pass the
Council. In 1931, however, the definite intention to
drop compulsion was announced. The new system
necessitated the decision to increase the maximum ages
of service from twenty-five in the case of the Territorial Forces to thirty-five, and from thirty in the case
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of the Reserve to forty . .Moreover, it will be possible for
officers to remain to age sixty and warrant officers to
age fifty. The territorial organisation is adhered to on
a voluntary basis, and the expenditure (£200,000 with
£40,000 additional for aviation) will, it is hoped, be
more than halved. A total force of under 10,000 as a
maximum is aimed at, but grave uncertainty exists as to
how far the voluntary system will provide the numbers
desired. There is a small Air Force, and rifle clubs.
The control of the forces is vested in the Minister of
Defence, and he has as his chief adviser the officer
commanding the New Zealand Military Forces, who is
Chief of the Starr. New Zealand thus prefers the simpler
organisation, which dispenses with a Board.
(5) The Union of South Africa was partly formed in
order to consolidate defence, and the task was in progress when the war broke out and exposed it to the
strain of a rebellion and an attack on South--West
Africa. Its success was such that on December 1, 1921,
the Imperial Military Command in South Africa was
abolished, and responsibility for the coast defence of
the Cape was taken over by a Union Commander. The
necessary property for the purpose was handed over
gratis by the Imperial Government, and legislative provision was made by the Union for its maintenance for
that purpose.
The Union still retains the doctrine of compulsory
training and service laid down by the Aet of 1912, and
now amended in certain respects by the Act of 1922.
Under it. every citizen of European descent is liable to
render service in any part of South Africa within or
without the Union in time of war for the defence of
the Union. Every citizen of sound physique is liable
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to four years' training between age seventeen and
twenty-five. A minimum of 50 per cent of thol;!e liable
is called upon to serve; those who are not selected must
at age twenty-one enter a rifle club for four years. As an
alternative every such person may enter the South
African Division of the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve, and any citizen may enter a rifle club if he
pleases. There is a small permanent force, and a Coast
Garrison Force, composedofGarrisonArtillery, in which
citizens may serve, and a Coast Defence Force of men
trained in engineering, harbour works, etc. The Active
Citizen Force is composed of those in training between
age seventeen and twenty-five; the Rifle Associations
include all those not so trained from age twenty-one to
twenty-five, and others who volunteer, as well as boys
from thirteen to seventeen in areas where no cadet
training exists. The Citizen Force Reserve is made up
of ex-members of the Active Force up to age forty-five
and ex-members of Rifle Associations up to the same
age. The National Reserve embraces all between seventeen and sixty not serving in the Active Force or the
Citizen Force Reserve; after these have been called out
in time of war, the National Reserve may be called up
in three classes by age. Cadet training is available from
age thirteen to seventeen for those boys whose parents
do not object; it lasts three years and shortens the
period of compulsory service. The Air Force is intended
to secure the training of airmen and the maintenance
of a small permanent force, concentrated at Pretoria,
with power to reach in a day any point in the Union.
The force has been employed in reducing revolt in
South-West Africa, but with inevitable complaints of
undue destruction of innocent tribesmen and women.
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The Minister of Defence is aided by a Council of
Defence and a headquarters staff on the usual basis.
The Director of Air Services is also commandant of the
Air Force, and tb e Chief of the Genera.] Staff is Secretary
for Defence and also Executive Chief of the Union
Defence Force. The Union Military .Discipline Code is
based on the Army Act; it applies always to the permanent force, and also, when on service, to the other
forces, with certain restrictions on p,unishment when
not on war service. Civil courts have jurisdiction in
respect of offences under it as well as of those matters
which are punishable also by civil law.
The purpose of the scheme is essentially to secure
the Union against the possibility of native unrest on a
serious scale. 'l'herefore, under General Hertzog's regime,
special stTess has been laid on the giving of facilities for
training to the rural districts of the Cape and to the
farming population in the Transvaal and Orange Free
State.
(6) The Irish Free State has not yet determined on
the form of army best adapted to its needs. During the
regime of Mr. Cosgrave the essential requisite was to
provide a force sufficient to keep the subversive elements under republican leadership in a state of quiescence. That the army should be effective to combat
foreign attack was soon realised to be an impossibility.
Under the treaty of 1921 its numbers are in theory
limited to the proportion borne by the population of
Ireland to that of the United Kingdom of the British
forces. The rule is ambiguous, as the term Ireland may
be interpreted as including Northern Ireland in the
Free State population for the purpose of computing
the number, but the issue is of no importance. The
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force was progressively reduced to some 5000 men with
a reserve of picked men, which can be called up in
national emergency or in aid of the civil power,
efficiency being maintained by twenty-one days' annual
training.
The Minister for Defence is aided by an advisory
body, the Council for Defence, composed of four
members, the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry,
who is chosen from the Dail, the Chief of Staff, the
Adjutant-General, and the Quartermaster-General.
The military members hold office at the pleasure of
the Executive Council, and the maximum tenure of
office is three years continuously.
Considerable difficulty has been experienced in keeping the Army free from faction, and the advent of Mr.
De Valera to office has increased the delicacy of its
position and the danger to public safety through the
resumption of activities by the Irish Republican Army,
a force unrecognised by law, and under Mr. Cosgrave's
regime the object of severe repressive legislation, now
suspended in operation.
Newfoundland has frankly abandoned any effort to
provide for military defence, as a result intm· alia of the
lack of funds and the recognition of the dependence of
the Dominion on British naval protection.
The cessation of the practice of stationing imperial
troops in the Dominions renders for the time being the
power of the Dominions to repeal the Army Act in its
application to their territories of no importance. But it
is clear that under the new conditions it is necessary to
secure that, if any troops from the United Kingdom or
a Dominion should be stationed by agreement in a
Dominion or the United Kingdom, there should be
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accorded to them such immunities from local jurisdiction as might be suitable. The issne is raised in a slight
form asa practical matter by the powers given to the
British Government as regards the coastal defence of
the Irish Free State, in which the power has now been
given to repeal the Army Act in its application to its
territory. Agreement on the principle of according a
measure of exemption on the lines customary as between forces of different powers when present by agreement on the territory of the other, as in the case of
Egypt, was arrived at during the Imperial Conference
of 1930, and the detailed terms proposed will doubtless
in due course be generally accepted.
(7) While the control over land forces was from the
first clearly vested in the Dominion Parliaments, for
the Imperial Army Act was carefully framed to leave
room for local legislation for local forces, the development of naval forces in the Dominions was long retarded by the difficulties of legal authority. It was
commonly held that the lack of extra-territorial power
on the part of the colonies prevented their laying down
discipline for ships outside territorial waters,! and
obviously a navy restricted to operations in such
waters would serve no useful purpose. An imperfect
effort was made by legislation in 1865 to facilitate
independent control of local flotillas, with full power to
secure that in time of stress or war they would be available for imperial control. Some use was made of this
power especially in Australia, but it was not until the
Colonial Conference of 1907 and the later Conference of
1909 on defence that the decision was arrived at to
permit the development of naval forces under Dominion
1

BTisbruw OysleT FisheTy Co. v. Emerson, Knox (N.S.W.), 80.
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control, which would probably be transferred to British
control in war. This project was developed at the Conference of 1911 to provide for the creation, if desired by
Canada and the Commonwealth, of two squadrons with
defined areas of operation. To render control possible
an Imperial Act was necessary, the Naval Discipline
(Dominion Naval Forces) Act, 19ll, which ingeniously
ensured that the Dominions should be able to legislate
for their forces without danger of the measures being
held ultra vires, while the British Government was
enabled by Orders in Council to carry out the purpose
of securing that there should be a regular relation of
seniority between officers of the British and Dominion
navies, and that officers of the different navies should
be available for service on Courts Martial affecting
officers of other branches. The Statute of Westminster,
1931 (s. 2), by its insistence on the right to repeal
Imperial Acts as far as they extend to the Dominions,
and by the grant of extra-territorial power, completes
the work of rendering beyond doubt the right of the
Dominions if they please to control their forces.
The other aspect of control affects the position of
Dominion war vessels in foreign waters and harbours.
On that subject also agreement was achieved in 1911
on the basis of system of notification to the British
Admiralty and the British representatives at foreign
courts of the intention to visit foreign waters and
harbours. Now tlmt Dominion representation has been
established, these officers might be used as channels of
communication in such an event. But in general 1 the
rule remains that the commanders of war vessels in
1
Australia alone has a real navy and she has no diplomatic representatives.
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such circumstances shall accept the advice given by the
British Government on any issues of ceremonial, or
questions of foreign policy.
(8) The actual forces of the Dominions havelbeen
steadily diminished in course of time. The Washington
Conference of 1921-22 vvith its insistence on disarmament strengthened the desire in the Commonwealth,
born of financial difficulties,. to diminish the cost of the
Australian navy, and the necessity of sinking the
Australia as part of the reduction of the British naval
forces in 1924 doubtless damped enthusiasm for naval
development. In 1925, however, it was decided to build
two cruisers of 10,000 tons, the maximum under the
Washington treaty, and the A·ustralia and Canberra
were duly commissioned in 1928. Moreover, in order to
provide Australian seamen with opportunity to share
in fleet exercises on a substantial scale, arrangements
have been made with the Admiralty for the exchange
of a cruiser from time to time. The decision to provide
also two new submarines arrived at in1925 was finally
modified in 1930-31 in view of the difficulty of maintaining in efficiency in Australia so highly specialised a
service, and the British Government in 1931 took over
the submarines as a free gift, agreeing to bear the cost
of maintenance. The only other vessel of value, the
seaplane-carrier Albatross, was built at Sydney and
commissioned in 1929; other units-two small cruisers,
four sioops, five destroyers-have been put in reserve.
But a floating dock has been successfully provided for
the docking of the cruisers. A Naval College on British
lines has been established to train officers. Service is
voluntary, the numbers being now 97 per cent derived
from Australia, and there is a Reserve composed of
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men who have served in the Royal Australian Navy.
The form of training and all matters of equipment are
as far as possible the same as in the British Navy, as
the necessity of the closest co-operation is recognised,
though the fleeVis completely under Australian control
even in war unless it is decided to transfer the supreme
command to the British Navy and the Admiralty. Together with the military and air forces the naval force
is controlled by the Minister for Defence.
The New Zealand naval force is also in time of peace
distinct from the British Navy, but it passes under
British control in time of war, and its close relation to
the British force is marked by its designation given in
1921 as the New Zealand Branch of the Royal Navy. It
is controlled by the Naval Board presided over by the
Minister for Defence and including the Commodore
Commanding. Enlistment is by voluntary recruitment
for twelve years, which may be extended by agreement
to twenty-two. As in Australia, it has been necessary
drastically to reduce expenditure on the force, which
is maintained mainly as a sign of the Dominion's desire
to share in naval defence. A more striking symptom
of this feeling is the decision in 1927 to contribute
£1,000,000 towards the project of the Singapore base
as a means of recognising that that enterprise was
essentially dictated by considerations not of British
but of Dominion interests.
In Canada the decision to have a distinct naval
service has never flourished. It had not been developed
in the period before the war, and it has hardly seriously
1 Vessels exchanged, of course, fall under the control of the Government in whose fleet they serve, but Mr. Bruce has claimed a voice in any
warlike use of an Australia.n vessel: Keith, Responsible Government in the
Dominions (ed. 1928), ii. 1016, 1017.
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been revived. There is the Royal Canadian Navy and
its Reserve, and its Volunteer Reserve, both, of course,
voluntarily recruited, costing 3,375,000 dollars in 1932;
there are maintained in commission two destroyers and
four mine-sweepers, half based on Halifax, half on Vancouver. The .Minister for Defence is responsible for
control of the force. Newfoundland naturally has made
no effort to develop a force of her own.
In the Union of South Africa, on the score of national
status, General Smuts at one time favoured the idea of
an independent naval unit, but soon dropped the project because of cost. As matters now stand, citizens
may volunteer to serve in the South African Division
of the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve, which has
companies at Cape Town, Durban, Port Elizabeth, and
East London, where there are two mine-sweeping
trawlers and one surveying sloop. These units are
administered under the orders of the Commander-inChief, Africa Station, by the Commander, South
African Station, whose headquarters are at Simon's
Town.
The charge of coastal defence by the treaty of 1921
was given in the case of the Irish Free State to the
United Kingdom. The matter can now be reopened by
agreement, but nothing is likely to be done on this
head.
(9) The Dominions possess full control over their
forces, and even in war time, as is recognised by the
constitution of the Irish :Free State, Article 49, it rests
with their Parliaments to authorise their employment
for purposes beyond self- defence. 1 A Government
1 The doctrine was adopted in Canada in the Chanak incident on
September 18, 1922, and reiterated on March I, 1923.
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might, of course, in emergency, send troops or prepare to
do so pending the meeting of Parliament, but the mere
need of funds, apart from constitutional considerations,
would render it impossible for it to ignore the legislature. It is a very different thing to suggest, as was
done by Mr. Meighen in Canada in 1925-26, that before
Canada sent any force overseas a general election
should be held to decide the issue. \i\-1iether such action
were possible would depend on many circumstances,
and the general view taken of the proposition in
Canada was that of Mr. Ferguson, that by such a procedure the non-participation of the Dominion in active
hostilities would he assured. In case of actual attack, of
eonrsc, no Government would wait for Parliament, for
the right and duty of self-defence is obvious.
In the event of any Dominion desiring to use its
forces overseas in an Empire war, the legislation of the
Dominion can make the amplest provision for their
control, and even in the war period of 1914-18, before
the Statute of Westminster, the powers of the Dominion
Parliaments added to the Anny Act availed to remove
any possibility of lack of legal authority. The Dominion may either in such a case retain control of its
own forces or co-operate more completely by placing .
them, as during the war, under the British Commanderin-Chief, while sharing through some form of War
Cabinet for the Empire with the British Government
the supreme control of their employment. In view of
the possibility of co-operation efforts have been made
to assure similarity of organisation and training and of
types of armament, while the Dominions have based
their codes of regulations for use in war time on the
Army Act, with such modifications as Dominion senti-
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ment renders necessary. It may be remembered that
Australian law during the war of 1914-18 was less
rigorous in punishments than British, and that, on the
other hand, the Imperial Parliament in 1930 made,
against the advice of the Army Council, several mitigations in the terms of the Army Act in order to reduce
the number of offences for which the death penalty was
exigible, thus in part assimilating British law to the
Australian model. The same aim to secure effective cooperation when· desired is seen in the interchange of
officers in the endeavour to secme the fullest friendly
co-operation between General Staffs in the Unit(td
Kingdom and in the Dominions, and in the invitation
to the Dominions to take advantage of the .facilities for
the study of strategy and kindred problems afforded
by the establishment of the Imperial Defence College.
The most important symbol of imperial co-operation
is the Imperial Defence Committee, the creation of Mr.
Balfour when Prime Minister, whose activities were as
far as practicable developed by Mr. Haldane. The
essence of that body is the principle as regards the
Dominions of inviting their Governments to have issues
affecting defence discussed there by Dominion ministers and experts, so that the Dominions may have the
advantage of the best possible advice in any matters
in which they care to receive it. The Committee has
no powers of decision; it is purely an advisory body,
though in the case of the United Kingdom its advice
is normally adopted by the Cabinet and the Prime
Minister who presides over its most important sessions.
In its power of securing expert investigation on any
issue it possesses resources which no Dominion Government can ever expect to enjoy. It cannot, however, be
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said that the suggestion that each Dominion should
create a like Defence Committee has been developed
to any extent, for the Dominions are as a whole uninterested in issues of defence.
This decline in concern with defence has been seen
especially in the abandonment of the compulsory
system in Australia and New Zealand, the striking reduction of Australian efforts at setting up a navy of
her own, and the general determination to rely for
security on external forces of one sort or another. In
the case of Canada the Monroe doctrine has always
provided a sure shield against foreign intervention or
serious attack. In the case of the rest of the Dominions
the League Covenant and the Kellogg Pact serve much
the same purpose, together with the projects of disarmament, which are believed to indicate far more
probably the future trend of events than the disbelief
of Signor Mussolini in the desirability ofthe abolition
of war or the ideal of perpetual peace, or the determination of Germany to undo the whole system of the peace
trf-m,ties. Yet it must be borne in mind that Germany
has strong claims for the restoration tb_ her 6£ the
Pacific and African territories allotted to Australia and
to New Zealand and to South-West Africa, and that
none of these Dominions could view with anything save
grave inquietude the presence on their borders of what
is potentially one of the greatest of powers. Moreover,
the attitude of Japan towards the League of Nations
is a constant reminder that Australia bars entry to
Japanese and other orientals, and yet seems unable to
increase her population to such a number as would
give moral support to her claim to be entitled to maintain a White Australia. In comparison with the burden
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borne by the British taxpayer (in 1932-33,£50,476,300,
navy; £36,488,000, army; £17,400,000, air), the contributions made by Dominion taxpayers arc scarcely
more than nominal, even in the case of Australia,
which reduced defence expenditure from £7,890,938
(£2,765,033 for the navy) in 1926-27 to £3,913,031
(£1,762,983) in 1930- 31, and since has effected further
reductions.
As a result of the renunciation of legislation for the
Dominions by the Statute of Westminster (s. 4), the
Army and Air Force (Annual) Act, 1932, provides
modifications in the Army and Air Force Acts as
regards any Dominion in which the Statute is brought
into operation. Tlwsc Acts still govern BTitish fmccs
in such Dominions, but leave intact any jurisdiction
of civil courts to try peTsons subject to military law
for any offence; imprisonment of offenders in Dominion prisons depends on Dominion law, as does
punishrnent of civilians for violation of the Acts.
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FoR a variety of reasons the Imperial Government
never succeeded in securing the adoption of the doctrine that the Church of England held in the colonies
the same position as it did in England. In fact the
appointment of a bishop to the American colonies, a
step which must have raised in acute form the whole
legal position, was deliberately avoided, to the great
detriment of the adherents of that body; but, in the case
of Quebec, the King, who would not concede any freedom of religion to his subjects in Ireland, was induced
to consent virtually to establish and endow the Roman
Catholic Church in Quebec, and to release it in fact
from the measure o£ civil control which the French
kings had always, in consonance with the fixed principles of the French monarchy, continued to exercise
over the appointment and activities of the episcopate.1 The result of this policy has been that in the
Dominions' there is no established church save that
of Quebec, which may in effect be held to enjoy that
position.
(I) It was at first held that there existed prerogative
power in colonies to create bishoprics by letters patent
and to confer on these bishops power to deal with the
1

Keith, Gunst. Hist. of the First Br·itish Empire, pp. 222 If., 386 ff.
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conduct of clerical persons and to inflict ecclesiastical
punishments upon them. For: this purpose it was
deemed necessary to give authority to summon and
swear witnesses, but otherwise jurisdiction over the
laity was not asserted. Bishoprics of this type were
created in Canada from 1787, inN ewfoundland in 1839,
and in Australia from 1836, but such action in 1842 in
Tasmania elicited protests against the right to summon
and swear witnesses. It was then realised that the
prerogative power did not extend to authorise such
action, and henceforth, save by inadvertence, letters
patent gave merely the power to visit and enquire into
clerical action. The lack of coercive power was speedily
remedied by local Acts in the Australian colonies and
in Canada. But in 1853letters patent were issued under
which the Bishop of Cape Town, whose office had been
created, with ;power to visit, only in 1847, was given the
position of metropolitan in respect of the newly created
bishops of Natal and Graham's Town. This led to the
decision of the bishop to summon a synod, and to a
conflict with Mr. Long in his diocese, who held that the
bishop's action was illegal. The status of the Church
was therefore investigated in Long v. Bishop of Cape
Town 1 by the Privy Council, which held that after the
grant of representative institutions to the Cape the
Crown could neither regulate religion nor civil rights
by prerogative, and that Mr. Long's position must rest
merely on contract, not on any jurisdiction inherent in
a bishop. As, however, Mr. Long was in the right in
objecting to a synod held without the authority of the
Crown or the legislature, he had done nothing to merit
1 l Moo. P.O. (N.C.) 411; Keith, Responsible Government in the
Dominions (ed. 1912), iii. 1426-35.
2F
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removal. This was followed by the famous conflict between the bishop and Dr. Colenso, bishop of Natal,
when the bishop as metropolitan sought to remove Dr.
Colenso from his post because of his alleged heretical
doctrines. In this case the Privy Council, on a misunderstanding of the facts/ held that the Crown had
no legislative power as regards Natal and that the
metropolitan relation was invalid in respect of civil
law, for the law of the Church of England was no part
of colonial law without legislative sanction. In fact the
Crown had still power, as Natal was a conquered or
ceded colony and had not then received representative
government, so that the principle of Campbell v. Hall 2
did not apply, and in Bishop of Natal v. Green 3 the local
court asserted, quite correctly, the authority of the
bishop over his clergy under the letters patent.
The Imperial Government, however, decided now to
abandon creation of colonial bishoprics by letters
patent even where the legal power existed, and henceforth the colonial churches were allowed to regulate
their own mode of selecting bishops, though, if a
Dominion bishop desires consecration by the Archbishop of Canterbury, the royal licence must be obtained, while the position of colonial clergy was legislated for as regards England by an Act of the British
· Parliament in 1874 at the instance of Lord Blachford.
South Africa developed a Church of its own, in communion with the Church of England but no part of it.
This issue was settled by the Privy Council in 1'v.lerriman
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1 Lord Bishop of Natal, In re (1865), 3 Moo. P.O. (N.S.) 115; cf. Bishop
of Cape Town v. Bishop of Natal, L.R. 3 P.O. I.

(1774), 20 St. Tr. 23!l.
[1868] N.L.R. 138; 18 L.T. 112. Of. Bishop of Natal v. Gladstone
(1866), L.R. 3 Eq. l; R. v. Eton College (1857), 8 E. & B. 610.
2
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v. Williams, 1 when it was pointed out that the constitution of the Chmch of tho Province of South Africa
expressly disclaimed the binding effect of judgements
on.doctrine of the Privy Council, and thus created an
irreconcilable gulf between the two churches. It follows,
therefore, that any church in the Cape which, like
Trinity Church, is vested in trustees for the maintenance of worship according to the Church of England
cannot be handed over to the control of the South
African Church, unless, of course, by legislation, a doctrine reaffirmed in 1932 by the South African courts 2
following the decision of the Privy Council. In the same
way the intervention of the legislature in 1910 was
necessary to secure for the South African Chmch control of the property which had been in the charge of
Bishop Colenso as a representative of the Church of
England proper.
(2) The Protestant Churches other than the Church
of England never had any claim to be established
churches, though the Church of Scotland had a right to
be treated under the Canada Constitution Act of 1791
as one of the Protestant Churches for whose maintenance governmental endowments of land were provided, a regime which, after causing the long-drawn-out
controversy over the clergy reserves, was ended in 1854
by the diversion of all the property to purely secular
ends, with a saving for life interests. The position of
these churches and of all other religious institutions
rests therefore on contract, and on that basis the
courts may have, when any civil as opposed to merely
(1882), 7 App. Cas. 484.
dispute arose regarding the same Trinity Church as in "lf erriman
v. Williams, the Appellate Division on June 30 negating any control over
it of a bishop of the South African Church.
1

2 ·The
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religious issue arises, to investigate the practice and
doctrine of the church so far as to decide the justice or
injustice of a claim to property or of immunity from
removal from office. The position is thus precisely as in
Merriman v. WiZZ,iams, where it was necessary to decide
whether or not the South African Church could assert
a claim to property which was held on trust for the
Church of England. The court perforce had to investigate the doctrines and discipline of the South African
body to determine its relation to the Church of England, and the case is important because of the recognition that no mere change of form of governmentwhich might be inevitable-would necessarily terminate
vital connection so as to prevent continuity. The chief
difficulty which now arises is to decide how far a
minister may deprive himself of the right to appeal to
the civil courts by binding himself to accept the jurisdiction of the religious courts. The question was debated
in Macqueen v. Fraclcleton 1 by the High Court of the
Commonwealth but without absolutely decisive results,
and it is probable that no exact rule can be laid down
a priori. 2
Legislation to enable the churches to manage their
affairs and to set out their constitutions in accordance
with their wishes is far from rare. The Dutch Reformed
Church was enabled to unite its distinct units in the
four provinces by a Union Act of 1911. In 1927, by a
1 (1909), 8 C.L.R. 673. Compare McMillan v: Free Church of Scotland,
22 D. 290.
2 Disputes often turn on the pow<;lr to adopt new doctrines where
property is held on trust: Wodell v. Pbtter, [1929] 3 D.L.R. 525 (Baptist
Church). The courts will not interfere in relations of members of a
voluntary society if what is done is within the rules, if these are not
contrary to natural justice and are applied in good faith: Wetmon v.
Bayne, [1928] l D.L.R. 848.
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private Act of the Union, the Wesleyan Methodist
Church of South Africa, hitherto in organic union with
the parent conference in Great Britain/was recognised
as an entirely autonomous community, though remaining in communion with the parent body. Of
fundamental importance to Canada has been the union
of the Presbyterian, Congregational, and Methodist
Churches into the United Church of Canada. It necessitated Dominion and provincial legislation, for a church
extending throughout the Dominion could not be dealt
with by provincial legislation on civil rights alone.
Hence a certain amount of difficulty arose as to the
question of entry into the United Church, for a strong
body of Presbyterian opinion, especially in the eastern
provinces where religion takes on a more particularistic
type, felt unwilling to enter the new body. Authority
was given by Dominion Act in 1924 for creation of the
United Church, and six months before June 10, 1925,
were allowed for any congregation to decline inclusion,
in which case the church property was not to pass to
the new body. In Nova Scotia an Act of 1924 gave
authority to any congregation to join the United
Church at any time after June 10, 1925, and St. Luke's
congregation, which had originally in 1924 decided not
to join, declared in July 1925 its desire to join. It was
ruled by the Privy Council 1 that the choice under the
Dominion Act ruled the position, for the right to enter
the United Church or to remain out of it must be
declared prior to June 10, 1925, and the provincial Act
could not alter that fact as it had proposed to do.
1 St. Luke's, Saltsprings, Trustees v. Cameron, [1930) A.C. 673. For
other cases see Aird v. Johnson, [1929] 4 D.L.R. 664; Ferguson v.
Maclean, [1931] l D.L.R. 61.
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Subsidies to churches have now generally been abandoned by Parliampnts, though for a time the Australian
colonies for the most part made grants in proportion to
numbers of members of the several congregations. The
Commonwealth of Australia is specifically forbidden to
establish any religion or require a religious profession
from a servant of the Commonwealth, nor may it interfeTe with the exercise of religion, but these rules are
rather pro forma than of importance. In the case of the
Irish Free State, however, the treaty of 1921 enjoins
abstention from religious discrimination/ and the Constitution by Article 8 provides that "freedom of conseienee and the free profession and practice of religion
are, subject to public order and morality, guaranteed to
every citizen, and no law may be made either directly
or indirectly to endow any religion, or prohibit or
restrict the free exercise thereof, or give any preference,
or impose any disability, on aecount of religious belief
or religious status, or affect prejudicially the right of
any child to attend a school receiving public money
without attending the religious instruction at the
school, or make any discrimination as respects state
aid between schools under the management of different
religious denominations, or divert from any religious
denomination or any educational institution any of its
property except for the purpose of roads, railways,
lighting, water, or drainage works, or other works of
public utility, and on payment of compensation." 2 It
must be presumed that, despite the disappearance of
1 The Roman Catholic Church law is in the Free State a foreign law, to
be proved as in England, not part of local law as in Quebec: O'Gallaghan
v. O'Snllivan, [1925] 1 I.R. 90 (power of bishop to remove parish priest).
2 For the power of control of schools in the parallel case of Northern
Ireland, see Londonderry Gonnty Council v .. McGlade, [1929] N.I. 47.
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any Imperial Act to render this provision binding if the
Irish Free State repeals the Imperial Act of 1922, the
treaty and the constitution will still govern the clause
and prevent action contrary to it being valid, but the
same issue rises as in the case of the proposed abolition
of the oath of allegiance.
(3) A different fate has attended the Church of Rome
in Quebec. British policy in 1774 confirmed it in its
privileges and gave it .legal powers to exact its dues
from all Catholics, though not from Protestants. The
effect of this concession, which has been continued in all
subsequent legislation and is now regulated by provincial statutes, is to give the church virtually the
position of the established church of Quebec. Moreover,
the law of Quebec continues much of the old ecclesiastical law. This favoured position has not gone without comment in the Dominion, and prolonged litigation
and much bitterness were excited in 1869-75 by the
controversy over the right of a Catholic who had been
condemned for his opinions by the hierarchy to secure
burial in a Roman Catholic cemetery. The Privy
CounciJl decided the issue in favour of the right, based
on a careful study of Quebec law, which later was
altered. Even more acute for a time was the unrest
caused by the assumption of some Canadian judges
that the decree of the Pope known as Ne temere reganling forms of marriage altered automatically the
law of Quebec. This contention was also disallowed by
the Privy Council, 2 which took the opportunity to
point out that the concession made to the church in
1 (1874), L.R. 6 P.C. 157 as Brown v. Cure de 1lfontreal; Willison, Sir
Wilfrid Lanrier, i. 53-76.
2 Despatie v. Tremblay, [1921] l A.C. 702.
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1774 did not continue the church in the plenitude of its
former powers under a regime which did not even
tolerate Protestantism, but gave it a defined position
which, but for statute, would have been illegal. This
judgement established that Quebec may legislate, if it
pleases, to conform to papal injunctions, but that such
injunctions are not part otherwise of the law of the
province. The position is in a sense vital, because the
province is inhibited from any rash legislation which
might injuriously affect Protestants by the Dominion
power to disallow, but, if the law were capable of automatic change by the Pope, the safeguard for moderation would be gone. The church dominates Quebec life,
and its attitude towards Protestants is not badly revealed in the provincial Act of 1903, which classed
Jews with them in school matters, or the argument of
one judge in the case 1 arising out of that action, that
Jews were in the same religious category as Protestants, a rather interesting revelation of Christian
charity. Striking also is the Act of 1888, which, to
please the Pope, restored to the Jesuits the property
confiscated on the conquest of Canada, although any
claim to it had long been extinguished either by the
suppression of the order by the Pope in 1773 or the
death of the last member of the Order in Canada in
1800. Strong as was feeling against the measure, the
Dominion Government was upheld by the Communs
in its refusal to interfere in a decision which was one
for Quebec to make as it pleased.
(4) Sectarian feeling has intervened in politics mainly
through the claims of the church in Quebec to govern
the politics of its adherents. The issue was bitterly
l-

Hirsch v. Montreal Protestant School Commrs., [1928J A.O. 200.
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disputed during the period from 1873 in Canadian
politics when the hierarchy was opposed to the Liberal
party. At the Charlevoix bye-election the cures used
undue influence and spiritual and temporal intimidation freely. Yet when the election of Mr. Langevin was
attacked on this score, Routhier, J., held that he had no
jurisdiction to censure a priest on account of the exercise of his duty to advise parishioners in accordance
with the views of his superiors. He accepted the view
that an ecclesiastical person was not subject to the
jurisdiction of a civil court without the sanction of
his spiritual superior. This view was rejected by the
Supreme Court, Taschereau, J., and Ritchie, J., both
negating the doctrine of ecclesiastical immunity and
the superiority of the church to the laws of the land. 1
The same view was taken by Casault, McCord, and
McGuire, JJ., in holding void in 1876 the Bonaventure
election in Quebec on the ground of spiritual penalties
being threatened against those who voted for the
Liberal, with the approval of the Conservative candidate. Efforts were made by the Pope to inculcate
moderation on the ecclesiastical authorities, and after
a visit of Mgr. Conroy as apostolic delegate in 1877 the
bishops issued instructions which should have prevented a repetition of the earlier tactics. None the less,
in 1878 the election at Berthier was reversed on the
grourd of the use of spiritual threats to intimidate
the voteJ.'S, a policy used successfully in 1932 in Malta.
Much vehernence was shown in 1896 in the controversy
over the Man~toba education question, 2 but Sir W.
1 Willison, Sir Wilfrid Laurier, i. 253-96; Brassard v. Langevin, l
S.C.R 145.
2 Skelton, Sir Wilfrid Laurier, i. 440-85, ii. 16; Willison, op. cit. ii.
202 ff., 259 ff.
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Laurier succeeded in winning a victory despite the
. 'ty for t h e
efforts of t h e h'1erarchy to secure a maJOri
Conservative Government in gratitude for its efforts
to coerce Manitoba. Sir W. Laurier succeeded, however, at no distant date in winning popularity by his
adjustment with Manitoba of the education question,
and he placed Catholics under considerable obligations
by his insistence against the wishes of many in his own
party in forcing denominationalism on Saskatchewan
and Alberta in 1905 when they were given provincial
status. 1 The church has in later years moderated the
vehemence of its claims, but the substance of its control over the faithful has in no wise been reduced, nor
is there any doubt that it is to the church that Quebec
owes the preservation and extension of the FrenchCanadian race.
In New South Wales and Queensland Roman
Catholic influence is strong and has on the whole
favoured the Labour party, for many of the Catholics
are Irish who are disloyal to the imperial connection
and see in the Labour party the most promising
material for carrying out the aim of detaching the
Commonwealth from the Empire.
It is in the sphere of the teaching of religion in
schools that political struggles have chiefly centred. '
Reference has already been made to the issue.· in
Canada; how much alive it is may be seen from the
bitterness of the denunciation of Saskatc4~wan for
forbidding in its ordinary schools the di&play of religious emblems in 1930. In Australia thcprinciple that
1 Skelton, op. cit. ii. 224-47; Willison, op. cit. ii. 369-80; R. (Brooks) v.
Ulmer, [1923] 1 D.L.R. 304; Alberta Act, Section'l7, In re, [1927] S.O.R.
364, assert the validity of the limitations put on provincial power.
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children shall have some form of religious instruction,
unless their parents object, is ,accepted in New South
Wales, in Queensland, where it was insisted on by the
voters at a referendum of 1908 in the teeth of the
Government of the day, in Tasmania and in Western
Australia, but not in South Australia or Victoria, while
New Zealand has been acutely divided on the issue but
without effect so far. In the Union of South Africa
schools are opened with prayer and Bible reading. The
teaching of Bible history is permitted subject to a conscience clause, but no doctrinal or sectarian instruction
is allowed, save in the Cape province under conditions
laid down in an Ordinance of 1921. In the Irish Free
State, of course, denominational education is largely
prevalent.
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CHAPTER XIX
HONOURS AND PRECEDENCE

(l) IT has already been pointed out that so long as
J(IX. Dominion officials and residents are anxious to receive
honours with imperial status, the Governments of the
Dominions, despite their new status, cannot expect
that their advice shall prevail with the King without
the assent of the Imperial Government, within whose
functions the control of this prerogative still lies. The
rule prior to the evolution of Dominion status was
simple. The Government of a Dominion or State could
recommend for honours, but the Governor-General was
expected to comment on such recommendation, and he
was not debarred from himself suggesting names when
the honours were not intended to be awarded for
political services. It was in fact obvious that for the
British Government to reward in this way a political
enemy of the Dominion Government would be highly
unwise. In the case of the States the Governor-Geneml
personally was also requested to give his opinion, chiefly
from the point of view of the comparative clrvims of
persons recommended by the different States.
In the case of Canada the award of honours fell into
disrepute during the war, partly owing to the unwise
generosity of grants, partly owing to the innovation of
including hereditary honours such as peerages and the
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unpopularity of two of the Teeipients of these honours.
The Government of Sir R. Borden did not wholly share
the ·view of the people, and drastic action was forced
by the voice of the back-bench members of the House
of Commons, whom the ministry dare not defy. An
address was voted to the Crown in 1919 "to refrain
hereafter from conferring any title of honour or titular
distinction on any of your subjects domiciled or ordinarily residing in Canada, save such appellations as are
of a professional or vocational character or which
appertain to an office". It was further requested that
every hereditary honour held by a person domieiled or
ordinarily residing in Canada should be made to terminate on his death. The latter requestwasnotformally
acted upon, as the proposal would have required an
Imperial Act, but the former has been religiously
observed. The rule has been resented by those circles
in whieh honours were held in value, but an effort by
the leader of the opposition to secure a reversal of tlw
decision failed decisively and the probability of the
Government risking popularity in the democratic West
by insistence on change is small. The presence of the
United States in close proximity has an inevitable effect
in rendering honours unpopular.
The decision of the Dominion has been deliberate1y
homologated by the Union of South Africa, and it is
the rule adopted by Labour Governments in the Commonwealth and the States. Other Governments do not
adopt this system, with the result that, as honours
can hardly be refused on personal·. grounds to ministers of a certain status, the list of persons deeomted
for Dominion services is not altogether satisfactory.
There is no general agreement in those Dominions
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where honours are still awarded as to the wisdom of
the procedure.
There is no restriction to any one form of honour.
Peerages and baronetcies are unquestionably undesirable in view of the cleaT sentiment of the Dominions
that, even assuming that merit should be rewarded in
life in this manner, perpetuation is undesirable. Mr.
Bruce as Prime Minister of the Commonwealth received the C.H., but this is nearly isolated. Formally
the various ranks of the Order of St. Michael and St.
George (Knight Grand Cross, Knight Commander, and
Companion) are awarded, but the different ranks of the
Bath may be given, not to mention the less distinguished
Order of the British Empire and the Imperial Service
Order. Knighthood is considered appropriate to judges.
The Victorian Order, unlike these other orders, is a
matter in which the King acts on his personal discretion, and he may award it for some service in regard to
the Dominions which he considers sufficiently personal
to deserve recognition. In other cases the award is
made on the submission of the appropriate minister,
the Prime Minister, or, in the case of the St. Michael
and St. George, the Dominions Secretary. Honours for
persons of Dominion OTigin but seTving in the British
defence foTCes may be accorded on the recommendation of the appropriate department, and are not excluded even as regards Canadians or South Africans,
nor are honours barred in the case of persons connected
with the Dominions but ordinarily resident in the
United Kingdom, but in such cases services should be
rendered in matters not concerning the Dominions.
The rule. is neatly e;xpre~s~d jp. .Artiqle )5 of .the Irish
Constitutio:p.:. '.'N9 .title. qfJlQ:P.()l+l' iu.:t:\:l§p.ect. ,of>any
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services rendered in, or in relation to, the Irish Free
State may be conferred on any citizen of the Irish Free
State, except with the approval of, or upon the advice
of, the Executive Council of.tl:ie State." It will be noted
that here as usual the Governor-General is ignored,
though normally at the time when the constitution was
enacted his advice would have been an important
factor to be considered by the Imperial Government
before acting on the advice tendered to it.
The Canadian resolution excludes the use o£ appellations which mark the tenure of office. Thus there is no
objection to the holding of British Privy Councillorships by members of the Dominion Cabinets, though
General Hertzog has declined the honour. The<style
Honourableis therefore used in Canada. asin the rest
of the J)orninions. It is borne by .all members .pf Executive Councils (including the Privy Council of Canada,
for which Sir J. Macdonald vainly sought the style of
Right Honourable), all members of Legislative Councils
(save that of Quebec), Canadian and Union (but not
Australian) Senators, and Speakers of the lower house
of the legislatures, and the same style is given to judges
of the Supreme Courts in the Dominions. On retirement from office the style maybe granted by the Crown
to ex-ministers who have served fot three years on an
Executive Council or one year in the office of Prime
Minister, to Presidents of the upper houses, and
Speakers of the lower houses after three years' service,
and to members of the upper houses after ten years'
service, and to. judges of the Supreme Courts. This
style is recognised by direction o£ the Crown throughout the Empire.
The style of a Governor~Gene:ral is. His. Excellency;
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his wife is Her Excellency;..a. G.overno:~;liis Excellt;\ncy,
. . t ermg
. the government IS
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an d an offi cor a dm1ms
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case. The Lieutenant-Governors of the Canadi;m provinces are styled His .Honour, .and the same style is
sometimes used elsewhere, but the Administrators of
the provinces of the Union are Honourable. In 1927 it
was provided and intimated by Canadian Order in
Council that Lieutenant-Governors. in. the p.:rovinces
ii{ should be entitled to the style :U:onour:),ble during office
· ' and for life after retirement.
(2) Precedence like honours is a matter of the royal
prerogative, but there is an important distinction between the two cases. Honours are imperial, and involve
the advice of th.e British Government. Any Dominion
may, of course, create an honour and authorise the
Governor-General to bestow it, and Quebec has the
Order of Agricultural Merit, but such honours at
present would not be as highly valued as British
honours, though in the Irish Free State the possibility
of legislation has been discussed. In regard to precedence the matter is local, and there is now no ground
why the matter should not be determined solely by the
advice of the ministry. It depends in fact on various
grounds; there is no reason why it should not form the
subject of enactment, and judicial precedence has been
so rJgulated with inconvenient results; as a rule it is
determined under the prerogative by the approval of
lists by the King, as in the ca.se of the Commonwealth
in 1903, the Union in 1910, and Canada in 1923. Where
there is no definite list the Governor-General can regulate the matter, unless· authoritative. usage has. restricted' .his discretion. Leg~Hy; persons. who by birth
or title have precedence in the United Kingdom cannot
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claim any precedence in the Dominions; if accorded, it Chapter
XIX.
is by courtesy, and in any case it is the rule that all
officers, naval, military, or civil, must rank by office, and
that their wives follow their status, not any they
possess in the United Kingdom by birth, a rule reminiscent of a time when quarrels on precedence between the
wives of high officials were not unknown. Curiously
enough, there has been in Canada of late a revival of
ceremonial, some of the usages of the British Court
having been introduced by the Governor-General, in
striking contrast to the regime of the Duke of Connaught as Governor-General or that of the Marquis of
Lorne.
Ecclesiastical precedence has ceased to cause serious
trouble since the rule of preferring bishops of the
Church of England was abandoned, and all bishops rank
by date of consecration and archbishops take precedence of them on the same basis of consecration as
archbishop. In all cases ecclesiastical precedence is by
courtesy. The long-fought-out battle over precedence
of naval and military and air officers is disposed of by
adopting the date of commission to the rank in question
as decisive.
In the Commonwealth as usual there are difficulties,
because the States and the Commonwealth have each
their own lists, and these conflict in detail. The Commonwealth places State Premiers below its own ministers, while the States claim precedence over such
ministers after the Prime Minister of the Commonwealth, and similarly as regards State and Commonwealth justices. The issue should be of negligible concern, but some difficulty is caused to those arranging
functions who desire to prevent friction. This, howZG
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ever, has been rendered of minor consequence, since
the removal of the federal capital to Canberra has taken
away the concurrent presence of the Governor-General
and Governor in Melbourne or Sydney.
Members of the royal family while in a Dominion
are given precedence after the Governor-General unless
by special order of the King. The matter seems
sufficiently disposed of by considerations of the courtesy·
extended to a royal guest.
(3) The grant of medals to the forces of the Crown
is properly regarded as a matter in which the Crown
is personally concerned, and accordingly the royal
authority is sought for the issue of medals, and has
been granted under royal warrant. The conditions of
issue can, of course, be regulated by local legislation
and regulations under such legislation, but the royal
authority gives the medals validity beyond the boundaries of the Dominion concerned. Similarly, in order to
have a clear right to wear a foreign decoration or medal,
the royal pleasure must be obtained through the
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.
The royal authority is also decisive regarding the
right to wear civil uniforms of the five classes, which
are allocated according to status between ministers and
departmental officers, the rules as to visits between ·
naval officers and Governors, and salutes on the occasion of visits or of the opening and closing the legislatures. In point of fact, no doubt, these matters will be
ordered as desired by ministers, but the Crown is formally the decisive authority, and, where the matter
concerns the British Navy, possesses the sole right to
issue direction to officers of the fleet.
A.s a marked sign of the new relationship of the
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Governors-General to the Crown, the right has been
accorded to them to have special flags of their o"'m as
distinct from the use of the Union Jack, with or without
the distinctive sign of the Dominion or the Dominion
flag. This decision involves the cessation of 3-ny use in
the Dominions of the royal standard, the personal flag
of the King, and effect was given to it in 1931 in the
case of the Union Parliament by substituting the use of
the Governor-General's flag during his presence there
for that of the royal standard.
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CHAPTER XX
THE DOMINION MANDATES AND DEPENDENCIES
Chapter MENTION

has been made above of the constitutionai-

x.x. arrangements affecting the case of New Guinea under

~

'

mandate to the Commonwealth of Australia, of Nauru
mandated to the British Empire, and of South-West
Africa under the control of the Union. There remain to
be considered the mandate of New Zealand and the
attitude of the Dominions towards the control of the
League of Nations through the Permanent Mandates
Commission.
(1) New Zealand in accepting the mandate
Western Samoa differed from the Union and the Commonwealth in her estimation of the mode of constitutional action necessary to give her legal rights over t h
•.· .v
..
territory .1 In the Union it was held that the grant of
the mandate to the King to be exercised on his behalf
by the Government of the Union invested the U~n
""' with the necessary authority independently 9k' any
-~urther grant, and the Parliament of the ·U;XJon was
d~clared by the Speaker to be inherently, capable o£
le~'illation, despite the fact that the territory was
be-y,nd colonial limits, nor has that rdling been question<ii in the courts. In the case of \~Australia it was
~ l,th, War Government of the Briti<lh Dmni~ions, pp. 182 ff.
452
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believed that the Crown might, under Section 122 of
the constitution, by according to the Commonwealth
the mandate, enable it to exercise full authority,
though the High Court seems rather to rely on the
Imperial Act of 1919 approving the treaty of Versailles.
In New Zealand Orders in Council under the Foreign
Jurisdiction Act were obtained in 1920, under which the
power of government in the fullest sense in the terms
of the mandate was conferred on New Zealand. The
constitution of the territory rests, therefore, on New
Zealand legislation, which is very elaborate. But the
essential feature is administration by an Administrator
appointed by the Governor-General and responsible to
the Minister of External Affairs. There is a Legislative
Council composed of the Administrator, four or six
nominated official members appointed by the GovernorGeneral, two Europeans elected by the European
population, and two natives of Samoa chosen by the
Governor-General. With this body, which can always
be controlled by the Administrator, he can legislate for
the territory, subject to disallowance by the GovernorGeneral. There is also created a High Court, over which
the Supreme Court of New Zealand has control, and
thatCourt has also authority over Samoa.
As a sign of the evolution of Dominion views of the
rights of the Government of New Zealand it may be
noted that in two judgements 1 of the Supreme Court the
view has received support that without the Order in
Council New Zealand has authority, but, as the Order in
Council stands, it may be held that these views are not
of fundamental importance. What is clear is that the
1 Tagaloa v. Inspector of Police, [1927] N.Z.L.R. 883; Tamasase, In
re, 1929 Gazette L.R. ~49; Keith, Journ. Oomp. Leg. xi. 260-62.
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courts are satisfied of the full rights of New Zealand to
XX. manage the affairs of the territory, and there is no
reason to suppose that the Privy Council would differ
in opinion if it were held that it was proper to entertain
an appeal from the Supreme Court in a matter appertaining to Samoa.
Despite very great care in the interests of the natives
to observe the terms of the mandate, which resemble
those of the mandate for South-West Africa, the administration has been exposed to grave difficulties,
largely due to the hostile attitude of a section of the
European population which has worked on the love of
independence of the natives to create unrest. With this
it has proved most difficult for New Zealand to deal,
without adopting methods too severe to be approved
by Dominion opinion, and, despite wide powers of
deportation of agitators taken and exercised, it has
proved difficult to bring about effective co-operation
with the native race in furthering its economic and
·.. health intcrests. 1
The Commonwealth of Australia has also had a very
difficult task in spreading order and civilisation among
the natives of New Guinea, whose conversion to more
civilised habits German administration had hardly
. begun to secure. In the case of Nauru, administered for
the Empire by the Commonwealth, the problem presented is more complex than usual, because it concerns
the reconciliation of the commercial work of exploiting
the phosphate deposits of the island, which by purchase
from the holders are the property of the Empire in
proportions agreed upon by Australia, New Zealand,
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Z ealand AffairB {1929), pp. 179-206.
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and the United Kingdom, with the interests of the
native population.
(2) The Union has had still more trouble in reducing
to obedience the tribes of South-West Africa. They had
in many cases been reluctant to accept German rule,
and they resented their transfer without their consent
to South Africa, claiming autonomy; and the use of the
air arm to compel the cessation of unrest among the
Bondelzwart tribes caused much anxiety in the Mandates Commission, and it is perhaps from that dramatic
episode that has developed the careful scrutiny of the
mandatory system in the hands of the Dominions by
the Commission, which by its constitution necessarily
has a majority of powers which are without mandates
and therefore can be critical without fear of countercriticism.
The unique problem in the Union's mandate was the
presence in South-West Africa beside the natives, for
whose advantage the mandatory system was prima
facie invented and applied, of a large German population
(7000) and a British population (10,000) too numerous
to be overlooked. The Union from the first went further
than that. To the Government, the European population seemed entitled to the same place as it enjoyed in
the Union, that of superiority to the natives, who should
be made to serve as the basis of European prosperity,
deriving thence ultimately profit for themselves also.
This conception runs entirely contrary to the ideal of
mandatory guardianship and explains the whole of the
difficulties wh.ich have manifested themselves. The
issue was really definitely raised in 1923, when the
League was induced to consent to the automatic
naturalisation as British subjects of the whole of the
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German population unless any person specifically desired to remain a German, the assent of Germany being
obtained by the promise inter alia to permit for certain
purposes the use of the German language. Yet the
action of the Union was only really consistent with the
idea of exercising sovereignty over the territory, and
this was revealed in the controversy over the use of the
term which has already been mentioned. What is surprising is the fact that the Mandates Commission at
one time realised that its action in accepting naturalisation would be a distinct impetus to assumption of
sovereignty and yet was so displeased at the use of the
term.
The Bondelzwarts episode produced a certain strain
between the Mandates Commission and the League
Union Government; only special pleading can justify
the attitude of the Union in the matter, though the
difficulties of its position were great, seeing that it held
a view of native rights very different from that of the
Mandates Commission. To this friction may be ascribed
the acerbity with which the Dominions opposed the
terms of the questionnaire which in 1926 the Commission desired to have used in eliciting information from
them as to their policy towards the mandated territory.
Sir A. Chamberlain was induced to support their objec-.
tions and the proposal was dropped, though oth.l3t
mandatory powers saw no objection to giving thf'; information desired, and in fact the Dominions have
regularly sent ;most of what was asked for, revealing
the artificial character of their protests in 1926. Much
more reasonable was their objection to the Commission
attempting to hear petitioners against the mandatory
power in person, a procedure which would have un-
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questionably given a false impression of the status of
the mandatory.
New Zealand more recently has had to explain .in
detail the unfortunate event in Samoa, and has found
sympathetic understanding of her difficulties, and even
the suggestion that her policy may have been too
lacking in firmness. But it must be remembered that in
the case of New Zealand it is clear that her interest in
Samoa is largely disinterested, and that her conception
of her duty differs entirely from the determination of
the Union to amend the treaty of Versailles by annexing
the Union as a fifth province. The League, however,
must consent to any such change, and Germany has a
clear right to claim the position of a mandatory in view
of the fact that her native policy has been followed in
principle by the Union administration, though happily
with considerably more moderation and humanity.
In the case of Nauru the anomaly of the ownership
of the Empire added to trusteeship for the natives
caused at first considerable difficulty. The Mandates
Commission, however, soon learned to understand the
position, and the value of its comments has not been
negligible. It has been made clear that the legislative
authority of the Administrator is subject to the control
of the Commonwealth Government, and that due care
is being taken to provide for the future of the natives
of the island in view of the damage done to it by the
operation of phosphate removal. The fact of ownership
secured by purchase has been recognised as definitely
·authorising the monopoly of exploitation which accrues
to the Empire. Nor has the Commission been unsympathetic towards the problems confronting the Commonwealth in the slow task of civilising the people of
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New Guinea. The mandates have unquestionably
served to accentuate the position of the Dominions as
autonomous members of the League, for it has been
made absolutely clear that the British Government had
no responsibility for, or control over, their conduct of
the matters entrusted to their care.
One issue of importance, however, has arisen regarding the doctrine of the exclusion from the case of
the Dominion mandates of the principle of equality of
treatment of all members of the League. The result is
that the Japanese are less favourably situated as regards immigration into these territories than they were
under the former regime applicable to them. 01 minor
importance is the complaint made that the Union has
insisted on missionaries undertaking, as a condition of
being permitted to work among the natives of SouthWest Africa, that they will inculcate the duty of
natives undertaking work for Europeans. This doctrine
is of value for the Europeans, but there is no reason
to suppose that it is in most cases beneficial to native
society or to the individuals concerned.
(3) Mention has already been made of the dependencies which are administered by the Commonwealth
of Australia. New Zealand has since June 11, 1901, included in its boundaries the Cook and Niue Islands,
which are provided with a somewhat elaborate system.
of local government. Island Councils are provided, consisting of ex officio, nominated, or elective members,
officials and native chiefs sitting ex officio, nominated
members being selected by the Governor..,General, and
elected members including women, who share the vote
with men. The Europeans of Rarotonga elect one
representative to the Council of that island. The
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Councils have a power of legislation for each island, but
are bound by Dominion laws and regulations thereunder. They may not impose customs duties, borrow
money, appropriate expenditure otherwise than out of
revenue raised under their laws, establish Courts of
Justice, or impose penalties exceeding three months'
imprisonment or £50 fine. Any Ordinance must receive
the assent of the Resident Commissioner, or the
Governor-General, and, if assented to by the former,
may be disallowed within a year. A High Court is
established whose judges and commissioners are appointed by the Governor-General. It has full jurisdiction, subject to appeal to the Supreme Court of New
Zealand, and the latter executes its judgements in civil
cases in the Dominion, as in the case of Samoa. As in
Samoa also, there is absolute prohibition of the manufacture or importation of intoxicating liquor save for
medicinal, sacramental, or industrial purposes.
By an Order in Council of July 30, 1923, under the
British Settlements Act, 1887, the Ross Dependency,
lying south of the 60th degree of south latitude and
between 160° E. longitude and 150° W. longitude, was
declared to be a British settlement and the GovernorGeneral of New Zealand was made Governor, with full
power of administration and legislation. In the exercise of this power the laws of New Zealand have been
decbred to apply to the territory. It seems, however,
clear that the delegation of power to legislate is ultra
vires, 1 on the score that the Act of 1887 authorises
delegation only to three or more persons within the
settlement. The absence of any permanent population
1 Keith, Responsible Government in the Dominions (ed. 1928}, ii. 1039,
1040; Charteris, Journ. Oomp. Leg. xi. 229-32.
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renders such delegation difficult, but the irregularity
of the procedure has been canvassed in New South
Wales.
Since 1925 New Zealand has accepted the control of
the Tokelau or Union group of islands on the score of
convenience of administration from Apia. The islands
were formerly connected with the Gilbert and Ellice
Islands, now a British Colony by cession, and their
administration is mainly in the hands of chiefs aided
by native village councils.

CHAPTER XXI
IMPERIAL CO-OPERATION

THOUGH autonomy is essential to the Dominions, their
attitude to the other parts of the Empire is no less
essentially positive, and in many ways they engage in
important co-operation.
( 1) The chief form of that co-operation is seen in the
institution of the ImperiaL.Conference. Its. constitution
as laid down in 1907 comprises the.Prime Minister of
the United Kingdom as President, the Secretary of
State for Dominion Affairs, and the Prime Ministers
of the Dominions, to whom was added in 1923 the
representative of the Irish Free State. India was . admitted .. as.a .full. member by.agreement.of 1917. Its
normal time of meeting is every four years, hut with
provision for subsidiary Conferences as may be requisite. Each unit has only one vote in discussions,
and, though the number of ministers of each Government is not limited, it is expected that not more than
two will speak.
In point .of fact. theresolutions of th<3 ..Co:n£(3r(3nc(3s
are _of absolutely no biudingforce, in the strict seuse of
the.term. It is a Conference ofGovernments responsible
to Parliaments, and the obligation which agreement
to a resolution implies is not absolute. A Dominion
Government must no doubt desire to carry into effect
461
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any resolution to which it has agreed, for obviously the
value of Conferences becomes minimal if the resolutions
are treated lightly. But it must be the judge of the
wisdom of submitting to its Parliament any resolution
and of the extent to which it should press the issue if
it appears to be unpopular. It is true that General
Smuts resented strongly the failure of the British
Government in 1924 to carry out the preference proposals of the Conference of 1923, but his position was
manifestly untenable. In that case the Government of
Mr. Baldwin which promised the preferences might no
doubt have carried them if submitted simpliciter to
Parliament. But the Prime Minister decided in lieu to
appeal to the electorate on a much wider scheme of
protection with Dominion preferences, and suffered
defeat. That the new Government should submit the
question at all was as much as could be expected; that
it should try to carry proposals which it disapproved
as involving food taxation was absurd to expect. Nor
could it be said that Mr. Baldwin was bound not to
risk the preferences for the sake of protection when
that appeared to him as essential in the interest of
his country.
The resolution of 1907 provjded for a Secretariat to
maintain communication between Conferences, and it
was duly created, but it has been merged in the Dominions Office staff, the Secretary of State for the
Colonies having been made also Secretary of State for
Dominions Affairs in 1925, and in 1930 separate appointments were made to the two offices, which have
Parliamentary Under-Secretaries of State. The Dominions Office serves as a channel of correspondence
with Dominion Governments, but the right of Prime
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Ministers in the Dominions to communicate direct with Chapter
the Prime lVIinister remains unaltered. Communication xxr.
may take place either direct with Dominion Ministers
of External Affairs, or through the High Commissioners
of the Dominions ·in London. In the Dominions the
Governor-General of New Zealand and the Governor
of Newfoundland still serve as channels of communication, but High Commissioners for the United Kingdom
have .been appointed in Canada, in the Union, and in
Australia.
The Conference has always combined political and
economic issues in its investigations, and it was from
its deliberations that there have proceeded the resolutions on status which brought about the passing of the
Statute of Westminster, 1931, and the present understandings regarding foreign relations which are the
foundation of the position of the Empire in international
affairs. The report of the Conference of 1926 was,
curiously enough, never formally approved by the
Imperial Parliament, but it may be taken by subsequent action by that Parliament to have received full
endorsement. The Dominions all consented to and
applied for the enactment of the Statute of Westminster, and they may fairly be said to have approved
as formally as is practicable the resolutions of the
Conferences of 1926-30. The constitution of the Empire
thus rests on these agreements and on their approval
by the Parliaments as the working basis of its practical
operation.. No doubt it would be possible to throw the
agreements into the form of treaty obligations, but any
such action is contrary to the view of the British
Government, which, as has been seen, insists that the
relations between the parts of the Empire are not
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governed by the ordinary rules of international law,
and therefore does not approve their being stated in
such a form. Moreover, it is clear that to stereotype
these relations in their present inchoate and undeveloped state would be both difficult and unwise. The
flexibility of the British constitution suggests that the
same quality should be safeguarded for the constitution. of the Commonwealth or Empire.
(2) For legislation on subjects of common interest to
the Empire the Dominions in the past have been indebted to the Imperial Parliament. It still remains
open after the Statute of Westminster for the same
mode of action to be adopted; but, as there is divergence of view among the Dominions as to the desirability of thus emphasising the imperial functions of
the Parliament, the continuation of this form of action
is unlikely. On the other hand, the alteration of the
uniform law now existing on many topics would manifestly be inconvenient, and it is accordingly agreed
that there shall be consultation before changes are
made in such legislation. On some topics, of course,
divergence may be natural, but clearly it is necessary
that on an issue such as is prize law there must be a
measure of agreement.
The power of the Imperial Parliament was formerly
exercised for a variety ·of reasons, some of which are
now invalid. Thus (i.) constitutional Acts were usueJly
first enacted by Parliament with power to the colonies
to alter; legislation is still necessary for Canada and
may be used for the States of Australia. The succession
and the royal style were formerly under: imperial control; the Statute of Westminster has provided that the
constitutional practice requires concurrent action in
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the Dominions, but the paramount power. clearly remains, and is exhibited in the Statute of Westminster,
1931, as formerly in the Colonial Laws Validity Act,
1865. The Colonial Boundaries Act, 1895, gives power
to alter, with the assent of the Dominions, their boundaries, a power still obviously necessary and valuable.
(ii.) Other Acts were justified by considerations of
extra-territorial legislation or by international considerations. Such are the Fugitive Offenders Act, 1881,
the Colonial Prisoners Removal Acts, 1869 and 1884,
the Extradition Acts, 1870 and 1873, and the Colonial
Courts of Admiralty Act, 1890. Even as matters stand,
it will be most inconvenient if these matters are not
regulated by accordant legislation. Legislation for
shipping and air navigation are now within Dominion
authority.
(iii.) The Army and Air Force Acts and the Naval
Discipline Act extend to the Empire and provide a code
for British forces even when within Dominion jurisdiction. This position could clearly be altered by Dominion
legislation, and it was therefore stressed at the Imperial
Conferences of 1929 and 1930 that in any fresh legislation by the Dominions it must be secured that, when
.the armed forces of one part of the Empire were in the
territory of another part with its assent, they should be
exempted from local jurisdiction on the same principle
as is applied in foreign countries in like cases, e.g. an
allied .force on French territory. The details of this
principle have not yet been fully worked out, but in
principle the issue is disposed of. The change in the
position effected by the Statute of Westminster is
marked by the fact that in 1922 it was found necessary
to legislate so as to permit the application to members
2H
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of the royal navy serving with Dominion forces of the
Dominion legislation which otherwise would have been
overridden by British law.
(iv.) In many international matters Imperial Acts
were formerly passed where local legislation would
have been even then adequate and now is normal. Such
cases are the Foreign Enlistment Act, 1870, in part, the
International Copyright Act, 1886, or the Geneva Convention Act, 1911, which interfered without consultation with trade marks in the Dominions. The Indemnity
Act, 1920, on the other hand, was limited in its application to meet Dominion rights. But it dealt with the
acts of Dominion forces in mandated areas before the
mandates were granted, and it barred actions in British
counts for matters done in the Dominions even if they
had not been made the object of indemnity there, thus
preventing the enforcement in British courts of judgements obtained in the Dominions.
(v.) In certain domestic affairs of the Dominions
imperial legislation intervened as a survival of the infancy of the colonies. Thus the Bankruptcy Act, 1914,
and the Trustee Act, 1925, both contain rules binding
property in the Dominions/ because the constitutional
issue was not raised when they were passed, while the
Finance Act, 1894, was carefully worded to avoid
laying direct burdens on colonial land in view of objec·
tions urged by the Agents-General and the High Commissioner for Canada. These provisions can now be
dealt with by the Dominions as they please.
(vi.) The plan of legislation subject to ~doption hy
the Dominions is exemplified in the Copyright Act,
1911, and the British Nationality and Status of Aliens
1

Dicey and Keith, Conflict of Laws (5th ed.), pp. 367, 370 .ff.
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Act, 1914. In both cases legislation concurrently 1 is
expected to he adopted in future.
(vii.) Other Acts are simply concerned with matters
affecting the United Kingdom, or part thereof, in relation to matters taking place in the Dominions. Thus
Acts deal with reciprocity in recognition of medical or
dental qualifications, the resealing of colonial probates,
colonial solicitors, the avoidance of double income tax,
recognition of patents and trade marks, and the very
important question of the terms on which trustee rank
can be accorded to Dominion and State loans. There
are Acts also carrying out the British share of a bargain,
as the Acts for the control of Nauru or the constitution and function of the Pacific Gable Board. Such
Acts, of course, cannot be affected in any way by
Dominion legislation, for the power of the Dominions
does not extend to make laws for the United Kingdom.
(viii.) By other Acts matters taking place in the
Dominions can be made criminal in the United Kingdom, and this state of affairs will not be affected by
the Statute of Westminster. Under it (Section 2) the
Dominions· can prevent the Acts operating so as to
make the actions dealt with criminal in the Dominion
or subject to punishment by the courts of the Dominion.
But they cannot prevent the United Kingdom providing that certain persons shall, if found within British
jur~sdiction, be punished if they have committed certain offences abroad. Such crimes include those punished under admiralty jurisdiction, including crimes
committed by any persons on board British ships and
1 Thus in 1931 Canada amended her Copyright Act in order to enable
her to adhere to the Rome Copyright Convention of 1928, and her
NaturaHsation Act t,o carry out the concession to married women agreed
upon by the Imperial Conference of 1930.
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crimes by British subjects on foreign ships to which
they do not belong; treason committed abroad, as in
Casement's case; murder and manslaughter, now regulated by the Act of 1861; offences against the Slave
Trade Acts, if committed by any person in the British
dominions or by any British subject anywhere; offences
against the Explosive Substances Act, 1883, that is
offences by dynamiters, under the same conditions;
perjury and forgery, 1 which are triable where the
accused is in custody; bigamy contracted outside
England or Ireland by a British subject; 2 and offences
against the Official Secrets Act, 1911, committed by
any person in the British dominions or by a British
subject anywhere, or the Foreign Enlistment Act, 1870,
committed by a British subject whether within or without the British dominions. 3 Moreover, where felonies
have been committed in England or Ireland, accessories
and abettors may be punished under an Act of 1861 in
respect of acts done outside as well as withj.n the British
dominions.
It is clear that a delicate situation arises from the
position of the Dominions as autonomous units with
their own nationals. Should the Imperial Acts continue to be valid in regard to such nationals, or should
they be treated as being in the same position as
foreigners and exempt from British jurisdiction~ It
would, of course, need British legislation to effect a
change. British courts must obey British Acts. and, if
they define British subjects, must apply such provisions
as those above-mentioned to them whether or not they
1
2

3

Perjury Act, 1911, s. 8; Forgery Act, 1913, s. 14.
Offences Against the Person Act, 1861 (24 & 25 Viet. c. 100), s. 57.
B. v .•Jameson, [1896] 2 Q.B. 425.
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are nationals, and no Dominion Act under the powers
of the Statute of Westminster can alter the position.
The question, as has been mentioned, is of practical importance as regards the Foreign Jurisdiction Act, 1890,
and the Orders in Council under it which have statutory
validity. They will continue to be applicable in foreign
territory where jurisdiction exists, as in Egypt, to all
British subjects, be they Dominion nationals or not.
Nor in all probability is there any reason for the
Dominions to object. If they do in any case, the remedy
is obviously the readiness of the British Parliament to
limit the scope of its legislation to accord with Dominion
VIeWS.

The ambit of Dominion legislation under the extraterritorial power conceded by Section 3 of the Statute
of Westminster has been discussed above. It is clear
that the Dominions can hardly claim power over all
British subjects on the score of the common status
demanded by the Imperial Conference of 1930.
(3) By an important innovation dating from 192.0
effect has been given in matters judicial to the essential
connection between the Dominions and the United
Kingdom .. For purposes of the conflict of laws or private ·
international law the different parts of the Empire, so
far as they have distinct legal systems, are treated as
:Coreign countries as a matter of principle, Scotland 'thus
beiD&; foreign to England. But it has long been possible
to obtain. in England the execution of Scottish judgements by a simple process in lieu of the necessity of
bringing a formal action in the English courts on the
Scottish judgement, and vice versa. Not until the Administration of Justice Act, 1920, was this procedure
made applicable to the Dominions, including the
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Australian States and the Canadian provinces on condition of reciprocity. The system provides for the registration in a Superior Court of the United Kingdom of
a judgement ordering payment of a sum of money
obtained in a similar court of any Dominion, whereupon execution can be carried out as if the judgement
were one of the court by which it is registered. Moreover, the conditions of registration are eminently
reasonable. It is necessary that the person against
whom judgement is given shall either have consented to
accept the jurisdiction of the Dominion court, or have
ordinarily resided or carried on business within its area;
he must have been duly served with process, and the
judgement must not have been obtained byfraud,nor
must it be the subject or intended subject of appeal to
a higher·court in the Dominion. The Act can be applied
only by Order in Council where reciprocity is offered,
and it has been widely applied except in Canada, where
the .majority of the provinces exercise jurisdiction
rather too widely for it to be easy to apply the principle
to their judgements. 1
There is also provision for the recognition in the
United Kingdom of probates of wills and letters of
administration of the estates of intestates granted in
the Dominions, States, and provinces, again on the
basis of reciprocity, thus saving much expense and
facilitating dealings with property of persons gying
outside the United Kingdom. 2 Moreover, bankl'uptcy
courts throughout the Empire act as ancillary to one
another, 3 even as regards the Irish Free State.
1 Dicey and Keith, Conflict of Laws (5th ed.), pp. 480-83. The Irish
Free State so far stands outside the system.
2 Dicey and Keith, op. cit. pp. 389, 390, 527, 528.
3 Ibid. pp. 370, 497 ff., 508 f.
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On the other hand, the equality of the Dominions
was long since recognised by the withdrawal in 1862
of the power pf the English Courts to issue writs
of habeas corpus effective throughout the colonies,!
though the writ runs still to the Channellslands, which
for most purposes are without the sphere of the operation of British legislation and jurisdiction.
(4) Of greater importance materially, economic cooperation is constitutionally a matter of little complication. The essential character of the co-operation has in
the past consisted of the establishment of instrumentalities for the purpose of promoting Empire trade, and
of the conclusion oi agreements between parts of the
Empire for preference in trade. There was at first some
hesitation on the part of Canada as to accepting any
forni of organised co-operation even in the sphere of
economics lest it should have political implications,
and therefore it was not until1925 that the Imperial
Economic Committee, which was recommended by the
Imperial Economic Conference of 1923, came into being.
Its competence was enlarged by the Conferences of
1926 and 1930, and now it extends to the investigation
of all kinds of matters bearing on Empire marketing,
the facilitating of conferences among those engaged in
particular industries in various parts of the Empire,
and the carrying out of any investigation which the
Gc,vernments may decide to entrust to it. The composition cf the Committee is representative, on a footing of
equality; of the United Kingdom, the Dominions, including Newfoundland, India, with representatives for
1

The Act was passed because in Anderson, Ex parte (1861), 3 E. & E.
487, a writ had to be issued to Canada. It no longer lies to the Free State:
0' Brien, Ex parte, (1923] A.C. 603.
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the Crown Colonies and Protectorates and for Southern
Rhodesia. Its many reports have been of considerable
advantage in disseminating information. More immediately practical has been the work of the Empire
Marketing Board, which was set up in 1926 by the
British Government under the Secretary of State for
the Dominions to promote the marketing of Empire
produce, and the development of inter-imperial trade
by use of the sums-initially £1,000,000 a year was
projected-to be granted by Parliament for this end.
This procedure was due to the decision of the Government that, as the policy of imposing a tariff with
Dominion preferences had been rejected by the electorate, it would be possible in this manner indirectly
to accomplish much of what it had been its desire to
do more directly. At the Imperial Conference of 1930
it was realised that the Board should be allowed to
extend its work to endeavouring to promote the sale of
British produce in the Dominions. In view of the great
services rendered by the Board in promoting the sale
of Union products in the United Kingdom, it is not
surprising that considerable surprise was expressed by
the opposition in the Union Parliament on March 11,
1932, when it transpired that the responsible minister
declined official patronage to a Buy Empire Goods campaign in the Union. Similarly it proved impossible at the
Ottawa Conference in August to secure any contri'butions from the Dominions towards the cost of the Board,
the British Government consenting to continue its expenditure for a further year, although it was admitted
by the Dominions that with the adoption of preferential
trade in favour of them the motive for the maintenance
of the Board on the original basis had disappeared.
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Of earlier date is the Imperial Shipping Committee,
which was established in 1920 under a resolution of the
ImperialWar Conference of 1918. Under the resolution
of the Conference of 1930 its functions are, (1) to enquire into complaints as to ocean freights, facilities, and
conditions in the inter-imperial trade or questions of a
similar nature referred to them by any of the nominating authorities, and to report their conclusions to the
Governments concerned, and (2) to survey the facilities
for maritime transport on routes necessary for interimperial trade, and to make recommendations to the
appropriate authorities as regards facilities, type of
ships, depth of water in docks and channels, and harbour construction, with due regard to the possibility
of air routes. The constitution of the Committee is of
fifteen members, nine nominated by the Governments
concerned, five representing shipping and commerce,
and one civil aviation, with an independent chairman.
It has reported on many important issues.
As regards telegraphic communications, the Imperial
Wireless and Cable Conference of 1928 recommended
the setting up of a Committee, which was duly constituted in 1929 as the Imperial Communications Ad-.
visory Committee. It consists of eight members, representing the United Kingdom, the five great Dominions,
India, and the colonies and protectorates. It is charged
with certain responsibilities affecting the work of the
Imperial and International Communications, Ltd., the
public utilities company set up by advice of the Conference to co-ordinate inter-imperial telegraphic services. The Committee deals in special with questions
of principle, such as the institution of new services,
the discontinuance of old services, alterations of rates,
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and the distribution of business among the different
routes.
A much more ambitious project was the cause of the
establishment of the Oversea Settlement Department,
and of the Committee of the Dominions Office in 1922,
as a result of the recommendations of the Dominions
Royal Commission and the Empire Settlement Committee followed by the passage of the Empire Settlement Act, 1922. It was then proposed to further the
settlement . of emigrants from the United Kingdom
overseas on a large scale on the basis of the division of
cost between the British and the Dominion Governments. The justification for British expenditure up to
£3,000,000 a year was the view that it was advantageous to be able to provide a satisfactory outlet for
surplus population, and that imperial interests demanded the increase of the population in the Dominions, which should involve in due course an increase
of inter-imperial trade. The most important outcome of
the proposal was the conclusion of an agreement in
1925 with the Commonwealth, and through the Commonwealth the States, for the settlement of emigrants
in Australia, the consideration being loans up to
£34,000,000 at a low rate of interest as well as a share
in the cost of transport. 1 Unfortunately it has proved
impossible for the settlers to be given the treatment
which was expected, as was shown by the complaints
of settlers in Victoria investigated by a local Royal
Commission, and in addition the Commonwealth felt
obliged in 1930 to ask the British Government to forgo
its rights under the agreement as to the settlement of
the due number of persons in proportion to the ad~. Official

Year-Book of the Commonwealth, xxii. 929; xxiv, 677.
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vances made. The episode illustrates the grave difficulty
of such agreements. If the Dominions feel unable to
keep them, there is virtually no possible means by
which they can be made binding save by the adoption
of some form of retaliatory action ruinous to Empire
solidarity. Fortunately, though the latest investigation of the issue 1 resulted in a recommendation for a
further measure of activity in settling population overseas, it seems clear that the result of the decline in the
birth-rate in the United Kingdom will shortly render
emigration quite unnecessary, unless indeed the country
loses its capacity of industrial production on the existing scale. It may therefore be hoped that in future
emigration, by being voluntary, will obviate interimperial friction. As it is, public opinion in the United
Kingdom has naturally resented strongly the spectacle
of the repeated deportations from the Dominions of
persons settled there, largely at the expense of the
British Government, because they have been unable to
remain in effective employment on the score of illhealth or the economic crises. The principle that the
Dominions will retain only emigrants who are completely successful is one which is contrary to .the supposition underlying the grant of British assistance, and
it is surprising that the British Government should not
have made it a binding condition that repatriation of
emigrants shall not be practised when the emigration
has involved cost to the British Government. In 19311932, however, the Dominions Secretary insisted that
the British Government could not agree to bear the
cost of repatriating from Australia those emigrants
who had found the promises made to them on behalf of
1

Pari. Paper, Cmd. 4075, a very inconclusive report.
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Australia dishonoured in practice. The decision was no
doubt unavoidable, but unquestionably those emigrants who were assisted to the Commonwealth under
the agreement have a moral right to expect the British
Government to secure that the Commonwealth honours,
as regards emigrants already in the territory, the
assurances given to them, even if performance of the
obligation to take further emigrants is waived on the
plea of the poverty of the Dominion.
(5) A start with the doctrine of preference in interimperial trade was made by Canada in 1897 when Sir
W. Laurier conceded preference without exacting any
return from the United Kingdom. 1 His motive was
partly sentimental, to mark Canada's appreciation of
the imperial connection on Queen Victoria's Diamond
Jubilee, partly economic. To gain low freights for
Canada's exports it was expedient that the ships conveying them should have full cargoes to bring to the
Dominion. Moreover, Canada resented the raising of
the United States tariffs against her in the Dingley
tariff in that year. In return the British Government
denounced the treaties with the Belgian Government
and the German Zollverein of 1862 and 1865, under
which the Canadian preference had had to be extended
to every country between which and the United Kingdom there existed a treaty containing a most favoured
nation treatment clause: In 1902, in 1907, in 1911 the
Dominions announced their desire for imperial preference, but it was not until the war that the British
Government accepted the principle, approved it in
1917, and carried it into effect in 1919. The preferential
1 Willison, Sir Wilfrid Lau,rier, ii. 286-312; Skelton, Sir Wilfrid
Laurier, ii. 54 ff,
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duties were, however, then limited in extent owing to
the objection to taxing either food or raw materials,
and the Conference of 1923 recommended further
measures which were defeated, for the electorate rejected the appeal of Mr. Baldwin to give his Government authority to protect British industry and to give
preference. Not until the National Government was
formed in 1931 was this policy reversed.
The other Dominions have gradually followed the
lead of Canada. The South African Customs Union of
1903 adopted the plan of imperial preference; New
Zealand also gave a British preference, and in 1907
made an agreement with the South African Customs
Union. In 1908 Australia gave preference. But it was
not until 1922 that Australia and New Zealand could
agree on a preferential treatment of their mutual trade,
and, when in 1925 Canada and Australia came to terms,
much irritation was caused in the Dominion. New
Zealand was granted by Order in Council the advantages given to the Commonwealth and reciprocated by
according the British preferential tariff. In 1930, however, the necessity of meeting the demands of Canadian
butter producers who objected to the entry of New
Zealand butter resulted in the imposition of prohibitive
rates in the Dominion. 1 New Zealand in 1930-31 withdrew the British rates, with the result that Canadian
motor-cars and other exports were virtually excluded.
The result was a new agreement in 1932 which agrees
1 Canadian Annual Review, 1930-31, pp. 516 f. Canadian industrial
development proceeded very rapidly during and after the war, American
manufacturers transferring their businesses in part to Canada to avoid
Canadian duties and secure imperial preferences. In 1932 American
capital was estimated at £1,700,000,000 as against £424,000,000 British,
a fact explaining opposition to British trade.
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in considerable measure with an agreement of 1931
between Canada and Australia, replacing the arrangement of 1925. In both these agreements Canada grants
and receives as a rule the British preferential rates, but
on a few articles there are concessions bringing the
duties below these rates. The Australian agreement,
however, provides for the right of either party to call
the attention of the other to any case in which exports
from the other are causing prejudice to the sale of
domestic products or manufactures of the same kind.
If the other party does not remedy the matter within
three months, then the provisions of the general tariff
apply to the articles indicated. This prevents it being
necessary to terminate the agreement as a whole. In
the case of New Zealand the provision is similar, but
the mode of action is by applying the anti-dumping
legislation of either country and the period is only
thirty days, and the Dominion Government may insist
that imports other than perishable goods may be placed
in bond during that period. The New Zealand agreement also allows of either party increasing rates on the
articles included in the agreement on three months'
notice, but not so that they exceed whatever is the
British preferential rate. The agreements are of short
duration, illustrating the great difficulty felt, even with
so much elasticity, in adjusting terms which are not
regarded as too risky to be made abiding.
In these cases, it will be seen, the ruling principle is
that the British preference may be lowered as between
the Dominions. But in the case of the Union in 1925
the principle was ·adopted that tariffs ought to be reciprocal simply, and the grant to foreign states of
better terms than to the United Kingdom was even
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contemplated, but had to be abandoned in view of the
protests made by the opposition. In 1928, however,
Germany was promised the advantage of any further
preferences given to the United Kingdom or a Dominion,
and.the preferential system was drastically re·vised to
reduce what ·South Africa thought she gave to what
she thought she might receive. The result was the termination of the agreement which had so long existed,
from 1906, with Australia. It must, however, be added
that the treaty included provision for easy determination, and the Government maintained its readiness to
terminate the arrangement if it could receive better
terms from the United Kingdom, as it did in 1932.
Between Australia and New Zealand it was found
extremely difficult to secure satisfactory terms. The
agreement of 1922 was replaced by a new one in 1926,
and in 1928 New Zealand had to agree to the drastic
increase in the imposts on her exports of butter and
cheese. Australia also in the financial and economic
crisis in 1930-32 found it necessary by a series of
measures to exclude as far as practicable all British or
foreign exports with which Australian consumers and
manufacturers could dispense. But, as was pointed out,
even in the earlier period Australia in common with
! the other Dominions had built up tariff barriers on
such a scale that there was no real possibility of competitionwith industries protected in the Dominions for
British exports. The fact was brought out with great
clearness by Mr. Baldwin at the Ottawa Conference of
1932 when he stressed the size of the balance of trade
in favour of the Dominions, and pointed out that for
all practical purposes British exports found no free
entry into the Dominions, while Dominion exports in
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overwhelming quantities were free of entry into the
United Kingdom. He also stressed the error of thinking
that large preferences over foreign competition had any
real value for the United Kingdom if the rates still
levied on British imports were on a scale which rendered competition with local manufacturers impracticable. Moreover, it was pointed out that the Canadian
practice, followed also in the other Dominions, of
abruptly imposing anti-dumping duties was destructive of all security in trade and prevented British
exporters making effective contracts in advance. On
the other hand, stress was laid on the determination of
the Dominions to erect a better balanced structure of
economy than could exist on the basis of devotion to
agriculture alone. This doctrine is one which has been
incessantly enunciated by the Irish Free State, which
has aimed at fostering new industries, at first welcoming the investment of non-Irish capital, but in 1932
altering its policy so as to penalise such capital and to
restrict its support to purely Irish undertakings. As it
was at the same time admitted by Mr. De Valera that
it was probably impossible to find foreign markets for
the products of Irish farming, the prospect of that
industry appears to be somewhat depressing; a small
country with industries and agriculture confined to the
local market is hardly destined to enjoy even a modest
prosperity.
In the circumstances it was not to be expected that
agreement at Ottawa would be easy, for the Dominions failed to realise that their offers to the United
Kingdom were largely illusory, and were strengthened
in their resistance to pressure by the belief, fostered by
the continuance of the grant to their exports of freedom
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from duties despite the imposition of tariffs generally,
that the British market would for domestic reasons
remain open to them without serious counter-concessions. Moreover, Russian dumping was bitterlyresented
by .Canada, which desired the British Government to
assimilate its attitude to that of Canada and to refuse
entry to goods produced under unfair conditions of
competition. In the end pressure of the desire to be
able to assert success in the negotiations led, on August
20, 1932, save in the case of the Irish Free State, to
agreements, largely in favour of the Dominions, at the
expense of the United Kingdom, and to a certain
amount of inter-Dominion concessions. It must,. however, be admitted that in the framing of the compact
with Canada so much friction was engendered that it
illustrates the grave dangers of seeking to base interimperial co~operation on trade considerations. The
Dominions have found among themselves that trade is
apt to lead to tension of relations when in lieu of.voluntary preferences a balance of advantage falls to be
struck between the parties.
The Ottawa agreements, as far as concerns the Dominions, rest on the basis that they will maintain
existing British preferences, and will also consider
seriously the reduction of their tariffs so as to secure
British manufactures the possibility of competition on
reasonable terms. Access to the Tariff Boards of Canada
and Australia will be accorded to British manufacturers, though the value of this concession is problematic, especially in Canada, where the object of creating
the Board was to secure fuller protection for home
industry. In any case, the Dominions will protect such
local undertakings as they think capable of successful
2 I
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development as opposed to exotic industries. Concessions are promised in the removal of extra duties at
present imposed on revenue grounds, when financial
conditions permit. The British concessions, in addition
to the maintenance of preference under the Import
Duties Act, 1932, by the maintenance, unless with
Dominion consent, of the 10 per cent ad valorem duty
on foreign imports, include free entry for three years of
eggs, poultry, butter, cheese, and milk products, a duty
of 2s. a quarter on wheat, and a system for increasing
the price and securing orderly marketing of chilled and
frozen meat and mutton, as well as minor increases of
preference. The interests of consumers in the United
Kingdom are to some extent safeguarded by the right
to withdraw imposts on foreign meat if supplies at
reasonable cost are not available from Dominion
sources, and there is a general agreement to discuss
issues arising from the unsatisfactory operation of any
part of the agreements.
Constitutionally the agreements are open to no
serious objection on the score of duration, for that is
limited to five years with possibility of denunciation by
six months' notice before that date, and on like notice
thereafter. The only exception is the British undertaking to ask Parliament for a ten years' preference on
tobacco, which is a luxury and may be treated differentially. This obviates any serious criticism of the
compacts as unduly tying the hands of Parliament, a
possibility protested against in advance by Mr. Mackenzie King, but three years would have been wiser.
It is important to note that Newfoundland was
brought definitely into the ambit of the British preferential scheme as well as Southern Rhodesia, which
I
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has always had close relations with the United Kingdom, first as part of the Customs Union, and then as a
self-governing colony. The agreements were also made
in some measure applicable to the colonies and protectorates, thus bringing them into close contact with
the Dominions as parts of the Empire, if not of the
British Commonwealth of Nations.
Inter- Dominion preferences proved more difficult
of attainment. But the Union made compacts with
Canada, New Zealand, and the Irish Free State, Canada
with the latter and Southern Rhodesia, Despite the
difficulty caused by the British decision that negotiation with the Free State was impossible pending the
settlement of the outstanding difficulties between the
countries over the breach of the Irish treaty, the Free
State delegates were able to accomplish something and
to establish friendly relations with the personnel of the
other delegations. Clearly, however, the nature of the
exports of the State forbids much hope of a substantial
development of inter-imperial trade save with the
United Kingdom.
Valuable as were the results in the economic sphere,
the political implications were of far greater importance. As already mentioned, the Conference had to
face the issue of the relations of inter-imperial preferences to the most favoured nation clauses of treaties
with foreign powers. It was resolved that these preferences must be maintained apart from treaty relatio~s, w~ich means essentially that the Conference has
homologated and reaffirmed the doctrine of the Conferen_ce .o£1926 thatrelations between the Dominions are
not regulated by international law. If, of course, they
were so regulated, it would clearly be impracticable
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for the system to work, as the advantages conceded
between the parts of the Empire would enure to foreign
powers, unless and until all treaties with most favoured
nation clauses were abrogated, a step of dubious value
to British foreign trade and relations. This is a most
important result, for it means that the need of economic
unity has interposed a most substantial barrier in the
way of the development of the tendency to stress
the sovereignty and independence of each unit of the
Empire. Incidentally it afforded a strong support to the
British contention that its differences with the Irish
Free State ought to be decided by a domestic tribunal
and not by one on which sat a foreign arbitrator.
A further most important agreement pledged the
United Kingdom and Canada to the effect that, if either
Government is satisfied that the system of preference
in respect of any class of commodities is being frustrated through the State action of any foreign country,
it will use its powers of prohibition of import to secure
the effective operation of the preferences which it has
granted. This clause, of course, is directed essentially
against Russian dumping of wheat, and especially
timber under the five years' plan, but specific mention
was deliberately avoided. The principle is of importance, for it meets the contention of the Dominion that
no preference would avail to aid timber against dumping; and the same plea has been adduced by the Scandinavian countries, the other great historic source of
British timber imports. In this point as in general the
agreements are not intended to prevent other forms of
Empire trade being developed, though the immediate
object is to encourage fuller use of the opportunities of
exchange of Empire commodities on reasonable terms.
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{6) The relations between the Dominions and India
stand on a distinct footing from their relations inter se.
This depends essentially on the fact that, while there
is normally freedom of intercourse between the Do~
minions, though each exercises the widest power of
exclusion of other British subjects at its discretion, the
,,.:; D9roi:oiq~s . ciefillitely 4.av(3 Glosed their, doors to the
•"'· ~ffi!g!~il~BP:2!~Ja9:~fl.J:lS~ The. pri:nciple.qf~nG:h e:xGl'llsion
hi;~,s.been recognised by.Ip.di~.()n.the.sc()re..of.the. rigll,t of
each part of .the.. E.mpire· ~.o. :r;egpJ~.tl3 .the qpropositiq:rt of
its own popnlatiqn, a11cltq,follow sucg a. poli<;yas 1Ilay
best accord with its own views of the wisest method in
Which to build .up its. s()Qial .and •· €)QOnoroic s.tructure.
The principle of inter~imperial equality, however, has
one satisfactory effect. It has induced the Dominions
to recognise that they may be subjected at pleasure
by the Indian Government to similar conditions of
exclusion to those which they impose. Tbia. . principle,
e!lu:P.oi~te9- , .at. the . . JW,Pe!'i~l. 9PPJei.:·eP.<:le ..Q.f -l~J7, .was
~!liR:!£f2!/~.J?;Jr,.~~~. Qa:g,.~e!:~~l~.e.~~Q.+.,!.~J.,§.,.~i~.4."the. . :re.GPglli~
tionthatit was proper th~.t II1diansJawfpJlyd91Iliciled
i11. the Dominions should .be pe:r:mitted tq bring into
t!!.em.~b.eir. wiY~§...~;q,q"•·miB;B~" 'R.hMPsf.~J:l,•..~ssl1ming that
such· marriages were de facto monogamous. Tchi,s.,;w:as
/\fg.ll!i?~.e~ . .i;X£.,J.~lg! .... l>Y.:c1?he·--~:9.t]lj.~;t; .·;J;e.<!.qg~i~iol1··that in
principle Indians lawfully :tesident should not be denied
the o:r:di11ary .right .p£.oit~zellship. Fi'om.thisview. South
Africa·.••·expresseQ..•.··.•st:r:o;n..g... ~.eJ:l~.·allcl·.the.,.<J,oilte.st. was
r~!l~}!.~Sl.ip.,. J.~~. ~ ,~4,~Il.,~~J;\~.r~l,Smut~. :rJ:~.po:t:ded hjs dis~
approval of the formation of any resolutions by the
Conference when unanimity could not be achieved, and
when, on the contrary, the Indian delegates pressed for
reconsideration of the whole issue by the Union and
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for direct negotiations with the . stationing..oi.an..agent
qf the.Indian Gov:emment -in the Union to .represent
~ndians .there. ~esi<l~11t~ a11(i to. :;tct ~.s a11. i11tennediary
between them and the Union Government.
The proposal~ in its recognition of the right of the
Government of India to interest itself in Indians
domiciled abroad, W~§..J:~.pJJ.l~ed,,,QY,:... ~SllH~!'!!l:l. . . §J:llY.ts~
who insisted that . . th~.re. pq:g,l<l,.pe,p.o q:gesti<;>n of extending political :riglJ.t.s to Indians, ang th~ t fo:r economic
..;reasons the .Union must safeguard herself against their
,.J\i~.eqmpetition. Gener.al ... Smuts~ . position ..w~.~t diflil,}lllt.
~ThJ.~tll&.~mg.,,~g.quisition of
~Pt;rty.by Indians had been circumvented in
various ways, and the activity of the Indians in petty
trade was an object of envy to their competitors, often
themselves immigrants or descendants of immigrants
into the Union. Th~- A-~~i!l!Jit9..l!!.U.YiiY:. ..Q~uml:liasio:n of
l~g9.:;~,Lp;t:e.sented recomm~n(i~tions. whivh were. carri~d out in part . by the Gqyeri1lil.ent, .resulting i!! the
f:g.!th13:r lowering of. In<:li~p. st~RM~ ~I1. pl;l,,~ . •Y~~S?P:• and
the feeling there against Indians was so marked that
;t~~,. m.!£~,~~FY• . ,~:f~.~r..~P&. . Qgnf.~:r:e'lc:;.e .of . J.~g~,. proQeeded
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~&~~~s., The measure aroused deep resentment m
,,.,,,•'"'the community and was not passed before the fall of
the Smuts administration.Jn 1926? -when Indians were
included in the Colour Ba~~i~rli:tion, permitting exclusion of non-Europeans from skilled mining and other
,r~';,i
":~rk, it rea pear~~ as,~~he ~e,.a~ ~~Et~,~~r~~~~2~'.· ~~di~\: \
~,~t;,gn ..~R-•. ,...,.•.,.~~~f.~..~s~E~.r,;,;fl,;£J~},§~O!l). B111,
\ \ /<\vl}iQh..:W~JLfi»llowe.d by; ..the . . Yi~it ot~. cJ&l~g~tioP .from
~ """;~,111<:1!~ ... YQ..JltlJ<1Yt4~. . i§§W~ ~QJb,.~h~ ..§L?Ot: ·•· .T~i~\l>~...,i~~"~
/ . /'··..,. ,!2,;L~~J~,,,£gl,lt~J;~.!J;¥~·iri~~,;,Q~Jilr"''''Jr:2~~,.j};l.,.1Mt2~.:m,h\##,.l926
1
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~Jj~tiiil~'il~ii~~;¥;¥;~g., .•~···· . XU.QStj:r.p.ppl'tant Chapter

~~~~~l!:~:..
Under this agreement both Governments reaffirmed
Ji~;'tbek.reoogP.ition .•of .the,•. .!'ight. . .Qf ...the . . JJ:mg:v,,.~Q . . .JJ~e all
'jw;t•.~nd. JegitiJ;.U~.te ·.· .~e~~s
~hg,,m~~t;~;n9~····
Western..~ stand~rdft of life. The Union Government
re-oog~IS~2I'"t:haF'In<f1ai:i.s 'ctomiciled in the Union who
were prepared to conform to Western standards of life
should be enabled so to do. For those Indians in the
Union who might desire to avail themselves of it, the
Union Government would organise a s.cheme o£assisted
emig;ration.to Tndia.. o;f;.,. q.tb.er".co.p,.:at;ti~§..W"b.el'e Western
not reouired. Union domicile would be
standards
were
;,;::;~;:;;;,;;~·;c_· ~~-J~,:~;;_;~:~ ~ ·--·~ ----·'
'·'-~;;\-.C. :-~k\' /~-:·,,~.:; :. •, ,:,{>•';~"''• r '<"{•;~il;)~!"-t,;-~U.~'lJ:h~:+!:~'';';;.~;;j·~-'fi)OI;.''•f-'V~' -:1",;'.;~·~,;,.,"'"'-"''\ ,'~oit•;:-VJ,,·,_;
lost after three years' continuous absence from the
Union, in agreement with the revision it was proposed
to make of the general law relating to domicile; emigrants under the assisted emigration scheme. who desired .to return to the Union within the period of three
years would be allowed to do so only on refunding the
cost of the assistance given. The Government of India
recognised its obligation to look after such emigrants
on arrival in India. The admission into the Union of
thevyiyeE; ~I1d lllip.or cgild.ren of Indians permanently
domiciled in the Union would be regulated by the
terms of the Imperial Conference Resolution of 1918.
In the expectation that the difficulties with which
the Union had been confronted would be materially
lessened by the agreement, and to secure that the
agreement should come into operation under the most
favourable auspices, ~JJ:lli2.~.~2X~~U~~:U1d,.,W~~-4c;B()t
'.{ ~g,,,J?~QQ.~~~.,.~H,rt~,¥~.~~~~.J;l:,.1i,~.¥·.AIJ~~w,.;§Jll.r~J:$J,¥j~jQ.!l. ..was
~ad~Jor the stationin9 ill t~~ 1J!lionof.a!l. ~?:IJ.! ()f the
Indian Government h1 order to secure continuous and
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c;:li~~~:.~ffective co-operation between the. ~:wo Q-()Y(3:r'll!!l:e1lts,

a!-l~,.•M£.:.., §ri!1ix~~j. ,.~,~~t'i~,~lf£<L~ad Jong been. a protagonist in expressing .Indian views, was selected as
the first. incumbent of the office·.
Successful in its own way as.. this. agreement was, it
<!lid not prevent difficulties arising. It was the hope of a
considerable section of the Dutch population that the
agreement meant the deportation of a large number of
Indians, but this expectation was not fulfilled, and, on
tlte o.ther ha.J;lc.l., ~.b.e )a:n<l difijc:u..lty.iJ;l. the. Transvaal
revived .. ll!:,,lJUJl .~n Act}. .bAci:bee:n. passed to prevent
companies controlled by Indians from holding land,
and
thus evadinQ' the Gold Law of 1908 which forbade
!~ti:··''-''·"~·· ''{e!~-~~-:i':'~~>'h.•··'-''"':_,_·..w,,,P,_->,,-,,2-?"''r'""-~;-,,_.};';~o-:. .< •..._;,r<:' · ~ "''·,:_t::\~"':',_·>!' l·~-.,···· i;:. )i;.:;;•~~::,.;<-,J,; i,:'·~:,,<.--, ~-- -•__ - -_- ·
Asiatics doing so, but in number of cases this prohibition had been evaded, without breach of the letter
of the law but in defiance of its spirit. It was proposed,
therefore, by the Government of the Union to legislate
by the 1'ransv,aal Asia.tie"~e;au;r~,.<Am.endment)..Bill to
1neet .~hese eyasions, 11n~ to.dirnii1is~ s~1J~~11ntially the
ftit~r~ po~sibility ~f Asiatics holding i~~d or trading in
)' . the province. 4~.~,~~~H!t.B.f..~b.i§,~.J:J,~""Q.tU~J.,gjffi.Q9-J~.i~s a
'fy.:r::tJ.J!'J~Q!.mJ~;r.e!lce met in January .and February 1932

.

•

a

~ni.~~~y,;~··.:ii;~;;in'eD.t~CTCwas-recogilise<I~tliat';···as
e,1ght;y;.,;p~LQ~Ut..&f,.th.~.JnP.ians in .the Union were Union
born, 2 it was hopeless to contemplate their. settlement
in India, and the two Governments therefore agreed
to co-operate in seeking to secure settlement elsewhere,
a representative of the Indians in the Union assisting
them if so desired by the community. Otherwise the
agreement of.c 1927 was confirmeq, ..•:·:~lld
the Indian
.,.,-._, ·'

'i:-:-'-' ·::,•.' 'rf.,t,.:.;, ·ft;:t:~ ;:·;~?' •¥\,7;~-\~~~··y~+;~,; ;'•· ~~; ':'{t:tt';;:~~/·YY ~Ctc::.:/:'.'i·:r~,:::;·:f~\~':'"-': '•'.":'~'7::: ~;:J;'_;_·(!'t:· ~··li<C•.'-':•"'Ap;;,':ft'·~·~.=~-

-- ~

;!l' Keith, War Government of the British Dominions, pp. 319-21.
f2 The Indians arefo\lnd chi.etly in:Nat~.tl ( 160,000),. Trans:vaal(~0,000),
Cape (6000); the Orange Free.Sta.te has S\l(lces;;fully excluded thelll. Of.
!Ic.>f~n~y.r, $p1i.r/r..4Jri~a,.{li);:JJ)•.. pp•• aoo-.305.
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qg.~~El~~~E.,~g:~~sl~2"22~RillcRY,,~9..!E};1:!B~~~g. ..~n agent
in phe ull~op- ... (Jonsiderable concessions .were made as
toTa:iid.:':h(;Id:1n·g.as•regards. lands acqwred .trp.to .March
l, lQ.30,.byoompa,nies,. andit.:was.f},.gieyQ. t:P.ll.t an impartial commission should investigate individual cases,
and that on their report the Minister of the Interior
should be empowered to withdraw specified areas of
land from the operation of the Gold Law forbidding
the occupation of land by coloured persons. This power
would apply also in the future.
1Y~H~•·m:~.~~xF§ ..j11 .••.}£lx .}Ip,~g~··•;~·fy . ~hl!§,.Jy.gHl~tyd on
·~·"'0,~x~-¥~. ~,~!~t~g:%., .;R,~.~i-~?. ,~.~2...Jrk}!~ ..Indians enjoy less
privilege in the matter of immigration than do the
Japanese under an agreement made informally in 1930,1
their position in the other Dominions is on the whole
more favourable. Immigration is shut off, and Canada
unquestionably thus affords better treatment under
treaty and informal agreement to Japanese than is
granted to Indians. Japanese up to 150 2 a year newcomers are. permitted entry, while Indians are entirely
refused entry save for mere visits. Nor has Canada been
able to induce British Columbia to accord Indians the
franchise from which they are excluded by the province,
with theresult that they are also excluded from the
federal franchise. Otherwise the issue is not there of
much concern owing to the small number of Indians
resident. The same remark applies to the Commonwealth, and the result of the doctrine of inter-imperial
equality has been that both the Commonwealth and
Queensland have legislated to accord the vote to
Indians, and the former has allowed them to receive
1

2

Journ. Parl. Emp. xii. 1058-70.
Ibid. x. 614, 616. Of. Brady, Canada (1932), pp. 170-74.
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old age pensions. New Zealand rigidly excludes under
Acts of 1920 and 1931, but does not otherwise penalise;
Newfoundland has no attractions to offer, and the
Irish Free State maintains the British doctrine of freedom of entry, and no discrimination save that the
franchise is restricted to Irish citizens.
No doubt the matter is not wholly satisfactory. The
suggestion has even been madethatthe day may come
when India may appeal to the League of Nations to
take up the issue of the right of.migration, and it is
possible that at some future time the activities of the
League may extend beyond the present doctrine that
immigration is essentially a matter of domestic jurisdiction, so thatit cannot.. be dealt with either by the
League Council or the Permanent Court of International J ustice. 1 The most important factor in the
situation is the attitude of Japan, which endeavoured
to secure the right of migration as a fundamental
principle recognised by the League, and which has
never acquiesced in the justice of the policy of the
reservation of areas by nations as their inviolable preserves, especially when, as in the case of Australia, the
local population and such immigration as it permits
fail to fill up the territory at any adequate rate. It is
significant that one of the reasons which induced
Dominion refusal to accept the Geneva Protocol of
1924 was the belief that it might in some measure
handicap them in their maintenance of the doctrine
that immigration issues were of purely domestic
concern.
It is significant of the difficulty of relations between
India and the Dominions that it proved impossible
1

Wheaton, International Law (ed. Keith), i. 574, 600.
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at Ottawa to reach any agreements as to trade relations between these countries, though India definitely
adopted the principle of a preferential agreement with
the United Kingdom. Further development of relations
may doubtless be expected in the course of time.
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foroes resignatwn
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:iP.,l$\'.!6, 152
.
Abolition of Australian State system,
question of Commonwealth power
of, l11
Accession and withdrawal of Dominions to and from treaties, 7,
76, 399
Accessories to felonies punishable in
England for acts done elsewhere,
468
Accredit envoys, power not given
to Governor- General, 131, 140;
save as regards League of Nations,
140
Act of State, power, of GovernorGeneral to order or ratify, 142
Active and passive belligerency, 71,
73, 221, 222, 410, 411; see Neutrality
Active Citizen Force, Union of South
Africa, 420
Active Militia, Canada, 416
Address in reply to speech from the
throne, 218, 247
Addresses from houses of Parliament
as ground of removal of judge,
257, 258
Adelaide Convention, 1897, 292
Administration of Justice Act, 1920,
regarding reciprocal enforcement
of judgements, 469, 470
Administrator of South-West Africa,
373-6,448
Administrators of Union Provinces,
363, 364, 367, 448
Admiralty, British, see Naval Defence
Admiralty appeals lie as of right to
Privy Council, 267
Admiralty jurisdiction, 25, 32-4,
261-5, 467, 468
Admiralty Offences (Colonial) Act,
1849, 262
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Admiralty warrants for use of flags,
124
Admission of wives and children of
Indians lawfully resident in Dominions, 485, 487
Advisory Board on Tariff. and Taxation, Canada, 242
Advisory Council, South- West
Africa, 374
Advisory judgements, .in Canada, not
in Australian Commonwealth, 307
Aerial navigation, Canadian control
over, 328, 329
Afghanistan, war of 1919 with, Dominions automatically involved
in, 7l
Afrikaans, see Languages
Age of retirement of judges, 257, 258
Agents-General of Australian States
(formerly Colonies), 190, 191, 192;
protest against Finance Act, 1894,
466
Agreement between United Kingdom and Commonwealth and
States of Australia as to emigration and settlement, 474-6
Agreements between Governments
of India and Union of South
Africa, as to Indians in the Union,
1927 and 1932, 487-9
Agreements of non-treaty character,
concluded by Dominions, 397,
398; ratified by Governor-General
in Council, 140
Agricultural Merit, Order of, Quebec,
448
Aikins, Sir James, LieutenantGovernor of Manitoba, 152
Air Force Act, applies to Dominions,
465; but adapted in 1932, 431
Air Force of Canada, 416; of Commonwealth, 418; of New Zealand, 419;
of Union of South Africa, 420
Air Navigation Convention, 1919,
301; applies between parts of
Empire, 89 n.2
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Albania, renunciation of British
extra-territorial jurisdiction in,
398; supported by Dominions in
admission to League of Nations,
407
Alberta, settled territory, 94; entry
to federation, 109; in 1905 be·
comes province of Canada, 291,
318; parties, 177, 178; Legislative
Assembly, 194, 199; representation in House of Commons, 194;
in Senate, · 201; initiative and
referendum, 232, 233; relations
to federation, 2!H, 312, 318, 335,
442; see Canadian provinces
Alien not entitled to enter British
territory, 141, 142
Allan, Hon. J., Premier of Victoria
(1924-27), 212
Allegiance, as bond of Empire, 62·
64, 117 -24; due to sovereign, 414;
not affected by taking of oath,
66 n.
Allen, Hon. Sir James, G.C.M.G.,
New Zealand statesman, 209
Alteration, of constitutions of Dominions, provinces, and states,
34, 35, 104-16; of law by treaties
requires legislative confirmation,
236
Amendments of Covenant of League
of Nations, proposed, 406, 407
American capital, importance of, to
Canadian industrial development,
477 n.
American legal doctrines of constitutional interpretation, rejected
by Privy Council, 338, 346, 347;
adopted for a time by High Court
of Australia, 341
Amery, Rt. Ron. L. 8., Secretary of
State for the Colonies (1924-29),
and for Dominion Affairs (19251929), authorises illegal action by
Governor of Tasmania in 1924-25,
157, 158
Amnesty, grant of, under Dominion
control, 284
Amotion of judges by procedure of
Burke's Act, 257
Anglo-Russian agreement, 1930, 77n.;
abrogated in 1932, 399, 481, 484
Anglo. Russian tension promotes
federal feeling in Australia, 288
Annexation of territory, prerogative
of, 133, 134
Annual sessions of Parliament, 103,
247, 248
Appeals to Judicial Committee of

Privy Council, 15, 21, 35, 36,
265-81
Appellate Division, Supreme Court,
Union of South Africa, at Bloemfontein, 261, 362
Appellate Jurisdiction Acts, 1908,
1913, and 1915, 269
Appellate Jurisdiction Act, 1929,
269
Appointment and removaJ of Gover·
nor-General under Dominion control, 17, 18, 134, 135, 160 n.
Appropriation
Bill, . Tasmania,
wrongly assented to, 157, 213
Arbitration, see Conciliation and
Arbitration
Archbishops, precedence of, 449
Areas Reservation, and Immigration
and Registration (Further Provision) Bill, 1926, 486, 487
Armed forces, exemption from local
jurisdiction when in other territory
(see Visiting Forces (British Commonwealth) Bill, House of Lords,
October 25, 1932), vii
Arms Traffic Conference, League of
Nations, 1925, 79, 80
Army Act, Imperial, 227, 264, 416,
421, 422, 423, 428, 429, 465;
adapted in 1932, 431
Army and Air Force (Annual) Act,
1932, 431
Arrest, freedom from, of members of
legislatures, 254
Ashmore Island to be administered
by Commonwealth, 319 n.2
Asiatic Inquiry Commission, 19201921, 486
Asiatics, matters affecting, under
Union Government's control, 369;
.see India
Asquith, Rt. Hon. H. H. (Lord
Oxford and Asquith), erroneous
view of, as to prerogative of
dissolution, 150
Assent to bills in Dominions, etc.,
251; to be refused to secession
bill, 67, 160; see Disallowance
Audit of accounts in Dominions,
etc., 243
Auditor-General, independence of,
in Dominions, etc., 243; of Union
of South Africa objects to expenditure on railway system, 240
Australia, see Commonwealth of
Australia and States of Australia
Australian constitutional safeguard
in Colonial Laws Validity Act,
1865, 106

INDEX
Australian Imperial Force, 417
Australian States Constitution Act,
1907, 106
Australian Waste Lands Act, 1855,
319 n.
Autonomy of Dominions, Chaps. I.IV.; see Contents
Awards of Commonwealth Court of
Conciliation and Arbitration can
overrule State law, 350
Aylesworth, Ron. Sir A., Minister of
Jus~ice of Canada (1906~11), 299
Bacon, Francis, lays down rule of
absolute sovereignty of Parliament (Works (ed. 1861), vi, 159,
160), 38, 39
Baker, Sir R., views on Australian
constitution, 206
Baldwin, Rt. Ron. Stanley, Prime
Minister of United Kingdom (19231924, 1924-29), 462, 477, 479, 480
Balfour, Earl of, 169, 429
Bankruptcy, inter-imperial co-operation in, 470
Bankruptcy Act, 1914, applies in
part to Dominions, 466
Baronetcies, award of, for Dominion
services, undesirable, 446
Basutcland, colony by cession (1869),
controlled by High Commissioner
for South Africa, 161; relation of
Union to, 377, 378
Bath, Order of, sometimes awarded
for overseas services, 446
Baty, T., treats inter-imperial relations as international, 85 n.
Beauharnois Power Corporation,
political influence of, 183
Bechuanaland Protectorate, controlled by High Commissioner for
South Africa, 161; relation of
Union to, 377, 378
Belgium, Locarno. Pact, 1925, for
security of, 73; Minister to, from
Irish Free State, in 1932, 391;
treaty of 1862 with United Kingdom, 476
Bell, Rt. Ron. Sir Francis, AttorneyGeneral, New Zealand, 209
Belligerency, passive, on part of
Dominions, 71, 73, 221, 222, 409411; see Neutrality
Benefits for other parts of Empire
can be stipulated for in British or
,/ Dominion treaties, 76, 77, 399
~'Bennett, Rt, Ron. R., Prime Minister
of Canada since 1931, 22, 167, 191,
203
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Berlin, Irish Free State Minister at,
53, 391
Bessborough, Earl of, GovernorGeneral of Canada from 1931, 18,
135
Bigamy, Dominion power to punish
when committed extra•territorially, 229; British power in respect
of, 468
Bi-lingualism, in South Africa, 181;
in South-West Africa, 376
Binding force of British treaties concluded before 1922 on Irish Free
State, 279 n,
Birth on British ship as cause of
nationality, 118
Bishops of Church of England, legal
status of, in Dominions, 432-5;
former precedence of, 449
1
Blachford, Lord, secures legalisation
of position of colonial clergy in
England, 434
Blair, Ron. A. G., Minister of Rail;w'ays, Canada, resignation of, in
.11'1904, 167 n.
·>Blake, Hon.. .Edwal1d,. Jlilinister of
J ~stice,. Qap!J!il!;lo.. ~\H
Bloemfontein as headquarters of
Appellate
Division,
Supreme
Court, 261, 362
Blue ensign displayed by Dominion
naval forces, 124
BlytM, E., representative of Irish
Free State to League of Nations,
408
j3ona vacantia belong to Crown, 98
4'SonarLaw, .Rt. Ron. A., admits in
l920right of Dominiorw to.aecede,
.60
Bond, Rt. Ron. Sir Robert, Premier
of Newfoundland, 167
Bondelzwarts, unsatisfactory treat.
ment of, in Union of South Africa,
373, 456
Boothby, Mr. Justice, perverse judgements of, in South Australia, 25,
257
.
Borden, Rt. Ron. Sir Robert B.,
Prime Minister of Canada (19111920), 9, 10, 46, 50, 140, 167, 175,
t203, 249, 404, 415
;Eotha, . Rt•. Ron .. I,..,.J?r:~J:P:'l Iy,{~r:lister
of Union .of SoutkAfri{)a (19101919)., .8, 167
Boundary of Irish Free State, settlement of, 275
Boydell, Ron. T., Minister of
Labour, removed from Union
Ministry in 1929, 167
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Brazil, commercial arrangements
with, 76n.
Bribery of constituencies by public
works, 187, 239
British belligerency, power of Dominions to modify effects of, 222,
411
British Columbia, settled colony, 94;
entry into federation, 109; Legislative Assembly, 194; representation
in }louse of Commons, 194; in Senate, 201; relations to federation,
291, 299, 300, 301, 317, 332; position of British Indians, 489
British Commonwealth of Nations,
meaning of term, 90
British Consul, duty to control merchant shipping, 32
British Consular Courts, see Extraterritorial jurisdiction
British Consular Service used by
Dominions, 394
British Dominions, technical sense of
term, 89; part of dominions, 90 n.
British Empire, Dominions as parts
of, 90
British Empire Or®r awarded for
Dominion services, 446
British Empire seat on League of
Nations Council, 47
.
British fleet, source of Dominion
security, 414
British Government, degree of control over Dominion action, 50-53,
131-3; no longer acts as intermediary between King and Irish Free
State, 68; uses its influence to
secure Canadian federation, 286;
to induce Western Australia to
enter Commonwealth, 289
British Indians, position as to Dominion, provincial, and State franchise, 194, 195; in Dominions, 485491
British Law Ascertainment Act,
1859, 264
British Ministers abroad may be
used by Dominions, 394
British nationality, 117-19
British Nationality and Status of
Aliens Act, 1914-22, 62, 63, 117,
466, 467
Bri.ti~9,,~er.~~.•.Am!l~i~!!I.•Aqii,~•. •!§.97 ~
lQ30,:.3~(ly;Jl~,l.YH••·~.Ql, J07, 126,
129, 256, 307, 317, 322, 323, 329;

~~~f~~!~&t;rsa~;~~!~'f~p:z.

vinces regulated by Acts of 1907
and 1930, 109, 312

British Settlements Act, 1887; illegitimate use of, in respect of l'toss
Dependency, 459,460
British ships, common status of, 30
British subjects, imperial legislative
control over, 64-6; imperial treaties
secure advantages for all, 76, 77,
399; or impose obligations, 398,
399; importance of securing common status, 62-4; ownership of
British ships to be restricted to,
30
British War Cabinet, 1917-18, 9, 10
Brown, Hon. George, promotes Canadian federation, 287
Bruce, Rt. Hon. S. M., C.H., Prime
Minister of Commonwealth of Australia (1923-29), hon. minister
from 1932, 150, 191, 228, :355,
426 n.
Burden of defence expenditure
borne by United Kingdom, 431
Burke's Act, 1782, application of, to
Dominion judges, 257
Buxton, Viscount (now Earl), Governor-General of the Union of
South Africa (1914-20), 162
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CanaP,a, fege,v!l.tiQI;l.• '!;,. 96; GovernorGeneral, 16, 137; 138, 149; reservation of bills, 21; Statute of Westminster, 23; extra-territorial power,
23, 24; alteration of Imperial Acts,
24-7; merchant shipping, 27 -32; admiralty legislation, 32-4; constitutional change, 34, 35,107-1 0; appeal
to Privy Council, 36, 267, 307-9;
pardon, 36, 37, 283, 284; honours,
37, 38, 444, 445; imperial legislation,38-42; foreign negotiations, 45,
67-78, 388, 389,391, 393,399, 400,
405, 407, 408; League of Nations,
47, 48; treaties, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53,
54, 55; secession, 58-61; nationality, 62-4, 119-21; inter-imperial relations, 78-82; arbitration, 82-4;
flag, 124, 125; legal basis of responsible government, 100, 101;
Privy Council, 163; parties, 173-8;
civil service, 174-6; High Commissioner, 189, 190, 191, 192; llouse of
Commons, 194, 197; Selll).t!l.,,,2012Q4; control of finance, 244; privileges, 253; judicial tenure, 256,
257; QJ:igin .. of Jedf)J)a~~op1 ,.2S5-7;
method, 290-92; cha.IJir.:teristics,
..21l.2.J4,atatus ofp;11QViUQ~,.~,~Jb~92;

INDEX
judiciary, 307-9; financial relations
with provinces, 311-13; creation of
provinces, 317, 318; division of
powers, 321-4; intexw;et'J,tj.Qn. of
coP,~.J;it.]ltiol),,.;l24-3~; Jib\JI~~y of subjects, 382, 383; military and air
forces, 415-17; naval forces, 424,
426, 427; religious issues, 439;
inter- imperial preferences, 4 76,
477, 481, 483, 484; relations with
India, 489
Canadian development of manufactures, 241; use of American capital,
477 n.
Canadian domicile, 120
Canadian National Railway branches,
Senate refuses to sanction, 203
Canadian nationality, 120, 121, 123
Canadian Nationals Act, 1921, 121
9..411~Jil',!,l~'''~fil?~i;p.. S!l§t••-{\¥c~i;l • .!lOt subject to 1mperia coritro , 22 n.; constitutional change, 34, 35, 107-10;
Statute of Westminster, 42-4, 220;
legal basis of responsible government, 101; Lieutenant-Governors,
135; Legislative Assemblies, 194,
197; Colonial Laws Validity Act,
1865, no longer applicable, 220;
appeals to Privy Council, 266, 267;
pardon, 283, 284; Agents-General,
295; status, 296-302; judiciary,
305-9; finance, 311-13; powers, 322348
Canberra, Australian federal capital,
319, 450
Cape of Good Hope, responsible
government, 4, 95; as ceded colony,
93; now province of Union (1910);
relation to Union of South Africa,
358, 359, 360, 361, 362, 367, 370;
native franchise, 21, 196, 197, 208,
361
Cape Town, seat of Union Parliament, 362
Capital cases, Executive Council
advises on, 283; in Newfoundland,
282; in Union of South Africa, 282
Carnarvon, Earl of, Secretary of
State for the Colonies (1874-78),
abortive plan for federation of
So.uth Africa, 338, 339
Cartier, · Hon. Sir George, Macdonald's colleague in Quebec, 174
Caucus system of control in Labour
parties, 179, 219
Ceded colonies, prerogative power to
legislate for, 91, 92
Certificate from High Court of
Australia essential in certain eases
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of appeal, 267, 342; normally
refused, 306
Certiorari, writ of, 259
Chamberlain, Rt. Hon. Sir Austen,
Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, 70, 456
Chamberlain, Rt. Hon. Joseph,
Secretary of State for the Colonies
(1895-1903), 303
Chanak crisis in 1922, 427 n.
Channel of correspondence between
Dominion and British Governments, 190,462,463; between States
and British Government, 302
Charge d'affaires left at the Vatican
as British protest in place of
Minister, 56
Ch 1ottetown, Conference at, in1864,
representatives of Canadian
aritime provinces, 290
.ll.ms!A.r.d,.,. . ,J:;qJ;q,,.,
•••··. of
¥lll!l<1}!),,,.,g~~!l~~ .~!>!)l]ltion to
. Philp,,J[)7 . .
·
Chief·· Justice acts•·ili' vaCancy of
Governor-General or Governor,
136
China, British extra- territorial jurisdiction in (Order in Council,
March 17, 1925), applicable to
Dominion subjects, 65
Chinese, legislation in Canadian
provinces as to, 332
Church of England, legal position of,
432-5
Church of Province of South Africa,
434, 435
Church of Scotland, position of, in
Dominions, 435
Citizenship in Dominions, see Nationality; as basis of franchise in Union
of South Africa and Irish Free
State, 197
Civil List of King defrayed by
United Kingdom alone, 134
Civil Service Commissioners, in
Canada, 185; in Australia, 186,
187; in New Zealand, 187, 188; in
the Union, 188, 189; in Iri11h Free
State, 189
Civil Service in Dominions, 184-9
Civil uniforms, the King's authority
for wearing of, 450
Claim by petition of right against
the Crown, 98 n. 1 , 143
Class Areas Bill, Union of South
Africa, 486
Closure of debate, 249, 250
Coal Hours Convention disapproved
by Union of South Africa, 404
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Coast Garrison . Force, Union of
South Africa, 420
Coastal defence of Irish Free State
undertaken by United Kingdom,
427
Coasting trade, colonial control over,
conceded in 1869, 5; reiterated in
1931, 31
Coin offences, imperial legislation
as to (16 & 17 Viet. c. 48), 264
Coinage Act, 1870, 133 n.
Coinage prerogative not delegated
to Governor-General, 129
Colenso, Dr., Bishop of Natal, 434,
435
Collision
regulations,
Dominion
power to enact, 226; in Australia,
357
Colonial Boundaries Act, 1895, 485
Colonial Conference, 1902, recommends preference, 476
Colonial Conference, 1907, 423; resolution as to Imperial Conference,
461, 462; on preferences, 476;
secures revision of regulations as
to judicial appeal, 266
Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act,
1890, 20, 32, 33, 261, 465; appeal
..1ies as of right to Privy Council,
/ 267
;.Col<;~nja.l . Laws V~dity . ,AQ.t-...)~65,
24, 25, 26, 43, 104, 106 n., 112,
220, 224-6, 281, 465
Colonial Merchant Shipping Conference, 1907, 6, 27
Colonial Naval Defence Act, 1865,
423
Colonial Prisoners Removal Acts,
1869 and 1884, 465
Colonial Probates Act, 1892, 467
Colonial Solicitors Act, 1900, 46 7
Colonial Stock Act, 1900, 22, 467
Colonies, by conquest or cession,
law of, 91, 92; by settlement, law
of, 91, 92; and protectorates,
British representatives act for,
411; Ottawa agreements apply to,
483
Colony, new definition of, 90 n.
Colour Bar legislation, Union of
South Africa, 476
Commander- in- Chief,
GovernorGeneral as titular, 414
Commander -in- Chief, Africa Station, controls South African Division of Royal Naval Reserve, 427
Commerce power, of Canada, 322,
325-8; of Commonwealth of Australia, 345-52, 353, 357

Commercial treaties, negotiation of,
7, 45, 46, 76, 77, 394-401
Committees of Supply and Ways
and Means, 238, 239
Common citizenship as bond of
Empire, 62-4
Common law of England, not binding on Dominion legislatures, 24,
25; forms basis of laws of all
Dominions save Que bee and Union,
270
Commonwealth of Australia, responsible government, 4, 96;
Governor-General, 17, 137, 138;
reservation of bills, 21; disallowance of Acts, 22; Statute of
Westminster, 23, 26; alteration
of Imperial Acts, 24-7; merchant
shipping, 27 -32; admiralty jurisdiction and legislation, 32-4; constitutional change, 35, 110-12;
appeal to Privy Council, 36, 267;
pardon, 36, 37, 283, 284; imperial
legislation, 38-42; secession, 5861; nationality, 62-4; foreign
affairs, 67-78, 394-7, 405, 407,
408, 409; inter-imperial relations,
78-82; arbitration, 82-5; conventional basis of responsible government, 101; flag, 124, 125; Executive Council, 163; parties, 178-80;
High Commissioner, 190; House
of Representatives, 195-7, 198,
199; Senate, 204-6; financial control, 243, 244; judicial tenure, 257;
High Court, 259; admiralty jurisdiction, 262; creation, 287 -90;
method of formation, 291, 292;
characteristics, 292-6; status of
States, 302-5; judiciary, 305-7,
309-11; financial relations with
States, 313-17; territories, 318-20;
distribution of powers, 338-41;
interpretation of constitution, 341354; military and air defence, 417,
418; naval defence, 423-6; precedence, 449, 4fiQ; inter-imperial
preferences, 477, 478,. 479, 481;
position of Indians in, 489
Commonwealth Conciliation and
Arbitration Act, 1930, 352
Commonwealth Merchant Shipping
Agreement, Dec. 10, 1931, 6, 2732, 90, 264
Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act, 1900, s. 5, 227;
constitution, appended to Act, 60,
111, 112, 129, 305, 316, 317, 319,
338-41, 343, 345, 351
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Consolidated Revenue Fund, ComCommunications between.Dominions
monwealth of Australia, 246
and Imperial Government, 190,
Constituent powers of Dominions,
462,463
Communist party of Canada, 178
34, 35, 104-16
Constitution (Amendment No. 17)
Compact: theory of Canadian federaAct, 1931, Irish .Free State, 147,
tion, l08cl0
Companion of Honour awarded for
235,.380
· Dominion services, 446
Constitution Acts, of Dominions, ImCompany law, division of power as
perial, 96, 464
Constitution of tbe Irish Free State
to, in Canada, 329, 330
(Saorstit Eireann) Act, 1922, as
Comparison of Canadian and Comfundamental law, ll4, ll5, 159,
monwealth constitutions, 295, 296
Comparison of United States with
280
Constitution (Schedule I.), Art. 3,
Canadian and Commonwealth con122; Art. 4, 128; Art. 5, 446, 447;
stitutions, 292-5
Art. 7, 70; Art. 8, 438; Art. 43,
Compulsory jurisdiction of Per235, 279; Art. 47, 113; Art. 49, 427;
manent Court of International
Art. 50, ll3, 114, 159; Art. 51,
Justice, 80, 81, 400, 405, 406, 410
Compulsory milita~y service and
129
Constitutional Act, 1791, Canada, 94
training in Dominions, 417, 418,
Constitutional change, rules of, 6, 7,
419
Conciliation and Arbitration, Com20, 34-5, 104-16
Constitutional conventions, 40, 99monwealth powers as to, 348-50
Conciliation Committees, . illegality
103
of, in Commonwealth, 352
Constitutional relations of upper and
Conchtsion and ratification of treaties
lower houses, 201-16
and agr.eements, 7, 45, 46, 76, 77,
Consul-General to the United States,
394-401
from Irish Free State, 392; to
Confederation, British CommonFrance, 392; to Portuguese E ast
wealth as a, vi, 57
Africa from Union, 392
Conference on Safety of Life at Sea,
Consular services of Dominions, 392
1914, 46
Consuls from foreign · countries in
Conferences between houses of ParDominions, 401, 402
liament, 250, 251
Contract with . Government needs
Confiscatory Acts, not illegal, 234,
Parliamentary appropriation, 245,
300 n .; suggested reference of issues
387
to arbitration, as regards QueensContracts by Governments subject
land Acts, 1920, 276
to Parliamentary sanction, 387;
Conflict of industrial awards and
principle invoked by Mr. De
legislation in Australia, 349, 350
Valera, vii
Conflict of .Laws, rules · of, varied in
Control of immigration, 8ee Immigrafavour of Dominions, 469, 470
tion
Congregational . Church of Canada
Conventional limitation on exercise
merged in United Church, 437
'of power does not imply diminuConnaught, H.R.H. Duke of, Govti=n·• 'f sovereignty, 30, 31
ernor-General of Canada (1911Conv. tions, see Treaties
1916), simplicity of social regime
Con entions negotiated under Labour
under, 449
rganisation of League of Nations,
Conquered • colonies, prerogative
03, 404
power to legislate for, 91, 92
k"'Rt •. llon. Sir"J >; ·.R.rime,,MjnisConroy, Mgr., apostolic delegate to
1~¥ of.· . tlle, .. Qo;tl!;tl!OJ'"wAAltlh(.l 1)13. 19J4}; ·2.05 .·
. .
Cl,l.nada, 441
Conscription, referenda in Australia,
Cook Islands, New Zealand control
417; under Acts in Canada, 416;
over, 458, 459 .
and New Zealand, 418
Co-operation between Ministers of
Consecration of colonial bishops
Dominions and United Kingdom
in England, 434
at foreign Courts, 53
Conservatives, of Canada, 173-7; of
Copyright, control over, conceded to
Upper Canada, 173
Dominions in 1911, 6
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Copyright Act, 1911, 235, 278, 279,
466
Copyright (Amendment) Act, 1931,
Canada, 467 n.l
Copypight (Preservation) Act, 1929,
1\'fsh Free State, 235, 279
~.ifrupt practices, rules as to, 200,
("'201
.J'('99llgJ:/'l::'(\l, Vf·. '1:·• !'.resident of the
·
Coti;i:ii)~l;.:J:rish ]'rt?e State, 15, 167,
219, 241, 249, 421
Council for Defence, Irish Free State,
422
Council of Defence, Union of South
Africa, 421
Council of League of Nations, Dominions as possible members of,
47; election of Canada, 48; of Irish
ll'ree State, 47
Country party in Australia, 179
Court of Appeal in Dominions, 260
Court of Appeal in England, decisions on English law of, not
necessarily binding on Dominion
courts, 270
Court of Conciliation and Arbitration,
Commonwealth of Australia, 306,
348-50
Court of Exchequer, Canada, see Exchequer Court
Courts Martial, no appeal to courts
of law from, 268; see Martial law
Courts Martial, Naval, 424
Covenant of League of Nations, see
League of Nations Covenant
Credentials of diplomatic agents, 53,
391
Crimes Act, 1932, Australia, 385
Criminal appeals discouraged by
Privy Council, 268
Criminal jurisdiction of English
Courts over offences committed
overseas, 65, 66, 467, 468; over
Governors, 142
Criminal legislation, by the provinces
of Canada, validity of, 334; no appeal to Privy Council allowed, 268
Criminal liability of Governor, 142
Cripps, Hon. Sir Stafford, K.C.,
M.P., 66 n., 78, 85 n.l
Criticisms of Judicial Committee of
Privy Council, 271-3
Crown in Commonwealth and States,
Acts binding on, 345; legal relations of, not separate juristic persons, 304, 305; see King, H.M. the
Customs agreement of Southern
Rhodesia and Union of South
Africa, 1930, 377

Customs legislation, ambit of Dominion power as to, 229, 230; process of, in Commonwealth of Australia, 241
Dail Eireann, 103, 104, 168, 197,
216, 219; cannot be dissolved
by a defeated Government, 104,
219
Dandurand, Hon. R., represents
Canada on League Council, 408
Deadlock in Canada as immediate
cause of federation, 286
Deadlocks, between houses of Parliaments, measure to solve, in
Canada, 202; Commonwealth of
Australia, 205, 206; Union of
South Africa, 207, 208; Newfoundland, 209; New South Wales, 210;
Victoria, 211; South Austmlia,
212, 213; Tasmania, 213, 214;
Western Australia, 214, 215;
Irish Free State, 215, 216
Death duties, Dominion legislative
power as to, 230; Canadian provincial powers as to, 331, 332
De Chair, Admiral Sir Dudley,
Governor of New South Wales
(1924-30), dispute of, with Mr.
Lang, 154, 155
Declaration of London, 1909, on
naval prize law' 7
Declaration of neutrality, see Neutrality
Declaration of rights in Irish Free
State constitution, 379-81
Declaration of war, efiect on Dominions, 71, 222, 410, 411; see
War
Default of New South Wales, 19311932, 314, 315
Defeat of ministry, action on, 172
Defence, Chap. XVII.; see Contents;
as cause of Canadian federation,
286; of Commonwealth, 288
Defence Act, 1912, amended in 1922,
Union of South Africa, 156, 419
Defence Committee, Australia, 418
Defence Council, Canada, 416; Union
of South Africa, 421
Defence of Dominions, 414-431
Defence power, ambit of, during
war period, in Australia, 228, 353;
in Canada, 228
Delay, criticism of, against Privy
Council, 272
Delegated legislation, instances of,
232, 236-8, 353
Delegatus non potest delegare, doc-
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trine not applicable to legislatures,
231
Denominational education, 441"3;
in Canada, 324, 334-7
Departments of External Affairs in
Dominions, 388, 389; as channels
of correspondence, 463
Dependencies of Dominions, Australia, 319, 320; New Zealand, 458460; Union of South Africa, 370-76
Deportation of agitators from Union
of South Africa in 1914, 74, 276;
of Pacific Islanders from Australia,
354; of other persons, 385
Deputies of Governor-General or
Governor, 136
De Valera, Eamon, President of
Council of Irish Free State since
1932, formerly leader of the
opposition, 61, 65, 66, 70, 84,
. 160, 167, 168, 182, 216, 241, 248,
249, 368, 380, 384, 395, 422, 480
Development of Dominion autonorny, sumrnary of, 3-13
De Villiers, Hon. J., Appellate
Division of Union Supreme Court,
on Union sovereignty in SouthWest Africa, 372
De Villiers, Lord, as acting GovernorGeneral of Union (1914), 156
De Waal, Hon. Sir N. F., Administrator of Cape of Good Hope
(1910-25), 367
Differential duties, reservation of
bills as to, 161
Dingley tariff, one cause of Canadian
preference of 1897, 476
Diplornatic and consular representation of the Dominions, 52-6, 213,
391-4
Diplomatic immunities not accorded
to High Commissioners, 190; but
to Ministers in Dominions from
foreign states, 393
Diplomatic unity of the British
Empire, ''48-54
Direct taxation, alone permitted to
Canadian provinces, 321, 330,
331; formerly given to Union
provinces, 364, 368
Disallowance of Dominion and State
legislation, 21-3, 130; not usual
at federal request, of State Acts,
296; of Act of Secession, 67, 130
Disallowance of provincial legislation in Canada, 299, 300
Dismissal of Government, when
justifiable, 136, 158, 159, 247
Dissolution of lower house .of Parlia-
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ment, position of Governor as to,
104, 147, 148-53, 219, 247; decision of ministry as to, 169, 247
Dissolution of upper house of Parliament, Commonwealth of Austj;alia, 205, 206; Union of
· uth Africa, 207, 208; Victoria,
211; South Australia, 212
'
isti"ibution ()L PQWef~ .. between
federationandproyinces in Canada, \1~21-4; · be:tween.Commonwealth and Sta£0a, ..338.•41
Distribution of raw materials, not
within province of League of
Nations, 408
Divergence of view between Privy
Council and House of Lords, 270
Divorce jurisdiction in Canada, 333
Doherty, Hon. C. J., Minister of
Justice, Canada, on disallowance
of provincial Acts, 300
Dominion, style of, 89
Dominion contrql of military and
air defence, 414, 415; of naval
defence, 423-5
Dominion judges, eligibility of, to
sit on Judicial Committee of
Privy Council, 275
Dominion mandates, 452-8; Nauru,
320; New Guinea, 320; South-West
Africa, 370-76; Western Samoa,
452-5
Dominion nationality, 62-4, 119-25
Dominion naval forces, 425-7
Dominion status, definition of, by
Imperial Conference of 1926, 12,
13
Dominions and League of Nations,
46-8, 402-4, 455"8
Dominions Office, 462, 474; see
Secretary of State for Dominion
Affairs
Dominions Royal Commission, 474
Drafting of governmental bills, 250
Dragon sent to St. John's to secure
peace, 255, 386
Dumping, by Russia, to be counteracted by Ottawa Agreement with
Canada, 481, 484
Duration of Parliament, 198; extension of, 153, 154
Duration of trade agreements between Dominions, 478; of Ottawa
agreements between United Kingdom and Dominions, 482
Durham, Earl of, proposals in 18381839 for self-government of Dominions, 3, 4, 5
Dutch, see Languages
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Dutch Reformed Church, Union of
South Africa, 436, 437

•

Eastern Districts Local Division of
Supreme Court of South Africa,
260
Ecclesiastical intervention in political issues, 174, 440-48
Ecclesiastical precedence, 449
Ecclesiastical prerogative of Crown,
432, 433
Education, constitutional issues as to
control of, in Canada, 322, 334-7;
see Denominational education
Edward VI., Parliament repeals restrictions in Act of Henry VIII.,
39
I~gypt, British extra-territorial jurisdiction in (Egypt Order in Council,
July 28, 1930), 65, 469
Electoral petitions, no appeal to
Privy Council in, 200, 201

2f~:r~~;z~~:~:.~:~~~;;:~on:;

Canada .(1847~54), introduces responsible government, 3; attacked
at Montrealj1:1 J!l'!,Q, g[ip
Emergency powers in Dominion,
383, 384
Emigration from United Kingdom,
474-6
Empire Marketing Board, 472
Empire Settlement Act, 1922, 474
English, see Languages
English law, see Common Law of
England
:mnquiries into industrial conditions,
limited power of Commonweahh
legislation as to, 346, 347
Entente, relation of Dominions and
tho United Kingdom as an, 57
Escheats, belong to Crown, 98; in
Canada, 297
Ethiopia, British extra-territorial
jurisdiction in (Abyssinia Order in
Council, Dec. 19, 1913), 65
Evolution of federation in Canada
and Australia, 285-90
Evolution of the Union of South
Africa, 358-60
Ex post facto legislation forbidden
in Irish Free State, 235, 279
Excellency, style of, 447, 448
Excess Profits Tax Bill, Newfoundland, 209
Exchequer Court of Canada, 265, 308;
appeal from, to Privy Council, 267
Excise duties, Australian States may

not levy, 352; nor Canadian provinces, 331
Exclusive powers of Commonwealth
Parliament, 340
Executive and Parliamentary control of foreign policy, 388-91
Executive Committee of SouthWest Africa, 873, 874
Executive Committees of Union provinces, 363, 364
Executive Council, 163-8; Irish Free
State, powers given to, 147
Exemption of Crown from liability
except under statute, 98
Exemption of Governmental property from taxation, in Canada,
313; in Commonwealth, 345
Exemption of High Commissioners,
Agents-Genera.!, etc., from income
tax, 190
Exequaturs of consuls, countersignature of, by Dominion minister,
54,401,402
Exile, pardon may be made conditional on, 283
Expenditure, issue of warrants by
Governor-General for, 243, 244;
made without Parliamentary appropriation is invalid, 245, 387,
395; position of Governor-General
if money is to be spent in anticipation of authorisation, 244; power
of Commonwealth to order by
State, 349
Explosive Substances Act,1883, punishment of offences under, in England, 468
Export duties, Canadian provinces
cannot levy, 331
Extension of duration of Parliament,
153, 154
External affairs, 7, 8, 45-57, 67-78,
131-3, 388-413; Commonwealth
power as to, 339
External sovereignty of Dominions,
45-57
Extinction of legislature, double
power of, 233
Extradition Act, 1870, 264, 465;
1873, 465
Extradition Convention, 1932, between United Kingdom, Australia,
New Zealand, etc., and Portugal,
396
Extra-territorial jurisdiction of British Crown applies even to Dominion subjects, 65, 66
Extra-territorial legislative power of
Dominions, 23, 24, 226-30; not of

INDEX
provinces, 44, 230; nor of States,
43, 44, 228
Federal, significance of term, 321
Federal Council of Australasia Act,
1885, 291
Federal jurisdiction of State courts
in Australia, 309-11
Federal loans, Commonwealth can
exempt from State taxes, 350
Federal officers, salaries of, taxable
by provinces of Canada, 338; not
by States of.i}ustralia, 343; except
by federal authority, 310
Federation, inaccurate as description
of British Commonwealth, 57
Fenians, menace of, as factor in Canadian federation, 286
Ferguson, Hon. G. H., Premier of Ontario (1923-30), High Commissioner for Canada in London since
1930, 108, 167, 191, 428
Fianna Fail party in Irish Free State,
182
Finance, Parliamentary control over,
238-46
Finance Act, 1894, 466
Finance Act, 1925, exempts High
Commissioners from income tax,
190
Financial Aid Convention, League of
Nations, 1930, 73
Financial Emergency (State Legislation) Act, 1932, Commonwealth of
Australia, 315
Financial issues, Governor's position
as to, 156-8
Financial provisions of Canadian constitution, 311-13; of Commonwealth constitution, 313-17
Financial Relations Act, 1913, Union
of South Africa, 365
Financial relations of Union and provi\}Ces in South Africa, 365, 366
F' ' cial safeguards for protection
bjects, 386, 387
, .i~.. ~~.,l!Q:p,. , ,,a,IJ.Jl,r~w •.. Prime
Minis:ter..oi.Commonwealth of A us.t,t;~,!!<.;.(J,aJ.Q.;;;!a..,,l,!l.J,:!-:;l,~.Jl.J3
Fishery legislation (1929; 'c. 29), Canada, 28 n., 237
Fishing industry, under Dominion
control, 28; limits of federal authority in Canada, 326
Fixing of prices of commodities in
war by federal authority in Canada
and Australia, 238
Flags, national, 124-6; of GovernorGeneral, 450, 451

./'

..-1J'q,t;be.s.,J:~t.Jion•...G,,JN,.~.·P.r.emier.··of
NE!w Zea,l;tiJ.<;l. J;rqm,,J,~3J;I,.J80
Foreign affairs, Dominion relations
to, 7, 8, 45-57, 67 -78; executive and
Parliamentary control over, 219,
220, 388-91; diplomatic and consular representation, 391-4; con•
elusion and ratification of treaties,
394-402; League of Nations and
Dominions, 402-9; belligerency of
Dominions, 409-11; special position of Newfoundland, 411-13
Foreign decorations, royal authority
for acceptance and wearing of,
450
Foreign enlistment, imperial legislation as to, 25
Foreign Enlistment Act, 1870, 264,
466, 468
Foreign Jurisdiction Act, 1890, British jurisdiction under, 65, 66, 453,
468,469
Foreign Law Ascertainment Act,
1859, 264
Foreign Ministers in Dominions, 391;
received by Governor-General, 54,
131, 392; immunities of, 393
Foreign Office, see Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs
Foreign policy of Canada, provinces
bound by, 300-302; Bee Foreign
affairs
Foreign Tribunals Evidence Act,
1856, 264
Forgery Act, 1913, punishment in
England of offences against, 468
Form of enactment of Acts, 251
France, Dominion relations with, 73,
91, 407; sends Ministers to Ottawa
and Dublin, 391
Franchise of lower houses in Dominions, provinces, and States,
193, 194
Franco-German war excites federal
movement in Australia, 288
Free elementary education, as right
under Irish Free State constitution, 380
Freedom of assembly, 380; limited in
Union of South Africa, 384
Freedom of conscience, 379, 380
Freedom of inter-provincial trade in
Canada, 313; of inter-state trade
in Australia, 353
Freedom of opinion and speech, 380,
384, 385
Freedom of trade, as motive of federation in Canada, 286, 287; in Australia, 288
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Freedom to form associations, 380,
384
:French language in Canada and
Quebec, 126
French law, in Quebec, reintroduced
in 1774, 94, 98, 256
French Liberals of Lower Canada,
173
Fugitive offenders, imperial legislation as to, 25
}rugitive Offenders Act, 1881, 264,
305, 465
:Full power from t,he King to negotiate and conclude treaties, 45, 46,
48, 51
Function, principle of equality between United Kingdom and Dominions not necessarily applicable
to, 13
}rundamental characteristics of the
federal constitutions, 292-6

•

Ga,lt, Hon. Sir Alexa,nder, first High
Commissioner for Canada in London, 189
Game, Air Vice-Marsha.! Sir P., Governor of New South Wales from
1930, dispute of, with Mr. Lang,
154, 155, 158, 159
Garden Island, legislative power
over, 226
General Act for Pacific Settlement of
Int,ernational Disputes, 1928, 72,
81, 208 n., 406, 410
General Staffs, co-operation between,
in United Kingdom and Dominions, 429
Geneva Convention Act, 1911, 264,
466
Geneva Protocol, 1924, Dominions
reject, 72, 405, 412, 490
Geneva, representatives of Dominions at, 403 n.
George III. assents to Quebec Act,
1774, 432
Gorman language, official recognition in South-West Africa, 376
German treaty, 1924, with United
Kingdom, 401
German treaty, 1928, with Union of
South Africa, 77, 395, 397, 400,
401; modified in 1932 after Ottawa
Conference, 479
Germany, relations with Dominions,
53, 73, 373, 377, 391, 395, 430;
sends Minister to Dublin, 391; informal relations with Canada, 398;
tariff war with Canada, 400; Zollverein treaty of 1865, 476; claim

for return of former colonial areas,
373,430
Glynn, Hon. P. J., loses seat in
Parliament, and therefore office,
164
Gold Law, 1908, Transvaal, aimed at
Asiatics, 4.88, 489
Government of Dominion, empowered by Statute of Westminster,
1931, s. 4, to agree to imperial
legislation for Dominions, except
in Commonwealth of Australia, 40,
41; may accept Locarno Pact,1925,
73; question of power to make
binding agreement as to payment
without Parliamentary sanction,
vii, 245, 387, 395
Government of Ireland Act, 1920, 96,
275 n.
Government ships, exemption from
liability for collision, 99
Governor of Newfoundland, Letters
Patent creating office, 97; functiov:s of, 134-62; channel of corre~p6ndence with British Oovern~cfuent, 463
.,'Governor-General, . appoiJl,tment of,
16-18; reservation of bills, 18-21;
question of assent to secession bill,
61; Letters Patent creating office
of, 97; prerogatives delegated to,
134-44; relations of, with ministers,
144-60; as agent of the Imperial
Government, 160-62; control of expenditure, 244; dissolution and
prorogation o:f Parliament, 247; return of bills, 248; accredits representatives to League of Nations
and ratifies Labour conventions,
48, 403; receives foreign Ministers,
54, 131; as titular Commander-inChief, 414; position as to honours,
444-8; precedence, 448; flag, 450,
451
Governor-General in Council, power
exercised by, excludes discretion
of Governor-General, 145 n.
Governor-General of New Zealand,
controls Ross Dependency, 450,
457; is channel o£ correspondence
with British Government, 463
Governor-General of Union of South
Africa, control over South-West
Afric'a, 375, 376; powers over
native affairs, 384
Governors of States, Letters Patent
for creation of office of, 97;
functions of, 134-62
Great Seal of Ca-nada, Common-

INDEX
wealth, and Union of South Africa,
141
Great Seal of the Realm, uses of,
in foreign relations affecting Dominions, 51, 138, 394
Grey, Earl, Secretary of State for the
Colonies (1846-52), proposes in
1849-50 federal clauses in Aus.ce•Ytralian constitutions, 288
"qrey7 Sir Cl;\lqrg!),.Qoyernpr.pf Cape
· of (}pod Hqpe, advo(lates,.iJJ,..1858,
South African federati9J;;t,, ,3,1)8
Grey, Viscount, view of position of
British Empire in League of
Nations, 74
Griffith, Rt. Hon. Sir S., on responsible government as inconsistent
with federation, 206
Griqualand West Local Division of
Supreme Court of South Africa,
260, 261
Guillotine, use of, 249

Habeas corpus, appeal in Commonwealth from discharge under, 342;
limitation on issue of, by English
Courts, 471; nature of, as civil,
268 n. 4
Habeas Corpus Act, 1679, alleged
inability of local legislation to repeal, 226 n.
Hague, Reparations· Conference,
1930, 391
Ha:gue, The, Union Minister to, 391
fl;ligue Peace Conferences,Dominions
./ not asked to participate in, 7
:illl!lld,,.~. Mw.;9.,,.,@velops Imperial
Defence Committee, 429; proposes
reconstruction of Privy Council,
274, 275; views.on..f,e!ie:vaLconstituti.ons,.321, ...;;142
Halibut Fishery Treaty, Canada and
United States, 1923~24, 49, 399
Hanover, Electorate and later Kingdo¢, relations of, with United
J¥'hgdom, 61, 62, 71, 85 n.l
'overian subjects, · British subeta during Union of Crowns, 62
oour.t,...;R~,.J3:un,"I..•f•Se.cretary ··of
State for ··the .Colonies,,.(,t.9A.Q,.,15.),
suggests presence of resident minister from Dominions as liaison
officer in London, 19.0
Hl)>yti, treaty between United King,p.om and, advantages for Do-

JI:;;~!;~:~;~~~~t£j~;:uor•General of the Irish l!'ree State (1922,..,
1 ~~),,,J.Jll), ' .

Henry VII., Statute of, as to obedience to de facto sovereign, 39
Henry VIII., . decl;t:re:> England. an
Empire, ,.91; se.eks .to bind next
Parliament, 38, 39
Hereditary honours unpopular in
Dominions, 444, 445

Hi¥n1ft~~~r·b~!~·,i!··l~tiW"tt~-f1;:~;;a;
15, 59, 60, 69, 167, 196, 370, 377,
421
High Commissioner for Canada in
London, 189, 190, 191; secures
alteration in Finance Act, 1894,
466
High Commissioner for Commonwealth of Australia in London,
190, 191
High Commissioner for Irish Free
State in London, 190; as channel
of communication with H.M. the
King, 68
High Commissioner for South Africa,
office of, 161, 162
High Commissioner for Union of
South Africa in London, 190
High Commissioners for Dominions
as channel of correspondence with
United Kingdom, 463
High Commissioners for United
Kingdom, in Canada, 162, 463;
in Commonwealth of Australia,
162, 463; in Union of South Africa,
162, 463
High Court of the Commonwealth
of Australia, 309-ll; of Irish Free
State, 260
High Court of Cook and Niue
Islands, 459
High Court of Western Samoa,
453
High duties in Dominions, 240-42,
479, 480
High treason, see Treason
Hobart Conference, 1895, 292
Holland, see Netherlands
Home Bank, depositors, refusal by
Canadian Senate of certain relief
for, 203
Honourable, style of, 447
Honours, royal prerogative as to,
37, 38, 130, 139, 304, 444-8; not
delegated to Governor-General,
137, 139
Hot· pursuit, Canadian exercise of
right of, 229 n.
House of Lords, decisions on
English law binding on Dominion
courts, 270
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Hudson Bay, territorial waters of
Canada, 262
Hudson's Bay Co., territories of, 93,
94, 317
Hughes, Rt. Hon. W. M., Prime
Minister of the Commonwealth
(1915-23), 150, 153, 184
Huntington, S., protests against
judicial investigation of Pacific
scandal in 1873, 259
Illegal action by Governor, 156-8
Illegal taxation, protection of subject against, 386, 387
Illusory character of Dominion preferential tariffs, 479, 480
IJ'/il, Alone, sinking of Canadian
;k' vessel, 50 n., 53, 274, 393
. ;c'Im;g;Ugtation"''"cont~:ol· .of,, .. conceded
to Dominions 6· into Dominions

froIll .. Jii(!J~~:~t·:l$ii;J!Ji::~Iiito

•

'C!ina'da, 120; legislative control
over, 323; under control of
Australian Commonwealth, 339
Immunity of federal instrumentalities, doctrine of, applied to Australian constitution, 338, 342, 343
Immunity of Governors - General
from suit, desirable to accord, 142
Immunity of High Commissioners
from local jurisdiction not yet
conceded, 192
Imperial Acts, conferring jurisdiction on Dominion courts, 264,
265; for Dominions, 464-8
Imperial and International Communications, Ltd., 473
Imperial Communications Advisory
Committee, 473
Imperial Conference, 461-4; General
Smuts' demand for unanimous
decisions, 485; for fulfilment of,
by new Government, 462
Imperial Conference, 1911, 7, 8, 117,
476
Imperial Conference, 1917, 476, 485
Imperial Conference, 1918, 485
Imperial Conference, 1921, 485
Imperial Conference, 1923, 50 n.,
131, 397, 398, 462, 477, 485, 486
Imperial Conference, 1926, 12, 13,
16, 18, 19, 27, 50, 69, 79, 80, 90,
131, 146, 149, 390, 396, 397, 403,
405, 410, 463
Imperial Conference, 1929, 13, 20,
22, 27, 59, 463
Imperial Conference, 1930, 13, 17,
20,59, 62, 78,133,397,463
Imperial Defence College, 429

Imperial Defence Committee, 429,
430
Imperial Economic Committee, 471,
472
Imperial forces, control of, 6
Imperial legislation, application of,
to Dominions, 15, 38-42, 264, 265,
464-9; as regards actions done in
Dominions, 26, 43
Imperial Military Command, Union
of South Africa, abolished in 1921,
419
Imperial preference, principles of,
476-84
Imperial Service Order awarded for
Dominion s{Jrvices, 446
ImpEJrial Shipping CommittEJe, 473
Imperial WirelEJss and Cable Conference, 1928, 473
Import Duties Act, 1932, 482
Income tax on judicial salaries,
legality of, 104, 258; on federal
and local salaries, 338, 343; on
High Commissioners, etc., 190
Indemnity Act, 1920, Imperial, 466
Indemnity Act, of New Zealand in
1867, 382; of Natal, 382
Ind,ependence refused to Transvaal
·N:t;nd qrange Free State, 11; see
,,, SecessiOn
~fndia, imm!gra~ion ,J!"Qm,. .to Do,, miWPJ:lkl....,.S.Z; .,p;te.femJlJii!k~ ...agreemqllt ;witbJJnitecl Kingdom, 491;
relat~q.ll~ w~t):l. :Pom\Ili-ona.dW.S~91

Indian appeals, judges added to
Privy Council for, 269
Indian lands in Canada, provincial
ownership of, 297, 298
Indirect taxation 'forbidden to
Canadian provinces, 331
Industrial Disputes Investigation
Act, 1907 (c. 20); Canada, invalidity of, 326, 327
Informal treaty negotiations, 397,
398
Initiative and referendum in Manitoba, 232, 233 .
Innes, Sir ,T. Rose, C.J., Union of
South Africa, on sovereignty in
mandated territory, 372
Inskip, Rt. Hon. Sir Thomas, K.C.,
Attorney- General of England
since 1932, 66 n., 91, 280
Inspection laws of States may be
cancelled by Commonwealth, 341
Instructions, royal, to GovernorGeneral, 20, 137, 138,. 141, 282,
283; to Governors of States and
Newfoundland, 160, 161, 282, 284;
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not now given to LieutenantGovernors of provinces, 161
Insurance business cannot be controlled by Dominions in Canada,
325, 326
Inter-imperial applicatiOn of international treaties, 79, 80
Inter-imperial co-operation in peace
and war as regards defence, 427c31
Inter-imperial disputes, not to be
decided by Permanent Court of
International Justice, 82-5; Privy
Council and, 276, 277, 281
Inter-imperial economic co-operation, forms of, 471-6
Inter-imperial enforcement of judgements, 469-71
Inter-imperial preference, 82, 476-84
Inter-imperial Tribunal, proposal of,
23, 82-5, 276, 277, 281
Internal sovereignty of Dominions,
14-44
International Conference on Naval
Disarmament, see London Conference and Washington Conference
International Joint Commission,
under Boundary Wat.ers Treaty
between Canada and United
States, 407
International Labour Organisation,
see Labour Organisation
International law, not applicable to
relations of United Kingdom and
Dominions, vi, vii, 57, 78-81, 84,
85, 406 n., 410, 463, 464; does not
invalidate Dominion legislation,
235, 236; nor give foreign powers
rights under most favoured nation
treaties, 483, 484
International position of Dominions,
v, 12, 45-57
International Radiotelegraph Convention, 1927, 329
Interpretation Act, 1889, 90 n.
Interpretation of Canadian constitution, 324-38; of Commonwealth
constitution, 341-54
Interpretation_ of legis~tion adopted
from Imperial Act, 270; of royal
prerogative, 270
Inter-State Commission Act, 1912,
Australia, 306
Inter-State shipping in Australia,
control of, 357
Investitures by Governor-General,
139
Inviolability of domicile in Irish
Free State, 379

nd, Acts of 1719 and 1782 and
83 as to, 39
,.,,)J'~,!l•>"~~e8~&RFhll;•·• 96;
Governor-General, 16, 17, 18; reservation of bills, 21; Statute of
Westminster, 23;. extra-territorial
legislation, 23, 24; alteration of
Imperial Acts, 24-7; merchant
shipping, 27-32; admiralty legislation, 32-5; qgn§titutm.Q,~,,ch!l,ugtls,

3.2,.5'"JJ§.~U§,,ggJ;.~JJP,!lN~Q.f~tYY

Qol].nqi!,.3.9,.,,g()f), . . ~77.cllQ;.J?ardon,
36, 37, 282; horiours, 37, 38, '446,
447; imperial legislation, 38-42;
League of Nations Council, 47;
foreign affairs, 51, 52, 53, 54, 6778, 389, 391, 392, 397, 399, 403,
405, 406, 408; ~ecessig.p,,, fi~cl:il;
nationality, o2-4, 122-3; interimperial relations, 78-82; arbitration, 82-5; legal .·• basis. ,.Qf . responsible gove),'n!;I!,<;)At, JQ.3,. 10.4;
Executive Council, 164, 168;
parties, 182, 183; civil service,
189; High Commissioner, 190; Dail
Eireann, 197, 198; Senate, 206-8;
judicial tenure, 257; organisation,
260, 274; liberties of the subject,
379-81; military and air defence,
414, 421, 422; religion, 438, 439;
inter-imperial preference, 480, 481,
483; no discrimination against
Indians, 490
l).'.illh . Jl'.~;g!L.St!!.t!l"(QQ.!JAtJ.t!ltien) . ..Act,

J,~g~Pill'i\J<!,, ;;l.!)~. ~:;l.3
Irish Free State minority, appeal to
Privy Council as safeguard for,
280, 281
Irish language, official position of,
127. 128
Irish Republican Army, 182, 380
Irish Seal used in place of Great
Seal of the Realm, 51, 53, 54, 131,
394, 397
~T!l!}}i~,.J,4!.t~9~l!~u-2f",4eg,:!')(liD~Ut
ris

~:el),ty.pe,t"fl"~Hgl.'~\l!t.~Iitain
~~·el~nci),J92.;f, .. J1, .. 3(), . 69,

.

' 7.!)•..~§•. 2.~)' ';4~1 ' ·.•··· .
~l1!lrr,~·,~;~.:;;t:t.g,Q\~~,~jj;.,~~ll!C,, ..Aw Chief

J,~~~-wGlii1Blt.•. (cJ:.WO),

Gpyemo:r,G.en~>r<lll.g,f,t,,\.le. Commonwe~ltl~ of . . AUstralia .(commission,

Dec.-18;··1930-},,.U,,135,.137,. J.50
Island Councils of Cook and Niue
Islands, 458, 459
Italy, relations with Dominions, 391,
430; negotiations with Canada, 398;
exchanges Ministers with Union,
391
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Japan, claim for liberty of immigration, 458; defeats China, 288;
relations of, with Dominions, 301,
332, 391, 395, 405, 430, 489;
sends Minister to Ottawa, 391
J"apanese subjects under Dominion
legisl1ttion in Canada, 332, 333
Jesuits, Quebec Act of 1888 restoring
value of estates, 440
Jewish education in Quebec, 336,
337
Josephine K., sinking of Canadian
vessel, 393
Judgements, inter-imperial enforcement of, 469, 470
Judges, surrender of British control
over appointment and removal
of, 14, 15
Judicial appointments, provincial
legislation in Canada affecting,
333, 334
Judicial arrangements in Union of
South Africa not under provincial
control, 368, 369
,Judicial Committee Act, 1833, 35
Judicial Committee Act, 1844, 35,
224, 265, 266, 343
Judicial Committee (Amendment)
Act, 1895, 269
Judicial Committee of Privy Council,
appeals to, 15, 21, 35, 36, 265-81,
343, 344
.Judicial immunity, 258, 259
,Judicial organisation, 259-61
J"udicial powers, distinction of, from
cxecut"ive and legislative, in Commonwealth, 305-7
Judicial tenure, 256-9, 305-7
Judiciary Act, 1903-20, Australia,
}l62, 309
Kanakas, see Pacific islanders
,gQ,l:! ,n., 400,
· 406, 409, 430; not applicable between parts of British Empire,
80 n., 406 n.
Kidston, Ron. W., Premier of
Queensland (1906-7, 1908-11), 157
King, H.M. the, in command of
military forces, 414; position of,
in regard to Dominion Governments, 129-34; relations of, with
Irish Free State, 51, 61, 67, 68;
powers, to fiat petition of right,
143; to. grant honours, 444-8; to
regulate precedence, 448-50; grant
of medals, visits, 450; flag of
Governor-General, 450, 451; effect
of conclusion of treaties in name

/ !\~gggg";l?,(1,!!.1;,,1\l.lUl, . 7Q,

' of, 79, 80; enactment of Acts in
his name, 251
King of Italy, comparison of H.M.'s
position with that of, 76
King's Counsel, right to appoint, in
Dominions, States, and Canadian
provinces, 141
Kingdom of Ireland, 52
Kitchener, Earl, suggests compulsory
service for Australasia, 417, 418
Knighthoods granted to Dominion
judges, 446
Knox, Sir Adrian, C.J. of High
· C!!trrt of Australia, on doctrine of
"pugnancy, 224
a "b~:J.Il\ll:J.'11-'~• . Benry,. secretary of
State. for .th&: Colopies (.1855-58),
promises Newfoundland consultation before alteration of treaty
rights, 7
Labour Organisation, League of
Nations, 48, 403, 404
Labour party, in Australia, 178, 179,
180; in Canada, 178; in Irish Free
State, 182; in New Zealand, 180;
in Union oHlouth Africa, 181
Labrador, boundary of, decided by
Privy Council, 275, 317
Lafleur, E., leading Canadian counsel, 274
Land, ultimate ownership of all,
and absolute ownership of ungranted, vested in Crown, 98
Land and Income Taxation Act,
Tasmania, illegality of, 158, 213
Land annuities, Irish Free State,
controversy over, with British
Government, vii, 83, 395
Lanq· policy, control of, surrendered
t · colonies, 5
~ . 'ds granted to Manitoba, Sas. katchewan, and Alberta, 312

G~t!:T.

_ _o~~~),

disputes of, with overnor, 154,
155, 158, 159, 167, 169, 184, 244
Languages, official, in Canada, 126,
127, 336; in Irish Free State, 127,
128, 251; in-Union of South Africa,
English, Dutch, or Afrikaans, 112,
I27, 181, 251, 370; signature of Acts
in one or other of official, 251; use
. of, as condition of naturalisation,
/ 119
, · t~~h.~m.,.,.~l?.nr.,.,~.:..,,y.: ..~,h'Q:,~Q:,,,,,._ At-

toml.l-~-,,~1'?.1-J-'i'J;!I--J .•. Q.......,t . !), .,l,.IQ,ru:mon-

wealth, 17 n., 67, 69, 91, 225, 262,
408

INDEX

· ~a, ~ri\'Jr, ~h. :Ef?l!:· §tr, .}Yjlf:ric;l, )?rime
M:inisWr .·of .Qa,l!:~d!J! . . (IS96,l91I),

Lkensil1g,J\lgislative .Jl9JIIets aa. to,
in Canad,~J.,. $2!},..326
Lieutenant-Governors of Canadian
provinces, 134, 139, 160, 297-9,
448; removal of, for partisanship,
135, 299
Limitation of electoral expenditure,
200
Limitation of Shipowners' Liability
Convention, 33
Liquor introduced into States, subject to State control, 341
Liquor smuggling treaty between the
United Kingdom and United
States, 1924, 50 n.
Loadlines, International Convention as to, .July 5, 1930 (Cmd. 3668,
3669), 33
Loans Council, borrowing for Australia regulated by, 314
Loans Fund, Commonwealth of Australia, 246
Local judges of Admiralty in Canada,
265
Locarno Pact, 1925, 73, 389
London Conference and 'freaty on
Naval Armaments, 1930, 390, 396
Long, Rev. Mr., dispute with Bishop
of Cape Town, 433, 434
Lord Chancellor as member of Judicial Committee, 269, 271
Lord President of Council as member of Judicial Committee, 269,
271
Lords of Appeal in Ordinary, mem,bers of Judicial Committee of
I Privy Council, 269
JLorne, Ma:rq:uis,.Gov!)):nor,Gene:r;aLof
Canada(.~8.78,.83.),.simplicity of his
regime, 449
Loss of British nationality, 119 ,
Lower houses in the Dominions, etc.,
193-201

8, 9, 167, 175, 176, 203, 249, 398,
441, 476
Lausanne, ·.1'rea.ty q£, 11}23,· ,ppsition
of Canada nnder, 12, 50
Laus!l!nne • ReparatiOP.s .. Cpmerence,
l932, . 3JlJ
League
Nations, 10, 46, 47, 48, 72,
73,74,402-4,455-8;covenant,406,
430; Art. 10, 48, 73, 81, 404, 405;
Art. 15, 74; Art. 16, 70, 81; Art. 18,
12, 78-81
Legal . basis of responsible government, 100-104
Legal restrictions on freedom of the
subject in Domil1ions, 383-6
Legal tender, States may not make
anything but gold or silver, 340
Legation, Dominion right of, 52-6,391
Legislation for the Empire, 41, 42,
464-9
Legislative Assembly, of States and
provinces, 193-201; of South-West
Africa, 374-6
Legislative Council, of Newfoundland, 208, 209; New South Wales,
210; New Zealand, 209, 210; Quebec, 208; Queensland, 210; South
Australia, 210, 212, 213; Tasmania,
210, 213, 214; Victoria, 210, 2ll,
212; Western Australia, 2ll, 214,
215
Legislative prerogative
of the
Crown, 91, 92
Letellier de St . .Just, L., removal
from office as Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec in 1879, 299; refusal to submit issue to Privy
Council, 276
Letter of credence or recall from the
King, 53, 55, 56, 392
Letters of administration, inter-imperial recognition of, 470
Letters Patent, constituting office of
McCarthy Act (46 Vic. c. 30), CanGovernor, 97; Governor-General of
,~itda, as to liquor control, invalidity
Commonwealth, 17, 18, 136, 137; Lof, 323
of Canada, 18, 138, 247; providing · M:a.<;.cl.gJJ,Il.l¢1., Jtt.,f!:pn,.§i.J.'JP.ltl\.J?.rime
for transfer of Ashmore Island to
Minister of Canada 08137?71,
Commonwealth, 31!r'll':; for crea18-'t!k9l), 167, 175, 176, 293,447
tion of colonial bishoprics, 433-5
MacDonald, Rt. Hon. R., Prime
Liabilityin contract not incumbent
;Minister of United Kingdom, reon Governor, 143
9 4
Liability in tort of Governor, 143,
144
Affairs, Irish Free State. (.1927-32),
Libel, law of, 385
51, 63, 67, 76, 77, 132
Liberals of Canada, 173-7
Meocgregor, Sir William, G.C.M.G.,
Liberty of the person, 379, 380; and
Governor of Newfoundland (1904see Ex post facto legislation
1909), 282

of
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of the Irish Free State . (1928,32),
135, 160 n.

Magna Carta not binding on Do.
minions, 226
Malta, religious dissensions in, 55,
174, 411, 441
Mandamus does not lie to Governor,
145, 305; nor probably to Parliament, 305; use of, 25()
Mandates, Dominion, 320, 371, 372,
452-8
Manitoba, province of Canada since
1870, 2()1, 318; settled territory,
94; entry into federation, 109;
parties, 177; Legislative Assembly,
194; representation in House of
Commons, 194; in Senate, 201;
referendum, 232; relations to
federation, 2!H, 301, 312, 318, 334,
335, 441, 442
Mansfield, Lord, on law applicable
to colonies, 92
Maoris, seats in Parliament, of Now
Zealand, 198
Mal'itime Mortgages and Liens, Convention on, 33
Marriage legislation, division of
powers in Canada as to, 322, 323,
333
Married woman, nationality of,
121 n.
Martial law, 143, 156, 157, 268,
381-3
Massey, Hon. C. V., Minister of
Canada to Washington up to
1()30, 191
Medals, royal approval of grant of,
450
Medical practitioners, inter-imperial
reciprocity of recognition under
, !Medical Aet, 1886 (amended by
/ 5 Edw. 7, c. 14), 467
/Meighen, Rt. I!qn .. ,A., Priiil!J.Minister ..of , Qans,.da .(1.1)20....21), now
Sens,tor, 149, 244, 389, 428
Melbourne, Lord, retirement of, 148
Melbourne Conference, 1890, 291
Melbourne Convention, 1898, 348

Members of lower houses, qualifications of, 197, 1()8
Members of Parliament, immunities
of, 254
·
Merchant shipping, 5, 6, 20, 27-32,
225
Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, 20,
27, 2(), 31, 124, 225; s. 686, 263;
s. 687, 263; s. 735, 31, 229; s. 736,
31
Merchant Shipping Act, 1906, 27
Mercy, prerogative of, see Pardon
Method of achieving federation in
Canada and Australia, 290-92
Methodist Church of Canada merged
in United Church, 437
·
Migratory Birds Convention, 1916,
between United States and Canada, 301
Mikado of ,Tapan, comparison of
H.M.'s position to that of, 76
Military and Naval Conference, 1909,
7, 423
Military forces of Canada, 415-17;
of the Commonwealth, 417, 418;
of New Zealand, 418, 419; of the
Union of South Africa, 419-21; of
the Irish Free State, 421-3
Military forces of Dominions, control
over, of Dominion legislation, 227;
when in United Kingdom, 465
Military tribunals, jurisdiction of,
in Irish Free State, 380, 381, 383
Mill, J. S., his definition of direct
taxation, 330, 331
Minister of Defence, Commonwealth
of Australia, 418, 426; Irish Free
State, 422; New Zealand, 419,
426; Union of South Africa, 421
Minister of Justice, Union of South
Africa, special powers of, 384, 385
Minister of National Defence, Canada, 416, 427
Ministers from foreign States present
credentials to Governor-General,
54, 131, 392
Ministers of External Affairs, in
Dominions, 389; channels of correspondence with British Government, ~ in New Zealand
controls Western Samoa, 453
Ministers, relations of, with legislature, 100-104, 168-72, 217, 218,
219; with Governor, 144-60; with
parties, 172-84; relations between
Cabinet and Prime Minister, 163;
delegated legislative authority,
236-8; power to speak in either
house, 248, 249

INDEX
Ministers resident .in London, from
Dominions, suggested appointment of, 190, 191
Minorities, in Dominion, safeguards
for, 280, 281
Minorities in Europe, Canadian
interest in, 408
Mint, Dominion. branches of Royal,
133 n.
Mixed Court of Tangier has jurisdiction over Dominion British
subject, 398
Moderate Reformers of Lower Canada, 172
Modus vivendi between Japan and
New Zealand, 1928, 395
Money, expenditure of, must be
sanctioned by legislature, and no
agreement by government is
binding (obligation under. Canadian Militia Act, s. 85, accepted
bY A.-G. Nova Scotia to pay costs
of militia in Cape Breton riots,
Hl25, not binding, [1930] S.C.R.
554), 245, 387, 395; doctrine invoked by Mr. De Valera in Oct.
1932, vii
Money bills, powers of upper houses
.as to, 203-15
1\foriroe. Q,octrine, as protection for
Canada, 407; projected for South
Africa, 377
.Montreal, burning of • Parliament
buildings at, in 1849, 255
Morocco, British extra- territorial
jurisdiction in (Orders in Council,
Nov.· 28, 1889, and March 21,
1929), 65
Most favoured nation clauses in
treaties do not apply to interimperial agreements, vi, 82, 400,
4()1, 483, 484
Mqtqr-cars, State laws bind Commonwealth. military officers (contrast
for Canada R. v. Anderson (1930),
39 Man. L.R. 84}, 351
M<>'\Vat, Hon. Sir Oliver, Premier of
Ontario, 167
Mozambique, Union relations with,
359,395
-Municipal by - laws distinguished
fro!ll provincial ordinances, 368
Municipal institutions, provincial
authority as to, in Canada, 223;
in Union of South Africa, 368,
369
•. Murra.y River, issue of use for irriga·
tion and naviga.tion solved by
federation of Australia, 288
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Musca.t; British extra- territoria.l
authority over (Maskat Order
in Council, Feb. 3, 1915), 65
Mussolini, Signor, disbelieves possibility of perpetual peace, 430
Natal (colony since 1845, province
of Union of South Africa since
1910), responsible government, 4,
95, 96; conquered or ceded
colony, 93; Governor and martial
law, 143, 156; referendum on
entry into Union, 169; question of
secession, 182; relations to Union,
359, 367, 370
Na.tional fla.gs, 124-6
Nationa.l Government, United Kingdom, commercial policy of, 4 77,
483-4
National languages, 126-8
Nationalist party in Union of South
Africa., 180-82
Nationa.lity, 62-4, 117-24
Native franchise, see Ce,pe of Good
Hope
Native High Court, Natal, 261
Naturalisation, 117, 119; of Germans in South-West Africa, 372,
373, 455, 456; of women in Canada.,
467 n.
Naturalisation Act, 1844, 117
Na.turalisation (Amendment) Act,
1931, Ca.nada, 121 n., 467 n.
Nauru, manda.ted to British Empire,
administered by Commonwealth,
government of, 320, 452, 454, 457,
467
Naval Aid Bill, 1913, Canada, rejected by Senate, 9, 203, 249
N a. val and Military Conference, 1909,
7, 423
Naval Board, New Zeala.nd, 426
Naval College, Austra.lia, 425
Naval Courts, control of British shipping by, 32
Na.val defence of Dominions, 423-7
Nava.l Discipline Act, application of,
465
Naval Discipline (Dominion Naval
Forces}, Act, 1911, 424
Naval Prize Act, 1864, 261
Navigation laws, repealed in 1849, 5
Ne temere decree of Pope, not operative proprio vigore in Quebec,
439
Netherlands, exchanges Ministers
with Union of South Africa, 391;
claim aga.inst Commonwealth in
V ondel case, 302, 303
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Neutrality, Dominions and, 8, 45, 56,
69-73, 131, 133, 231, 232, 288, 410,
411; of Hanover in British war, 78
New Brunswick, settled colony
(1784-1867), 94; enters federation
as province of Canada, 109, 291;
Legislative Assembly, 194; representation in House of Commons,
194; in Senate, 201; relation to
federation, 290, 323
New Guinea, 289; see also Papua
New Guinea, mandated territory,
under Commonwealth, 320, 452,
454, 457, 458
New Hebrides, 289
New Protection, abortive system of,
in Australia, 345
New South Wales, settled colony, 92;
State of Commonwealth, 292; responsible government, 3, 95; rests
on convention, 102; position of
Legislative Council, 105, 106, 210;
constitutional change, 106, 107;
Governor, 134, 136; dispute with
ministers, 154, 155; quarrel with
Commonwealth, 158, 159; Executive Council, 163; parties, 180 ;
Legislative Assembly, 195, 199;
privileges, 252; jndieial tenure,
257; organisation, 260; appeals,
2(16, 267; admiralty jurisdiction,
261-5; religious education, 443;
see States of Austmlia
New Zealand, responsible government, 3, 95; reservation of bills, 21;
disallowance of Acts, 22, 382; Statute of Westminster, 23, 26; extraterritorial power, 23, 24; alteration
of Imperial Acts, 24-7; merchant
shipping, 27-:12; admiralty legislation, 132-5; constitutional change,
35, 107; appeal to Privy Council,
36, 266, 267; pardon, 36, 37, 282;
imperial legislation, 38-42; secession, 58-61; nationality, 62-4; foreign affairs, 67-78, 407, 412; interimperial relations, 78-82; arbitration, 82-5; conventional basis of
responsible government, 102; flag,
124, 125; Governor-General, 134,
152, 160; Executive Council, 164,
165; parties, 180; civil service,
187, 188; High Commissioner, 190;
House of Representatives, 195,198,
201; Legislative Council, 209, 210;
legislative control of finance, 240;
privilege, 252, 254; judicial tenure,
257; organisation, 259, 260; ad.
miralty jurisdiction, 261-5; rela-

tion to Australia, 318; liberty of the
subject, 382, 383; military and air
defence, 418, 419; naval defence,
426; religious education, 443;
Western Samoa, 452-4; Cook
Islands, 458, 459; Ross Dependency, 459, 460; Union Islands, 460;
inter-imperial preference, 4 77, 4 78,
479, 483; Indians in, 490
New Zealand Branch (Division) of
the Royal Navy, 426
New Zealand Constitution Act, 1852,
21, 61
Newfoundland, responsible government, 3; Statute of Westminster,
23, 26; extra-territorial power, 23,
24; alteration of Imperial Acts, 24·
27; merchant shipping, 27-32; admiralty legislation, 32-4; constitutional change, 35, 107, 221;
appeal to Privy Council, 36, 266,
267; pardon, 36, 37, 282; honours,
37, 38, 444; imperial legislation,
38-42; secession, 58-61; foreign
affairs, 67-78, 411-13; settled
colony, 93; conventional basis of
responsible government, 101; flag,
125; Governor, 134, 151, 152, 160,
161; reservation of bills, 161; Executive Council, 163; parties, 178;
civil service, 186; High Commissioner, 190; Assembly, 195, 197,
198, 199; Legislative Council, 208,
209; judiciary, 257; organisation,
260; admiralty jurisdiction, 261-5;
relation to Canada, 317; accepts
imperial preference, 482, 483;
Indians in, 490
Newfoundland Letters Patent, 1876,
61, 93
Newspaper tax, abortive attempt to
impose, in New South Wales, 184,
352
Niue Island, New Zealand controls,
458, 459
No confidence motions against ministers, 218
Norfolk Island, Australian dependency, 319
Northe~reiand, boundary issue,
275; Irish Free State desire to
acquire, 67; see Govermnent of
Ireland Act, 1920
Northern Ireland, Government of,
may refer issues on constitution to
Judicial Committee, 275 n.
Northern Rhodesia as possible part
of Union, 377
Northern Territory, Australia, 319

INDEX
North-West 'ferritories, Canadian
territory, 318
Nova .Scotia, settled colony, 94;
enters federation as province of
Canada (1867), 109, 169, 291;
Legislative Assembly, 194; representation in House of .Commons,
194; in Senate, 201; privileges, 252;
relation to federation, 290, 300, 323
Oath to be taken by members of
Parliament, 249, 369
Oath under Irish Free State constitution, 66, 83, 115, 159, 160, 216,
369,439
Offences against the Person Act,
1861, s. 9 (murder, etc., overseas),
142, 468; s. 57 (bigamy overseas),
227, 468
Official Secrets Act, 19ll, 264, 468
Official visits between Governors and
naval officers, regulated by royal
orders, 450
Oil fuel tax, South Australia, invalid,
352
Ontario, province of Canada since
1867, 291; creation of ministry by
Act, 164; parties, 177; Legislative
Assembly, 194; representation in
Senate, 201; appeal to Privy Council, 266, 267; relations to federation, 291, 318, 323, 333, 335, 336
Optiona,l (jlause of Statute of Permanent Court of International
Justice, Dominion acceptance of,
80, 81, 400, 405, 406, 410
Orange River Colony, responsible
government, 4, 96; ceded colony,
93; now in Union of South Africa
as Orange Free State, 358, 360,
361, 362, 367
Order in Council, assent to reserved
Dominion bills requires Imperial,
20, 129, 130; for government of
Samoa under Foreign Jurisdiction
Act, 1890, 453; of Ross Dependency under British Settlements
Act, 1887, 459
Organisation of Dominion courts,
260, 261
•
Ottawa Branch of Royal Mint discontinued in 1931, 133 n.
Ottawa Conference, Aug. 20, 1932,
vi, viii, ix, 84, 413, 480-84
Ottawa Separate Schools Commission, 1915, illegality of creation of,
336
Oversea Settlement Department, 474
Ownership of British ships, 29, 30
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Pacific Cable Board, imperial legislation for, 467
Pacific islanders excluded from
Australia, 227, 354
Pacific Islanders' Protection Acts,
1872 aud 1875, 146, 264
Pact to renounce war, see Kellogg
Pact
Papal Nuncio sent to Dublin in
1930, 391
Papua, Australian dependency, 319
Papua Act, 1905, Australia, 319
Pardon, prerogative of, 138, 139,
141, 147, 222, 281-4; power granted
by law to Lieutenant-Governors in
Canada,l41
Paris, Canadian and Irish Free State
Ministers at, 391
Parliament Act, 1911, adopted in
principle in Newfoundland, 209
Parliamentary buildings in Montreal,
burning of, in 1849, 254
Parliamentary papers, publication
of, protected in Dominions, 254
Parliamentary procedure, 246-51
Parliaments, relMion between ministry and lower house, 217-20;
legislative powers, 220, 221; as
affected by status, 221-4; repugnancy, 224-6; territorial limitation, 226-30; plenary character,
230-36; delegation of authority,
236-8; control of finance, 238-46;
procedure, 246-51; privileges, 251-5
Party conventions in Canada, 176,
177
Party expenditure and funds in
Dominions, 183, 184
Party organisation in Canada, 176,
177
Party systems in Dominions, 172
Passive belligerency, doctrine of, 71,
73, 221, 222, 410,.411
Passports, issued to Dominion British subjects, 64; by Dominion
Governments, 402
Patents, inter-imperial recognition
of, under Imperial Acts (7 Edw.
7, c. 29, ss. 88, 91 (5); 9 & 10 Geo.
5, c. 80, s. 20), 467
Patents Agreement between Germany and Union of South Africa,
1930, 395, 396, 399 n.
Patriotic bias unjustly asserted of
Privy Council, 270
Payment of members of Parliament,
198
Peace, power of Crown as to declaration of, 12, 50, 56, 133, 410, 411
2L
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Pe&ce Conference of Paris, 1919, 10,
46, 47, 49
Peel, Sir Robert, accepts office on
Lord Melbourne's retirement, 148
Peerages, unsuitable award for Dominion services, 446
Pelagic sealing, quadripartite treaty
as to, 264
Perjury Act, 1911, punishment in
England of offenders against, 468
Perley, Hon. Sir George, represents
Canada in London, 190
Permanent Court of International
Justice, 48, 72, 74, 75, 121; Irish
Free State accepts statute of,
279 n.; optional clause of, 80, 81,
400, 405, 406, 410; possibility of
decision of immigration issue by,
490
Permanent Mandates Commission,
372, 373; Dominion relations with,
465: 8
Persia dissents from Canadian interpretation of Art. 10 of League
Covenant, 405
Personal Union, British Commonwealth as example of, 56
Petition of l'tight, 98 n.t, 308; fiat
of Crown required, 143
Philp, Hon. R., Premier of Queensland (1907-8), receives dissolution
from Lord Chelmsford in 1907, 157
Playfair, Mr., suggests ministry's
responsibility to both federal
houses in Australia,, 217
l'lonary powers of Dominion, Stato,
and.provincial legislatures, 230-36
Political activities of civil service,
rules as to, 186, 187, 188
Political negotiations, see Treaties
Pope, influence of, in Canada, 440,
441,442
Portuga,J, Union of South Africa
relations with, 395, 396
Portuguese East Africa, see Mozambique
Possessions, Dominions are British,
90
Postal services, control of, conceded
to colonies in 1849 (12 & 13 Viet.
c. 66), 5, 6
Power of Imperial Parliament to
bind future Parliaments, denied
by Bacon, 38-40
Powers of Canadian Parliament,
322, 323; of provincial legislatures,
323, 324; of Commonwealth Parliament, 338-41; of State Parliaments, 338, 340, 341

Powers of provincial councils in
Union, 364, 365; of Legislative
Assembly, South- West Africa,
375, 376; of Councils of Cook
Islands, 459
Powers under Imperial Acts, how
exercised in Austmlia, 305
Precedence, 448-50; of High Commissioners for Dominions in
United Kingdom, 190; of Dominions inter se, 91
Precedents not binding on Privy
Council, 272, 273
Preferential trade agreement between United Kingdom and India
at Ottawa, 491
Preferential trade in Empire, 476484
Preferential voting, 199
Prerogative of Crown, creation of
Constitutions, 91-4; of executives,
95; extent of, in Dominions, 97-9;
delegation of, in Dominions, 130,
131, 137, 138, 140, 141
'
Presbyterian Church of Canada,
partly merged in United Church,
437
President of the Council, Irish Free
State, 168; see Prime Ministers
President of upper house, 248
Pretoria., administrative capital of
Union, 362; branch of Royal Mint,
133 n.
Prime Minister of United Kingdom,
President of Imperial Conference,
461; advises Crown as to honours,
446
Primo Ministers in Dominions, direct
communications with United Kingdom, 463; position of, 165-8; standing members of Imperial Conference, 461
Prince Edward Island, settled colony
(1769-1873), 94; province of Canada since 1873, 291, 317; Legislative Assembly, 194, 198; representation in House of Commons, 194;
in Senate, 201; appeal to Privy
Council, 266, 267; relations to federation, 2!11, 317, 332; Bee Ca.nadian
provinces
Prince of Wales, visit to South Africa
in 1925, 181
Priority of Crown in bankruptcy a.nd
winding up of companies, 98, 99
Private bill legislation, 250
Private international law, jurisdiction based on citizenship under,
123, 124; special rule of enforce-

INDEX
Public Safety Act, 1927, Irish Free
ment of judgements of Dominion
State, 380
courts in England, 469, 470,
Private Secretary of the King, posiPublic i'Vorks Committee, Commonwealth of Australia, 206, 239; New
tion as regards communications
South Wales, 239
with Dominion Governments, 68,
Punish)llent in England of offences
l60n.
Privileges of Parliament, 251-5
itted overseas, 65, 66, 467,
co
Privy Council, .see Judicial Committee
Privy Councillorships, awarded by ,.'f.iiJM!lR~-~1>. ,~.\\~y.~"'g~<lHY.. J~/83:-"~867),
Crown to Dominion ministers, 447; ' 93, 94; provmce of Canada, 291;
law, 98, 256; position in federation,
to judges in the Dominions, 269
Prize Courts Act; 1894 (amended by
1.0~,
J~rr!tY:~~t~;·;: x~~; · _-336;
parties, 174, 175i Legislative AsPrize Courts Act, 1915), 261
sembly, 194, 198; Council, 193,201,
Prize jurisdiction, legislation for, 25,
208; representation in House of
42, 261
Commons, 194; in Senate, 201;
Probates, inter-imperial recognition
relations to federation, 291, 318,
of, 470
333; religious issues, 439, 440, 441,
Procedure of Dominion, etc., Parlia; see Canadian provinces
ments, 246-51
Produce Marketing Act, 1926-27,
Ci .Act, · 1774, • rei)ltroduces
renohlaw into Quepec, 94
British Columbia. doubtful validity of, 334
·
\leheQ. ~e:wl.JJ.t~ops,, .J§.(i..:l.,. . ilts Pl:L.fl~~ of
Progressive Party in Canada, 148,
British North .Amer.ic;:L.. A\Jt,.l867,
177, 178
29.0
Queensland, settled colony (1859),
Prohibition, writ of, 259
Prohibition referenda in the Do92; State of Commonwealth, 292;
responsible government, 4, 95;
minions (postponed in New Zeabasis of, 102, 103; constitutional
land for economy reasons), 171
change, 106, 107; Governor, 135;
Property, no security against conLegislative Council, 135, 136, 155,
fiscation of, by legislation, 234,
156, 170; Executive Council, 163;
300 n.; repudiation of debts by
referendum, 171; parties, 180;
New South Wales, 159
Legislative Assembly, 195, 199;
Proportional representation, in Irish
judicial tenure, 257; organisation,
Free State, 200; in Tasmania, 199;
260; admiralty jurisdiction, 261-5;
Union of South Africa, 200
appeals, 266, 267; pardon, 282, 284;
Proposals of amendment of Comreligious education, 443; Indian
monwealth constitution, 354-7
franchise, 489; see States of AusProtection of industries by tariffs,
tralia
Mr. Baldwin's proposals in 1923Questions as means of control of
1924, 462; Dominion policy of,
476-84
ministers, 218
Protestant minority, in Irish Free
Radiotelegraphy, Canadian control
State, asks for retention of appeal
of, 301, 329
to Privy Council, 280; ineffective
Radiotelegraphy Conference, 1912,
protection thus afforded, 281
46
Provinces of Canada, see Canadian
]{adiotelegraphy Convention, 1927,
provinces
Provincial Councils in Union of South
301, 329
Africa, 364-9
•
Railway belt, British Columbia, reProvincial rights as to Crown priority
turned to province, 312
in bankruptcy in Canada, 297
Railway Commissioners in Canada,
Provincial • subsidies regulated by
185
Railway communications in Canada
British North America Acts, 1907
and 1930, 109, 312, 313
as motive of federation, 287
Provincial system of Union of South
Railways, ports, and harbours, Union
Africa, 363-70
system of control over, 239, 240
Public Accounts Committee, critiRarotonga, government of, 458
Ratification of treaties, 46, 48, 49,
cism of expenditure by, 243, 244

,u.o; .
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50, 51, 132, 394, 396, 397; Labour
Con ventions, 48, 403
Real Union, British Commonweal th
as example of, 56, 57
Recall . of Dominion envoys, Dominion control of, 55, 56
Reciprocity agreement, 1911, Canada
and United States, 8, 175, 398
Hecognition of foreign Governments
by Dominions, 54, 55
l~ed ensign, with Dominion badge,
used by Dominion merchant
vessels, 1.24
Redistribution of seats in Dominions,
etc., 194, 195
Re-election of Chairman of DMl, 248
l~e-election of Ministers Act, 1931,
Canada, 165, 166
Re-election on acceptance of ministerial office usually abolished in
Dominions, 165, 166; on British
model, 166
Reference of issues to the electors,
170,171
References to Privy Council by
Crown, 275, 276
lteferendum, for alteration of Commonwealth of Australia constitution, llO, ll2, 355, 356; in
Alberta, 232, 233; in Irish l!'roo
State constitution, 113, 11 4; in
Manitoba, 232, 233; on conscription in Australia, 170; on constitution of Union in Natal, 169
l:teform party in New Zealand, 180
l tcfusal of assent to bill for secession,
by Govornor-Gcnoral, 61, 160, 221
lt(lgisterod shipping, eolonial control
over, conceded in 1854, 5, 229;
confirmod in 19:31, 31; Union of
South Africa restricts adv11nta.ges
to Union, in Gorman treai;y, 1928,
77
Itegistration of British shipping, 29,
30
Itelations of ministry to lower house,
168-72
Religion, law affecting, 432-43
H eligious education, referenda on,
171, 443; enforced on Alberta a n d
Saskatch ewan in 1905, 176
Hcligious influences on politics in
Canada, 174, 175, 439-41
Iteligious tests or discrimination
forbidden to Commonwealth, 340;
to Irish Free State, 438
Removal of Governor-General, by
Dominion Government, 18; of Mr.
McNeill by Mr. De Valera, 160 n.

Henunciation of legislative ttnthority
over Ireland in 1783, 39
Repl'Csentation of the Crown i n
Dominions, see Governor-General
Republican influences in hish ]!'reo
State and Union of South Africa,
67
.
l~epudiation of Now South Wales'
debts, 15tl
l'tepugnaney of Dominion legislation, 24-7, 42, 4:l, 224-fl
Hequisitioning of shipping during
the war period, prerogative as to,
140, 141
Itesorvation of bills, in case of
Dominions, 15, 19-21, 1 !~7, :178;
in case of States and Newfoundland, 42, 130, 137, !GO, 161
l~eserve militia, Canada, 416
Heserved powers of the St,ttoB,
dootrine of, 343
Itesidence outsido a State not leg~tl
ground of discrimination in Australia, 340
Hesident Ministers of Dominions,
190, 191
l:tesignation of Prime Minister dissolves ministry, 165
ltcsignation or dissolu tion, ministry's
choice between, 169
l{esolutions of Imperial Conferences,
character of, 461, 462
ltesponsiblo government, introduction of, 3, 4; legal or conventional
basis, 99-104
l~estrictions on federal jurisdiction
of Supreme Courts of States, 309,
310
H.esumption of diplomatic relations
with U.S.S.l{., 55
ltotrospective legislation in Dominions, 2:l4, 235
l~cturn of bills t o lcgisla turc by
Governor, 248
l{ovenuo in Dominions, etc., sources
of, 246
l{iddell, J., on confisc11tiou by logislation, 300 n.
Rigll..LHonoJ!.l:~,seyJ~sJ£."~4. 7
l~igidity of C!tnadian constitution,

107-10
Ritchie, J., on position of Church in
Quebec, 441
Roads, Federal Aid Hoads Act, 1926,
Commonwealth, as to, 351
Roman CatholiC" Church, in Quebec,
virtually established and endowed,
432, 439, 440; political infiuence
of, 440-42

INDEX
Roman Dutch law in Union of
Salaries of Governors-General and
South Africa, 97, 256
Governors, 136; reservation of
Rome, Union Minister at, 391
bills in case of New Zealand, 21;
Rome Copyright Convention, 1928,
of States of Australia, and NewCanadian acceptance of, 467 n.
foundland. 161
Roos, Hon. Tielman J. de V.,
SaiJ:J.oa, see Western Samoa
Minister of Justice (1924-29),
S~tlctions for observance of reUnion of South .Africa, 249
,;'>'sponsible government, 102, 103
Ross Dependency, New Zealand J)i$askatchewan,. se.tt!()d. ter#t.o.ry,..94;
controls, 459, 460
entry into Canadian federation,
Routhier, J., Quebec, views on
109, 291, 318; province J11.1905,
exemption of priests from juris318; parties, 176, 177; civil service,
diction, 441
186; Legislative Assembly, 194;
representation in House of ComRowell, Hon. N. W., represents in
1920 Canada at the League of
mons, 194; i11 Se11ate, 201; appeal
to Privy Council, 264, 267; relations
Nations Assembly, 74, 408
to federation, 291, 312, 318, 335,
Royal and Parliamentary Titles
Act, 1927, 90
442; see Canadian provinces
Royal Australian Navy, 425, 426
Scullin,.. Rt .. .Hon. J. II.,. Prime MinisRoyal Australian Military College
ter of Commonwealth of Australia
at Sydney, 418
( l9)!9c-32), 136, 184, 206
Sea fisheries, under Dominion conRoyal Canadian Military College at
trol, 28; limited extent of CanaKingston, 416
dian authority, 323, 326
Royal Canadian Navy, 427
Seal, custody of public (Great Seal,
Royal Commission on Federation in
in federation of Canada, CommonVictoria, 1870, 45; on working of
wealth of Australia, Union of
Commonwealth Constitution, 356
South Africa), assigned to GovRoyal family, precedence of, 450
ernor-General, 141
Royal instructions, to GovernorSeals, use of British, for external
General, 20, 137, 138, 282, 283; to
transactions, 51, 53, 54, 131, 394;
Governors of States and Newfoundfor internal affairs, 17, 18
land to reserve bills, 160, 161
Secession, question of right of, 58Royal Mint, see Mint
62, 66, 67, 69, 133, 221; effect of,
Royal Standard, not to be used in
on British nationality of Irish, 66
Dominions, 451
Second ballots, abandoned in New
Royal title and style, 134; not to be
Zealand, 200
altered without Dominion assent,
Secondary industries, Dominion de58, 134, 464
sire to foster, 241, 479, 480
Royal Victorian Order, see Victorian
Secretary of State for Dominion
Order
Atf:airs
(from 1925), 51, 59, 463
Russia, disagreements with, as factor
Secretary of State for Foreign
in bringing about Australian
.Affairs, 8; responsible for issue of
federation, 288; see U.S.S.R.
full powers and instruments of
Russian commercial agreement,
ratification, 46, 51, 52, 394
1930, abrogated in 1932, 399, 481,
Seddon, Rt. Hon. R., Prime Minister
484; see U.S.S.R.
9£ New Zealand (1893-1906), 167
Russian dumping of commodities,
Sliditious libel, law of, 385
to be checked under Ottawa Agreement, 481, 484
;A3elb9I:P,e, E.arl of,. Governor .of Transvaal (1906d0), .advocates federal
Russian trade delegat!on in Canada,
union. of South .Africa, 359
54, 55
Senate,ok,~,iiJi!H,4; of Commonwealth of .Australia, 204-6; of Irish
Safety of Life at Sea, Conference on,
Free State, 215, 216; of,,G~n. of
1913-14, 46; Convention on, 1929,
33
S.outh..M9Hw,~J,i,.8
Senior Cadets, Australia, 417, 418
St. Lawrence WatE!rways Treaty,
Separate adherence to, and with1932, 301
drawal from, treaties for DoSt. Michael and St. George, Order
minions, 7, 76, 399
of, 446
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Separation of powers, partly adopted
parties, 180; House of Assembly,
in Commonwealth of Australia,
195; J.. egislative Council, 210-12,
256, 305, 306
21B; judicial tenure, 257; organisation, 259, 260; admiralt;y jurisdicSettled and ceded or conquered
colonies, 91-5
tion, 261-5; appeals, 266, 267; religious education, 443
Shipping Casualties and Appeals and
Rehmtrings Rules, 1923 (S. I~. &
Southern Rhodesia, colony with responsible government since 192il,
0., 1923, No. 752), 29
Shipping enquiries, Dominion powers
enjoys fiscal autonomy and is
as to, 29, 26B n.
represented tt1; Ottawa ConferenctJ,
Sign manual warrant, used in ap1932, 413, 482, 483; relations of,
with Union of South Africa, :l!l6;
pointment of Governor-General,
need not be countersigned by
under control of British GovomSecretary of St,ate, 17, 138; used in
mont in external issues, 411
South-West Africa, constitution of,
issue of instruments under Great
Seal for treat,y negotiation and
370-76; German claim t.o, 4il0;
:ratification, must be countersigned
mandate over, 455-7
by Secretary of State, 46, 51; 52,
Sovereign, see King, H.M. the
394; of Letters Patent constituting
Sovereign power of Jmperin.l Parliaoffice of Governor-General of Canment, 4, 5, B8-·i2, 65-7, 4G4-8
ada 138
Sovereignty of Dominions, Part I.;
Signature of bills by Governor, 251
see Contents
Signature of doeumonts for Irish
Sovoreignt.y over South-West Africa,
Free State during illness of the
controversy a.s to, 372, 37a
King, 68
Spanish Republic, recognition of, by
Signature of treaties, 45, 46, 48, 49,
United Kingdom and Dominions,
in 1931, 55
50, 51, 52, 394
Signet, in custody of Dominions
Speaker of lower house, 248
Secretary, used .in 8CI1ling GovSpeaker or ProRident of upper house,
ernor-General's commission, 17,
248
Squires, Itt. Hon. Sir R, defeated in
18, 1:37
Singapore naval baso, 891, 426
Newfoundland election of 1932,
Situabion of property, as ground of
151, 386
taxation in provineos of Canada,
Sdni vasa Sastri, first Inditti1 agorit
in Union of South Afrioa,.488
3Bl, 3<!2
State debts t,akon over by CommonSlav\) 'l~mde Act, 187!!, 261, Mi8
Sml)ggling treaty, l!l24, botwoen
wealth, 313, 314
··U nited Kingdom and United
f'\J;ato rights, feeling as to, in Aus.. tralia, 315
'tat es, binds Canada, 50 n.
' Smuts, Itt. Hon. J. C., Prime Minis- t/'Statos of Australia, non-application
- 't'or' ;;r · Union ·of' S6titn Afr'i()a
to, of Statute of Westminstm:, 4244; Governor, 134, 135, 136, 160,
(~.lll.il;:;-.~1), 10, 11, 4!l, 5!l, 61, lBO,
136, 137, 370, 371, 462, 485, 486
161; not able to exercise war preroSources of Dominion constitutional
gatives, 140; reservation of bills,
law, 89-116
160; Agents-General, 190, 191, l!l2;
South Africa Act, 1909, 21, 60, 112,
application of Colonial Laws Valid113, 127, 129, 162, 360
ity Act, 1865, 220; judicial tenure,
South African Church, 434, 435
257-8; judicial organisation, 259,
South African Division of Royal
260; appeal to Privy Council, 266,
Naval Volunteer Reserve, 420
267; status ii\ Commonwealth, 302South African party in Union of
305; judiciary, 305- 7, 309 -11;
South Africa, 180-82
financial relations with CommonSouth African protectorates, Crown's
wealth, 313-17
rola tions to, 378
Status of churches, legal principles as
South Australia, settled colony
to, 435-9
(1836), 92; State of CommonStatus of Dol:llinions, equality of,
wealth, 292; responsible governwith United Kingdom, 13; posment, 3; legal basis, 102, 163;
sible restrictions on legislative
constitutional chango, 106, 107;
power by reason of, 221, 222

INDEX
Status ofprovinces of Canada, 296Tariff Agreements, Australia !l.nd
302; of Australian States, 302-5
New Zealand, 4 79; and Canada,
Statute of Westminster, 1931, 13, 14478; Canada and Union of South
44, 464, 465, 469; preamble, 58, 59,
Africa,. Southern Rhodesia, Irish
Free State, 483; and New Zealand,
133, 221, 46<i; s. 2, 24-7, 34, 36, 41,
66, 107, 143, 220, 264, 265, 424,
478; Union and New Zealand,
Irish Free State, 483; United King467;s.3,23,27, 123,220,254,469;
s. 4, 24-7, 64-7; s. 5, 20, 27, 31;
dom and Dominions and India,
483, 484
s. 6, 20, 27, 33, 261; s. 7, 34, 107,
Tariff Board, Canada, set up in 1932,
220; 8. 8, 35, 107, 112, 210; s. 9 (1),
34; s. 9 (2), 43, 220; s. 10, 220
242, 481
Stockholders, of colonial (Dominion
Tariff Board, Australia, 241, 242,481
and State, not provincial) loans,
Tariff Board Act, 1921-29, Commonprotection of interests of, 22, 23;
wealth of Australia, 241, 242
Tariff war between Germany and
repudiation by New South Wales,
159
Canada, 398
Subjects, of Canadian federallegisla- · Tarte, Hon. I., Minister of Public
Works, Canada, removed from
tive power, 321-3; of provincial
legislative power, 323, 324
office in 1902, 167
Taschereau,
Sir. E. J., Supreme Court
Succession to Crown, Dominion position of, 58, 59, 90, 134, 221
of Canada, on position of Church
S):lggested changes in Commonwealth
in Quebec, 441
T!l.schereau, Hon. L. A., Premier of
constitution, 354-7
Suit by Crown in Commonwealth
Quebec, 167
Tasmania, responsible government,
against. Crown in States, and vice
versa, 305
3, 95; Executive Council, 101, 102,
Supremacy of imperial legislation,
163; constitutional change, 106,
107; Governor, 134; illegal as24-7, 38-42
sent to bills, 157, 158; House of
Supreme Court of New Zealand, jurisdiction over Western Samoa, 453;
Assembly, 195, 199; Legislative
Council, 212, 213; judicial tenure,
Cook Islands, 459
Supreme Court of United States not
257; organisation, 259, 260; adbound by own decisions, 273
miralty jurisdiction, 261-5; appeal,
Supreme Courts, of Dominions, etc.,
266, 267; religious education, 443;
259, 260; admiralty jurisdiction,
see States of Australia
261-5; of Canada, 307-9; of Irish
Taxation of provincial property by
Canadian federation and of federal
Free State, 274
Surcharge by A):lditor-General m!l.y
property by provinces, 313
be remitted by Government, 243
Taxation of State property by ComS11spendingclause in lieu of reservamonwealth, 344, 345
T11xation power, of Canadi!l.n protion, 161; under Colonial Courts of
Admiralty Act, 1890, 32, 33
vinces, 230, 330-32; of Union proSverdrup Islands, annexed to Canvinces, 366
ada, 134 n.
Teaching of English in Ontario, conSwaziland Protectorate, controlled
troversy over, 335, 336
by High Commissioner for South
Telegraphy, imperial control of, 473,
Africa, 161; relations of, with
474
Union, 377, 378
Tenure of civil servants, in Canada,
Sydney Bulletin promotes federal
185, 186; in Australia, 186, 187
feeling, 291
•
Territorial limitation of Dominion
Sydney Conference, 1891, 291
legislation, 226-30; under Statute
Synod of Church of England cannot
of Westminster, 1931, is or may be
be summoned without royal or
removed, 32-4
Parliamentary authority, 433
Territorial Waters Jurisdiction Act,
1878, 263, 305
Tangier Zone of Morooco, position of
Te Water, C., High Commissioner for
British subjects in, 398
" Union of South Africa, 406
Tariff, colonial autonomy in matter of,
Tlwodore; HDn•. E .. G,, ·Premier of
5; Dominion policy as to, 476-84
Queensland (1919~25), 167
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Thomas, Rt. Hon. J·. H., Secretary
of State for the Dominions from
1930, 84 n., 91
Tobacco, ten years' preference on
Dominion, granted by United
Kingdom, 4.82
Tokelau Islands, under New Zealand,
460
Tokyo, Canadia.n Minister to, 391
Tort, liability of Governor in, 1M; of
Government, 14.4, 309
1'rade and commerce power in Canad~1, ambit of, :322, i32fl-8
Trade Commissioners of Dominions,
401
Trade m11rks, inter-imperi11l reeognition of, under Imperi11l Acts- (7
J~dw. 7, c. 20, ss. 88, 91 (5); \l &
10 Goo. 5, c. 80, s. 20), 4H7
Trndo rel11t.ions with Dominions,
47/i-84
Tmdo n>prosentativo of U.S.S.l1>., 54,
55; not entitled to diplomatic immunities (Ferdo-n l'el;t·ile A ssociation v. Krassin (1922), 38 T.L.lt.
25\l), il\)3
Trade with enemy, Dominion power
to regulate, 222, 41. J
'l'rnnsport Worlmm' Aet, 1!1 2 8~20,
A nstralia, 3f)B
'l'mnsva.a.l, colony (Hl00-10), provinee of Union (HllO), rosponsiblo
goverrnncnt, 4, !)(); uonfJUorod
oolony, !J:J; relations to Union of
South Afrimt, ilfl8, :!fJH, :wo, ilGl,
362, 31iti, :170; legish1i;ion ~>ga.insi;
"Briti;,h Imli>1ns, 488
Transvaal As.iatic Tonuro (Amendment) Bill, 488
Transvaal Gold Law, 1008, 488, 489
Tmnsvaal Gold Profits Tax, 1918,
cancelled by Union, 366
·
Treason, Act,~ as to, 264; law as to,
alterable in Canad11, 231; punishment of, in England though committed overseas, 468; in case of
alien enemy on territory under
enemy occupation in Nat11l, 260;
pardon of, in Union, 284
Treasona hle Offences Act, 1925, Irish
Free State, 264
Treasure trove belongs to Crown, 08
Treasnry, Commonwealth of Australia, functions as regards control
of expenditure, etc., 245, 246
Treaties, Australian legislative power
as to, 339; Canadian legislative
power as to, 324, 332, 333; negotiation of, 7, 45, 41i, 4-8, 49, 50, 51,

76, 77, 394-401; not normally to
be applicable between parts of
Empire, 79, 80
Treaty for the B.enunciation of War,
Paris, 1028, see Kellogg Pact
Treaty of 1818 between United States
and United Kingdom does noi;
apply to Pacific, 2.64 n.z
'l'reaty of Mutual As.~istance, 1!)2:3,
proposed, 405
Treat.y of l'eace Act, 19Hl, Austmlia, 354
Treaty of J>eace and South-West
Africa Mandnto Act, l!ll\l, :l76
Trinity Church, Cape 'fown, conkol
of, 4315
'frustee Act;, 19215, applies in pnrt to
Dominions, 41iG
~l'rustee seouritieH, admission of Dominion si>ocks to list o.f, 22, 4fi7
']'rusts Fund, Commonwealth of A nstralia, 246
Tupper, ]{t. lion. Sir Charles, High
Commissioner for CrLnacla, and in
1896 Prime Minister, 152, ISH, 191
Turkey, treaty of l!l23 with, 12, 50

Uniformity of logislaLion in Empire,
41, 4-2, 4fl4-8; in Canadian provinces, H23, 324Union domicile, 121, 122; Indians of,
487
Union Islands, assigned to Now Zealand (Imperial Orders in Council,
Nov. 4, 1925) and administered by
Administrator of Western Samoa
(New Zealand Order in Council,
March 8, l!l26), 260
Union ,Jack, as nationa-l flag, 124-6
Union nationals, 121, 122, 123
Union of South Africa, responsible
government, 4-, 94; Governor-General, 16, 134, 135; reservation of
bills, 21; disallowance of Acts, 22;
Statute of Westminster, 23, 26;
extra-territorial power, 23, 24;
alteration of Imperial Acts, 24.-7;
merchant shipping, 27-32; admiralty legislation, 32-4; constitutional
change, 315, •n2, 113, 221; appeal
to Privy Council, 36, 266; pardon,
36, 37, 282; honours, 37, 38, 445;
im poria! legislation, 38-42; secession, 58-61; nationality, 62-4; foreign affairs, 67-78, 391, 392, 304-7,
400, 404, 40ii, 407; inter-imperial
relations, 78-82; arbitration, 82-15;
basis of responsible government,
101, 102; flag; 124, 125; martial

INDEX
law, 156, 384; Executive Council,
163; parties, 180-82; civil service,
188, 189; High Commissioner, 190;
House of Assembly, 195-7; Senate,
206-8; control of finance, 239, 241;
privileges, 253, 254; Roman Dutch
law, 256; judicial tenure, 257;
organisation, 260, 261; admiralty
jurisdiction, 261-5; creation of
Union, 358-60; federal elements,
360-63; provincial system, 363-70;
South-West Africa, 370-76, 455-7;
relation to Southern Rhodesia and
territories, 376-8; liberties of the
subject, 382, 384, 385; military and
air defence, 417, 418; naval defence, 423, 426
Union of South .Africa flag, 125, 126
Union of the Crowns under James I.,
62
Unionist party in Union of South
.Africa, 180
United Church of Canada, 437, 438
United Farmers of Ontario, 171
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, 90
United States, attitude of, towards
Dominions in 1921, 49; exchanges
diplomatic representation with
Dominions, .391; possible hostility
of, as cause of federation of Canada,
286
United States federal constitution,
compared with Canadian and
Commonwealth constitutions, 292295
Unity of Empire, 58-85, 399, 482
Unskilled white labour, uneconomic
employment of, on South .African
railways, 240
Upper houses in the Dominions, etc.,
201-16
U.S.S.R., recognition of Government
of, 54, 55; rupture in 1927 of relations, 55; agreement of 1930 with,
77 n.; abrogated in 1932, 399, 481,
484
Vancouver Island, representative
government in, 94 •
Vancouver riots, 1907, 74
Vatican City, Irish diplomatic representation at the, 55, 56, 391
Verdict of acquittal, no appeal from,
342
•
Versailles, Treaty of, t919, ll, 457
Vice-Admiralty Courts can be, but
are not in practice, established in
Dominions, 264, 265
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Viceroy, Governor-General not a,
139, 142
Victoria,·.settled .c.olony(l85l), 92;
State of Commonwealth, 292; responsible governn1ent, 95; basis of,
101, 163; constitutional change,
106, 107; parties, 180; Legislative
Assembly, 195, 199; Legislative
Council, 210, 211, 212; privileges,
252, 253; judicial tenure, 257; organisation, 259, 260; appeal, 266,
267; admiralty jmisdiction, 261-5;
no religious education, 443; see
States of Australia
Victorian Order, personal to the
Sovereign, 446
Victorian Royal Commission on
Federation, 1870, 45, 288
Visiting Forces (British Commonwealth) Bill, 1932, vii
Vondel, dispute over non-arrest of
seamen. of Dutch vessel between
South Australia and Commonwealth, 302, 303
Von Papen, Chancellor of the German Reich (1932), claims return of
German colonies, 373
Waitangi treaty, New Zealand, 1840,
93
War, declaration of, 12, 56, 69-73,
131, 133, 409-ll, 412; prerogative
of Crown as to, not delegated to
State Governors, 140; subject to
control of Parliament, 389, 390
War Cabinet, 1917-18, 9, 10
War Measures Act, 1914, Canada,
238
War prerogatives, how far vested in
Dominioi1 Governors~ General, 140,
141
War Time Elections .Act, 1917,
Canada, 170
Ward, Rt. Hon, Sir Joseph, Prime
Minister of New Zealand (l!J061912, 1928-30), 152
Warrant for expenditure, signed by
Governor-General, 243, 244
Washington, Irish Minister at, 12,
52, 53, 391; ~nadian Minister at,
10, 52, 391; Union of South Africa
Minister at, 391
Washington Conference, 1921-22,49,
390,425
Wesleyan Methodist Church of South
Africa, 437
Western Australia, settled colony
(1831), 92; State of Commonwealth, 292; responsible govern-
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mont, 4, 95; legal basis, 163;
constitutional change, 106, 107;
Governor, 134; Executive Council,
163; Legislative Assembly, 195,
199; Legislative Council, 214, 215;
privilege, 253; judicial tenure, 2.57;
organisation, 259, 260; admiralty
jurisdiction, 261-5; appeal, 266,
267; pardon, 282, 284; relation
to federation, 291, 294; religious
education, 443; see States of Australia
Western Samoa, New Zealand mandate for, 4h2-4, 457
Westminster, Statute of, see Statute
of W estrninster
Wheat, duty on imports into United
Kingdom of, 4.86
White Australia policy, 490

White ensign, used by Dominion war
vessels, 124
"\Vhite women, restrictions on employment of, by Chinese, 332, 333
Winnipeg riots in 1919, 382
Wireless telegraphy, see H,adiotelegraphy
Witwatersrand Local Division of
Supreme Court of South Afriea,
261
Women, held eligible for admission
to Canadian Senate, 202 n.; nationality of married, fresh legislation
as to, 121 n., 467 n.; suffrage and
right to rnernborshil) of legislt:1turos
generally conceded (save in Quebec), 194, 195, 196
Yukon, Canadian territory, 818

'l'HE END
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" Professor Berriedale Keith in this timely and well-balanced work
aims at presenting a broad consideration of the growth of the
sovereignty of the Dominions of the British Empire and the present
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